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The source of the New Testament -concept is the Old
Testament, especially the Septuagint. The etymological meaning of
pLixero 5 is 'one who remembers or reminds'; this emerges in various
OT passages where the h^rJeiov/ or is the standing
reminder of a covenant and its implications. The supreme
is God himself; he is the source of the Biblical testimony and his
Spirit testifies to the mind of the believer.
The original testimony was delivered to Moses and summarised
in his Song (Dt.31 and 32). The priests and official prophets
were made the servants of the tabernacle of testimony and part of
their duty was to guard and transmit this testimony. Later,
official and unofficial prophets were sent by God to testify to
Israel and remind her of the covenant-doctrine given at the time
of the Exodus. The CT torah or pccerug t oo has many synonyms but
its content remains constant within a framework of four main themes,
viz. (a) The sovereignty of the one creator God, (b) His moral law,
(c) His redemptive activity and (d) His promise of future blessedness
or doom.
The true is the bearer of the original testimony and,
as such is dependent for his authority on the self-authenticating
truth of his message; he may, in some instances, be an ecstatic but
essentially he is a teacher of eternally valid truths. The
authority of the p.is that of the teacher of the truth of God
and so can have no official sanctions.
The prophetic testimony or lore of the OT prophets was trans¬
mitted by John the Baptist who pointed to its fulfilment in Jesus.
Jesus was the true and faithful witness who recalled Israel to the
authentic doctrine which had been'distorted and debased by the
official leaders, and pointed to himself as the embodiment of it.
Jesus chose his disciples to instruct them in his testimony.
On his departure they became the prophetic, charismatic leaders of
the new Israel and guardians of the testimony and they transmitted
it to others who also became an^ servants of the word.
Jesus' testimony and that of his disciples has the same four-fold
content as that of the OT fulfilled in the person and life of Jesus.
The is not simply an eye-witness who recounts what he
has seen, he is one who hasrseen' the action and truth of God in
sensible phenomena. The content of his testimony is both event
Use other side if necessary.
and truth, the former without the latter has no spiritual
significance and the latter without the former is suspended in
a vacuum.
This investigation of the NT has served to underline
the weakness (l) of the Catholic view that the leaders of the
earliest Church depended for their authority simply on the dominical
commission and their position as eye-witnesses of the words and works
of Jesus and that it was possible for them to transmit this authority
to their successors in office and (2) of the 'Pormgeschichte' thesis'
that "He (Jesus) who formerly had been the bearer of the message
was drawn into it and became its essential content." (Bultmann) .
True authority in the Church is vested in Jesus Christ himself
who is both witness and testimony; it is a charismatic authority
resting on him who is the truth - "the same yesterday, today and
for ever."
(i)
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THE BACKGROUND OF THB jO 'WORD-GROUP
(1) etymology
The word-group of which p a j f m*. is a member is thought
to be linked by the common root , with ?
p.va (care);- w , (to care). This root
stems from the Sanscrit root smar (smarami, to remember, think?
srnrti-s, smar-ana-m, memory, remembrance; smar-a-e, recollec¬
tion, remembrance, love). There is an affinity here with the
Zend: mar (to remember, kno?/, mention) and mar-e-ti (a precept)
and also with the Latin: rnemor (memory).^ ^ "Hence, literally.
a is one who remembers, i.e. one who has information or
knowledge of a thing and can therefore give information concern¬
ing, bring to light, or confirm anything."^ ^ In the follow¬
ing study of the -group it will be seen that this basic
meaning of 'remembering' is of primary importance in those in¬
stances where the concept is used in a sense other than the
legal one.
(x) Three forms other than the Attic are found, viz,
Cretan: jacutus ' e.g.^Gort. Inscr. ii.l6: <y-r<*-rrfeccv<;
(cctt a <r t <*■ (t & i af a n o it owe-a p.<i7Tos fOld Epic; J'e.g. Horn.
Odes 16.L23: oii4 "iKtTas , ©»<riv
Also several times in inscriptions, especially those at'Delphi,
concerning the enfranchisement of slaves under the form of sale
to a £pd; e.g. CIO. 1,702: Co«3 rol 'ArtsAX*j</os
'Aeitiwu Kin SkA/3os • Aeolic: uq stup » e.g. Pit t» Syll. Ill.
9C7 99f I ' ( ' <• * i \ J N f\ *
{a) See Curtiuss Principles of Greek Etymology.I.399 fend
Asting; Die Verkundigung des Wortes 1m Urchristentumfp. 5255
"Die Grund-bedeutung von "ist also:" einer 3er dehkt
und sich erinnert," »Vmeans originally to turn back, return
and then to repeat (Gesenius DCX). This is close to the idea
of remembering or reminding which is, in a sense, a re-producing
of past events, words or ideas.
(3) Bullinger: A Critical Lexicon and Concordance to the
English and Greek New Testament^p.893,col. 1."
2.
(2) MEANING- AND USAGE IN NON-BIBLICAL GREEK
in tiie active voice usually denotes the func¬
tion of the witness; someone or something testifies for sorne-
(i)
one or something else. The word also means to bear favour-
(2)
able witness to, to give a good report of a person or thing, '
to testify of a thing/ ^ to confirm what another says/ ^ to
(
testify that a thing is,x ' to give evidencev ' and to furnish
proof/
(x) e.g. Pindar bears witness for Hagesias: (Olympian Odes
6.21) a bloodstained robe bears witness for Orestes TAesch.
Chorus Bearerg 1010), Apollo testifies for Orestes (Aesch.
Eumen.59A7* all Hellas bears witness for the Corinthians ,Herod,
Homer testifies that despots commit the greatest offences
(Plato. Gorglas 525D)• There are frequent examples of this use
of the word in~"the legal sense in the papyri, eg.in wills (P. Oxy.
deeds of gift (P. v-rren« o8»21* k ni ^
' Art® XX oos/'ou ^ap-rL^elSj. ,notes of hand (Excavations at
ficcrorliiroposji.'V1.A25; "Apta/Sa^oi 'Apiaj>*Soo auorip^t ,records
of sales and receipts (P. Lond. IIl;il&Af. 35. hasoUI^os;
flci u A»v i o $ o K(*i $t Ac*.btX(pi6 Ko-gf ud iij
Papyrus provides an example of the woi*d usea with reference to
eye-witness^ (P. Amh. 2.66 , 34 ( cf.38)i iTora^Tio? on ro^
fcnK.fe.ic.)>»Lql htvfti roT<; Cn]sg\. Etfa^oou <fovoo ferrLtlj T
I a'arol) KOk I Jifegflvfti Ts'ij % T'->£ vj <s*£*i bu WU p. fc V/ C.o ^ ToDf} (j>o\/[o)\/,
(3) eg.Dio Chrysostoms discourses AO.19?
i>kv/4%® T A T?fce\ TjfjV IToXiV .... TTfU-ov fov « Tag oZ\/
nu.s j Aelian; various History. 1.30: (foAA^MS
and IxJQSL* 930.l6f; r>e,LeT6efet k\ ,4oXx3 nei\
"7a u VluiSawv, ou ffeil •
(3) eg .DionysJLus Halicarnassensis. 3»o7.H (w£eo^
ak'p^bx^ 7ro^-C>-*r oTtanTfes' £f^er^cuv.ar^ AHAO^i. ...» is p,*etoe .} cr^.w r uv
,Ta ITftoKt^'clvo blt&.0^Kn .
(4) eg ►Ken. A^orabilia 1.2.20: S>* Tone's (the
poets).
( ~) eg.ooph. Oedj^ool,. 12t>5: p-exgro^to nxK.iffrof i*i\s
"Tf o<|>y?s T^i S i7fi<-Tcr iv qrs.fe.fV.
(r) eg.Demosthenes. 1300.16: fe*7v
Juxs-fV ct vo^oi TTeoS &«}>o/$ov/.
(7) eg.Xen. Syrnp. 8.12: Aa^Aoi^t ^A ' V ' " . £pajAO|Mk( <Xvl7u) jxftf TJf d*ft 1 tAl(A»$
In the passive, i8 often impersonal and means*
(1) ( 2)
testimony is borne by, ' to be ascribed to^ to bear a
character for^ ^ and to be well spoken of, ^
has been translated as* to call to witness,
to invoke (especially of the gods).^ ^ With this meaning the
word really requires a statement, the testimony of the witness,
and when this is lacking it takes .the meaning* to protest,
(6) (7) (8) (e)
asseverate, cite as^itness, remind, charge solemnly
and declare solemnly, ^
(*) ^eg,Plato. Protag.3;+4D: tTj U'BXw
ft V t J" dtK*. j ttj 13' ft &, C (Tag ^C*_AAoO ft O V H 7 o3 TO£ tiT ftl Toll a»CVTof") eg.Dion, Hallc, 2,26* TToAX^ p.«. t t ^ 11 t &.v. ^o^io. ■
( 3)v eg, Athenaeus. Deipnpspphlstae. 1.25.e^f: j**<;To€ y® ^KeJi Xtoi o o K iAKaTToV ~T JjV jTg o fe ie ') /a c-v/wn/ Eim oya-gf^r i icSj
(4) eg.Inscriptiones Antlquae Orae Septentrionalis Ponti
Euxinl Graecae et~Latinaen.~Sl.25~2§7 aAxcT n.~A (rr~^ar ^v
Tooy ^K'VAwvom^ J*.
it fb <k a- -r io v i7 <a ^ ftoX fcoir* ^ tVo(,
(®) eg,in the legal sense* P, Cxy. 1114.23* mX<>s-os Aie^A.os
y «»• tf"« & eXl • ♦ • . * » ^ajT-jgaTo too j t»Lc- to
JAA JTJ^O-Roivj^W P'v j^. ie AXo v r (x < , <y } ^(6) eg.Aristoph. Clouds 1222* =>n <=«i kuV.rrtv
(7)> ®S.Plato. Republic^ 361+Dt o\ be t7w 0£<7v v^iT> 7
ft *oTT ooV 7T«.(? hy woy >-j <, ToV ^Ojavj^ov/ jmct £To£ os/ T i OTi Kft.4 C-ICtTooV
(8)> eg.Appian, Ciyll,Wart 5.129:
fep. to £ To £ £ T*c> •
(°) This is the translation preferred by Hort at Eph. 4.17 and
I Thess.2,llf. (The First Epistle of St. Peter pr>53f) • According
to Lightfoot never~means~'to bear witness to' in the
NT any more than in classical Greek but examples qf this usage
appear in the Koine; eg,P, Oxyt 1120,11* kvtX to7to p.«crj«op£.i
-r-jy f/id.m yov^ \^qo. Kui ,, ; and also Amh*II.
141.17 ana P.Strass, 1.5.14* fctt bi S,o y. ^ 77IT £<yjTe^r,7Vf
(^8) eg ,P la to. Phllebus 47C, ( Tao-r a. jtfcvoi,
Ho^-roe/o. has the basic meaning of testifying, the coming
forward as witness but it also takes the meaning of evidence,
the statement of the Anaximenes of Lampsakos
opens his discussion of evidence by defining it as an admission
voluntarily made by one who knows the facts,^ ^ Other meanings
found are* commendation (in a non-Jegal sense)^ ^ and, in the
plurals demonstrations of favour? ' The word is also used
(5)
in the phrase* To serve with a sub-poena. '
M<x£'o/e<a\/ ,used often in the plural, has no special
(Q)
forensic affinities? it denotes the objective testimony* ' or
proof^ ^ which can be brought forward to confirm the truth of
a statement or as proof of a fact and has a distinctively objec¬
tive character, being always concerned with facts;^ ^ later it
came to mean a martyr's shrine,^ ^
(1j) This distinction comes out clearly in P, Hal, 1,2, 222-225:
<fdus 4».vfidv o ¥>XCii} Toe ^v (222—224)
where means the actual giving of testimony and » &&
f<C*.A£(Tel U. tMcKS <yga.!|£T »J T'jV T«.sg feXU ft Ia1vC<41 S< i Lo v'} (222f—225)
where it means the content, ,
(\ Rhetorics ad Alexandrum?1431.b,2C; Map TJ£ia- ^£(TTlV
OuohOsjCa. (TuMti boTo<i £KSVT6(|
(J) eg,Ditt, Syll,III,,1075, 17—192 } Trctcr^ al> tom
fcTTI 0-wt(>fi5<rivft ,,,, TTa £M itS.&IV tTTiTrj b&tov Vou k<r&(A W .
(f) eg. P, t)xy, 1,41.18; T <&<; h>\ Toiau'roiL^ p.a£TO£t'<M a^,i w
S-i ^ Ka-ipov livopav iju T£©v <a . } <( ®) eg,AeschineSj1,45* ^jrtiSq ^ b>i&a<s Trj^ v'oo
ua g T » p i cw Top .
( ) eg.Pindar, Isth, Odes,^ 1,A, 10* 4>B<-m-ivuv
T& cpw Too v & o ^ S • ,
(7) eg.Herod., 8.120: <*/<>/« h>\ k«\ XoSi to>/ J-Oa.i o'ti ir»(t}T4{« * ■ «
(8) Strathmann (KWB. IV, 480.1^-22): "Bei dagegen
tritt^eine spezirische Affinitat zur Sphare des Prozesswesens
oder uberhaupt des Rechtslebens nicht hervor. Es bezeichnet
das objektive Zeugnis, den Bcweis, der zur Bestatigung der
Richtigkeit einer Aussage, zum Beweis einer Tatsache beigebracht
werden kann." This is correct as long as 'Beweis' means proof
within the limits of faith,
(e) Kaibell Epigrammata Oraeca, 1963.6: f . .. T 4>KoSa.,n8q to
^O?Ct3U£,0V Mafuj Tjj I tno]AC^sl £[T&>"3 , and P^QSk., 6.941.1:
avr'K Too ^ft^Togioai
5.
hct^TuS throughout lion-Biblical Greek has the meaning of a
witness, one who from direct personal experience of a situation
in which he participated or was present, is in a position to
testify about people and circumstances, and does so.^ ^ The
word is used for proof-witness in a law-suit,^ ^ as solemn!ty-
(3) (*)
witness, ' in miscellaneous legal business^ ' and in the non-
(5)
legal sense of one who gives a supporting opinion;v ' Epictetus
uses the word in the special sense of one who bears a divine
(6)message.N
1
ETri(^ofeTu^a7v means to bear witness?^ ^ has
the sense of to bear witness to something or someone with or in
(8\ _ ^
accordance with another. ' kos/tmv means to join
in attesting or ratifying ^ KctTc^aerogfeTv raeans **> bear
witness against someone^ ^ or to assert concerning someone or
(in
something. v <foca has practically the same meaning as
^a£>Tog*.ir0eu viz. to call god or man to witness,^ ^ to protest,^ ^
( y Strathmann. KWB .IV,V79.3-6 , 3J(2j eg.Plato. Republic. 3kOA: t<a\ -ri -t; airos
©(>«* cru p- V oS ojAoXoYii t ous ag ^ q\i r a <{ . •.. x
(eg.Gprt. Iriscr, xi—xiii; «t b' Lvvi'oito t»v Eirtatrrcjv/
iiwJvra RoijVfcVj aA u.£ attotrov\oi p-al-r us.
( ) eg .PIa to. Lews. 95.5R. v/u no >/v otv £yuoR rat t»s .
i> L U bfr)V fyyu e*<T oul • K&i t og sa> v.
(®) Aristot. Ars Rhet. 1.15.13: "A©pv atit Qp.v^gi-0 p. <xg T u g_ I
g-V (? *)<*"a v To pTvo^ ,
("Y Disc. 1.29.R6-V7: toS UlfO T G'J (9 £ ou Kfe t^Xvj pfev/OS J. ^0ycru Kcti rte t)jn'v pot* cw v ae irpoavGwv'tst u.ag-ro5 urr' i «.ou.
(7)} eg.Plato.^ g£at. 397A: tl %<x Jj
«t T CL OVo ^Ct'Ta .( - * 1 v"- « T w p, u I ^ ^
) q) 1^"^ • i^2 —S-t- 6ifC { f>£i T to 4>tA<o.<rw>pp.«.grug4:7v/.b) eg.Polyb. 26.9.R: ko\ CTgViiiifAdf ftouVTwV f S Aitg 6&vio(( ,
,t1")egJ/iitteis-Wilekenj Papyruskunde II.il.3i5 V.32,33: ---
O(.AoAuij0yi. s. v <*> S £ a.uT ou KAT H t u ^ s>t <r <j ,A <l>av £ f Ho-0 j
'11W.Plotinus. Enneades. 3.3P13.12.13.* pY,/^ ~ V-^..
«V(rr fc
/
4<s Ta tt( vat tCjaoA S V ii> O.U O 4 n u»£ T f aiiVT^ T u lx ibix\j i, C to.
(^)eg.Plotinus. Knneadesj, 5.5.13.12,13: e'urs to &r-r,v
K«.r W )A tf £ T U P rwT «S TwV 00 ITa-eo'o'PiAiV,
(12)eg Demosth. ,232.28/ V9\ r% h\ c.vC<r«t Ao.uov
(13)^eB4v 2i«95VaVy 0




to beg earnestly or conjure. ' TTe^aeT^fckQai is found for
the first time outside the New Testament in a papyrus of the
eighth century in the sense of to urge in advance to some¬
thing,^ i ='maintain stoutly in Plat. Soph 237A.
Generally speaking, the following kinds of testimony are
found in non-Biblical Greek: (i) The Testimony of the. Solemnity
Witness, In The Gortynian Inscription (c, 450 B.C.), the only
authentic record of the earlier stages of Greek Law, testimony
is used in a formal, technical sense. At the preliminary hear¬
ing of a lawsuit the judge gives judgement Kara pcu-rj£«w<; t
} / v /
arrcfA.otwv .v ' "The witnesses, however, are not witnesses to
any fact; they are formal witnesses to the proper performance
of certain formal processual acts required by law,"^ ' "Das
gortynische Recht kennt...•.keine zufalligen Zeugen nondern nur
Eidhelfer und 'gezogene' oder Solemnitatazeugen";^ (these are
the co-juror or compurgator of early German law). Headlam
points out that at Athens the law of evidence never really pro¬
gressed and that the old rule was maintained that er ui
(6y v
belonged to the preliminary and formal proceedings. ' When
the earlier procedure was replaced by written records the use
of the words for witness underwent an extension.
(*) eg.Xen. Cyropaedia. 7,1,17: neortgcv
re>7{ VvovrioT? t^20(aoii
( ^) eg.P. Lond. 4,135^,3^,331 [nuTond ^ *1^ ta
(3) xi. 26,28.
(4) Headlam (The PiQC^ure_of_,,the.,Gprtynian Inscription 51.22ff);
"Before a man~~can bring a case into court he has to go through
certain formalities? these must be performed before witnesses
, The presence of the witnesses is necessary to
the validity of the acts and their statement is the proof re¬
quired by the law that the acts have been performed. E.g. in
a dispute concerning the ownership of a slave, disobedience of
an order of restitution incurs a penalty. If the slave has
taken sanctuary in a temple so that he cannot be restored and
the loser of the case takes the rightful owner or his agent to
the temple and shows him the slave before two witnesses called
for the purpose he will have to pay only the price of the slave.
The owner could not sue for the penalty. (Gort. Iriser, I. 38-43),
(5) Latte: Heillges Recht,28.2, - -
I e) cit f~p. o2. 3Sff .
7.
(ii) The Testimony of the Eye- and Ear-witness is found
from the earliest times, used of gods^ ^ and of men,^ ^
Aristotle in his discussion of evidence in The Art of Rhetoric
rather disparages those witnesses who "share the risk of the
trial" on the grounds that "such only serve to establish whether
an act has taken place or not. As to its quality, just or un¬
just etc., they are not competent. But ancient witnesses are
the most trustworthy of all for they cannot be corrupted."^ ^
(iii) The Testimony of an Opinion or Truth. A signifi¬
cant extension of the use of the word is introduced by Aristotle
in the context just mentioned when he states that one should
appeal to the interpreters of oracles for testimony concerning
(4)
the future and that proverbs are evidencex ' and Plato employs
75}
a similar connotation in The Laws 'when he speaks of the
choir of those under thirty invoking Apollo Paian as witness of
the truth of what is said; Strathmann makes the important
observation. "Dassdie Worter pcif-ru^ * pa?TJgt7v
beide Bedeutungen (fact-witness and opinion - or truth-witness)
umfassen, ist fiir ihre weitere Geschlchte von entsche identer
Bedeutung,"^ ^
(*) eg Homer, Iliad 3,280; Z to (Tcit&q . . . . , Kai 7To7aj*.oi ,
uwgTup oi, € <r r & f tpuA cr <r t Tt b'oe.^m JT i a- r c< .
( ^) ib. 1,338; ~^ [4*{Tg(9l ifTv-W . 7T£0{^ Ti^ f
p«v.K.<X£uw tTgos r h 0v/r)tuv J*-o wit^ v..«. . 41 TToTf a>Tfe y|vr)T/u
( 1.15,15,17; OI 1AU C-tv T O \ o5> T 91 T»r>v T OioutWV ua£Toeif
) I f v\ * / > A # V y ^
£»•?<>/} h ytyos/s.^ j+ij j fccr-riv^ ^ ^ , TT » be too
»»&iK 4V, fci <rw j-«- 41 C
Ucfwp». 4; ©£ <W * , ©I b'/Llfc a-1 (Tfegi TojTwV riffToTiroi..
ot TraAoioi'* «.&'«.<}>So^oi Yae.-
(4) 1.15,it.:
(iTot^Tai K.T.A.) ftC ^ , T"w t'o ptviov ^ ci ^ trpt oA oyo». ... £T«
K«.l a.1 IT a. gs>ijjk(ctt pugTof Hi. tfTTl'v,
^ ) Oo4 ^ ^ T & i 1 a. I Oi v/ a. C T <\ T
tiy a p [JWV
(6) Strathmann. KWB. IV. 48/+.3^-36.
8.
(iv) The Testimony of the Cynic Philosopher. SpictetUB
introduce*? a special meaning of 'witness' in stating that the
Cynic philosopher proves himself a witness of God and of the
insignificance of the outward things of this passing world when
he meets all adversity with equanimity.^ ^ Geffken^ ^ avers;
"Das Wort ,das die meisten Menschen nur aus dem christ-
lichen Spr^chgebrauche kennen, hat rein philosophischen Ursprung."
He quotes 1. 29,L7j 3. 24,112 and concludes: "Hier also, hier
allein haben wir den Ureprung des Begriffes, das Urbild von des
Martyrers Yv'esen." Strathmann^ ^ concludes that any similarity
to the Christian sense of the term is merely apparent (this view
would seem to be well supported by Epictetus' reference to the
barrier imposed on such witnessing by ill-health) and justi¬
fiably oontrasts the Cynic witness-concept unfavourably with
that of Deutero-Isaiah.^ ^
A study of the meaning of the -group in non-
Biblical Greek has shown that the principal and most significant
meanings are those of witness of a fact that has occurred in the
experience of the witness ana the testimony of an opinion which
he holds or a truth of which he is convinced.
( ^) Dj-BCourses 3*24.H3* ^ it c-vu j"c Tot^ )(«
C )*. v"t vucroZv Ta t:4 < J r ©v
. . , SJ ciV Ui -y Ka.1 "Tow 5 Woo?
(*) E££12®§ 45(1910). p. 496. A
(3) Strathmann says that Epictetus' usage is "ein gelegentlich
febrauchtes Bild fur ein Tatbekenntnis zu einer Wahrheit."4) Piscourses. 3»22.88s "Th Philosopher must show ow his
simple life keeps him in good health. 'Look', he says: kcu -rouroa
\,)/m Kai TO cxZs fj^a Tc> tp-ov,
(5) KWB. IV. 487f.
9*
A witness, then, is a person, or a thing personified,
servii^j to provide information useful for arriving at faota or
the truth# The degree of authority of the witness is the
degree to which that witness is successful in compelling belief
in the facts or assent to the truth# Where the object of
testimony is an event that has taken place the only possible
valid authority is the ear- or eye-witness but his authority
depends on his reliability# This weakness may be offset by
weight of numbers but there is always the possibility of false
witnesses being produced in quantity^, To guard against
corruption, oaths were taken in the name of the gods and this
was generally a sufficient guarantee of the truth of state¬
ments as long as men believed in the possibility of divine
retribution# Perjury was always regarded as a heinous crimev ' #
( ) Cf.Plato# Gorftias 471 Ef# where Socrates says to Polua:
"You attempt to refute me in the rhetorical fashion, as they
understand refuting in the lawcourts# For there one party
is supposed to refute the other when they bring forward a
number of reputable witnesses t )
to any statements they may make whilst their op onent produces
only on© or none# But this sort of refutation is quite worth¬
less for getting at the truth, since, occasionally a man may
actually be crushed by the number and reputation of the false
witnesses brought against him#" Cf.The Laws, 1#638D.
(2) Aristotle. ArgJ&fit. 1,14,6# fo kvvw-0q k&^ovt«v
ft. «6ikoovt« av£e rroifva-tv o\ ^uio^etupotvttf ■ n-ou
yftKQ av k.«.V 6 i«t«. <r r^e »£> \
10.
Although Aristotle may play down the value of the 'recent
witnesses' or witnesses of fact, especially the testimony of
"those whose opinions are not held in high esteem"^ ^ and
although slaves and women were not usually accepted as
witnesses in Greek law-courts, the evidence of quite ordinary
people aotually was relied upon by courts of international law^.
It would seem then that the authority of the witness of facto
depends ultimately on trust on the part of the receiver of the
testimony; for it to have an objective authority it must be
believed, taken on trust.
Where a truth or opinion is in question the witness is
dependent for his authority upon his own character and behaviour,
his sincerity and the intensity of his conviction, the support
he can muster from other authorities, past and present, and the
logic of his appeals to reason. Here again there arises the
necessity of trust on the part of the receiver; the require¬
ment of a corresponding belief on the part of the other who
must come to see the matter in the same light and be influenced
by it in the same way.
( 1) As distinct from the ancient witnesses who are Incorruptible
Ui£: &l ^e-rwgiiKTV. Mitral, 01 mxAcUOl, iT^Otf4»«TO<
. / , \ ^ \ / » v v yf t .
iTixXcm ev>s Toas Tl TTo * (rjT K a i C (TiM V f^
from recent witnesses whose opinion is valuable ( jrgacr^Toi i'oVo.,
/ / / . / ** < / / *,
•yrfv«Jg i jutov Tt tcettf 4K. V0" ^(> vj C ! f* Ol "dd c*'t TOuTuV K £ i C fc. i <; To,^
'vMk' vw>\/ 9-ltrui'j «.m. <*.<r^OTou<n*/ v 1.10.15/)*
(®) Tod (International Arbitration among the Greekg. p Us?
gives an example from a~boundary dispute"between Gondaea and an
unknown state. (£!§• 9.2.52; 5-18; 19-3CJ 30-37) and continues;
"The passages which survive show that such boundary suits were
not settled entirely by reference to poets and historians and
official documents but that the evidence of shepherds and fisher¬
men who had pursued their humble calling in the immediate
neighbourhood of the disputed territory, also had a share in
deciding these momentous contests."
11.
(
(3) MEANING IN THK SKPTUAGIflT '
HagfJS is use<3 "to translate ^ ^ andNfR1 T\iy , a
Chaldaean and Syrian word meaning witness or testimony,^ '
Anything may serve as a witness or as evidence, e.g. a heap of
{ 4T
stones for the covenant between Jacob and Laban. ' A person
f 5\
may be a witness, e.g. God for Samuel, s ' Witnesses are used
(6\ n\
in the transfer of property, ' at betrothals, ' as eye¬
witnesses^ ^ and ear-witnesses,^ ^ very often as witnesses
for the prosecution.
is used to translate the verbal (a) "TV>>
meaning to say again ana again, to witness or exhort?^ ^ the
passive is used occasionally meaning to testify, to affirm
(13.) (12\
solemnly. ' (b)FI3V meaning to testify against someone. '
(*) All OT references are taken from Rahlfsi Septuaglnta
unless otherwise stated.
(2) e.g. Nu.5.13. ,
(3) Gen.31.47. See Skinner 1.0.0. p. 4.01 n, is also
used to translate in Id = witness in Job 16.19.
(4) e.g. Gen.31.44.'* T
(5) e.g. I K.12.5.(6) e.g. Jer. 39.10.
(7) e.g. Ru.4.9-11.
(8) e.g. Nu.5.13.(95 e.g. Lev, 5.1.
(iD)e.g. Dt.19.18.
(11)Gen.43.3> Ex 21.36 (Cod. B).
(12)e.g. Nu.35.30.
12.
HagruQio. ^is used to translate: (a)ljjlp meaning an
appointed time,^ ^ (b)ly meaning testimony,^ ^ (c) rH~ly
meaning the testimony, i.e. the law or torah,^ ^ and (d) Kill "1 Hid
meaning testimony. '
(Apr^piov/ is used to translate: (a) ~?yin meaning a set
"
(5)
time or place, very often in the phrases.* ^ cno^ too p.*eTwpioo
and v\ 'To p. ag jog° * ^ ^ (b)n*li> meaning a
witness (used of things)^ ^ and also in the plural, meaning
testimonies^ ^ (always used of the law of God which bears wit¬
ness to his character, will, activity and purpose), (c)JH~i^
meaning testimony,^ ^ (d)p1*iy?) meaning a law or a custom which
(10V /\ T 1 (ll)
must be keptN ' and (e) "ly meaning a testimony. '
kiolfxckq t u pi u. occurs in the LXX translation of the phrase
iyn 1yn ^1 ' and also in IV Macc. I6.16,
• •• •• T
(1) I K.9.24. The translation g ,a.v in Cod* A. is wrong and
is probably due to the translator's connectingl^m and iv .
(2) e.g. Ex. 20.16 used of false witness.
(3) e.g. Ps.18.8, /
(4) Gen. J31.47 (Dsil and E) , The distinction between
and ^erae^v as between testifying and testimony is not seen
in the LXX which the NT writers used so much. In all eleven
occurrences p».e toe'a means the testimony rather than the
testifying.
(5) e.g. Ex. 27.21.
(6) Ex. 35#12. In these two phrases there is a mis-translation
of the Heb. text. See Strathmann, KWB. IV. A85. 26f, and 2*85. 36f.
cf. I K.9.24J 13.8,11,* 20.35.
y) e.g. Gen. 21.36.
(e) e.g. Dt. 4.45.





x is used to translate! (a) 11 D meaning to
testify against,^ ^ (b)t!19 (followed by ) meaning to
(2) r r , * (3}
testify ' and (c)nl 3ft meaning to accuse.
is used to translate! (a) in £ meaning to
teach, ^ (b)rr"P meaning to sbow,^ ^ (c) ~nv (Hiph) mean¬
ing to enjoin solemnly or teach ' and (d) ""HV (Hophal) mean¬
ing to be declared, shewn.^ ^
*£rt»is used to translate "HD meaning to
testify^ )
l«\<Ke~6e&.<rQ<xi. is used meaning (a) to bear witness^ J
and (b) to call to witness. '
> \ - (11)
nTTo to££ i v is used meaning to testify.
C1) e.g. Ill K.20.13-
(a) e.g. Job 15.6.
(3) e.g. Dan- 6.25.
i4) Ex.18.20.
(5) e.g. Ezek.16.2.
(6J e.g. IV. K. 17.15.
(7) e.g. Ex. 21.29,






THE CONCEPT OF TESTIMONY IN THE LXX
GENERAL USAGE
Before proceeding to a presentation of the complex of
ideas associated with the use of the ^ag-r^ word-group in the
Old Testament a preliminary statement about the general usage
may be in place. In the Septuagint, generally, with regard
to legal testimony, the concept follows closely the pattern of
non-Biblical Greek and, naturally, there are numerous references
to this in different circumstances, as e.g. the case of a
(i)
dangerous ox, adultery and business transactions. ' The
false witness, it is said, will not go unpunished;^ ^
witnesses for the prosecution appear in the incident of Naboth's
vineyard; testifying against a neighbour without cause is for¬
bidden; there are men who accuse Daniel; Job's lips are
said to testify against him; his illness testifies against
him and he says that those who saw his way of life in his
(
prosperous days bore witness to his righteousness; ' the
minimi^ number of witnesses required in any case isQtwo orthree^ ^ and the accusers are also the punishers.^ ^ God
is the witness who sees all men's thoughts and deeds and he
en
also, therefore, punishes. * ' There is an obligation to
testify laid upon everyone who witnesses the sin of another.^ ^
1) Ex.21.29; Nu. 5.13; Ru.4.9-11; Jer, 39.10f.
,2) Prov. 19.5,9.
3) Dan. 6.25 ).
4) Job 15.6 (cf. Is. 59.12); 16.8; 29.11. (Heb).
,5) Nu. 35.30; Dt. 17.6; 19.15.
Dt.17.7.





Bearing false witness is regarded as a heinous crime*' '
and the punishment with which it regularly meets is that
which the accused would have suffered if the falsehood had
not been detected. The ninth of the Ten Commandments is?
"Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour,"
and "if the witness be a false witness, and hath testified
falsely against his brother; then shall ye do unto him as he
had thought to have done to his brother."^ ^ Testifying
as'a solemn declaring of judgement is found in several in-
(*) » » (4)
stances ' and as commanding in one.
Testimony is used in a number of passages as a kind of
proof by reminder of an event or truth as when Abraham says
to Abimelechj "These seven ewe lambs shalt thou take of my
hand that thgy may be a witness unto me, that 1 have digged
this well,"*" ' Other examples are theQheap of stones and
the pillar that Jacob and Laban built, ^ the altar which
the tribes of Reuben and Gad built on the other side ofJordan,^ ^ tip plucking off of the shoe to confirm Ruth'sredemption,^ ^ Job's misfortune,^ ^ the establishment of the
righteous king's throne, ^ the altar and the pillar in
Egypt prophesied by Isaiah.^ ^
(i) Prov. 25.18.
VA Ex. 20,16;Dt. 5,20; Dt. 19.l8f; Ps. 26.12; 34.HJ Prov. 19.5,9.
(3) Gen. 43.3? I K. 8.9|III K. 2.42| Dt. 8,19.
(4) Ex. 19.23.
(5) Gen. 21,30.




10) Ppov. 29.14 (fit< uaprug iov ).I11) Is. 19.19-21. (HfebJ.
16
Joshua at one point says to the people: "Ye are witnesses to
yourselves that ye have chosen you the LORD, to serve him," to
which they reply: "We are witnesses."^^ But, not content
with this, the leader goes on to set up a stone as a witness:
"Behold this stone shall be a witness unto us; for it hath
heard all the words of the LORD which he spake unto us; it shall
(2\
therefore be a witness unto you, lest ye deny your God."v '
Another example of this kind of testimony is found in Psalm 88.38
where the moon is described as a faithful witness in heaven, that
is to say, a witness to God's steadfastness to his covenant with
David.^ ' These examples show that the p-^e-r>°y is not
so much the eye-witness testimony of events as the reminder of
truths and relationships inherent in the events. The r
is chosen for this purpose, to testify to a relationship which
in Itself is, in fact, invisible.^ ^ When a man cannot pro¬
vide a human or material witness to testify to t|je truth of his
statements he invokes God or heaven as witness;^ ^ among God-
(*■) Josh.2A.22. The AV nearly always translates ODa. by
'against?you' when the context favours simply 'to you'. LXX
renders ev, tpW but sometimes uses the simple dative or k«.to.
with the gen. for which see LS.p. 883a,id. verb. II.7. which
fives the meaning of Kara. as 'in respect of.2) Josh.2A.26f. Noth,p. 109 takes ^ = ' against' without any
reason given; cf.Keil and Delitzsch,pp.233f•
Cf.Jer.33.20f. (Heb).
(4) The tabernacle of testimony was the place which reminded
Israel of her relationship to God; here offerings were brought
airovav KW£!qo (NU 31.5A).
(5) I K.12.3; 20.23,A2j Job 16.19.
17.
fearing people this was in some ways more impressive than the
production of earthly evidence for the invoker thereby sub¬
mitted himself to what was for him the very real judgement of
From these texts it is clear that the witness is the thing
or person who reminds others of facts or truths and depends for
authority upon confirmation by others and ultimately, by God. '
False witness is detested and is punishable by the 'lex
talionis'. Linked with the legal usage is the use of the wrd
to express the idea of solemn affirmation, the implication being
that the witness is calling God as co-witness, that is to say,
he claims God as the authority for his statements since God is
the all-seeing, all-knowing Onej he claims the authority of the
man who speaks the truth, an authority which must ultimately
rest on faith in the hearer.
The or,regarded as a kind of proof by
reminder, has reference to a covenant relationship which may
be forgotten or wilfully broken} it depends for authority on
the faithfulness of both parties and has no obvious meaning
and authority except for those who discern the fact or truth
which it represents; and, further, it has no authority for
those who are aware of its meaning and significance but are
unfaithful to it. The Important thing to note is that the
lamb or.the heap of stones, the altar or the pillar have no
authority except insofar as they recall events, which have
occurred or words which have been spoken; but on the other
hand, the survival of the witness and/or his testimony is




The Nature of the Testimony
In view of the above it is not surprising that the word-
group is closely associated with the concept of the Torah^ ^
in the Old Testament, so closely, in fact, that torah and
testimony are in numerous instances set in juxtaposition in
■J t
the manner of Hebrew parallelism as in Deut. 4.414*;" Outo> i>
, „ (2) ,
« . . . Taurft ru ,"x ' The word Tlpl?)
is derived from the rootrn"* (Hiph) meaning to teach, to
instruct^ ^ and so it would appear that the testimony must be
associated with teaching in this context.^ ^ This important
fact emerges again in Ex. 18.20 where Jethro says to Moses;
"And thou shalt teach them(p ordinances
T 0 *•* . *
and laws and shalt shew them the way wherein they must walk and
the work(ri that they must do.^ ^ The torah or testimony
is the teaching ' which Moses received from God on Mount Sinai
and which was written on two tables of stone, written with the
CM
finger of God, written on both sides, the work of God.v '
(1) For torah = instruction see G. Ostborn; Torah in the Old
Testament: pp. 1-22 and esp. his reference to""the""parallel
Between Ti-pSn and the S. Arabic verb meaning 'to show', and
the consequent meaning of = 'indication' which would
become identical with 'what one lets someone see', (pp. 14C) •
(2) Cf. Dt. 6.17,20. "v. 45 ia itself tautologous by the side
of v. 44." Driver, ICC p, 80.
Gesenius* p. CCCLX^T. col 2.
(4) R, Asting's definition of (Die Verkundigunj^-pp. 460-
75): "einem Willen Ausdruck geben" is much too narrow.
(s) Cf. Ex. 19.10 where LXX inserts h,aL<a*?^A ^ j Dt,
4.1; Ps. 118.125.
- doctrine, knowledge, which one receives (Dt. 32.1&J
oin t-4- ) •
(7) Ex. 32.15C, 31.18; cf. G. Ostborn, o2JL_citt, p, 39,
19.
The testimonies are also equated with the covenant which God
C1)
commanded Israel to perform ' and which Israel had sworn to
(2\ (3)
keep, ' and v/ith wisdom. ' Moses instructs the Levites;
"Take this book of the law, and put it in the side of the ark
of the covenant of the LORD your God, that it may be there
for a witness to you"^ ^ and from this point the tabernacle
(5) (of
of testimony, ' the ark of testimpny which it housed and
the tables of testimony ' which were kept in the ark were
held in absolute veneration. Indeed the Dead Sea Scrolls
furnish evidence that, when they were written, the Tabernacle could
be taken to mean the Torah (CD,7.15. "The Books of the Law
are the Tabernacle" (in Amos 9.11); cf. AQ Florilegium; "The
Scripture says; '1 will raise up the Tabernacle of David that is
fallen down.' That Tabernacle denotes The Law". Very often
the Biblical writers uged the single word Tl *9 ^ to denote
the ark of testimony.^ ^ The writer of Deuteronomy presents
another form of the testimony in the Song of Moses (Deut.
*) Dt. A.13,A5; 29.1-3.
2) Ex. 19.8; 2A.3»7; Dt. 5.27; 26.17; cf. W.D. Davies, Paul
and Rabbinic Judaism, p. 70.
X ) Of. G.F, Moore; JudalsmB pp. 263-70 for the identifying
of torah and wisdom in the"~0T and Rabbinic Judaism,
(4) Dt. 31.26. The AV has 'a witness against thee' but 3
can mean 'in' or 'among'; cf. Lam. 1.3# K.18.5# Ps.118^7?
Gesenius, XCVII, col. 1(2).
(5) Ex.^28.A3f 29.lOf. etc; Lev. 1.5 etc; Nu. 1.1 etc; 1.53,
9.15 ( e.K»«c Tc/u i,A3tg Tw-e t'o ), Dt. 31. lAf.
(Q) Ex. 25.22; 26.33fJ 30.6,26; 31.7; 39.21; AO.3,5,21;
Hu. A.5# 7.89; cf. Ps. 121.A. , . r A,(?) Ex. 31.18; 32.15; (3A.28:n-r*js Sialic ).




32,1-43) wMch God conroande him to write and to teachs ' the
children of Israel, "that this song may witness for me to the
children of Israel*' '......•♦and it shall come to pass.•••.••»
that this song shall testify to them as a witness f^r it shall
not he forgotten out of the mouths of their seed.w( } it
appears, then that in the Pentateuch, the testimony is the
ba§JLc_^achi^_atout_GQd_whichJiof eg_Eecelved_gn_Sinaj.
but although historical events are associated with the testi¬
mony there can be here no question of a simple eye-witness of
fact for Moses says to Israeli "Ye saw no manner of similitude
on the day that the ^ord spoke unto you in Horeb out of the
midst of the fire."^ ^
(1) Rengstorf. KWB. II. 139f. interprets Rioter Ktiv as pertaining
generally to the will of God and denies that it is ever used
for the prophetic proclamation of the coming salvation but this
can be maintained only by an artificial separation of rrpo<>iyr£.wfc».v
and the -group which is not found in 'Moses
and the prophets and the psalms'. The which is the
content of the prophetic teaching includes the story of past
salvation-acts and the promise of new ones. When Jehoshaphat
sent the leaders, Levites and priests to teach out of the book (.')
of the law the teaching would undoubtedly include the story of
the Exodus and all the promises.
(3) S. Konig, Das DeuteronomiuiB.p. 84* "Das Lied aollte den
Israeliten d a eTvorau sIeheraUpfi s aen der Gottheit (21 ab) doktim-
entieren, nicht bezeugen, dass, 'Israel nicht angewarnt bleibt,
( Dt. 31 • 19—211 V. pagTJgtov fv w'loTc^ Ler^arjA • •.« v
(Hebl )j v. 21*. Ka\ -kvr< K«iTt(rtrj'(r£rav p
twotfwffov *S<ro>' (Heb. -IV )• The song or to rah is to be put In
the ark of the covenant (Dt. 31*26) •
(4) E. Konigi "Die Eeugnisse sina die unmittelbaren Kundgebungen
der prophetischen Erkenntnis, also zunachnt Aussagen, in denen
i- omente der ausserlichen Offenbarungsgeschichte bezeug t werden,
wie wenn z.b. von der Erscheinung Oottes am Horeb gesprochen
wird (5.4 usw).
(5) Dt. 4.15, Driver (Dputfrrongfig,pp.80f; 341f «, and 382) sees
God's law as 'a testimony against human sin' but the torah is
essentially and primarily a statement ,of God's will and a re¬
minder of God's nature rather than a condemnation of man's dis¬
obedience. Cunliffe-Jones, ( Depteronomy) takes the same line,
(p.171) yet sets in surpriBing^juxTaposition the two thoughts!
"The law is a witness against human sin" and "IT IS YOUR LIFE".
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A study of„thg_Content of this Testimony reveals that It
Is much more than 'law' in the modern sense; \ it may be
classified under four^ ^ mainheadings: (a) The Mature and
Sovereignty of Gddt (b) The Loral Law: (c) The Redemptive
Activity of God^ and (d) The Promise of Future Blessedness
or Doom. ' This comes out clearly in passages like the Song
of Moses: (a) God is the Most High who has no equal (Deut. 32,8.
39): (b) all his ways are judgement (32.4): (c) God is the
Saviour (32.13) who purchased Israel (32.6); (d) God promises
future doom to those who will not turn to him (32.20-26,Llf)
and blessedness to those who do (32.36,39*43)» and also in
Deuteronomy chapters 4 and 6. Anyone who even touches the
mountain from which God speaks shall surely be put to death^ '
M / 6\
for "the LORD thy God is a consuming fire, even a jealous God?v '
C1) "Law or Homos is not a correct rendering of the Hebrew word
Torah. The legalistic element, which might rightly be called
the Law, represents only one side of the Torah. To the Jew
the word Torah means a teaching or an instruction of any kind."
Schechterl Some Aspects oi' Rabbinic Theology. (1909)« p. 117*
cf. K. Kohlerl" The Origins of ""the Synagogue and the Church. p.lM2;
G.F. Moore: Judalsm. 1. pp.2L8,2S3; P. Carrington: The Primitive
Christian Catechism. p.3» B. Gerhardsson; Memory and""
Manuscript, p7 21.
X®) OepkeT KWB. III. 57L. 18-20. finds three aspects of
Revelation:~~TrDiese Offenbarung vollzieht sich vor allem nach
drei Richtungen hini Jahweh offenbart sich als Herr der Ges-
chichte, als der Heilige und Gnadige, als Schopfer der Welt." -
but there are really four, as becomes clear on p.575. 15-L7* cf.
0. Michel; Evt Theol. 2(1935). PP. 233?.
(P. Althaus; The So-called Kerygma. is wrong in stating (p.
30) that in the case of the word of God proclaimed in the
prophets the moment (factor?)of witness is not to historical
events and that the factor of legitimation is a different one
in the case of the apostles from that in the case of the prophets,
precisely because of the relation to past history. The prophets
also testified to past historical events, e.g. the Exodus.
(4) Cf.K.Earth:(Theol. Exist. Heute. 12(193L). p.5)defines
Testimony as a "human word given authority by God to remind





He is the creator, the God of truth with whom no god
can compare. ^ The moral law of God is summed up in the
Decalogue, the rules for the bghaviour of God^s people.
Obedience to the law brings life^ ^ and success^ ^ but dis¬
obedience brings doom.' j It is insisted, however, that
Israel's preservation and the success of God's people are due
ultimately not to their obedience to the law but to God's mercy:
"Understand therefore, that the LORD thy God giveth thee not
this good land to possess it for thy righteousness."^ ^ The
redeeming action of God on behalf of his people is fully ex¬
pressed in the story of the deliverance from Egypt. At the
burning bush God tells Moses: "I am oome down to deliver them7 i o\
out of the hand of the Egyptians."v ' He introduces the giv¬
ing of the Ten Commandments with these wordsJ "I am the LORD
/ii\
thy God, which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt."v '
Moses, in his instruction about the testimonies ( rX
says to Israel: "The LORD brought us out of Egypt with a mighty




l3) Dt. 3.24? Dt. 32.39? Ex. 20.2,
4) Ex. 20.1-17: cf. Dt. 5.1-21.
5) Ex.18.20J 19.5? Dt. A.2 AO; 6.24,7.11.
6) Dt. 30.5ff.;cf, 6.24.
|7) Dt.ll.13f.
8) Dt.30.17f.
9) Dt.9.A;cf. 8.18 .
10)Ex.3.8.
11)Bx.20«25cf. 19.4; Dt. 4.10,37*
13)Dt.6.20-22 J cf. 7.18f; 9.26; 11.2-4,7; 26.8? 7.8; 32.6.
23.
.*
Any prophet or seer who detracts from this story of
redemption should not be listened to but should be put tof1)
death for he is really a false witness. God's love does
not stop at setting Israel free but continues throughout the
desert wanderings where God bears Israel as a man doth bear
(a)
his son. ' The fourth aspect of the teaching is the Promise
of God which may be of blessedness or of damnation. Israel
is promised; "Now therefore* if ye will obey my voice indeed,
and keep my covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar treasure to
me above all people, for all the earth is mine."1" ^ God
(4\
brought them out that he might bring them inx ' and he will
fight for them and destroy all their enemies and lead them
into Canaan;^ ^ but always there is the element of judgment
as when Moses tells the people; "I call heaven and earth to
witness to you this day that I have set before you life and
(
death, blessing and cursing; therefore choose life."x '
The aim of the testimony is to show God's power and to
declare his name; God tells Pharaoh through Moses; "For this
cause have I raised thee up, for to show in thee my power and
that my name may be declared throughout all the earth."^ ' At
the Feast of the Tabernacles the law is to be read before all








C7) Sx.9.36* . ,
(8) Dt.31.11f.
2A.
The Authority of the Witness
(i)Mosesv ' is the first and most important witness in this
technical sense of one who teaches and calls to mind the torah
or testimony. He it is who gathers together the testimony and
impresses it upon Israel by having it inscribed upon the tablets
of stone and kept and cherished in the ark within the tabernacle,
and by writing the Song which was to be taught to the genera¬
tions. His authority depends upon the fact that he ha| been
sent (ajrae-rfcTl^ e-e) by God^ ^ taught by God what to say^ ^ and
(4)
that he speaks in God's name. ' God speaks in dreams and
visions to other prophets but face to face with his servant
Moses Mio is faithful^ ^ and so, because God's words are in
(B\
his mouth Jp stands between the LORD and Israel to show the
word of God.'' ' Moses' authority is said to be attested by
signs and wonders which the LORD sent him to do^ ^ but these
are really indications of the power of the LORD, for Moses'
authority is the delegated, spiritual authority of the pro¬
phet ' who has no exclusive prerogative to office, since
this may be fulfilled by non-official as well as by official
prophets, as is shown in the story of Eldad and Medad who did
not receive the spirit that was upon Moses but who, neverthe¬
less, prophesied in the camp.
(1) Of.Rengstorft KWB. IV. A31.A7f« "Die Religion Israels
steht und fSllt mit~*Mose und seinem werk."
(2) Ex .3.10-13.
(3) Ex,A. 12 .
ex.5.23.
I5) Nu .12.6-8 «cf .Dt ,3A. 10 .
(6) Dt ,18.18 .
C7} Dt.5.5, 22,27,
(8) Dt.3A.llf.
(0) Dt .3A.1C; Hos.12.lA. "In Judaism the Holy Spirit is
specifically the spiriv of prophecy (Moorei Judaism. I. pp.
237,A21).
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When Joshua urged Moses to forbid them, the leader's reply
was: "Would God that all the LORD'S people were prophets and
that the LORD would put his spirit upon them."^ ^ jloses'
authority could be challenged by Miriam and Aaron:^ ^ "Hath
the LORD indeed spoken only by Loses? Hath he not also
spoken by us? " and God's reply is that Loses is different
from all other prophets in that God speaks with him mouth to
mouth and he shall behold the similitude of the LORD. ' At
another time Moses and Aaron are opposed by Korah, Dathan and
Abiram along with two hundred and fifty princes of the assembly
who say : "Ye take too much upon you, seeing all the congrega¬
tion are holy, every one of them, and the LORD is among them:
wherefore then lift ye yourselves above the congregation of the
LORD ? ** ^ The authority of Loses and Aaron is vindicated by
the miracle of the earthquake, i.e. by God. It is significant
that Moses' authority is not the kind that can be transferred
by his laying hands on his successor; the seventy elder6 have
the spirit put upon them by God and when the spirit rested upon
C1) Nu. 11. l6f., 25-29. Cullmann (The Early Church, pp. 93£)
is correct in his insistence that in~the OT~there~is no in¬
fallible teaching-office. Cf. Mk.9.38ff.J par.
(a) Nu. 12.2.
(3) This last is contradicted by the account in Ex. 24.9-11
where it is said that the seventy elders saw God and did eat
and drink,and also by Ex. 33.18-23 where Moses asks to Bee the
glory of God and God replies: "1 will make all my goodness
pass before you .thou canst not see my face thou shalt
see my back partsj but my face shall not be seen." It is
significant the LXX translates fi LIDSi =' aopeorance5, 'image' by
b'oia (cfjn. 1.14). ^ :
(4) Nu.16.1-35. The stories of Korah and the others are
intertwined but the main point is that there was a rebellion
against an allegedly self-assumed priestly prerogative.
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(*)
them they prophesied and, further, it is the LORD who sets
a man over (4m KonfeTv) the congregation as his successor,^
telling him to take Joshua, a man in whom the spirit already isi
and to commission him in the sight of the congregation.^^" It
is clear that Moses' authority insofar as he is a religious
rather than a military or administrative leader is a teaching
authority based ultimately upon the testimony with which he
has been entrusted by God. ^ '
When the Authority of the Message itBelf is investigated
it is plain that the main aspects of it do not alter and it
is always regarded as being a gift of God; it is taught by
God;^ ^ it is commanded by God^ ^ and the two tables are the
work God written by the finger of GodJ^ ^ the words
of the covenant are a revelation vouchsafed to Israel by
(8) (Q)
God;v ' the testimony is God's words and the wisdom of Israel. '
^ Nu.11.16-25* » /
bt»bo)(e<; hiwoQ-fj n ^><0 Tas (Sir. 46.1).
Nu.27.15-23. In Dt.34.9: TT-n ]*U~]a vw'l 7T1
V>y r*tJo Tmu-^3 noon ' lxx:
T "? -r T V »• * — X • T t T t > ) > /
'Gahtivjutv/ ya? tqs orurou tit ciutov.
There would appear to be a reference to an authority conferred
by laying on of hands; cf.D. Daube( JTS. XXXIX. p. 47)who refers
to "Siphre on Num.27.18ff. where the Midrash remarks that Joshua
was thereby permitted to deliver teachings and judgements even
while Moses was yet alive.") but a good case can be made for
taking as a relative pronoun (Gesenius,CCGXC.col.2) or even
as a relative conjunction, meaning 'so that' (Gesenius,CCCXCI.
IB .(2)). Dix (The Apostolic Ministry vp. 233) insists that the
Spirit comes on Joshua and the elders by the laying on of hands
in spite of Nu.27,18 and 11.7 where there is no mention of this
action.
(4) Cf.Rengstorf( XWB. IV. p. 432.l6f.)J "Es (der ruckwarts
gewandte Blick der Propheten) geht urn die Sache, nicht urn den
Mann."
I5) Ex,4.12,15? Dt. 4.1.





The testimony was accorded supreme honour; it was not to
be tampered with or departed from ' but always to be kept#
The king at hie ordination was to be given a copy of the torah
to uphold it, ' The veneration in which the tabernacle was
held, the way in which all the religious life and service
(Ati Toue-/toO centred round it shows the measure of the
authority of the testimony contained in it. It is the place
where God promises to meet Israel and commune with them and
speak to them, and where his glory will be seen and where he
will dwell with his people, ' Fgr safety it was put in the
charge of the Levites and elders,^ so priests and Levites
are necessary for order and for the preservation gf the testi¬
mony! but they must be steadfast to the latter,^ ^
The Transmission of the Testimony
Unless the teaching is handed down from one generation to
another it is in danger of being forgotten or lost (something
which actually took place once in Israeli history some time
prior to the reign of Josialr ' and this transmission of the
faith is reckoned as continuous from the time of Abraham the
father of faith of whom the LORD says (Gen, 18,19): "For I know
that he will order (cumt ac) his sons and his house after him
and they will keep the ways of the Lord ( <$>uAc(£;ou<?i cSoo<,
) to do justice and judgment, Moses was diligent in
1) I)t. A.2f 5.32.
2) Jit. 11.1.
3) Dt.17.18 ff; II Chron«3A»31; cf. IV,K, 11,122 "And he brought
forth the king's son and gave him... the. testimony."
( ) n>x»25.22, 29. A2—i(.6 (of • <Jn •1, It.) j 3C»^,3^> Lu «17,19|ij©v»
16.2; cf. Ill K.8.10-12.
(5j au.1,50-53•
{*) nev.10,11, Gerhardsson gives full references for the
original role of the priests and Levites as bearers and pre¬
servers of the torah (Memory and Manuscript p.86, n.5)
(7) IV, X.22.8-23#3,
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teaching his contemporaries and in insisting that they in turn
should continue the process.^ ^ ^he testimonies are to be
taught to succeeding generations; ^ they are to be bound on
the hand and between the eyes, written on doorposts a^d gates'' ^
and diligently kept;^ ^ they are ngt to be added to^ ^ and all
false prophets are to be rejected.^ ^ Moses faithfully wrote
the torah and handed it on to the priests and elders^ * and
taught his 3ong to Israel, giving instructions that it shccld
( 8\
be handed down. ' In all this several things are evident,
viz. The idea of testimony is bound up with the teaching of
the fundamental truths about God in his relationships with
men. It is the evidence and reminder of the covenant between
God and his people Israel, which he made for his own gloiy.
The witness is the one who is chosen, called and sent by God
to present the testimony that the people of God may be reminded
of God's doctrine and then in turn show forth his glory that
the whole world may at last glorify God. The all-important
factor is the teaching itself, and the teachers or witnesses
have no authority except by virtue of the commission which
they have from God and their loyalty to the basic, essential
message which is the raison d'Stre of their commission. This
testimony is taught originally by God, that is to say, it is a
revelation, given by the spirit of God; the authority of the
witness is not hereditary nor is it transmitted by the laying
on of hands; the truth alone, not the teaching or leading
office, can be transmitted as authoritative.
C1) Dt. 5.31; 6.1,
(2) Dt.4.9f; 6.7; 11.19; 29.28,








The authority of the testimony has no external sanction
and depends on 'seeing' or not 'seeing', on 'hearing' or not
'hearing*, on obeying and serving or on rebelling and aposta¬
tising. Moses and Israel at the time of the Exodus and in
(M
subsequent events witnessed the mighty acts of God ' but
these are simply signs of the activity of God which depend
for their acceptance as such upon an answering faith in the
beholder; they saw no similitude of the king of the universe
on his throne or of the LORD of history controlling events;
they heard no actual voice giving commands or uttering pro¬
mises. They were aware of their release from slavery; they
saw the flames and smoke of Sinai; they heard the rumbling of
the volcano; they heard the voice of Moses; they saw the two
tables of stone; and in and through all this God revealed him¬
self to them and they believed, more or less. The authority
of Moses, the prophetic authority, the authority of the wit¬
ness of God is that of the man who sees an event and interprets
it spiritually or who hears a statement andtj recognising it to
be the truth, is constrained to repeat it; ' but this
authority of the witness is recognised only by those who make
a similar interpretation or recognise the same truth and are
constant to it.
h) Ex. 3.3; 6.1, 1M.13; 16.7 etc.
(2) Cf.C.H. Dodd: History and the Gospel, p. 301 "The message
of the OT prophets does~not~unfold secrets of another world but
interprets the events of this."
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(3) THE EIGHTH CENTURY PROPHETS
The Nature of the Testimony
/
The first occurrence of a member of the ^up-ros group
in the eighth century prophets is in Is. 8.2 where Urias and
Zachariae are to be witnesses of the written prophecy of
Isaiah. In view of v. 16 where Aquila retains the meaning of
the Hebrew: "Bind up the u<*e T Opt iiV , seal the torah among my
disciples" should be taken in the sense of 'disciple'.
In 8.20 the law and the testimony which give light^ ^ are
recommended by the prophet as the best source of advice when
the people of God are in trouble.^ ^ Aquila's translation of
Is.30.8 gives &U upiav for T3£i>>~iy and is quite accept¬
able in view of vv.9-11 and 8.2, 16,20.
In Amos 3*13 the prophet calls on the priests to testify
(hnfAu^T^atyGi) to the house of Jacob. This is the command of
God,{o fratvrwv^o«Tt-3f-} ^ ^ who demands that men should live
(4} (5}
justly, ' who brought Israel out of Egypt* ' and who will
punish those who sin against him^ ^ but who promises blessed¬
ness to those who earnestly seek him. ^ ^
In the prophecies of Isaiah 1-39* Amos, Hosea and Mlcah
the testimony is called by different names. Isaiah's testi¬
mony is called a vision^ ' and in Hosea 10.11 God says; I
have also spoken by the prophets and I have multiplied
visions and used similitudes by the hand of the prophets;^ ^
(A) Cf.Ps. 118.105? II Pet.1.19.
(2) Is.8.16,20 should be read in the light .of Sir. 33.3f.
where ff-<jvbn<rov tfouiiaw*' is equivalent to *t crov
(3) Am.3.13; 4.13.





(e) In Hos,2.1A is a mistranslation of and in
7.12 Symmachus has t\$ u.&?-cJei0v/ for » an "understand¬
able error, TT~:
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very frequently the lav/ and the word are equated, as when
Isaiah says: "Hear the word of the LORD, ye rulers of Sodom,
/i\
give ear unto the lav; of our God* ' and law and testimony are
equated with the word in Is. 8.2C. Isaiah is said to 'see'
(2)
the word* ' but the torah or testimony is clearly a form of
doctrine as is shown by 2.3J it is also described as the
knowledge which God teaches,^ ^ the Lord God's ncokfet'ot
(Am, 3.7) and the way which Micah promises will be taught in
the future.^ ^ In Micah 1.2 God is described as the witness
who, through the prophet, will teach the truth which the
(5)
false prophets are neglecting or distorting or suppressing.*
/ 8\
Testimony and torah are identified in Is. 8.16;* ' the testi¬
mony in Amos 3.13 6fc) ^ ^ is the equivalent of
prophesying, the subject being the counsel rrcnSfcta of the
LORD God revealed to his prophets who, having heard it, can¬
not but prophesy^ ^. Finally, the torah is contrasted with
the precepts of men ( £>i&a<rk.ovrfc< wrra ksii
Si ) ( 8) • It is clear from the above that
(1) Is, 1.10.
(2) Is. 2.1; (Heb)pf,A?i.l.l.
(3) Is. 28.9: cf. 11.9.
(4) Mi, L.If * cf, Is. 30.20f. Symmachus translates D JIT D1? yniia
by (rjatSfco irttf «t>rcoO K«.T3 r u (; t cf $ {auTwiv) ,
thus linking teaching and testimony. For torah as
'way' see Ostborn; Torah in the Old Testament.p.111.
(5) Mi. 2.11; 3.5-7,11.
(6) "Probably the nature of the instruction.... ..was in the
main consonant with that general annunciation proclaimed by
the prophets to the people at large" (8stborn,p.l33)•
(7) Plural because it is a reference to the prophets: against
W'.R. Harper* Amos and Ho sea, p.82 and A. Weiser: Die Prophet ie
des Amos pp. l£8f?.~" LxX: (v 14) = 'because'.""
Am. 3.7f *vcf, I Cor. 9.16. The content of this testimony is
not necessarily limited to the doom in vv, 14f» since ^11 can
very well mean 'because'.
(e) Is.29.13;cf,Mt.15.9.
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Mowinckel's contention that "Der heilige Geist der Propheten
war nach ^udischer Ansicht vor a^.lem ein Strafprediger and ein
Uberfuhrer von Sunden gewesen." ^ is far to^ restricted.
The Four-fold Content of the Testimony ^ is Been raost
clearly and concisely in the prophecy of Micah. (a) God is
the LORD of the whole earth?^ ^ (b) he pronounces doom on
(4)
those who devise iniquity and he has shown man what is good?* '
(c) God is he who brought Israel up out of Egypt and redeemed
them out of the house of servants; ' (d) he promises that he
will gather the remnant of Israel, that the house of the „
(
will be established and that peace will prevail over all.* '
Other references are found to God's sovereignty and reality '
his moral law ^ his redemptive aotivity and his promises. ^
The Authority of these early preachers of the word of God
was not necessarily official, as Amos demonstrates: "I was a
herdman...ana the LORD took me?" ^ it was a charismatic
ministry according to Micah who cries: "Let the LORD be witness
(12)
(us ^aerufetov) "to yoa, the LORD from his holy temple"* ' and
(lJ ™jl 32 (1933). 2/3. p. 117.
I3) ^enatorfl'i KWB. VI, 310.39-811,39)gives a very sketchy
description or tSe'content of the prophetic message which he
sees as a promise or threat, a reproach for neglect of God's
law (in Amos and Micah), for honouring other gods (in Hoe, Jer.
and Ezek), for false trust in other powers (in Isaiah) and for
seeing security in the cultus (in most of them). He makes no
mention of testifying to God's mighty redenptive acts.
(3) Mi. A. 131 1.4.
(4) Mi. 2.:.lj 3.1-3» 5.8.
;5} Mi. 6.4- cf. 7.15.
6) Mi.2,l£| 4.1-3.
\1) Is.1,2| 2.8,10| 6.3? 17.7? 26.13? Ho.4.17? 8,14? Am.5.8.
;8) Is.1.12; 5.20ff,*30.9? Ho.4.1,6? 5.5? 8.1,12? Am.S.Af 5.14
°) It,5.1-4* 1C.24-26? 29.22? Ho. 11.If 13.4? Am.?.10? 3.1-
Is 2.3? 11.9,11-16? 12.2—A? 19.19? 28.16? 29.18.2A?




later he explainss "Truly I am full of power by the spirit of
the LORD, and of judgement, and of might to declare unto Jacob
his transgression,"^ ^ Isaiah states that he has declared what
he has heard from the LORD of hosts, t^e God of Israel, ^ The
prophet is sent (aao<r-f£Mw) by God, ^ that is to say, he is
authorised by God, Within himself he has a strong conviction
(4)
of his calling which comes privately to him in a vision ' or
is revealed in his ears by the LORD of hostsj ' at ary rate,
what he receives is a revelation of God's counsel t&£.' <*-)
(8) (7)
and when this happens he must prophesy, ' testify, ' The
spirit of the LORD will rest upon the Messiah foretold in
Isaiah 11, the spirit of, among other things, the knowledge of
the LORD which will eventually cover the earth,^ ^ Certainly,
the Messiah will have a teaching authority.
The Authority of the Testimony
The testimony which the prophet bears is his only external
attestation and his authority rests upon this teaching which is
opposed to the false teaching of the prophet's own day.^ ^ The
only true oracle is the law and the testimony which has the
authority of God himself and if the prophetic word is not accord¬
ing to it the people will walk in darkness.^ ^ Priests and
prophets are false witnesses when they depart from the torah^ ^
and their vision is like a sealed book.^ ^ The authority of
C1) Mi. 3.8.
(2) Is,21,10.
(3) Is.6.8f? 8,11 etc,
(4) e.g. Is,6.Iff.
(5) Is.22.lM.
( 6) Am. 3. 8.
(7) Am,3.13.
(8) Cf.Is.32.3f.
(e) Is,8.lit 9.15? 28.7; 29.10 ff,2Mt Mi 3.5.
10) Is.8.15,-23.11S 28,7*
l2) Is! 29.11f Ho.M.6; Am.2.M; Mi.3.5.
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the prophet's message is that of the truth and goodness} it is
revealed by God (Am.3) and, having no external sanction, it
depends f its acceptance on the vision or insight and obedience
and Israel has done this repeatedly} the priests teach for hire
and the prophets divine for money and do not lean upon the
lord/2)
The Transmission of the Testimony
The authentic prophets are as concerned as Moses that the
testimony should be preserved and handed on from generation to
generation of the faithful, Hosea states that if the fathers
(3)
forget the torah God forgets the children, ' Isaiah taught
the people knowledge, "Precept upon precept, line upon line J
here a little and there a little" (Heb) and he looks forward long¬
ingly to the day when "they also that erred in spirit shall
come to understanding, and they that murmured shall learn
doctrine . agd the father to the children shall make
known thy truth." ^ The concern of God's prophets is not
simply that the law is disobeyed but that it is distorted in
the teaching of the false prophets who teach lies and cause
(1) As C.H. Dodd puts it* "Prophets say that they saw that
Jehovah the Holy One is a God of righteousness, that they heard^
him say that he desires mercy the idea came them,. .TSey-
were convinced not because of the imaginative form in which the
idea came but because of its inherent truth and worthiness".
(The Authority of the Biblet pp. 95f.)J cf, T.W. Manson: Martyrs
and Martyrdom, p. 45*87 "These unauthorised prophets with a
message which does not come from the Council of Yahweh might
fairly be called'false witnesses of Godi"
(2) Is. 5.24} 30.9} Ho. 4.6; Am. 2,ki Mi. 3.11.
(s) Ho. 4.6.
(4) Is. 29.24} cf. 30.20f•
(5) Is. 38.19.
of faith. Anyone may reject it as not binding on himself
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(l) (3)
the people to errv ' "by the precept of mgn." These false
teachers are also said to err in spirit,^ ^ which confirms the
conclusion that the testimony is a charisma from God who opens
and closes the eyes and ears of men. ^ ^
Conclusion
The testimony of the eighth century prophets is the
original testimony or torah of Moses. The people have for¬
gotten or despised this and the false prophets have degraded
it so the true prophets are summoned by God to remind Israel
of the covenant and to recall them to it. The word is given
to the prophet privately in a vision or in his ear and his
authority which is not hereditary or official or transmissible
rests on the message, the law or testimony, from which alone
God's people should seek guidance. Again, the content of the
testimony retains the same fourfold character as was shown in
the Pentateuch. Reference is made to the handing down of the
message by the teacher to his disciples. The authority of the
message is that of the truth which, having no external sanction,
depends for its acceptance on the insight and obedience of
faith. In these prophetic books there emerges the picture of
the witness as the divinely-inspired teacher or preacher, com¬
missioned by God to recall his people to the covenant by testi¬
fying, that is by placing before his hearers the events and
truths of the original testimony. The prophet has no authority
in the sense that he is an eye-witness of historical events;
the testimony of even Moses and his generation came by faith
and insight and obedience; other nations witnessed the events
but did not put the same construction upon them or submit to
f1) Is.9.15; cf.Am.2,4; Mi. 2.11.
\A Is.29.13.
(3) Is.29.2k.
(4) Is.6.9f; 29.10; Am.3.7.
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the demands which follow upon such a construction. The con¬
tent of the testimony, however, - this historical vessel with
its spiritual treasure - serves for following generations as
a touchstone of truth. The prophets or apostles, for so they
may be called, are men who repeat the history of the people of
God and interpret it for their own time as Moses did for his.
K. THE HISTORICAL BOOKS
IMWll..1 '.HI
The Nature of the Testimony
The history of Israel is the history of God's dealings with
that nation. This is constantly kept before their eyes in the
preaching of the prophets whom God sends from time to time to
remind them of the covenant.^ ^ The LORD reveals himself to
(2)
the prophet in visions by the word of the LORDv ' and the
prophet then teaches the people the good and right way. ^ ^
The law commanded by Joshua is the law commanded by Moses, the
servant of God; Solomon is enjoined by Davidi "Keep the charge
of the LORD thy God, to walk in his ways, to keep his statutes
and his commandments and his judgements and his testimonies, as
it is written in the torah of Moses.^ ^ The ark of the testi-
7s\
mony is identified with the ark of the covenantv ' and Josiah,
when the book of the law is discovered, makes a covenant "to
keep...his testimonies...to perform the words of this covenant."
The ark of the testimony, which contained the two tables of
stone is housed |n the tabernacle of testimony that God's name
might be there.^ ^ God's name is equated with God's presence
(1) IV. K.17.13, etc. (cf.II Chron.24.19?nEsd.l9.30) To remind
rather than to warn (with W. Rudolph* Chronikbucjier. p.276*
"Jahwe....sandte seine Propheten als Mahner und Warner.").
K. Galling* Die Bucher der Chronik , pp.237f* 251, 253 continues
the tradition of translating the word-group in terms of warning.
(2) I K.3.1, 21.
(3) I K.12.23?cf.Ill K.8.36.
(4) III K.2.3;cf, II Chron.23.11.
(5) Josh.K.l6,18icf,III K.8.21.
(6) IV. K.23.3;cf.II Chron.3K.31.
(7) III K.8.9»16-21,29•cf.II Chron.7.16,20 .
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in II Chron. where Jehoshaphat says in hie prayers "¥/hen we
stand before this^house, and in thy presence, (for thy name is
in this house)^ When Israel broke the SabbathjNehemiah
testified (Irri pLAgtsj^o^-au) to them, which probably means that he
read to them out of the book of Moses and applied the teaching
to their behaviour.^ Testimony and teaching are equated by
the authors of I and IV Kings,^ ^
The Content of the Testimony
There are three passages in the historical books where the
four aspects of the testimony are seen clearly. The last words
of Joshua follow closely the pattern of the testifying of Moses
in the Pentateuch although the actual term is not employed, (a)
He exalts the LORD above all the gode?^ ^ (b) he makes reference
to the torah and the holiness of God who looks askance at trans-
(5)
greseion of his torah;v ' (c) he reminds them of the mighty
(8\
acts of redemption wrought at the Exodus and in the desertv '
and (dV he brings to their notice the two-sided promise of
God. ' In Chapter 24, however, the people having accepted
the covenant which is based on the testimony of Joshua and hav¬
ing vowed to serve the LORD ( A « t : Heb. 1 ll*] V ,
«■» 4, *• / ib\
Joshua says to themi K<< v * ' ore
up.t»S dt k^£'0V , that is to say, they must keep
on reminding themselves of the covenant and therefore also of
the testimony,
f1) II Chron .20.9 •
( ^kEEsd. 23.15,21; cf. 23.1,3 .
(3)I K.12.23;cf.8.9* IV. K.17.13;cf.v.28 but Keilt The Books
of the Kings., pp.415f. translates! 'testified against *7~
Vtj Josh .23.7.16; 24.14f.
(5) Josh.23.6; 2^.19.
(6) Josh.23.3f, 9.14, 24.3-13,17f-,31.
(7) Josh.23.5,10,12f»13.(8i The prefix need not necessarily mean 'against'; it
could very well mean 'in respect of' (Gesenius XCVIII (10)),
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Secondly, the writer of IV Kings avers that "The LORD
testified(kU|A*e-r to Israel and Judah by all the prophets...
u
saying, Turn ye......and they rejected his statutes and his
covenant which he made with their fathers, and his testimonies
t 1\
(fa jAuetagta) which he testified ( see fA a ftagufo) to them".
Uot only are the commandments of God included in this teeti-
(2)
mony but also the lordship ' of him who brought them up out
of t5e land of Egypt with great power and a stretched-outarm^ ^ and who promises to deliver them in the future if they
will obey him.^ ^
Thirdly, II Esdras gives an account of the reading of the
torah to the people at the first Feast of Tabernacles after the
return from the Exile# "The Levites caused the people to under¬
stand the torah...so they read in the book, in the law of God
(S}
distinctly."v ' The Levites then strike up a song of praise
which incorporates the content of the testimony: the con¬
fession that God is the creator ' who made a covenant with
Abraham to give him the lend and brought Israel out of Egypt,
shewing signs and wonders,^ ^ who gave right judgements, and
true laws by the hand of Moses end made promises;^ ^ but in
spite of the testifying of the prophets^ ^ Israel will not
turn to God and hie law.
(l) IV. K. 17.13-15 •(4 IV. K. 17.35,38f.
(3) IV. K. 17.36*
(4) IV K.17.39. T.W. Sanson's description of the content of this
testimony as "a report to Israel about God's actions and in¬
tentions" (Martyrs and Martyrdpjn. p«z,67) is too narrow.
(5) II Ssd.lB^7f •
(®) 13 Esd. 19.6.
(7) II Sad. 19.7-12, 15,21-25,28.
(8) II Bed .19.13 ft* • , "v
(°) ii Sod .19.25,?9f#3^. r. Asting^ Die verkundlgu^g^ p«500 /
puts too narrow a construction on the wofa; "Rei diesen
orten and i>i%p.u^rv»e,>J in II tsd. 19.3K) 1st
uisndglloh an etwae anderes als in v. 2(5 zu denken, wo es von den
39.
The content of the testimony that Samuel is commanded to
give Israel (I K.8.9) is not necessarily restricted to foretell¬
ing the behaviour of their prospective king. The Hebrew
separates the two verbs and emphasises the separation by re¬
peating the personal pronoun* thus: "01721 UN
v T ' V . ■* ~ • ' -
OH? (I Sam. 8.9). The LXX repeats the pronoun
aoto?$ but without the preposition. Also, there is in the
preceding two verses a significant reference to the claim of
God to full authority over Israel and to his bringing them out
of Egypt.^ ^ Some of Samuel's testimony is given later and in
it the four aspects are present.^ ^
The Authority of the Prophet or Witness is th^t of God who
sends him and testifies through him ' for f icaiah says: "As
the LORD liveth, what the LORD saith unto me, that will I
(5)
speak,"* ' The authority of the prophetic witness is that of
the teacher inspired by the spirit of God. There is an
ecstatic type of prophecy exemplified by Saul and some others^ ^
but this has little if any connection with^the inspiration which
David claims to have had in his life-time^ ^ and which in-
(8)
fluenced Azariah the teaching priest* who recalled the people
to God by instructing them in the law^ ^ and with that which
Propheten heisst, dass sie dem Volke Jahwas Willen offenbarten
) ." Adeney: Ezra, Hehemiah and Esther, p. 302 remarks
well:" "The word Torah -"law or~instruction~-~must here be taken
in its widest sense to comprehend both the utterances of the
prophets and the traditions of the priests." as does T.W. Manson:
op. cit.jp.465: "The prophets are here clearly regarded as God's
witnesses."
(*•) The AV margin makes the division correctly, although with the
traditional interpretation of Sia , "notwithstanding
when thou hast solemnly protested against them, then thou shalt
shew, etc."
(2) 1 K .8.7—9.
c3) (a) Vk.12.10,12| (b) 12.4. (c) 12.6-9,11,24- (d) 12.14f,22.
(4) Jud.6.8, 13.8; II Chron.24.19, 25.15: IV. K.17.131 II Esd.19.30
(5) III K.22.14*
(6) I K.10.5f,10fJ 19.20-24.
{*0 II K.23.2.
(8) Cf.Lev.'10.11; II Chron. 17.7-9.
(9) II Chron.15.1-3*,cf.IV K.17.28.
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(i)
possessed Jahaziel the LeviteN ' and &echsriah the son of
Jehoiada, another priest who was also a prophet, ' In the
course of the hymn which they sang at the Feast of the Taber¬
nacle the Levites, referring to the giving of the Torah in the
desert, saidj "Thou gavest them also thy good spirit to in¬
struct them,,.and testif iedst (Ivt to them by thy
( 3)
spirit by the hand of the prophets v ' thus showing that the
teaching is a charisma.
The Authority of the Testimony
In this literature also it is difficult to separate the
authority of the witness from that of his testimony, which is
that of the truth sent by God^ . and which, since no external
sanction is possible, depends on whether the.hearer is willing
to 'see' or 'hear', or whether, having seen all that God has
done, he then denies Ggd^ ^ or, havir® known all the works of
the LORD, serves hirn.^ ^ The usual reaction of Israel to the
messengers of God and their words (which are God's words) is
summed up in II Ksdras 19.34? ©i fi<x£iAe?<; ... ou
>• / / V ✓ ' ()
rrgoCTtcr^ov; •••»«.tct crou ♦
!he Transmission of the Testimony
However, in spite of all opposition, God's witnesses man¬
age to ensure that their message is handed down? Loses passed
it to Joshuaj^ ' Joshua taught it to the people, writing a
copy of it upon the stones of the altar in mount Bbal. '
i
71) II Chron.20.14.
( A II Chron.24.20;cf. IV. K.12,2.
(3) II Ssd. 19.20,30,
(4) IV. K.17.13.
(5) Josh.23.3» 24.27:cf.9.2eg I.K.8.7? IV. K.17.14? II Chron.
24,19f II Ssd. 19.26.
(6) Josh.24.29.
Cf.II Chron.36.16.




The ark of the testimony was borne and guarded by the priests '
and these, with the prophets, teach the people^ ' and prepare
them that they may do according to the word of the LORD by the
(3)
hand of Moses; ' the scribes, (e.g. Ezra, a ready scribe in
the torah of Moses....who had prepared his heart to seek the
law of the LORD and to do it and to teach in Israel statutes
(4)
and judgements) were gctive in the work of transmission al¬
though always there was present the danger of losing sight of
( »
the basic idea of justice and mercyv ' which characterised the
dealings of God with his people and which they had covenanted
to realise in their lives. The king also, it is to be noted,
was regarded as the guardian of the torah for when he was
anointed a copy of the testimony was placed in his hands.^ ^
Conclusion.
From this study of the Historical Books of the O.T. it
is seen that they encourage a similar conclusion to that drawn
in the two previous sections, viz. that it is the possession of
the torah or testimony, which is a gift of the Holy Spirit,
which gives the teaching priest and the prophet their authority
in Israel; but when the official guardians of the testimony
depart from it, when there is no 'open vision', then God raises
men without any official or hereditary qualification, as he did
in the case of Samuel and Elijah and Elisha.
(M Josh 4.16
(2) IV. K 17.28, H Chron 15.13, 17.7-9 ( ,v-7 usually
means 'commander' and is used for the priests in Is. 43.28,)
(Gesenius,p.DCCXCIV. col.l); II Chron.35.3T II Esd. 18.7.
(3) II Chron.35.6.
(4)ll Esd. 7.6,10,25.(5) A danger to which Ezra and his fellows succumbed in dealing
with the heathen wives.
(6) IV. K.11.12. "apparently a written law-book." (C.F, Burneyi
Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Book of Kings, p.311. "i.e. the
book~of the lawT" Cc.FT Keil:"" The Book of the Kingsf pp.36lf.
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(5) THE BOOK OF PSALMS
The Nature of the Testimony
In The Book of Psalms, especially in Psalm 118 which is
very rich in examples, testimony is equated with the law in
^ I*! \
all its forms - t^rah, ' judgements (Kq^^a-x aJ, statutes
(4i\«iw|A«Ta) , ^ ^ precepts (t^roXal) , ^ commandments
(TTt^Ti, tvTuXat g)» ^ God's word,^ ' his way, ^ ^ his wondrous
works, ' truth, ' goodness, learning and^knowledge (x£q«"rotw¬
itch a and yvuj<ri$ ,' ' God's name ^ and his righteous-
/ 1 2\
ness. ' In Ps. 77.1-5 testimony or torah is described as
( 1 o\
♦the dark sayings of old'. ' God's testimony is something
which he teaches.^ ^ Ps.79 is described in the title as
p.ag-u^iov -Z 'A&(A<p but as there is very little in the subject-
matter of the psalm to connect it with torah it is rather likely
(1) 18.8; cf.Delitzsch: Psalms. 1.3535 "The place of
is taken bynnv.. 5" 77.5,5^} 80.6; 92.5? 98.7; 118.2.
(2) e.g. 118.3f*
(3) e.g. 118.33*
t4) e.g. 118.45; cf. 19.7.
(5) e.g. 118.35.
/ 0^118 • 50 *
(7) e^gl 118137* H. Riesenfeld (Stud. Theolr 1(1947)* PP* 148fi)s
"La metaphor de la voie n'illustre pas seulement le concept de
conduite.......mais aussi l'idee de la direction et du bout, ce
qui implique l'idee du salut preliminaire et definitif. (Ps.
118.37J Jer. 6.16; 21.8; Is. 35.8-10 etc)."





(13)H. Gunkel (Die Psalmen.p 342) "gemeint ist nicht die „
Gesetzgebung in~~allgemein, sondern die Verpflichtung, die Uber-
lieferung von Jahvehs Taten weiter zu erzahlen. cf. Ex 10.2".
(14) 131.12; cf. 49.7? 80.9*
fc3.
that the reference is not to the words but the tune. In
Ps. 24. 10 the testimonies are closely associated with the
covenant and inPs.98.7 with the ordinances { tt
of God.
There are five psalms in which the Content of the Testi¬
mony is plainly set forth, viz. 49; 77# 80; 88 and 118. (a)
The sovereignty of God is referred to; he is the mighty God,
the LORD who owns all things; he is the LORD of nature, the
most High; he will not tolerate the worship of other gods;
no one can compare with him who controls even the raging of
the sea; he is the creator of man.^ ^ (b) Concerning the
moral lav/, those who disobey it are rebuked; the testimony
was established that Israel might keep God's commandments. '
(c) God's activity in history for the salvation of his people
is noted; the salvation of God will be shown to the one who
orders hiB way of life; the marvels of the Exodus are not to
7 4)
be forgotten. ' (d) The above-mentioned psalms include in
their testimony the promise of God that he will deliver those
who call upon him in the day of trouble and will show his
salvation to those who live uprightly; God promises that he
(5>
will establish David's seed for ever;N Ps.32 is a new song
(v. 3) compared with the Song of Moses in Deut.32 but the
content is the same. '
(*) Kirkpatrick (Psalms^ pp.483 f.) suggests that, as in the
introduction to Ps.59# this is an instruction that the psalm
be sung to the tune of another well-known psalm in praise of
the law.
(3) 49.1.10-12; 77.1> 17; 80.9f? 88.6-12; 118.73.
.(«) Ps.49.16-21; 77.7f? 80.13; 88.13,30f.
(4) 49.23? 77.7,11-32,35,42f; 80.6,11. Schechter (Some
Aspects of Rabbinic Theologyr pp. 122£) notes that Ps.?7 "which
claims to~be a Torah~is nothing but a resume of Israel's history."
(5) Ps.49. 15,23; 17.7; 80.10,16; 88.4,22.36?.
(0) (a) v. 6; (b) v, 5* (c) v. 19? (<3) v. 22; cf.Ps.97.
hb-»
The Authority of the Witnesses
Throughout the Psalter no attempt is made by any writer
to claim authority for himself other than that of the man who
claims to speak God's wordt any authority he has is that of
the Holy Spirit who supplies the word. ' All the emphasis
is on the claims of the testimony itself which demands always
complete subservience and loyalty. God speaks in the first
( 2)
person through the psalms of Asaph, ' throughout Ps. 118 it
is the writer's prayer that God will teach him the all-
sufficient torah and in Ps. 131.12 God says that he will teach
his testimonies to the children of David. Even men like
Moses and Aaron and Samuel have submitted to the yoke of the
testimony; they may teach it but at the same time they are
obedient to it.^ ^ This is not to be wondered at since (it)
(4)




The Authority of the Testimony is a spiritual authority '
which could be defied by those who did not set their heart
(7)
aright and whose spirit was not steadfast with God, ' who
j1) Ps. 50.12.(2) Ps. A9.7. H.J, Kraus (Psalmen Ij, pp,376f.) writes concern¬
ing this verse. "Jahwe als Richter "zeugt" gegen sein Volk";
but the judgement is only on his enemies (v. 16); he speaks
of salvation for his people (v. 15); 80.8,
(3) 98.6.
(4) 118.88.
(5) Gf. Krausj (Psalmen, IL pp. 58J+f; "Die Aufgabe des Bundes-
mittlers war es, als Purbitter vor Jahweh zu treten, die
Verkundigung des Rechts 'aus der Wolkensaule' aufzunehmen.
Die Bundesmittler waren verantwortlich fur die Obermittlung





refused to walk in his law, or which could be accepted by
those who remembered his name and kept his law.^ ^
The Transmission of the Testimony
The obligation to pass on the testimony from generation
to generation is conanented on in Ps. 77.1-6^ ^ and the reward
for this is noted in Ps. 131.12.
Conclusion
The Book of Psalms contains much that underlines all the
foregoing conclusions. The testimony is identified with
doctrine and similar expressions; the four-fold content is
confirmed and the authority ^f the witness and of his testi¬
mony is traced back to God,^ ^ that is to the faithful wlt-
(4)
ness in heaven ' to whom the testimonies belong because
he founded them for ever.^ ^
(6) THE WISDOM LITERATURE
(i) THE BOOK OF PROVERBS
The Nature of the Testimony
The author of Proverbs has much to say about the torah and
he uses many synonyms for it e.g. vo^o<ti rtcoifc.'a,y,
V
, ' * . c . ' - f _ , / '
c&sjj , £ Afc y v as , o Aoy tow * ou , /3ouA»y , voo fitr ,
/ / , / . ' s % * f
s-'jvfcjr , <ruir r)(ia , tibas-Ra Aios , thlr^x o<rov » i. Kai iTt<? rfciS , <j>^o j-i
all occurring in the first three chapters. Noteworthy is the
C1) 118.55. The above is not the same as G, Pitzer's attempt
to show that the moral law in the hand of the priesthood took
over from the testimony of the prophets and failed. (Per Begriff
des Mao-roc $pp.57-6l. The prophets and priests and psalmists
knew that the" moral law could not by its mere existence save a
man and that only God's redemption could do this.
!2) Cf.43.2; 89.1.3) Cf.Mt. 22,43.4 88.38.s) 118. If.etc.6 118.15 .
46.
✓ (i)
use of for this is an important factor in the inter¬
pretation of many New Testament passages.^ ^
The wl tnees-concept is used in two senses in Proverbs* in
four instances there is nothing to indicate anything but a
simple legal sense, viz. 19.5,19? 19.28?^ 24.28 and 25.18.
In the other occurrences, however, there are indications that
the true is the eiqponent of wisdom, torah, righteous¬
ness, testimony, and is contrasted with the man who teaches or
acts contrary to the testimony in 12.19).^ ^
The faithful and true witness, the son (i.e. probably, the
disciple) of wisdom is commanded to guard(<t>uAa<r<rfcW ) the torah
of his fathgr (teacher) and to proclaim wisdom (iTi <r^ ^ but the p</e-ro$ «£>»*.<>$ who is equated with the
ivrjg a<*£uw ^ ^kindles falsehoods;^ ^ the son is
(1) Cf.Prov, l.8f« where he who hears his father's
receives a crown of graces and a chain of ^old about his neck
and Prov. 3.3: "Let not mercy and truth (mar is) forsake thee
but bind them about thy neck? also Prov. 6.20f«where the
teacher's laws are to hang as a chain around^the disciple's
neck and Prov. 3.22? "My son, let them{<ro<jna and ne»t pass
from thee but keep my counsel and understanding that they
may beX«e'S round thy neck,"
(a) e.g. Jn. 1.14? Ro.1.5? 12.3,6? 15.15; I Cor. 15.10?cf. I
Tim. 1.14? II Cor» 1.12? 3al.2,9? Eph. 3.8? 4.7? II Thess.
2.16? II Tim.JL.9? ^1? Heb. 10.29? 13.9? I^et.1.10? ^4.10?
5.12? TFctf a is. Ok X v Kav £!T i u. $ p t J g v Ttto-r^v A fc?»")
X?-£'V to« ? £.'5 (TTijTt • ? II Pet.3.18,
Jude 4 and others. , ,
(3) • in A and © = Tra.gavo^os.
(4)t Cf«Beyer: Die Apostelge^shichte: p.9. "So war 1m






who tni&fciK.vv|jAtvrjv RiVrn/ feMfei and is opposed to the n&er
&0X10S » "the lips of just men drop graces ()(a^T«$)
in contrast to the <rT®p.n l^st/iZv which perverts (4rcocrTee<>tx«^ ^
and the tongues of the wise heal for the law of the wise is a
fountain of life.
12,19 shows the pre-occupation of the LXX translator with
the idea of testimony for he translates and JW~IV) by
paexoeiav and paptand the text reads:
Kfctoe0oi yAw<r<r*>/ a&iKov . (it is diffi¬
cult to know what his readers would make of ^ag-ruy , an
expression which is used to describe the LORD himself in Mai.3.5
The J*.a.£T'-'i ttmxto( does not lie while the £&tno<;
kindles falsehoods and the former saves or redeems the soul
(3)
from evil while the ia.Aio<; also kindles falsehoods. ' The
Hebrew text of 19.28 speaks of a witness of Belial who scorns
torah and is contrasted with the wise teacher of the previous
verse. In 21.28 the paera^ is opposed to the
irsvjVao^ (obedient, presumably, to the father who teaches
wisdom)^ ^ who speaks twos
Filially, the author, in 29.14^says that the throne of the
(5) j
king who judgeg the poor in truth will be established




(4) Cf.Prov. 2.2; L.3 many others.
,8 Cf.8,1-11.
6; The Iieb. is ambiguous; "IV? or "IV/.
*• T* »» •
■k
48.
All the above goes to show the prooability that for the
author of Proverbs the witness is. in the main, the teacher of
righteousness. the hearer, obeyer, bearer and transmitter of
the testimony ^ and is not regarded simply as a legal witness
or eye-witness.^
The Content of this Testimony is as follows^ (a) Its
beginning is the fear of the LORD, the Creator?^ ' (b) It is
concerned with the moral law of God - the son of wisdom con¬
sents not to sinners?^ ^ (c) Wisdom has saving power,^ '•
(d) Wisdom is life^ ^ and the ways of the just shine like light,
they advance and shine Toe rj n . J
In these verses and in many others the fourfold message of the
testimony is set forth clearly.
The Authority of the Witness
The true and faithful witness is completely under the sway
of the testimony{»x<>.«.oZ>crtT<KL <ro<|>(»,<; to ©o* o-oj)
and is under obligation to hand it on to his son (disciple)
<-», , v , \ i \ f, ✓ - t. "»
o fe. «.o t 1 va>j o&r r}<r r\/ T <r ® a .
(*) Cf. Prov. 24.28; p/j Tcr©«- p.aj-ru{ ttr\ <r*<w noS'rtjv
and Jer. 38.34. £>to.je-1 y r««/ Tro^^fTpv.
"We must not overlook the fact that there is a connection between
the teacher of wisdom and the priest." (Ostborns Tora in the
OT. pp.H4ff.) " ~t
X3) as Toyi The Book of ProverbsF pp.128f. and Gemser# Spruche







The Authority of_the Testimony
This testimony is a spiritual gift or grace-gift as is
seen from various statements.^ ^ The , according to
Proverbs, signifies principally the man who shows forth wisdom
or torah rather than the one who provides eye-witness testi¬
mony of events? he has no sanction to support his authority
other than the power of the truth which is an abiding spiritual
gift.
The Transmission of the Testimony
The Book of Proverbs is full of praise for the torah and
the man who loves it and learns it and passes it on to others.
The son is to hear the instruction of his father and not to for¬
sake the law of his mother (1.7f) and the writer urges his son
or disciple to receive his wards and hide his conmiandments with
him (2.1; cf, 3.1,3). Children are told to hear the instruction
of a father for he had been the pupil of his father before him,
who had saidi "Let thine heart retain my words; keep my com¬
mandments and live (4.1-5 etc). Those who pay heed to the
wisdom of the father have within them a cistern and a well from
which they have an endless supply (5.15) and the lips of the
wise disperse knowledge (13.7)• The author says that he has
written in order to,make the recipient know the certainty of
the words of truth ^ so that he in turn may be able to answer
the words of truth to those who send to him (22.20f). ' The
Tradition is to be preserved in its original purity, as is
learned from Agur's instruction to Ithiel and Ucal: "Every
word of Cod is pure Add thou not unto his words" (3C.5f)
and king Lemuel's prophecy which his mother had taught him in¬
cludes the saying; "It is not for kings to drink wine....lest
they drink and forget the law." (31.4f)
o
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(ii) THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON AND SIRACH
The Nature of the Testimony
In these Apocryphal books there are several instances of
simple witnessing of facts. In Wisdom it is stated that
illegitimate children are witnesses against their parents in
the day of judgement (4.6); the desolation around the Dead
Sea bear8 silent testimony to the wickedness of the cities of
the plain (10.7)» wickedness is a coward thing and serves as
a witness for its own prosecution (17.10); God is witness of
the reins of the blasphemer (1.6). Sirach speaks of the
testimony of generosity being everlasting (31.23), prays that
God will give testimony to the first of his works (36.14) and
repeats from I Kings 12.2-5 the phrase about Samuel calling God
/
and his anointed to witness to his own blameless behaviour
(2^6,19). The idea of testimony being prophecy is expressed
in Sir. 3^* 14! ka ^ pck^T'giok/ foi( w °"-€. k q co©
V V / V » ) > / / 1 _ _
Kou <Teo<£»iT6.ii*( tc%$ lit ©vopco.fi aou « in Sir*
45.17 it is said that God! «.vf£(Aaron) kv-roAa7? a.ir
^outriai/ £»/ 61a. g »j i<. a.»< k g i ja. <£ t i*»v c«i
, v ' v 1 t
Tqv/ I <a. K. ioJ/3 T a. Togva Ka k V 0 p. toj
etl/ro'j cjsmt i ar ©.i and it is clear that to. pagfugi
refers to the torah given by God to MosesI k»' tShiKtv
u k / * . / > vv vKcx T dc ocr tAJ TCOV ^ V T O A ^ ^ VOja ON/ ^ ^ K,u t^
\ . f
ETl tCT ? Vj pvj $ | & <o> ®ij a i ToV I oi fc, i i a. drj tin V
K ak K e ' p- co. T« T o -» Tav Ssr^eo-^A (Sir. 45 • 5) •
Throughout Wisdom and Sirach many synonyms are used in this
connect ion; Ttgo<j>»jT£ia TT*iStia and &«.«■*. aV.uv, are linked in
Sir. 24.32ft (fotyia. and TTauSfcta are equivalent terms in Sir.
Prologue 3fl2? prophecies are linked with the wisdom of the
51.
ancients and the of the Most High in Sir. 39.1 and
f X\
closely associated are words like &« <r» $ ^ '* ^ea/iaXai'
and 7r<*eoj • Eo^cc* , of course, is the key word of The
wisdom of Solomon and its equivalents are *u<,a»©<rJvn (1.1)»
TTai&fc(«- t 1.5) (2.13) ,p^<rt(2.22),
(4.1),®^ (5.6), /So©^rj' and (6*4)» r« Xo^i'a
(16.11) t a* K£ is"6.i<> (17«1)»« Ac\j ©t and £(ri~**.y^ (18.15),
Sirach uses (£gcv*)<rt<; (1*4) , Eiricr-T^^ , yv£ff»s cuvtcrfcu^ (1*19)»
ixt «. KJfiou (2.15) , <*ArjQfefci (4*25), TTgocr t*. and ev/toAch
(^•37)» K€«ci< and (25*4) and Kgi^a-ra and &t«>-1?^(45*5)
XtmJMXsJUiA..^^gf^thejf2rah^0|L.Testlgpag is shown
in Sap. 10.1 - 16.29 and Sir. 16.24 - 18.24. In the former
passage the sovereignty of God is stressed in 11.21 - 12.2?
12.12-18f 13.1-9? His moral law is referred to in 12.19 and
idol-worship ie said to conduce to disobedi ence of that law
(I3.IO - 14.31)* The redemptive concern of God is seen in
15.If1 16.6-13. The judgement of God that leads to life or
death Is mentioned in 12.21-27. In the Sirach passage the
Lord is declared to be the Creator from the beginning (16.26 -
17.4)? he showed men good and evil (17.6-20)? hie redeeming
mercy is mentioned in 17.24 - 18.14 and finally his judgement
is indicated in 18.24.
(*) He who meditates in the law of the Most High rrlvTwj
£k(«jt *7.3-fc* s jTy> T £.»«.!$ a cr^o Vrj tf" fc T ,
11 n \j « C* < V V 6 ^ Cw 4V#u. mTTuIV ot»imT»)0 mrii • IXtA ^ vj cr" * ^
is used of the Gospel narratives in Lk, 1,1 and Kuseb. heel.
Hist. 3.14.7J 3.39.12.
52.
The Authority of the Witness is a teaching authority as
is shown by Sir.45.5>17 where Moses and Aaron are given author¬
ity to teach Jacob-Israel the . v 0 6u<.aioS *
the true and faithful witness professes to have knowledge of
God, names himself it<ms K^eiou (Sap.2.12f) and boasts
that God is his father (2.15). The authority of the witness
springs from that of the testimony or wisdom (Sap.8.IDj9.17)
and this thought is stressed by Sirach who in his hymn of
praise for the men of piety includes among them prophets and
scribes (44.3fi> and says of them that "they were honoured in
their generation and in their day had glory (44.7). Again,
Sirach, in describing the ideal scribe shows conclusively that
the latter's knowledge of the law and hie teaching office give
him an authority superior to that of the craftsman and the
labourer in the office of counsellor and judge. Of the
manual workers it is said; "In the assembly they shall not
mount on high? they shall not sit on the seat of the judge,
and they shall not understand the covenant of judgement."
(38.33). But of the ideal scribe it ia written;
"Not so he that applieth himself to the fear of God,
And to set his mind upon the Law of the Most High?
Who searcheth out the wisdom of all the ancients,
And is occupied with the prophets of old;
Who heedeth the discourses of men of renown,
And entereth into the deep things of parables;
Searcheth out the hidden meaning of proverbs,
And ie onversant with the dark sayings of parables ;
53.
If it seem good to God Most High,
He shall be filled with the spirit of understanding.
He himself declareth wise instruction,
And glorieth in the Law of the Lord.
His understanding many do praise,
And never shall his name be blotted out." (39.1-3,6,8).
Further evidence of the dependence of the witness' authority
upon the testimony which he teaches is provided by Sir,1.19:
"(God) exalted the honour of them that hold her (wisdom) fast."J
"'wisdom exalts her sons." (4.11); among the 'famous men' of
Sir.44 are those who have given counsel by their understanding
and have brought tidings in prophecies: *jyoj|Aiv,ov Ativ Sea-
j-t-aT Aaou, aosfrai Aoyoi few «.i/Tujvf
(Sir. 44.3)5 finally it is significant that the second, thing
said about Joshua the son of Nun is that he was the successor
of Moses in prophecies. (Sir.46.1).
That the Authority of the Testimony is due to its being a
spiritual gift or charisma is seen from several passages in
Wisdom and Sirach. The author of Wisdom called upon God and
there came to him Spirit of wisdom (7.7)5 wisdom is a vapour
of the power of God, a clear effluence of the glory of the
Almighty (7,25)J the author admits that he could not other¬
wise possess wisdom unless God gave her and identifies
and^ae^ (8.21)5 In 9.17 he asks! "Who gained knowledge
of thy counsel, except thou gavest wisdom, and sentest thy
Spirit from on high? And it was thus that ...men were
taught the things that are pleasing unto thee and through
wisdom were they saved." (9.18). This saving power of the
testimony is also mentioned in Sap.10. 1,4,5,9,15-21. Sirach
declares that wisdom was created by God and is his free gift
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to those who love him (l.lOjcf.v.26 and 24.3)1 grace shall
be found on the lips of the wise (21.165 c£ 37.21) • Although
it is not specifically mentioned there is a reference to the
Tabernacle of Testimony in Sir. 24.8-12 where wisdom says: !</
« ( / > / * > . s X >
0*K»)V^ ».vjva fcv/>A<riiOV ao TOO £A fe. t f <qe"U . • • • Kfti &V
1 * 1 i £ '
ItgooarcxArj^ *) ti; oocr v a. |a.o O »
The Transmission of the Testimony
The testimony was to be jealously guarded and the author
of Wisdom upbraids the 'kings and judges of the earth'
t/fc ' >/ V ' > } . '
oTi ^ fcT<*t ov -r T»)S «*<jTou ook v«.t l
ou^ fe^uAix^o^Tfc vof*.ov • (6.4) but he
himself, having learned without guile, imparts without grudging
(7.13). Wisdom passes into holy souls from generation to
generation (7.27) and the Israelites were bitten by the ser¬
pents in the desert to put them in remembrance of God's oracles
and were quickly saved not by herb or poultice but by the word
of the Lord which heals all things. (l6.ll£). According to
Sirach those who hold fast to wisdom have their glory exalted
by God (1.19) and the father and mother are to be honoured by
their children paying heed to their instruction in wisdom
(3.1-6). Sirach's readers are not to neglect the discourse
of the wise; they are to be conversant with their proverbs
and are not to miss the discourse of the aged for they also
learned of their fathers and because from them is learned
understanding and to give answer in time of need. (8.8f.).
Wisdom herself speaks: "I will yet bring instruction to light
as the morning I will yet pour out doctrine as prophecy
and leave it unto generations of ages." (24.32ft); the ideal
scribe "shall show forth the instruction which he hath been
taught, and shall glory in the law of the covenant of the Lord,
Many shall commend his understanding; and so long as the
world endureth, it shall not be blotted out: his memorial
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shall not depart, and his name shall live from generation to
generation" (39#8f^. Finally, the Most High has arranged the
mighty things of his wisdom nothing has been added to
them or diminished from them (42.21).
Cone lasion •
In those books of the Wisdom Literature in which the pag-rof
word-group appears there is evidence that the teaching office
in Israel was held in the highest esteem and this by reason of
the doctrine or testimony. This testimony is called by many
names all of which point to a body of truth which embraces the
four aspects of the Mosaic torah already noted. The testi¬
mony is not in any way eye-witness testimony but is the re¬
sult of spiritual 'vision' and is of the nature of doctrine;
it is 'grace', a gift of the Spirit of God and itself a
spiritual matter although its content, broadly speaking, re¬
mains constant and so it can be called not only (r«.i4ti/a and
StSoKS-KwAtct but also ireo<|*iT6A • Thus the testimony, (and
consequently the witness) has no authority other than that of
the truth; it is recognised by the man of faith as a result
of the action of the Spirit in his mind for, as the author of
Wisdom says: "Wisdom passes into holy souls from generation to
generation, she maketh men friends of God and prophets." So,
the original ^a^-Tue,0v of Moses the first witness of God's
sovereignty, moral law, redeeming action and future judgement
is handed on that all men may have the opportunity of laying
hold on eternal life (Sir.15.3) •
Jesus, who truly and faithfully spoke and embodied the
authentic prophetic testimony of the Scriptures was debtor not
only to the canonical authors of the OT but also to Wisdom and




Job 10.17 translates ^plV as tT<*cr'v p.oo = 'my
scrutiny' (presumably God's scrutiny of Job) which has some
affinity with v.14: "If I sin then thou watchest me." God is
the all-seeing witness.
In 15.6 KaTa^aeTog fc?v is used for the accusing testi¬
mony of Job's own lips and in v.34 of the same chapter p.c
is used as a legitimate translation of HIV. (instead of
In 16.8 Job's falsehood is said to have become
Ao.£-wgi<w and in 16.19 he calls God ev o {*.<
p OO ^ .
Finally the LXX renders ""IWFl (29.11) as
• • •
which carries over the literal meaning of "*HV = 'to turn back'.
Conclusion
There is no evidence in the Book of Job of any use of the
group in connection with the prophetic testimony.
i1) This is followed by the parallel phrase: o £>*•. <TUVI«J'TuJ£ p-oO
01 ^ • Of0 Soph. Phi1. 1293* ®i Bfeoi 1 itto£ ,>
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(8) THE EXILIC AND POST-EXILIC PROPHETS
The Nature of the Testimony
It is most unlikely that someone with the spiritual in¬
sight and literary skill and sensibility of the author of
Deutero-Isaiah would use the group without a con¬
scious reference to the erSpto*/ which Moses and his suc-r 5 (l)
cessors had given to Israel to keep and testify. ' The
context and content of Isaiah 43» 44 demonstrate that for the
author the jA&grof who is Jacob-Israel is the servant-
prophet who declares the truth. God and his chosen
(1) Dt. 4.1-S,9f. etc, against Strathmann: "Man von einem
'Zeugenbegriff' bei Deutero jjesaja nicht reden kann...Es handelt
sich auch bei ihm um einen bildlichen Ausdruck,den er gelegent-
lich benutzt." (KWB. IV. 488.7f.).
(2) Cf. Gunther, . -Die Geschichte eines Wortes. p. 88.
KB. Sing. Tr<*is in 457±and~plur7 nvXL i «j an3 4o*3>.ot in 42.19?,
^cf. S. Lohmeyer, RHPR. (1927)» P. 319? "Tout le peuple est destine
a £tre un tfemoin,""mais souvent ce n'est que l'individu qui
realise cette mission." Philo's etymology of 'Israel' is
interesting in this connection: rooT«w v a X^ASw-Vcttl )*».£.v
rtp ocr^^o p £vio * fcAA v i erx t 6 &
(De Praemiis et Poenis, VII. 44. (Loeb ed. VIII. pp. 337-9)).
(3) Cf. Morgenstern? The Ark, the Ephod and the "Tent of
Meeting", p. 138.
P*) 43.9.
(5) Cf. Sass; ZHW. 40(1941)t P» 261 "3o macht allein die Erw^hlung,
der Auftrag GoTTes einen Menschen oder ein Volk zum "VTIV •" and
p. 27? "Einenipiv im ATliche Sinne gibt es nur dort, wS ein
lebendiger Gott 'slch offenbart und handelt."
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servant pais are described as jx^-roi ^ ^ and the people,
Israel, are witnesses of vhat God has already published,^ ^ of
(*) (4)
his sovereignty and salvation, ' to tell forth his praises,v '
(5\
having been filled with his Spirit.v ' Israel is God's
witness, frgrn the beginning, of his sole lordship over against
the idols.' ' The idol worshippers have no understanding to
perceive the truth of God.^ ^ Since Jacob-Israel is God's
ttovv^ he has to remember these things, that is, to keep on
(8)
reminding himself and others.v ' This idea, however, goes
back to the time of Moses, so F. Gornseiff^ ' is hardly
correct in seeing D-I as the source of the technical term U i - - - v C
O) A3«10j cf. Dodd (The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel,
P.I081 "In John and Isaiah alike,~the"con£ent o? yvCtrT^
is the £itjAv (JMT1 "* IN which expresses the divine
nature. In Isaiah it is tfie'" of Jehovah; the knowledge
of which he speaks is a recognition of the unique and eternal
majesty of God as the Ruler of^ the universe and Redeemer of his
people. In John it is the of Christ as Logos
and Son of God; as the bearer and revealer, therefore, of that
same majesty."
(a) GA. Smith: The Book of Isaiah. II, pp.l58ff. and especially
p.300; "The burden of the Servant's work" is "to pervade and
instruct every nation's life on earth with the righteousness
and piety that are ordained to God." The content here is too
narrow but the conception of the function is correct; cf.p.265l
"Zion as a whole is to be a heralder of good news (xl.9)."
(3) Best; SJT 12(1959)» p*135t "the prophetsA're-interpret so






( e) Archiv fur Rellgionswissenschaft ^ 22(1923/5),p.135; also
Schlatter^ Der~ivigrtyrer In den~Anfffngen der Kirche, (1915),P-2A5)
is incorrect"~in confining the irarks~of"the witness""to (a) 'speak¬
ing of what he has seen, his word does not rest on hearsay' and
(b) 'waging, through his word, the judicial contest of God
against the opposing world.'
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p-e^e-ro? , except in the sense that this particular member
of the word-group is used here for the first time with this
particular meaning? but there is no justification for singling
out one member of the group to give it a particular meaning,
for this is to deny what it has in common with the other
members.
In Is. 55.3f the author speaks of the covenant which God
will make with his people; it will be like the one he made
(1}
with David. As God ordained David for a -rue'ov »
that is, a reminder of the covenant to the nations, a prince
and a leader to the peoples, so shall his seed be prophets to
the Gentiles. However, this will be only for those who give
(2)
heed with their ears and follow God's ways. '
In Jeremiah 6.10, after pronouncing doom on Jerusalem
the false city (v.6) whose ears cannot hear the word
of God because it has become a reproach (v.10), God says
through the prophet; tiv« AaXvj<r«oi k.«.i
QKoos-c.Tai ; All have gone against the law, from priest to
false prophet (\'.13) so Jeremiah calls on them to ask for the
old paths of the LORD and to walk in the good way (v.l6). God
has set watchmen (<r koWo^) over them saying; "Hear the sound of
the trumpet (v,17)" and calling on them not to rely on the
temple but to correct their ways (7.4-6).
(x) p.ag7U£ i ov but the Heb; means 'witness' rather than
'testimony'. Smith .(Isaiah 31, p. 404 and note); 'a witness,
(that is, a prophet)'. "STrathmann (kWB. IV. p.488. 3k-9) refers
to David as a testimony, because of all God has done for him, to
God's grace and power. Asting (Die Verkundigung. p. 492) notes
that David is seen together with Israeli
(2) Aquila has
6o •
Theodotion makes good the LXX omission of Jeremiah 11.7
^ 1 if 0%
and part of 8 and translates? oti "ra«t
/ L \ ) /
iTaTgacrfV up.ujv .. . trtof*, Here 'to testify'
means to recall to the original covenant-relationship, to
obedience on the part of the servant^ ^ to the word of God,
In Jer. 49,5 the men of Jerusalem agree to accept Jeremiah's
interpretation of the law as true and faithful testimony
(cf, 49.3* *Let the LORD thy God declare to us the way wherein
we should walk and the thing (Xos/ov) which we should do, and
49»5» Let the LORD be between us for a just and faithful jaagroj
if we do not according to every word which the LORD shall send
us,-) In vv. 19f, (Heb, ana Aquila) this testimony is referred
to again(bt£pi.aeru(7«^^N/ crr^.<?o</) and in 37»20 and 51«23
the torah of God is further mentioned as r)x •
Finally, there is a very interesting passage (39,6-44)
where Jeremiah redeems a plot of ground from his cousin al¬
though he foresees the overthrow of tiie nation. The strong
emphasis laid upon the evidence of purchase signed by the
witnesses points uj> an obvious connection with the redemption
of Israel by God.^ ^ After delivering the evidence of the
purchase to Baruch the prophet prays to God, addressing him
as the creator of heaven and earth, who gives to everyone
according to his ways, who rescued his people from Egypt and
promised them a land flowing with milk and honey. In a sense,
the legal testimony is the evidence that God, having redeemed
them once, will save them again in spite of their rejection of
his teaching.
(*) The olive tree is the two houses of Israel and Judah (11,16;
cf . Rev.ll.3f). WeiserC Per Prophet Jeremla 1^ p.102) notes the
connection"with the covenant but thinks of testimony as simply
'Ermahnung'•
(2) Taking this as an acted parable.
6l
The author of Lamentations uses in connection
with the torah (2,13) Jerusalem has grievously sinned and Judah
has gone into captivity (1.8,3); the toral^is no more; her
prophets also find no vision from the Lord^ ^ and so Jeremiah,
wishing to comfort the city^ ^ criesx "Wha|j shall I testify
to you, or what parable shall I tell you?"^ ^ There can be
little doubt that the question is in the form of a Hebrew
poetic parallelism and that in the mind of the author testi¬
mony is doctrine and to testify is to teach.^ ^
In Ezekiel l6,lff the prophet is instructed by a word of
the LORD: • Thi3 does
not simply mean to catalogue vices; it includes also the
story of the nation's creation (v.6), its cleansing and the
marriage- covenant with God (v$), the breaking of the coven¬
ant (vv,16-34), the threat of gudgement and punishment and a
further promise of the raising up (yvciirrrjcrw) of an everlasting
covenant (vv,60,62) and reconciliation (v.63). Aicrdc^.
is used in the same way in Ezek.2C.4ff.where the testifying is
to other aspects of the original torah, viz. the choosing' of
Israel and God's helping them at the Exodus (vy,5f)» the promised
land (v.6), the giving of the moral law (v.10), the rebellion
(v.13), the threat (v.17} and the promise of future blessedness
(vv.40-44)• All this is repeated in the testimony referred to
in Ezek.20,4 whose content is given in the remainder of the
chapter,
(1) With KrausI Klagelleaer, (1956)tpp, 40f. This is an in¬
stance of the use of in a context which shows con¬
clusively that the prophetic testimony is not always con¬
demnatory,
7f) 2.13.
(3) This is similar to Jer.6,10 where the words are spoken be¬
fore the doom has occurred. The meaning of the first question,
according to the Midrash Rabba (Soncino ed, (1939)) is: "How many
prophets did I (God) send to warn you
(4) Cfjfllc.4.30.
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Zephaniah proclaims the nearness of the great day of the
LORD (1.7) which will be terrible for Judah who will not receive
or trust in the LORD or draw near to him (3.2) j her prophets
and priests transgress the law (3*4) so God says to his people?
L / > <_ / > / ) ,
\iTiOfx 4.1 v <w |A £• •• fe • S f*-1. g ^ ck\I c*-G • jA, o J p. 10 V
(3.8). Here again the testimony is connected with the original
Mosaic one. (a) God is he who judges the nations (3*8)? (b)
transgression of the lav/ is condemned (3.4); (°) Jerusalem is
described as ^ atro Afc.X<->T(>u-'f4.£v<-j (3.1,15) and there is a
forecast of doom (3.20) or blessedness (3.13,15,17).
In Ze^hariah 3.6 the messenger of the LORD testified bifc-p.aQ-
to ^ ^ to Joshua and here again there is a clear connec¬
tion with the familiar content (a) the LORD is n&vro kq<x ruig
(3*9) (b) Joshua must walk in his ways (3.7), (c) Joshua's
iniquities are taken away (3.4) ; (<3) There is a promise of
future blessing (3.7f.).
In Malachi 2.14 God claims to have been a witness
to Israel's deserting of the law and truth, the wife of his
/ 2\
,
youth, ' for the priests have not testified (2.7f.). Then
in Malachi 3.5-7 the prophet foretells the future coming of
the LORD in judgement as a swift witness^ ^ to all who have
perverted his statutes and failed to keep them.
(*) Gtfnther? Ma^roC en. 80f. is concerned to emphasisp the
apocalyptic aspect of the witness and translates Tue a 70
as 'revealed'. The passage must certainly have been useful
to the early church as a prophetic testimony to the coming
Messiah; e.g. Lk. 1.78; Ac, 1.22; 2.32.
(2) Cf. 2.10; Jer. 3*14f.,19f? Prov. 5.1-20, esp. 18.
(3) Unlike Moses who was "slow of speech and of a slow tongue".
Cf. Ps. 147.4? Rev. 2./J.,l6; 3.H.
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In these writings the testimony has numerous |ynonyms,
viz. torah, ^ ^ the word of the LORD, ^ good news,^ instruc¬
tion, the path of judgement, knowledge, the way of understand¬
ing. ' The testimony may be a prophecy or an oracle as in
the case where Jeremiah is sent by the people to enquire of
the LORD about their future and brings back the message which
God has testified.^ ^ The testimony is identified with the
covenant made at Sinai.^ ^ Malachi shows that the command¬
ment, the covenant, ^he torah of truth, knowledge and the way
are all synonymous.^ ^ According to Isaiah the witness or
servant(««?<;} teaches God's torah ^ and Jeremiah links in¬
struction and testimony very closely when ^e says that God
sent his servants (kouAo*) the prophets^ ^ but no one
listened to them or received instruction (naibti a).
(XJ e.g. Is,42.24.(2) e.g. Is.40.6; 53.11? Jer.6.10 etc.,
e.g. Is.40.9J 52.7, (Piel. ^ has the basic mean¬
ing of ,'to bear good tidings' (Gesenius p CXLVI). LXX has
frXitj OjA_« i .
(4) Is.40.14.
(5) Jer.49.4,19? cf.50.10. Not necessarily an accusing or
judging testimony as Volzj Jesaia II. p.361. Schechter (Aspects,
p.24) says that it almost seems that "to the Rabbis and their""
followers the Revelation at Sinai and all that it implies, was
to them not a mere reminiscence or tradition, but that through
their intense faith, they re-witnessed it in their own souls,
so that it became to them a personal experience."
(6) Jer.11.1-10;cf.Ezek»l6.60-63; 16.2; 20.4.
m Mai.2.4-9.
(8) ls.42.4',7;df; Jer.6.19? 9.13? 16.11; 51.23. Strathmann
refuses to see here any direct connection with the early
Christian witness-idea. KWB. IV. 488.19-21.
(8) 7.25,28.
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God, through the prophet, telle Jerusalem to be instructed
and then cries; To whom shall I speak and testify(&»oi|*a{r^
The testimony is the original teaching about God, his nature and
his demand, which is rooted in the past, in the conscience of
man; it is 'the old paths and the good way' in which men find
rest for their souls. ^ The testimony is also described as
a vision? for Ezekiel, the heavens were opened and he saw
visions of God (a pictorial way of saying that the word of the
LORD came to him); Jeremiah describes true prophecy as a
(4)
vision out of the mouth of the LORD;v the vision of the
prophet is set along-side the torah of the priest and the
counsel of the ancients (nesr/SuTt^oi) ^ and testifying is
also described as 'showing God's words '(^ *AX £iv) .
When the Content of the Testimony is examined it is seen
to follow the pattern of the Mosaic teaching.^ ^ The basis
of it is (a) the sovereignty of God the creator who alone is
real in distinction from all the idols. He is the LORE who
created Jacob-Israel; he is the king of Israel; he is the
first and the last? he is the controller of nature.^ ^ (b) God
C1) Jer.7.28; 6.8,10;cf.39.33? 42.13,15? Zeph.3.2,4,8 .
(2) Jer.6.l6;cf.7.23 and Mai.2.9.
(3) Ezek ,l.l,3»cf.8.3 etc.;Hab.2.2f; Nah.l.lj Ob.1.1.
4) Jer.23.16.
5) Ezek.7.26.
x6) Jer.l6.10; 42.4cf.Jn, 16.13-15; Ac.20.20? Ro.15.2i;
I Pet.1.12; I Jn.1,5.
(7) Michel ( Ev.Theol. 2(1935). p.234) sees a development in
Isaiah 43,44 from the Deuteronomic and priestly concept of the
testimony and (note 6) thinks of the content in terms of what
God is doing and will do rather than of what he has done.
(8) Is.43.1,10,15? 44.6,8; 55.9? Jer.5.22,24? 11.10, 51.3?
Ezek .16.15-20; 20.7»
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makes a moral demand upon men as is shown clearly in his con¬
demnation of their sin which has wearied him, the just God,
and in many other references.^ ^ (c) The God who rules over
all and demands righteousness is also the God who redeems his
(2)
chosen ones and blots out their transgressions, ' (d) God
makes promises of future good or ill according as Israel is
obedient and faithful or not? when they pass through the
waters he will be with them,,,.He will bring them out of
captivity? he will pour out his Spirit and his blessing
upon their children but Israel must hear and obey otherwise
(3)
they v/ill be punished, '
If what follows Lam.2,13 is the prophet's message then
it is possible to discern here also the four features of the
content for God is said to be the most High who is God in the
heavens, the LORD who remains for ever (3.35,41? 5.19) it is
because Israel has transgressed and rebelled that she is being
punished, for the sins of her prophets and the iniquities of
her priests that have shed the blood of the jU3t in the midst
of her (3.42? 4,13)/ God has pleaded the cause of Israel's
soul and has redeemed her life (3.58)? the captivity is the
fulfilment of God's word spoken in days gone by but there is
still hope for the future and a man should wait quietly for
the salvation of the LORD, and his future vindicating of his
people (2.17J 3.26,21f? 4,22),
(*) Is. 43.24-27? 45.21; 55.7; Jer.6.16; 7.5,8f. ,23? 9.23; 51.10,23;
Ezek. 20.11-31.
(2) Is.40.1,3,11,14,29? 44.6,22-24? 45.21? 55.5? Jer.7.23,25?
11.4,70 ? 14.8? Ezek.16.3-14? 20.5f. Lohmeyer (KHPR. (1927) p.
318) is incorrect in saying that the conception of Jacob-
Israel as God's witness, since it is purely a matter of election,
"se distingue avec une nettete suffisante de celle du prophetisme
isra^lite. Elle ne fait plus de reflexion sur l'histoire du
passe." It must be realised that suffering is not the function
of the witness but the consequence of his testifying.
(3) Is.43.2? 43.5f. ,3? 44.25? Jer.7.13-15? 9.15? cf.ll.4l 11.11?
12.14-175 49.11f? Ezek.16.36-59; 20.8; 20.33; 16.60-635 cf. 20.40-44.
The Authority of the Prophetic Witness is once again seen
to be that of the man whom God has called and sent and who has
nothing to support his claim but the self-authenticating char¬
acter of his message, a message which is one with that of Moses
and his prophetic successors. In Isaiah the witness is Jacob-
Israel,God's -orophet or Messiah and his servant ( boo^o<i or
ll) ( 2)
rr«vj } ' as are the previous prophets;x ' he is chosen by
(
God ' called by God from the womb, * ' sent by God ' and
(®) C7) (8)
his Spirit as a messenger^ ' to declare his glory;x ' he
is also described as a uae-rJe«oV in Is, 55.4,i.e. a "spiritual"
proof of God's grace and power; God has put his Spirit upon
$ Is. 42.19; 55.4; of, Jer. 37.10 (Heb); Ezek. 28,25.i"A direct line leads from prophet to suffering servant
since it is the eschatological fate of the prophet to suffer
in fulfilment of his function." (Cullmanni The Christology of
New Testament (1959), p. 44).
41.8f; 43.10J 44.1? Jer.26.27f; Kzek. 20.5.
Is. 49.1? cf. Jer,1,5.
Is. 42.19 (Heb}; Jer, 1.7; Ezek.2.3; Hag.1.12; Mai.3.1.
Is. 48.16,
Is. 42.19 (Heb); Mai.3.1.
Is. 66.19. "God justly boasts that they are his witnesses
and that he has true witnesses, for the Jews had been in¬
structed by heavenly oracles as far as was necessary for
attaining perfection. Yet he indirectly reproaches them with
ingratitude if they do not openly declare that they know every¬
thing that is necessary for maintaining the glory of God. And
indeed he calls them to bear witness." (Calvin; Isaiah, in
Calvin TranA. Society. Ill (1852), p. 329). And VoIzTJesala II
pp. 40f.) ascribes an active as well as a passive function to
God's witnesses; "Israel sollte das Volk des Gottesbeweises
werden. Das Zeugenamt ist zunachst passiv. Israel ist durch
sein Dasein und durch sein Geschick Zeuge fur Jahwehs Einzigart-
igkeit,,....Aber das Zeugenamt Israels ist doeh zugleich auch
aktiv, hamlich so, dass das auserwahlte Volk seinen Glauben an
Jahweh in der eit behaupten und vertreten sollte."
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the witness for he has anointed him to preach good news to
the meek; it is the same Holy Spirit whom Sod put within
Moses; it is by the Spirit that Ezekiel is taken up and shown
his visions; according to Zechariah the words which the LORD
sent by the former prophets he sent in his Spirit and Joel
tells of the coming day when God will pour out his Spirit upon
all flesh and the people will prophesy.^ ^ The witness comes
as a teacher and the isles shall eagerly await his torah^ ^
for the LORD God has given him the tongue of the learned, that
he should know how to speak a word in season to him that is
(*)
weary,......he wakens his ear to hear as the learned,x ' The
teaching of the prophets is opposed to the teaching of the false
prophets, the diviners, dreamers, enchanters and sorcerers who
(4) ' I5)
prophesy liesv ' and teach rebellion against the LORD.v ' The
false prophets who claim to be God's official spokesmen are
like a roaring lion ravening the prey;^ ^ they have taken
money and the priests, the Readers with hereditary authority,
have violated God's torah;^ ^ they prophesy out of their own
hearts, they follow their own spirit; they have seen nothi ^ ^
and camouflage with plaster the flimsy wall they have built.
Both true and false prophets claim to speak in God's name and
(!) Is, 42.11 59.21; 61,l; 63.11; Ezek.11.24; 37.1; Zech.7.12Ji:
Joel 3.If.» „




( ®) Ezek.22.25 27.
(7) Jer.23.9-40; *34.9* 35.15; Ezek.12.1-23; 22.25-28; Zeph.3.4.
(8) Ezek.13.2f.
(®) C f.CD .8•12
(10)Jer. 14.14and 20.9; 35.9; Ezek.33.33.
when the true prophet is rejected he can only appeal to his
own faith in God's future vindication.^10^ Jeremiah proclaims
68,
that God did not give any instructions about sacrifices at the
time of the Exodus but that the burden of his commandment was
that they should obey his voice and walk in his ways and that
it is in order to remind them of this instruction that God
(l)
keeps on sending his prophets. The priests were entrusted
C )
with the torah and the teaching of it ' and are so jealous
of their authority that they are prepared to destroy anyone
who opposes it,^ ' Malachi also speaks of the priests who
despise God's name in spite of the covenant which he had made
with Levi in whose mouth was the torah of truth...,for the priest's
lips should keep knowledge and t^ey should seek the torah at his
mouth; for he is the messenger^ ^ of the LCKD of hosts,...*,
but the priests have been partial in the law and so God has
made them contemptible and base before all the people,^ ^
That the witness has no concern for his own life, far less
his position, is demonstrated by Jeremiah who, when the official
priests and prophets accuse him before the princes and the
people, tells the latter that they may do with him as they
please but nevertheless his message still holds; it is be¬
cause of this stand and not because of any official position
which he may have held that the princes and the people recog¬
nise that Jeremiah really has spoken by the authority of God.
(x) Jer. 7.22-28.
(2) Lev. 10.11; cf. Ezek. 44.23.
(3) Jer. 18.18; 33.11,
(4) For the priest and prophet as 'messenger' or 'apostle'
who bears the torah or testimony see Ostborn: Tora in the OT.
pp. 52, 165-8; cf. II Chron. 36.15f. where prophet » messenger;
Mai. 3.1; Is. 42.i9. (Heb).
(5) Mai. 1.6; 2.4-9.
(6) Jer. 33.11-16.
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The Teaching, of the Witness is given by the Spirit of
Go«3, as has been noted, and, as such, claims a supreme
authority. ^ Isaiah askst "Who hath known the mind
(2\
of the LORD, or, being his counsellor hath taught him", '
The word of the servant is confirmed by God and he performs
the counsel of his messengers. In Isaiah's prophecy God
says* "I will put my words in thy mouth,"^ ^ Jeremiah at
his commissioning is told that he will speak whatever God
{
commands! the testimony is plainly described as God's
(s) (Q)
word ' and as God's torah which he has set before Israel, '
God's Spirit which is upon Israel and his vord which he has
put in ^heir mouth shall not depart from them according toIsaiah^ ^ and this would appear to ecjuate Spirit and word
as would also the later statement that the Spirit of the
LORD is upon the prophet for the sake of his message, ^
Since it is a statement of truth the testimony has no sanction
other than its appeal to conscience and need? it depends for
its authority on whether the hearer 'sees' or does not 'see', '
Zechariah makes it clear that the authority promised to Joshua
the high priest depends upon hie obedience to the torah? If
thou wilt walk in wy ways,...then thc^u ehalt also judge my
house,,.,and I will give thee,..."^ ^ and Malaohl underlines
(*) Too much has been made of the ecstatic nature of prophecy,
Hengstorf (AppBtle^hio, pp, 56-58) regards Jeremiah alone as







(8) Is. 61.1J cf. Zech. 7.12} 1.6,
(8) Is. 42.18-20J 41.205 L3.8; 44.18? 50.5? 55.3? Jer. 6.10?
7,26? 22.21? Eech. 1.4? 7.11f$ Is. 42,24? Jer, 9.12? Zeph. 3.2?
Jer. 8.8f? Zeph. 1,6? Is. 53.1.
(10) Zeoh. 3.7.
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the fact that the priests, the hereditary leaders are under
obligation to obey the torah of truth, the covenant made with
Levi. Those priests who have departed out of the way, caused
many to stumble at the torah, corrupted the covenant and been
partial in the torah will be cursed by God. ^ ^ Prom these
examples it is seen that it is the teaching of the priests
which carries the authority rather than the office which they
hold, 7/hen they fail to uphold the original testimony their
authority is hollow. It is hardly likely that Jesus and the
early church, being so deeply imbued with the prophetic spirit,
would adhere to a different principle? indeed it was the chal¬
lenge presented by Jesus the unofficial teacher^ ^ to the for¬
feited authority of the priests which aroused their enmity.
The Transmission of the Testimony
The exilic and post-exilic prophets were convinced of the
paramount importance of the basic testimony and the necessity
of its being made known to everyone so that all might be con¬
fronted by its claims. Isaiah insists that God has always
been declaring his truth and his righteousness and therefore
his generation ought to be handing it on.^ ^ The prophet
foretells that in the coming blessed time all their children
will be taught by the LORD, ' God's spirit and his words
must not depart out of Israel's mouth nor out of the mouth of
(5\
their seed or their seed's seedv ' and Jeremiah notes the
obligation laid upon the priesthood and the official prophets
to teach the people, ' a matter which is also stressed by
Malachi,^ ^ but the ideal situation is seldom found.
Mai,2.1-9*









In this section is found the fullest and richest expression
so far of the thesis already outlined and illustrated. The
testimony referred to is the traditional basic teaching ("the
old paths and the good way" of Jer, 6.16) about the nature of
God, his demand upon men, his redemptive action in the world
and his judgement on the righteous and the unrighteous. Much
has been made by scholars of the juridical aspect of Is 43»44
and its reference to God's great law-suit with the false gods
but it is necessary to keep in mind that the evidence for and
against in this action can never be simply that of the eye-and-
ear-witness. Certainly actual events are involved but the
evidence adduced is fundamentally a statement of faith in the
truth in and behind these events. The heathen were just as
certain as the Jews of the historicity of the events, say of
the Exodus and the seizing of Canaan? what was in question was
the nature, character and will of the deity who was ultimately
responsible for these events. Jacob and Israel ai-e God's wit¬
nesses chosen by him that they may know and believe(J) and under¬
stand that God ifl(ot, £^0 (Is. 43.10); they have been
preserved by him that they may tell forth the glory of the God
who speaks righteousness and proclaims truth (Is. 45.19). The
subject of the testifying of the exilic and post-exilic prophets
is according to the pattern of the Mosaic torah or
with its fourfold emphasis. The witnesses have no authority
apart from their bare claim to speak the word of the Lord and
this claim depends for its authority on the work of the Holy
Spirit on the mind of the hearer. Failure to acknowledge the
authority of the testimony is due to men following their own
reasoning (in 0 aotHw • Heb: "0Ttf "1 ~1T1S
(Ezek. 13.3)). These prophets were men who had a teaching
authority conferred upon them by God himself, directly, as in the
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case of Amos who found no sympathiser among the official
guardians of the testimony, or through the priestly office as
was the case with Ezekiel who remained faithful to his official
obligation to guard and teach the original, authentic message
of God and who was aware that his authority as a preacher of
God's word stemmed from this word and not from his official
position.
In Isaiah there is found the developed conception of the
coming One? the Messiah who is known variously as the servant
or son of God, the people's witness and leader who comes with
the gospel of peace and the announcement of the kingdom of God:
(1\ (2\
"Thy God reigneth"iv to suffer vicariously, ' to justify
many by his knowledge,^ ^ to teach the children of Israel.^ ^
He is Zion's righteousness and her salvation^ ^ he himgelf is
the covenant of the people and a light of the Gentiles;^ ^ God
has given him as a to the people, that is to say,
the Messiah is himself the authority whom God will give, he
himself is the testimony, in the fulness of its content. He
himself is the Word made flesh.
(!) Is.52.7.
(2) Is.53.5.
(3) Is.53.11.(4) Is,54.13. This is necessary for Israel-Jacob; God's rrcu$





'(9) JUDITH. SUSANNAH AMD I AND II MACCABEES
The Nature of the Testimony
There is only one instance of the p. -group in Judith,
viz, 7.28 where the author reports the Jews as saying to Ozias
that they take heaven and earth and God to witness (p at>rJg )
against him if he does not do as they say. The History of
Susannah is a complete illustration of the function of the wit¬
ness for the prosecution in the OT legal sense, of the value
and necessity of cross-witness examination, of the abhorrence
in which the false witness was held and of the punishment meted
out to him. The -group occurs in Sue 21 ( (£> )
( K«-T x |aca.£TU£ fc?v )» 41 ( )» 43 ( 0 )
( ka ta.p.) t 49 ( 0 ) ( Kata^ag rogiiv/ ) and 6l
£U S Q jA OLgTv/ C )•
There is one verse in I Macc. where the Jews call on
heaven and earth to testify ( ^ ) against Antiochus'
officers that they had put them to death without trial (2,37)
and in II Macc. 12.30 the Jews testify to the goodwill shown to
them by the Scythopolitans. There are, however, three other
passages where words of the -group are used in a pro¬
phetic, didactic sense. When in I Macc. 2,56 it is written
that X«.Ai./2> t Zi ju.a£To£ (xcjBgh fcv Trf £tCK.N<Qcr t <x
lcX^fov»jAW it is clear that pkoigro is used here in the sense
of teaching or reminding Israel of God's power, his law, his
past mighty acts and his promises.^ ^ In II Macc. 3.31-39
(x) Cf. Ha. 13 and 14. Glinther: MaVtu c . p. 81: "Sein «(Kalebs)
'Bezeugen' ist genau dasselbe, wTe bei~*den Propheten zb. Heh.
11.26 - sogar die par&netische Bedeutungsnuancierung fehlt
hier nicht - , und er selbst steht als eine Grt5sse biblischer
Vergangenheit im Range eines Propheten." Caleb warned the
people against apostasy.
7k.
Heliodorus, urged to proclaim abroad to all men the sovereign
majesty of God, testifiedto all men the deeds of
the supreme God which he had seen with his own eyes (v. 36),-an
act of an obviously confessional nature. The author of this
book also refers to the Song of Moses testifying («£\/rip.<*e-rofoS<r<Jj)
in face of the torturers of the seven brothers that God will
be entreated for his servants (7.6).^ ^ Caleb's testifying is
parallel to Abraham's being found faithful in temptation,
Joseph's keeping of the commandment, Phinehas' being zealous
(presumably for the torah;cf. v. 58 and II Macc.it-.2), Joshua's
fulfilling the word, David's and Elijah's being zealous for
the law (I Macc.2.52-58), all of which shows the close connec¬
tion between testimony and to rah and this is confirmed by the
reference to the Song of Moses (II Macc.7*6). The incident
of the healing of Heliodorus shows that testifying can mean the
interpreting of the natural in terms of the spiritual, the re¬
presenting of the historical as being the action of God.
Heliodorus tells the king that "the Place (the Temple) is really
haunted by some power of God. He who dwells in heaven has his
f > / > / \
eye upon (fciioRTf|$ ) that place and defends it, smiting
and destroying those who approach it for ill ends," (II Macc-
3.38f^.
The Content of the Testimony
In the story of the martyrdom of the seven brothers their
spokesman asks the kings "What wouldst thou ask and learn of
us?"and then he and his brothers and his mother proceed to
testify^ (a) of the LORD God who is the king and creator of
(1) Charles' note (A and P. p.lLl); "A sententious descrip¬
tion the testimony was borne against faithless Israel."
misses the whole point, viz. that the content of the testimony
is partly a kind of comfort, the promise of God that he will
comfort his people (Dt.32.36,43) .
(2) Cf.IV. Macc.12.16. (A).
75.
the world (II Macc.7.9,23,28), who has sovereign power (7.17)»
the almighty God who sees all (7.35) and who is alone God
(7.37). (b) They are prepared to die sooner than transgress
the laws of their fathers (7.2) which are God's laws (7.9),
given by Moses (7.30). (c) They speak also of the compassion
which God has on his servants (7.6), and (d) of the hope of
eternal blessedness which they have (7.9,11, 23,29,33*36) and
of the doom which the king is bringing upon himself (7.14,17,
19,31*35). Judas Maccabaeus gives a similar testimony in II
Macc.8.18f«,21 when exhorting his army: "We rely upon the
almighty God who can by a nod lay low our enemies, aye and
the whole world." Then he rehearses before them the aid
repeatedly given in the days of their ancestors.... .with
these words he inspired them and got them ready to die for
the laws.
The Authority of the Witnesses
I Macc.2.49-70 gives a report of the death-bed speech of
Mattathias the priest to his sons, the Maccabaeans. In this
he exhorts them to be zealous for the law ana to give their
life for the covenant of their fathers and he promises them
honour and an everlasting name if they do this. He quotes
the example of the heroes or witnesses of old all of whom were
found faithful to the covenant, were zealous for and kept the
commandment, fulfilled the word, bore witness. All that the
Maccabaeans are called on to do is on behalf of the testimonyj
their authority as the sons of a priest and leaders of the
people sterns from their adherence to the torah and their
authority is recognised only by those who observe the law.
The Authority of the Testimony
The testimony or covenant is authoritative because it is
a gift of God. This is stated explicitly in II Macc.6.23
where the behaviour of Eleazar, one of the principal scribes,
c * * f-V '
is described as being worthy T*u ksu ofconturrcu
✓
76.
The Transmission of the Testimony
Preservation of the testimony rather than its trans¬
mission is the main theme of I and II Maccabees which show the
endeavours of those to whom the torah has been entrusted to
ensure that it is obeyed. It is made clear throughout that
it is an unthinkable thing to fall away from the religion of
the fathers and that martyrdom is preferable to betraying the
testimony.
Conclusion.
Prom the above it may be concluded that the authority of
the Maccabaean witnesses is a spiritual authority grounded in
the torah or testimony which they teach and for which they die.
Strathmann objects to the tracing of the development of the NT
ja j.eto- concept being brought into close connection with the
Maccabaean martyr stories^ ^ but against this it must be held
that the Jews cannot have enjoyed torture and dying any more
than other peoplet their chief concern was not that they
should die for the sake of the law but rather that the law
should be upheld even though they should have to die. ' In
the same way the Christian witnesses were not in the first
place martyrs but proclaimers of God's testimony. The
Maccabaean martyrs are simply a link in the long chain of
witnesses who bear the testimony of God.
(*) MS* IV M89ff.




THE PSEPDEPIGRAPHA OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
The Nature of the Testimony
The word-group 1b used for witness of fact in compara¬
tively few instances in the Pseudepigraphs. The Book of
Jubilees makes reference to the Heap of Witness, to the coven¬
ant between Jacob and Laban,^ ^ the evil spirits at the time
of the Plgod a**e said to be witnesses of their sons' des¬truction^ ^ and in The Sibylline Bpoks God is the Most High
who knows, who looks on all, who witnesses all, ' The
largest number of cases is in The Book of Enoch where it is
said that the unrighteous will witness the victory of the
righteous,^ ^ |hat God uses men's evil deeds as testimony
against them, ^ that the prayer of the righteous will be
a testimony against the unrighteous in the day of judgement, ^
that the fact that the riches of sinners make them appear like
the righteous but their hearts convict them will be a testi¬
mony against them for a memorial of their evil deeds ' and that
God will summon every cloud and mist and dew and rain to
testify against sinners, ' The Lord is witness, and His
angels are witnesses, and Levi's sons and Levi himself are
witnesses of the covenant which the sons make to walk
(9)
according to God^s Law. ' The Book of Enoch also warns









(°) T. Lev. 19.1-4.
(10)I Enoch 95.6,
78.
In The Book of Jubilees the idea of testimony occurs very
frequently and is linked closely with the Lawj^ ^ it is some¬
thing which is to be commanded and taught;^ it will serve as
a reminder to Israel when they forget God and fall away from
him. ^ ^ But this Law is not confined to the basic, ethical
(4)
requirement and is concerned with new moons and Sabbaths, '
festivals and jubilees and ordinances, foods and fruits and
childbirth, mixed marriages and injury to a brother; ^ it
also has as part of its content all that is subsequently told
(supposedly) to Moses. The heavenly tablets have been
given lest Israel forget, and God testifies to Moses that
Moses may testify to Israel. The Book of Psalms, or at any
^
rate Psalm 90, is designated 'the testimony of the heavens'.' 1
Enoch, the scribe of righteousness, ' is said to have
been the first to write a testimony which he testified to the
(e)
sons of men; ' he also testified to the watchers, the angels
(10)
who had sinned with the daughters of men. ' Enoch's office
was ordained for a testimony to the generations of the world,
so that he should recount all the deeds of generation unto
(11)
generation till the day of judgement. '
(*) Jub. Prologue; 1.4,12; 9.39.
(2) ib. 1.1,4.
(3) ib. 1.5.
(4) ib.l»14) 2.24; cf. 2.33? 4.18; 5.37.
(5) ib. 7.31,39; 3.14; 6.12,23; lS.28f; 30.17; 36.11.
6) ib. 1.26,29.
n) jub. 4.30.
(8) I Enoch 15.1.
(e) Jub. 4.I8f.,24: "This vision is that of I Enoch 83-90."





The Book of Enoch, itself described as a testimony, '
provides farther synonymy for the testimony whic£ is described
variously as a pagable,^ ^ teaching.^ ^ wisdom, ^ the paths
of the Most High^ ^ and a memorial, ^
In The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs Reuben calls
the God of heaven to testify(to his sons that
they walk not in the sins of youth, etcj presumably the word
here means to instruct in righteousness. Levi distinguishes
between the Law which was given to lighten every man, the law
(®J
and the prophets /Qand commands which are contrary to the( 9\
ordinances of God, ' between the light and the darkness, the
(10)
law of the Lord and the works of Beliar. There is also
a very interesting command in the Testament of Dan; " The things
which ye have heard from your father, do ye also impart to your
children.......for he is true and long-suffering, meek and lowly,
and teacheth by his works the Law of God. ^






8) T.Lev, 16.2 »
(6) ib,lt-.t-;cf,T.Ash,7.5«
(10)T.Lev, 19.1; cf. 12 Cor. 6.1^.
(11; T. Dan. 6. 9; cf, Jn.10. 25.
80.
it
The author of The Assumption of Loses describes it as the
Testament of Moses, even the things which he commanded.....
...in the prophecy that was made by Moses in the Book of
Deuteronomy^ 'and Joshua is described as the servant of the
C j
people and of the tabernacle of testimony. ' It is clear
from another passage in this book that calling God and heaven
to witness to someone means to ask God to remind that person;
"Then they shall remember me, saying in that day (when Israel
is carried into exile).....'Is not this that which Moses did
then declare unto us in prophecies and assuredly called
heaven and earth to witness to us, that we should not trans¬
gress his commandments, in the which he was a mediator unto
ua
Because he is grieved over Jerusalem Baruch shall be
preserved that he may be for a testimony, that is a reminder
of God's word by instructing Israel.^ ^ Also in this apoc¬
alypse it is explained that Moses calls heaven and earth to
witness to Israel, that is, to teach them "for he knew that
(5)
his time was short but that heaven and earth endure always. '
(1) Ass. of Mos. 1.1-5*
(2) cf. Sir. 45.1. Charles' note (A. and P.. p.414) on this verse
7 does not do justice to the fact that the significance and
importance of the tabernacle are due entirely to its contents.
The note is indirectly correct insofar as the testimony is the
medium through which succeeding generations are confronted by
the revelation of God.
(3) Ass. Mos. 3.10-12; cf. II Baruch 19.1? 84.2 and 81.4,7 where
Baruch says; "The Mighty One hath commanded me to instruct you
moreover let this epistle be for a testimony between me
and you, that ye may remember the commandments of the Mighty One."
(4) II Baruch 13.3; cf. 31.35 "Hear, 0 Israel, and I will speak to
thee, and give ear, 0 seed of Jacob,and I will instruct thee."
46.6; 7^.4; 84.1-5.
(5) II Bar. 19.1f.
81.
In spite of this Israel sins and transgresses "though they
knew they had the law reproving them and the light in which
C1) (2)
nothing could err, also the spheres which testify,v ' and Me." v
Baruch's epistle is itself a testimony between him and his
readers to remind them of the commandments of the Mighty One*1 ^
which have always been before men for in one of his visions
the seer is told about the fountain of Abraham and his des¬
cendants "Because at that time the unwritten law was named
among them, and the works of the commandments were fulfilled,
and belief in the coming judgement was then generated, and hope
of the world that was to be renewed was built up, and the pro-
(4)
mise of the life that should come hereafter was implanted."x '
In IV Ezra the third joy to be experienced after death by
those who have kept the ways of the Most High is that "they see
the witness that their fashioner attests concerning them, that
while they were alive they faithfully observed the law which
was given to them".'" ^ The writer of The Psalms of Solomon
affirms that God is merciful to His servants whom he chastises.
«L1S ^ i / C/a' >/C ✓
CCA CtlWVlOU tj f
(1) Cf.I Enoch 2.1: "Observe... .the luminaries which are in
heaven how they all....transgress not against their appointed
order."
I2) II Bar.19.3.
(3) II Bar.82f.7;cf ,85.6 «/4S jj Bar.57.lf.
(5) IV Ezra 7l94;'cf.Jub.30.17,19; 31.32.
tni »vV.TI <T*,arrp (lO#4)» KhiCh
presumably means simply that this truth is taught in the
scriptures.
The last of the seven brothers is reported by the author
of IV Maccabees as saying: Ci* Wuji-o^oaj tvW
a.StA.pr,-/ poo (l) and their mother equates l a p. :«£ Td£ i
and vijA-oi in her exhortation: *H rr^ut^ , o
4^ / k \ M . ✓ IK If j f f'
ov KK»|d£.yr£S v'ffig T»)i ©(.« ***£ Tv>£ a .*<> T« j fcfcVou % tva^wv »CcAtr04. ffgofc),jp.wiS
I', TOO r«Tt^w vaVoi*)* "his testifying is elsewhere do-
scribed as 'obedience to the law of Moses , ' 'a holy war
(i) IV Macc.12.l6 (Cod. A reading). Strathmann (KWB .IV. p .484f)
mentions this passage as the one exception lying outside the
framework of the usual OT usage of the word-group. He follows
Swete in accepting the A reading i** r^£v,*s ana adds a footnote;
"Bas p.ft.e?oek"u in 4 Makk.12,16 (A) wird eine aus spfiterem kirchl.
Ernpfimaen zu vcrstehende Variente sein." It is strange, how¬
ever, that there is no alternative reading for s
in 16,16. A. Dupont-Sommer comments: "II est fort intd'reosant de
rencontrer dans notre pan^gyrique le root u^ rut'u pris dans le
s<£is de temoignage de la foi, et de temoignage par le sang,"
(Le Quatrieme Liyre deg Macchabfes. p .1^2. Against this is the
correct view of R. A sting (Verkg'paigusg, p ,573) "Das 'Zeugnis'
ist nicht gleichbedeutend mlt der Tod, aber der Tod 1st die
Folge davon." The rendering of this verse (12,17) in Kautzsch
(Anokryphen usw. II, p.167) is not a translation but a paraphrase
whichwithout any Justification transfers the emphasis from the
testimony to the testifying; "Beshalb will ich, fuhr er fort,
dem Tode zwar ins Auge blickend, der Sache nicht abtrtfnnlg
werden, ftfr die meine BrCtder Zeugnis abgelegt haben." For the
brothers and those who honoured them the important factor is the
honour of Bod not their death. Surkau (feartyrlen in jifdiacher
upd rrffhohrlstllcfter Zelt.p.136) correctly regard5"the brothers
as witnesses in the sense of Is.43,44. but fails to see that it
is not a question of the martyrs bearing testimony tg or for the






for righteousness1, ' upholding the teachings, ' suffering
on account of divine teaching and virtue,^ ^ faithfulness to the
(4) > ■> ' ^ (5)
law, ' fulfilling righteousnessU'J'»"fc/lfcia) x ' and taking part in
an athletic contest.^ ^ No Jew would think of this as anything
(7;
other than bearing God's testimony,* '
C1) ib. 9.24; 16.1JV.
(2) IVMacc. 10.2.
(3) IV Macc. 10.10.
(4j IV Macc. 11.12.
(5) IV Macc.12.lifj cf. 17.20-22: "And these men, therefore, hav¬
ing sanctified themselves for God's sake, not only have received
this honour, but also the honour that through them....our
country was purified, they having as it were become a ransome for
our nation's sin; and through the blood of these righteous men
and the propitiation of their death, the divine Providence de¬
livered Israel."? cf. also Mt. 3.15.
(6) IV Macc. 17.11-17; cf. 6.10? 15.29.
(7) In view of this it is difficult to understand Strathmann's
conclusion (KWB. IVf p.491.12ff.) that in the Jewish martyr-
picture there is no thought of someone being witnessed to since
the suffering and the dying for the law i3 the pious work par
excellence. But the martyrs were not concerned to die, they
were concerned that the testimony of God should be proclaimed
and it is clear from the accounts of their martyrdom that they
did proclaim this testimony and so bore witness to God. his
law, his work and his promise. Michel (Prophet und Martyrer.
pp. 20f.) represents the view that the death is the~~testimony 1
"Immer erscheint der Martyrer als der Vertreter der Sache
Gottes in einer Konfliktssache, als Zeuge einer Wahrheit in
der die Weltmacht zerbricht. Sein Tod 1st schon selbst
Zeugnis." This view must be rejected in the light of the OT
conception of the testimony of God.
84.
Testimony
Sections 83-90 of I Enoch, whose complete book Is described
in Jubilees as a testimony, ' outline briefly the course of
Israel's history and the fourfold pattern of the testimony is
evident, (a) God is the creator, the Lord of the whole
creation of the heavens, King of kings and G^d of the wholeworld,^ ^ (b) He is the Lord of Judgement^ ^who Judges the
•in %tthe «arth< > and who haa taught hie aheap, Israel, the
wayv (c) God's redemptive action in the events of the
Exodus is outlined^ ' and finally (d) there are^escribod
visions of the Judgement.^ ^ the new Jerusalem^ \ the con- ^^
version of the Gentiles, ^ the resurrection of the righteous^ ^
(ii\
and the rule of the Messiah,x
The Bpok of Jubilees is written on similar lines: God is
the creatog and sovereign of all^ ^ who alone must b^wor-shipped,^ ^ the Holy God who Judges all lawlessness^ ^ but
(1) Jub.4.19.
(2) I Enoch 84.2f 89.3Of.
(3) I Enoch 83.11.
(4) I Enoch 44.4.
(s) I Enoch 89.32.
(«) I Enoch 89.22ff»
(7) I Enoch 90.20-27.
(8) I Enoch 90.28f.
lQ) I Enoch 90.30.
(l«)I Enoch 90.33-36.
I1Ml Enoch 90.37.




who is gracious to the remnant whom he saves for his purpose '
and who makes wilderful promises for his people when they be¬
gin to study the laws and seek the commandments and return to
the path of righteousness^ ^ but who predicts judgement for the
(
rebellious. '
II Baruch the author's testimony also shows the four
basic aspects of the teaching: the sovereignty of God whose
name and glory are to all eternity,^ ^ who is good and gives
men the Law, ^ ^ who acts redemptively towards his people^ ^
and who promises vengeance for his people and the consummation
of his judgement,^ ^ resurrection^ and the advent of the
Messiah with all the glory of that time.^ ^
(1 °%
In IV Ezra it is said that God is the creator his
(ii)
glory gave the Law to Jacob's seed; he is gracious to his
people, giving them the Land for an inheritance;^ ' he will
bestow Messianic blessing when evil shall be blotted out and
(131
truth shall be made manifestv ' and he foretells an
(*) Jub.7.34? 23.31? 48.4,13-19.
(2) Jub. l.7fi, 15ff? 2^.26-31.
(3) Jub. 23.18,22f. Gunther (ZNW. 47 (1956), p. 153) sees the
content of the apocalyptic testimony as being confined to "die
vor dem Gericht warnende Busspredigt."
(4) II Bar. 78.3; cf. 48.1-17.
(5) II Bar. 14.15? 15.5? 17.4.
(®) II Bar. 77.11? 85.2.
(7) II Bar.24.1-4? 82.If.
(a) II Bar. 30.2.
(9) II Bar. 72.1 - 74.4*
(10)IV Ezra 3.4f! 6.38-54.
11 IV Ezra 3.19; 14.30*
(12)IV Ezra 14.31*
(13)IV Ezra 6.25-28; cf. 7.113-115*
86.
(M
imperishable hope. ' The four-fold testimony is found in
concise form in Ezra's last words* "Our fathers were at the
beginning strangers in Egypt, and they were delivered from
thence. And (then) they received the Law of life, which they
kept not..,.Then was a land given you for an inheritance in the
land of Sion, but ye......have not kept the ways which the Most
High commanded you...after death the names of the righteous
shall be made manifest and the works of the godless declared.^ '
IVMacoabeee also provides the now familiar pattern: The
seven brothers worship the Creator of all^ ^ and live according
to his virtuous law.^ ^ They have hope of salvation before
God^ ^ and bring forward a new aspect of his redemptive activity
by asserting that their death on behalf of the Law will provide
a vicarious atonement for the nation.^ ^ The author states,
finally, that "as many as with their whole heart make righteous¬
ness their first thought, these alone are able to master the
weakness of the flesh, believing that unto God they die not.
as our patriarchs...died not, but that they live unto God ^ '
and quotes the brothers as encouraging one another by saying!
"After this our passion, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob shall
(8)
receive us and all our forefathers shall praise us." '
(*) IV Ezra 7.120*
(2) IV Ezra 14.29-35*
(3) IV Macc. 11.5.
(4j IV Macc. 11.5*
(5) IV Macc.11.7*
(6) IV Macc. 9.24', cf. 12.18 and T. Ben;}. 3.8: "In thee shall be
fulfilled the prophecy of heaven (concerning the Lamb of God and
the Saviour of the world) and that a blameless one shall be
delivered up for lawless men and a sinless one shall die for
ungodly men."
(7) IV Macc* 7.18-20.
(8) IV Macc. 13.17.
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The Letter of Aristeas. written to vindicate the Jewish
Law, although it uses none of the |*s(jvoj word-group, under¬
lines the sovereignty of God - "Our Law-giver proved first of
all that there is only one God and.......every place is filled
with his sovereignty ..jhe made it clear that the power of
God pervaded the whole Law ^...and...it is a foolish thing for
people to make gods of men like themselves.^ ^ And the people
who have been separated are also characterised by the Law-giver
as possessing the gift of memory......wherefore he exhorts us...
also in these words: 'Thou shalt surely remember the Lord that
wrought those great and wonderful things.' " '
The Authority of the Witnesses
Those who testify are sent by God like the prophets^ ^ and
the Chasids ' or are shown everything by the angels of God like
Enoch whose eyes were opened by God and who saw thg vision of
the Holy One in the heavens and heard everything, ^ who was
"an eye-witness of the wise and ^reat and inconceivable and
immutable realm of God Almighty^ ^ and who says to his children:
"And now, my children, I know all things for this is from the




(4) Cf. Gunther ( ,p.83) t "Diese Visionen„siftd
'Enthullungen', gottliche Offenbarungent die spatjudische
Apokalyptik setzt die Prophetie fort."
(») Jub.l,12;cf.II Bar.8A.7f I Enoch 89.51-53.
(б) Jub.A.21f I Enoch 1.2 Jcf. 89.AA,5A? 90.6jcf.Charles' note
on I Enoch 89. AA (A. and P. II, p. 25A)! "The sheep whose eyes
were opened, i.e. Samuel, who alone was seer when there had been
no 'open' vision. Of, 1" Sam 3.1,21.", and on I Enoch 90.6, (ib«,
p. 257): " 'Began to open their eyes': rise of the Chasids......
The writer of these dream-visions was evidently a Chasid."




they are commanded by God to testify like Noah or, like the
Teacher of Righteousness, they are raised by God to lead his
(2)
people in the way of his heart.
Isaac, in blessing Levi, says* "May the Lord give to thee
and to thy seed greatness and great glory, and cause thee and
thy seed, from among all flesh, .... (Even) as they (the angels
and the holy ones) shall the seed of thy sons be for glory and
greatness and holiness, and may he make them great to all ages.
And they shall be Judges and princes, and chiefs of all the
seed of the sons of Jacob; they shall speak the word of the
Lord in righteousness... .and they shall declare My ways to
Jacob and My paths to Israel,"^ thus showing the honour in
which the teaching office was held by the author of Jubilees.
In IV Ezra the seer, just before his assumption, asks
God not to destroy those tnat have lived like cattle but to
regard "those that have gloriously taught the Law."^ ^ He
himself alone has been granted the revelation because he has
applied his diligence to the things of God and searched out
his Law.^ ^
Enoch's testimony to his children is forthcoming because
(6)
"The word calls me and the spirit is poured out upon me." '
7j) Jub.7.31. , »(2) Zad.Prag. 1.7. (= CD l.ll).
(3) Jub. 31.14-f.
(4) IV Ezra 8.29; cf. Dan. 12.3; Mt. 5.14f.
(5) IV Ezra 13.53*-
(6) I Enoch 91.1.
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This reference to the charismatic character of the testimony
is amplified in IV Ezra where the seer wonders who will warn
and admonish later generations "For the world lies in darkness
and the dwellers therein are without light. For Thy Law is
burnt; and so no man knows the things which have been done",
and he proceeds: "If, then, I have found favour before Thee,
send into me the Holy Spirit, that I may write all that has
happened in the world since the beginning, even the things
which were written in thy law, in order that men may be able
to find the path, and that they who would live at the last may
live." And he answered me and said " I will light the
lamp of understanding in thy heart." ^ ^
Another confirmation of the prophetic and spiritual
character of the witness or teacher of the law is to be found
in The Testament of Levi where reference is made to "a man who
reneweth the law in the power of the Most High", who will be
slain, just as all the righteous and godly have been persecuted
C
and hated. ' There is also a messianic hymn in this work in
which it is said! "Then shall the Lord raise up a new priest
and to him all the words of the LORD shall be revealedj.......,
and his star shall arise in heaven as of a king lighting up
the light of knowledge as the sun the day." There is in th.is
passage a decided emphasis on the teaching authority of the
prophet but also priest and
1) IV Ezra 1L.20-26
2) T. Levi 16.2f.
3) T. Levi 18.1-8.
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The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs holds the teaching
office in very high esteem* "For everyone that knoweth the law
of the Lord shall be honoured, and shall not be a stranger
whithersoever he goeth. Yea, many friends shall he gain more
than his parents, and many men shall desire to serve him, and
to hear the lav/ from his mouth. Whosoever teaches noble
ni1)
things and does them, shall be enthroned with kings.
According to the author the teaching authority is vested in
the Levitical priesthood* "For to Levi God gave the sovereignty.
Therefore I command you to hearken to Levi, because he shall
know the law of the Lord.'" ' "Obey Levi and Judah. ..for from
them shall arise unto you the salvation of God. For the Lord
shall raise up from Levi as it were a High-priest, and from
Judah as it were a K|ng, he shall save all (the Gentiles and)
the race of Israel"^ ^ In his vision Levi is toIds "The light
of knowledge shalt thou light up in Jacob.....and therefore there
have been given to thee counsel and understanding that thou
(4)
mightst instruct thy sons." Judah commands his sons* "Love
Levi, that ye may abide, and exalt not yourselves against him,
lest ye be utterly destroyed. For to me the Lord gave the
kingdom, and to him the priesthood, and he set the kingdom be¬
neath the priesthood. To me he gave the things upon the earth;
to him the things in the heavens. As the heaven is higher than
the earth, *o is the priesthood of God higher than the earthly
kingdom, unless it falls away through sin from the Lord and is
dominated by the earthly kingdom,"^ ^ God's orders to his
f1) T. Levi 13.3f,9.
(a) T. Levi 2^.2-5.
(3) T. Reub. 6.7f.
(4) T. Sim. 7.If.
(5) T. Jud. 21.1-24..
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children are: "Tell these things to your children that they
honour Judah and Levi for from them shall the Lord raise up
(M
salvation to Israel." ' Joseph enjoins his sons; "Honour
Levi and Judah: for from them shall arise unto you one #10'
(2\
saveth Israel,"N '
In The Assumption of Moses the leader says: "He designed
and devised me, and he prepared me before the foundation of the
world, that I should be the mediator of his covenant."^ ^ and
his authority as a teacher is further stressed by Joshua as
"the sacred spirit who was worthy of the Lord......the lord of
the word, who was faithful in all things, God's chief prophet
throughout the earth, the most perfect teacher in the world." ^ ^
Again, Moses is described in II Baruch as having been subject
to God and thus he brought the Law to the seed of Jacob, and
lighted a lamp for the nation of Israel. When Baruch is
departing this life he gives the following instruction to his
son and the elders of the people: "There shall not be wanting
to Israel a wise man nor a son of the law to the race of Jacob.
But only prepare your hearts, that ye may obey the law, and be
subject to those who in fear are wise and understanding? and
prepare your souls that ye may not depart from them. For if
ye do these things, good tidings shall come unto you."^ ^
(1) T. Gad 8.1.
(2) T. Jos. 19.11f.
(3) Ass. Mob. 1.14.
(^j Ass. i'OS. 11.1.j.
(5) II Bar. 17.4.
(6) II Bar. 46.4-6.
92.
The Authority of the Testimony
The two tables of stone of the law and the commandment
were given by God according to the author of The Book of Jubilees;
(«*) r *
the law and the testimony are taught by God, declared by God.
In The Letter of Aristeas it is said that the power of God per¬
vades the whole law; even to think contrary to the law is to in¬
cur judgement.^ ^ The laws about months and sabbaths and feasts
and jubilees ought not to be disturbed, so Moses is commanded to
testify to Israel against the day when they are tempted to make
any alteration. Enoch's testimony will be a cause of joy
and uprightness and much wisdom^ ^ and it is through the grace
of God that the Gentiles wi^l be multiplied in knowledge upon
the earth and enlightened.^ ^
Baruch is asked by the people to write to the brethren
in Babylon "an epistle of doctrine and a scroll of hope" (later
described as a testimony)"^ ^ for the shepherds of Israel have
perished and the lamps which gave light are extinguished and
the fountains have withheld their stream whence we used to
drink " and Baruch replies; "Shepherds and lamps and
fountains come from the law; and though we depart, yet the law
abideth. If therefore ye have respect to the law, ana are in¬
tent upon wisdom, a lamp will not be wanting, and a shepherd
will not fail, and a fountain will not dry up".





(6) I Enoch 104.llf.
(7) T. Lev. 18.9.
(8) II Bar. 84.7; 85.6.
(e) II Bar. 77.13,15f.
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This conception of the law which endures for ever is repeated in
IV Ezra: "Our fathers who received the Law observed it not, and
the statutes they did not keep, and yet the fruit of the Law did
not perish, nor could it - because it was thine; but they who
received it perished, because they kept not that which was sown
in them. Wow it is a general rule that, when the ground has
received seed, or the sea a ship, or any other vessel food or
drink, and when it happens that what is sown, or what is
launched, or the things that have been taken in come to an end, -
these come to an end, while the receptacles remain: but with us
it has not been so. We who have received the Law and sinned
must perish.....; the Law, however, perishes not, but abides in
its glory." ^ The authority of this Law is such that it may
be accepted or rejected by those who hear it, as is clear from
the above passage and many others,and the general impression is
that it is usually rejected.^ ' The true and faithful witnesses,
however, remain firm to the Law and are prepared to die for their
testimony as Eleazar bluntly informs Antiochus: "We, 0 Antiochus,
having accepted the divine Law as the Law of our country, do not
believe any stronger necessity is laid upon us than that of our
obedience to the Law.^
The Transmission of the Testimony
In the thought of Judaism the Torah or Testimony goes back
to the foundation of the world and, indeed, Wisdom is God's
(4)
partner and instrument in the creative act. ' According to




IV Ezra. 9.32-37; cf.foit. 13.3ff.
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as a iaw J. or evex- uixuo men- gentsx-a ui oxxk , &nocn piaceu nis
testimony on earth for all the children of men and for their
generations? ^ Noah says that he will give his sons command¬
ments "as Enoch commanded his son in the first jubilees: whilst
still living,...he commanded and testified to his son and to his
(4)
son's sons until the day of his death." Moses is commanded:
"Write down these words! for thus are they written and they re¬
commended by the seven holy ones! "Declare everything to thy
son Methuselah, and show to all thy children that no flesh is
righteous in the sight of the Lord, for He is their Creator,
One year will we leave thee with thy son, till thou givest thy
(last) commands, that thou mayest teach thy children and record
(it) for them, and testify to all thy children."^ ^ This he
proceeds to do and in turn enjoins Methuselah to deliver the
books to the generations of the world! "Preserve..the books
from thy father's hand, and (see) that thou deliver them to the
generations of the world. I have given wisdom to thee and to
thy children...that they may give it to their children for^
generations...and those who understand it shall not sleep^







(б) I Enoch 81.5f.
(7) Sf. Ro. 13.11! I Oor. 11.30.
(8) I Enoch 82.1-3> cf. Mt. 24.45! Lk. 9.13! Jn. 4.32 etc.
tablets for a testimony for the
After one of his visions Enoch is
95.
The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs contains many
allusions to this important factor of continuity; Simeon says:
"I give you these commands that ye also may command your
children}"^ ^ Levi says: "Isaac called me continually to put
me in remembrance of the Law of the Lord, even as the angel of
the Lord showed unto me. And he taught me the law....Now
therefore observe whatsoever I command you; for whatsoever
things I have heard from my fathers I have declared unto you....
And do ye also teach your children letters that they may have
understanding all their life, reading unceasingly the law of
( )
Qod." The righteous and godly mag is he who "reneweth the
law in the power of the Most Iligh."^ ^ Dan says to his
children: "The things which ye have heard from your father, do
ye also impart to your children...for_he teacheth by his works
(4) (5) (S) (7)
the law of God."^ ; Similarly, Gad, ' Asher and Benjamin
are solicitous for the tradition.
In The Assumption of Moses, Moses says to Joshua: "Receive
thou this writing that thou mayest know how to preserve the
books which I shall deliver unto thee."^ ^ and Ezra before he
dies is commanded by God: "Set in order thy house and re¬
prove thy people; comfort the lowly among them and instruct
v )
those that are wise." Some of Ezra's writings are to be
^
published and some are to be delivered in secret to the wise.
f1) T. Sim. 7.3.
(a) T. Lev. 9.6f; 10.1; 13.If.N ib. 16.3.
(4) T. Dan. 6.9.
5) T. Gad. 8.1.
6) T. Ash. 1.2; 7.Lf.
7j T. Benj. 10.3-5.
6) Ass. Mos. 1.16,
8) IV Ezra 14.13.
10)ib, 14.26; cf. 14.5f.,45f.
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Baruch, concerned for the preservation of the testimony, summons
his first-born son, his friends 'the great men', and seven of
the elders and says to them: "Withdraw ye not from the way of
the Law, but guard and admonish the people which remain, lest
they withdraw from the commandments of the Mighty One.' \ He
adds that those wh^ preserve the truth of the Law will be given
the world to cornel ^ he continues withi "Do ye therefore, so
far as ye are able, instruct the people, for that labour is ours.
For if ye teach them ye will quicken them." and assures them
that "there shall not be wanting t<> Israel a wise man nor a son
of the Law to the race of Jacob,"^ ^ Baruch also instructs the
brethren in Babylon: "Remember ye the Law and Zion, and the
holy land and your brethren, and the covenant of your fathers,
and forget not the festivals and the sabbaths. And deliver ye
this epistle and the traditions of the Law to your sons after
(5)
you, as also your fathers delivered them to you."* '
In IV Maccabees the father of the seven martyrs is
praised b^ their mother for he taught them the law and the 7prophets^ } for he did not forget the song which Moses taught.^ ^





(6) IV Macc. 18.10.
(7) IV Macc. 18.18.
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Conclusion
Those books of the Pseudepigraphs which introduce the idea
of the witness give good grounds for defining the testimony as
a form of teaching, indeed as the basic teaching of the OT in
its broader or narrower aspect. It is a justifiable assump¬
tion that these books which influenced Jesus and the writers
of the NT in so many other ways influenced him and his
followers in this respect also.
The testimony has been shown to repeat the four principal
ideas of the Mosaic torah and the men who bear it are prophets
and visionaries. The witnesses are not dependent for their
authority on any special official position, rather does their
official position depend on their adherence to the testimony
(Jub. 31.14f,); those who have gloriously taught the Law (IV
Ezra 8,29) are held in great esteem. The word spoken by the
seer is a direct result of his call by the word and the pouring
out upon him of the Spirit. Ezra confesses his need of the
Holy Spirit before he can write his book of God's dealings with
his people in the past and the things written in his torah and
he is promised that the lamp of understanding will be lit in
his own heart (IV Ezra 14.20-26).
"The Law and the Testimony are taught by God, declared by
God" (Jub. 1.4,7); it is, in effect, the gift of God by his
Holy Spirit and those who receive it and transmit it are in a
true sense charismatics although what they teach is not a
sudden ecstatic utterance but the traditional doctrine which
abides for ever and has to be kept by those in whom it is sown
(IV Ezra 9.32-37). This testimony or lore of God is something
which may be accepted or rejected; it has no external sanction
but depends on its own intrinsic appeal made evident by the work
of the Holy Spirit in the mind of the hearer.
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There is in the Pseudepigraphs a tremendous emphasis on
the requirement that the testimony be made available "for the
generations for ever." Enoch is commanded: "Preserve the
books from thy father's hand,and (see) that thou deliver them
to the generations of the world." (I Enoch 82.1-3)• All the
patriarchs, according to The Testaments, were solicitous for
the tradition and Baruch says that to teach the people is to
quicken them (II Bar. 45.2).
It is hard to believe that the teaching or testimony of
Jesus whose concern for the law of God was so great (Mt. 5.18)
and who regarded himself as greater than Moses and the prophets
who mediated the the Song and preserved its teach¬
ing, should not have been presex-ved by his disciples 'for a
testimony' similar in content but greater than that of Moses
(Dt. 31.26), Enoch (Jub. 4.19) or Baruch (II Bar. 84.7; 85.6)
since for the disciples, Jesus was himself the embodiment of




The Mature of the Testimony
As is to be expected in a book of legislation, the large
majority of the references to testimony in the Mishnah are
bound up with procedure. Various^qualifications are demanded
of the witness who must be of age^ ^ and be known to the
judges.^ ' Father and son may be included together as a va^ld
pair of witnesses in the ceremony of reporting the new moon^ ^
and if one of them is disqualified for any reason, the other may
be paired with someone else but in cases concerning property a
kinsman is disqualified, ' as are also an enemy and a friend,
(this latter being defined as a man's groomsman). Other per¬
sons disqualified as witnesses are dice-players, usurers,
pigeon-flyers and traffickers in seven-year produce; in ^his
respect, these are placed in the same category as |pmen. ^ ^ Ho
writ is valid which has a Samaritan as a witness.^ Peonle
are to be believed until their statements are disproved ' and







6) See Str/Bill. on Eph. 4.14. (HI p 599); "by the sleight of
of men." kO/Iio , * Wurfenspiel, dann allgemeiner *
Trugerei.
R.H. 1.8; Sanh. 3.3ff.
(8) Except a writ of divorce or emancipation; cf. John 8.48
where Jesus is accused of being a Samaritan by those who will
not accept his testimony.
(Q) Gitt. 1.5.
(1 °) Sanh. 11.1,6.
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An important aspect of this subject is found in those
passages based on Deut. 17:Sf; 19:15-19* which deal with the
necessity of,two or three witnesses appearing in any case.^ ^
(**)
Danby notes ' that by the form of expression 'two witnesses
or three witnesses' Scripture indicates an infinite numerical
series; the essential and constant element being 'witnesses'
(i.e. not less than two). In this connection Makkoth states*
"As the evidence of two witnesses is void if one of them is
found to be a kinsman or ineligible so the evidence of three
(3)
is void if one of them is found to be a kinsman or ineligible." '
Ideas such as these must have been uppermost in the minds of
Jesus' opponents when they refused to accept his testimony; he
himself relied on rulings like that of 2,95 "None may be
believed when he testifies of himself." and that of Ket.
2.6f., which states that two people who testify a certain thing
about themselves are not to be believed yet they may be believed
if they give this testimony about each other. It was held that
if a man took payment for bearing witness his testimony is void;^ ^
and this may well have influenced Paul in the claim to have
earned his own living which he makes in I Gor. 9 and also the
authors of I and II Peter and Jude in the condemnation of the
(6)
false apostles and teachers. '
C1) Makk. 1,Iff; Yeb. 3.8? Ket. 2.2; cf. Nu. 35.30? Mt. 18.16;
Jn. 8.17? II Cor. 13.1.
а) Danby, TheJ.,ishnah. p. 402, note 5.
3) Makk. lTsT
4) This is the source, according to Str/Bill. (II. pp.466,522),
for Jn. 5.31; 8.13; cf. R.H. 3.1.
5) Aboth 4.5? Bek. 4.6.
б) II Pet. 2.3,141'? Jude 11,16; cf. I Pet 5.2.
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The legal testimony dealt with in the Miehnah is that of
the ear- and eye-witness who can give evidence from personal
experience and the authority of such testimony is, as has been
previously noted, dependent on the trustworthiness of the witness
and the efficacy of the safeguards against false witnesses?
Sanhedrin 5.1- 4 and Aboth 1.9 show that these safeguards were
fairly secure. The Jewish insistence on the necessity of two
or three witnesses left a definite impression on the documents
of the early church which show that great care was taken in this
respect.^ ^
The Tractate Eduyoth is so called bec|use of the frequency
of the expression; 'so-and-so testified'^ ^ to some law or
teaching, e.g., "R. Hanina the Prefect of the Priests testified
concerning four things....."^ ^ in Eduyoth 6.2 it is brought
(*•) Sanh. 3.6; 4.5? R.H. 2.6-8. See Gerhardsson: Memory and
Manuscript. passim.
formula denotes a declaration made by a Rabbi in an
official assembly of his colleagues of an authoritative decision
which he had learnt from his masters." (The Babylonian Talmud,
ed. I. Epstein (1935). Edduyoth. Intro. pTixJT
(3) While Gerhardsson is correct in pointing out (jvigmory and
Manuscript, pp. 182f.) that the disciple had to lesrn""all the
traditional lore "by seeking the company of a Rabbi, by serving
him, following him and imitating him and not only by listening
to him and that the pupil is a witness to his teacher's words
and actions" it is not so certain that he is right in saying
(p. 183) that this testimony has as a rule 'a distinctly legal
character', an 'eye-witness character'and that "the value of
such sayings - for the Rabbis - is entirely dependent on their
historicity." It must be acknowledged that the historicity
concerns the hearing of the saying or the seeing of the action
of the Rabbi concerned but whether the content of the testimony
was true or not could not be determined by reference to the
historicity of the tradition? there was very often disagreement
between the sayings or testimony of different Rabbis.
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out very clearly that to testify means to teach a traditional
truth: MR. Joshua... testified that (the smallest) member of
a corpse is unclean, concerning which R. Eliezer says: 'They
have taught this only of a living being.'" ^ ^ Other expressions
are used, e.g., 'to say',^ ^ 'to sgeak',^ ^ 'to give an
opinion', ^ 'to report opinions'' ^ all of which seem to be
interchangeable.
TheContent of the Testimony
The content of the testimony is a combination of the legal
enactments of the Pentateuch (the written law), the traditions
of the elders (the oral law) and an interpretation of this which
attempted to apply the teaching to contemporary situations.
There are two references to what are called 'The Yoke of the
(8)
Kingdom of Heaven' and 'The Yoke of the Commandments' but
no indication is given as to the nature of the difference
between them. There is, in the Mishnah, a complete setting
forth of that scrupulous, legalistic attitude to which Jesus
was opposed, which was contrary to the spirit of the testimony
of the Old Testament and Jesus' representation of it and which
finally brought about his death.
(1) Eduy. 2.13J 6.If; 7.Iff? 8.Iff.




(5) Ber. 2.2; cf. Aboth 3.5. Danby's interpretation of the
phrase 'the yoke of the kingdom' as 'the troubles suffered at
the hands of those in power' is out of line with the thought of
the 'yoke' as a form of teaching, e.g. Sir. 51.26: "Put your
neck under the yoke and let your soul receive instruction.";
Mt. ll,29fj Acts 15.10? Gal. 5.1. See below p. 135, note !>.
for further rabbinic references for 'yoke' m 'torah'.
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The Authority of the Witnesses
The Teachers or Sages who testify have authority by virtue
of the fact that they adduce earlier testimonies; each one must
remember that he is nothing in himself.^ ^ . Knowledge of the
Law is by study of it, not by inheritance,^ ^ and he that
occupies himself in the study of the Law shall be exalted,
"He that learns from his fellow a single chapter or a single
Halakah or a single verse or a single expression or even a
single letter, must pay him honour"^ ^ and one's teacher takes
(5)
precedence over even one's father and mother,' Rabbi Meir
saidj "He that occupies himself in the study of the Law for
its own sake merits many things, and still more, he is deserving
of the whole world,... .And it gives him kingship and
dominion and discernment in judgement; to him are revealed the
secrets of the Law/, and he is made like to a never-failing spring
and like to a river that flows ever more mightily... and
it magnifies him and exalts him above all things." (Aboth 6.1).
Rabbi Joshua ben Levi said; "Greater is (learning in) the Law
than priesthood or kingship." (Aboth 6.6). Sanhedrin 11:3
sums up this attitude in the observation that "greater stringency
applies to (the observance of) the words of the Scribes than to
(the observance of) the words of the (written) Law. If a man
said, 'There is no obligation to wear phylacteries so that he
transgresses the words of the Law, he is not culpable; (but
f1) Aboth 3.1.
(2) Aboth 2.12,14,16.
( 3) Aboth 6.2.
(4) Aboth 6.3.
(5) B.M. 2.11. "(If a man went to seek) his own lost property
and that ..of his teacher, his own has first place; if that
of his father and that of his teacher his teacher's has first
place." Cf, Ker. 6.9.
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if he said), 'There should be in them five partitions', so
that he adds to the words of the Scribes, he is culpable.".
R. Eleazar rounded it off by saying: Let..,, the fear
( J
of thy teacher (be) as the fear of Heaven," 7 This exalta¬
tion of the Scribe enabled R. Joshua to say that a decision of
the Proohets has no precedence over a later decision of the
elders. 7
The Authority. g>f the Testimony
In Peah 1:1 it is stated; "These are things whose fruits
a man enjoys in this world while the capital is laid up for
him in the world to come: honouring father and mother, deeds
of loving-kindness, making peace between a man and his follow;
and the study of the Law is equal tp it all;" this is because,
as Hillel used to say, "The more study of the Law, the more life."
Sanhedrin 10:1 lays it down that..,." he that says that the Law-
is not from Heaven, and an Epicurean 7 have no share in the
world to come." So important is the Law that the king must
write out a scroll of it for himself; when he goes forth to
battle he shall take it forth with him, and when he returns he
shall bring it back with him; when he sits in judgement it shall
be with him, and when he sits at meat it shall be before him,
for it is written, It shall be with him and he shall read there¬
in all the days of his life.^ ^ R. Hananiah said that "if two
sit together and words of the Law (are spoken) between them, the
(!) Aboth 4.12.
(2) Yad. 4.3.(a) "A frequent epithet applied both to Gentiles and Jews





Divine Presence (the Shekinah) rests between them" and
that "if even one sit3 and occupies himself in the La?/, the
Holy One, blessed is He, appoints him a reward" and R. Simeon
said: "If three have eaten at oiie table and have spoken over
it words gf the La?/, it is as if they had eaten from the table
of God."( ^
(3)
All the Writings were regarded as holy and Judah the
Patriarch said: "Be heedful of a light precept as of a weighty
/4\ /5\
one",v but the tradition is a fence around the Law and
R. Eleazar of Modiim said; "If a man....discloses meanings in
the Law (i.e. "those who ignore or dispute 'the traditions 'of
the elders') v/hich are not according to the Halakah, even
though a knowledge of the Law ana good works are his, he has
no share in the ?/orld to come."^ ^ Another maxim was that
the sword comes upon the world,..because of them that teach the
Law not accordirg to the Ilalakah. Finally, when it is recalled
that "greater stringency applies to (the observance of) the words
of the Scribes than to (the observance of) the words of the
(written) Law" it is clear that the Sages have rejected the ulti¬
mate authority of the four-fold testimony of Moses and the
prophets of the Old Testament.
(!) Danby, p. A50, note 16. Delling (KWB. IV. p. 13.33-AA)
states: "1st in den jtidischen Gelehrtenschulen der Stoff das,
?/as zuerst aneinander bindet.., .das vollzleht
sich in einer Gemeinschaft, die nicht in der Perstinlichkeit,
sondern im Arnt des Lehrers ihren tragenden Grund hat Durch
den Unfehlbarkeitsanspruch der objektivierten Tradition wird
auch das Verhaltnis zwischen Lehrer und Schuler stark autori-
iv • "
(2) Aboth 3.2J cf. 3.6; Mt.18.20.
(3) Yad. 3.5.
(4) Aboth 2.1 cf. A.2.
(5j Aboth 3.1A.(6) "The sense is J 'those who ignore or dispute the 'traditions
of the elders'. The offence is illustrated in Meg. A.9." (Danby,
p. A51, note 1A).
(7) Aboth 3.12; cf. 5.8.
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The Transmission of the Testimony
The Tractate Aboth 1.Iff.outlines the origin and history of
the oral tradition, stating that "Moses received the Law ^ ^rom
Sinai and committed it to Joshua, and Joshua to the Elders,^ ^
(3)
ana the Elders to the Prophets, and the Prophets committed it
to the men of the Great Synagogue. They said three things?
(4)
Be deliberate in judgement, raise up many disciples, and make
a fence around the Law." Then follows the long chain of tradi¬
tion down to the beginning of the Christian era. It was claimed
by Nahum the Scrivener that he had "received a tradition (about
gleanings) from Rabbi Measha, who received it from his father,
who received it from the Zugoth, ' who received it from the
Prophets as a Halakah given to Moses from Sinai."^ ^ This
formula recurs in Eduy. 8.7 where Rabbi Joshua is quoted as
saying. "I have received as a tradition from Rabban Johanan
ben Zukkai who heard from his teacher, and his teacher from
his teacher, as a Halakah given to Moses from Sinai." (cf.
Yadaim 4.3).
(*) "The 'Oral Law' " (Danby, p. 446, note 2).l2S Cf. Josh. 24.31.
(3) Danby illustrates by reference to Jer. 7.25 but Jeremiah's
message was not a recall to anything like the programme of the
Mishnah; it was on the contrary a recall to the original truths
of the OT revealed to the patriarchs and Moses and Jeremiah's
rophetic predecessors.
4) "This can be fairly interpreted as involving the creation of
a continuing teaching body". (J. Parkes, The Foundations of
Judaism and Christianity (I960) p. 62).
'C5y~"President~and~vice-president of the Sanhedrin". (Danby,
p. 12, note 3).
(6) Peah 2.6.
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The Rabbis held in specially high honour those who faith¬
fully preserved and handed on the tradition; Rabbi Johannan ben
Zakkai praised his disciples, Kliezer ben Hyrcanus for being
"a plastered cistern which loses not a drop" and Eleazar ben
Arak for being "an ever-flowing spring."(Aboth 2.8). This
teacher also forbade his disciples to claim merit for them¬
selves from much working in the Law for this was the end for
which they were created (ib. 2.8).
So closely were disciples expected to follow the in¬
struction of their teacher that his exact words were used, at
(l)
least in some cases. ' For example, Rabbi Judah the Patriarch,
the editor of the Mishnah, commenting on a ruling of Hillel con -
cerning the amount of drawn water which renders the immersion
pool unfit,excuses the use of the unusual term 'hin' instead of
the usual 'three logs' on the grounds that "a man must use the
manner of speaking of his teacher." (Eduy. 1.3). Two of the
excellencies by which learning in the Law is acquired are by
being one who learns in order to teach and by being one who
retells exactly what he has heard and reports a thing in the
name of him who said it (A.both 6.6). It is hardly to be
thought that Jesus, who was accorded the title A i S oc a- « aX o S"
or Rabbi by the Pharisees should not be as insistent on the
correct transmission of his teaching as the other teachers of
his time or that his disciples would allow it to be distorted
in any radical way.
T"^7~Gerhardsson (Memory and Manuscript,pp. 122-189) has shown
that the oral tradition~was carefully preserved although the rule
that a man must use the manner of speaking of his teacher was
followed when it dealt with "decisive doctrinal statements and
basic textual material; the t acher's complementary sayings and
his commentary, on the other hand, were presumably not impressed
upon the memory with the same care for the exact wording (pp. 131f.) •
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Conclusion
The idea of testimony in the Mishnah is necessarily a re¬
flection of Jewish legalism on the whole but, in addition, the
verb ( 1 V ) is used to describe the activity of the links
in the chain of the tradition of the elders* each teacher
is an ear-witness of a pronouncement by a previous sage or by
a generation or school of sages; "Rabbi Dosethai ben Yannai
said in the name of R. Meir. "He that forgets one word of his
study, the Scripture reckons it to him as though he was guilty
against his own soul, for it is written, "Only take heed to
thyself, and keep thy soul diligently, lest thou forget the
words thine eyes saw." (Aboth 3.9). It was the inhumanity
of this tradition of the elders and the way in which it con¬
tradicted the spirit of the original truth revealed to Moses
and stressed by the prophets which roused Jesus' opposition;
he accused the Pharisees of transgressing the commandment of
God by their tradition and of being blind leaders of the blind*
in the spirit and words of Isaiah he upbraided them for worship
ping God in vain, rejecting the commandment of God and making
it of none effect.^ ^ Paul, as is evident in Galatians, was
anxious to deny that his gospel depended for its authority on
such a tradition but that he received it as revelation from
(3)
Jesus Christ ' and in Colossians he contrasts 'receiving
(4-)
Christ' and 'the tradition of men'. ' No doubt the early
church was influenced by the age-old and still-current Jewish
method of handing down doctrine from teacher to teacher and
C1) Mt, 15.3,Ik.
(2) Mk. 7.7-13*, cf. Mt. 16.12. He upbraids them, in fact, for
substituting the tradition of men for the torah of God. See
Branscomb (Jesus and the Law of Moses, pp. k1-44) for rabbinic




there are many traces of this influence throughout the New
Testament which will be noted later but the content of the
New Testament testimony and the nature of its authority are
vastly different; the testimony of the Kishnah is a chafing
yoke and a grievous burden while the testimony of the church
is the good news of the kingdom and love of God.
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CHAPTER V.
THE PSAD SEA SCROLLS
The Nature of the Testimony
The etraightforward legal usage of the Tib/ word-group
occurs in six places in those writings of the Dead Sea Sect
which have been published so far, viz, tPiy in 1QS. 6,1; CD,
9.3>17,22f,, ~py in CD.10.1 and IV in CD.10.3. As might
have been expected, there are many more occurrences of the
group which denote the Torah of God, the teachers of it and
their imparting of it.
The Scroll of the Rule contains a very important passage
(1QS.8.1-19) where it is stated that in the Council of the
Community (there shall be ) twelve men and three priests per¬
fect in all that is revealed of the Torah,^ ^ to practice
truth etc., to guard the faith upon earth. While these
men exist in Israel the congregation shall be established in
(1) Cf. Mt. 5.481 "Be ye perfect even as your Father in Heaven
is perfect. Gaster notes (SDSS.p. 107, note 66) that this re¬
calls the three pillars of the church in Gal. 2.9f, and also the
twelve apostles but, as Reicke points out (The Scrolls and the
New Testament, ed. Stendahl, p. 151), it is not clear whether"*"
the three~priests are inaiue or outside the circle of the twelve,
Dani^lou (La Cpngrjunaut^ de Qumrtn et 1'organisation de 1' Eglise
ancienne, pp. lTo-113J~also~Sees a close analogy between" the"""
witnesses of the sect, whom he regards as 'hierarchie strictement
hi^rarchis^e•, and those of ths New Testament,but it is not at
all proven that the Jerusalem apostles and elders were a
hierarchy any more than were Paul and his circle of missionaries.
Dani<?lou does, however, make the excellent point that institution
and prophetism: priesthood and inspiration are not to be opposed
to one another as von Campenhausen has advocated (KA, urid QV..
pp. 61-83). The true position, as stated in Mai. 2.7 is~that the
priest should keep knowledge and seek the law at God's mouth for
he is the messenger of the Lord of Hosts and the prophet, at the
same time, must always be given freedom to speak. A priest is
such by virtue of his office and may be a prophet; a prophet is
such by virtue of the word in his mouth and he may be a priest.
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(l)
truth.... they are the witnesses of truth for toralr '
^
5ir>S ^ ^ "*iy ). The Council are the elect, the
expiators, the tried wall (as opposed to the false teachers
who build the shaky wall) (CD. 4.19J 8.12f.,l8; cf. Ezek.
13.10-16); they are the precious corner-stone.... .they are
there to establish the covenant according to the everlasting
precepts. This passage shows affinities with NT passages
which are also related to Is. 43 and 44, eg. Jn. 5.33 where
Jesus refers to John the Baptist as witnessing to the truth,
Jn, 18.37 where Jesus claims that he himself carne to bear
witnesses to the truth and I Jn, 3.6 where the Spirit's func¬
tion is said to be testifying since the Spirit is the truth.
The Rule Annexe gives instruction concerning the educa¬
tion of native Israelite applicants for admission and their
promotion to various offices, lQSa,l.llf. is obscure but it
must be admitted that the testimony referred to here is to be
given by the young man concerned (with Caster) rather than by
the woman (with Dupont-Sommer) who is incidental to the
(1) Wernberg~Mg>ller (The Manual of Discipline,p. 33 ana p. 125,
note 16) translates the phrase Tirue. v/iinesies about righteous¬
ness' and compares Prov. 14. 25,5 and Jer. 42.5. Vermes (Leg
Manuscrits du Desert de Juda. p. 149. 8-11) translates* "Le
conseil.. .7 sera 5tabli"~dans la v<?ritd comme...une fondation
...dee t^moins de la v<5rit£ en vue de jugement." Brownlee
(The Dead Sea Manual of Disclpllne.p. 32fJ translates: "The
Council of~the CommunIty~wilI have been established in truth
...as witnesses of truth concerning judgement" and draws
attention to Is. 43.10,12; Jn. 5.33* 18.37. Dupont-Sommer
(The Es.sene Writings from Qumran p. 91) translates; "They are
the witnesses of~truth~unto Judgement and the chosen of Loving-
kindness." Black (The Scrolls and Christian Origins.p. 128)
connects these witnesses with"~Is7 43,lo7l2.
(2) UnW = faithfulness or truth and is applied to the word of
Cod ih''I5s. 119.42(Heb.) to prophecies in Jer. 26.15 (Heb.), to a
servant of God in Is. 42.3 (Heb.) (Gesenius LXI3I (4).
(3)tfS!D-o = mi?) in Is. 51.4? 42.1,3f. (Heb.).
t : • T
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teaching of the passage. The Hebrew Will? ^3pfl "*131
Hlinn n^ODlDD is translated by Gaster? "Further¬
more it is only then (when he is twenty years old) that he is to
be eligible to give testimony in matters involving the laws of
the Torah."
The Damascus Document makes several references to testify¬
ing in the sense of teaching the Torah. In CD. 3*15 the testi¬
mony (m-py ) is said to be revealed by God to the remnant?
in CD. 8.lif-17 (B 1.27-30) the writer quotes Dt. 7.8 and 9.5
and says that God will show to their successors the same love
which he showed to the patriarchs^ ^ who testified, following
him (* hnnK vviurs -iwn Onidsm nn nin^i
CD, 8,l6f.). In this case the witnesses are those who are
faithful to the covenant, and transmit It; they are opposed by
"whoever despises the commandments of God and abandons them"
(CD. 8,19). In CD. 8.54 (B 2.30f.) God's testimonies of truth
( VflDK ) are joined with precepts of holiness and
ordinances of righteousness. The last reference in this docu¬
ment is CD, 15.14? Verses 13f. are fragmentary and obscure but
it is fairly obvious that here T9jl? is linked with "all that
has been revealed of the torah of knowledge" and the work of the
teaching priest.
The word aopears twelve times in the Dead Sea
(3)
Scrolls so far published, ' meaning simply 'command' or with
a definite reference to the Torah.^ ^ Of these the most
(1) Dupont-Soirener says (The Sssene Writings from Qumran. p. 136,
note 3) that these are the first disciples of the Teacher of
Righteousness but forefathers in Dt. 19.14 (Heb.).
(2) Cf. Prov. 28.23 (Heb.) where = following me, i.e. my
precepts. '
(3) ICS. 1.9? 3.10,16? lQ3a. 1.251 1QH, 6.19? 12.9? 1QM. 2.8?
3.4? 11.8? 13.8? 14.4f.,13«
(4) Cf. Is. 8.16,20 (Heb.) where it is linked with T\ 31 f> and
LXX translates? (Aq. and Sym.). T
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interesting arei 1QH.6.19, where the psalmist saysi "They
who have adhered to my testimony ) have been led
astray by the (false) inter(pretere); 1QM» 11.7f. "And by
the hand of Thine anointed (ie the prophets) who see the
testimonies (m~nyu ) Thou hast related to us the victories
of Thy hand", 1QM 13.8 statess "And in all the testimonies
( TH ~1 ] VTi ) of Thy glory there will be a reminder of Thy
(kingdom (Habermann), or grace (Dupont-Sommer), or covenant
(Gaster) ) •" This last instance,.confirms the thesis that the
idea of reminding (according to the etymological meaning_of
~P^) was present to the mind of those who held to the
covenant% finally, 1QM.1A.4 readsi "Blessed be the God of
Israel who remains faithful to His covenant and testimonies
( 111"!! Vim ) Of salvation with the people whom He has re¬
deemed, which shows the close relationship between the covenant,
the testimony and salvation.
The testimony has a rich variety of synonyms and synonymous
phrases such asj 'what Moses commanded (lQS.1.2fj cf. 5.7-10),
the precepts of God (1QS. 1.75 cf. CD. 1.20)J God's truth
(IQS.1,11} cf. CD. 8.54), his perfect ways and his counsel (1QS.
1.13), his words (1QS.1.14), everlasting knowledge (1QS.8.9),
the teachings of knowledge (1QS.3.1), truth (1QS.8.6), wisdom
(1QS.11.6), the well of living waters (CD.8.22), the Torah (CD.
8.51), the commands of the covenant (CD.8.52), God's ordinances
(CD. 8.53). In an interpretation of Am. 5.26f, and 9.11 the
writer of the Damascus Document states in 7.15 that the books of
the Torah are the tabernacle of David and in Florilegium the
writer states that the tabernacle which has fallen (Am.9.11) is
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(
he #10 will arise to save Israel ' (4Q. Florilegium 1.12f.),
Other interchangeable terms are, eg., the age-old way, the
pattern of God's choosing (1QH.4.4) and the service of righteous¬
ness (1QH.6.19). The vision of knowledge is equated in 1QH.
4.17f» with the way of God's heart} testifying is seeing God's
glory (1QH. 10.20f.) and telling forth that glory (lQH.13.1f ,llf.)}
prophets are men who have the vision of God (1QH.14.7)} the
covenant is founded on the vision of glory and is set, in the
fashion of Hebrew poetic juxtaposition, alongside the words of
God's Holy Spirit, the writing of God's right hand and the
glorious teachings (lQ34.2.6f). '
The, Content of the Testimony
Although the content of the testimony or torah is never
formally defined in the Dead Sea Scrolls nevertheless it is
evident that it is the same as that of the OT. In the Scroll
of the Rule 'the man of understanding' is given instruction
that he may instruct and teach all the sons of light. The four¬
fold content of this instruction is to be discerned in 1.16 -
2.18 and 3*15 - 4.26, In the first of these sections (a) the
priests are to recount the acts of God in all his deeds of
power (IQS.1.21)} (b) the Levites are to rehearse the iniquities
of the children of Israel (lQS.1.22f.) J (c) the priests are to
recite all God's tender mercies towards Israel (1QS.1.22);
(d) reference to God's judgement is made in the blessings and
cursing of the priests and levites (1QS.2.1-17). In the
(1)"The same function is attributed to the Branch of David in
Jer. xxiii.6; 'In his days, Judah will be saved and Israel will
dwell securely' (cf. Jer. xxxiii.l6); cf. Lk. xxiv,21: 'We had
hoped that he (Jesus) was the one to redeem Israel ' "
(Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings fromQumran, p. 313» note 4).
One might also instance the"many occasions when Jesus is desig¬
nated 'Son of David': Mt. 9.27; 12.23} 1,5.22; 20.30f} 21.9,*
cf. Ac.15.16} Ro. 1.3.
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second passage it is said (a) that from the God of knowledge
comes all that is and shall be, everything fulfils its function
according to his design (1QS.3.15-18)t (b) he allots to man
the spirits of truth and perversity (1QS.3.18f.) and he loves
the former everlastingly (1QS.3.26 and 4.1), (c) God and his
angel of truth succour all the sons of light (lQS,3.24f.) and
the judgement of God will bring blessedness to those who walk
in the Spirit of truth and doom to others (1QS.4.11-14).
The writer of the Damascus Document calls on his disciples
to hear him and he will uncover their eyes that they may see and
that they may understand the works of God (CD.2.14f<). (a) This
God is the Creator (CD.2.21J 3.8), (b) who demands obedience
to his ethical commands (CD. 2.15f„,l8,21). (c) God in his
marvellous mysteries forgave their iniquity and blotted out
their sin (CD. 3.18) and (d) those who cling to the community
of the covenant are destined for everlasting life (CD.3.20).
The author of the Hymn Scroll speaks explicitly of his
testimony (6.19) whose fourfold content is evident in the
preceding lines and those which follows (a) God is the God
of glory (6.10,12), the creator (6.10), the most high God
(6.19), (b) who has made known to men 'the way of his heart'
(6.7f.)£c) who acts redemptively in history (5.20, 32f.) and
(d) whose juagement will be abundant mercy and pardon so that
the men of his council will be his princes in the lo(t of
light) while all the soul(s of darkness) shall be consumed
(6.14,18). Another page in the Hymn Scroll gives a summary
of God's teaching; (a) There is no God like Adonai (7.28) who
is an everlasting God (7.31) and beside Whom there is nothing
(7.32)\ (b) his face is against sin (7.30)J (c) his marvel¬
lous deeds include pardon, goodness and mercy toward his sons
(7.29f«, 32); (d) before his judgement no men will be just (7.28ft).
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A third passage in this work is 11.3-14 where the psalmist
outlines God's 'secret of truth'2 (a) God is a God of power
and glory (11.6-8) and (b) of righteousness (11.7) who (c)
also grants pardon and cleansing from sin (11.9) and (d) en¬
sures the blessed future of the saints (11.12-14)•
The Authority of the Witnesses
In these writings the shadowy figure of the Teacher of
Righteousness or Right Teacher is given many titles from which
it is evident that he is thought of as an authoritative,
prophetic and priestly guardian, an interpreter and expositor
of the torah, the witness who testifies the 'testimonies of
truth'. Many conjectures have been advanced concerning his
identity but none has met with universal approval; it may well
be that this title refers to an office rather than an Individual.
Much is said in the Scroll of the Rule in connection with the
witness, the man of understanding who is to instruct and teach
the sons of light (3.13). The sons of Zadok, the priests,
keep the covenant (5.2)j they are the men to whom the torah
of Moses is revealed (5.9). It is significant, however, that
the majority of the members of the community who keep the
covenant have authority alongside the priests (5.2f., 9f»).
Wherever there are ten men in a congregation there is to be one
priest who will study the law day and night but the others are
also to share in non-stop study for a third of the nights of
the year% the priest sits in the first place according to rank
and there are differences of rank among the ordinary members
as is evident from 2,231 "And no man shall go down from the
place he must occupy, nor raise hirrself above the place to which
his lot assigns him.' ^ The overseer or inspector seems to
(*) Cf. 5.20-24? lQSa.l.16-18.
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have been another title for the priest for he controls the
debate, interrogates the applicant for admission and instructs
the volunteer who is to be admitted (6,10-16) and yet it is
the whole community which gives the final decision (6,10-16;
cf, Ac, 15,A»12,22f.), In the council of the community there
are to be twelve men and three priests perfect in all that is
revealed of all the torah to guard the faith on earth,,,,,,
when these are in Israel the council of the community shall be
established in truth as an everlasting planting..... they are
the witnesses of truth, or faithful witnesses of the torah (1QS.
8.1-6),^ ^ It is clear that the authority of these witnesses
or teachers is derived from the authority of the torah which
they teach, indeed anyone who deviates from this doctrine is
to be expelled (8,21-23) • It is laid down that the sons of
Aaron alone shall command in matters of divine law (i00UJD)
(9.7) for the man of understanding (VdiO'D ) is 'the in¬
structor, the guide, the catechist' ^ who conceals the maxims
of the torah from the men of perversity but keeps true knowledge
and right justice for those who have chosen the way. He shall
guide each man in knowledge according to his spirit,,,,he shall
instruct them in the marvellous and true mysteries (9.17£).
The instructor who receives his knowledge as a gift from God
sings; "He has poured forth from the fount of his knowledge
the light that enlightens me and my eye has beheld his marvels
and the light of my heart pierces the mystery to come," (ll.3f»
cf. w, 15-18) •
(1) Gaster (The Scriptures of the Dead Sea Sect, p, 65) trans¬
lates. "The""members of the community7.,.will be the witnesses
of God's truth" although he takes 8.10b-l6 as applying to the
fifteen (or twelve) so that it is they who are separated from
the rest of the community as expositors of the torah who pre¬
pare the way by the study of it,
(2) Cf, Dupont-Sommer (op, cit, p, 95» note 1),
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The Damascus Document states that God raised the right
teacher to lead the remnant in the way of his heart (l.llf.)
and that he raised out of Aaron men of understanding and out
of Israel sages and he caused them to hear (his voice) and
they dug the well which is the torah (6.2-4). This activity
is to counteract the work of false prophecy. (6.1) and to these
men God has made known his truth which was spoken by his
(l)
anointed, i.e. the prophets (2.11-13). In the instructions
for the camp communities the priest or levite who is expert in
the torah is the overseer who instructs the others but all are
to obey the priest even though he in turn has to rely upon a
levite for expert advice (l3»l-*7)» The overseer is to ii>-
struct the community in the works of God and teach them his
marvellous deeds, unloose their bonds and examine new members
(13»7-11)» It is to be noted that there is one overseer of
all the camps who has mastered all the secrets of men and all
the tongues which their various clans speak (14,8-10) and it
is interesting also that every member of the sect is registered
in his due status in the lot of truth (l3.11f.).
In the Hymn Scroll the psalmist regards himself as the
foundation of truth and understanding for those whose way is
straight (2.10), an interpreter of knowledge concerning the
marvellous mysteries (2.13) but it is God who has effected this
by establishing the teaching by the psalmist's mouth and setting
understanding within his heart that he might open the fountain
of knowledge (2.17f.). The writer is opposed by the
(*) This is true also of the right teacher who explains all the
words of his servants the prophets (lQpHab.2.8f,), who made known
all the mysteries of the words of his servants the prophets
(lQpHab.7.4f•) in contrast with the wicked priest who was called
by the name of truth at the beginning of his coming but who
abandoned God for the sake of riches. Cf. the NT dislike of
teachers who trust in wealth.
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interpreters of falsehood (2.31} 4.7) and seers of deceit
(4.9f.)» the men who are not firm in God's truth (4.14) and
have said of the vision of knowledge* "It is not true" and
of the way of God's heart: "That is not it," (4.17f.) The
psalmist never tires of reiterating the fact that his position
is due to the gift of God, called variously: his marvellous
mysteries, his power, his counsel, the knowledge of his mighty
works (4.27-29), the secret of truth (5.9)» God's torah sealed
up in the heart (5,11). The teacher leans on God's truth for
it is God who will "set the foundation (of the house of truth)
upon rock and the framework on the oord of righteousness
(iGDtzm li> )^ ^....in order to build a stout bui(ld)i(ng)
such as will not shake".(6.25-27). The relationship of
teacher to taught is that of a father or nurse to children
(7.20-22| cf, I Thess. 2,7,11). That the authority of the sons
of truth depends on their grasp of the testimony is twice stated
explicitly in the Hymn Scroll, firstly, "And unto Thy sons of
truth Thou hast given under standing and they shall know Thee
for ever and ever (and) shall be glorified according to their
knowledge. And likewise unto the son of ma(n....) Thou hast
given an abundant portion of the knowledge of Thy truth and he
shall be (gl)ori(fied) according to his knowledge." (10.27-29)^ ^}
secondly, in the words of the Teacher: "And in proportion to
(their knowledge... and) according to their understanding Thou
(*•) = literally, a rope or measuring cord, hence, meta¬
phor! caljy, rule or law as in Is. 28.10 where it means knowledge
or teaching.
(2) Cf, Mt, 16.18 and the striking parallel of "the doors shall
be so protected that none will be able to break them.,.and the
ancient gates shall send out weapons of war (lQS,6#27f•,31).
(3) cf, Jn. 17.1-3,22; Mt. 13.54} Lk.4.15.
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hast made them draw near, and they shall serve Thee in con-
(l)
formity with their authority* ' according to the divisions
(..•)without transgressing Thy word," (12.22-24),^ ^ No
official position gives the Teacher the authority to proclaim
his message; "God'i he says, "is the source of the fountain in
his mouth and he himself is dust, like those whom he teaches"
(18,10-12); he continues; " (ho)?/ can I see unless Thou un¬
cover my eyes?" (18,19)•
According to the Commentary on Habbakuk the Teacher's words
are from the mouth of God; that is, they are given on his
authority (lQpHab.2,2f.) • The prophets, according to the W8r
Scroll are 'those who see the testimonies' (lQM.ll,7f.) ana
Israel (in this case surely the sect) is the people of the
saints of the covenant and of those who are learned in the
precept who hear the voice of the venerated (Being) and
see the angels of holiness,..those whose ear is opened and who
hear profound things," (1QM.10,lOf•) This congregation of
Israel is to be obedient to the torah of the sons of Zadok, the
priests (lQSa.l.lf),
(!) "The amount of authority exercised by the sectaries depended
on the degree of their spiritual advancement, and their hier¬
archic rank on the excellence of their holiness," (Dupont-
Soimier; op, cit. p. 240, note 2),
(2) Cf. lQSa.l. 16-18; "Whoever is destined to take his place in
the offices according to his understanding and the perfection
of his conduct, he shall strengthen his loins in the pos(ition
(which he occupies) in order to fui)fil the office confided to
his care in the midst of his brethren. They shall all be
honoured, one more than another, (according to whether they) have
much or little."
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The Authority of the Testimony
The testimony, which is the torah or truth or covenant of
God, has certainly an authority but it is one which has no
external sanction; it has its source not in an official
position but in a revelation of God. The witnesses of 1QS 8.6
are men who are perfect in all that is yevealed of all the torah
(1QS.8.1); they are to act according to all that is revealed....
and according to that which the prophets have revealed by his
Holy Spirit (lQ8.8.15f.)•
In the Damascus Document God's testimonies of righteous¬
ness are among the hidden things which he reveals to Israel
(CD.3.13-15).
The writer of the Hymn Scroll describes as 'the people who
participated in my testimony' (1QH.6.19) those whom God has
taught according to (the words of) his mouth (CD.6.9), Those
who see the testimonies are the anointed of God, that is, they
are the prophets, the receivers of revelation, according to the
War Scroll (lQK.ll.7f.) and Israel has in these testimonies a
constant reminder of God's grace (Dupont-Sommer) or covenant
(Gaster) or kingdom (Habermann) (lQM.13.8f.)that the
remnant....may recount his works of truth.
The writings of the Dead Sea Sect show repeatedly that the
testimony is a grace-gift. The priest's blessing runs: "May
he enlighten thy heart with understanding of life, and favour
thee with everlasting knowledge (lQS.2.2f.)." The Scroll of
the Rule insists that it is only through the spiritual appre¬
hension of God's truth that a man's ways can be properly
directed...only through the Holy Spirit can he achieve union
with God's truth (lQS.3.6f.)I when the twelve men«and three
(*) The ms. is faulty here.
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priests are carrying out their work of instruction the Holy
Spirit will rest on a sound foundation and the truth will be
/1\
evinced perpetually (lQS.9.3f.)» Sod has given to the
elect the fountain of righteousness, the reservoir of power
and the dwelling-place of glory as an everlasting possession
(1QS.11.4-7) and the idea of the gift is repeated in vv.3,
15-18. It is for false teaching that the congregation of
traitors is deposed (CD.1.12 - 2.1); they have defiled their
Holy Spirit and spoken against the precepts of God. That the
testimony is a gift of grace is noted again in the Hymn Scroll
in KII. 1.211 2.17f.*4*27f.,31f* 10.13ff 10.27-29) ll.lSf.
In 1QH.9*32 God'b certain truth and his Holy Spirit are equated;
in lQH.12.11f. the writer says that,gifted with understanding,
he has known God because of the Spirit he has put in him (cf.
13.8f| 14.12f.). The whole of this concept of the inspired
teacher is summed up in 1QH.14.25* "Thou hast favoured' me,
Thy servant, with the Spirit of knowledge." Finally, in the
Prayer of the Feast of Weeks, God's covenant is said to be
founded on 'the vision of glory and the words of God's Holy
Spirit, on the works of his hands and the writing of his right
hand that his chosen people might know the glorious teachings
(1Q34.2.6). The Sect clearly regarded their torah and their
exegesis of it as inspired and prophetic, the latter represent¬
ing the exact purport of the former. The Teacher is the man
who seeks and finds the truth. Dupoht-Sommer is not exaggerat¬
ing when he says: "the collection of the sect's ordinances was
(thus) endowed^with an extraordinary prestige, like the Mosaic
Law itself." ^ ^
(M Cf. Jn. 4.21,23f.
(2) Pp» oitj,. p. 147.
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The Tradition of the Testimony
In spite of the charismatic nature of the testimony the
sect regarded it as having a settled and permanent character;
it was something to which the member must adhere, in which he
must stand firm; it was a doctrine which must not be altered
and which must be preserved and passed on. This is evident
from the following examples; "They shall make no single step
from all the words of God concerning their times." (1QS.1.
13-15); "They shall not depart from any maxim of the torah to
walk in all the stubbornness of their heart." (1QS.9.9-11) J
(i)
"With wise reflexion I will recount knowledge; with under¬
standing prudence I will guard (it) within firm bounds to keep
the faith and the law strictly according to the righteousness
of God," (1QS.10.2Af.), According to the Damascus Document
all those who enter the community are to act according to the
exact tenor of the Law in which the first had been instructed."
(CD.A.8) and CD. 15.12f. runs; "And when once he has under¬
taken to be converted to the Law of Moses with all his heart
and soul, (how) terrible would it be for him to be(t)ray (it)."
The false interpreters and deceitful seers have bartered the
Law for flattering words to the people of God and stop the
thirsty from drinking the draught of knowledge (1QH.A.9-11)
but the right teacher will not abandon any of God's precepts
(1QH.15.12). The Law goes back even beyond Moses to the
patriarchs (CD.3.2-4; 8.17f»)» The deep, deep truth of God
is something that can be set firm in the heart of the believer
(1QH.5.9), something to which he can hold fast (1QH.7.20).
The testimony is described as a measuring-cord and a plumb-
(*) Taking.the variant ID "OK instead of lITDSjcf, Dupont-
Sonsner, op^c^t. p. 47, note 2.
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line (lQH.5.25f; cf. 18,10-12). The glorious testimonies
of God are a perpetual reminder of God's grace in the midst of
Israel (1QM.13.8) and it is stated that God's counsel will re¬
main and the thought of his heart will stand fast for ever
(lQH.2f.13) • The twelve laymen and three priests mentioned in
QS.8.1 are there to guard the faith as witnesses (1QS.8.3?
10,22ff.) j the sons of Zadok, the priests, have been chosen by
God to establish his covenant for (ever] (l, Sb.3»22f.) } all
Israel is to be the keeper of God's testimonies (1QD&.2.8f.).
The teacher is given the word to teach others, as is shown by
1QH.6.10-12* "And(Thou hast] created (me) for Thy sake to (ful)
fil the Law, and (to te)a(ch by) my mouth the men of Thy council
....that Thy marvels may be told to everlasting generations...
and all the nations shall know Thy truth and all the peoples
Thy glory." The true teacher who is to pass on the doctrine
as a father or a. nurse feeds a child (lQH.7»19-22) must not be
silent (lQH.10.12ff,) . The psalmist of the Hymn Scroll writes:
"(And Thou hast created all) the host^ ^ endowed with knowledge
to recount mighty deeds unto flesh and the true precepts unto
him that is born (of woman)" (lQH.18.23f.) •
(x) STib' is applied to the ministry of the priests in the
tabernacle of testimony in Num. if.23 (cf . 8.22f5 I K. 2^.22) J
LXX translates: n-oftTy t« aLray tv
-%n t 00 ap f o £ t oy » ■» ^ 3 also means to war a
warfare,*" cf. I Tim. 1.18.
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Conclusion
As far as the study of the Biblical testimony is concerned
the Dead Sea Scrolls serve as an epilogue to the Old Testament
rather than as a prologue to the New Testament; it is not
until Jesus has come that the witness and the testimony become
one, that the witness himself is the fulfilment and embodiment
of the testimony. In the Scrolls the testimony is the tradi¬
tional teaching about God in his relationship to man with its
constant fourfold content. The witnesses are the leaders of
the community and their authority is a prophetic teaching one
which depends on adherence to the doctrine. The testimony is
a grace-gift from the mouth of God himself but nevertheless it
is a static thing with regard to its general principles and must
not be altered in any way. The authority of the testimony is
discerned by prophetic vision and has no external, official
sanction. Great stress was laid by the sect on the faithful
transmission of the testimony and permanent expulsion was the




The close connection between the OT and the NT has always
been recognised and the witness-concept provides no exception
to this. In the NT the true meaning of the term is seen when
it is thought of in connection with the root-meaning of
'reminding' and with the OT testimony or testimonies which are
the prophetic teaching about God and his relationship to men.
In the following chapter it will be seen that John the Baptist,
while continuing the prophetic task of reviving the testimony
and recalling God's people to it, introduces a new factor, viz.
that he points to the man who is the embodiment of the testimony.
CHAPTER VI.
THE PROPHETIC TESTIMONY CP JOHN THE BAPTIST
The Nature of the Testimony
It is only in the Fourth Gospel that the Baptist is ex-
plicitly stated to function as a witness: to the light:
> ,4./ / V k ' / \
Hfcgi T«>u fp«dTo{ (l,7f.)»
to the Logos. p.»(> TTLgt o-'too (o Aoyos) (1.15) J
K\ o j \ t. / j. ✓
_ eu ftv/Tvj iorris/ t) lCJL |to«k>/vou
...... u£croS u wv (TTiiKti ov c»w< ©t o<k T £ (1,19»26)*
is %
to Jesus' possession of the Spirit: A&i ^ j-av
Ai-yuW OT i To TTvtvua. KftTa^u»</o V ........ K,<x i
>/ . * •»
. (1.32)} to Jesus as the Son of God,
(*■) The reference to the descent of the Spirit shows that John's
* seeing' is spiritual and his testimony is a spiritual judgement.
He saw Jesus with the eye of flesh and the Son of God by faith.
His testimony is therefore of the same order as that of Moses?
cf. Kattenbuschs Per Martyrertitel. ZNW. fr.(190?)« PP. 113f.
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*■ / % / t S i «
£w<? a, K, K«i on O>«jto<j t«"Tiv o
Yto^ too BtoZ (1.34? of. 3.26)1 to the truth! u^k7$
a.rrtcrraXv,<Ar t K%o<> ' I to c^v v rj V, sol jo^apru^KW rp aAp9tic{ .(5.33) •
There are, however, many passages in the Synoptics where John's
activity is the same but is described in different terms, ^viz.
(2) s ✓ (3)
kppJcrcreiV (tit. 3. If.,par. )v i ? fccr 3a i v 'and
tiaeaK.«Afc?v ^ (Lk» 3.18) and 'coming oSu> £>iKcuocrovr| s '
(Mt. 21.32) •4 0p.oXoyg.7v also is used by the author of the
Fourth Gospel (1.20) J these show that here the is the
prophet of the truth of God which is Jesus.^ ^
(1) Cf. Oepke, KWB. IIl.583.6ff* cf. also Dodd (The Inter¬
pretation of the Fourth Gospel. p.330)« "This testimony ^that
of John the Baptist) is certainly more explicit in the Fourth
Gospel than in any of the others, but all of them point to its
employment in the preaching of the Gospel."
(2) For the synonyms of Kqef<r<r t.v ,which include
see Friedrichj KWB. III.702,5-11.
(*) Cf. Friedrich KWB. 11.715. 31f.
(4) Cf, Schmitz (KWB. V.77S.12-14)* "Vor allem (in LXX) dlent
TT«e«KM.Xfc?v u gelegentlich auch 7rae«v>X.-i<m dazu, den g<5tt-
lichen Trost zu verheissen u zu bezeugen, der dem Volke Gottes,
das unter dem Gericht Gottes steht, u auch dem einzelnen der in
der Anfechtung steht, gegeben werden soil." Cf. ib. 790.9-2A?
Schechter (Studieg In Judaism p. 187)i "The Bible, especially
the books of the~prophets consists, in great part, of promises
for the future which the rabbis justly termed the 'Consolations'.
Cf. Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, pp. 119, 125.
(5) Bernard (^2CC.p. 34y~insilti that the Baptist is an eye¬
witness? but~"his testimony does not mean much if he only saw
a dove, and anything more than this is something more than eye-
witnessing. B. also speaks (p.110) of "the profound conviction
of the Apostolic Age that the Church's teaching rested on the
testimony of eve-witnesses."
Bultmann (Das Evangelturn des Johannes, p. 30, note 5) avers
that throughout"the Gospel
have a juristic sense: "durch seine Aussage' einen in Frage
stehenden Tatbestand als wirklich (bzw, unwirklich)
bezeugen (cf. pp. 58f.) but this can scarcely be true of the
testimony of the Spirit of truth who will testify of Jesus (15.
26) or the testimony to the truth borne by Jesus (18.37). B.
should have made it clear that the legalistic sense only applies
metaphorically, in respect of the great trial between God and the
world which he refers to on p. 426, note 5. and p. 507.
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When the Content of the Baptist's Testimony is examined
it becomes clear that in its main principles it is precisely
that of the Mosaic torah and the prophets;^ ^ it is certainly
not simply a set of observable facts^ ^ but a body of doctrine
concerning God, his nature, will, purposes and activity; in a
word, its content is God's revelation." ' John has the dis¬
tinction of being the first after many years of silence or of
pseudonymous writing to come out into the open with a fearless
proclamation of the word of God and, over and above that, he
has the honour of being the fore-runner of him who is the Word.
(*) NB. Jesus' words: "All the prophets prophesied until John."
(fct. 11.3). and cf. Cepke (KWB. 111.582. 42-44) 8 "Das NT iibernimmt
den Ertrag der at. lichen Offenbarung. Der Gott des NT ist der
des AT, nicht im Sinne der Absoluten Identitat der Gottesvor-
stellung, wohl aber im Sinne heilsgeschichtlicher Kontinuitat.
Von Campenhausen (Die Idee des foartyriums in der alten Kirche.
pp. 9f.) is correcTTn saying that the"*witness~*Idea in~the sense
taken by the NT writers is rooted in the OT and it is difficult
to see how the truth concerning the Law can be separated from the
fidelity of the Christian witness to the truth about God as it is in
Christ, the 'way'. Von C. declares also that the Jews lacked a
missionary task but this is belied by Is.43.10,12: 44.8 and Jonah?
he states: "Es fehlt (to the Jewish martyrs) das geschichtliche
Zeugnis, das ihm zum Zeugen macht" but this does not take into
account the fact that the torah contains more than just ethical
commands.
(2) Jn. 1.34, cf. R. Asting, Die Verkundigung, p. 673.(3) Burnier (La Notion de Temolgnage dans le Nouveau Testament,
pp. 43-47, 65-09) show S~~the"c1o se connectIon-of" testimony7 gospel
and kerygrna and many other terms which indicate 'the preaching of
the Gospel' throughout the NT writings.
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(a) The sovereignty of God is referred to in John's preach¬
ing that the kingdom of heaven^ ' is at hand (Mt,3.2; cf.
Dan. 2.44) and the lordship of Jesus is expressed in the
testimony that he is the light which enlightens every man who
comes into the world, the one who was before John although he
(2)
came after him and indeed is above all.v ' (b) God's moral law
is stressed in John's demand for 'fruits meet for repentance'
from his audiences (Mt. 3.2,8,10; cf. Mk. 1.4; Lk. 3.8-14),
his rebuking of Herod's licence (Mt. 14.4; cf. Lk. 3*19) and
Jesus' reference to John's coming 'in the way of righteousness*
(Mt. 21.32). (c) God's redemptive action, conceived of as the
remission of sins, takes the place of the release from Egypt
(Mk. 1.4) in the Baptist's proclamation; this is in accord
with his father's prophecy that he was to "Give knowledge of
salvation to his people by the remission of their sins" (Lk.
1.77; cf. 3.6) and he points to Jesus as the Lamb of God who
takes away the sin of the world (Jn. 1.29,36). (d) The promise
of God is of the coming one who will gather his wheat into the
garner but who will burn up the chaff (Mt. 3.3»llf» Mk. 1.7J
Lk. 3.lSf.)
Joftn's Authority
John the Baptist had no official authority. Although he
was the son of a priest, he took no part in the priestly
offices (Lk. 1.80). His authority was that of the OT prophets;
the crowds counted him as a prophet (Mt. 14.5* 21.26; cf, Lk.20.6);
(!) Schechter (Aspects p.65): "The idea of the Kingdom of God,
derived from the Shema is described by some rabbis as the very
'Truth' (or essence) of the Torah."
(2) Jn. 1.7-9| cf. Ac. 13.25; Jn. 3.31.
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Jesus described him as being more than a rophet, a second^
Elijah, the forerunner of the Messiah (Mt. 17.12f; 11.9? of,
Lk. 1.76) and claimed that there was no prophet greater than
he (Mt. ll.llf. par). He is the messenger of God, apostled
by God (Mt. 11.10?Mk. 1.2; Jn. 1.6,33; 3.28); the angel told
Z-a-charias that his son would be filled with the Holy Spirit
from his conception so that he would go in the spirit and
power of Elijah (Lk, 1.15,17). The various references to
John's |^«.0/ito(L G.t. 9.14? Lk. 1.7? Lk. 3.16; Jn. 1.15,27,
30; 3.29f.) show that he was a teacher^ ^ and the author of
the Fourth Gospel confirms this when his disciples and the
Jews address him as 'Rabbi' (Jn. 3.26); in Luke the publi¬
cans address him as hi 5«<r k<a N e. (3.12). John himself con¬
fesses that his authority is less than that of Jesus who will
baptise with the Holy Spirit (Mt. 3.11, par; Jn. 1.15,27,30;
3.29f.) and Jesus teaches that he who is least in the kingdom
of heaven is greater than John (Mt.11*11)* Thus John is seen
to have an authority which sets itself over against the heredi¬
tary authority of the religious leaders but which is less than
that of any Christian, who has a greater knowledge of Jesus.
He himself is aware of his call but he has no way of proving
this except by the terms of his message, the prophetic testi¬
mony. His authority is the authority of the word he pro-
, (
claims, the authority of the ^aeTuetov .v '
(i) Friedrich (KWB. III. 704. 24f.) denies this but gives no
reason; "Er tritt nicht als Lehrer vor die Gemeinde und legt
im Gottesdienst £J.e Scrift aus9sondern er riittelt die Menechen
aus ihrei Schlaf A and macht sie aufmerksam auf das, was kommen
wird, wie die Propheten."
(3) Fascher (jTPoj>Hthz .pp. 176,180) plays down the authority v
of John as against that of Jesus by explaining the phrase
/3o^v/ro? as 'nur ein Zeuge', Dodd also (The Interpretation of
the Fourth Gospel, p.292) writes; "And it is to be~observed
that while~in~Matthew and Luke the Baptist has much of the
character of the preacher of righteousness which attaches to
him in Josephus, in John as in Mark he is simply a witness to
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The Authority of the Testimony
In Jn, 1.32 the Baptist testifies that he has seen the
Spirit descending like a dove on Jesus, 7 Testimony to
Jesus is spiritual testimony which is given by God (Jn. 1.33)»
it is "the absolute truth manifested by revelation and received
(2)
only by faith."v 7 St. John represents his namesake as saying:
"He whom God hath sent speaketh the words of God; for God giveth
not the Spirit by measure to him." (Jn. 3.34). It would appear,
then, that the testimony is a charisma, that John the Baptist's
ministry, like that of all the prophets before him, is charis¬
matic! and, further, that this charisma has a static character
in the sense that it is not so much a sudden, dramatic and
temporary ecstasy but an abiding conviction of eternal truth,
the words of God, the light.^ ^ The testimony has an in¬
herent authority which depends on faith in the hearer: "John
came to testify to the light that all might believe through
him (Jn. 1.7). There were some who said that John had a
devil, they did to him whatsoever they listed (Mt. 11.18!
14.3-5; 17.12; 21.25-27,32) and there were others, his
disciples, who believed him and followed Jesus.
the coming of the Messiah": but in the Fourth Gospel Jesus
more than once describes himself as a witness.
(1) "The historical witness gives place to the moral", says
Bernard (ICC.p.xciii), referring to I Jn. 5.7f.» but although
the Baptist is an historical person his testimony is not
simply historical, it is not simply as B.would have it (p.48;
cf. 452), to the effect that John saw a dove or pigeon alight
on Jesus but that he also fsawf the Spirit, Jesus says that
he does not receive historical testimony (Jn,5.33). Casey
(The Beginnings of Christianity I.p. 34) is nearer the truth
when he writes; ^John the~*Sspt ist 's testimony is to a fact,
the descent upon Jesus of the Spirit, but the real g to q_ i a v
is the consequence of that fact, ie, that Jesus is the Light,
the Logos, "the Son of God etc.''
(a) Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p.182.
(3) Dodd (The~Authority~of~the Blble.pp,169f.. 299) denies "a
static finality in~religion" as7 for example, a fixing of the
Torah but there ar^ truths which do not change, such as this
biblical testimony.
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The Transmission of the Testimony
John, as has been noted, had his disciples to whom he
entrusted his teaching and his baptism and who were prepared
to argue about it with the Jews, presumably the official
teachers (Ac,18.25» 19.3). That the particular manifestation
of the testimony presented by John should be superseded by the
fuller teaching of the early church was inevitable, indeed
John himself had foretold this (Jn. 3»30)•
Conclusion
This short study of the testimony of John the Baptist
serves to show that his testimony is basically that of Moses,
the prophets and the psalms and that John is a bridge between
the OT and the NT in that he points to Jesus as the fulfilment
of the OT testimony. The Baptist's heralding of Jesus as the
Coming One has its source in hie spiritual vision and his
authority is thus dependent on the impact which his message
makes on his hearers. John's testimony is that he saw the
Spirit descending and remaining on Jesus in the bodily form of
a dove but this cannot be called eye-witness testimony which
would have to be confined to his seeing the dove. That Jesus
was in full possession of the Spirit of God John could know
only by revelation (cf. Is. A0.3»13f? Al.18,27? A2.1,Af?
AA.3 etc.). Thus John's testimony is a charisma and yet it
is not an ephemeral thing for it is basically the way of
righteousness, the way of the Lord, the way v/hich J'esus taught
and will claim to be (Jn. lit-.6), the four-fold testimony v/hich
has been revealed again and again to Israel by prophet and
priest and which has now become flesh.
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CHAPTER VII
THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS IN THE SYNOPTICS AND ACTS
The Mature of the Testimony
In the Synoptic Gospels the word f*Mpr^iov is used to
denote the message which Jesus brought, which he entrusted to
his disciples and jnrhich he gave them authority to teach and
proclaim and testify,^ ^ In Mt. 10.18 Jesus tells them that
they will be brought before authorities and kings for his sake,
that is, for the sake of his Gospel, with a view to his Gospel
iov ctt'-roi'f )• This jA.agTo^(ov is what Jesus
has told them in darkness (ie. privately); it is the pro¬
clamation of the kingdom of heaven and also the actions which
present the doctrine in dramatic form. This testimony* pre¬
sented in public, will be in fact the gift of the Holy Spirit
(Mt. 10.19f.) Passages parallel to this are found in the
apocalyptic discourse? Mt. 2X« 14- readsi "And this gospel
3
of the kingdom will be proclaimed in the whole world
^etoeiow " * showing that what the disciples are to pro¬
claim is what Jesus proclaimed (cf. Mk. l.lXf.). Mk. 13»9
reads: "You shall be brought before authorities and kings
(i) Morgenthaler (Die lukanische Geschichtsschreipung als
Zeugnis. II), by a sFudy of"~the literary"form in Bonnection with the
OT legal necessity for two or three witnesses,has shown that
Luke's Gospel is his Testimony concerning Jesus. f. . carries
his argument perhaps a little too far,for the biblical witness
idea is not simply legal but his evidence is certainly striking,
drawn as it is from the frequency of double names: "Es geht
also Lk in all diesen Namenpaaren um den apostolischen Grundsatz
der Doppelzeugung" (p.10)J geographical name-pairing? double
words,eg. spirit and truth, signs and wonders; antitheses, eg.
God and man, seeing and hearing? double quotations; double
logia; three-fold phrases? parallel speeches; even the double
work* Gospel and Acts; "Es gibt ja sozusagen nichte, was er
nicht zweimal erzShlt." (p.22). Cf.A.Barr (Expository Times,
XL IX, pp,L01-8)for a study of the factor of""testimony""in the
Gospels; Ninehara, JTS, 9(1958), pp. 13-25; 2L3-252.
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for my sake (for ray name's sake, v, 13) atro7$
and the gospel mast first be preached to all the nations." Lk.
21.12f. speaks of the disciples being brought before kings and
authorities for the sake of Jesus' name (ie. his message) and
>
„ (i)
it will turn to them £i* p.«e""ue»x ' (ie. it will give
them an opportunity of delivering testimony). Each of these
last verses is followed by Jesus' statement that the
5ill_ the ffoly Spirit (Mk. 13.11), ie. by
himself who will give them crro^a k«7 <To<pta (Lk.21.15).
The «ov is the prophetic word.^ ^
The basic description of Jesus' testifying is that he
/ ✓ \ (3) t t , ✓ \ (4)
proclaimed (Kr)^ oor C5-a is/; 9 'taught ( 6tb«crNfeiV ) 5
(Mt. 4.23 etc.), fulfilled the law and the prophets (Mt.5«
17-20 etc.) and did mighty works (tit.4.23 etc.) which are
closely associated with healing, in accordance with the
( \) As in Ex.2.A where«is used to translate
7lkiA> but it is also used in LXX for which means 'to
publish' a report (Nu.lA.37i Dt.22.14,19? Ne.6.19 and 'to
romulgate' doctrine (Is.42.3,Heb.).
2) Cf. Ps.118.88 and many other places; not simply an irksome
testimony against their accusers in the Last Judgement as
Bosch has it (Dig_Heidennilsslonf P.l&l).
(3) Cf. PrledrToE"[KWB.111.715.32): "das heilige und unver-
gangliche Kerygma iFfgewissermassen eine Lehre, die von der
ewigenErrettung handelt."
(4) Cf. Rengstorf (KWB.II.pp.142f.) where the teaching of Jesus
is said to have the~same restricted ethical content as that of
Judaism, differing only with regard to his own person, ie. in
his selfconsciousness. Dealing with the Johannine use of
&4&a<rKtiv R. states (146.Iff); "In alien FSllen handelt es
sich somit um die Begabuhg mit einer um einer htSheren
Welt. Das ist ein Sebrauch von , den wir bei den
Synoptikern vergeblich suchen," But Jesus' teaching is really
always regarded as a gift from above; that this is the meaning
of the Baptism is confirmed also by the ISjoucrifa given to
Jesus by God in his healing/teaching (Lk.5.17» Mt.9.8). Again,
Mk, 8.31 speaks of Jesus teaching his disciples that the Son of
Man must suffer many things777and after three days rise again.
Further, Jesus' teaching in the temple (Mt. 26.55) included
much more than morality. Finally, the false witnesses at the
trial describe Jesus' claim to be fl<xcrthCa (Lk.23.2) ,
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( M
prophecy of Isaiah 6.9b-10, quoted in Mt.i3.i4f. ' The title
4P«/fy3«u or AiS^j-KaXo* is used of Jesus by his disciples
( 2\
and the rulers of the Jews alike. ' His preaching and teach¬
ing are described variously as 'good news' ,
£0<x\^ eX<J 0 a.>. ) ^ ' (Mt.4.23,* etc), 'report' {a^or})
(Mt.4.24j Mk.1.28; Mt.14.1 of.Is.55.1), his 'yoke' (Mt.ll.29f.)
the word of the kingdom (Mt.13.19), the gospel of (the kingdom
of) God (Mk.1.14)?^ ^ the v/ord of God (Lk.5.1)| revelation
(Kt.11.25); a napiio<ri<; received from God and passed on to
others (Mt.11.27 cf. Lk.10.22J Mt.25.14,20,22)J the mysteries
as (v.5) • Cf. Daube (JTSfXXXIX. p.45) I
may correspond to the Hebrew rnu)~l ~ or the Aramaic HJTn&l
in itsatechnical sense, i,e. qua authority to lay down such
doctrines and decisions as are of binding force;" cf.pp.46;
52, note 2; 53. See also Riesenfeld* The Gospel Tradition
and its Beginnings, p.24. " " v
T1) See Prov.3.21-22a where God's counsel is described as
T £M £ cr a £ J- t ♦
(a) In view of all this evidence it is impossible to accept
Rengstorf's statements: "Am bedeutungsvollsten ist, dass in
aer Erinnerung der JiJnger Jesus als Lehrer v'dllig im Hinter-
grund gestanden zu haben scheint." (KWB. IV,457.39f.) and that
Jesus "ist ftir die Jtifnger nirgenas (1J ein Schulhaupt, sondern
stets der lebendige Herr der Seinen." (458.10f,). In fact he
was both. Cf.Ig. Mag.9.If* t3C<»»-cfT©^ tou jaovoo
6c«.(r t<vdAoU v . . »^. . ou ov rr £ o P)7 <x v ^ c* <3^ v
0 v T TUJ rx V/£ w i*. ct "T t US OLeX K«Ao\/ ccL T <3 V TtQ&cT&SoK V | ,
See also Liem, Ev. Theol.. 11(1935).p.424.
(3) Cf. Michel 7kWB. V.213, note 40) to e i.?v vertritt im
joh Sprachkreis vielfach das synopt cf.
Eriedrich KWB. II.714.25ff. and Bultmanm Theology I,p.87.
(4) p»or ra^FTnic references to the use of TyoKerror torah see
Aboth 3.7? Berak 2.2,5? II Bar. 41.3? Ps.Sol.7.8f 17.32?
Sir. 51.26.
(5) Dalman (Words of Jesus. pp.lSlf.) shows the identity of
'kingdom of Sod' and 'eternal life'.
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of the kingdom of heaven (Mt.13.li; Mk.4.11J Lk.8.10);
wisdom ( (To (ct) (Mt.12.42; 13*54; Mk.6.2); knowledge
(ys/Zo-i <; ) (Lk.1.77; 11,52)| prophecy (Mt. 13*57| Mk.6.4t
Lk.4.24; 7.16; 24.19)r ^ the way of God (Mt.22.16); the
command (gyroX*) ) of God (Mt.15.3f Mk.7*8) and exhortation
( Tta g L X rj cr\ $ ) (Lk.3.18). The act of testifying is
rendered by expressions such as; sowing the word (Mt.13*3-23;
Mk.4.3-20), speaking in parables (Mt.13.3,13fff Mk.4.2)^ \
interpreting the scriptures (Lk.24.27), opening the scriptures
(Lk.24.32) and shepherding (Mk.6.34), All these find, verbal
parallels in the LXX references to the Mosaic and prophetic
ministry of the wora^ ^ and it is obvious that the synoptic
writers conceive of Jesus' teaching work as being of the same
(4>
order as that of the Baptist and his spiritual forebears^ '
for Jesus himself is quoted as saying; "The scribes and
Pharisees sit in Moses' seat.; all therefore whatsoever they bid
you observe, that observe and do" (Mt.23*2f.). In the parable
(i) See Dodd (i-ysterium Christl, pp.6o-62) :"In the teaching of
Jesus the emphasis*~is placed once more where the great prophets
had placed it." Holl (Gesammelte Aufsatze, II.p.79) inclines
to the view that "im Zusamiiienhang damlt (The idea that the
prophet must suffer death) das ort in elnem neuen
Sinn ftfr den Propheten aufkam " noting that the activity of
the prophet is frequently indicated by 81a
and a j^Aeruei'« • It is doubtful if this is the true
connection, and also if the idea was new.
(f) dee above p. 61, note 3*
(3) E.g. sowing the word (Prov.11.18; Is.28.7-29; Jer, 4*3
and esp. Is. 55.10ff.)j speaking in parables (Hu.23.7f Ps.77.2;
Ezek.17.2j 24.3); interpreting the scriptures (Sir.47.17)f
opening the scriptures (Hos.2.17; Ps.48.5f ls.42.7»20f 45*3)f
shepherding (Jer.3.15f Ezek.34*4fff Zech.10.2f.)1
(4) Cf. Carrington (The Primitive Christian Catechism.p.96); "We
may even see in our Lord the champion of the""old Jewish piety
against the new piety of the Pharisees." • Lavies (Paul and
Rabbinnic Judaism,p.144); "Jesus preached a new torah from the
mount." and""Xp7l44) f "Paul must have regarded Jesus in the light
of a new Moses."; Delssmann (The Religion of Jesus and the Faith
of Paul.pp.82f. ,129): "the holy spark had leapt "from"" the
Baptist to Him."
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of Lazarus and Lives (Lk.l6.19-31) the latter is represented as
praying that the beggar be sent to testify (ani> t«. ^ote-r^e 1 t at )
to his five brothers, that is,, to underline the testimony of
(l\
Moses and the prophets (v.29), the original gospel of Clod, '
by the testimony of the Resurrection, and Abraham avers that the
testimony of a resurrected person is no more compelling than the
OT j* for those who cannot or will not 'see* or 'hearl^
It is important to realise that this parable is spoken against
the Pharisees who have been 'unfaithful servants of God', that
is, false witnesses or teachers of the torah which cannot fail
(Lk.16.17) and who therefore are incapable of,receiving (the
message of) the kingdom of God (Lk.l6.lS.3l)^' '
The Content of the Testimony
An examination of the Content of Jesus' Testimony reveals
that is is basically the same as the authentic OT testimony, as
was that of John the Baptist^ ^ and this is succinctly stated by
Jesus himself in Mt, 23.2f. His torah is the OT torah purified
(1) Cf* Mt*5*17S "Think not that I am come to destroy.the law
and the prophets; I am not come to destroy but to fulfil."; cf.
Mk.7.8-lCi tfstborn (Tora in the Old Testament, pp.157-164.)
shows the close relationship of the OT torah to the teaching of
Jesus* Astingj (DjLe YprkOndi^un^. p*396) still holds to the
narrow interpretation that Lazarus is "Trager eines Wi liens".
(2) Gtfnther is surely wrong in limiting the content of the
testimony to "die Warnung eines aus dem Jenseits Kommenden vor
dem Gericht." {SjBL 47 (195&).p.154,note 66)* Surkau (Martyrjen
in .Ittdisoher undFrufiehristlicher Zeit. p.Ill) is wide oFThe mark
when he writes* ^Der Stamm "mart*7 wird in syndptischen Schrift-
tum kaum verwandt, and wo er auftritt, hat er rein forensieche
Bedeutung." The first remark is true enough but the occurrences
of p-ag-rde 10V most certainly have a prophetic and didactic sense.
(3)Gtfnther also ( f*\ do-fu ^ .P. 123) has too narrow a conception of
Lazarus' testimony; ™urn vor den funf Brudern des Reichen die
Tatsache eines letzten Ausgleichs 'zu bezeugen' und dieses sein
Zeugnis musete naturgemass zur Busspredigt werden."
(4) Cf. Boschi Die Heidenmlssion in der Zukunftschau Jesu f p.
55f. and Line* The Doetrine of*"the Christian~i..Inlstn/ . p.40.
The view represented by 3 a ba tierTThe Rel 1gione'of~Authority
and the Religion of the Spirit.p.2?5l that Jesui""rrcasT~into
the shadow of the past the law of Moses" cannot be sustained in
view of dominical sayings such as Mt. 5.18. Cf. Branscomb (Jesus
and the Law of Moses) for Jesus' sympathetic and obedient
attitude to synagogue, temple and torah.
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(l)
and stripped of its non-essentialsN ' and summed up in his own
person, (a) In his preaching about the kingdom of God Jesus
provides the first aspect of the testimony, viz. the sovereignty
of God (e.g. Mt. 4.17? 13.11? Mk.1.15? 10.14? Lk.4.43?
8.1,10? 9.11,27f? 16.16? 17.21f; 18.17,24? 19.11? 21.31?
Ac.1.3). Jesus also teaches that God is the God of all
nations (Mk.11.17) and shows his own power over the forces of
nature (f t.8.27) and of the spiritual world (Lk. 4.34,41).
(b) The commandments of the law are also upheld by Jesus who,
in the Sermon on the Mount, says* "Whosoever shall do and teach
them shall be called great in the kingdom of heaven" and insists
that his followers' righteousness should exceed that of the
scribes and Pharisees (Mt.5.17-20). He disowns workers of in¬
iquity (Mt.7.23), preaches repentance (Mt.12.41) and in many
passages insists on scrupulous observance of the moral law
(Mt.15* 3ff? 19.17ff? 22.37-40* 25.34-46; Mk.10.19? Lk.
5.32j 6.9? 10.25-37? 11.41)^ \ When Jesus says to the
leper whom he has healed* fuorov o<^- ru
« ui HgoC fev c, y kov to o T7£o<re xc<
\kotgruQioV cturot^ (fct.8.4 par.) he acknowledges that the
ritual in Leviticus, part of the testimony of the OT, is to be
obeyed, (c) At the beginning of Matthew the angel announces to
Joseph that the child about to be born will save his people and
(*) Cf. Dahl: Stud. Theol.I and II. 1947/48, p.89. For Jesus
as prophet see Pascher: nPo<f>nTi-ii . pp.176-180. Lodd's
distinction between preaching and teaching (The Apostolic
Preaching, pp.3ff. and passim) cannot be sustained in~view of the
evidence already adduced above and that of verses like Ac.15.21
and Ro.2.21.
(2) Priedrich's distinction between Jesus' teaching and pro¬
claiming is too clear-cut (KWB. Ill ,713* 1-21) • Aa i«.<r *.<*Au3i
according to Ro.15.4 must have some hope-inspiring content and,
according to I Tim.l.lOf., the gospel includes iftcri^aAfa.
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when the Baptist's disciples are sent to Jesus to ask if he is
the Messiah he points to his saving work (Mt.ll.4f.) which is
a fulfilment of Is.6l.lf. (cf . Lk. 4.18-21), Jesus says that
he has come to save that which has been lost (Mt.18.11) and to
give his life a ransom for many (Mt.20,28). His blood of the
new covenant is shed for many for the remission of sine (Mt.
26.28). (d) The fourth aspect ot the testimony, the promise of
future blessing or future doorn^ ^ is expressed in many passages,
Jesus says that the son of man will come in the glory of his
Father and then he shall reward every man according to his
works (Mt.16.27)J the husbandmen who illtreat the servants and
kill the son will be destroyed (Mt.21.41)» the son of man shall
come with power and great glory, and the angels will gather to¬
gether his elect (Mt.24,30f; 25.33)i he speaks of his own
resurrection and his perfecting (Lk.13.32) and in his resurrec¬
tion appearance to his disciples he tells them to wait in
Jerusalem until they are endowed with spiritual power from on
high (Lk.24.49? Ac.1.4,8).
The synoptic writers present the teaching of Jesus as a
development and a fulfilment of the prophetic testimony of the
OTj the underlying principles are exactly the same, for Jesus
came not to destroy the law but to fulfil it (Mt.5.17). He
denounces the Sadducees for not knowing the scriptures and
states that all the law and the prophets hang on the two command¬
ments: "Love God and love your neighbour". The advance on the
OT teaching made by Jesus is his claim to be himself the giver
and the fulfiller of the law; this is seen in the refrain in
the Sermon on the Mount; "It was said by them of old time....
but I say unto you" (Mt,5.21f,etc) and in the Baptism storyi
(!) Cf. Friedrich (KWB. III.710.27)! Gericht und Gnade sind in
demselben Wort enthalten."
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"Thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteousness." To say,
as Farrer does^ ^ that the reduction of the apostolic authority
to the written word "is impossible: it implies a static
Christendom whose activity is nothing but obedience to its
title-deeds" is to overlook Jesus' own example of adherence to
the fourfold testimony of Moses and the prophets. It will
become clear that it was only in respect of this unchanging
testimony that Jesus himself had any authority which could be
called spiritual. That is to say, Jesus' power to elicit
faith in himself as Lord and Saviour depended on the word which
he spoke or demonstrated in action and on the response of the
hearer; both word and response depend on the power of the
Spirit (Lk.4,32; 24.29). This is not to say that Jesus'
personality, characterised as it was by the 'spiritual virtues'
of piety, goodness, compassion, humility and so forth, did not
impress people or that he was not, for example, an exorcist who
by his knowledge and 'spiritual' power was able to cast out
demons, but his authority was essentially a teaching one rest¬
ing on his total message concerning his own person.
The Authority of the Witness
The authority of Jesus is not regarded by these evangelists
(^ ^
as being of,an official kindv ' but as being spiritual and
prophetic,' ^ indeed it is, for them, a teaching authority,^ ^
( i) The Ministry In the New Testament,p. 179
( 2) Cf ."""von~Cimpenhausen~TKA. und W7Z*"p.4): "Er handelt vffllig
frei als der, der er 1st, und in dTesem umfassenden Sinne 'in
Vollmacht' also pp.lOf.
(3) Cf. Grundmann(KWB.IJ.3CO-3C2): "Seine (Jesus') Kraft hat er
im heiligen Geist - Cfeist und Kraft gehffren fffr Lk unauflo's-
lich zusammen -,' in ihr verwirklicht er seine l(ou<ri'a See
also Culli arm (The Chri3tology of the Kew Testament, p.44): "The
authority (|£ou~<fta T with which Jesus proclaTSea his Gospel was
not that of any ordinary prophet but that of the final prophet,"
(4) Cf. Greeven (ZNW. 44(1952/3),p.26, note 6l) for Jesus' rabbinic
authority. Von Campenhausen (KA.und GV^p.27) distinguishes
between the prophetic authority'of tEe apostles which he likens
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Jesus Is said to have the Holy Spirit from his conception (Mt.
1.20; Lk. 1.35)J all three evangelists record the coming upon
him of the Spirit at his baptism (Mt.3.l6; Mk.1.10; Lk,3.22)
and that it was the Spirit who led him into the desert to be
tempted (lit.4.1? Mk.1.12? Lk.4.1). Like the prophets of old
he has been sent (Mn-o cr-r tXAfciv) by God (Mt.10.40; Mk.9*37?
Lk.9.48; cf. Lk.20.13) and is God 's servant (Mt.12.18; cf.
^
Lk.4»18). He describes himself as greater than Jonah (Mt. 12.41) ^ ■
and when the people of Galilee are offended by his lack of
credentials he implies that he is a prophet (; k.6.4; Mt.13.57?
cf. Lk.4.24» 13.33) On Palm Sunday the multitudes hail
Jesus as the prophet of Galilee (fct.21.11,46; Mk.6.13; 8,28;
Lk.7.l6; 24.19) and when he is challenged by the chief priests
and elders to show his authority for hie behaviour in the temple^ ^
he infers that his authority is the same as that of John the
to that of the OT prophets and the immediate authority of Jesusi
"Bei Jesus liess sich zwischen seiner Person und seiner Sendung
keine Grenze mehr Ziehen." But the evidence already brought
shows that in his earthly aspect Jesus was a prophet with a
doctrine and a call.
(1)See above p. 140note3.
(2)Cf. Grundmann. KWB.II.5iC. Pried rich (KEB.VI.842.37 - 845.24)
points out that Jesus""did not actually call himsel? a prophet
(this is true of all the prophetsJ) but only applied a saying
about prophets to himself. The assertion that Jesus is a
prophet or a teacher would not seem to imply less reverence for
him as 'Son of God' than to say that he was a carpenter!
Surkau (4artyrien.p.141) holds that in Mt.l6.14 Jesus refuses
the title of prophet but this is not actually stated. While
the term 'prophet' does not by any means exhaust the true
description of Jesus the idea must certainly be included in it.
( 3) Glombitza^ (ZNW.49. (1958) .p. 277) avers that Luke uses the
title tittjTaTjfj when Jesus is asked to show his authority
and not in respect of Jesus as head of a school of philosophy.
But on the occasions when it appears it is clear that a teaching
authority is referred to; Lk.5.5? 8,24f.,45? 9.33-35,49? 17.13
all refer to healing and nature miracles which were recognised
as part of Jesus' teaching ministry.
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Baptist and it has as little influence as that of his cousin
7i\
with those who refuse to recognise it (Mt,21.23-27). '
Jesus' opposition to the priests is similar to that of the OT
prophets who did not have a different torah but took up a
different attitude towards it. It is interesting to see the
echo of Is. 28.9 in Mt.13.54-57 and Jn.7.15.^ In Mt,22,16
the Pharisees acknowledge the true and faithful testimony of
Jesus in an ironical echo of Mai.2.7-9. That John the
Baptist and Jesus are regarded by Luke as the fulfilment of
Malachi's prophecy of the coming of the messenger and the
swift witness to deal judgement to those who are unfaithful
to his law (Mai.3,1-7) may be seen from a comparison of this
passage and Lk.20.1-13»45-47.
Since it is prophetic the authority of Jesus may also be
described as a teaching one; "The people were astonished at
his doctrine for he taught them as one having authority, and
not as the scribes." (Mt.7.28, cf.13.54).^ Jesus at one
point, stressing his own authority, warns his disciples against
being called 'Rabbi' for one is their teacher (Mt.23.8).' '
The Pharisees regarded him as a teacher for they sent their
disciples with the Herodians who said* &i&£.or
oti c4i Ar| © ^ Tr)V OOoV To o £?tog &hf\VkiCA> OiOc
(1)Cf. Dodd (The Auttority of the Bible,p.234): "Jesus'
authority does~not Silence~private~judgement" and "In a sense
we might say that Jesus never told men anything about God but
what they could see for themselves"(p.290).
(2) Cf. ustborn. (T^ra in the Old Testament,pp.127-130).
(3) Cf. Pascher ( fTPo&HTHI. »P»127>T where~it is shown that in
ivik. 1.21ff. (Lk.4.1
(4) Cf. Rengstorf (KWB.II.Ip6f} for rabbinic examples showing
that "die Stellung Jesus in seinem Jungerkreise wirklich die
des seiner Umwelt, des judischen Rabbi, unter
seinen Schfllern war."
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(Mt.22.16), Jesus' teaching, preaching and healing activity
are very closely connected (felt.9*34 etc) ^ ^ and it may well be
that accounts of healings such as opening the eyes of the blind
and the ears of the deaf are picturesque ways of denoting
successful teaching.^ ^ A paralysed man is enabled to walk to
prove Jesus' power j fc^oocr'a. to forgive sins (Mk.2.1-12*
par)^, at the beginning of Jesus' Galilean ministry the
(*) Daube, referring to the relationship of teaching aid ex¬
orcism in JTS. XXXIX,p.58,note 2, says: "As regards Jewish
history in particular one might almost say that knowledge of
the Law, the working of miracles and prophecy were closely
connected at all periods.
(2) Cf. Gerhardsson (i. emory and iv anuscript ,pp.l83tl86f.) and
Denney, (Thejluthority of Christ in Dictionary, of Christ and
the Gospels7p.l51bTV " The"proof of the~authority with which he
spoke did not lie outside of his word, in something which could
be attached to it, but in the word itself? if it was not self-
attesting, nothing else could attest it."
(3) Dibelius (From Tradition to GoBwel) classifies this story
among those Paradigms which"'Trepresinlhthe type in noteworthy
purity" (p. A3) » of such he says that they "are not the words and
works of* a god but of a teacher. And even in a few stories~of
healing to~be found among~the Paradigms, the point is usually not
the healing but the teaching about the forgiveness of sins or
breach of the Sabbath, which teaching Jesus confirms by the heal¬
ing What the Churches preserved of the words of
their Paster as rules and for teaching purposes shows the sign of
a teacher rather than a god." (pp.266f,). The point must~be
made, however, thai~in the OT the original author of all true
teaching about God is God Himself; He is the Teacher of teachers
(eg.Ex.4.15; Dt.5.31? I1 Chron.6.27; Ps.24.8f.,lC,12; 118.171?
I8.2.3i 54.13? Jer.39.33J* fe;ic.4.2 and many other places): he
is the fiag-ro; along with his chosen trcu$ and his remnant (Is.
43.10; 44.8). Jn. ).45 shows that the early Church identified
Jesus the teacher with God the Teacheri "It is written in the
prophet8, And they shall be all taught of God. Every man there¬
fore that hath heard, and hath learned of the Father, cometh
unto me." D. also (p.42) correctly approves of von Soden's
distinction between narratives like that contained in ivk.2.1 or
3.6 from the comprehensive stories of the group in 4.35 - 5.431
"In the former all interest is centred upon the actual words of
Jesus. In the latter the process as such is what matters."
(Die wichtigst.en Fragen im Leben Jesu (1904) »p.23) and shows (pp.
44^5" that 3.6"seti the section~27l - 3»5 in connection with the
Passion.
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people are all amazed, describing what he does as "new teaching
according to authority,"^ ^
Foerster's analysis of Jesus' prophetic, teaching authority
is well expressed: "Das ist daraus (Mk.ll.28j Mt.9.8j Mk,1.22;
par.) zu verstehen, dass damals im Judentuin das Gef'Cthl lebendig
war es seien kein Propheten da. Auch die rabbinische Auslegung
will nur Auslegung, keine Prophetie sein, dh. sie spricht nicht
mit unmittelbar-er Autoritat, mit (vgl. I I akk.4.46).
ovjjtw (=rHizj"3 ) setzt g<5ttlichen Auftrag und Bevoll-
0
machtigung voraus, die zugleich kacht ist, una das Besondre
dleser t^oocrt <x i8t» dass sie von der VerkUndigung, dass
das Reich Gottes "nahe" ist, nicht zu trennen ist. Indem der
Trager dieser cw cr 'a,der Macht zu heilen und Gunden zu
(2)
vergeben, da ist, ist auch das Reich Gottes da,"v ' Bultrcann's
(3)
view ' that Jesus had no messianic consciousness is based on
the argument that his life and work, measured by traditional
messianic ideas, was not messianic, that the 'Anointed' had
come to mean simply 'king'. But Jesus was certainly not tied
to the raboinic views of his day. As far as can be gathered he
came to restore the OT prophetic view and in the OT the anointed
ones are not only kings but also, and primarily, the priests
(Ex.28.41) and prophets (III 4.19.16). In the NT anointing
is closely connected with the imparting of doctrine^ ^ (I Jn.
2.27,^cf. Jn.9.6, II Cor. 1.21, Rev. 3.18). When John
/ 1 \ 1 ^ 4 . ✓ ^ J i » / V
(■*■) Lk. 4.36 reads: »t«, a.
iuvap.ei t(Tt Taffffti TO?s aK.a0<xgTO«S 7FVto K<x\
JUf V»*/Tai ? thus identifying teaching and healing.
3) KWB.II.566.19-29.
3) ffheology pf the NT. I.pp,26-32.
(4) Bultmann will~have it that Jesus' doctrinal statements are
valued not because of their content but because they are the
word of the b es"ianic King (Theology .T;pp.42-47) but admits that
"according to rabbinic ideas the I essiah, when he comes, will
also act as a teacher of Torah. Cf. Seidelin, ZNW.(35).(1936),
194 ff., Volz; Die Sschatologie der .fud, Gemeinde (I934)p,2l8).
w But gee. "below p. 227, *ote-l.
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sends his disciples to aslc Jesus if he is the prophet promised
in Dt.18.15 the latter points to his teaching/healing activity
as 'proof or indication that this is so.^ '
The Authority, of the Testimony
Since Jesus renounced all temporal authority he depended
for his influence on the authority of his message for which he
makes the exclusive claim that it is a complete revelation
received from God (Mt.11.27* cf. Gal.l.llf.) as opposed to the
(
tradition of the Pharisees^ ' and that.the one thing needful
is to hear his word (Lk.10.39,42) for it is the fulfilment of
the law^ ^ which will exist until the end of time (Mt.24.35)
and which confers greatness upon the one who teaches it (Mt.
5.17-19). Jesus always bases his teaching on the OT scriptures
and these are spoken by God (4t.22.3l)^ ^ - their authors speak by
the Spirit (Mt.22,43). Thus, to reject Jesus, ie* to reject his
teaching, is to reject God (Lk.10.l6), Jesus' own teaching is
(*) See Priedrich (K.V/B.VI. 848.10 - 849.35) for illustration of
the way in which Jesus fulfils this prophecy.
(2) cf. Josephus (Antiquities.13.10.6): "the Pharisees have
delivered to the people a~great many observances by succession
from their fathers, which are not written in the laws of iv.oses;
and for that reason it is that the Sadducees reject them, and
say that we are to esteem those observances to be obligatory
which are in the written word, but are not to observe what are
derived from the tradition of our forefathers." (Whiston's
translation).
(3) priedrich (kWB. 7C2.30 - 703.4) sees in the infrequent use
of compared with that of *<rcrt.*«/ that most value
is attached to the act of proclaiming for this is the decisive
thing through which the kingdom of God comes but this is hardly
correct for it is faith and obedience to the message which show
the coming of the kingdom. ,
(4) Buchsel (KWB. II.p. 173.18-21) denies that TT<wt«.
can be understood of traditional teaching from the
past for this, he says, is excluded by t<>3 rra.r^os p-ou, ?
But Hi*11.27-30 and 13.l6f; (cf.Lk.10.22-24)with their references
to knowing, seeing and hearing and the yoke show that Jesus is
thinking of the essence of the OT teaching as the word of Godf
this view is strengthened by the subsequent passage in Lk.10.26f.
where the lawyer expresses the essential ana eternally valid
content of the law.
14.6.
i1)
a spiritual gift which does not elicit faith from all men
but depends on spiritual 'seeing' and 'hearing'.^ ^ Jesus
speaks in parables but the people seeing see not? and hearing
they hear not, neither do they understand (Mt.l3.13tpa*0 ^ %) •
It was when Jesus opened the scriptures to Cleopas and his
companion that their eyes were opened and they knew him (Lk.
24.31f.). He repeatedly calls on those who have ears to hear
(Mt. 11.15| 13.9,4-31 Mk.4.9l Lk. 8.8). The disciples did
not consider the miracles of the loaves for their heart was
hardened (Mk.o.52; cf.8.17f.) ana when Jesus told them
C1) Luke reports (4.14f»). "And Jesus returned in the power
of the Spirit into Galilee and he taught in their synagogues".
Cf. Mt,12.28 and fct.12.18* "I will put my spirit upon him and he
shall show judgement to the Gentiles."
(2) Cf. I. ichel, Prophet, una Lgrtyrer. pp.9f? Diem, Ev. Theol.l.
(1934/5)» pp.4-24f.
(3) Even the disciples show signs of this blindness and deafness
in their discussion about bread and leaven (Mt. 15.5-12? par.).
It is not unlikely that behind these references to seeing and
hearing in connection with Jesus' parabolic speech or action
there lies the thought of Ps.77 in which the writer announces
that he will speak in parables, in the (b X / ^ «. r a. which
have been from the beginning (v.2), the whole religious
tradition (v.3), the or torah (v.5) that the people
of God might not forget the works of God but diligently seek his
commandments. (Is.29.18,24. make it clear that seeing = knowing
and obeying God). Ps.77 sheds further light on Mk.8,14-21
where Jesus asks the disciples if they are also blind because
they misunderstood his reference to bread, for this psalm tells
of God's fulfilling his promise to feed his people, preparing a
table for them in the wilderness, and then of their lack of tjrust
and their tempting God in asking for meat for their souls
*Vv)X«o$) and asking if be would be able to give bread to his
people. (vv.l8f', ,22-25).. .and yet they did not keep his testi¬
monies jA-jA-gfiigicA (X&T00 oil*. 0 /
(v.56)jcf. Is.42.18-20: "And who is blind, but my servants (nw.t&ts)?
And deaf, but they that rule over them? And the servants of
God have 4been made blind. tf N fe. o y < ,
fcoi. ouK
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solemnly thet he would be betrayed "they understood not this
saying and it was hid from them that they perceived it not."
(Lk.9.44f.> and, more explicitly, 18.31-34)• Bultmann' '
speaks of "the fact that for the Church, as for Jesus himself,
the content of his message was not the decisive thing" but
that he "demanded decision for his person as the bearer of the
Word." But the decision cannot be made in any meaningful way
before acceptance of the teaching which included the claim of
being able to give life.
The Transmission of the Testimony
The view of the 'Formgeschichte' school that the 'Sitz im
Leben' of the earliest Gospel tradition was mission preaching
and teaching has recently been denied by Riesenfeld^ ^ who
claims that the Gospel tradition belongs to a category which
is sul veneris (pp. 9-16). He points out that the terminology
used by the Mishnah to describe the Jewish process of tradition
reappears in the NT although the content is quite different
(p.17). The people who carried on the foimer tradition were
specially selected disciples and were an exactly defined group
within the community (pp,18f.). The technical terms to which
R. refers are and tto-q 6 va. i which
correspond to terns in the Mishnah which are used for "the
rigidly controlled transmission of matter from one who has the
mastery of it to another who has been specially chosen to learn
it." (pp,17f.). ru G o i b o v a is found in the Synoptics
in Mk.4.29 where it is used for the sending forth of the fruit
of the seed which is the kingdom (ie. the knowledge of the
mystery of the kingdom),^ * it is also found in Mt.11.27 (cf.
Lk.10.22) referring to Jesus' receiving from God teaching which
J1) Theology I. p.43.
W The Gospel Tradition and its Beginnings, pp.9-l6.
(3) Cf. It.13.11? Lk.8.10; Mt.13.52.
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he in tarn reveals to whom he will; finally this verb appears
in Mt.25.14*20,22 to denote the receiving of the talents which
represent the teaching of Jesus. IT<*e<*.is not found
in the Synoptic Gospels but several other verbs are used to
express the idea of receiving the tradition of Jesus. ' The
least that can be deduced from the foregoing is that the com¬
posers of these three Gospels were at home with the idea that
Jesus intended that his testimony should be learned and pre¬
served, that he in fact committed it to his disciples. "The
words and deeds of Jesus are a holy Word, comparable with that
of the Old Testament, and the handing down of this precious
(2)
material is entrusted to special persons."v ' "The beginning
of the Gospel tradition lies with Jesus himself."^ ^ "In
view of the Old Testament background and the Messianic hopes
of the Jews, we can legitimately assume that Jesus entrusted
his disciples, and hence to the eschatological People of God
an already formulated holy ">'ord for it to transmit and that
this was the starting point of a tradition." v '
(1) &!v£(3-(9a.v is used absolutely in Mt.11.14 and in the ex¬
planation of the parable of the sower it is used for the
receiving of the word (Lie.8.13) - this is in line with LXX
usage; cf. Dt. 33.3; Prov.2.l; 10.8; Zeph.3.2,7» Jer.i7.23;
appears again in Mk.10.15f Lk.18.17 for the
receiving of the kingdom (ie. the knowledge of the mystery of
the kingdom - compare Mk.4.11 and Mt.i3.li). The simple
Aa.^/3<r©o.v occurs in Mt.13.20; Mk,4.l6 to denote the
receiving of the word (cf,Prov.8.10; Jer.42.13). TTae<x it<r Oai
is used by Mark for receiving the word (4.20; cf, Ac.22.18
where it is used for receiving the jxagToe'^ )•
(2) Riesenfeld, pp. cit.. pp.20fj cf. Gerhardsson, Memory and
Manuscript, esp. pp7221f. and 244.
ifRiesenfeld, op. cit,. p.23.
(4) Riesenfeld, op,""cit,« p.29«
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Riesenfeld's thesis is supported by the following con¬
siderations taken from the sources; Jesus is concerned that
his disciples should have a complete grasp of his teaching?
they are to take heed what they hear (Mk,4.24) and his words -
words about his death and rising (Lk.9.44f| cf, Ivlt.17.22ff
Mk.9.30-32) - are to sink down in their ears? he thanks God
for having hidden the te ching which he had delivered to him¬
self from the wise and prudent and for revealing them to chil-
/ n
dren (Lk.10.21f.)♦ ' In the first place he chose twelve
men to be his disciples and to be with him, that is to attend
to his teaching, that he might send them out to preach (Mk,
3.14). Indeed he envisages people saying to him later; "Lord,
Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name " (Mt.7.22) and claims
that although heaven and earth will pass away yet his words will
remain (Mt.24.35)* In the accounts of the commissioning of
the t- elve in Mt, and 1/5k. it is significant that the only
specific instructions Jesus gives concerning their activities
has to do with teaching or testifying (Mt.10.lff., par.).
The disciples are expected to understand Jesus' parables; it
is given to them to know the mysteries of the kingdom (Mt.13.11,
par.), to them are to be given the keys of the kingdom (Mt.l6.19)
which the lawyers have taken away (Lk.11.52) and every scribe
instructed unto the kingdom of heaven is like a householder who
(2\
brings forth out of his treasury x ' things new and old (ft.
13.51f.). Mary, who listened attentively to Jesus' words,
(1) This passage has^obvious connections with Ps.18.8; a
Toj A|4miu.o( , ^ * rj p.u,(5 Tu g i a
K. v-> <3' o o !TiS"T i( j o« f a v^iTiOu and P S»
118.129; 0a.JjJ.acrT« rk ^ag-r o-oc • Sia. roZ to
^ g 4. j v *1 cr k V X pj [a oj, p t&v Aoy^JV croo
v^rrieos . It is to be noted that in these
verses and <jqiov refer to the same thing,
viz, the torah of God.
(2) Gf. Lk.l2.3» "What ye have spoken in the ear in the
treasuries { tsa, p. c.i'o 1 ^ ) will be proclaimed on the housetops."
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is commended for choosing the good part which will not be taken
from her (Lk.10,42).
The teaching pf Jesus has to be passed on by those who
hear and believe.^ What Jesus tells the disciples in dark¬
ness they are to speak in light (Kt,10.27) and what they have
spoken in the ear in store-rooms will be proclaimed on the
house-tops (Lk.l2.3)« Jesus speaks to the crowds in parables
which he expounds in private to the disciples (Mk.4.34) and
they are forbidden to give his holy teaching to dogs^ ; or to
cast their pearls before swine (iit.7.6); they are also to
beware of the leaven or t achin, of the Pharisees (t.16.12).
Jesus contrasts the prophets, wise men and scribes whom he sends
(aTTo<r-r aAX fciv ) with the scribes and Pharisees who omit
the weightier matters of the torah and witness to themselves
that they are the sons of those who murdered the prophets (Mt.
23*34, 23,31). All this shows that the disciples were care¬
fully taught the new torah of the kingdom by Jesus that they in
turn might have a store of doctrine from which to draw for their
mission to the world.x ' In the parable of the talents it is
clear that these talents are the message which Jesus delivered
(*) This, according to Gerhardsson (op. citf. p.241) "is a
doctrinal passage which fills the function of showing the task
which, according to Jesus, must be the most important for his
followers, that of listening to the vord of the Lord."
(2) Rengstorff(KWB.IV.458.37f.) asserts that in the Gospels the
disciples of Jesus do not appear as the bearers of his tradition
but as his witnesses, but there is sufficient evidence in OT and
NT to show that the witness is the teacher or bearer of tradition.
(3) Gf. Is.56.lCf., Phil.3»2j Rev. 22.15 and a reference to the
opposite kind of custodian in II Tim.2.2$ Prov.9.9f.
(4) Lindsay (The Church and the . Inlstry in the "Jarly Centuries,
p. 102) has laid too~much~emphasis~on a~kin3""of spiritual~in~~"
tuition on the part of the prophets of the early Church and he
speaks as if the Christian faith was entirely distinguished from
everything Jewish. ■ ■ t-
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( TTaq £ h u» k tV ) to his servants who, if they are faithful,
will trade with them (Lgv/i^ fccr ©ai ) ^ ^ (Mt.25.14-l6|
cf. Lk.19.11-28).
In Luke's account of the parable of the teaching ministry
the servants who were faithful were given a (teaching) authority
(1^ ouo-i u) over cities (Lk.19.17) and in the parable of the
faithful and wise steward (Mt.24.45-51, Lk.12.42-46) there is
an obvious reference to a tradition coming directly from the
Lord who presumably supplies the 'meat', especially in view of
the preceding statement by Jesus concerning the Gospel of the
kingdom which is to be preached in all the world uafru^iov
to all nations (Mt.24.14), the association of T(jocp^ with
doctrine (Heb.5.12,14: cf. Mt.l6.5f.) and the use of
fT Ck. Q <x *T I 0 fc<sOa i- in Lk.12.48.
After his resurrection Jesus expounds to the disciples
the things in all the scriptures about himself (Lk.24.27,44-
47), again, presumably, that they may preach and teach others,
as is shown by Lk.24.47f. and 4t.28,19f.
(*•) is used of "those who as teachers labour to
propagate and promote Christianity among men: II Cor.11.13;
Phil.3.2; II Tim.2.15." (Grimrr-Thayer, p.248a)y cf. Iren.
2.121.1: Tert. ad Marc.4.24$ cf. Gerhardsson, (op. cit..
pp.241f.) where the connection between industry and the study
of the torah is noted.
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Conclusion
The above gives some grounds for concluding that JesuB,
being well aware of the content of the OT testimony and its
neglect by the leaders of the people of God, saw himself as the
fulfilment of it. His authority was prophetic and depended
on his teaching, belief in which cannot be forced since it is
a spiritual gift, Jesus' authority then is a teaching authority
which he has by virtue of his possession of the true testimony
and his being a true and faithful bearer of it; his doctrine
is his interpretation of the torah or testimony already given
in 'Moses and the prophets', an interpretation which is given
by word and parabolic action. It has also been shown that
Jesus gave his disciples a clearly defined body of doctrine
which they committed to memory and that he expected them to
pass on his testimony to others.
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CHAPTER VIJL?
THE TESTIMONY" OR JESUS IN THE FOURTH GOSPEL
The Nature of the Testimony
That Jesus' testimony is his teaching comes out very clearly
in the third chapter of the fourth Gospel.^ ^ Nicodemus the
Pharisee, the teacher of Israel recognises Jesus as a teacher
and the latter says at one pointj cx^qv <?c.l art, a
* , V 1 ^ ^ L <- / V \
AaAoujiUv/ &aw a ^ ^ u ^ T Oa(^o ^ ^ fcv/ fcciv 7*)V
jAagTugiaw1 rjpiuv oo A.>p.pk<x v fct t, (3.H). This idea
is repeated by the author in 3.32f: o tv- k «\ *koU<rtv,
^ v / J «
iouiO (xajTvgti , i v) v p. a £ Tugia.v' avrou o u o 11 <j
Aa p. /isavti, • The Jews do not receive his word
because they do not receive the word of God, the co-witness of
Jesus. The Lord admits that if he is concerned only for his
own honour (this is the meaning of 5.31! *y p <*.(> TO g uj iT£Qi.
i -o * / } »/ s \ <a ' » \t p ao t o o ( s'j |Aft£TugKU poo Owk S C T iV otAjj ^ /
his testimony is not trustworthy but the message is of such a
kind that only God can attest it; X©$ iv rlv o jgov
* ^ ^ N ^ ( 4/ ) . / ' ^ / "J
a p ou f Kfti o*oo- ot i aA^ £ cr t < v *) pftgro^io.
rr l^oo (5.32. cf.8.18); not even
John the Baptist can do so. uptiy «n&. <r ~ &.Asci.t t, itgo^ ''I toav*/ ✓} */,
> ✓ ■< J , n / . >*> , V I X
M\i jxaf Kiv/ Tfj aA^oji a, 4.^ to <>£ ou iT«.g u,
aoBg^uTtoo -T^u jXcxgT^glti^ Aa.p^t'v-uU. (5«33f»).^ ^
(*) Von Campenhausen with many others regards the Johannine use
of the witness-concept as different to that of Luke (Idee, p.33).
(2) The repeated «p»jv indicates that this is a word'of Jesus
and the plural includes past prophets and future apostles (with
Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, pp.232f.)
(3) Of. Paul's Similar statement in Gal.l.llf.
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The Lord's testimony to what he knows and has 'seen' and 'heard'
cannot be described as eye-witness testimony in the commonly-
accepted sense for what he testifies is the counsel of God in
its earthly context although he is able to discourse on
heavenly things too (3.12; cf. Sap.9.13*16) ). Bultmann in
his commentary on John's Gospel denies (p.103) that this testi¬
mony (3.11) is about 'things' or 'events' of which he was eye-
or ear-witness, but this, of course, is a misleading generali¬
sation? a correct phrasing would bet"not merely about
'things' " What Jesus testifies is revelation but this
must remain veiled for no man can see God ard live (1.18).
Jesus testified as the OT prophets did and his authority is
similar to theirs who taught the truth of the God with whom
Jesus claimed to be one.^ ^ Jesus claims that the works he
does are God's testimony about him because he has been sent
by God: to. ^ <x a- S S <5 aj < (-toe o (T CL-T ^ Q .„<= p.o~ g T U £ £X
„ t <~l T7 f > ( vC-
tjxou o-T <- o otfT &. (T T a.V K £V «. ax o
f '1 ^ ) ,-\ f
T> t. |x vp a ^ |xg_ •) £ K £ t v o c; > |x t |a a. £> t <-> -Q ^ K £V/
\ (x o o . (5.3&f • cf. 10.251 T w noiw
£\/ Tix> ov/opLR T*- To 3 IT o-Tf OS T cxvj T <X ^
tf^ou * ) ; the scriptures also bear witness
to the truth as it is in Jesus: K«x £<s.?voa ti civ <xl
|xtu^oo cat tt t\xoO (5.39). In the above statements
Jesus himself is the content of the testimony; the testimony of
God, the works and the scriptures are Jesus' testimony although
he can describe it as ' T£(xoo '.
(x) Cf. Asting (Die Verkundlgung. p.690), who notes correctly
that Jesus' testimony concerns not what he knew in his pre-
exietence but what he has seen and heard in his life together
with the Father during his earthly existence.
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The world hates Jesus because he testifies of it that its
works are evil? ^ a. t r <» Cj irfc,o*. o-jtoj i<. r A . (7.7).
The Pharisees reject Jesus' testimony because it is invalid on
legal grounds»2li wigi £?£ ' rj o"ou
00*. £<ttiv . (8.13) but their argument from Jesus' point
of view is invalid since his testimony, by its very nature, is
not susceptible of legal proof: Kc<v }■>■<*£tu^ rrt^X
* *
, Ji ' a *• ' '•/
£j<. a U Toe j <* A ^ e rj $ L<TT t V irj jxdgTwg i«. > Of*
o\ k rr o 0 £ -✓ t] A 0 a v (8.14). They judge according
to the flesh, i.e. in terms of the eye-witness testimony
of Dt. 17.6; 19.15 but Jesus, while seeming to submit to this,
(vv. 17f.) really adduces only one other witness at this point,
viz. the Father, which certainly would not meet the case as far
as the Pharisees were concerned. In the final issue Jesus can
produce only one witness, himself, for he cannot show them the
Father except in himself, in what he does and says^ ^ (v.19).
In 13.21 these words occur: eta. P (A, KBn r\J
' s J. ' K ~ „ A
IT \i to p. c*. -f i K. a i t Ka £ i u JLv/ ; A
, ' t 4/ T ' » t « f <
a jA^v Afcy oj uja i</ o r i t»c u uv 7ra£><xc<x><r£ t <a-& •
For Bernard ^ s p. ag roe n <rs. v is used for "an explicit and
definite pronouncement" of Jesus. It is possible to take this
further and arrive at the content of the pronouncement by re¬
membering that Jesus is aware of having come into the world to
testify to or by the truth (18.37: toOto kXqAotfw.
> V / </ / ** > \ ' \
Tov KOfffiov j, »va~ jxa-jsTJe /)r^ Tr( d,Ar] Ofitft )•
(1) See above p. 28, note 6. Lightfoot's view (St. John's Gospel,
p. 146, note 1) that the requirement of two witnesses is satisfied
when Jesus is glorified and the Holy Spirit joins his testimony
to that of the disciples would not have satisfied his enemies
and in fact did not, as is learned from Acts 4.
(2) St. John. ICCf p. 470.
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(x)
and that for him the truth is the testimony of the scriptures, '
ie. himself. There are several psalms whose thought may well
lie behind the passage but especially Ps.54 where the writer says:
€t ag a. ^&q\t «% re o u> * 5 £ ^ o u \ * 3* •)*•••#»§•••
£/l»} ^ <*> cr«w T»j>y 4ta., y rj jc ^^ «.v»TO«J (V.21) ....... .
n Ka.g Sio- p.ois (v.5) • there is
the reference to betrayal by a friend (vv*13£) followed by
the significant expressions* ^ ^<r ^ ^ and If^7^£.Xw^ ^ (v.18). Other psalms with a somewhat similar
pattern are 6.3f.$76 where the writer is troubled (v.5)» then he
remembers God and his works, especially his creative and re¬
demptive works (vv.5,12-16) and Ps. 142.iff. It is thus possible
to think of Jesus teaching his disciples at the meal and show¬
ing them how the scriptures are to be fulfilled in himself. It
is an assumption to say that enrav repeats ai*d
that therefore the words ktA. , are the content of
t^c\£-xC<e v) <r$.v ^ the fact that all three verbs are
separated by the emphatic k7\ .... K>ai shows that
i. & £ *T>-• p ^ cr & v" is used absolutely.
(*) II, Esd.9.13-26; Ps.24.5,10; 118.30f„43,^6 etc. and
especially 1381 I fclKai OS"OV 11 V* T'4 jfa,£ T U(> i C0J !<a-<
I.X^Ofeia.v/ a <* •
(2) The friend who is really an enemy is given the UJ jkA i o V
cf. Prov.25.211 is «vf TTfetVa. O £ ^Qq>o $ cro u } jj. v ^ £ ^uTov i •
(3) « Kr\t>Cercr &iv in Lk.*8.39» cf. 1.1 where is used
for the setting forth of the Gosoel narratives. See also Euseb.
3.24.7; 3.39.12.
(4) One of the NT technical terms for preaching or teaching and
= y.(K<i-ro<?t7ss I Jn.1.2. In Ac.26,20 ax^tbktiv is used
of the preaching of Paul the and u^er^ (26.16).
"The 'testimony' of iii.ll is that or Christ, but, as occasionally
elsewhere, the evangelist betrays the fact that it is mediated
corporately by the Church". (Dodd, The Interpretation of the
Fourth Gospel,, p.328, note 3). This~testimony, according~*to
PaulJ is precisely that of Moses and the prophets.
(5) GCfnther's emphasis on the apocalyptic connotation of the
witness-concept re-appears in this connection ( liqpT^. pp.
136f.) but while it is correct to say that there is some
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According to St. John the testimony of Jesus is equivalent
to his doctrine (cf.8.2 and 13).^ ^ Nicodemus addresses him
as PoL/3/3t(, which John takes to be the Hebrew for Sao-^a-Xos
(20.16). In chapter 6 Jesus, echoing Wisdom's invitation to
her feast (Prov.9.1-6) calls himself the true bread from heaven
(2)
who imparts the teaching of God (v.45)v about the good life
(v.27). He is reported as teaching in the temple (7.14,28?
8.2; 18.20) the things his Father had taught him (7.l6f;
8.28; cf.15.15). Martha calls him
(11.28) and the discipleB call him &.;4acr Ac* and Kje<o$
(l3.13f«). At the trial the high priest asks him about his
disciples and his doctrine! . This testimony is
described in different ways; it is the word of God (5.38),
the words of eternal life (6.68). Jesus speaks in parables
(10.1-6) and proverbs (16.25,29? cf.10.24),* his teachings are
also commandments (14.15} I Jn.2.3»7)» the new torah (13.34).
The action of testifying is called 'declaring' or 'interpreting'
God (1.18), manifesting God's name (17.6), talking of heavenly
reference to judgement in the content of the testimony there can
be no doubt that the idea goes right back into the roots of the
OT.
(!) Friedrich (KWB. Ill 702.22-29) points out correctly that
vjtXiov and «. v/ vj £, x \ ^ & <r <3 a, t, are
not found in Jthe Johannine writings with the exception of Kev.
5.2? 14.6 but it must be admitted that
(I Jn.1.2) and avcw/v CAAi.v (I Jn.1.5) are used of the
testimony and in Nah.2.1 arr^>yv, £,\X£,v/ and £.Z> cx-.( s., £<r<9c«.t
are closely parallel • It is true that John prefers -r e
to icrcr&/v' .
(2) ie. the life-giving bread offered by wisdom; cf.Is.55.10;
Sir.15.3. That the Proverbs passage lies behind the thought of
this chapter is confirmed by the statement that God has sealed
Jesus, for a person ordering a banquet ga"e his seal (in Jesus'
case the Spirit) to the servant or steward commissioned to supply
it (Dods , The Expositor_'s__Greek^Testament, I.p.752.)
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(i)
things (3.12), providing living water (4.10)N ', declaring the
truth of God (8.32,40,45f; 17.17,19; 18.37), providing with
the meat which endures to everlasting life (6.27 etc.) and all
this may be summed up as God's work ( lqyosf ).
The Content of the„Testimony
Jesus' testimony is what he knows and has seen (3.11)» it
(
is Jesus himself, the Son of God;^ ' it contains the four main
(3)
principles already noted.v ' (a) The sovereignty of God, of
his word by which all things were made and the lordship of Jesus
are stressed; the world was made by him (1.10), Jesus mani¬
fested his glory (2.11); he taught about the kingdom of God
(!) Cf. Is.41.17f; 49.10; 58.11; Prov.13.14.
(2) Cf. Strathmann (KWB. IV.503.4ff«) and Schechter (Aspects,
p. 127) describes Torah"~as "the sum total of the contents~of re¬
velation, a revelation and a promise, the expression of the will
of God which is identified with the wisdom of Prov.8.
(3) Yet Bultmann (Theology.II.p.66) can writet "John in his
Gospel presents only the fact (das Pass) of the Revelation with¬
out describing its content (ihrWass)."
Dodd is hardly correct when he states (The Interpretation of the
Fourth Gospel,p.82): "he (the evangelist)" draws an explicit"
contrast between Christianity and the Torah, regarding the latter
as superseded by the former." The contrast is rather between
the work of Moses as God's instrument for imparting the Torah to
Israel and Jesus who was himself the Torah which he taught.
Dodd quotes 4idr.Pa. on Ps.25.10(Heb.)t "Graces that means
God's acts of~love*, truthi that means Torah." Again, on
p.175, Dodd states* and aX^Gi.c. in Christ are ,
contrasted with *0^5 ". It is perhaps better to take ^ \aeiS
<\ Av) Git a. Xia. i uo j XC-'CVoo 0^
as meaning the same as o Aovoj cra.g% invito
(1.14).
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(3.3)» made himself equal with God (5.18,23) and claimed to
have existed before Abraham (8.58). He was accused by the
Jews of making himself God and this he did not deny (10.33)1
indeed he says that whoever has seen him has seen the Father
(14.7-9); he claims to have a kingdom although it is not of
this world (18.36). (b) Jesus' emphasis on the moral law is
just as strong as that of his fellow-Jews but while they
honoured the law for the sake of the letter he was concerned
more for the welfare of the human beings for whom God had
given the law; he is prepared to break the sabbath law in
order to do God's work and advises his critics to be just in
their judgement (7.24). Sin, for Jesus, is hatred of himself
and God (15.24) and he sums up the moral law in the new oora-
mandment; "Love one another". (13.34, 15.12,17). (c) Jesus
links his own redemptive action with the events of the Exodus
in the reference to the serpent being lifted up in the desert
(3.14fj cf.l6.32f.) and the manna being sent down from heaven
(6.31f,). God sent his son into the world that the world
through him might be saved (3.17). The healing miracles which
Jesus does are the works of God and they are God's testimony
that he has sent Jesus (5.36). In many passages Jesus speaks
of the salvation which is through himself and his work (10.9,
11; 12.47 etc.). The high priest unwittingly prophesies that
Jesus is the one man who is to die for the nation (11.51).
Jesus' sacrificial death is a glorifying of himself and God (13.
31). (d) The promise of life to those who turn to God and doom
to those who turn away from his offer plays a large part here
also, being represented sometimes as a present reality, some¬
times as lying in the future (5.28f; 6.39f; 6.54,* 9.39).^ ^
(4) The above shows the weakness of Giinther's statement* "Der
Inhalt dieses 'Zeugnisses' ist nicht das was war, die Aufer-
stehung, sondern das was kommen wird, das Gericht." (ZNW.47.
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The significant feature of Jesus' testimony as John reports
it is the way in which he fulfils it in his own person? he is
the word, the to rah of God, the way, the truth and the lifei
he is the witness^ ^ and the testimony? he is the event which
'carries' the truth? he is the truth behind the event? who¬
ever has seen him has seen the Father (12,45* 14.9) for the
Father and he are one. He embodies the lordship of God, he
fulfils all righteousness, he dies for the salvation of the
world and all judgement has been given into his hands (5.19-21,.).
"The power of the Gospel to overcome our unbelief depends on
the fact that the kerygma includes the Gospels with their con¬
crete picture of Jesus.....in which we lay hold of the character
of God." ^
The Authority of the Witness
In the Fourth Gospel Jesus is shown as the fulfilment of
the prophecies in Is.40-65? he is the tabernacle of the word
where the glory of God was seen (1.14)? he is the true vine,
the ideal Israel, greater even that Jacob-Israel himself (4.12-
14)» greater than Abraham (8.53*56,58(, greater than Moses (1.17?
6.32) for he is the king of Israel (12.13). Jesus claims that
God is his Father (5.18), that he and the Father are one (10.30),
thus making himself God (10.33)» that the Father dwells in him
(14.10), that everything that the Father has is his (16.15),
that he was before Abraham (8.58), that he shared God's glory
before the world was (17.5)* Israel in her prophets and
(1^56),p.154)• G. has avoided the difficulty presented by
Po ly ea rp •Ad Phil• 7.If. by taking « martyrdom and
O i.h <T *T U. sj O-O as subj.gen. ana ignoring 7#2t &rr 1 rov
15*^ra Soyov iiTi arg t v w fu.iv ...
(4) Michel (Prophet and FSrtyrer.p.5C) attributes the non¬
appearance of in the Fourth Gospel as a sign that by
this time it means martyr and that its author had not yet died,
but the argument from silence is precarious.
(2) Althauss The So-called Kerygma. p.45.
(®) Cf.hUlB. 14.10 8 k<*« j %,sj en.
Too i-O'1 £V nacri iOt^ |cr^a./jA
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righteous men has 'seen' and 'heard' God but only Jesus has
seen him in any real sense (1.18J 3.11-13*32; 5.19,30).
Because of this Jesus knows God (8.55; 16.30). He is con¬
scious of having been sent with God's authority but this is
an authority which because of its nature can have no creden¬
tials or sanctions other than love; failure to honour the son
means failure to honour the Father who has sent him (5.23? cf.
(lS
12.44)» he has come in the Father's name (5.43) "to do the
will of God (6.38). The Jews are amazed at Jesus' learning
and ask: "How does this man know letters, never having learned?",
to which Jesus replies: "My doctrine is not mine but his who
sent me." (7.15f.). Jesus claims to have power (£%OuCi tx)
but this is not temporal, it is power to execute judgement
(5.27), power over all flesh that he should give eternal life
to as many as God has given him (I7.2fj cf. 6.68), that is to
say, it is a teaching authority to teach the true righteousness
(cf. Sap.15.3). Jesus* authority is vouched for by the
scriptures (5.39,46) and by the works which he does (2.23; 3.2;
5.36)r(2)9.l6,33t 10.25,38; 14.11; 15.24; cf. Ac. 2.22).
(1) fl&u.rr£..y and «n oer r aXA&iv are used interchangeably
(eg. 7.28f.) in the Fourth Gospel for God's sending Jesus.
"ArtJcs-toAos does not occur except in 13.16 where it simply
means 'a messenger'.
(2) Of. Asting (Die Verku*ndigung.p.679) S "Gottes Cffenbarung,
indem sie in die~Welt~hineintritt, Jesus als ihren Inhalt hat.
Jesu Stellung ist durch dieser Offenbarung ganz und gar bestimmt.
Aber deshalb ist auch Jesu gtittliche Autoritht gerade durch die
Offenbarung gegeben." Burnier (La Notion de Temoignage. p.56),
says correctly; "le mot de tlmoignage, dans ces passages de
Jean (5.31-39; 8.12-20; I Jn.5.b-12), correspond vlritablement
a une conception partieuliere de l'autorit£ de Jesus" but he has
already begun at the wrong end in this matter of authority: "Ce
qui fait l'autorit^ d'un temoignage, c'est la personne du tlmoin."
(p.54) and "il est Evident que dans 1'expression le t&noignage de
Jesus' il est question du tdrnoignage rendu par J^sus et non du
t^moignage rendu k Jdsug." (p.55)• The best way to put this is
that the testimony~of Jesus is the testimony about Jesus borne
by Jesus and later by his disciples. Burnier has said (p.56)
that the word testimony has nothing specific about it in these
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Bultmann's comment on 5.31f. is apposite: he says that the world
is wrong to ask for acceptable evidence for Jesus' claim which is
that of a "revealer" for this would mean a "Kontinuitfft zwischen
Men8Chliehem una G6*ttlichen. Nur (solches) direkte Wissen
(5.32) des Offenbarers, nicht die Berufung auf allgemein
anerkannte Kriterien, versichert die Wahrheit des Zeugnisses."^ ^
The Authority of the Testimony
The knowledge which Jesus imparts is the real source of
his authority; this testimony is a spiritual gift for God has
not given the spirit by measure to him who speaks the words of
God (3.34-); although not given the actual name it is a charisma
which is not limited and which abides in those who believe (5.
38; 14.16). Everyone who is taught by God comes to Jesus (6.
45; cf, Mt.ll, 28f; ; "Gome to me all who work (koit iS«/t ...
take my yoke upon you and learn from me," but no man can come
unless he is permitted by God (6.65). Jesus' teaching is not
a gift which comes and goes; it remains a perennial spring
(4..14.), In sum, Jesus is himself the torah^ ^ and the truth
he reveals must be received on the ground of testimony which can
only be verified, as it were, from within.^ ^
passages and that the emphasis never falls on it but if someone
testifies there is a testimony and the testimony is the important
factor, it is the subject, aim and object of the testifying. B.
understands the word testimony in a restrictive sense:A "un
temoignage n'est que le recit d'un fait, non ce fait meme; il
n^est/que la proclamation d'une verite, non 1§ substance de cette
verite.",(p.57) and continues §n p.59: "Ce temoignage de Dieu
est donne par |e fait de la presence de Dieu lui-meme dans 1'
existence de Jesus.1'" But it must be said that this fact was not
a visible, concrete fact, visible to all men. It was and is
something that has always been the subject of testimony, even on
the part of Jesus himself for even he had doubts and temptations
all through his life.
C1) Evangelj.um des Johannes,p. 198.
(2) cF7"15Stborn, fora in the~01d Testament,p. 161.
(3) Lightfoot, StT JohnTB~GospelTpTll7.
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The testimony of Jesus has no irresistible sanction; its
acceptance depends on faith in the hearer* the world was made
by him and the world knew him not. He came to his own and his
own received him not. The miracles or signs which Jesus does
persuade some (2.11) but have no such effect on others (5.16)
and so he does not depend on human eye-witness testimony, not
even on that of John the Baptist (5.33f.)» Many of the
Samaritans believed for the saying of the woman who testified
and many because of Jesus' own word (2f.39~ii-2). If the Jews
had believed Moses they would have believed Jesus (5.46f.) but
they do not hear God's words, ie. the truth which Jesus speaks,
because they are not of God (8.^5-47) » they are not of Jesus'
fold (10.26). The disciples have received Jesus' words and
have known surely that Jesus came out from God and have believed
that God sent him (17.8) and everyone who is of the truth hears
Jesus' voice which witnesses to the truth (18.37). Jesus' only
witness is God who testifies through the scriptures and his
works, for Jesus testifies spiritual things.^ ^ He is the
revelation of God; his words are "a concrete authority with a
(2)
singular aliveness of its own."v '
(*) Bultmann is right in saying; "the man called to have faith
can ask for no credentials, no legitimation, no 'testimony'
( fcae-roe(V )to the validity of the word of the Revelation"
(Theology.II. p.68) but at the same time it must be recognised
that the early church spoke a great deal about witnesses and
witnessing and testimony; a life had been lived, actions had
been performed, words had been spoken. The life, the actions
and the words themselves testify, that is they point men to and
remind men of God. It is when the biblical testimony is thought
of in a legal way that difficulty enters^
t^J^BarthT Church~Dognatics7~Vol."^7FaF:E I.pp.llSf.
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The Transmission of the Testimony
Not a great deal is made of the transmission of the
testimony of Jesus in this Gospel but the idea is present to
the mind of the author: Jesus calls disciples who live with
him and receive his teaching (1.38-51) and he encourages the
Jews who believe in him to continue in his word (8.31)J he
says that his sheep hear his voice and follow him, ie. receive
his teaching, and he gives them eternal life (10.27f.). He
speaks of the way in which, after his death, the Holy Spirit
will teach the disciples and bring to their remembrance every¬
thing he has said to them (14.26j 16.12-15). He calls his
disciples not servants but friends for he has made known to them
everything that he has heard from the Father (15.15).^ ^ He
teaches his disciples that they may remember his words when he
is taken from them (16.4) and he gives them the words God has
given himj these they have received and kept (17.8,6,14).
All this is that they may be one, which would include their
(2)
presenting a common testimony.
^clusign
It is in fact Jesus' testimony which invests him with
authority. The only commissioning which could in any way be
connected with a 'succession' is his baptism at the hand of
John, this might be called a kind of prophetic succession but
Jesus himself never claimed any rights from it; he simply
(1) Cf, Gen.18.17-19 where the LORD says: "Shall I hide from
Abraham the thing which I do.... I For I knew him, that he...
and his household.... shall keep the way of the LORD,"
Abraham was known as the friend of God ( ov ^cr-a. ,1s.
41.8).
(2) Cf. Diem, Ev. Theol.. 1 (1934/35), pp.427f.
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inferred that hie authority was the same as that of the Baptist.
His authority is that of the witness of God who proclaims the
truth of God concerning His nature, demand, redemption and final
victory. It is impossible to conceive of Jesus passing on to
others an authority divorced from the message he brought.
While he lived he himself had no authority other than that
which he claimed to have received by virtue of his having been
sent by God as a witness or prophet or teacher. The fact that
he pointed to himself as the embodiment and fulfilment of the
doctrine did not make his message any less dependent on faith
in the hearer than that of the prophets who went before him?
his life is a sign in which the truth may or may not be 'seen'.
Whatever authority he had was recognised only by those who
recognised the authority of God which had already been set
forth in the scriptures by the earlier witnesses. Certainly,
in the former dispensation, there had been a hereditary priest¬
hood whose duty it was to preserve and present the testimony to
successive generations but this 'succession' was, as often as
not, unfaithful to the testimony and had to be rebuked and
corrected by the prophets, the witnesses sent by God, who 'saw'
the truth and whose authority was simply the truth of the words
they spoke and their own obedience to the fundamental principles
of the torah. In the same way there will always be the
necessity for an official teaching office in the church but at
all times this office must always be willing to listen to the
voice of prophecy and test both the prophecy and its own teach¬
ing by the testimony of the law, the prophets, the psalmists,
Jesus and the apostles.
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CHAPTER IX
OTHER TESTIMONY IK THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
1. The Disciples of, Jesus
The Nature of the Testimony
There are two parallel sets of passages in the Synoptic
Gospels in which the evangelising activity of the Twelve is
described as a 6^ov • The first of these is the account
of their commissioning by Jesus (Mt.l0.1ffv par.) and the
second is the apocalyptic discourse of Jesus (Mt.24.1ff,?par.) •
In the first passage Jesus sends^ ^ the disciples to proclaim
the nearness of the kingdom of heaven to the lost sheep of the
house of Israel? where they are not received they are to shake
off the dust of chei~> feet? it is this 'shaking' action which
Mark and Luke say is ^ae-r«e,0v but Matthew reads:
"And ye shall be brought before governors and kings for my sake
£-"U jxagr^eiov' "to them and the Gentiles" and adds: "It
shall be given you in that hour what ye shall speak. Per it
is not ye that speak but the Spirit of your Father which
(*) Cf, Rengstorf (KWB.IV.A5A.A--11) for an appreciation of the
difficulty of separating the Disciples, the Twelve and the
Apostles and M. Barth (Der Augenzeuge. p.170) for the difficulty
of deciding the exact number"oF~aposties. If, as is generally
believed, the Twelve represent all Israel it may equally be said
that they are representative apostles but as such they have no
authority over the other apostles who bear the same testimony.
Reid's judgement must be agreed with: "The appointment of the
Twelve was of the things that pass because its original purpose
was fulfilled." (The Biblical Doctrine of the ministry, p.12).
Rengstorf (Apostj.eship, p.33l shows that"there"is no~need to
identify the Twelve""and the Apostles.
(2) The apostle in the NT is not to be associated with the
rabbinic THr'id but with the OT prophet whose prophesying was
called testifying. Cf. Rigaux: (Thessaloniciens. pp.l57f.):
"L'apostolat Chretien a pris la place du proph^tisme juif."
(3) Casey (The Beginnings of Christianity, V,p.3l) says "this




speaketh in you" (Mt.10,5-20), In the second set of pass-
ages there is a similar forecast of sufferings which are to come
about for Jesus' name's sake, that is on account of preaching
him openly, and then the Lord says: "This gospel of the kingdom
shall be proclaimed in all the world Ti o v to all
nations" (Mt,24.9-14) S Mark's account foretells the appearance
of the disciples before rulers and kings &'»$ -tu e t os/
^and continues by way of amplification: "And the
gospel must first be published among all nations" (Mk,13,9f.).
Luke uses a slightly altered expression: drro/3*{cre-rcn.
£.iS t i o v/ (21,13), which means the same thing.
While it is possible to interpret the shaking off of the
dust in terms of the Jewish ritual which signified the putting
off of defilement contracted by passing through Gentileterritory^ ^ there is also some justification for seeing in
this a deliberate didactic action influenced by the thought of
the Mishnah tractate Aboth 1.4: "Jose b, Joezer said: 'Let thy
house be a meeting-house for the sages and sit amidst the dust
(4)
of their feet and drink in their words with thirst' ' The
(*) Reitzenstein (Hermes 52(1917)»P.444) gives the meaning of
sU t ©Ts as: "um dereinst Zeugnis g£gen_sie
abzulegen, dass Jesu Namen ihnen wirlklich verkundet sei.^buT"
his 'ge^en' has no counterpart in the Greek. He continues:
"Der Junger erscheint hier als Gesandter Gottes oder Jesu ;
nimrnt das Volk die Botschaft nicht an, so werde er Zeuge wider
es".
X"2! Cf. Ac.9.15. Ps.ll8.46 gives the strongest grounds for
believing that the reference is to the new teaching of Jesus
which fulfils the testimony of the psalmist. "They were to
stand there to testify to Jesus." (Gould, St, Mark^ ICC, p.245).
(3) As Str/Bill. (Vol. I.p.571). Strathmann (4W57lVl509.6-8)
sees the action as 'Beleustungszeugnis' at the Day of Judgement;
cf. Schniewind: L.arkus. p,59.
(4) The Babylonian Talmud (ed.I. Epstein), note (7) on Aboth 1,4
explains it IS: frEitherT let the dust of the feet of the sages,
as they walk, cover you (i.e., follow them closely), or, sit in
the dust (on the ground) at their feet whilst they teach."
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connection between Mt. 10.14 and 18 established by Lk. 9»5 makes
it fairly certain that the ja r/g < <> v referred to is the
preaching and teaching which the disciples are to deliver at
every opportunity, even at their trial. Further, there is an
incident in II Esd. which also throws some light on this passage.
The nobles and princes had promised to restore their pledges to
the people to whom they had been lending money and to stop
exacting usury and Nehemiah says? ka\ jSoXi/v
'
)• ' * "J J /« >• A *
S^£.Twa£a_ k a i £ t TT o*_ Do t $ StcTivo-^oti o Oto^
/ He 0>» / S v / ' «
(To.VT a cxviigci, 5 Oi oc to*/ AOy 0*/ roJTo*/, ToJ
J/ ) /^ \ 5 / —V \ ,V 17
Oixou ciJToO Kfti £.*. KoTto<J aOT oo, fca i EcTTui o o T
blsTS,TiVa^|.(.tVoC i<av Kt*/o<5 • (H Esd. 15.13)* Thus, it
might be possible to interpret the shaking of the dust as a
threat and link this passage with Ac. 18.6 where Paul shook his
raiment and said to the opposing and blaspheming Jews in CorinthS
"Your blood be upon your own heads; I am clean." Nevertheless
the reference in Acts is probably rather to Ezek. 3*18 showing
that Paul regards himself as clean because he has spoken God's
word.
The OT passage which shows the most striking similarities
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It is hard to believe that Jesus did not have this section
of Isaiah in mind and if this is the case then it would appear
that the shaking off of the dust for a ov, , the
expressing of the gospel, the publishing of peace, the message
of the reign of God are different ways of describing the
preaching and teaching work of the disciples who are now Israel (Is.
51.4,16), the servant and witness of God (Is.43.10,12; 44.8).
This may also be seen in the influence of Ps. 118.46 ( k<*.1
»
V ' V ' - ✓ > / . , ' > >
sAuaouV 6s/ Tat? loi? crew £vas/f t at/ fta. or i /s 6 «*W Ku«. Ov>k
on Mt.10.18 since in the psalm the ^ e lov/
always refers to the torah or teaching about God; this is
important, not because it establishes the unbelievers' guilt
but simply because it is the word of God.^ ^
(1) Schlatter (M*rtyrer.pp.245f*) an<3 others see a martyr -
reference here, without any reason given. Rigaux (Thessaloniciens«
P.635; cf. von Dobschutz. Die Thessalonicher-BrlefeT^Sxkurl zu ~
I.2.2,pp.86 and 252) gives instances in the Pauline Epistles
where u»eTi«toy is synonymous with
and but his omitting to give references'" helps to
uphold the Roman idea of a difference between Paul's testimony
and that of the Twelve? "Paul est temoin non du Christ, ce qui
est reserve aux apdtres, tlmoins oculaires, mais pour le Christ
,en opposition a txoLg-rueas a-JToo que sont
les apStres: 1 Act.XVII,31." Against this it must be pointed out
that Luke calls Stephen o<> (?oj .(Ac.22.20).
(2) Cf. Is.51.4i on Ttw-e' ijAou AfcoeraTctv,
« u-oo tvs 4s . All this is against
Strathmann'(KWB.IV.509.13-27) who cannot see ^a.eTue»ov as
referring to~missionary proclamation but only as having the aim
of making the hearers guilty. The present thesis does not deny
that this may be a result of the testifying just as may martyrdom
but these are not the function or aim of the apostolic, prophetic
witnessing. Von Campenhausen (Idee,p.24) and others take this
as a reference to testimony to be borne at the Last Judgement
but that is not Israelis raison d'etre, although the rendering
of such testimony may well take place at that event. It is
clear that the testimony envisaged by Jesus is given in this
world and to this world as Ps.ll8.46 shows. Peterson""(Zeuge
der Wahrheit. p.172) puts the R.C. view of the origin of""the
word 'martyr' and then, to preserve the exclusive position of
the Twelve Apostles, concludes that the apostle is more important
than the martyr; He continues (p.273)* "Die apostolischen
171.
It follows from the above that the commission of the
Twelve has reference only to the proclamation of the teaching
of God. ^ ^ The authority granted to them is described as one
of healing since all through Isaiah blindness and deafness sym-
bolise tgust in idols, acceptance of false teaching about thedivine.^ ^ Their first instruction is that they should preach
sayingt "The kingdom of heaven is at hand" and they are assured
that the Holy Spirit will supply the message. H. Delehaye^ ^
admits that "1'inspiration qui lui est promise, place le
Chretien appele a rendre compte de sa foi, dans l'etat
prophetique." But to retain the Roman view he must retract
Leiden k6*nnen sich sehr wohl in einem Martyrer erneuern der in
einem juridischen Sinne kein Nachfolger der Apostel ist, wie
ja auch die Wunaer der Apostel von Menschen vollbracht werden
konnen, die, juridlsch gesehen, nicht Nachfolger der Apostel
sind. Das Martyriura ist also ein Charisma and nicht notwendig
an ein Amt in der Kirche gebunden."
C1) The cup of cold water (v.42) points to this? in Prov,25.25
it is equated with good news; cf. Bt. 32.2; Is,12.3, 35.6f;
55.1J Jer. 18.Uf; Jn.4.7-14j 7.37s I Cor.3.6 and the
interesting quotation from the Gospel of the Ebionites in
Epiphanius; Adv. Haer. 30.13^where^ Jesus, having called the
Twelve, says to them: /Soo\o feWitt hi,¥.»&uo aJTocrro Aoul J
roO Merely,A. • (J.-P.Migne: Patrologiae,
XLI.428), and another in Clem. Alex.; Strom.6.6. from The Preaching
o£_Pete£i Awt IKA £ V TtjJ fltTfoJ ^ Cv T <• 7T^o5 To
fia. t)rjf a ( MtT»l TW sTTu. <T t V . 4 SS.A& £ «\ V sA.0nT1 C .
' }' > ' > ^ n 1 t ii / * ,J> . \ ' * '
to-on ' ovjj 0 cr t Kai
*
— # t / x v '
ftti OCT ....... Oi O & M,n Hiifr ioCctV T£S »
» / / 1 ' > >j
? Tvi£t)i7ftJCr /V ^ OOK Ij^ov Tk^
a 17 o A ov i&v it v * Co ^ Ki koo ff* ft ia fcv.
Migne. IX.269-272)• '
a) Is.29.18 J 42.7,16-19; 50.4f; 58.7f.
(3)Sanctus. p.100 .
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in the next sentence. "On ne volt pas, pourtaht, que jamais
martyrs ou confesseurs aient 6t4, & n'import© quel moment,
qualifies de prophdtes." This is contradicted by Rev. 19#10.
Confirmation that the KtteToeiov is the gospel or kerygma
of the early church corresponding to the torah of God in the
OT is provided by Mk.13.9ft k<*\ Inx »j\| /Jfxri AfcuJv
tftadqitfc, <x&ii fc.v£.£fc.V g (0v ixotcT^, ka\ fc.»^ TToWTca
^ V.5 * - \ 3 f (
TA. £,C> Vyj n Q, uJT OV a ti "7° 5su<x^*j £. A i o </ .
Here again the disciples are told that the content of the
testimony will be given them by the Holy Spirit. There is in
all this no trace of any special authority vested in the
disciples which is valid simply because Jesus has commissioned
them. Their authority is the truth which Jesus himself has
(3) (4)
spoken, ' his words which will not pass away (Mk. 13.31,par.) .
In the same way the of the leper (Mt.S.t^par,) is a
declaration of the good news by means of his action in showing
himself to the priest. That the man was cured would admit of
no doubt but that Jesus was the promised Saviour was something
(*•) Cf. fcit.22f.14j Lk.21.12fj against von Campenhausen (Idee,
pp.22fff.) who will not admit that this is in any way concerned
with missionary activity.
(a) Schweizer (Church Order in the New Testament. 2 i) is not
quite correct in saying* ~"*rof~that group of disciples as a school
for Church leaders there was certainly never any thought". The
disciples were being taught in order to teach or testify and the
parables of stewardship are clear indications of this; further,
the teachers were the natural leaders.
(3) The gospel is directly "Jesus' words" (fclk.8.35»38) and the
preaching, teaching, or testifying of the gospel is an eschato-
logical event in which the authority of the word may make it¬
self felt in the hearer and so be his salvation, cf. Friedrich
(KWB.II.726.22f-3l). „ 3
(4) Cf. Ps.118.152; k^t' t\o X c< ^ TWV t ^ £ v u)v
M > V S'\ 3 J . ' > / r v
<TOO, CSTl £ t TOV &0& p. «*> 0"i* $ & <J T U .
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(i)
that was either 'seen' or not 'seen'. ' Strathmann inter¬
prets all the above instances of (*ae-r Jg iov (except Lk.21.13)
as referring to the testimony that makes guilty but this is only
one aspect of it? it is a consequence, not a motive. The
gospel and the (*ueTjClov are one and the same thing and each»
as Paul shows, can be a savour of death or a savour of life (II
Cor.2.14,16)• Strathmann's explanation of the difference
between Luke's account and the other two does not do justice to
the obvious similarities. It is not easy to see why he denies
(*)
here what he allows in Ac.4.33 and in the Pauline epistles.
(1) Against Strathmann's view that uaerieiov is testimony for
the prosecution at the Last Judgement. S. avers that, in the
context, the testimony can in no way be understood as the active
witness of missionary proclamation and has only the aim of
making the opponents guilty. (KWB. IV.508.28 - 510.7). But,in
the sort of circumstances envisaged here, viz. the presentation
of the testimony to those who are in opposition to Jesus,
Agrippa admits that Paul has almost persuaded him to become a
Christian; whether Agrippa is sincere or sarcastic the fact
remains that he recognises that Paul is preaching the Christian
message. 8tr/Bill. (I.p.474f.) quotes Jub.l.7f» 4.19J 10.17?
Apoc.f Baruch. 84.7 and continues! "So soil der geheilte
AussStzige den Priestern in Jerusalem zum Zeugnis dienen, dass
der erscheinen ist der die Auseatzigen rein macht."
(2) KWB. IV.510.9-20i Dodd (The Appearances of the Risen Christ,
p.55l notes that the w.a£rjgtov refers three times to healing7"~
preaching and suffering, "the three characteristics of the
eschaton" and that therefore it is testimony to the governors
that the end is near, which is not the same thing as preaching,
the Gospel to them. This view he takes from Kilpatrick (The
Gentile Mission in nark and Latthew, 13,9-11) but it is one
which is scarcely~broad enough~in view of the obvious relation¬
ship between the testimony of the OT and that of the NT.
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In the apocalyptic passage (Mt.24,par.) the gospel of the
kingdom is explicitly stated to be a uaerje,0v which is to
(l \
be proclaimed to the whole world (Ft.24.I4»par.)v ' and is
contrasted with false prophecy (w.5,11*24). It is made clear
that Jesus' words, the message, the testimony of Jesus is of a
permanent nature (v.35)1 its source is the Spirit (the oil in
the parable of the Virgins); it is the or
delivered to the servants by their lord and with which they
'trade'j izi this stewardship it is faithfulness which confers
authority (25.14-21), Thus, in Matthew explicitly and in Mark
and Luke^ ^ implicitly, the testimony which the witnesses are
to present is a specific message,^ it is 'the gospel of the
kingdom' which Jesus himself preached, which John the Baptist
proclaimed before him and which the true prophets of the OT had
?4\
preserved and delivered,K '
(1) Mk,13.9* Lk.21.12. Delehaye (Sanctusf p. 78), with others,
takes these verses in 8 martyrologicaI sense| "ttous soirees
ici transportes dans le cadre dee Actes des martyrs."
Dornseiff (Archfa, £jjlLpllg&PRfTiflFZSM&tei}* U92>25), pp.
13of.) translates p. i0' (Lk«21,13) as 'fcartyrium' and
eommentss "Zeugnis gabe hier keinen Sipn", in s^ite of the fact
that {ac*e>Tto* is closely linked by and to the two
following verses which have obviously to do with speaking the
word of God.
(2) von caropenhausen (Die Idee, p. 26) takes 21,13 as referring
to a testimonial to a good character, an interpretation which
'would render the statement almost irrelevant.
(3) Riddle (ZKWL 4(1934), PP. 272-274) quotes these passages in
bold type to lend weight to his thesis that they are
Verfolgungslogien; cf. the same writer, Journal of Religion.
IV. (1924). pp. 174-191,
(4) Asting (D^e Verkund 1 ,?ungt pp. £94f.) makes a distinction
between gospel and testimonyi " bezeichnet die
Offenbarung sot% wle sie in der Verkundigung ala eine Heilsbotschaft
hervortritt, wahrena p«eT^e,i<w betont, dass die Cffenbarung
eine Bekanntgabe von Gottes Vfillen bedeutet, durch welche sein
Rechtetreit mlt dem Satan entschieden wird." But see Cerfaux!
^ecueil. II, p. 168: "La petite phrases *ceci finira pour vous
dans le t£n;oignage' ne signifie quelque choae que si Luc a
voulu donner toute sa valeur au moment solennel du temoignage
Chretien."
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A preaching or teaching commission similar to the above is
found in Lk.24.44-48? cf. Mt.28.18f£ where the eleven and those
who were gathered with them are shown by the risen Christ how
all the things which he had already told them, viz. that which
is written about him in the law of Moses, and in the prophets
and in the psalms must be fulfilled, that repentance and for¬
giveness of sins should be proclaimed in his name everywhere
and that (in the future (!)) they are to be witnesses
( n
of these things. This testifying should be
looked at in the light of the Mishna tractate Eduyoth where
testimony is "the propagation of Torah by teachers who had
received it in true succession".'' ^
That the disciples were eye-witnesses of the events of
Jesus' life and ear-witnesses of his teaching need hardly be
stated. Luke refers to this in his prologue, calling them
aoroiTT(n but if roi-r^v in 24.48 refers to °* Xoyoi
and n^v-rt* ra y tye «■ i*1 v.44 and |Atr«.voia.\/ en
«u.4pt»v i*1 v.47, as seems reasonable, then it follows
(i) "The context indicates the future." (Casey, The Beginnings
of Christianity, p.32).
(a) See above pp. ioIf. Cf. Carrington (The, Primitive Christian
Catechism. p.7C) : "there is evidence tHat~one elemeni~of""great
importance in the Christian ekklesia was the propagation of
torah by teachers who had received it in true succession, and
that the process was oral. Cf. Gerhardsson (. emory and
manuscript, p.183)? "The value of such sayings"Tin~Eduyot)
for the Rabbis is entirely dependent on their historicity," that
is to say,on whether a Rabbi had actually said them or not but
not on whether the quoter had actually heard or seen. Gunther
( magtp<; ,p.l03) takes too narrow a view of the content of the
disciples' testimony - "zun&chst und vor allem der Auferweckung?
cf, Kattenbusch (ZW, 4(1903) .p. 112). .'.es sich hier nicht um
einen 'AugenzeugenT, sondern um einen 'Redezeugen' handelt."
In Dt.31, Moses makes his last speech to Israel and commands them
to pass on the teaching he has given them which is summed up in
the Song (Dt.32); this Song vftiich is to be taught is called a
j^-OC. £ T U £ I O V/ .
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that the testimony referred to here is not simply one of event®
but of truths which are interpretations of the events. G.
Priedrich's words concerning the gospel preached by Paul are
equally apposite here« "Dae Evangelium will nicht urn von
einem historischera Ereignis Zeugnis geben; denn was es berichtet,
Auferstehung una Erhohung, entzeiht sich dem historischen Urteil
and ist ufhebung der Geschichte; es besteht auch nicht nur aue
einigen DrzKhlungen Uber Jesus und Worten von ihn, die Jeder
Christ kennen muss und uber die man eprechen kann, noch viel
weniger ist es eine weltfremde dogmatieche Formal, aondern es
* * * ~
chliche Wirliehkeit und erwelst sich
confine the title to the eleven but applies it to others asso¬
ciated with them (2k.33) and consequently the authority attach¬
ing to them is not so much an authorisation transmitted by
Jesus on one particular occasion, rather is it the authority
of the truth of his words which they have heard from hie own
lips, the testimony of the script^es concerning himself who is
the fulfilment of the testimony.^ ^ There can be no doubt that,
| cf. A sting, Die Verkandigung, pp.596f.
i,3) otrathmaim ( a3 NT Deutgc|),l (1960T. PP.7f.) claims that
the apostles' commissiori™coSers more authority than the fact
that they testify; cf. Rengstorf; Die Auferatehung Jeau pp.137-
140 and Bass who, in connection with~'the Tabove~five Eurored
brethren* or 1 Cor,15.6, writes (Aoostelamt und lilrche, p. 157)5
"Wenn dies© Augenzeugen nun den Auferetandenen verkimdigten, so
wurden sie sicher noch nicht Apostel genannt, sondern ganz
schlicht 'Zeugen'. Sin Apostel bedurfte ja einer Sendung und
Bevollmtchtigung und dander Begriff 'Apostel* bis dahin nur
juristischer Ausdxmck fUr die Bevollm&chtigung seitens eines
kenschen war, ist es unwahrscheinlich, dass sich ©11 aiese
♦Zeugen ChriBti' nun so gleich 'Apostel Christ!' genannt hatten.
Sass on p.140, denies that Paul has the same qualifications as
the Jerusalem or Galilean. Christian messengers or that he can
be any more than a witness of the risen Christ (quoting I Cor.
9.1)• It must be emphasised that commission and testimony
cannot be separated in actual fact; the witness who 'sees* the
truth is aware of the compulsion to preach it. He does not wait
It is significant that Luke does not
177.
(1 \ .
as noted by R. Asting, ' there is an echo in Lk.24.48: t<,
uap"T«J£fc^ TotJT«*>V and AC. 1,8s Kai fccffecrdc M.ou f
/ \ ' / t ^ Jof Ia.43»10»12j ytvt*■*» •♦•••« b^ot.
an^ 44.8; I*. u £ T V0 6<rT£.
for a later commission, unless this be one which the Church
confers (Ac.13.1-3)• The sending of the Twelve and the Seventy
by Jesus is to be taken as a sign of the sending of all the
messengers of the risen Christ. The so-called "severe struggle"
for the recognition of his authority which Paul is alleged by
the TCTbingen school to have had with the Jerusalem church was
certainly not provoked by the so-called 'closed circle of eye¬
witnesses'. Peter and John and James saw the validity of Paul's
position right away (Ac.15.7-Hj 13-19). It is important to
notice the order of events in the Jerusalem Council;
(a} Paul and Barnabas state their case (15.4).
(b) Certain of the Pharisees rise up in opposition (15.5).
(c) Much $«-rn<rK (= searching the Scriptures, not necessarily
bitter controversy) takes place (15.7). See-fcelovt.
d) Peter defends Paul's position (15.7-11).
e) Paul and Barnabas speak again in the same terms as
before (15.12).
(f) James as the moderator gives his decision, with which
Paul and Barnabas presumably concur (15.13-21).
(g) This becomes the finding of the whole assembly (15.22).
Gerhardsson (Memory and Manuscript. pp,250f.)says that Ac,15.
Iff. records a"~dispute. ~ Tie translates a-T«<rts
as 'discord and debate' when, according to a LXX precedent it
might just as well mean 'standing and enquiring' or 'standing
and instruction.' II Ksd. 18.1-7 may well give the correct back¬
ground in this cases "And Esdras the scribe stood on a wooden
stage and there stood next to him Mattathias.•....all the people
stood...... .and Jesus and Banaias and Sarabias instructed ( !$cr<xv
p"Lv*.T't <w people in the law." The surprising
ohing is that, on p. 250,note 4, G. recognises that
may mean 'legal' or doctrinal examination'.
It is a fact that there was a real controversy between Paul and
Barnabas (15.3&-41) in which neither would yield to the
authority of the other.
(x) pie Verkifndigung. p.562? cf. Seeligman (The Septuagint Version
of Isaiah, p. 28) who points out that in Is.43.10 twice the thought
is emphatically advanced, without any sanction in the Hebrew text
and with a deliberate change in its content, that God bears
witness on behalf of his devotees.
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The ^ ae -rj e< o / has many synonyms ana the presentation
of it by the disciples is described in many ways. At this
point it may be observed that in the light of the witness-
concept the distinction between the general term 'disciple* on
the one hand and 'the Twelve' and the Apostles' on the other is
narrowed down to the fact that the Twelve and the other apostles
are reported as having been sent by Jesus on a special mission.
All are expected to be lightbearers, i.e. teachers (Mt.5.1M)»
to prophesy in Jesus' name (Mt.7.22), to confess Christ before
men (Mt.10.32),^ ^ to labour in the harvest (Mt.9.37f.), to
labour in the vineyard (Mt.20.1f.) and to give the household
their portion of meat in due season (Lie, 12.42). ^ ^ The Twelve
are distinguished from the apostles by the fact that they are
ordained to be with him (Mk.3»14)J the apostles, on the other
hand, are those disciples whom Jesus sends on mission after an
association with himself which might be more or less close.
Other expressions in the Synoptics for the testifying of
the early church are 'teaching' (Wk.6.30), 'preaching
( Kv)(3ocrcraiv ) the nearness of the kingdom' (Mt.10.7, Lk.
9.2), 'preaching repentance (Mk.6.12) and forgiveness' (Lk.
2M.M7f.)»v } 'preaching the gospel' (Mk.l6.15) or simply
(1) Cf. Michel (KWB.V. 207.2Wf.) 5 "Der forensische Sinn des
V £.?v ist vielleicht in der nt, lichen t! berlieferung
der wicntigste."
(2) It is extremely difficult here as elsewhere to be certain
whether the evangelists use as meaning the Twelve
only or whether they include 'those with them' (Lk.2M.33).
(3) Cf. Friedrieh: KWB. III.707, note 51.
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'preaching' (Mk.3.1A), 'trading with talents' (Mt.25.14ff•)^ '
and 'teaching Jesus' commandments' (Mt.28.20); all this is
V }/ (2)
summed up in the termi To • Jesus, as Riesenfeld
(3)
surmises, ' transmitted to his disciples a logos whose outlines
were already defined and this was the starting point of a
tradition.
The Content of the Testimony
The content of the testimony borne by the disciples is "the
gospel" (Mt.24.14, Mk.l3.9f)^ ^ which comprises (a) the sovereignty
of God as implied in the phrase 'the kingdom of heaven' (Mt.10.7?
cf. 13.19; Lk.9.2,60; (b) the moral demand of God as signified
by the preaching of repentance (Lk.6.12; cf. Lk,24.47) i (c)
God's redemptive activity in Jesus (Lk.24.46) which must be
preached to the lost sheep of the house of Israel (Mt.lO.65 Lk.
24.47)^ (d) the promise of the Father in Lk.24.49 and the
idea of judgement arepresent (Lt.7.2; 23.33 etc.) and the
resurrection of Jesus is seen as the guarantee of the fulfil¬
ment of God's promise (Lk.24.46) and as being in itself the
guarantee of the presence of Jesus with his church to the end
of the world (Mt.28.20; Mk.16.20).^ ^ All this has its roots
(*■) The property is delivered ( TTaq£tV/ - the word usually
employed for the handing down of tradition),
(2) Cf.,iriichel (KWB. V. 212.22ff.) 5 "Die urchristliche Verkundi-
gung (s^o vjjw a J und Lehre ( ) als ein Bekennen
( ) und Bezeugen ( p.cptvo ) bezeichnet und
geschildert wird.'1 cf. Diem, Ev. Theol, 1 "(1934-35). P. 422.2,
(3) The Gospel Tradition, pp.~~27-30.
(4) Rengstorf TkWBT II.~147.39ffvon Mt#> 28.20) J "Der Inhalt
des 6i6a<rKJ./v' ist ?T«\/T oj-c*. £ w T ZtAr'^^v bptV
also nicht die Heilsverk'undigung von Jesus, sondern die Ver-
kundigung Jesu, seine •
(5^ Rengstorf, Apostleship. pp.11-24.(6) Casey (The Beginnings of Christianity, p. 32) confines the
subject of testimony~in Ac. 13.9~to the~end of the world and the
coming of the kingdom and in Lk. 24 to the Passion and
Resurrection of Jesus but if the ae( c/ is the gospel it
must include the whole range of Jesus' preaching and teaching in
word and deed.
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in the 0T rather than in the preaching of the primitive church
which faithfully "referred back to something that had already
happened, to Jesus of Nazareth, his teaching, his works" and
he in turn to "the Torah tradition".^ ^
The Authority of the. Witnesses
( 2\
The authority of the disciples^ ' is clearly set forth in
these three Gospels as being of a similar nature to that of
Jesus and the prophets who went before him; they are to bear
(3)
the testimony of God and are his authoritative messengers;
(4)
in the words of J. Schniewindt "Ursprtlnglich aber bedeutet
Zeugnis und Zeuge, dass Jemand mit Vollmacht von Gott redet,
ihn bezeugt." Jn the prologue to Lk. the. first Christian
preachers and teachers are described as ot W <; 4ronTat
^ / (b) / -v"
K ft i o >i ^ £ T O, l Nyfcs/Ojjwtv/OV. TO O /'O'yotf •
(MGerhard sson, i.emory and ianuscript, p. 324.
(2) Harnack (The""ConstitutTon~and flaw of the Church, pp. 16-19)
has shown that"" there was no authoritative~elenient~in the early
conception of the Church and that there was equality among
members, the whole Church making important decisions (Ac.15).
(3) Von Campenhausen (KA. und GV.. pp. 17f.) stresses the position
of the Twelve as "die grunalegenden Zeugen der Auferstehung
Christi "and states* "Als die Zeugen Christi sind die Zvfdlf
zum 'Fundament' der Kirche geworden"; cf. pp. 23-25 where v. C.
claims that the authority of the apostles rests on the two
factors of eye-witness of the resurrected Christ and commission
by him. But this must be taken back to the word and testimony
which Jesus gave them to deliver to the world and v. C. at least
recognises (p.25) that it is this which is the legacy of the
apostolic authority.
(4) Iv.arkus.p. 135» cf. Kierkegaard (The Difference between a
Genius and an Apostle, p.147)8 "God cannot"help men by providing
them with physical certainty that an Apostle is an Apostle -
which would, moreover, be nonsense. just as it is non¬
sense to require a physical certainty that God exists, since God
is spirit." s / y v
(®) Cf. £p. Dipg. , 11.1; (XtiocrroX wv j
i»n«g£Ttu i/o i j a.Ai'i 'c*. ^ ;3r, . The t Luke uses
<1 * t>mi<ov£?v interchangeably is seen from
Ac.13.5 and 19.22. Mote -the. va.ria.nt t\s Sio.Kosn.ccv in Co3. G.
(®) "This suggests.... one group of persons filling two functions."
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This has been taken as a proof of the superior authority of the
Jerusalem apostles but such a supposition can hardly be correct
since the eye-witnesses of Jesus have no real authority over
Paul, for example, who was not a disciple of Jesus^ ^ but whom
Luke describes as and (Ac.26.l6),
a parallel phrase. The object of the CK vJ X Ov^lcV. (if this
means eye-witness testimony)^ of the disciples is the person
of Jesus, his actions, his words, his death and his resurrection
(if this last can be called a 'visible event), but the p-«.e -rug, ov
is_the„p£§spptaiien of_the. eveptg; l,_alQn£„with_their_iQtej^etaJUon
(Cadbury, Beginnings.of Christianity, Part^. Vol. I. p.498).
Trench (SynonyirisI p.~327~notes thai e& T >? 1 i8 used by
Euripldest Hecuba. 503 for the herald who carries solemn
messages.
(*) Michaelis (KWB. V. 349. If.) points out that there is a
dependence of faith on seeing which is unfaith (Mk.15.32; Jn. 20.
25,27) and (ib. p. 349.3f.) that Jn. 2C.29 and I Pet.1.8 show that
faith without eye-witnessing is fully of equal value to faith
grounded on it. It cannot, however, be said too strongly that
the eye-witness testimony is only the ground of the faith in the
same sense as the soil is the ground of the plant's existence}
the soil does not create the life of the seed but it provides
the essential factors and environment. Cf. Kasemann (ZThK 48.
(1951), pp. 304-311)# "Der Christus praesens legitimier'F'5ie
Tradition nicht umgekehrt." Cf. also Schweizer,, Church Crder,24a.
(2) That ToO belongs to only,"(lis"'
Plummer! St, Luke. ICC, p. 3) is disproved by the fact that
"separates them.
(3) In the Hermetic Literature there is an instance of the use
of of one who sees God but not in this life - only
with the eyes of the soul. (W. Scott, Hermetica. I. 418.13).
(4) Cf. Althaus (The So-called Kerygma."*op7 27-30): "The Kerygma
of the apostles and the Church has always a historical content."
A. denies that this is true for the prophets (p. 30) but this
view is untenable in view of the evidence adduced in the chapters
on the OT in the present thesis.
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C1)
which is spiritually discerned as a result of the testimony
of the Spirit. The function of the first eye-witness is to
place before his audience the clearest and truest word-picture
of the event which is Jesus^ ^ (accompanied, of course,by
appropriate behaviour), accompaided by his interpretation
(4)
of the event but ultimately the hearer must make his own
decision about the authenticity of the a.5ToV'a an<^ "the
interpretation of it, as to whether it is true that Jesus is
Lord, that his word is to be obeyed, that his death is a
salvation-event and that his resurrection is the real first-
fruits of a resurrection to life eternal on the part of all
C1) Cf, an Peet, Dictionary pf Christ and the Gospels. II. 832a,
para. 1. ; Robinson, The~Chrjstian~Kxperience of"the Holy Spirit,
p. 155. Hoskyns (The Fourth Gospel,p. 103) notes correctly that
it is their faith and the~knowledge~they had as a result of their
faith which gave the original disciples any apostolic authority
at all. Cerfaux (Tgmpins du Christ, p. 165) writes: "L'Ssprit-
Saint travaille par sa puissance actuelle, eomme par la
r6vdlat,ion contenue dans les proph6ties, "a imposer la foi h la
resurrection." f. enoud (Eglise et Theologie 68. Juin (i960) pp.
lOf.) shows that "le temoin~au sens"fort ( ) est plus
qu'un simple tlmoin oculairej he correctly insists that Luke
distinguishes between to it t «^ and and that it is
as the latter that they are chosen by the risen Christ,
(2) Cf. Dodd (History and the Gospel.0. 162): "The kerygma
itself is no more than the rehearsal of the history in which the
kingdom of Cod came." Note the care taken by the Gospel writers
to cite names of witnesses and to show that the required number
is always present at happenings which might arouse scepticism.
(3) There is no question of the witnesses' behaviour guaranteeing
the truth of the testimony as Labriolle (bulletin d'ancienne
Lltt&rature et d'Archaeologie Ohrfetlennes Tl91lJ, pp.~5Cf.J7~
~l~hornme qui,"pour cert if ier~la vferit§~d'un fait, d'une doctrine
ou sa foi en un £tre sup6rieur, va jusqu'h accepter les tourments
et la mort, celui-lk est par excellence le 't6moin' de cet 'fetre,
de cette doctrine, de ce fait."
(4) Dorgenthaler (Die lukanische Geschichtsschreibunp; als Zeugnis,
II. p. 25) shows that"Luke ' s~ test lrnony~is~ true history while noT"
being concerned simply v/ith the chronicling of facts - "denn




believers. If the hearer makes the Christian decision he
must then proceed to become thoroughly acquainted with the
testimony so that he in turn may become a witness and pass on
the original aoroyta. (which can never be dispensed with)
and with it the apostolic interpretation of it which he has
accepted• Paradoxically, the more accurately the first witness
presents his a I. r o ^ (gl the more he reduces any authority he may
haye___ overhis hearer; once he has imparted his complete
knowledge of Jesus to his disciple, he has raised that disciple
to his own level of authority (Lk.6.40)i indeed it is this
equality at which he is always .aiming for he longs to present
his people "perfect before the throne" (Col. 1.28). The
only exception to this is Jesus himself for he is the word in
its fulness, he is the j-ja-t ' q i oy who, as John reports,
bears witness
. of ...hi?; self,..(.8, 14-rl8) f In point of fact there
is a sense in which the primary witnesses are really only
secondary witnesses for what they pass on is really Jesus'
O) Cf. Michaelis, XWB. V. 347.45-349.2. Torrance (Conflict
and Agreementin.the""Church, pp. 71f.) does not give a broacT"
enough definition~of" i~<x. e~T^ e. < and distinguishes it from
, which latter he takes in a verbal sense but both
words refer primarily to the content of what is taught or
preached. T, makes the important point that in the testifying
"the original ^oakes place in the experience of
the hearer".
(2) Any authority he may have is a teaching authority, that is
to say, he may know more about Jesus than his hearers do but
his extra knowledge, as such, does not give him an official
authority. Barth asks (Church dogmaticg, Vol. 1. Part I. p.
126); "Why and in what respect doeS~the~Biblical witness
possess authority?" and answers; "In that it claims no
authority whatsoever for itself, that its witness amounts to
letting the Something else be the authority, itself and by its
own agency."
(3) Cf. Schweizer, Church Order,. 7h.
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testimony to himself but the Si^\^cri$ (Lk. 1.1) of
the auronrat is essential for it enables the second and
later generations to see and hear Jesus ana consequently to
•see' and 'hear' him without whom there is no revelation.
It is thus clear that the eye-witness testimony of the person*
teaching and works of Jesus is of great importance; without
it there can be no but authority is something
in which the witness is not really interested? he is concerned
(a)
only to preach the gospel, "a historical event charged with
transcendent significance," ' What Hoskyns says of the Fourth
Gospel is true of all the NT testimony; "The Fourth Gospel was
written in order that the Christians of a later generation
might be confronted by this earlier witness and in order that,
created by it, they also might be invested with apostolic
authority." ' Bultmann is correct in stating that "The
salvation occurrence does not become a fact of the past
V J
but constantly takes place in the present," but this does
not mean that the facts of the past can be denied, that the
death of Jesus was not a salvation event for the repentant
thief; without the event there would be no testimony or else
only false testimony. It must be remembered that the apostles
had more than the kerygma; they had the 'memory', stimulated
(*) Cf. Menoud, Eglise et The'ologie 08. Juin (1960).Pj 7. and
Cullmann, The £arly~ChurchT""pp7'85-91. The p »£-*-«.•£<. a. 0f the
first apostles is the~superior written norm which is the
sufficient criterion of Revelation and controls the teaching
office of the Church.
(<*) Cf. Diem, Ev. Theol, 1. (1934-35). PP. 424-426.
(3) G. Miegge, Gospel and Myth, p. 107
(4) p. ICO.
(s) Theology. I. p. 302.
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by the Holy Spirit, of Jesus, his words, deeds and personality.
It is true, as Bultmann says in his Theology of the New Testament
(p. 302), that "the salvation-occurrence is no-where present
except in the proclaiming, accosting, demanding, and promising
word of preaching, A merely "reminiscent" historical account
referring to what happened in the past cannot make the salvation
event visible," but this surely is just another way of saying
that the preacher must be convinced that the historical event
of which he speaks is salvation event for him and may be the
same for his hearers and must say so? it is an historical
event, or a memory of it, or a re-presentation of it which is
"seen" to be, and is accepted as, salvation event and there can
be no "seeing" and no accepting unless this historical event
is available. The 'word' is not simply 'heralding' by
(l)
authorised messengers it is also testimony which requires a
personal experience of the event of Jesus. Zahn says: "Seeing
and testifying are inseparable (Kev. i.2j John 1.34J 1 John
i.2,iv,12f). The disciples of Jesus could not be his witnesses
unless with their own eyes they had seen him who lived on earth
and died and rose again, and unless they had perceived through
all their senses his entire manifestation of himself."^ ' But
this living, dying and risen man, as he presents himself to the
senses, is not the complete content of the testimony; the true
content, which of course cannot be borne except by the living,
dying and risen man Jesus, is that he is the salvation of God.
Simply to have known Jesus "after the flesh" is in itself, as
Paul saw, really valueless. The testimony of the eye-witness
?i) ib. I. p. 307.
(2) Introduction to the flew Testament II. p. 155, note 9.
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solely as eye-witness is the same as the testimony of the world
to Jesus, viz. that he is a teacher come from God (Nicodemus),
a prophet (the people), a blasphemer (the scribes and Pharisees)
and so on. One must maintain with E. Burnier^ ^ "une distinc¬
tion essentielle....il s'agit d'une distinction et non d'une
opposition."
At the beginning of the Sermon on the Mount Jesus extols
the law and the prophets; and having likened the coming per¬
secution of his disciples to that suffered by the prophets
before them,^ ^ states that whoever shall do and teach the
commandments of the law and the prophets shall be called great
in the kingdom of heaven (Mt. 5.10-19» cf. Lk. 6.22-26).
After the commissioning of the Twelve apostles he makes some
remarks about discipleship (Mt. 10.32ff.) which may apply only
to the Twelve or to disciples in general - n«<j oov
(10.32). In any case, those to whom he is speaking - all of
them being disciples, presumably - are told; "He that receiveth
you receiveth me, and he that receiveth me receiveth him that
1) La Notion de Tempignageft p. 25.
2) Cf. PascherT"" Tfp C ^ h t h SI , pp. I82f.
a) The fact that in Cod A the LXX at III K. 1M.6 translates
riO>U) as tv' aw/cr to A of shows that it is not unreasonable
to" think of anyone who has a message from God as an apostle.
In this incident Ahijah the prophet is not sen^_tp any place or
person with his divine message; He remains jh hi s own place
and delivers the message to the queen when she arrives to consult
himi There is certainly no indication that Ahijah had any
official position; he was simply a man of God who received
Revelation and passed it on. Moving about from place to place
is not an essential characteristic of an apostle in this sense.
It is to be noted that the Revelation is not unconnected with
the age-old testimony concerning the sovereignty of God, his
moral law, his past mercies and his promises for the future, as
III K.11.33-38 shows. Jesus' apostles are the men who deliver
his message and, like Ahijah, they have no official authority.
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sent me. He that receiveth a prophet in the name of a
prophet shall receive a prophet's reward." (Mt.10.40f,).
This suggests that these disciples are prophetic apostles,
men who have been eent on a prophetic mission.^ ^ The Twelve
are called apostles in Mt.10.2? Mk.6.30 and Lk,6.13; 9»10j
22.14 and the disciples are given the title in Lk. 17»5» In
Iik. 24.9f. it is not unreasonable to suppose that the author
aoplies the title to "the eleven and all the rest"(cf. v.33). ^ 1
(*) Lindsay (The Church and the Ministry in the Early Centuries,
p.31) points out""that whoever recelved~a little child in Jesus'
name received him (Mt.l8.5)»
(a) Cf. Rendtorf (KWB. VI. 810.37f.); "Der (OT) Prophet versteht
sich also selbst als Boten Jahwes, dessen Wort er weiterzusagen
hat."
(3) Cerfaux (Tcmoins du Christ).following Catholic tradition,
fails to take~into account the other persons present at this
commissioning of witnesses. All through this article he insists
on the exclusive character of the Twelve and on the resurrection
as being the principal content of their testimony; he even
denies Paul a place exactly on their level; "Puisque St. Paul
est ap&tre, presque (cette petite reserve parce qu'il n'a pas
vecu avec le Christ durant sa vie temporelle) au raeme titre que
les oouze." (p.159) C. returns (p. 160) to this "difference
essentiplle entre Paul et les Douze": "Ceux-ci sont avant tout
les 'temoins' de la resurrection; Paul est par vocation le
porte^ur du message Chretien aux Gentiles;" xcf, p. 166; "Pierre
le temoin par excellence Paul le heraut du message
Chretien." and the same page, note 3, where C. conveniently omits
to mention that in I Clem. J?.4,7 p ae T ^ e n c <*■ is used of both
Peter and Paul. Retif (Temoipnage et Predication, p. 155» note
(13)) gives quotations from" Iren. AdvT Haer77"*III« XII, 3 and
others in which Peter is called a herald. C. supports his
position by contrasting Ac. 26.16 and Lk. 1.2 (which he gratuit¬
ously presumes to refer to the Twelve) in which 'servant of the
word' and 'witness' are in different order;but the reverse process
could be applied in Ac. 6.3f. to the Twelve and the Seven and in
Ac. 1.25 S< «.Kovt'c* comes before hj with reference
to the position of the Twelve. It is dangerous to argue from
the order of words.' Over against C's position must be set von
Car.penhausen's point in Stud. Theol. (1947-8) , p,109» that the
suspect apostles of Did.~ll.3-5 could never have arisen if the
word 'apostle' had been from the beginning a title only for the
Twelve.
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The shaliach or apostle is invested with the authority of the
one who sends him and this comes out clearly in the commission¬
ing of the Twelve when Jesus gives them *•'«. over unclean
spirits and to preach about the kingdom (Mt.10.1,5-8). It is
significant that in the milieu in which the Church was born un-
cleanness was associated with ignorance of the ordinances of God
and the Spirit of true counsel (:,S.3.5f.5 4.20-22, 5.13f.)
However, they are to rejoice not that the spirits are subject
to them but because their names are written in heaven, ie. be-
( 2)
cause they are true prophets. ' Their authority is to be a
spiritual authority which derives from the words they speak
which are a spiritual gift from the Lord, all authority is
given to Jesus, not to the disciples.' It is not they who
speak but the Spirit of their father who speaks in them (Mt.10.
19f5 fck.13.11) for Jesus will give them a mouth^ ^ and wisdom
(Lk.21.15, cf. Jn.15.26) ^ Another way of putting this is
found in the parables of the talents and the pounds. The
C1) Ber. 5.5.
(2) Cf. Ezek.13.9.
(3) Cf. Grundmann, KWB. II.311-313* Kierkegaard cannot be
altogether correct in stating (The Present Age, pp.147-150)
that the authority does not res'! in the content of the message.
The Apostle never simply says, "Go."' All he says is in terms of
the total Gospel tradition.
(4) "For the Rabbis the study of the Tora was the 'work of the
mouth'." (Gerhardsson, Memory and ft.anuscript, p. 81),
(5) Barth (Per Augenzeuge) says on p.lTVhat he stresses through¬
out that the apostles Tie. the Tvelve) depend for their authority
on the fact that they were eye-witnesses of the incarnate Son and
yet he can speak near the end of his book of "blosses(.') Horen,
Sehen und Betasten"when it is without faith. They were
certainly eye-witnesses and the object of their witnessing was
the sensible basis of their experience but their later testimony
depended on their interpretation, through the help of the Holy
Spirit, of the signs they saw, heard and touched.
The Gospel they preached was their interpretation of the facts,
which was in fact Jesus' interpretation. They testified as the
prophets before them had testified and they claimed no special
rights or position on account of their eye-witnessing.
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servants who trade faithfully, ie. those who present the
authentic testimony are set over ( Ka0t at rj^. c ) the
Lord's household (many things) (Mt. par? 25.21,23? cf.
Ac. 6.3) or are given fcJ-o^cri'a ^over a number of cities
Lk. 19.17). There is a short form of these parables in Mk,
13.34 where the servants are said to have been given, not
3 / •>/
talents or pounds but £oo<ria. and to every man his &2yo\/ •
In his post-resurrection instructions to the disciples
according to Mt. and Mk# it is the eleven whom Jesus authorises
to teach and presch; according to Lk. it is the eleven and
those that were with them to whom he gives the title witnesses.
This establishes the fact that the men who were not only called
as disciples but were also chosen 'to be with Jesus' and were
sent on mission work hav| no official authority over other
disciples and apostles. Their superiority lies only in a
special knowledge which they have received from the Lord, In
any case the thought of this chapter develops from the idea of
a mission to Israel to that of a wider mission with a more
general class of missionary. The to which the
( )
disciples are called cannot be described as an office. If
they have any authority at all it is the authority of the
prophetic and teaching ministry. As to degrees of such
authority Jesus makes several points. In the first place the
authority of the disciple is not above that of his teacher "but
everyone when he has been perfected ( ) '
shall be as his teacher." (Lk.S.AO). He tells them that they
(*•) *£ \ ou cr i'c«» and oiK.ovofAia are both used in LXX to
translate TlfciJ'DTJ e.g. IV K., 20,13 and Is.22.19.
(a) Cf, Schlatter*. 'The Church in the ffT Period, -pp. 10-12;
Schvyeizer (Church Order. 4g7i "undoubtedly there nowhere appears
in the conduct of affairs according to (Mt.)18.15-18 any office¬
bearer, and all graduated titles are forbidden to the Church (23.
8-10)."
(3) Cf. Liemi Ev. Theol. 1(1934-35), pp. 423f.
(4) Cf. Eph. 4.11-15 which shows that to be perfected means 'to
have received full instruction.' Also, in I These. 3.10; I Cor.
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should not covet the name 'Rabbi' as a title of honour for the
only person who may do so is himselff they are to regard
themselves as equal, as brothers (Mt.23.8-12). ' In this
chapter Jesus is contrasting the disciples who are his witnesses
with the scribes and the Pharisees of whom he says*
*• ^ C/ c ' 2 , / \ /
t au T Oi S C>T4 tJiOi. Lcr-rt Tto V T©o$ v)T a ^
(Mt.23.31J Lk.ll.48 has: t&xt ). ^ ^ The scribes
(4)
and the Pharisees are the official leaders and teachers who
sit in Moses' seat and whose teaching (presumably when it truly
conforms to that of Moses and does not degenerate into 'the
traditions of men') is to be observed, although their behaviour
Is not to be Imitated. Jesus was well aware of the danger
which arises when emphasis is placed upon the office as such
rather than on the truth as revealed to conscience and insists
that the greatest among them shall be their servant, the one who
exalts himself shall be abased grid the one who humbles himself
shall be exalted (Mt. 23.11f.)^ ^
1.10; cf. I Chron. 25.8 kat caot'^iv/ is contrasted with
uavlOav e IV •
(l) Reid (The Biblical Doctrinp qf the inistry, p.6) shows that
Jesus here~distinguishes his~dieciples from those of the rabbis.
C2) Cf. Pilson, JBL. LX. (1941), pp.318-322. t
(3) An echo of Is. 44.9 (Cod. Marchalianus)I n^^cra-ovtcs
. v ~ — v ~ * > __-K a. t it asJ T i, lAftT a» o v Tt oc o \» v \ £ ^ T itaT aOuu. i a «. « iwjv
.v 3 i .3 3 ' . • \ x 1 f
<K t>\i K. aj I T»V)S !»>A\a. Katt atp TUPU
i « > ' J >/ X 3 « (
<xo Tn»v*
^ 11 c 1 v o a& oyoi/TAt Kat Ou yv/w<rovTfti iva
A'.o-VovBiJcri, . . . . . (@),
(4) Of. Rdersheim, The Life and Times of .Jesus the i essiah, I.
op. 93f.
(°) Cf. Mt. 11.25 which has close affinities with Ps.18.8j o
/ " / * ' ✓
jJa S to-j no g 100 a^.i*j fxo s knt c T z.<$>vO \/
rj HAfTog'#. Kgjt'pu Tr 1 <r t vj cro^i^ outra> and
Ps.ll8,129f.
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That the leaders of the early church ted simply a teaching
authority^ ^ which depended on talcing over the teaching of
Jesus is borne out by the passage: ® n«tf-ro<; SdXo^ Nal
/ ( 2\ t\ / i. f 2 n .*«*
6gov 4 m. o $ N ' 0>/ T£ ax cr £\J & kw^io^ 6fi i ^
; / > > » N . v ( 3)
tia<! auTOU ~TQU aousfa-i. &.s>TOi^ > Yj V Tfc>0<|H}V'
'sv KakeC> (Mt.24.45-51, Cf. Lk. 12.42-46). It is
obvious that here there is some reference to the teaching
authority of the servant of God, the witness who preaches the
gospel for a p a. e T Jg«<w (Mt.24.14), especially in view of
the preceding statement of Jesus concerning the gospel of the
kingdom which is to be preached in all the world tk p.* <ov
to all nations and also Luke's addition in v.48; "To whom they
commit much, of him will they ask the more" where he uses the
verb jicipaTi SicBa*. which means# 'to commit to someone a
(4)
thing to be religiously kept and transmitted to others. ' It
is true that after the incident of the rich young man Jesus
speaks of "those who have followed him" sitting on twelve
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel in the regeneration
when the Son of Man will set on the throne of his glory (Mt.19.
28) but his following ?«jrds (vv. 29f.) suggest that this does
i1) Cf. Sohm, hirehenrecht. pp. 22-28 and Gerhardsson, Memory
and Manuscript? pp. 12f.
X ) is used in the Parable of the Virgins to
describe those who bore not only the lamp (of the Gospel) but
also the oil (of the Spirit); it is used also of the man who
built on the rock ^and J^sus, tells the disciples that they are
to be? ^ovi(AO* u--s OL when he sends them out
to preach and teach (Mt,10.16). 7
(3) Cf. Heb. 5.12s 'ocJ>fcfAovvfcf fciv&i Si Sa.TKa.Aoi ....
ytNO'JaT«' K£ti<*v v T £ C v a. X <x hto(, $4 cr T t <? 4 a. s' T Q o4>£$ •
(4) Grimm-Thayer, p. 486b. Cf. I Tim. 1.18,' II Tim. 2.2.
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not apply to the Twelve alone but to everyone who follows
Jesus* the parable of the labourers which concludes the
section underlines the truth that even longer service does not
bring higher reward. Luke has a similar speech concerning the
thrones, which Jesus makes at the last supper when the Twelve
have been quarreling about which of them should be accounted
the greatest (Lk.22.24-30). He compares the leaders of his
organisation with the Gentiles who exercise authority
( t^aoa-i a $ ov - ts )/fnd say8 that among the former the chief
(S ^ [A. l vo s ) ^should be as the one who serves ( o
5 i <*.k.ovC>v/ )• He promises them that they will sit on
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel but apart from the
difficulty about the presence of Judas it must be noted that
in the Apocalypse other people are represented as sitting on
thrones in the future, viz. the four and twenty elders (Rev.
4.4; 11.16) and the souls of those who were beheaded for the
witness of Jesus ( SiX ) (Rev.
20.4)• There is nothing in the passages in Mt. and Lk. to
imply that the occupation of thrones in the kingdom is to be
confined to the Twelve. The mention of persecution in Mark's
account (10.30) is a further indication that the twelve thrones
are the reward of martyrdom. Further confirmation of this is
supplied by Jesus' answer to the sons of Zebedee when they ask
to sit at Jesus' side in glory (Mk.10.35-45; of. Mt. 20.20-28),
when he disclaims the right to confer such authority which
belongs to God alone and tells them that to be great they must
serve as he himself serves, the greatest service being self-
sacrifice. '
(1) Cf. Heb,13.7,17,24.
(2) The Episcopalian conception of 'The Essential Ministry' (cf.
Kirk, The Apostolic Ministry, pp. 8ff.) is damaged by this plain
statement by Jesus himselfj Kirk states. "By the laying on
of the hands of the Essential Ministry the aspirant to
ministerial office received not only the commission to exercise
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All three evangelists report that at another time when
the disciples were arguing about authority Jesus said that the
childlike are greatest in the kingdom of God for the least
i
shall be the greatest (Mt.18.1-5} Mk.9»35-37j Lk.9.L6-A8), ^
but it would appear to follow from the incident of the exorcist
who was outside the circle of disciples (Mk,9«38-40j Lk.9»L9f«)
that to have been one of their number was not the sole criterion
of the kind of authority conferred by Jesus on the Twelve in
Mt.10.1.s the fact that the man was able to perform a miracle
(2)
in Jesus' name was sufficient to satisfy the Lord. ' In the
Mt. account of Peters confession of faith Jesus ^escribes the
confession as a revelation by God and the rock^ ^ on which he
will build his church (Mt.16.18). In the light of this it
would appear that Jesus' promise to give to Peter the keys of
the kingdom and the power to bind and loose is connected with
the revelation and is a teaching authority.^ ^ This is
certain functions; he was ushered into a special and distinctive
sphere of grace, possessed of spiritual gifts and of the power
as well as the right to dispense them to others; and in no
other way could he enter that sphere." But the grace imparted
by the apostles was clearly their testimony which confers no
superior authority to one group of Christians over another other
than that of the instructed teacher over the learner.
(*) Brosch (Charismen und Xmter in der Urkirche, p.l65) says that
Mt. 18.1—A J 53.8-127"" Lk.22.2?T"do not contradict the 'fact' of the
difference between Cleric and Lay but gives no reasons apart from
the general moral obligation of people in authority to be so much
more humble.'
(2) The man had been casting out devils, which probably has some
connection with teaching; see Mt.7.22; 8.16; 10.1,8; Mk.1.39;
16.17 where casting out devils and teaching are closely connected
and Lk.13,32 where Jesus does not include teaching and preaching
in a description of his work but calls it 'casting out devils
and doing cures'.
(3) Cf, 1QH.6.25-27. "And I lea(ned on) thy truth 0 my God
For it is thou who wilt set the foundation upon rock. to
(tes)t the tried stones
In order to (build) a stout bui(ld)i(ng)."
(4)Not administrative office as Michel (Ev_._Theol.2 (1935)*
p.241)X (with Str/Bill.) "Das Bekenntnis begrBndet also auch die
Kirchenzucht und die Lehrautoritat des kirchlichen Amts."
supported by whet Jesus says to the Pharisees who love the
chief seats in the synagogues and the salutations on the
marketplace and to the lawyers who load men with burdens, build¬
ing tve tomb6 of the prophe ts, (i.e. burying the prophetic testi¬
mony lender their traditions); having taken away the key of
(*)
knowledge they entered not themselves and hindered those who
wished to enter (Lk.11.43* 4&f.,52). Rengstorf is surely
right when he insists that the apostles' office is the same as
that of their Lord and that, as a result, "das Schwergewicht der
apostolischen Arbeit im Neuen Testament in aer Wortverkundigung
liegen muss."^ ^
The Authority of the Testimony
The teaching of the disciples concerns what they 'see' and
'hear', things which in the past have been hidden from the wise
and the prudent and have been revealed to them; many prophets
and kings have desired to see the things which they see and hear
the things which they hear, i.e. the things delivered to Jesus
by his Father concerning his own person, which he in turn re¬
veals to them (Lk. 10.21-24). The disciples are the eye-
( )
witnesses and servants ' of the word from the beginning
(1) Str/Bill. show (1.736-747)that the keys given to Peter
symbolise the power given to the steward and from many of Jesus'
parables it is deduceable that the steward is the teacher of the
Gospel.
(2) Apostelamt und Predigtamt. p. 14.? cf. p. 17.
(3) Cf. Ac.13.36 where David the, witness (Heb. "ll> ; LXX. pa.%rugt0v
(in Is. 55.4 ( 21 and ® have p-ag-weo* )) is said to have served
in the counsel of God (un£££Tn<!"<*■ J rj\ TOW &&<*** )»
The counsel of God is his torah or gospel (cf. Dt, 32.28? Ps. 32.11?
72.24;^ Prov. 3.21 etc.* also Lk. 7.30 and Ac. 20.27 where Paul urss
for the gospel which he testifies (w.21,24) and of which
he is'a (v.19) and a (v.24). M. Barth's in¬
sistence that the actual seeing, hearing and touching of Jesus by
the apostles is the ground of their 'primary and authentic* (Per
Aupenzeuge, p. 42) authority finds expression in statements like?
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(1)
(Lie. 1,2), that is to say, they are the authorised teachers
(
of Jesus' torah. To the disciples, including those who
were about him with the Twelve is granted the gift of the
of the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven (Mt. 13.11; Mk.4.10f*,
Lk.8.10) which is possessed by those whose understanding has
been opened by Jesus concerning the fulfilment of the things
written in the law, the prophets and the psalms and it is
"H^tten sie nicht sagen konnen; Wir h'drten, sahen und betasten
ihn, so w'&re die Fleischwerdung des Gottessohnes umsonst gewesen
fllr die Wahrnehmung der Menschen." (p. 43) But this is to say
no more than that if there is no historical event there is no
revelation. The whole point is that everybody saw him and
heard him (this thing was not done in a corner \Ac.26.26; cf.
Jn.18.20;Ps.97.2ff)), but only some 'saw* his glory. There
are few now who deny that a man Jesus actually lived and taught
and died and appeared in visions to men after his death.
(1) Cf. Jn.15.27? "Ye also shall bear witness for ye have been
with me from the beginning." Gerhardsson (Memory and 1,anuscript,
p. 243) says: "There can be no question that~he is~thinking
primarily of the Apostles, i.e. the Twelve." The fact is,
however, that the question can arise for the early church which
did not confine the use of in this way; cf. Jn.
18.37 where it refers to 'everyone who is of the truth' and
hears Jesus' voice ana especially Ac.26.16 where Paul is given
this title and I Cor.4.1 which shows that Paul himself is
conscious of his position as in" pe T nS ~ and that the
phrase is not specially Lucanj Aeic-Tou k«.1
0£.©j cf. Job 1.3
where a<r t a " = a household, i.e. servants (Hebi
ni i jj, ) , Prov. 14*35 J Sap. o. 41 16. 24.
(2) Goulder and Sanderson (JBS.8(1957)• PP» 12-30) have shown
that "a high proportion of the events of Lk.l and 2 is of
theological origin" and argue that "it is useless to claim eye¬
witness authority for the rest" but it is by no means beyond the
bounds of possibility that actual events and sayings can be
reported theologically; all history is more or less theological
if it is a meaningful interpretation of events and not a mere
chronicle of them.
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these things of which the disciples are to be witnesses (Lk.
24.48).^ ^ The testimony is something which is given by the
Spirit as |s made clear by Jesus' words to the Twelve in Mt.10.18-20;^ ^ it is what Jesus has told them in darkness, i.e.
privately (Mt.10,27)* Those who receive the disciples receive
Jesus and consequently God (Kit. 10.40, where 'to receive Jesus'
must mean 'to receive his teaching'. In the post-resurrec¬
tion commission of the Eleven the testimony is 'everything that
Jesus has commanded them' (Mt.28.20). The gospel which Jesus
instructs the disciples to proclaim to everyone in the world
is something which must carry its own authority! it may be
believed or disbelieved (Mt.l0.12-14f Mk.l6.l6 etc.). Simply
to have been closely associated with Jesus in his earthly
(*) The disciples in Mt.i3.l6 are blessed not because they are
eye-witnesses but because they 'see' and 'hear' the glory of
God in Jesus' person, word and works. Cf, Michaelis, itWB.V.
3M7.9-44.
(*) Cf. 10.32f. Harnack (Das "Wlr" (1910). p. 115) comments
neatly that the promise that Christ will confess his confessor
almost contains a tautology because Christ speaks and acts in
the confessor on earth.
(3) Von Campenhausen (Stud, Theol. (1947/48), pp. 119ff.) is
correct in saying that""the~apostles did not have "eine unbedingte
und sozusagen mekanisch wirkende Autoritat" (cf. 1 Cor,7.25s II
Cor. 1.13f.) but it is not so certain that there was no uniform
apostolic teaching which the community had just to take over as
such; Gal,2.5-9 shows that there must have been some basic
criterionj Von Carnpenhausen places the origin of this ration¬
alistic idea in the anti-gnostic struggle in the second century
but there were earlier struggles, viz. between Jesus and the
Jews, between Stephen and the scribes and Pharisees, between
Paul and the Judaisers, between Peter and Simon Kagus. There
is no reason why the 6 1 £<* Yq tZ-j i n 0 err o \
(Ac.2.42) should not have been regarded as a simple outline of
Dogmatics or a Catechism (cf, Lk.1.4? I Cor.14.19? Ac. 18,25;
Gal.6.6) of the early Church.
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ministry, to have seen his mighty works and to have heard his
wonderful words, to have witnessed his sufferings and even to
have experienced his presence after the resurrection are not
sufficient in themselves to command acknowledgement of
( )
authority (although to have seen and heard is necessary) •,
Mt. writes that some of the Eleven, when they saw the risen
Christ, worshipped him but some of them doubted (Mt.28.17) and
the longer unauthentic ending of Mk. has it that when Mary
Magdalene claimed to have seen him, those who had been with
him believed not (Mk. l6.9-llf cf. w,12f. and Lk.224.,10f.)
and that Jesus appeared to the Eleven and upbraided them with
their unbelief and hardness of heart (v.lJf). There must be
a presentation of the evidence, of the -phenomena and of the
truth enshrined in. the phenomena of Jesus' words and works,
his crucifixion and resurrection. Jesus in his lifetime
and after his resurrection commissions certain people to
proclaim this evidence but consciousness of a commission and
a claim to have authority to preach and teach and administer
the affairs of the church may exist without reference to the
(2)
testimony which is the truth as it is in Christ, Michelx '
avers that the disciples can confess at one time and deny at
another because "der Heilige Geist wird nicht Besitz, sondern
bleibt Gabe ( he t-t qlk. Mt.10.19)" but the knowledge
of the content of the confession does not come and got it is a
permanent possession.
(1) "The historic (geschichtliche) is never without the
historical (historische) and does not exist without it."
(Althaus, The So-called Kerygroa. pp.U)i. et passim).
( ) Kv. Theol.^ri93?r. p. 235.
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The Transmission of the
As might have been expected, there is very little informa¬
tion in the Synoptic Gospels about the transmitting of the
the Twelve go out after their commissioning by the Lord they
preach that men should repent and perform. healing acts,
which two functions together amount to preaching or teaching
(Mk.6.30) the Gospel.
The only other passage which affords any information is
the prologue to Luke's Gospel.^ ^ When this document was com¬
posed, in the lifetime of the first generation of Christians,
there was evidently a system of tradition ( tt a. pi & 0 crew )
and catechetical instruction ( ) and there
were in existence many declarations (ttoXNcm. . .. &n^/rjr,v/ )
of the 'things most surely believed' in those days (Lk.1.1-4).
If the Gospel according to St. Luke is the content of the
teaching referred to then this includes stories about Jesus as
(*) See above pp. 147-151* • s ,
(2) Justin Martyr called the Gospels anoM.vnM.ov to
TmV cJlToff T oA ia)V (£ASl- 103*8, cf. 4221* 66.3» 66.7;
Dial.100.4). (Noted by Dahl (Stud. Theol. I. (1947). P* 90)J
cf. p. 91» note 4* , "Lk.1.1-4. Les Merits sont un 'rappel'
de ce qui est donne dans la tradition et servent a procurer une
grande certitude et a prevenir les deformations.")
(3) The basic meaning of is 'to sound towards', then
it means 'to instruct orally' and thirdly, 'to inform by word of
mouth' (Grimm-Thayer, id verb. p. 340). The word occurs 7 times
in the NT. In Ac. 21.21; cf.v.24 it is followed by hi ,
showing that here it has the simple meaning of 'to inform'. In
the other 5 occurrences (Lk.1.4; Ac.18.25? Ro.2.18? I Cor.14*19
and Gal.6.6) mi is not used, from which it may be inferred
that the word has the second meaning: 'to instruct orally'. The
apparent contradiction in Ac.l8.25f. is resolved by taking the
phrase 'the way of the Lord' as referring to the OT torah.
testimony by the disciples apart from Jesus' instructions con¬
cerning this.^ ^ Mark records (6.12f? cf. Lk,9.6) that when<l)
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(i)
well as his own words. Parrer assumes* ' that "no one doubted
that apostolic authority could be delegated", yet no instances
of such delegating is found in the NT? this is not surprising
for it would have been tantamount to the apostles' saying to
their successors! "We lay hands on you and now people will
believe and obey you because we have done this." What actually
happened was that Peter and Paul and the others taught their
disciples who believed the word? they came under the spell of
the authority not of the apostles but of the word, an authority
which sprang from the power of the word to supply their need.* '
When the disciples were themselves able to teach they would
speak with authority but the authority is vested in their word,
not in their person as set apart for the preaching and teaching
of the word.^ ^
2. The Seventy
— .Li... »n»l.ll .. mm /
In Luke's account of the appointment* ' of the seventy
apostles (10.1-24) there is no specific mention of witnessing
but their instructions are the same as those given to the
Twelve. They are described as labourers ) (w.
2.7) who are to announce the nearness of the kingdom as the
Baptist and Jesus did and to heal the sick as Jesus did (v.9)f
their message is Jesus' message which in turn is God's (v.l6);
their message is the message of the prophet (v.19? ef. Kzek.
2.5f.)( ^ Wiping off the dust against those who will not
(*) The Apostolic Ministry, p.131.
( 2) Denney, Dictionary of Christ ana the Gospels, Vol.I.p. 15l£»
(3) Cf. SchweizerTchurch~0rder~25hT: """"continuity is essential
to the Church of Jesus. But it is the succession of believers,
in which the message is handed on from generation to generation."
(4) • John the Baptist's appearance as 4 ^
preacher or witness is described in Lk.1,80 as ckotoo
tq oc To < i\ae<±«A • cf. II Macc.9.23ffj Ac.1.24;
I Esd.l.34ff? Dan. 1.20 ( &' ),
(5) This prophetic note is repeated in v.20* "Rejoice because
your names are written in heaven,"which is the reverse of the
doom pronounced in Ezek.13.9 against false prophets? cf. Jer.
17.13? Dan. 12.1.
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receive them is not described as a t 6 e i ov/but the
accompanying message is clean "Notwithstanding be ye sure of
this that the kingdom of God is come nigh unto you."
The content of the testimony follows the regular patterm
(a) the sovereign power of God is referred to (vv.9»ll) as are
(b) the moral demand (implied in the call to repent) (v.13),
(c) the redemptive action (v.9) and (d) the promise of peace or
judgement (w. 5»12ff.).
The authority of the Seventy is the same as that of the
Twelve? they are given £ § oo c-1 over unclean spirits? even
the devils are subject to them through Jesus* name.^ ^
The teaching function of the Seventy is underlined in vv.21-
24 where the content of their message is a revelation from God
(although they are unlearned vqrtio*. ) ^ ^ through the Son to
whom all things have been delivered by the Father.
3. The Leper in i t,8.2-^par.
In the story of the healing of the leper (Mt.8.2-if? Mk,
1.40-^5? Lk.5.12-16) the cured man is told by Jesus to show
himself to the priest and offer the prescribed gift
u.oto?1 (Mk.addst o Sa *K?<*~ro
K^ o <r c- £ iv re $ XX a. Kc* t T ov XovyOV )•
(1) This authority is obviously a teaching one. In the OT
false gods and devils are one and the same and to drive out the
latter is to expel false teaching about God the LORD; cf. Ex.
23.20-25 and the Song of Lioses, i.e. his doctrine which is
directed towards those who have been instructed by God but never¬
theless have sacrificed to devils (Dt.32.2,10,17.) also Ps.
95.3-5 and the connection between the healing of the Gadarene
maniac and Is. 65.1-5. In Dt.7.11-15 the healing of sickness




Various interpretations have been offered in which the leper
testifies to the completion of the cure,^ ^ the arrival of a
(2) (3}
prophet.^ ' the arrival of the Saviour, ' Jesus' support gf
the Law' ^ or Jesus' fulfilling of the Law in his person.^ ^
In accordance with the use of p.o>e tov meaning 'teaching'
as already noted it is clear that the action of the leper is
to be regarded as a parabolic, teaching one. The incident
follows the recognition by Galilee of Jesus' powerful authority
and his deliberate parabolic act of healing would be construed
as an integral part of his teaching.^ ^ The law of Moses
concerning leprosy is regarded in Dt.2^.8f. as a reminder (.')
of what God did to Miriam when she and Aaron the priest spoke
against Moses, who was faithful in God's house for a testi¬
mony (Heb,3.5); she claimed to be equally a medium of God's
torah and was smitten with leprosy herself. It would seem
then that Jesus' sending of the leper is his way of saying
that the official guardians of Moses' law have wrongly set
their tradition in opposition to God's testimony to which he
himself had come t^ testify, concerning which he was a faithful
and true witness.^ ^ But Jesus has actually healed the
plague of leprosy and so behind this passage there lies also
C1) As Gould, St. Mark.ICC.p. 32 and Giinther? Mag tj ,p. 70.
I A Swete, St.""Mark, p. 30.
(3) Str/Bi 11. l7""pp. Klb?.
(4) Allen, St. Matthew.ICC. p. 75.
(5) Schniewind," Matthaus, p.107.
(6) The herald was told not to say anything himself? he was not
an authorised witness but simply a factor in Jesus' testimony.
(7) Of. Heb. 3.5J Rev. 3.U.
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( l)
the Messlanicv ' thoughtof Is,53*1-7 which speaks of the
suffering servant who will be led as a lamb to the slaughter,
for a truly efficacious sacrifice. It is significant that in
the Deuteronomie instruction the cleansing is finally sealed
by the slaughter of a he-lamb as a sin-offering. This is what
Paul describes as to p_ <*. q t u <?j o v too X £ i c t o o
(I Cor.1.6) and ru Too 0tou whose con¬
tent is Jesus Christ and him crucified (I Cor,2.If.) and o
a£vo<; o too <ttao g oo (I Cor. 1.18). Thus Cerfaux is
correct in saying; "Le texte ne nous fait plus songer a un
temoignage" and in the observation : "II s'agit avant tout 1*
avenir de l'evangile."^ ^
4. Lazarus
The religious rulers, the scribes and the Pharisees re¬
jected Jesus' authority as their fathers rejected the message
of the prophetsj and he says to them; Mag-oq> l £cxoto?5 ore
OI OK Icrtt Tujv ($>oV£o<rcWTt~V Too C ?T(p o '| T a 0*-t,23.31)»
echoing the description in Is.44«9 (Heb.) of those who da not
(
know God. ' Such culpable ignorance is condemned by Jesus
(*) See Hoskyns in Mysterium Christl. pp. 72-78 for the Messianic
significance of Jesus' miracles.""
(2) Kecueil. I.p. 462; cf. Zad. Frag. 15.7 - 16.3: "And if
there be a judgement regarding the law of leprosy which is in a
man, then the priest shall come and stand in the camp, and the
Censor shall instruct him in the true meaning of the law. And
(even) if he is lacking in understanding he shall shut him up;
for unto them (i.e. the priests) is the understanding,.......He
(the Censor) shall instruct the many in the works of God, and
shall make them understand his wondrous mighty acts, and shall
narrate before them the things of the world since its creation,
And he shall have mercy upon them as a father upon his children
and shall for(give) all that have incurred guilt. As a shepherd
with his flock he shall loose all the bonds of their knots...,,
oppressed and crushed in his congregation." v
(^) Lk. 11.48 has ^ a t ^ <stT£. ^ ( BL) K.av
<Tu\/ & vi$>oK£iT<£. toi 5 tgvoi^ rt a.Ttjwv/ optov/ . The
irony of the sentence,'in view of Is.43«IC, gives it the same
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(
in the parable of Dives and Lazarus. ' The former asks that
Lazarus be sent to his five brothers orr^s
to which Abraham replies; "They have Moses and the prophets,
let them hear them, if they do not hear them they will not be
persuaded though one rise from the dead. Here ii«p.<xgrt/ei(r6a.v
is used for the action of one who imparts the basic message of
the Scriptures for the glory of God and the salvation of men,
a message which depends for its acceptance not on wisdom or
(2)
force or miracle but on faith and love, '
In Lk, 4.22 the people are said to testify to Jesus ( Kav
TiCKM-xis f(A<ngrogoJv cw-t.a? which probably means simply
(3\ 1
that, they praised him.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this survey of the Synoptic view of the
disciples of Jesus as witnesses shows that the testimony they
bear is the doctrine with which they have been entrusted
by Jesus, the first form of this, in embryo as it were, is
found in the OT; in its complete and final form it is the
person of Jesus himself. The authority of the disciples,
the witnesses, is a teaching authority which is dependent
on the authority of the message which they bear ' and it
may be accepted or rejected since it has no coercive power.
This testimony, while it is a permanent possession of the
church and the individual teacher and is to be passed on
meaning as Matthew's. Strathmann, (K«g. IV. 494. 31ff.) regards
" im Sinnfcdes menschlichen Zeugen von Tatsachen."
(1) See above p. 137.
(2; "For the two functions of the preacher * |3 off ice,,.. ,s^e
Acts XX. 21 b i a iaup ru;5o voC ... tcv' £.i< ©lov miravoiav
x ST \ » is ' *• ti
Ken Tvi0-r>v £>$ ToV |\ m pi ov os/ |v)!royv •
(Lightfoot, Colgssiangj, p. 16S).
(3), Cf. Gesenius, DCXa; See Job 29.11: J1 % 0 , LXX;
m t which retains the aspect of 'turning' inherent
in iv; •
(4) Cf. Dodd (History and the Gospel, pp. 49f.)s "All the gospel-
writers present themselves not as free and independent leaders
of thought but as 'tradition-bearers' bound by the tradition."
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from person to person is nevertheless a gift of the Spirit, a
charisma which does not come and go but which will never pass
away (Mt.24.35* cf,1s.51.6-8). Thus authority in the church
depends on the faithfulness of the witness to the original
testimony of Jesuc, A commission from the Lord which is not
accompanied by fidelity will end in disaster as in the case of
Judas and the unfaithful stewards in the parables but, on the
other hand, faithfulness to the testimony without an official
commission is allowed by Jesus, which is not surprising for this
was his own position vis-a-vis the officialdom of his day.
Those who derive authority in the church from what has
come to be known as 'apostolic succession' trace this authority
back to the Twelve who, it is said, were given an administrative
authority by Jesus but there is no mention of this in the docu¬
ments of the primitive church. The first preachers and teachers
were the natural leaders and became so by virtue of their know¬
ledge of the mind of Christ.
If the first disciples are to be described as the original
witnesses and to be revered as the first authorities on this
account then it will be necessary to distinguish between
ao r o ttt rj 5 and a e -t o s . If they have au thor i ty beca use
they were eye-witnesses of Jesus as a man and a teacher and a
healer and so on (one cannot be literally a witness of Jesus'
glory in the sense of Mt. 16.27? 24.30 so as to be able to
present compelling evidence that he is the incarnation of the
Creator, Sustainer and Fulfilment of all being) then they cannot,
in the nature of things, transmit such authority to a later
generation? and, anyway, there were many who had exactly this
experience and remained unmoved. If, on the other hand, these
first disciples were authorities in the church because they were
the first n*ae~je or teachers of the new to rah then they
had no more authority than any other Christian who possessed the
complete testimony and was faithful to it, unless that authority
was an administrative authority which was admitted or conferred
by the other members (cf. e.g., Ac. Chap.15).
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CHAPTER X
TESTIMONY OTHER THAN THAT OP THE
BAPTIST AND JESUS IN THE FOURTH GOSPEL
The Nature of the Testimony
There are four passages in the Fourth Gospel in which
p.ag-v og £?</ and ^Dgrugi'a are used in a non-religious
sense. The first of these is 2,25 where it is said that Jesus
did not commit himself to the Jerusalem crowds who believed in
him when they saw the signs which he did because, knowing all
things, he knew that he did not need anyone to testify about
the human {/^a. r><, 7i£<?(, too a.v/0gtorro*j )•
This must mean that the crowds believed in Jesus as a wonder¬
worker but not as the Son of God, the Saviour of the world; it
is another way of saying that the knowledge of Jesus is the
(*■)
knowledge of God who sees all things. ' Simon Magus also
believed when he saw the signs which Philip did (Ac,8.13) but
subsequently it was evident that he did not have the root of
the matter in him. In the second verse, 3.28, John the
Baptist reminds his disciples of what he has already said to
them about Jesus and his own relationship to him saying; aUai
«■
„ W ■> , .> S » N *
w f*. Ty^iitL OT v iiiiov } Own t y o
Xe<cr-ro's ktX. » this use is repeated in 18,23 where Jesus
says to the high priest: £ a"a , j-4. aq t q crov/
too . The fourth instance is a
reference to the rule for legal testimony in Deuteronomy 17.6;
19.15 occurring in 3.28.
(*) Eg, Ex,3,75 Pt» 31.27; Jer. 36.23: K«.o fcyuj |AajT^i
Kj'evoc.i Ps.A3.22; 0.0ro{ ytvi^o-KH rX Keodua
Kaetfac . ; ps. 32.13. and see Bernard; 3t_. John
ICC.n. 99.
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The Samaritan woman is said to have testified (
oucrrji, | (4-.39) that Jesus had told her all her past.Hoskyns^ ^ contrasts the speaking of the woman and Jesus'
teaching but although the woman's testimony is certainly frag¬
mentary it is testimony to the Lord as being omniscient and no
doubt also as being the source of saving torah.^ ^ She gives
her fellow-countrymen as much as she knows of the testimony of
Jesus and later he supports her testimony with his own (4.41f.) -
a foreshadowing of the co-witnessing of the Spirit mentioned
in 15.26f.(3)
66
At 12.17 the very old manuscript p , along with D and
L, has the reading on instead of £ which makes much better
sense in view of the which links the testimony of the
(4)
crowi with that of the scriptures.x ' These people who had
seen the miracle believed in Jesus (12.11) and acknowledged him
as the king of Israel on Palm Sunday; when he fulfilled what
was written of him in scripture they also gave the partial
testimony that he had raised Lazarus.
The works of Jesus, i.e. his mighty acts of healing (cf.
fcit.11.5), are even more important as testimony to the fact that
he is an apostle of God than are the words of the Baptist for;
>r * A )/. * / / 'v J, /
fc'ycoi bt (.t a, g t u g v. Ca V t! \ ToO |u) a i/voO •
. ^ ^ 0/' \ ^ n t./
va Lq ^ a. ..... iTbgi 3 o o~ri
/ } / (
o U a r y) ^ (AtrtffTaXKtV (5*36). This
idea is repeated in 10.25 where Jesus adds that even his mighty
i1) The Fourth Gospel, p.271.
(a) Cf. Isaiah""l273; 44.3.
(3) Hyppolytus (Contra Haeresin Noetl.xviII..(tlignei Patrologlae,
X# p. 828D) says That "Jesus was borne witness to by Anna X srro
*Avvo. oi^ tvot, ) a close parallel to the woman at the
well for Luke says that Anna spoke of him to all them that looked
for redemption in Jerusalem (Lk.2.38).
(4) There may be a reference here to I K.2.8 and Ps.112,7 for
the NT writers seem to have taken most if not all of the 0T
references to 'raising' and applied them to the Resurrection.
(s) Cf. Nicodemus' admission that Jesus is a ao-ko.Aos come
from God since no one could do such signs except God were with him.
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works can testify successfully only to those who are his
sheep and 'hear' his voice (his words and works are, appar¬
ently, the same thing); the words are spirit and life, like
the works (6.63).^ '
The next testimony mentioned by Jesus is that of the
Father himself; this, presumably, is the testimony of God
recorded in the Scriptures: k at I -rrftpn'ois ,
t VoJ T1 £ <2 c fc.ja.qu (5.37)
auw u. T fc "T a. f yetx4>otf ........ Kav &K I V Cc«- S.SCTS.V
AI jiftgug ou a* 1 £ja.oo* (5.39? Ci . 8,18. Y\ (x v.
(juAg-rug fe7 fT£<A 0 ), It is tempting,
following Bernard,^ ' to take 5.37 ae referring to the internal
witness of the Spirit of God or as referring to the voice at
the Baptism and the Transfiguration but neither would have had
any meaning for the neople to whom Jesus was speaking. If,
following Hoskyns, ' the reference is to the scriptures this
is something of which the hearers had experience, like the
preaching of John and the works of Jesus. The scriptures
themselves are not life-giving but are simply, like John and
the signs, a voice directing the reader to Jesus who is able
to give life (5.39f.) The content of the testimony of Moses,
(4)
i.e, the testimony of the OT scriptures, ' is Jesus and lack
of faith in the one implies lack of faith in the other (5,46f,),
8-1 O . J > <- „„ _ , v * -*• JL I £ tu £ t I.A.V. o la- A. £ 1 o g 1,0 v/ nfcgt i ja a.o T ovi ,
\ ^ ^ ^ «s 4 / r-r* f
Kciv jLu(!TL>f a TT is; €. t f-jAoo o TT £ p ^ cv<^ p. t. ' t*Tl6c\
shows the double testimony to Jesus required by the OT law,"
{.*) Cf. Bultmann, Theology. II.pp. 59-61.
(?) St. John, ICG, pp. 250ff.
(?) The fourth gospel, pp. 303ff.
(4) Cf.5.39. Strathmann (Das Neue Testament Deutsch, I.(i960).
pp.5f.) shows that""in references to the OT the parF~equals the
whole and points to its great 'informal' influence on the NT
writers.
(5) Dt. 19.15; cf. 17.6; Nu.35.30 and Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel,
P. 379.
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Chapters 13-17 give Jesus* farewell instructions to the
disciples. In 15.26f. he tells them that in the days to come
he will send them the TTug L kA q tc>S i*e* the spirit of truth
(cf. 14.17) who proceeds from the Father ? >{<rz i
TTi£t ijxoO . It is probable that here the testimony
of the Spirit means the teaching of Jesus which the Spirit will
bring to the memory of the disciples (14,26) and which they in
turn will transmit to others^ ^ who will be the fruit of the
(l) Cf. 14.26? Lie. 24.49? II Esd. 19.20? Zeph. 3.7f? Hag. 2.5.
Cf, Bultmann (Das Evangelium des Johannesf p. 427)« "Wenn, wie
Act. 5,32 (15,58)7 3a"s Zeugnis des Geistes und das der Gemeinde
als zwei Grossen nebeneinander genannt werden, so zeigt sich,
dass einerseits das Wirken des Geistes kein ungeschichtlich-
magisches ist, sondern des selbstSndigen Einsatzes der Junger
bedarf - und das andrerseite die Junger das, was sie verrrogen,
nicht aus eigener Kraft vollbringen." Bultmann, however,
further on, adds the usual total denial of historicity# "Ihr
(the disciples') Zeugnis ist also nicht ein historischer Bericht
von dem, was war, sondern - so sehr auch in dem, das war, begriinaet -
es ist "Wiederholung", "Erinnerung" Tin Lichte der gegenw&rtigen
Gemeinschaft mit ihm." This is quite wrong and should read "nicht
nur" because "historischer Bericht" is certainly included in the
apostolic preaching? cf, Ac. 2.22; 3.6 and 4.10; 3.13jl4J 4.20J
10.33 etc.
Bultmann (Theology. II. p. 89) gives a very unsatisfactory inter¬
pretation oT~*the testimony of the Spirit based on his view that
"Jesus brought no 'doctrine' capable of being summarised in
propositions; his word..is he himself. The Spirit's
'testimony'..consists in the fact that Jesus' word is constantly
being understood anew while it remains the same." In answer to
this it must be said that the Gospels dj> contain many propositions
and narrations of Jesus' activity. I? it is true that "Jesus'
word is he himself" it is equally true that Jesus himself, his
teaching and his_ parabolic action are the word,
Asting (Die Verkundigung. p. 684 on 14.26) emphasises that the
testimony of the Paraclete and that of the disciples are the
same thing. Gerhardsson (Mempry and ivianuscript, pp. 45ff.)
shows the amazing capacity Tor memorising possessed by the rabbis
and their pupils which would no doubt be shared by Jesus i his
disciples. E.g. "When a rabbi quoted some word of scrip -re, he
had no need to give any reference, since every teacher and pupil
had to know where the text in question was to be found."
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vine. In this connection there is a passage in the
Damascus Document^ ^ which sheds light on the nature of the
testimony to be rendered by the disciples whom Jesus has styled
'friends'* "Because he (Abraham) kept the commandments of God
and did not prefer the desires of his own spirit, he was
accounted the friend of God, and transmitted this status in
turn to Isaac and Jacob, They too kept the commandments, and
they too were recorded as friends of God and as partners in
his everlasting Covenant," Indeed the disciples are chosen
precisely in order that they may teach others (15.16)J they
will testify because they have been with him from the beginn¬
ing (15.27, cf. Mk.3.14) i.e. they have a full knowledge of
Jesus' teaching. It is this full knowledge of the testimony
of Jesus which gives them their authority.^ ^ Jesus has
taught them that they may remember his words after he has
gone, for he knows where his way leads (lS.i^f.). When the
Paraclete comes he will guide them into all truth (16.13).
Mowinckel's stress on the legal and 'court-of-judgement' aspect
of the testifying^ ^ is one-sided. Having found the origin of
the testifying of the Paraclete in late Judaism, M. sees a
development in the NT until, in the Johannine literature, "Der
Gelst 1st nicht der hypostasierte Geist als himmlische Wesen-
heit, wie im Spatjudentum, sondern der in den Christen Waltende
(1) 15.2,5. Cf. Hoskyns: The Fourth Gospel on 15.5» p. 56l.
(2) In Seution ii.14 - iii. 12 (Gaster. p. 73)=cd 2.14-3.12,
(3) Cf. Kowinckel, ZNW. 32 (1933). PP. 126f.
(4) OP. olt,. pp. 97-130.
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ihr ganzes Christenleben and vor allem die Wirksamkeit und
Predigt der Apostel tragende und inspirierende Geist der Wahr-
heit, der die wahre Religion vermittelt." (p.126; cf,128)
But this is true also of the Spirit's working in Moses and the
prophets. One of the primary functions of the Spirit, accord¬
ing to the OT, is to impart the knowledge of God? the accusing
and defending is secondary.
In describing the death of Jesus the author shows how it
is testified beforehand in the scripture (l9.36f.)^ ^ and makes
\ C ' \ / v ^ \ A ^
the assertion; ko.i o Kios ag ^ &</l «a^v ^
i « ' l / ; — { V i .
(i, o J i«y T i v n |~c<x -t o t cc , KSt fc Si i vo^ OUiW OTi »A •'j orj
Atyg. t > i v« Kav Tier — (19.35 f*) • This
testimony is not supported by anyone except the Holy Spirit of
Jesus, i.e. the scriptures (cf. 15.26f.) (the other disciples
had fled and only the beloved disciple was there with the three
Marys and the testimony of a woman was not allowed).^ ^
J£k£^ vc>< refers back to Jesus in v.33; if it referred to
^ >
the disciple then it is difficult to see why o? and au-roo
should be used in 21.24.^ ^
The disciple whom Jesus loved is described in 19.35 as
fc. «. / C SC. -*
0 c K W •) and in 21.24 as O (X B rf T n"> O fAagTog t»J\/
tt t q s TooTtos/ Kui o t a. o t » and his
testimony is guaranteed by the enigmatic 'we' who can only be
C1) Cf. Michel (Bv. Theol. 2. (1935), p. 240)I "Das 'Bekentniss'
ist die eigentliche Auslegung der Heiligen Schrift."
(2) R.H. 1.8; Sanhed.3.3ff. Photius (Ad Amphilochium Quaestio.
CCXVIII) says of Mary Magdalenej £v»- Tn.ue
t K 'cr T e I U.V T»"/f «■ r>x cf£ CJ 5; (Migne; Patrplogia
Graeca. CI. 989. llf.)




the other witnessee 8nd ministers of the word,* ' the companions
of Jesus, the original apostles or men who have believed
because of their word, and who, like Paul, are in possession
of the truth, although, like Thomas, they have not seen.
"Chapter 21 is the natural conclusion and climax of the Gospel." (2)
In 15.26 the testimony of the disciples in the coming days
is set alongside that of the Paracletes k<xi u^c?s &&
,A \ > 3 -> j
f* Tog £lT£ , °Tt c\TT u £ ^ ^ j^iT £ fj. O f cr T .
and its nature is made clear by the following considerations:
The testimony of the man cured of blindness is referred to as
'teaching' (9.34) by the Pharisees who, naturally, deny its
authority because it does not rest on their tradition (7.49).
The disciples' future testimony is to be the reproduction of
Jesus' commandments (12,..21) or teaching (12,..26), This verse
is yet another confirmation of the thesis that the testimony
of the early Church is something definite and fixed; although
it is the work of the Spirit it is not incoherent or arbitrary
but is indeed the testimony which Jesus taught, which ia also
the teaching about his own person and relationship to God and
men. ^ ^ In the story of Peter's commission to feed Jesus'
(1) Zahn (Introduction. Vol. 3* P. 219 and p. 228, note 12,.)
insists on"the meaning of 'eye-witness': "Dberall bei Jo wird
die sinnliche Wahrnehmung oder doch eine mit dieser vergleichbare
und mit deren Namen zu bezeichnende Erfahrung als Voraussetzung
der p.^eT^eaTv hingestellt. 1,34$ 3»11*32(5.37)} 8,14$ 12,17
(12,41)$ 15,27$ I Jo 1,1-4.$ 4,14$ Ap.1,2.", but while this can¬
not be sustained in view of the fact that Jesus' divine sonship
is not an observable fact, at the same time the authorship of the
disciple is not thereby ruled out. Cf. Harnack, Das "Wlr". pp.
107-113.
(Cf. Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 669.
(3; Michel (PrpohetTund Martyrer. p. 48) says that in the Fourth
Gospel and the Johannine~Epis11es the testifier is not the one
who is gripped by the spirit of prophecy nor who dies the blood-
death, but he who has been in company with the historical Jesus,
recognises his lordship and now speaks up for this divine truth.
This view does not account for all the evidence pointing to the
full'teaching-meaning of
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lambs and sheep (21.15-17) the conclusion is inescapable that
the feeding refers to teaching.' ^ Testifying, in the Fourth
Gospel, is also called 'confessing* (9.22; 12.24-2), a parallel
to the Synoptics' ^ ^ and 'sowing and
reaping' (L.35-38; 15.2ff.,l6).
The Content of the Testimony
Briefly stated, the content of the testimony above-mentioned
is the fulfilment of the torah (1.45)* The Holy Spirit will
testify of Jesus himself (15.25) as will the disciples (v 27).
The disciples are told that they will be reminded of 'all that
Jesus has taught' (1L.26), i.e. all that he has heard from the
Father (15.15).
The Authority of the Witnesses
The witnesses, according to the Fourth Gospel, are those
to whom God gave to become the sons of God (as opposed
/ 3\
to the false sons who will not hear the law of God),v ' those who
(4)
'beheld' his glory. ' These men have been chosen by Jesus yet
(*) Cf. Jesus' references in this Gospel to himself (i.e. his
message) being the bread of life (6.27-58) also Prov.10.21 (Heb.);
Is.lL.30; LO.li; L9.95 Jer.3.155 "pastors who shall feed you with
knowledge;" Jer.38.10; Ezek,3L.2. In Jer.23.If.,L, 11,13 the
delinquent shepherds are the priests and prophets who have not
visited (o'»k tirfecK ) in whom are transgressions of
the law, who prophesy by Baal and lead Israel astray; in place
of them God will set up shepherds who shall feed the flock,
(2) Cf. Michel. Evx Theol, 1.(1935),P.2^2.6.
(3) Prov.5.7» 13* Is.30.9, 53.8.
(4) Hoskyns (The Fourth Gospel, p. 103); "Nor does the authori¬
tative witness"o f~the original disciples lie in what they actually
saw, but in what they believed and knew as a consequence of what
they had seen" is preferable to Barth (Per Augenzeuge. p. 200):
"Das apostolische Zeugnis, das mit dem Evangelium von Jesus
Christus identisch ist, ist Zeugnis von dem, was die Apostel
sahen. Weil sie sahen was ihre H*drer und Leser nicht sahen, ist
Ihr Zeugnis einzigartig." "Die Zeit nach der Erscheinung Jesu
Christi ist daher", according to B. "die Zeit der grundlegenden
und normativen Gultigkeit des apostolischen Zeugnisses vora
Fleischgewordenen, der in seiner Herrlichkeit den Aposteln
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this is 110 guarantee that they will be true and faithful
(6,70). Jesus has sent these men but one of them will betray
him. The application by many scholars of a technical meaning
to kno<rtoAo<; must be less convincing when it is
realised that aw© <r-r aM£.<V and rr^^crhiv are used
interchangeably in the Fourth Gospel^ ^ and elsewhere^ by
NT writers. If someone is an apostle when he is 'apostled'
whether the word 'apostle' is used or not, then John the
Baptist may be called an apostle and so, by the same token,
may Ananias of Damascus.^ ' The disciples were ordained by
Jesus to bring forth fruit (15.16), i.e. they have been sent
out as teachers (15.27). Just as Jesus was sent into the
world by God with the gift of the word so he sent the disciples
(17.18,14)• The authority of the witness (who must be born
again (3.3,5)) is the spiritual authority of the testimony it¬
self, the word of truth which is within him (7.38). Thus he
erschien und von den Aposteln gesehen wurde." This result
follows naturally from the error which B. shares with many others,
viz, that of failing to see that the main content of the OT
testimony concerning the Messiah, that of the Baptist and that of
Jesus himself together with that of the preaching and teaching
of the NT Church is all the same in principle and that this con¬
tent is much broader than the mere audible and visible phenomena
of Jesus' life. Lightfoot (3t. John's Gospel.) commenting on
"we beheld his glory (1.14) (pp7 B4f.5T~"puts~"l;he correct viewi
"The speakers are obviously not mere eye-witnesses in the obvious
or legal sense of this word .The sight - and this includes
but must not be confined to physical eight - is sight of the
Logos become flesh, become historical The seeing...arises
from belief."




incurs the hatred of the world as did Jesus (17.14).^ ^ The
incident of the Pedilavium shows that in Jesus' mind authority-
is seen in service rather than in overlordship and privilege
(13.13-1^)• The authority to forgive and retain sins conferred
by Jesus on the disciples (20.23) is really the authority to
teach or preach the Gospel. There is a strong connection in
this passage between the receiving of the Spirit and the
authority as there is also in the closing verses of Mt. and Lk.
where the function of the disciples is described as teaching all
nations and baptising (Mt.28.19f.) and as the preaching of re¬
pentance and remission of sins (Lk.24.47). According to Hoskyns
v,23 is paralleled in the tradition preserved in lt.l6.19| 18.18
and he quotes Strack-Billerbeck (l.pp.738-747) to show that bind¬
ing and loosing are technical Jewish terms for forbidding or
allowing an action as in accordance with, or not in accordance
(2)
with, the Law. ' This teaching authority is explicitly
bestowed on the first disciples but all Christians have this
authority in the degree in which they are acquainted with the
testimony. Christ unloosens men's tongues that they may speak
in his name. v '
The authority of the author of the Fourth Gospel is bound
up with that of the apostolic 'we' in which he includes himself
and the apostles' authority has been seen to be that of their
(*) The gulf which Torm sees between the author and his Master:
"selbst ist er nur der Zeuge; sein Meister ist der Herr der
Herri ichkeit" (ZM. 30(1931). p. 132) is not valid, for Jesus in
the Fourth Gospel is also a witness - to himself, to the truth.
(8.13fJ 18.37).
(3) The Fourth Gospel.1Iy p.633.
(3) Ci. TempltTT^eadingp in St,^John's Gospel, p. 386); "This
is the primary purpose for~which~the Spirit is given: that we
may bear witness to Christ,"
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testimony which in turn depends on the testimony of the Holy
Spirit which is that of Jesus; as Hoskyns says finely in his
The Fourth Gospel. "The Fourth Gospel is less an apostolic
witness to history than an Apostolic witness to that which is
beyond history (p.66)......Fleshy history, aye, the flesh and
blood of Jesus, proflteth nothing, if it be mere observable
histoiy, if it be that which was seen by the Pharisees, who
also were eye-witnesses, if it be that which was seen by Pilate
and by those others who neither believed nor knew. The flesh
profiteth nothing if it was seen as flesh even by disciples who
were apostles" (p.89). The glory of Jesus which the apostles
'saw' or apprehended (1.14,5)^ ^ "is accessible only to those
who believe, and only in this context can the author of the
73}
Fourth Gospel speak of knowing or seeing." (p.91).
The Authority of the. Testimony
The authority of the testimony is based on the fact that it
is "the words of Jesus" (14.23), ' this includes all that he
said and did and all that happened to him. Thus the eye-
(1) Cf. Hoskyns (The Fourth Gospel, p. 96); "behind the author
of the Fourth Gospel There~lles a witness by word and by pen
which it is his purpose to preserve and to present to his readers
as possessing supreme authority."
(2) Op. cit.. p. 98: "this apprehension remained the authori¬
tative basis for his own witness and of the general witness of
the Church,"
(3) Bultmann (Das Evangelium des Johannes.pp. 45f.) notes
correctly that"~the~old eontroversy~as to whether in 1.14 the
speakers are eye-witnesses or those who see in a "spiritual" way
rests on a false alternative in so far as the character of the
seeing is not defined.
(4) Cf. 13.19? 14.29.
Pl6.
(i)
witness testimony of the author is also part of the testi¬
mony of Christ, It is a spiritual gift in that it is taught
by the Holy Spirit (14.16-26? 15.26f? 16.7-11,13,15)
given by Christ (4.14? 6.27? 10,28? 17.2 etc.)? as Kowinckel
puts it? The Holy Spirit reveals to the disciples "durch
standige Inspiration den ganzen Inhalt des Christentums."^ ^
The Transmission of the Testimony
That the transmission of the testimony is to be one of the
main concerns of the disciples is evident from the following?
Jesus says: "If a man love me he will keep my words" (14.23)?
he commands the disciples to abide in him (15.4) otherwise they
will bear no fruit (l5.5f.)j so far they have kept his command¬
ments (17.6) and they must continue to do so (15.10), as he
himself has kept the word which is Cod's. The author is con¬
cerned to pass on this testimony and is at pains to point out
that he is a witness that others might come to faith (19.35!
(4^
cf. 20.31). '
(!) Torm (ZNW. 30. (1931), P. 126; cf. pp. 132ff,). " <rXe.f war es,
was gesehen wurde. Daher muss von einem Augenzeugen die Rede
sein oder von einem, der sich als einen Augenzeugen kundgibt,"
but, of course it was not only flesh that was 'seen'. Torm
rightly notes (p,142)i "die offenbart sich trader s-^ef •"
(2) "The Rabbinic Holy Spirit is simply the gift of prophecy
or divination, regarded as deriving from God." 8tewartT
(Rabbinic Theology, p. 42).
Vf Zgg. 3^11933), p. 129.
(4) C'fV Bultmann (Theology of the New Testament. II. p. 73)?
"The role of the believing conleirporaries of Jesus is not that
they give a certifying guarantee to the faith of following
generations by their eye-witness testimony, but that they pass
on to them the 'offence' of 'the Word become flesh'." But B,
is not correct when he says (op. cit. p. 69)1 "he (John) does
not consider the task of the Church's proclamation to be the
transmitting of the historical tradition about Jesus", dis¬
tinguishing between the testimony of the Spirit and the his¬




The author of the Fourth Gospel makes reference to many
different witnesses who testify that Jesus is the fulfilment of
the OT torah or who recall the testimony which he gave concern¬
ing his own person. The disciples who are to bear witness are
given authority to become sons of God,^ ^ that is, they are
given a teaching authority and the testimony which they are to
bear is the teaching of Jesus (14,26) which he in turn has
received from God (14.10) and which may therefore be termed
a charisma. This spiritual gift is to be a permanent
possession? it is definite teaching which is to be passed on
that others may be confronted by Jesus, the place of decision.
The authority of the disciples is one which they, have not
simply because they are eye-witnesses of Jesus' acts and ear-
witnesses of his words but because, having seen and heard
these, they have perceived the glory of God in the 'flesh'
of Jesus and so were able to testify in the Biblical sense.
(1) See Grimm-Thayer, Lexicon on tuw at p, 617 and
✓V sX 2b p, 113,
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CHAPTER X|
TESTIMONY IN THE JOHANNINE EPISTLES
(1) J JOHN
The Nature of the Testimony
I John has three passages which, between them, contain
fA.aeT^eg?v and j.va g -r ^ e i a , each six times. The first of
these iS 1,2: KUt. TO g-Oo (ul £ ./ l<a.s.
a.f\j u(*7s/ T/jv/ tij v/ aiiavfov/.There is no obvious
reason for linking the first two verbs rather than the second
two j in fact j*dg tu g o o ^s. v really goes with eu~ s X a o |m. £
since they are present tenses while t W? ft ((.a (j. £\s is
perfect, the witnesses being first observers of a fact and
then teachers and proclaimers of the truth carried in the fact.
The author does not claim any authority on the ground that he
has been commissioned by Jesus and any claim on the sole ground
that he was a companion of Jesus during his earthly ministry
could not have much weight in view of Judas' defection and the
fact that Jesus had many hearers and disciples in his life-time
(i)
who did not go on to testify, '
That to which the author and his as ociates testify is
stated to be the word of life (1,1), eternal life (1.2), the
message (1,5) which they have heard, seen, looked upon and
handled, ^ This content of the testimony was seen because
it was embodied in the man Jesus? it was expressible because
he is the word. To have seen and heard Jesus is not necessarily
to have 'seen' the word of life (Jn,9«39j 12,37) although it is
possible for Isaiah to have 'seen' his glory (I2.2fl), The
(J-) Cf. Jn.6.56; Lk. 9.57-62.
(2) The object of the verbs 'seeing', 'hearing', 'touching' and
'declaring' in 1,1-3 is the neuter or . The testifying is not
to the person of Jesus of Nazareth but to the message of salva¬
tion, The next neuter is TMra e(2.1) which is re¬
lated to the message or commandment (2.7)# <> appears again in
2.24t o ^ no o'er c- rt where it refers
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author'8 claim is based on the fact that he has 'seen', i.e.
(l)
has believed the word* ' and now teaches and preaches the sane
word (1.5). His authority is rooted in the word itself. This
authority is not transferable, not because Jesus has now de¬
parted and his voice is no longer audible and his body tangible,
but because before any other person can speak with authority he
must first keen the commandments himself, i.e. 'see' and
(2)
believe for himself. The testimony must be accepted.* '
C / S ^ c/
In 4,14 H P"^oo jAt*/ o t (.
*"
TV s i / ^ VIV "C — *"*
o ! \ (XT V) £ uit JcrT<xA »c.£v T ov w/ Z. wT»]£c«. To J
KoV^oJ is Joined by to the previous verse in
which the writer declares that he and his colleagues have been
given the Spirit of God, It is because they have this charisma
that they have been able to 'see' and therefore to testify that
the Father has sent the Son;^ ^ not all men admitted in his life-
to the commandments or teaching of Jesus and possibly also to
To y e'?tr LA U (2.27). Hoad (The Johannine Epistles,, p. 3)
attempts to avoid "the awkward necessity of taking the neuter
pronouns in reference to Christ as the Logos" by denying that
the clause ' concerning the word of life' is in the same con¬
struction as the preceding clauses.
(*} "C'est quand on s'est eleve par la foi au point de vue de
1'eternite qu'on dit aveo S, Jean en parlant du Christ, 'Nous
avons vu et touche le Verbe de vie,' tandis que les Juifs, eux
n'avaient vu qu'un corps comme les autres corps." (Laberthon-
niere, Annales de Phllosonhie Chretienne. 3 (1906-7), p. 72).
(2) ««Der~dai Svangelium derari neu entwarf, dass der Chrietus
praesens den historischen ^esus geradezu aufsaugte, hat sich
aucE als Augen - und Ohren-Zeugen^des Christus praesens in das
Evangelium zu stellen gewagt." (Kasemann, ZThK, 4$, (1951)» P.
305).
(3) Westcott (The Epistles of St. John. p.153)s "The immediate
objects of e <* and ~e ^ are different" has
failed to see the parallel nature of vv,13»14 and that in
v.14 is causal, &£.6u»kw and c-.tr (<rraA kjv being in each
case the grounds of the knowing, seeing and testifying.
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time that Jesus was even a good man far less the Son of God
(Kt.12.24? Jn.8.19). The witnesses have seen Jesus and in
him have 'seen' and 'heard' the word of life, i.e. that he is
(l)
the fulfilment of the torah, the Saviour of the world?v '
they then proceed to testify or to teach this word,
5.6-12 is a passage bristling with difficulties. The
first one to present itself is the problem of the Textus
Receptus reading at w. 7f? but as the reference to the testify¬
ing of the Trinity in heaven is not found in any Greek manu¬
script before the 14th century and is first quoted by
Priscillian (d.385.) this is certainly a spurious interpolation''
The next difficulty lies in the reference to the Spirit
and the water and the blood. There are three main interpre¬
tations: (a) that this is a reference to the two Sacraments of
Baptism and the Eucharist? (b) that it refers to Jn. 19*34 and
(3)
(c) that it points to the baptism and death of Jesus. It
is not impossible that all three sets of ideas were in the mind
of the author but it is also not impossible that this man whose
topic is the word of life and who must have been well versed in
the scriptures should have had in mind the age-old association
of the torah with the water of life, e.g. in Dt. 32.2? Ps.35*10
Frov.10,11; 13.14? 16.22; Is.55.1-4,10f? Jer.2.13 etc. and
the equally ancient association of the concepts of blood and
(1) Cf. Harnack (Das "Wlr". p. 102): "dass 'der Vater den Sohn
gesandt hat als Heiland der Welt,' hat mit leiblichen Augen doch
niemand geschaut." But Harnack is scarcely right in distinguish¬
ing between 0s£o-6c*». and o^S.v- since the former hrs the opposite
sense in 4.12.
(2) Cf. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. 127, note 1 and for
fuller treatmenF~Wesico^t, The Epistles of St. John, additional
note pp. 202-209.
(3) See Brooke, The Johannine Epistles, pp.132-134. and
Strathmann: KWBT IV7503.35-35.
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life for atonement is closely connected with the p,iigrjg,ov •
Also, in Jn.14.6 Jesus saysi "I am the life" j in Jn.6.54 he
says that the drinking of his blood gives life; in 6.58,63,68
Jesus' words are said to be life.^ ^ Torah, Spirit and Life
are closely connected throughout the Bible ( cm.
To a' o"(v ) and so the water, the blood and the
spirit may well represent the doctrine or u e • of
Jesus and his Church.^ ^
i V \ \ T-r ^ / 0\ fc/ ^ ^
r\av to I \ V£o sex r iv/ t o g Tug oo\/, g t ^ i o
TTvfcjpcc £jtiv q o.Aq6a.ia (5,6). Thus the
author ascribes the testifying authority to the Spirit who is
like the wind which blows where it wishes (Jn.3.8). Then he
proceeds with the parallel statement; o^s Us#v al
-n s n -\ \ v , \ \ 2. \ c
p-Cv £ Tv/^OOV/ T | TO I * V & u 6* 1C A k To K & * *> CU j K Ct W OI
TetV *to tv (5.7), that is, all three
work towards the same result, the establishing of the truth that
(3}
Jesus is the Ghrist, the Son of God.v ' The testimony there-
( 4\
fore is the same as in 1.2 and 2^.IV.v '
✓ -
In 5.9 the ^ag-ro^t-a, of God, i.e. the torah of God, ' is
said to be greater than that of men; si tv?v p. apro (?'*>/ tJjv
, ' / . / * ( «■* 1»>
ck V <=£ (vtJ IT fc-4 V Acip, fi AVo u tV , "| JA- fa £ T U£ i. <*. TOO Oi O O
✓ 2 / V 4/ ^ ^ c ✓ <*•*•
£o*T;s/} OTI CA.UTVJ V *} juLagTsJgV.^ TOO
f*V /*« */ / ^ ^ w t "**» 7 A
(oio j
j one pwSpapTjgvjK, j,\/ ft fc £ i too I iou c^oroo .
(1) Cf. Ro.3.25# Sanday and Headlam, Romans ICC, pp. 87-89 and
Griram-Thayer: Lexicofl p. 301bJ "Christ, besprinkled with his
own blood, was truly that which the cover or 'mercy-seat had
been typically, i.e. the sign and pledge of expiation."
(2) "The emission of the Blood and the Water from the side of
the crucified Son of God is the visible expression of the
essential Christian truth." (Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p.636)
;3} Brooke, ICC, p. 137.
4) Cf. von Campenhausen, Stud. Theol. (1947-^8), p. 126.
I5) Cf. Dt. 6.17; Ps.118•27etc7 Ps.~131.l2; I Cor.2.1; Rev.6.9.
Asting (Die VerkCmdigung, p. 687), commenting on I Jn.5.9 says
well# "Mit TGottes~Zeugnis' ist auch hier umfassend an Gottes
ganzes Off'enbarungswerk gedacht, das Jesu Stellung klarmacht, und
das dadurch die Heilsgttter, die er bringt, vermittelt."
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This is reminiscent of Jesus' reply to the scribe's summing-up
„ , ' / // » * ->/
Ol tne 1SW* ja i, t q caj \t Ta^i'-ov "Si/X A y* £ V i o A. omk, £. c T t \/
(Mk.12.31) and of his words in the Fourth Gospel (5»3^) about
the testimony which is greater than that of the Baptist, viz.
that of his works, i.e. his life and teaching (Mt. ll.itf) and
that of the word of God in the scriptures (5»37-39), i.e. the
teaching of God, Once when Jesus is asked if he is greater
than Abraham and the prophets he implies that this is the case
because he knows God and keeps his word (Jn.8.52-58); this is
the ground of Jesus' authority as of that of his disciples.
Finally, in Jn. 10.25» Jesus, in answer to the Jews' request to
tell them plainly if he is the Christ, says that he has already
told them plainly: "The works I do in my Father's name (Mt.ll.
4f.) bear witness of me." His sheep hear his message and he
gives them eternal life (i.e. his teaching). It is the life
and teaching of Jesus, the message that he has come to give
men the life of God as an inner possession which is the greater
p. tt£T «-»£ tci. of Godjfor Jesus knows the teaching and loves God
and is obedient even unto death. The greater testimony con¬
cerns God's son and is Jesus himself: as v. 11 puts it:
V S\ c f Cf . x > / V c
G-a-fyj £ J t 1 v i") fut <xq rjg j o T t ^ ujvji/ ain)vi ov £ oujiciv
«• \ c /\ s t, «. v v ' "» VC •"%>«%
o &io<> Y) n i\J . Ka.i awTii n (ww £.V TwJ 1t i*i a. o t a o
3 >1* ' * » I t *
utiv *v ;
I Jn.5» 10 states: o nitf* £i $ rev Yi ov too
tX.Lv trjsj pa^Togias/ £>/ «.oTujb This is a repetition
of 2.27 ("But the anointing which ye have received of him
abideth in you, and ye need not that any man teach you* but as
the same anointing teacheth you of all things, and is truth,
and even as it hath taught you, ye shall abide in him.") and
Jn.16.13. Everyone who has received the anointing or charisma
(x) Cf. Westcott, The Epistles of St. John, p.l86aj JDodd, The
Johannine E^istlesTTp. xxvi, 133•"
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has the law or testimony of God written in his heart and
really needs no teaching, only constant exhortation to abide
in it, i.e. to keep on believing in the Son of God. This testi¬
mony about the Son of God is the same as believing in the Son of
God. The testimony is that God has given life to the writer
(l)
and the rest of the Church. ' He who has the Son has the life.
The writer of the letter is one of those who have the testimony
but, in addition, he proclaims it} he is a teacher.
The testimony, which is ultimately God's testimony (5.9) is
a message from or revelation of Gods it is the word of life
(2)(1.1) rather than simply the reporting of events. It is
evident from the foregoing that the witness is the apostle or
prophet or teacher of the new torah of Jesus. The testimony
is called (l.5f 3.11)» fcvroXat (2.3), Christ's
word (2.5), the word of God (2.14), the truth (2,21), doctrine
( ) (2.27), prophecy (4.1) and confession (4.
2f„ 4.15)/ *
The Content of the Testimony
The content of the testimony remains the same, for the word
of life is from the beginning, (a) The idea of the uniqueness
and sovereignty of God is there! God is light (1.5)» no man
has seen him at any time (4.12); he knows all things (3.20);
Jesus is the true God and eternal life as opposed to the idols
C1) As Weiss, Die Drei Briefe des Apostel Johannes, p. 146.
This is the message which Jesui himself"came" "to teach (Jn.6.
o3). Cf, Dt.30.192 iniAnciTOgoitnii <J u-Tv C ia £ e o V "Ton/ Tfc
\ \ s * v -4 \ < 1 s /
oopa^ov/ Ko-i T ^ ^ snv/ ' t)V \ 00 ij K a c ToV atov
l N ' / ' » 4. *-* ' ' \ ' ■> / \
6 t 6 '.O K «. O it g a cr ou TT v ja oi V , T/"iV 1 x T //V
lUTPgaN/; Trjy -S -r
To en t*o u. <x crop and 32.4of 2 Kai fciRfcv/ aprossc He off -
/ . r . / ; n / \ % / v.
CXtfE KapScci £(Ti ita^Ta^ Too <5 A Too rov»J , 6"? S.-y oJ
P 'L ' a A / tV ? , a ^ ^ a A c ,
ScaiiaPTpf; oaal uo.iV <-T»io£pc,v? <*- t>/ T t Afc i cr 0 £. Tot$ uioi<i u^iov"
1/ r ■» i -i ' V * ai /
q>oAe*. «r<r"fc iv kav noitiv 1T<ivt <x <, Too 5 Aoysof too v/ o »a e> v
' / t 4/ <•/ U ^ t ^
TO O T O U ****•» OTi d V T Vj ^ ^ p*. V »
also Prov.3,21ff; 4.22; 6.23; 8.35 10.11; Ps.118.25.40,50,88,93,
116,149,156. v.
(3) Cf. Michel, KWg,210.5-41.
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(5.20f; cf. Is.44.9). (b) Men should confess their sins to
God (1.9); God's commandment is the law of love (2.5» 3.11)
that the life of Jesus should be imitated (2.6; 3.16); it is
the new commandment which is an old commandment (2.7f.) and,
since it is the law of love, everyone who knows God wishes to
purify himself to be like God (3.3) but sin is still sin (3.8).
(c) The redeeming action of God is seen in the death of Jesus
on the Cross - the blood of Jesus Christ cleanses us from all
sins (1.7); he is the propitiation for the sins of the whole
world (2.2); he was manifested to take away our sin (3.5);
he laid down his life for us (3.18); God sent his son to be the
propitiation for our sins (2.2 and 4.10), to be the Saviour of
the world (4.14). (d) Finally, the promise of God to those who
believe is said to be eternal life (2.25) so that they may not
be ashamed at Christ's coming (2.28). Those who believe shall
be like Christ when he appears (3.2) - indeed they have already
passed from death to life ,3.14}5.11-13)J they have the faith
(M
which is the victory over the world (5.4f.).v '
The Authority of the Author
The author who associates others with himself^ ' has
written this letter to counteract false teaching. The first and
(t) Hoskyns, without enumerating, gives the four-fold testimony
in brief: "We are made aware that the readers of the Epistle
knew that Jesus had died (c), that he had summed up his teaching
in one commandment, namely that his disciples should love one
another (b). They knew, moreover, that he had come into the
world as the Son of God (a)....that he would come again, and that
men would stand before him with boldness or in fear and trembling
(d) (The Fourth Gospel,p. 53)J cf. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles,
po.xxvii - xlii. ■
(2) Harnack's view is acceptable, that the author from 1.6 to the
end of the letter links himself with the fellowship of all
believers and not with a special circle (Das "Wir". pp. 102f.) but
this does not rule out the existence of such a circle (of teachers).
That the readers "durch das Wissen um seine autoritative Person-
lichkeit mit ihm verbunden sind" is correct if John's personality
is regarded as being dependent on his message. In 1.1-5 H. sees
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last verses of the epistle have an affinity with Ps.113.12-16
(cf. Ps.134.13-18) where the idols are described* "They have a
mouth but they cannot speak; they have eyes but they cannot see?
they have ears but they cannot hear; they have noses but they
cannot smell; they have hands but they cannot handle
cf. I Jn.l.l) ) let those that make them become like them
(HebJ "they that make them are like unto them") and all who trust
them." (cf, Is.44. 9). This teacher's authority is that of his
message which is from the beginning; Jesus and his message, i.e.
the word of God become flesh, are his authority rather than the
fact that he has actually seen the historical Jesus^ ^ or
(2)
received a commission from Jesus.v ' The witnesses declare
(3)
what they have 'seen' and 'heard', by this they stand or fall. '
Most scholars take the view that, in Dodd's words; "On the face
of them, the opening verses taken together seem to imply a dis¬
tinction between those who had direct experience of the histori¬
cal facts of the Gospel, and those who knew of them only at
second hand, the writer being included in the former class ('we')
and his readers in the latter ('you'),^ ^ But the author's
principal concern is not to parade his authority but to promote
the 'we' as referring to John the author himself and as "ein
'wir' der Autoritat "based on his being" Seher, Horer und
Verkundiger des Worts des Lebens."
f1) Cf, Harnack, pp. citT. p. 105» note 1.(2) Cf, Hoskyns, The~Pourth Gospel, pp. 43-46.
(3) Schweizer, Church Order is surely wrong in supposing (ll.c)
that John thinks of the human testimony "almost as an appendage
to that of the Spirit (Jn. 15.26f)
(4) The Johannine Epistles, p. 9.
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fellowship. Dodd describes the 'we' as being "the preacher's
'we'" when it occurs elsewhere in the epistle but he denies that
the 'we' in 4.14 can stand for the author (and^his colleagues)
as an actual eye-witness of the Gospel facts.^ ^ His grounds
for this are that the preceding verse cannot refer to the writer
and his colleagues and exclude the readers. It may be, as Dodd
says, "difficult to accept a sudden shift of meaning so radical
that, whereas all through the passage 'we' has meant Christians
in general, it now means a group of eye-witnesses sharply dis¬
tinguished from Christians in general" but the readers must al¬
ready have known the writer as a person of authority and if, as
this thesis submits, the witness is the teacher and reminder of
truths not yet known or air ady known, they would have no
difficulty in deciding when the author included or excluded
them in his use of the first person plural. Dodd'a conclusion
is correct: "Neither this passage nor any other of those w©
have examined seems to afford any solid' ground for the supposi¬
tion that the author is thinking in terms of a closedgroup of
eye-witnesses (such as the Apostles) over against the general
membership of the Church, or that the pronouns 'we' and 'you'
distinguish this closed group from the readers of the Epistle"
but there is undoubtedly a difference and this is seen in the
teaching authority of the writer and his fellow-witnesses who,
as Dodd points out, are not necessarily eye-witnesses.^ ^
(*) PP«9f»»12.
(2) Dodd (op. clt. pp. 13-15) gives OT precedent for the soli¬
darity of the~people of God even over the generations so that
Amos could tell his hearers that God had led them forty years in
the wilderness and that Joshua can tell the elders of his dayi
"Thus saith the Lord...Your eyes saw what I did in Egypt."
Dodd concludes# "The Church, through its solidarity with the
apostles and eye-witnesses, possesses their testimony, and there¬
fore can bear witness before the world to the reality of the
Incarnation."
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The fellowship which the author seeks to promote is the result
of obedience to the message (1.7)• He claims to know Jesus
but admits that this claim has worth only if Jesus' commands
are kept (2,3f.). The commandment which he gives them is not
his but Jesus' and they already know it (2,13f.,20)J put in
another way, the author reminds his readers that they have an
anointing or spiritual gift^ ^ which has given them a complete
knowledge of the truth (2.20,27). He himself acts as one who
knows no more than they do but whose function it is to keep on
reminding them of this knowledge, that is, to be a witness in
the original meaning of the word (2.24* cf, Dtt 31.19: 32.46*
"the words which I testify,..which ye shall command your chil¬
dren to observe to do all the words of this law" and Jer. 38.
31-36).
There are many antichrists who have separated themselves
from the fellowship, denying that Jesus is the Messiah and so
departing from the original teaching (2.18f.,22-24) and there
are many false prophets who are similarly not of God but of
the world (4.1-5). The author (with hie friends) claims to be
of God and says: "He who knows God hears us (4.6). The
authority of the witnesses is really the authority of the testi¬
mony of the Spirit of God (5.6-11) which is greater than any-
human testimony and the only authentication of this is the love
of God and love of the brethren, i.e. obedience to the great
original commandment of God (cf. Mk.12.30f.). Whoever believes
that Jesus is the Son of God has the testimony within himself,
he has the life of God (5.10-12) and therefore he has authority
(i)There is not a very wide difference of meaning between
Xe (or M- a. and xA iff p. a. but the B reading is preferable since an
anointing can hardly be said to abide in someone. Also to be
considered is the fact that has for the second
euTuo. , which makes better sense, for the chrism is less
likely to be a teacher than the Spirit.
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to speak the testimony if called to do so. The source of
authority in the Church is the Lord who has "given us an under¬
standing that we may know him that is true" (5.20)^ ^
The Authority of the Testimony
The authority of the testimony resides in the fact that it
is Jesus' testimony^ ^ and therefore God's testimony and it is
the eternal life which was with the Father (1.2)} it is the
message which Jesus spoke (1.5) and it is a given, revealed
thing (1.1-5)? it is a ^e'crF'A "ro° A\/ioo
(2.20). Jesus Christ, now with the Father, is the mag « ro<;
(2,1) (equivalent to the Holy Spirit) who gives commands, (2.3)
i.e. he is the authoritative teacher of the commandment which was
from the beginning. The riddle of the paraclete ' is compli¬
cated by the frequent conclusion of most that because a sub¬
stantive which is used by one NT writer is not found in other NT
authors or in the LXX therefore it is a particular title with a
very special meaning. This is often held even though the verbal
form occurs very frequently elsewhere. The author of the Fourth
Gospel and the Johannine Epistles was well acquainted with the
general OT sense of As.?v- (= to comfort* i.e. to preach
the good news of the Kingdom (cf. e.g., Is.40.1) and it is hard
to see why he should not legitimately use a noun to denote one
who preaches or teaches or testifies the Gospel as in Jn.12f.l6f.
where it refers to the Spirit of truth! 14.26 where it refers
to the teacher and reminder! 15.26 where it refers to the Spirit
of truth, the testifier: 16.7,13 where it again refers to the
f1) Cf. Prov. 9«10a* to -y v v c*. \ v/o p.oV V o I tn
If.ar iV kyM. dJjs • Note the correspondence between
Jer.38.34 and Prov. 24.28 and see above p. 48 note 1 .
(2)Cf. Brooke, The Johannine Epistles, p. 177.
(3)Behm, KWB.V.pp7S04. 35-43, 811.
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Spirit of truth who will guide the disciples into all truth
and I Jn. 2.1,3f. where it refers to the one who gives
commandments and truth, all of which may be summed up in the
phrase 'the testimony of the Holy Spirit'. There would seem
to be little need for the introduction of the idea of the Spirit
as advocate in spite of the playing of the role of intercessor
on the part of men like Abraham, Moses, Samuel, Amos and
(i) (a)
Jeremiah. In his excursus on 'Der Paraklet' ' Bultmann
favours the view that "aus der Gnosis aber durfte auch der Titel
ttotej. vc >> rj t o><; stammen, und zwar im Sinne von "Beistand",
"Heifer" " and he gives no place to the OT as a source of NT
terminology.
The charisma which imparts knowledge to all Christians ( Kai
oYfc<x-r t ~uv/Tfe«r ) (2.20) is an abiding thing and not a
fleeting inspiration; it is a complete set of teaching which
has existed from the beginning (2.7f 3.11) and any prophet who
doeB not teach that Jesus the Messiah has come in the flesh does
not have the spirit of truth (4.1-6).^ ^
4.13f. show that the testimony is a charisma* God has given
John and the others his spirit and so they have 'seen' and testify
that the Father sent the Son to be the Saviour. This certainly
cannot refer to eye-witness testimony - it is the testimony of
faith which is the spiritual interpretation of an event in the
world of the senses.
(*) Cf. Behm, KWB.V.p.807. 22f. No other NT writer uses the
word Toy except the author of the Fourth Gospel and
In the four places where it occurs here (14.16,26} 15.26; 16.7)
it is used in connection with the teaching of the Holy Spirit
to whom it refers.
(3) Bag Svangelium des Johannes, pp.437-440.
(3) Cf. Docid {The Johannine~Eplstles,pp. 62-64): "His teaching
in iv.1-6 is not that~doctrIne~raust~be tested by inspiration but
that inspiration must be tested by the Gospel, We must suppose
that the true unction is also in some way a kind of teaching......
The 'chrism' .....is the Word of God, that is, the Gospel.........
The interior testimony of the Holy Spirit is confirmation of the
datum in the Gospel (see iv.13)."
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The testimony of the author is the testimony of the Spirit
of God concerning Jesus (5.6,9), that is to say, it is the
teaching of Jesus in all its aspects, which is a gift of God,
the gift of eternal life (5.11),
TheTransmission
The transmission of the testimony without addition,
diminution or any alteration is one of the primary concerns of
the writer. It is precisely that which was heard and seen and
handled in the beginning which he declares (1.1-3) a™3 which he
would have abide in his readers (2.24,28) that their fellowship
may be truly with him and with the Father and the Son. Jesus'
commandments are to be kept (2.3). Those in whom the word of
God abides have overcome the wicked one (2.14). Whoever abides
in God sins not (3*6) but anyone who reduces the content of the
testimony is anti-chriet (4.1-3)*
The witness in John and I John does not provide proof of
historicity! what he provides with his testimony is a verbal
reproduction of the historical phenomena and his interpretation
of them and thus the opportunity for his hearer to perceive the
&»c\ X i c ~r o o • ^ ^
(2) WSSSSL
II John carries a complex of ideas similar to that of the
first letter. Although no member of the group is used
the testimony is referred to as the truth (if.), the commandment
from the Father (4) which is from the beginning, which is the
command to love (5) and to have faith in Jesus Christ come in
the flesh (7). is use<3 metaphorically for
(1) Cf, Strathmann (KWB. IV. pp. 503.48 - 504.10) who dis¬
tinguishes between John's sense of 'witness' and Luke's, the
former, according to S., providing the possibility of receiving
a direct impression of the of Jesus.... to whom he has no
choice but to testify.
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testifying or teaching (8) and doctrine which is contrary to
>t , .
that of the writer is called nrov r( ^ a (11). The
t o'u X^icytoo ^ ^ is the ground of the author's
authority; he claims no other and associates himself with those
who have known the truth? his authority is love for and faith
in the message of Jesus and anyone, no matter who he is, who
does not bring this teaching is not to be received (10)f the
important thing is to abide in the teaching (9).
This doctrine is a gift from God (4) and must be adhered to
no matter who may teach differently. To find disciples walking
in the truth is a source of joy to the writer (4) and the
readers must watch^ ^ themselves (8). The leader "by amplication (o
)^ ^ who does not abide in the doctrine of Christ
does not have God and is to be shunned (9).
(3) IILilOBN
In III Jn 3*6,12 the use of itag-r og throws no light
on the relationship of testimony to authority. When it is said
that the missionary brethren testify to Gaius' having the tfyth
in him this has nothing to do with the preaching of the word
except by the indirect reference to Gaius' faithfulness to the
testimony of Jesus ( Ka0w; o-u w tte-c 1 n*<xr )
(3). Here u«.£To£fc?v must mean simply 'to vouch for'.
In v. 6 there is a repetition of the above except that here
the brethren testify to Gaius' love in acting hospitably to
itinerant brethren. In the third instance (12) the elder
(1) ">*. X. is subj.gen.? cf. Jn.18.19? 7.16 and Brooke, The
Johannine Epistles, p. 177.
Pf Cf. Mi. 24.42?f., par; I Cor.l6.i3
(3) There is no need to confine this to those who are 'advanced'
(Brooke and Dodd)? according to L.S.(p. 1466, id. verb. II.l) who
give; 'lead the way', 'go before' for trgoa^w •
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writes of the good reputation which Demetrius has with everyone
and with the truth itself (i.e. with Christ), which probably
means that Demetrius' life is transparently in accord with the
Gospel. The 'we' most likely refers to those who know Demetrius
personally. ^
The Elder may well be one of those teachers who formed a
(2)
link between the first witnesses and the next generationN ' and
Gaius one of his disciples (4) who is preserving the original
testimony in face of opposition from Diotrephes. Kasemann's
thesis ' that the Presbyter is an excommunicated Christian
Gnostic is not very attractive in view of the inclusion of the
letter in the canon but K. is correct in seeing John as being
in line with the earliest Christendom which "hat jeden Christen
Geisttrager sein lassen und Autoritat nicht auf dem Amt, sondern
dem Dienst gegrundet."^ ^
(*) Brooke, The Johannlne Epistles, o. 194
(2) Euseb., Eccles. Hist. ""3.39.5f. * Iren. , Adv. Haerf 5.36; cf.5.
33.3, cf. DocTdj The Johannine Epistles, pp. 155f.
(3) ZThK. 48 (195177 PP. 292-31l7" esp. p. 301s "Die Pointe liegt,
wenn meine Beweisfuhrung zutrifft, ja eben darin, dass dieser
Presbyter exkommuniziert und darum notgedrungen ein Einzelganger
ist." and p. 302* "Der Presbyter ist ein christlicher Gnostiker,
der die geradezu unvorstellbare Kiihnheit besitzt, ein Evangelium
des von ihm erfahrenen, in die Welt der Gnosis hineinsprechenden
Christus zu schreiben........Von der Orthodoxie ausgestossen,
hat er zugleich den scharfsten Kanrpf gegen die doketistische
Gnosis fiihren miissen." and p. 3Hl "Zweifellos ist der Presbyter
ein christlicher Gnostiker."
(4) Op. cit. p. 311. Rendel Harris remarks pertinently* "No one
ought to acknowledge the genuineness of the third epistle of
John, with its unmeasured railing at the man who loves the
primacy, and hold that the monarchical episcopate was an
apostolic authority." (The Expositor, Se-r.3. "Vol. 5. p. 227^
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Conclusion
The claim of the author of I John to declare the word of
life is not based simply on the fact that he has seen Jesus in
the flesh but that he has seen him and believed that he is the
Word, that his blood cleanses from sin those who walk in his
light. The author and his fellows may be contrasted with the
Pharisees who although they could see and hear Jesus physically
were spiritually blind and therefore their sin remained (Jn.9,lj.0f.).
The testimony of the Spirit is the teaching of God, a gift
which is imparted by God and which shows the same four-fold
content as in previously studied documents. In I John the
(I 'n 2-17)
testimony is an anointing which teachesAand is something which
abides (II Jn.2ff.) and must be preserved complete for there
are many false teachers.
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Qmm.Mi
TUCTIttOMT IH TIE!, ACTS 0P THK APOSTLES
The Mature of the Testimony
In Acts,Luke employs patios and j^opT jg tftv in the legal
sense in 6.13} 7.58} 22,3 and 26.5. M ag-ru^iTj^ai mean¬
ing to be well reported occurs in 10.22} 16,2; 22.12. The
tent of witness ('H t<w ^agrugfou ) is mentioned in
7.Mm Seven times in the first ten chapters (1.8,22} 2.32}
3.15# 5*32f 10.39,41); Teter and his fellow-apostles are given
the title uagrus (Paul also usee this word to describe them
( i \ r / ^
in 13.31} their action is represented by oia^aeT^f'0'^1'
(2,40, 5.25)^ and once by the phrase# <*t» o i & ov a \ to
(4.33). Paul is given the title ^/ftK (22.15;
26.16); for his work as a witness Luke uses £ 'ftp <*q roQta-&<x\
(18.5} 20.21,24; 23.11} 28.23) and h*e (20*?|$ 23.11}
26.22) and, for his testimony, tj£t'a (22.18). '
(A) Von Csmpenhausen (ule Idee, p. 34) speaks of "Die fast
efngstliche QewissenhafTIichkejLt, mit der Lukas den Zeugentltel
auf die Augenzeugen im buchstablichen Sinne des Wortes besch-
rankt", but the plain fact is that in the LXX? from, which the
liT so largely borrowed its language and thought, does
not mean 'eye-witness' and Luke useB only .once,
in the prologue to his Gospel and there the phrase is O U T o (1 7 CV 1
... too Aoyev . See also above p. 183, note 3,
(a) Of. Asting (Verkundigung. p. 614). "Wenn Gott fur einen
t enschen Seugnis~eEiegt 8o bedeutet,.das, dass Gott anerkennt,
dass der Wille des Betreffenden in Ubereinstimmong mit seinem
Willen ist, Damit wird der Betreffende als ein besonderes
erkzeug Gottea bezelchnet." ( | (
(3) here means 1 testimony rather than testifying
since 5 £ X1 f means 'to receive by way of tradition'
(LS.p, 1308,1.a)} cf, Mk, 4.20 which speaks of receiving the
seed of the word, and Ac. 16.21,
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Stephen also is called a in 22,20. i.?v
or iMClp.{l?TJettr^«i are used for the divine testifying in
13.22) lL.3t 15.8 and 20,23, 1for that of the OT
prophets in 10.L3 and -ru^fcTcrOcxv ^ for the testify¬
ing of the men who are to be chosen to serve the tables in 6.3.
Peter and the Galilean Disciples
(2)
In the Peter passages ' tip reference seems at first sight
to be to eye-witness testimony^ ^ but on closer inspection this
is not necessarily so.^ ^ In 1.8 the risen Christ tells the
apostles that they will be his ( ^»vi ) witnesses, a function
which would appear to be dependent on their receiving sometime
in the future ( <r 0£ ) the power of the Holy Spirit
which will enable them to prophesy (Ac.2,18). The witnesses
C1) S(
(2) M<
ee above p. 11 , note IV
ienoud (Egjlse et The'ologle,68 (i960), pp. 9f.) has pointed
out how ohly the""witnesses Peter, Stephen and Paul are given
speeches in Acts and that Barnabas and Philip are not reported,
but this may well be because Luke had to limit his material to
a manageable amount and his purpose was served if he gave the
'evidence' of the maximum number of witnesses required by
Jewish law.
(J) Strathmann (KWB. pp. 1+96 f.), with most, sees Luke as trying
to establish and~historically guarantee the testimony of the
apostles by producing eye-witness testimony. Cf. von Campen-
hausen, Stud. Theolt (19V7A8), p. 126.
(4) Asting (Die Verkundigang)sees Ac.1.8 as carrying an idea
similar to that in Is.L3.10 etc., that the eye-witness idea is
present but not decisive. "Es 1st bedeutungsvoll, dass in
dieser Verbindung betont wird, dass diese Stellung als Christi
Zeugen in der Welt auf einer Gabe des Geistes beruht," (p.601).
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are thus counterparts of those in Is. 43.10,12; 44.8, the seed
of Jacob (12 in number (J)) upon whom God will nut his Spirit,
the people whom God has chosen.^ ^ When v, Campenhausen says;
"Der Glaube an Jesus als den Christus steht und ffi*llt mit der
Wirklichkeit seiner Auferstehung, und diese wird darum auch
vor Juden und Heiden in der Missionspredigt vor allem anderen
'bezeugt'",^ ^ the question must be raised; "What does he mean
by Glaube, Wirklichkeit and bezeugt?" If the faith can be
proved by an event which may be sensibly perceived then it
*
\ v ' 4 ' / a. >cannot mean £Arr«£o{j>.s,v«»v ^iiosTa irg»y/Av feAs,OJ
o (Heb.11.1), and therefore cannot be the kind
which Jesus himself demanded. Those who are concerned about
proof for things spiritual lay much stress on the idea that the
( )
apostles were eye-witnesses of the Resurrection,^ sole eye¬
witnesses of the revelations of the Risen Lord" ^ but it is
(*) Cf* Sir* 45.1-3,17 where it is said of Moses; "(God) chose
him out of all flesh. He made him to hear his voice....and gave
him commandments face to face, even the law of life and knowledge,
that he might teach Jacob the covenant, and Israel his judgements",
and of Aaron. "He gave unto him in his commandments, authority
( ) in the covenants of judgements, to teach Jacob the
testimonies, ra ^ag-rueia , and to enlighten Israel in his law,"
(J) £4£_I££e» P.31.
(3) Cf« Hastings (Prophet and Witness in Jerusalem.pp. 27f•)t
"The proof of Jesus' claim to l.essiahship lay in the Resurrection
..****.at first the Christian witness ( ) was rather
different from the preaching ( )**.the former was
especially the work of the Apostles^'the latter of every accredited
Christian minister." On p. 158 H, says that the prime activity of
the Apostles was to witness to the Resurrection as proof ({) that
Jesus was Messiah and follows this with; "This witness was
destined to produce faith (.')•"
(4) Riesenfeld, The Ministry in the Hew Testament, p. 120} cf.
Kittel (Tfte Jesus**of~H1 storyT; "An apostle was~a leader because,
and insofar as, he was able to answer questions concerning the
Jesus of History." (p.34): "because in this historical condition
lay the certainty of faith." (p. 35). It should always be made
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not easy to understand how faith can be strengthened by sight.
If there is a literal seeing of Jesus as divine this displaces
faith (Ro.8.24)^ \ This is not to deny that the disciples
saw what Jesus did and heard what he said and that they faithfully
transmitted their evidence but this evidence is still only a
•sign'. The 'signs' however, are important and necessary for
they are the raw material which points to the possibility of
faith or unbelief on the part of those who hear the testimony;
in transmitting the testimony of the actual words and works of
Jesus the disciples are confronting their hearers or readers
with the Jesus whom they knew in the flesh, with the challenge
of his claim and the necessity for decision, in short with the
experience which leads to faith or unbelief, obedience or dis¬
obedience, life or death* To have seen the historical Jesus
perfectly clear that eye-witness testimony about Jesus is not a
proof of anything except of what Jesus was, did and spoke as a
man; it simply confronts people with the figure and work of
Jesus after which they must choose or reject. The inaccuracy
of Kittel's view is seen in his statement on p. 49* "If the
Jesus of history were in very truth the Christ of God, then his
history with all its humiliation and contingency was the revela¬
tion of God and faith alone has the eye to see this." It is
hard to understand how there can be Revelation without a reveal¬
ing and there is no revealing without faith, therefore the
history of Jesus is not Revelation for some people even though
it may be for others.
C1) Dodd'e view (The Johannine Epistles. pp. 104-6) that apostles
differ from propheTe who~were not apostles "because the former
were primary witnesses to the evangelical facts and have the
authority embedded in the apostolic witness to the Gospel" is
under obligation to explain the phrase 'witness to the Gospel'.
The view of the present thesis is that the p.c(e_Tos iB a
witness who reminds in the prophetic sense rather than one who
testifies in the legal sense. The NT witness is a witness in
the legal sense only to the words and works of Jesus, not to the
Gospel whose truth must be believed; this is just as true for
the Twelve as for other preachers. Nor is it possible to accept
Morgenthaler's dictum; "fur Lk., die Auferstehung des Jesus von
Nazareth eine hochst reale, historische Tatsache ist" (Die
lukanische Geschichtsschreibung als Zeugnis. p. 26) and~,TIn der
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does not give stronger grounds for believing in him as
Saviour snd Lord than to hear the testimony concerning him;
in each case there lies the other possibility of seeing him as
a 'Skandalon'.
(1)
In the account of his election* ' Matthias takes over
, ( 2)Judas* sirifKono to become ( & a.*. )a
(3) (4V
witness ' of the raising of Jesus.* ' This action is
justified by quotations from Ps.68.26 and Ps.108.8; Tr)v
Tateache der Auferstehung liegt der Beweis, (.') dass Jesus der
Sohn Gottes...ist." (ib.p. 28).
(1)Staufferfs comment on Ac.1.12-26 places the election of
Matthias in the tradition of Jewish legalisms "Der Bericht
*dber den altesten Rechtsakt der Jungergerneinde ist vollig durch-
setzt von den Begriffen, Formeln, Grunosatzen, und Praktiken der
vorchristlichen judischen Rechtstradition. (Ju'disches Erbe im
urchristlichen Kirchenrecht. p.204). This may be true~for the
?ormal bringing-up-to-strength of the roll of the Twelve as the
representatives of the new Israel but the function for which
Matthias was chosen, to be a witness of the resurrection, is of
a missionary rather than £ legal nature.
(3) Cf. Heb.12,15 where cricc.fr t7v is used for the protecting
of the teaching.
(3) There is a general tendency to think that Luke sets up the
apostles as the guardians by virtue of their eye-witness testi¬
mony, e.g. Kasemann (Ketzer und &euge.p. 305» n.4) statest "In
schroffem Gegensatz dazu Ti.e. to the Johannine view that the
eye-witnesses of Jesus' glory never cease) entwirft Lukas seine
Konstruktion einer immanenten Heilsgeschichte: Die Historie
Jesu wird von den Aposteln als alleinigen Augenzeugen„der Kirche
vermittelt und garantiert, die als Heilsanstalt und Huterin
dieser Tradition Anteil an der Heilsgeschichte gewahrt.*^ K.
continues (ib. p. 306)i "Die Apostel sind ja bereits fur die
Pastoralen ujfi die lukanischen Schriften nicht n^r Garanten der
kirchlichen Uberlieferung, sondern zugleich Begrunder des kir-
chlichen Amtes und seiner durch die Ordination vermittelten
Sukzession....Die Tradition legitimiert hier das Evangelium."
But eye-witness testimony of facts cannot guarantee the truth of
the Gospel - and it can guarantee the historicity of the facts
only when it is believed.
(4) It may be that not only^ ip. 3.22; cf. v.26; 5.30 and 13.33
but also here and in 2.32 & «/ <T TA LTi 5 refers ,to the coming Qf the
prophet foretold in Dt.l8.15f» £<* "r~,v <rou
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J V ) / </ > /
in ictkoii rjv ci j r ou A «v p £ r^ £7£g©$ * The immcoTr r}
ie equivalent to the feta-Kov'a and arrorro^ of 1.17,25
and 6.2^ ^ which may be an echo of the Levites' Xiirou^^'A !✓
Too p.cve'weio0 (Nu.18.21-26). Is.22.15-25 pro¬
vides an interesting parallel in the story of Somnas the tcx^ ^
(= treasurer (cf. Jn.12.6), overseer, steward) who is removed
from his oikonomia which 1b given into the hands of another.
The casting of lots for the position is clearly based on the
precedent of I Chron.25.8. All this serves to show that in the
mind of Luke the £Tucri<.o n rj , a 5 »itoo"toA«-j and
oiitovo^v'a mean much the same thing and, since Matthias by
> / ■* (2A
taking over the £mc-t<»on ^ of Judas is to becomev ' a
t-o S £ (a. 4. <* V A. <r T .t cr i i cr«i Kogioi © 04o<; trou • NB. Luke
distinguishes carefully between the raising of Jesus and the
raising of Jesus from the dead in Ac.13.33f. At any rate,
Reid is surely right in saying: "It is pretty evident that
this witness to the resurrection has to be taken broadly. It
is not simply a matter of pointing to the resurrection as some¬
thing that has taken place of which the witness is trustworthy
evidence. The witness is to be one who not only knows the
resurrection but has had close and prolonged contact with our
Lord himself throughout his life. It is the resurrection,
therefore, of one whose life and ministry the witness intimately
knows that is to be content of his witness: his ministry is to
be witness not so much to the resurrection as to Jesus resurrected,
with all that this includes." (The Biblical Doctrine of the
Ministry, pp,13f.). Here, however7~the""difficulty occalioned by
£ukeTs use of for Paul and Stephen is not helped and it
would seem that the only way to resolve it is to regard
the (.vagTui; as the teacher or preacher of the testimony of God
rather than as witness of facts: doubtless Luke v/ho could employ
the term for others beside the Twelve was aware of this.'
(» Cf. Kittel (KWB. IV.ll6.10f.)« "'Dienst am Wort' ist danach
fUr diese Kapitel der Ag. nichts anderee als Zeugnis und Botschaft
von Jesus."
(3) Nineham (Eye-witness Testimony and the Gospel Tradition in
JTS.9(1958), p. lAj~writei: "At every~stage~In~Its history the
early church was in fact interested in eye-witness testimony
about the Lord. At the very beginning when a successor was
chosen for Judas, we are told that what was needed was a witness
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witness of the raising it would r )ear that this does not
Judas whom Matthias replaced did not witness the phenomenon
of the resurrection and in the second place the must
be one of those who had gone with Jesus during his teaching
ministry,^ i.e. from his Baptism to his Ascension, until
of his resurrection." But as has been pointed out already
Judas was not a witness of the resurrection of the crucified
Jesus and m. ex. q i ^ ewj ex. j* i ex. i^* t to ^ does no t necessar i 1,
mean more than 'a proclaimer of the truth that the man Jesus is
the Messiah.' Nineham admits in a footnote that has
a wider connotation than and proceeds: "But the
qualifications for the y.*?- roi in this passage show that here
at least was felt necessarily to include
and that also appears to be the implication in other passages
in Acts." - except those referring to Paul and Stephen, accounts
of whose testifying take up more of the book than those of the
Twelve's! There are, of course, referencesto the things which
Paul saw and heard but he himself describes his experience as a
vision (ortTucria ) (Ac.26.19) and Stephen's vision follows
his testifying. Sasse (Jesus Christ the Lord, p. 99)states
incorrectly that, as relatecPin Ac.17257 it"~was a condition of
the apostolate to have been 'a witness of the resurrection'.
The fact is that this is not a condition but a consequent func-
tToh~oT^the prophetic or aposto11 c ca11. Kengstorf (Apostle-
ship,p. 52j"having cited the possession of eye-witness testi¬
mony as a decisive qualification for apostleship makes the
curious statement* "The apostle of Jesus is always a witness of
historical facts, not a teacher of myths: fully conscious in¬
deed that what he proclaims is a contradiction of all human
experience." R. thinks that the objection to Paul's claim to be
reckoned an apostle along with the Twelve "has obviously a
partial justification" (ib.p. 53) but Paul was certain that it
har none whatsoever.'
(*) Cf. v. Campenhausen, Stud. Theol. (19V7/M8), p. 113» incl.
note 3« - -
^
(2) Goguel (L'Eglise Primitive pp,97f.) says well: "L'autorite
supplementsire attribute IT ceux qui avaient accompagne Jesus
pendant son miniature, ne paralt pas avoir ete justifiee par
l'idee qu'ils auraient mieux que tous autres connu sa pensee
et compris son enseignement. Toute argumentation que Paul
developpe dans l'epttre aux Galates exclut l'idee que les
Jerusalem!tes se soient, pour demander le maintien du
necessarily mean an eye-witness. In the first place
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which time he was still teaching than S t,\ fiVio^«.T£>$ 'A^'o u
(Ac.1.2) about the things pertaining to the kingdom of God
Strathmann ' sees a transition in Luke's usage from the
witness of fact to the witness as bearer of a message, i.e.
from the Twelve to Paul,but It would seem that the essential
thing to try to show is not that Paul was a witness as the Twelve
were but that the Twelve were witnesses as Paul wasT ^ That
to which the Twelve testified was not simply factual evidence
seen by the eye and heard by the ear but God ' s revelation which
is perceived by faith. The experience of being with Jesus is
a necessary first step but after the spiritual significance of
the fact is believed the possession of eye-witness experience
ritualisme ;juif, appuyes sur 1'enseignement et sur l'example
de Jesus." But G. is surely wrong when he adds subsequently!
"Dans la plus ancienne conception, l'apostolat des Douze ne se
justifiait pas par l'id£e que les apStres avaient et6 les
t&noins de 1'enseignement de j£sus et les depositaires de sa
pensee," It was their being the depositories of Jesus' testi¬
mony which gave them any authority^they had. Cerfaux comments
correctly: "Le temoignage de la resurrection s'elargit done a
la mesure de toute la carriers du Christ. Sn arriere, 11'em-
brasse ses miracles et sa predication....en avant, toute 1'eeuvre
du salut inauguree par la resurrection." (Reoueil. II, p. 159).
To be a witness of the resurrection Matthias had to be "qualified
to transmit the holy tradition of the words and deeds of Jesus"
(Riesenfeld, The Gospel Tradition and its Beginnings, p. 21).
(x) SchweizerTChurch""oraerT~5nT~ppints out that "the importance
soon obtained by the Lord's brother James...probably Bhows that
the testimony about the earthly Jesus by those who had seen and
heard him is not very vital for the primitive Church." The
best explanation, however, of the subsequent silence concerning
the Twelve is that the testimony about the earthly Jesus was of
the highest impqrtance but the bearers of it were not| once~they
had established the testimony in the Church their authority was
no greater than that of other preachers and teachers.
(2) K.WB. IV, 497.20 - 498.29? of. Higaux, Thessalonlciens,
pp. 154f.
(*) Cf. ffiunck, Tetrus und Paulus in aer Offenbarung Johannis.
p. 17, note 18,"*
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gives no superior authority. When Rigauxv ' says: "Paul
n'est pas temoin ni de la vie, ni des souffranees, ni des
ev^nements de la resurrection" he disregards the very practical
consideration that it would have been impossible for Paul to
preach and teach a gospel of Jesus Christ without some knowledge
of and reference to the events of Jesus' life and his teaching.
Paul reminds the Thessalonians (1.1.6) that they became imita¬
tors of himself and his friends and of the Lord, which pre¬
supposes some knowledge of the Lord and of his ways, and they
are to stand fast in the Lord (1,3.8), which must mean 'in his
teaching'. Paul's commands are 'by the Lord Jesus' (1.4,2)
which must mean 'according to Jesus' commands'.
In Peter's sermon in Chapter 2 the testimony is identified
with prophecy; in vv,17f. Peter explains the speaking with
other tongues of 2.4 by quoting Joel's wo I'd s about the people
of God prophesying. There is at the beginning of the chapter
a very strong echo of Ps.49.1-7» a picture of God coming in fire
and tempest to testify to his people. In 2.4 the disciples
^ /
were given utterance by the Holy Spirit: aS , 6oo
» an examPle of which utterance is given by
Peter: <*. — £ <*. r o (2,14ff.) ^ this is also called
prophesying under the inspiration of God (2.17f.). Peter in
2.29ff« quotes a promise in Ps.131.11 to prove that Jesus is
Christ. The promise runs: "Of the fruit of thy body will I
set (a king) upon thy throne. If thy children will keep my
covenant, and these my testimonies ( ) which I
shall teach them.^ ^ It is clear then that when Peter
(1)Thessaloniciens, pp. 156f.
(y)Behm~rKWBj.I, 4L8). "In sensu bono von geisterfullten
Christen, ekstatisch Erregten." 'Inspired' would be better than
'ecstatic' which gives the impression of uncontrolled emotion on
the part of one who is beside himself.




describes himself and his companions as witnesses of Jesus '
whom God has raised he is referring not so much to eye-
(2) B (3)
witnesses as to those who are true to the torah of God '
and teach the doctrine acted and taught by Jesus? this is to
(4)
the effect that he is the Lord, the son of David who gives
the law, redeems on the cross and is raised by God.v ^ They
(1) Lake and Cadbury (The Beginnings of Christianity. Pt.I, Vol.
IV, p. 25) recognise the~ambiguity and give~evidence for 'witness
of Jesus' and 'witness of the resurrection'.
(2) Against Reicke (Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinde p. 48)2
"Dass der Davidssohn~"und Messias, von dem Davicl in""Ps.15(16)
gesprochen hat, eben mit dem Herrn der Christusgemeinde iden-
tisch ist, wird nach v,32 (chap 2) noch durch Jesu Auferstehung
best^tigt. Diese wiederum ist deswegen eine gesicherte
Tatsache, weil Petrus und die anderen Apostel sie erlebt haben
und daftfr Augenzeugen sind. So soil hier das eine Argument
durch das andere gestvftzt werden." On p. 102 R. talks of "seine
ErhShung, deren Wirklichkeit nach v.32 durch die Augenzeugen und
das Vorhandensein des Geistes bezeugt wird."
(3) Cf. the testifying of Peter; S" AiTo "•"IS
ck. t t ^ 5 (Ac. 2.40) and the ^ o\i ~ Cong
of Moses which states that God is faithful, just and holy but
men have sinned (Dt.32.4f.).
(4) Gifnther ( f'Aa,? r j<; . p. 108) admits "dasssich das urchristliche
'Zeugnis' sehr balcf zu einem 'Kerygma' ausgeweitet hat aber das
ist fEfr den Bedeutungsinhalt doch gar nicht ausschlaggebend,"
On pp. 108f. G. supposes a development to have taken place from
'testimony to the resurrection' to 'testimony which is the preach¬
ing of Jesus Christ' but the content of the testimony was always
broader than the resurrection. Hastings (Prophet and Witness
in Jerusalem, p. 28) also distinguishes between j* o.e 1 'e <
and
(5) Cf. Nathan's message from God to David in II K,7.12f; cvacr-t ncroj
v v c\ t -» » f '
1 ° crn te (To j u. i t a ^ c , WTai £-k KOi\ 1 tr ck>,
N i ✓ \ _ . * ■> — 3> \ fry
Kai T ec <r ■ A fc« a v a.o toj, £xuto$ 0\ ko o ^
/ f \ ,0 /
(uv-o t o\k.oV T u> flv o a. t l p_oo , Kav iAVOpf3W<ru) To >» C/Qos/ov/
> ^ 9 S * **%
WTOJ i- IS Tc V .
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(l)
are, in short, the teachers of the whole Christian message.
That the apostles are, in fact, the first accredited teachers
of the church is made clear in Ac.6.2*. where their work is
the gospel of Jesus, the prophecy of Jesus (cf. Rev.19.10).
In 2.40 Luke uses <*erSe 0-0.1 » to describe Peter's
preaching outlined in the preceding verses. ' In 3.12-15
Peter identifies Jesus wi '* — - - - - - - - .
the apostle can describe himself and his fellows as his
(*) Cf. Gerhardssonj Memory and manuscript, p. 71? Cer: ux
(Recueil. II, pp,l6l-3)aM HastlngsTon. citf p. 28) see a dis¬
tinction between testifying to the resurrection which is directed
to the Jews and 'the message' which is delivered to the Gentilesf
but this distinction is weakened by four appearances of the
uft£To£ -group in the story of Cornelius who was not a
Jerusalem Jew and to whom Peter testifies. C, indeed admits
"quelques inevitables confusions", in particular 5.42 (28.23
might also be cited) and reverses the order of
and t e<; rov to fit his argument.
(2) Retif (Temoignore ot Predication, p. 157» with note (16)):
'^le mot » proprev & Luc et h Paul, nous apparatt
. Sminemment :lrygmatique."
(3) Braun's claim (Theologisehe Literaturzeltung. 77 (1952), 533)
that only in j^c^e ancTT.. c e T(J < ""in Acts, not in the verbs,
is there a close connection with the resurrection, and that the
verbs are used parainetically is an assumption which cannot be
sustained in view of 2,24-31 being part of the content of the
testifying. Lake and Cadbury (Beginnings. Pt. I. Vol.IV, p.27)
commentj "If it means more than~JtestIfying' it may be 'to
testify by argument', cf. hi <x <9 <*. t • Gtinther ((M. to c
p. 124) also excludes the resurrection from the content ana
confines £ paeTJe a. ro 4o the preaching of Judgement. Cf.
Haenchen (Anostelgeschichte, p. 647, note 1) 1 "
ist(vgl. Strathmann Th. Wb. IV, 518f.) in der Apg. eins der
Worte, welche die christliche Verkilndigung bezeichnen; vgl. 2.40?
8.25; 10.42; 18.5; 20.21,24; 23.ll.
(4) See above p. 59 •
i.e. of the
who in 55.4 is called a
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(1) (2)
witnesees(3.15) • It is this ^ag-r.j£/cV which the
apostles render to their own company with great power (4.33* a
( }
verse which recalls 2*..31 where they are described as speaking
the word of God with TTa.ee*) <r i a , having been filled with the
Holy Spirit). This is a concomitant which would scarcely be
required if the content of the testimony were simply the fact
that they had seen Jesus after he had returned from the tomb, ^
In 5.30 the sequence of thought is significants (a) God
must be obeyed; (b) God raised Jesus? (c) you slew him; (d)
(
God has exalted him, ' Peter declares that the disciples are
witnesses of these things. The first statement about Jesus
(6)
must refer to the inauguration of his ministry, ' In this
verse the witnesses testify to all the events of Jesus' life,i.e.
the whole of God's testimony. Also the Holy Spirit is a co-
witness, a further confirmation that the witnesses are to be
(*) Not witnesses of the fact of the resurrection (as £ruce,
The Acts of the Apostles, p. 110) which would require , Cf.
Haenchen fDie Apostel^eschichte. p. 166),» "Sie wird in dieser
Rede nicht wieder*~durch den Schrif tbeweis gesichert, sondern
durch das Zeugnis der Augenzeugen." This is surely wrong if
only in view of 4.33. Eye-witness testimony is not Really sub¬
stantiated by miracles.'.' - and besides, people other than
Christiana did miracles.
(2) Cf. Cerfaux (Recueil.II. p. 158): "On ne peut escamoter 1'
article ^ > /
(3) Cf, A,33 where f.K.l. goes with «n-o<rT©Aoi rather than with
MaffT»<r£«^ ,with the B reading. p and others have corrected
to T# * T, K.r Xe-cr roO
(4) See above p.238 note 4 . In any case the content of p-a-pToeiov/
is much more than just'resurrection'as is shown by vv.24ff.
Schweizer (Church Order. 24a) takes Ac.4.31 as referring to the
Church, separating""it From 4.33 which refers to the apostles who
are specially witnesses of the resurrection; but the testimony
of the resurrection is equivalent to the word of God for both are
equivalent to the testimony of God,
(J) Here the first reference to raising must concern the Incarnation
rather than the Resurrection. > /
(6) Cf. Ac.3.22,26; Dt.18.15,18; Jud.3.9 where £y£i££<v/ is used.
See also Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 114 on 3.26 and p. 143
on 5.30.
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regarded as authoritative, inspired teachers rather than simply
people with a special experience,^ ^ for the Fourth Gospel makes
it clear that the testimony of the Holy Spirit is a teaching,
a reminding of the doctrine of Jesus (Jn.15.26f% of,14.26).
Jesus imparts the Spirit to the disciples that they may be able
to do his work, i.e. the teaching or preaching of the Gospel;
the Kovfo. of the word (Ac.6.4) is the testifying of the
Gospel (Ac.20.24),
a. |a a a c&u is combined with X «. X lTV t ov Aoyo*/
for the preaching of Peter and John in Ac. 8.25 which is
opposed to the teaching of Simon Magus who is not true to the
testimony,^ ^
In 10.39 Peter claims that he and his companions from Joppa
are witnesses of all that Jesus did in his lifetime and that
after God had raised Jesus on the third day the latter was shown
to him and the other apostles, witnesses chosen in advance by
(3) (4\
God, who ate and drank with him after he rose from the dead, '
And he, Jesus, commanded them to herald to the people and to
testify ( v'e oc cr 0 «. i ) that Jesus is the one raised b^r
God from the dead to be the judge of the quick and the dead. '
(!) Cf. Asting (Die Yerkundigung, p. 614); "Wenn Gott fur einen
Menschen Zeugnis ablegSTso bedeutet#<das, dass Gott anerkennt,
dass der Wille des Betreffenden in Ubereinstimmung mit seinem
Willen ist. Damit wird der Betreffende als ein besonderes
Werkzeug Gottes bezeichnet." , , > >
(2) Note the similarity of w.21,23 to Dt, 29*171 M s.v
® is / ' /» '
, ^ \ / f~>
••••* TH/df *} OtavOiC* CS i IkA iV^v/ <*iT0 TOO
©too XaT V TOTC TSV SBV-Tjv/
* t ' ' >3 > W X «. ' v ' »/ . ✓ >
t ^
S fvL'j TK t k v t<J k>|Aiv <ra
)(o^ k.o.\ 3 rT!<e(T^. ; and^ also to Ps.77*37*ftt) T !I) V H £ u 0 £.7 Ot {a. tT " a.O"r OO , OoSt £17 lCS"Ti£«C>iJ<r"aV T^jSua.©*** O.OTOJ and V.561 Ka\ tr,-A.esft'vc(>av TW 0£ov/ vov
*■/ *' V V / > A ) > /
v >V 1 sr T o </ Ken To. j-iafTog(.<x aaToo t^uAa^&vTa .
(3) Cf. Ex.4.12f. where Moses, having been told that he will be
instructed by God how to speak to his people, says: *.0-0.1
'(axov 1 o or t i. AaTy (fut. tense),
(4) Cf. AX.24*11* fc T7v A a. T oa v
^ tqsj lcgovjA o o
J,6i Qj> St * Kftt 4> <£ t3 C- a V" £v/ Toa ro~ui Too 8e&G K.s<-c
l|)ftyoV K«t t tt i oV . *
(5) Cf. I Thess.4.6. It is difficult, in the light of v.42, to
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The disciples or apostles of Jesus are not, however the only
witnesses in this respect. The fact that Peter goes on to say:
TOUT^ *T cw T £ £ ok iT ^ o 4 v| t a t pa oo cri \/
allows the conclusion that the prophetic and the apostolic testi¬
mony are one and the same, viz. the revelation of God's word,
the torah or testimonyf the covenant, old and new,whieh God had
made with his people.
Paul, after announcing the Resurrection of Jesus, says that
his Galilean disciples are now (J)^ ^ a-ZroZ itq0$
Tov W\/ (13.31). The prominent k*V rjp.at<5 links
Paul and Barnabas to the Galileans, the former being alsp
messengers of the glad news that God's promise to the fathers
has been fulfilled in Jesus^ ^ but the former are apostles to
the Gentiles while Peter and the others have been sent to the
Jews.
understand Asting's certainty that the eye-witness view-point is
in the foreground in 10.41 (Die Verkundjgung. p. 6o6).?/
C1) B E and a large number of mss. omii • D has s/os/
feWiV ; p45,p-r+ and A have vuv fci<rrv (S }ia3 £^<r. vuv),
(a) Strathmann (KWB. IV, 497. 5ff.) calls them 'the older apostles',
assuming that Paul""is referring only to the Twelve but this
assumption is vitiated by Lk. 24.33. S. sees a differentiating
between Paul, and Barnabas and the other apostles inoicated in
the use of zkl$£<r in 13.32 rather than one of the
u d e t o<; - group but Luke does use words of this group for Paul's
missionary work, e.g. 18.5; 20.21,23*.,26; 22.15,18; 23.115
26,16,22; 28,23. Also, Strethmann's attempt lop, cit. pp.
497.38 - 498.5) to distinguish between the testimony of Paul
and that of 'tl^e older apostles' by distinguishing
(Ac.1.8) and (Ac.2.32) from
(Ac.22.15) breaks down in view of Ac.22,20; 4t b<p-xs TOJ j.i.4 "JfOS crou ,
which, according to Strathmann's reasoning would put Stephen
alongside 'the older apostles' over against Paul; and this
would be true also of Antipas (Rev.2,13) and the witnesses of
Rev.17.8. Of. Barth (Per Augenzeuge. p. 357, note 388):





One of the group of prophets and teachersN ' at Antioch
was Paul who, with Barnabas, was separated by the Holy Spirit
for the Igyov (cf. Mt,9.37f.) and sent forth by the same
agency (13.2,4). They preached the word (
-roG 0toG (13.5) Which is also called "r*3
(13*12) and o Xoyos cr^T <1 s •
In the second account of Paul's conversion in Ac.22
Ananias is told that Paul will be a for or to Christ
) to all men (22.15). He has been pre-selected
(like Peter and the others Ac. 10.41) as a witness to know Cod's
will, to see the Just One and to hear the voice of hie mouth
(3\(i.e. his message) ' because he wl 13. be a witness to Jesus of
the things he has seen and heard. After this Christ appears
in a vision to Paul to tell him that the people in Jerusalem
will not receive his !*.«.£-rw e ((22,18) and two nights
later the Lord appears to him again to say; v^£
C ' v \ J 1
Si S Tugw TO. Ft tg 1 £p-ou £.4<> i ipoo Ca A kjjj, j
OUT u) or K a-v LiC, 4Pui|j.^v p-dfTug ^ cfo. 4 (23*11)*
Chapter 9 makes it clear that the function of the witness,for
which Paul, like Jeremiah," ^ has been chosen in advance,
separated and sent forth, is to bear Christ's name (9.15)»
J1) Rengstorf (KWB. II,l6o.27ff.) denies that the prophets and
teachers can be""identified (although it is a fact that Paul can
describe himself as a herald, apostle and teacher in I Tim.2.7
and II Tim. 1.11 and it is clear from Ro.12.6 ard I Cor. 14.8 that
he regarded himself as a prophet) and concludes that as the
prophets^are pneumatics "so kann es sich in den &i Si cr*
nur um Manner handeln, die die Gemeinde 'unpneumatisch' also a,us
klarer, selbstUndiger Binsicht heraus bauen." Cf. Harnack, The
Expansi2Sj?f Christianity, p.421. , , „ x , ,




i.e. to preach Christ (9.20) and that in order to bear this
testimony he must hear the voice of Christ's mouth (22.14)»
receive the Holy Spirit (9.17)» i.e. the message. In the
third account, in chapter 26, Jesus informs Paul that he has
appeared to him ng o ^ ti g 'irai? (3uC crt koV. <*.
t. ja. uov T t, o 4>0 uj cr o p. ck c croc
(v.l6) Paul is thus given exactly the same status as the
OUT fti l< ct l wIT^ it ai Too AoyoO / of. Lk., 1. 2 .
Although he was not a companion and disciple of Jesus during
his earthly ministry nevertheless he can be a witness whose
task it is to open men's eyes, to turn them from darkness to
light (i.e. to God's testimony) and from the power of Satan to
God (26.18). This makes sense if the j-»ae-ro$ is not simply
a witness of observable phenomena but is rather a bearer of the
testimony of God as it is in Jesus Christ.^ ^ This view is
reinforced by 26.19f. where Paul's obedience to the vision is
seen in his showing the people that they should repent and turn
to God and do works meet for repentance, by 26.22 where Paul
claims to have continued to testify ( jxapT^e °Vfcv/c:i^ )»
saying the same as Moses and the prophets and by Paul's own
description of himself in I Cor.4.1 as X^is-too kiI
Ol KOVOU.O? (*KirTrtf|Wv/ C/tOO .r
( 3)Cullmannv ' sees as the first difference between the
paradosis of Christ and the rabbinic principle of tradition that
(*) Possibly it is better to take *1* Tea (Ac.26.14) in the
5 / sense employed in Sap.l6.11f. where the author, speaking of the
/ incident of the fiery serpents in the desert saysi |n ya.£
twv AoyliOv/ 'TOO Uiciv/Tfipw iO ... i<*Q /3©T<Wiy g
fc ftittjO" £. V ».>JToo J J kAXa. © <ro%i K >-><> I £. , Ao'ytt J C, JVav/ 7 C»S <4 (Jkiv/o ^
Cf. Sir.12,11 where Ka-r«w'«-<>- *.,✓ (= prick or pierce) is used
in the same sense of acknowledging God's previous words of wisdom.
(2) Cf. Justin Martyr: Dial. 89? na-e •jtov TOV XeicrroV ®Tl cJv
icyjpw(r<roui> tcrriv (Iustini Opera,ed• Xo.Car. Th. Ecjues
de Otto, (1877) Vol.I.Part II. p7"*325)
(3) The Tradition in the EarJLy Church, p. 72.
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"the mediator of the tradition is not the teacher, the rabbi,
but the apostle as direct witness." But what is meant by the
last phrase ? C. defines the apostle as witness as one standing
"in direct relation with the Lord.....he has received a direct
apokalypsis" which "concerns not only the theological under¬
standing of the history of salvation, but also the facts of this
history in themselves he is a direct witness of the facts
and their meaning," Again, "The Church also bears witness to
Christ....but its witness is a derived witness, because it does
not rest on the direct revelation which was the privilege of the
(l)
apostle alone as an eye-witness." ' C,'a distinction between
the 'apostle' in the wider sense meaning 'simply an eye-witness
of the resurrection of Christ' and in. the narrower sense meaning
'a member of the group of the twelve who must bear witness not
only to Christ risen but also to Christ incarnate upon earth' is
to be faulted in respect of the phrase 'direct witness', when
this is applied to one the content of whose testimony is the
meaning of facts? and secondly in respect of the term 'eye¬
witness' which cannot really be applied to others as it is to
the Twelve and their Galilean brethren and also because the
second sense would exclude Paul who claims to have been not a
whit behind the very chiefest apostles, being
-t^ <yvu(ra (II Cor,11.5f.). Paul stands in as direct a
relation to Jesus as Lord as the Galileans did after the
Resurrection and it is clear from the record that all they were
possessed of before this was the facts of Jesus' life and the
words of his doctrine which they did not understand (Mt.l5.l6f;
16.9,11? Mk.8.17-21; 9.32; Jn.8.27; 12.16). Apart from the




Caesarea Philippi, the significance, the apokalypsis, came to
them after the Resurrection and especially during the forty days
before the Ascension (Ac,1,1-8). There is only one kind of
apostle and that is the man who has been apprehended by Christ
and sent by him to bear his testimony. Cullmann is correct
T1)
when he says* ' "the Kyrios Christ iji -present in the tradition
of the apostles, and therefore also in the tradition as fixed
in the written documents The Holy Spirit confronts the
believing reader directly with Christ." - just as he confronted
those who heard the oral tradition or kerygma (Ac.2.37) testi¬
fied (i) by Peter (2.L0).
CuUmann's claim that the NT apostles stood in a direct
relation with the Lord is true enough* it is also true that the
disciples stood in a direct relation with Jesus but no present-
day believer should admit that these people were in any more
direct relation with the Lord than he himself is. What is
admissible is that they were in a more direct relationWith Jesus
of Nazareth who becomes known as the Lord in a direct way to
every believer. If Christian faith means hearing and admitting
the claim of Jesus of Nazareth to be the fulfilment of the OT
testimony then the knowledge of this testimony and the knowledge
of Jesus* life and teaching are necessary presuppositions of
that faith and the testimony of the eye-witnesses is important,
in fact essential, otherwise there can be no revelation. It is
difficult, however, to see how there can be one revelation of
the risen Lord which is more direct than another. The eye- and
ear-witnesses saw and heard the facts of Jesus' life and death
and resurrection and received by faith Jesus' interpretation of
(*)Ib.p.81.
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these faets. Later generations also see and hear these facts
and Jesus' interpretation in the testimony or kerygma of the
Christian preacher. All generations of Christians from the
disciples to the present day are in the same relation to Jesus
as Christ.
There are four other places where Luke uses
for Paul's testifying. In chapter 18 there is an account of
Paul preaching to the Corinthians* r«L Ao^to
o Hav Ao^ , to 15 I ou a. i o i ^
Tov Xe«<rTov Jifjcrot-v/ (v.5) which has an
affinity with Paul's own reference to the testimony of Christ
(I Cor.1.6) and the testimony of God (I Cor.2.1), This
incident is reminiscent also of Ezek.33 where the prophet is
to speak God's word of warning and mercy and repentance if he
is to be clean from the blood of the people.
In Ac.18,20 and 23 there are parallels to other prophecies
of Ezekiel which show that and
are closely associated in Paul's mind with the prophetic word;^ ^
(a) In Ezek.2.1-5 the prophet is given his commission to preach
to Israel (cf.Ac.22.15)» (b) in 2.6 he is told not to fear (cf.
Ac,18.9) J (c) in 3.17f• he is made a watchman ( crKcnroV )
of the house of Israel to warn the wicked and turn him from his
ways (cf.Ac.20.20f.); (d) otherwise their blood will be required
at the prophet's hand (3,20) (cf*Ac.20.26f.); (e) in 3.24f.
the Spirit foretells that bonds are prepared for Ezekiel (cf.Ac.
20.23); (f) he is to prophesy upon Jerusalem (4.7f» cf.l6.1f;
20.4 where &p-is used) (cf.Ac.23.18) J (g) 5.1-4
C1) Black (The Scrolls and Christian Origins^ p.120) notes that
"In the Habbakuk Commentary the Teacher of Righteousness is a
new Ezekiel, a prophet-priest who reveals all the words of his
servants the prophets (i.5)."
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contains instructions for the shaving of his head and beard
(cf, Ac. 18,18f,); (h) is a doom against the false
prophets who are plastering a wall along with which they will
be destroyed (cf. Ac. 23,3 where Paul says to the high priest!
God shall smite thee, whited wall. Here Ananias and the elders
are reckoned to be the false prophets who have seen a false
vision} they are the false witnesses who oppose the true and
faithful witnesses, Jesus, Paul, Stephen, Antipas and the
others.) (i) Szek. 34.23 contains God's promise that he will
raise up his ser*vant David to be the shepherd of his people, a
promise to which Paul refers in Ac, 26.S-8. Paul's commission
is, of course, different from that of Ezeklel, but only in
respect of his knowledge of the fulfilment of the testimony of
God in Jesus (Ac, 20.21,24f.).
In Paul's speech to the Ephesian elders he reminds them of
his teaching! kt ^ ae1vo<» Ioo8&.»ois TL
f/ \ ^ ^ \ ^ ^ \
£AXf)<y/V 11$ &t&V ptrc*. v Ol av Ko-t (TiCTTtV '
fei<; Tov .Kx'eiov/ nuJjv 'l^rouv (20,21) end of the
( j
ministry ' which he had received from the Lord Jesus
81a Tot>«. sf 6<u Ta £-X«ov T*}S too qiou (20.2J+).
Luke breaks off his story of Paul's mission with the
picture of the apostle preaching the kingdom of God and teach¬
ing those things which concern the Lord Jesus, earlier described
(x) Cf, Jesus' own testifying! "Repent and believe" (Mk,
1.15)* , t /










(*) foundle(ZNVY.°Q( 1921). p. Ik5) claims that Stephen's speech is
entirely Luke'f Work on the grounds that no Jew could deliver such
a polemic against Judaism and that not even Paul~dicPso. Against
this it has to be said that the early Christians were more con¬
cerned to uphold the testimony of the scriptures than they were
to foster the traditions of menj also Paul could say strong things
against Judaism (Ro.2,23f; 3*10-19? 10.3>?1) and the author of
Hebrews makes out a strong and clear cose for the abolition of
the Jewish cultus,
(2)Kattenbusch (ZW!.k( 1903). p. 115) avers that Paul must have
called Stephen because he had seen a vision of Christ,
but this is quite out of line with the Biblical use of the word-
group. K. is followed by Ho 11 who (.Die Vorstellung vprn fogrtyrer.
p.71) argues weakly that because the meanings of laUp in
vv,15 and 20 lie close together that therefore the martyr is one
who is a witness of (that is, one who has seen) the resurrection
and, disregarding Stephen's prophetic testimony in Ac.6 and 7»
maintains that he is a witness because of his having had a vision
of the risen Christ (7.55f.) Cf, Lake and Cadbury (Beginnings.
Pt.I, Vol, IV.p. 281): "This passage is obviously a step to¬
wards the use of ua£tJ{ in the sense of martyr: "
*« J * -» T\i j * _ - 1 J x 1 * t . . •» _ n j _
9
the word is a step in the direction of the later meaning 'martyr'
(cf. Rev.ii.13)"; Haenchen: ApoateIgeschiehte. p. 112, note 5
and p. 557 with note 2j Beyer, Apostelgeschichte.p. 136 and
Menoud, Jesus et sea Tempins,pp.~14f. This view was opposed by
3chla11erTBeFluartyrer.p. 296. note 50): J'Weil er (Stephen)
ein Zeuge Jesu~war, wurde sein Blut versch'uttet'; Asting (Die
Verkundigung. p. 602) sees Stephen's as being,""not
martyrdom""but representing Christ before the authorities. GUnther
( ,p. 108), to support his view that Stephen is not
a in the sense of martyr, asks the very pertinent
question. "Why did Ignatius of all people not use for
his need of such a word is obvious": Strathmann (KWB. IV.A98* 17-




view of the proximity of (Aaeroeiav/ in 22.18 and the
close similarity of Ac.26.22 and 7.52 it is difficult to see
how Luke could have used in a different sense for
Paul (and the Twelve) on the one hand and Stephen on the
other" ^ and this is borne out by the evidence of cc.6 end 7.
In the first place, Stephen was one of the p.agrugo^£.v/o(
(Ac.6.3)^ secondly, he was a man 'full of the Holy Spirit
and wisdom (6.3,5,10) full of grace (p^HABD) and power (6.8)*
er stirbt weil er Ghristi Zeuge ist, und zwar durch seine
evangelistische Tatigkeit.".
(^Cf. Gass, ZHT.^(1859)•III,p. 326. It is significant that
Luke uses v£tr<3&.«. (the technical term for the /
receiving of tradition) for the receiving of Paul's m. <*e -r^ g «• .
( 2) Cf. Strathmann, MB.IV,498 and von Campenhausen who (Stud.
Theol. (1947/48),pp.117f») sees this as due to a progressive
narrowing of the content of the testimony in Luke so that finally
the Twelve alone are celled witnesses of the resurrection and
so 'witness of the resurrection' means simply 'missionary'.
(3) See above p. llnote 11 .
(4) Cf, Greeven (ZNW.44(1952/3).P. 24» note 54)x "Der christlicher
'Lehrer' zieht den "judischen Geze.^zeslehrern den Boden unter den
Fussen weg, indem er ihre eigene Uberlieferung gegen sie kehrt."
Cerfaux (Eecue^.1. II,p. 173) writes; "Essentielleiijent, le
temoignage d'Etienne reste done dans la ligne du temoignage des
Apotres; il est, cornme le^leur, messianique, ^uridique et
religieux. La seule difference est que tous ces derniers traits,
pour Etienne. s<jnt accentues su detriment de l'objet premier- du
temoignage, la resurrection du Christ." But Ac. 6,14 does not
make sense unless Stephen was preaching the resurrection; and,
also, 7.37 ia to be considered for although in Deut.18.15
a.vei<r-r^cs-&, has no reference to resurrection in the Christian
sense there can be no doubt that in the mind of Stephen and his
contemporaries, the incarnation and the resurrection of Jesus were
inseparable. Lake and Cadbury (Beginnings, Pt.I. Vol.IV,p.65)
note the similarity of this passage with~the LXX account of the
choosing of Joshua in Num.27.l6~18.
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f1)
which are the marks of the prophet* ' or testimony-bearer.
Thirdly, Stephen's speech before his judges is an attempt to
show them how Israel has always rejected God's testimony and'
how the successor foretold by Moses is Jesus whom they have
rejected. Moses received the living oracles, ' i.e. the
testimony which was kept in the tabernacle (7.44). Stephen
sets the tabernacle of testimony in contrast to the ot *.«<:
(3) (4)
of Solomon ' not, as Reicke has it ' as "ein Bild der Kirche"
because "ein Zelt des 'Zeugnisses', des Martyriums, sollte die
christliche Kirche eben sein," but to show that the testimony
is more important than the temple and its sacrifices (cf. Jn.
4.20-26). Solomon built a temple when he ought to have known75\
better ^7.47-49).v The Jews have always resisted the HolySpirit^ ' and persecuted the prophets who foretold the coming
(*) For Stephen ar prophet see Lods (Cpnfesseurs et Martyrs.pp.
10f.), L,, however, tries to make out that"~the prophets are
charismatics in the ecstatic sense.
(2) Cf. Ps.118:11,14,17,25,50 and 144 where these oracles or
testimonies are said to give life to the one who keeps them.
In Ac.6.15 the face of Stephen the p.agTu^ who loves and
keeps the testimonies is said to have been like the face of an
angel when he testified before the leaders of the people and
^here is a ^resemblance here to Ps. 118.135s iigotr ijffo v croj
£7i\ tpasto* LJU ToV 4 a yAoV croo .
(3) Cf. Mundle, ZNW.20(1921), p.144. Ropes' contention
(Thgologigghe_3tuSienundKrltiken, 102(1930),p. 308) that there
is no occasion for thlnking~that~Stephen approached to the
Pauline teaching of the now-superseded validity of the law is
over-ruled by Ac.6.13f. These verses R. interprets as an
eschatologieal forecast - an interpretation which was not
entertained by Stephen's accusers.1
(.) Glaube and Leben derlirgemeinde, p. 154.
(5) Cf. Reicke, op. ""cit.T p.~155. Jesus made this same point
to the Samaritan woman" (J*i.4.21-24).. ,
(6) Cf. Num.27.14 and Jer.S.lOi ne°s rt** k&i
l>ta |A jo. a. I ) a K 0 w C & T 0.A •
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of the Just One whom Stephen's hearers have murdered. They
received the law and did not guard it. Stephen's end is
reminiscent of a speech of Mattathias in which he tells his
followers to be valiant for the law for by it they shall obtain
glory (I Macc.2,SAj cf. Ac.6.15i 7.55) and all Israel made
great lamentation for him (I Macc.2.70j cf. Ac,8.2). Stephen
the a aGTo< is thus seen to be the upholder of the u.cceTje«ov' (l
the torah of God, fulfilled in Jesus, the Just One. ' It may
be that the autfoor, of_Acts. is, concerned to oprtra.v the trial of~Tay" ~
a martyr but it seems more likely that he wishes to show one
(l) Corssen (Begriff una Wesen des Martyrers in der Alten nlrche.
p. 483) neatly describesHEKe connection between Stephen"s~speech
and his vision* "Br das, was er 'in abstracto' demonstriex't
hatte, 'in concreto' schaut." Rengstorf (Die Aui'erstehung Jesu,
p,140) expands thiBi "Br (Stephen) erweist"slch"als ein echter
jx.ae-r j<; (vgl.Apg.22,20), aber nicht etwa deshalb, weil ihm - so
hat man es ansehen zu sollen gerneint - 'in der entscheidenden
Stunde die Gabe verliehen wurde, die Uberirdische Welt und den
Herrn, zu dem er sich bekannte, mit Augen zu sehen', sondern
durch die Art und Weise, wie er die ye<£<f>u,, nSmlich den
Pentateuch und die Propheten, deutet und fur die Gemeinde Jesu
zur Begrtfndung und Rechtfertigung ihres Glaubens in Anspruch
nimmt (Apgi7*2ff,)". and describes the p-aervi? in Acts as a
Scripture expositor and interpreter, quoting 2,23ff? 3*18? 10.431
13»27ffj 26,22 and also I Cor,15.15: "Er (Paul) nimmt in seiner
ju»e-TueCoL Gottes prophetisches Wort nuf» soferr^ es sich in
der Geschichte Jesu und zumal in deren Ausgang erf(flit hat (Apg,
1.16? vgl.4*33 neben 4,23ff,)." (op.cit, pp* 142f,), Surkau
(f artyrien, p. 109) states correctly^ "Die Stephanus-Rede gehb'rt
nlcht zumMartyrium. Sie weisst nicht die typischen Kerkzeichen
einer f. artyrer-Rede auf. ...Sie is Verkundigung, ,, *Die Verse (55-
57) liegen ganz in der Linie von Act,l,33,36? 3,llff; 10,42?
Cf. Retif (Temolgnage et Predication, p,155. note^(ll))i
"1,1 est plus simple et plue~6bvie~de voir ici une reference au
temoignage rendu par Etienne au Christ, aussi bien avant son
attestation, VI,8,10, qu'apres,, ib,id. ,7; cfr.Luc.XXI, 12-15,
en un mot de toute son activite kerygmatique."
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of the first witnesses bearing testimony. In Ac. 6 and 7
is presented a picture of a Jerusalem witness, a disciple of the
Twelve, in action.^ ^
The testimony of the disciples is based on the testimony
of Sod which is mentioned in 13.22: ^ji(££v/ (o 0/o<>) tos/
i 2 ^ **** ^J*
8 a»o t £><; i3a <r i A E R , w kcA £i il L V
fxa-eTvjg ^cra<; , Eogoo k.-t.A.J in 15.8 Paul, speaking about his
mission to the Gentiles, says that &io<^ £/»<.ag-Tog v
' "
t * v ft "" v </a - n\ s ^ # (**)
gjtoi $ Qoo<, To I'v/t-Ujaa T° Kai
which is another way of saying that the Gentiles heard the word
of the Gospel and believed (15.7). In 14.3 Luke has already
given an example of this very thing: In Iconium Paul and
Barnabas spoke the word so convincingly that a great multitude
believed (14.1), and then comes the Godward expression of this;
> V A / ■-» m J wx
They speak boldly £tt w t w tus owvt> &iTt
tCj Tv^^ ^eirov aJToj • The Holy Spirit is the
witness in 20.23, a verse which recalls Ezek.3.24-27 where it
is revealed to the prophet by the Spirit that bonds are prepared
for him and that the Spirit will give him the words of his.
message.
(0 Of. Gass (ZHT.3(1859), p.326); "Stephanas als erster Anfuhrer
auf dem apostolischen Leiaenswege wird mit Peieriichkeit auf den
Schauplatz gestellt; seine unerschrockene Strafrede an die Juden
und seln letzterden McJrdern vergleihender Aufblick zurn Menschen-
sohn (7.56) stellen das Bild eines treuen Jungers in der Nachfolg
des Todes vor Augen. Berselbe Stephanus heisst in der kede des
Paulus 0 p.tCeT«^ ff-oo (scil. X^»cttoo ), und nach dem
kurz vorangegangenen pagToji'o. kann dieser Name nur den Zeugen
d.h. Bezeuger oder Vertreter, noch nicht gerade den Blutzeugen im
spateren Sinne bedeuten (Apgsch.22.20)
(<*) Cf.14.3; 14.17; 15.8? 20.23: NB. the last phrase goes with
both verbs. v „ w t ,
(3) Cf. Bt.6,20-22: £ crTai ouv o uioc
* \ * -r' ? — * * (' h J
fo u
, 14V I I £«T iV Tot p. ftp TOP i a Kua £g L> <
. j* ' 4. ^ J « % A4 f f
KO£t4f £Kli<7W •••••• Kac &6UJKW
p. & ? Kui *T ££ t <* • Cf tllkt 1& 0 20 J IIO b • P • it •
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In 14.17 Paul states of Gods Ka'tot ouk gov
etuTcw <*. <j> 1-j « £. y (A.y o- *9 osj ^ y * that is, without
someone or something to pass on to the world the knowledge of
God and his ways or laws (in contrast to the ways of the
nations (14.16). Here again there is an emphasis upon the
teaching function of the witness who reminds his hearers of
what God has said and done.
In Acts as in the Gospels the testimony has many synonyms
to shed light on its character. There can be no doubt that
in the mind of the early Church the testimony was of the same
pattern as the OT torah, Jesus being regarded as the fulfilment.
The testimony is what Jesus did and taught^ ^ as is seen by
comparing Ac. 20.24,25. Being a witness is a (l.
17,25), an £rr i «• kott^ (1.20) arid an aircsr-roA^ (1.25).
In the first instance of the Apostles' bearing witness they are
said A<.xkfc.iV X i*> cr a-ol \ to
&ou «rro<ptf auTa7$ .^ ^(2,4). It is interesting
that Caleb who testified before the congregation (I Macc.2.56),
that is, was zealous for God, is described in Eu.14.24 as God's
Ai /' . a 4/ ^
tT<xi^ having another spirit within him ( t?v ^ irzg ov £>/
aorljj ). And Moses' Song, called a p.a(Dt.31.19),
i1) Cf v. Campenhausen (Stud. Theol^ (1947/48) p. 121) : "Als
jia^TJgfov/ hat die twv Vrroa-tutv einen
grundlegenden historischen Gehalt: sie enth'&lt den Bericht
der Augenzeugen uber das Leben und Wirken Jesu und vor allem
das Zeugnis von der Auferstehung, in dem sich allee zusammenfasst
und fur den Glauben oder Unglauben zur Entscheidung kommt. In
diesem Sinne war es auch fur Paulus gleichbeteutend mit 'dem
Evangelium' gewesen" but also it is 'selbst eine heilsgeschicht-
liche Wirklichkeit, durch die Christus in der Zeit vergegenwartigt
wird, aktualisiertes Zeugnis, das als Anrede gehort werden soil
und in der Anwendung auf die gegenwartige Situation der Ifdrer
als Bussruf, Verheissung und Gebot zum Ereignis wird."
(2) Kohler (The Origins of the Synagogue and the Churchy p. 234)1
"The event of Fentecost was fashioned after the Jewish Pentecost
which was taken by the Rabbis to have been the day of the divine
revelation on Sinai at which the Ten Commandments were given forth
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styles itself; to ano4>8xVua (l)t.32.2) which is the
gift of the Holy Spirit to the disciples at Pentecost, '
Peter explains that this is the prophesying foretold by Joel
so testimony and prophecy are the same thing (cf. Rev, 19.10).
Testimony is also v&r & * x n <**« £ (2,40) of the Holy Spirit
(9.31) and &■ v (2,42; 4,2; 5.21 etc.); the words of
life (5.20); fiooX^ Yq^ov (5.38^2 the word of his grace
(14.3» 20,32); the Jiakovu raZ \oyoo' (6.4)? the way of
in seventy tongues of fire to reach the seventy nations of the
earth."
} „ } t #( ^) Cf, PS, 80. 6: u, a.p f (>a i o v/ t«/ TfaJ I '-*&*} ci) sOt.ro cio To \/ 4V TcjJ
C - V > \ ^ ^ A > / 1 ' t. i> »/
YHiywir Too ^ o«K.
(3) He might have adaea Zephaniah for here too there is an obvious
influence (3.8f.): bi\ fWTO o n O (Jk. il v'OO |Jl£ , 1 tS.OS<OS r £*<^ p. i(j<x <S
» ✓ ' ) / - / N / ' > N
o.s/a crTcfcsrt^JS M.4gToCfoy * filer i To m-ou £«S <s" >Jv"^y»jya j
?
. - ' C ' *» > jr> * « J / J J > S 1
TOO &i<£TO&* ov«3* pcXflTi Toa &KV&<Xt. kfi ITa<fas/
J ^ » A » / J N y / * .» /
0£y vjc/ ®'J .©o * oioti £ v TTOg c y "7 A oo f juoo tf<xTav«i Kui&t) crfc T«.t
IToco-a « vn • ore Toxg ia st sx <ttp Xaouc \kuotrcr a.v fe'e
"V >•-% > I v / N ^
HVUV avty)< TOW felTi K.a.A£iiy0ai ITawT To ovo^ft K^eiou
—• ^ ^ J S y v
i OU OOJAt^iW T ul urso Uyov fc V a •
(3) Rengstorf (RVVB.11. £p. 147f.) distinguishes incorrectly the
biioo-Ktiv/ of the Urgemeinde as "die unbewusste Weitergabe
und Sichtung der Wort'ilberlieferung" and the kerygma in which'"die
Sammlung des ErzShlungsstoffes einsetzt" both being contained in
the original Christian message; "Repent knd believe in the Gospel"
(Mk.1.15), R. notices that bi&eCcrw.£iv is used by Paul in Ro,
2,21 (op.cit., p, 148. 22ff,) in the sense of 'to give instruction
in the law^Tut fails to point out that in the same verse uo-o-aiv
is used in exactly the same sense? Also (p,149.4-10) he sees
the difficulty presented by Ac.18.11 and seeks to remove it by
declining to take A*yo<; -r©o 0toZ as NT salvation-proclama¬
tion in the absolute sense but as salvation-proclamation on the
basis of scripture and from Scripture.
(4) Cf.20.19, XouAiC^v = testifying (v.21).
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(l)salvation (16,17). For 'testifying' Lake uses: k«t ayy e aat.v
( 4. 2 , 13* 5 6t c» ) , jj, «. fcjv-j-f £.ij £. I v/ ( 14. ' 1) t ^ cr I Ca. £ <s~ c9«. v
(4.13; ^ef.v.31; 9»27f» etc.) j iva^£xi(£(rt?o\ (5,42
etc. ; ^ J ki]^ua"<r£(v ( 8, 5 » 9f 20 etc«)} £> »c*. a £ y £ cr t9w. w ,«• ita
. tAiv y £ cx<£i>W 8 d I O, V o t y uJ V/ v 1Ta.g <x f i «£. ic £ \/ o ^
(17.2f.)j kari] )|fctv (13,25) f t* £eycw (13,2);'
^vayvy £ax£<v (20,20), This selection shows the wide
ana rich variety of the terms used by Luke to describe the
preaching and teaching of the early witnesses and it is very
difficult to believe that the writer always had in mind a
precise nuance when he used an expression and that he did not
use this wide range in the interests of style.
(a) Schniewind (kvvb. i,70f.) denies that k «-r <xy y t aa tiv in
Ac,4.2; 17,3; 1375$; 10.43 and 17.23 is equivalent to 'instruct'
but is simply 'Ausrufen','Predigen' but he admits that ifcte <x <5 0(t| <j
(i Cor.11.23) includes voo0tt s/jv and siiao-kt,,/
(3) Friedrich (kvvb.VI.856f.) distinguishes between
and 7r^ r zTd because the former is addressed to non-
Christians and the latter to believers but admits (856.28-36)
that a fast distinction cannot be maintained. He says: "Das
ne©4>,)t ts t,v am Pfingsttage (Ag.2,17f.) ist ein
& t a. fjl a. g r c<3 i a~ &c<.\ und 71 a g o. k a a £*? •
Schweizer (Church Order.5h) saysi "For Luke, the apostle is
neither the eschatological ruler in the coming kingdom, nor the
person called by tne risen Lord to be a messenger. He is the
eye-witness of Jesus' life and work and only as such is he
called on to witness (Acts,1.21f.)" and denies "that for Luke
Ac.l.21f. and 9,Iff, were on the same plane". But it would
seem (a) that to be a messenger and to be called to witness
are one and the same and (b) that Jesus' appearing to the
apostles is called ditto, va ? ^(Ac.1.3) and in Ac.26,19
Paul refers to his vision as orrtac-to.
(3) 7ta e (x t (e £ s 0a. v is used for i oses instructing the elders
in Bx.19.7? cf. Lk.i2.48.
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The Content of the Testimony
The Jerusalem Apostles
When the subject-matter of the testimony is examined it is
seen to fall into the same four groups as have already been
noted. In the preaching of the Jerusalem church in the first
days (a) the sovereignty of the Lord Jesus is testified in
2.33-36; God has made Jesus both Lord and Christ, and also in
3.13»15J 4.11J 5.31 and 10.36. (b) The moral law is referred
to indirectly in the call to repentance (2.385 3.19»26; 5.31)
and the doer of righteousness is said to be accepted by God
(10.35). (c) Redemption is seen as the remission of sins (2.38}
5.31J 10.43) by the suffering of Christ (3.18). Salvation is
in the name of Jesus (4.12) who is the word sent by God (10.365
cf.Ps. 106.20). (d) The promise of God is mentioned explicitly
in 2.39; times of refreshing shall come from the Lord who shall
send Jesus (3.20); there is a reference in 10.42 to the last
judgement when Jesus will be judge of living and dead.
Stephen
(M
Surkau ' limits the testimony of Stephen to "Gottes
Gericht" but the content includes reference (a) to the God of
glory (7.2j cf. Ps.28.3), whose throne is heaven and whose foot¬
stool is earth, the creator of all (7.49f.) and Jesus is at his
right hand (7.55)• (b) He is the Holy One (7.33) who gives the
living Xo^a (7.38) and who sets his face against the im¬
purities of the idols and their worshippers (7.39-43)# (c) His
redemptive action is seen in the events of the Exodus (7.7*25,
34,36) and Jesus has now replaced Moses as the deliverer (7.37)#
(d) The promise of God is mentioned in his promise to give the
land to Abraham (7.5).




Philip the evangelist is included among the f^^ot
(6.3, 21.8) and therefore may be regarded as a witness;^ ^
he is a herald of Christ (8.5) and an evangelist of the things
concerning the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ (8.
12), that is, he announces the gospel which is Jesus (8.35).
The content of Philip's testimony concerns (a) the kingdom of
God (8.12) which is seen in Jesus who was foretold in Isaiah as
being the arm of the Lord (53.2); (b) men have wandered from his
ways (53.6); (c) he bears our sins (53.4-) and was wounded be¬
cause of our sin (53.5) and the Lord has laid our sins on him
(53.6). (d) There is also the promise that he will inherit
many and divide the spoils of the mighty (53.12); his seed
shall inherit the Gentiles and he shall make the desolate
cities to be inhabited (54.3).^
Paul
The testimony which is committed to Paul by the risen
(3) / \
Christ is the same as all the foregoing (a) «3esus is
Christ, the Son of God (9.20), the Lord (26.15); (b) 23.1
shows the necessity of having a good conscience; Paul speaks
to Felix of righteousness and temperance (24.25; cf. 26.18 and
26.20) where Paul's preaching is the same as that of John the
Baptist (Mt. 3.8). (c) Redemption is in terms of forgiveness
and deliverance from the power of Satan (26.18) which is effected
through the suffering of Christ (26.23). (d) The promise lies
in the hope of the resurrection of the dead (23.6; 25.19? 26.8,
23)» the inheritance among the saints (26.18) promisedto the
(x) See above p.ll note 11,
(2) Note the appropriateness of the prophecy concerning eunuchs
which follows in Is.56,3-8.
(3) Note the similarity to Dt.4, especially vv.12,36,45 and Ps,
118.46.
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fathers (26.6). In Paul's sermon at Antioch in Pisidia (a)
he quotes John the Baptist's confession that he is not worthy
to loose Jesus' sandals (13.25)} (b) the reference to John's
baptism of repentance introduces the idea of the moral law
(13.24.); (c) God's salvation is seen in the mention of the
Exodus and God's subsequent care for the people (13.17-22),
the raising of the Saviour Jesus (13.23), the word of salva¬
tion (13.26), forgiveness and justification (l3.38f.)f (d)
The promise of God has been fulfilled (l3.32f.), future judge¬
ment is hinted at in 13.40f. and in 13*48 there is mention of
those who are ordained to eternal life.
In Paul's speech to the Kphesian elders the fourfold
nature of the testimony can be seen for the apostle preaches
(a) the kingdom of God (20.25), (b) repentance towards God (20.
21) and good works (20.35)» (c) he preaches the gospel of the
grace of God (20.24) and speaks of the church being purchased
by God's own blood (20.28, cf. Ps.73.2), (d) In 20.32 Paul
speaks of the inheritance among all those who are sanctified
which the word of God's grace is able to give his hearers.
The final chapter of Acts also contains a short account of
Paul expounding and testifying, heralding and teaching in
Rome. In this (a) he speaks of the kingdom of God (28.23,
31)J (b) that Paul's preaching was concerned with the moral law
may be gathered from the fact that in 28.26f. he quotes Isaiah
S.9f. > a reference to the sin of the peoplej ' (c) God's
healing and salvation are part of the content of the preaching
and (d) Paul has already told the Jewish leaders that it is
(x) Clearly there is no difference here between & «a. u. «.(>t <•»(? i <?&<*.{.
and |< "ip 0 cr u' £ 1 \f .
(3) See'also Is.9.5»7.
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for the hope of Israel that he is in chains (28.20; cf. Col.1.27;
X (l)
Christ in you, the hope of glory). '
The Authority of the Witnesses
The Jerusalem Apostles
The authority claimed by Peter and the other disciples is
not that of eye-witnesses of historical events but is rather
that of men who have seen a great truth about God shining out
of these events and are concerned that others also should have
(2)
this experience, that is to say it is a teaching authority. '
(*•) Diem's dictum (Ey, Theolt 1 (1934/35)»p. 426) is correct*
"Das NT kennt,..weder das unfehlbar Lehramt noch die unfehlbare
reine Lehre "but this does not mean that the Church does not
recognise as authoritative teachers those who taught the classi¬
cal testimony in principle.
(2) Cf. Bultmann, Theology of the NT. I, p. 59. Beyer (KWB.
II. 87.29-36) writes* "aber auch das htfchste aller christlichen
Sinter, die Verktindigung des Evangeliums, wird als Dienst am Wort
bezeichnet* Ag.6,4." In his note 3. B. continues* "Der
kin* ov( « too Xov,oo , entspricht formal der Dienst der
Tora • Aber damit ist nicht
die Verktfndigung,*" sonaern aas Erlernen der Halacha durch den
Umgang mit den Gelehrten gemeint, (Str/Bill. zu. Ag. 6.4)." The
fact that directly after this setting apart of the apostles to
the 61a Kovi'a Too AoyoZ Stephen begins to teach
and preach and the word of God increases everywhere casts
suspicion on the assumption that the apostles limited the preach¬
ing to themselves; rather are they the witnesses who are the
primary authorities (chronologically) for the content of the
testimony of Jesus. Cf. Gerhardsson: (Memory and Menusorlpt.
pp. 240-245. 0.> however, maintains the view that "the early
Christian message claimed to be the eye-witness account of
definite persons who were able to vouch for the "truth" of their
information". This can only mean that the witnesses claimed to
give a correct report of Jesus' words and actions; they could
not prove the truth of his teaching any more than he himself
could. The lack of strict discipline in the Church and the
desire of many to be teachers caused the church at a later date
to commit to^writing the original apostles'
Or iOfliyy 1 Ai av .
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Jesus chose apostles but so did the risen Christ (l.2,2A).
"He showed himself alive by many infallible proofs", it is
claimed, but rrmeans 'to set before the mind'^ ^
/ (2)
and means 'proof by testimony'# Peter and
the Galilean disciples are described by Luke as apostles chosen
by Jesus to whom he showed himself alive and gave commandments
(Ac.l.2f.). On these grounds it has been claimed by some that
the jostles' authority rests on a situation which cannot be
repeated and therefore cannot be transferred, and by others that
the authority was in actual fact handed on. The standpoint of
the present thesis is that if the function of the apostle is to
testify to facts and, equally importantly, to the truth borne by
them he must (a) have been an ear-and eye-witness of the facts
and (b) be persuaded by the Holy Spirit of the truth they carry.
The experience of the eye-witnesses of the original facts (the
words and works of Jesus) cannot happen to later generations
in actuality but when the former testify or call to mind these
facte the second generation, confronted by the re-presentation
of the facts, may also be persuaded by the Holy Spirit of the
truth they carry and so, in turn, may become valid witnesses.
The second generation cannot prove that the facts took place
or that the interpretation of them is true, but then neither
could the first generation - they could only be ...witnesses.'
A great deal depends on the trustworthiness of the first
witnesses as to the facts, to the power of their persuasiveness,
(i.e. the power of the Holy Spirit) and to the ability and
willingness of the hearer to 'see' the truth (i.e. the testimony
(1) fT^e iVt rt u.| = 'to set before the mind', 'to put into
the mind.' (LS.1340.A.II.1).
(2) LS.1768.11.1 give: 'proof' (properly of an argumentative kind,
opp. of direct evidence. Is.!*.. 12,8.6) and II.3, as in the
Logic of Aristotle, 'demonstrative proof'.
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of the Holy Spirit). Thus it is equally important to establish
as firmly as is possible the historicity of the events to which
the eye-witnesses testify and constantly to test the proclama¬
tion of the Church by them. The authority of Peter and the
disciples of Jesus is the primary one, chronologically, but
when their account of what Jesus did and taught is accepted,
their authority, the authority of the truth of God enshrined in
the action and teaching of Jesus is no greater than that of any
other witnesses; as Paul says in Gal.2,6: "They added nothing
to me."^ ^ The desire for visible, infallible proofs of God
has always been strong in the human mind from Moses to Thomas
and right through to the present day, Moses and Thomas learned
their mistake, realising that no man can see God and live (Ex.
33.20} Jn.20.29) but nevertheless words for physical seeing
(a)
are used for the awareness of God throughout the Bible. '
The authority of the disciples of Jesus is greater than
that of other witnesses like Paul and Stephen only in respect
of their eye-witness testimony to the facts about Jesus of
Nazareth, facts of which other people exclusive of the twelve
and the other disciples had knowledge. But testimony to bare
historical facts gives, by itself, no authority, no power;
there must be, at the same time, interpretation and application,
that is testimony to the truth to which the facts point for those
who believe, the truth that Jesus of Nazareth is the Saviour of
the world. Stephen, presumably, since he was a Greek, had no
eye-witness knowledge of the life of Jesus but he was admitted
by Luke to be a very powerful witness (Ac.6.10). The eye-
C1) Cf. Schweizer, Church Order. 23c.
(a) E.g. Ex.lA.13« """Stand still and see the salvation of the
Lord"} Ps.62.3. "that I may see thy power and thy glory";
Ps.96.6s "all the people have seen his glory"; Is.35.2;
"My people shall see the glory of the Lord and the majesty of
God"} cf. 40.5f 52.10} 66.18.
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witness testimony of Peter and his fellows with their inter¬
pretation of it and their zeal had met faith in Stephen, that
is to say, the Holy Spirit added his testimony to that of the
disciples and Stephen became a believer and a witness.
Thus the concept of the Christian witness, combining as it
does the two inextricably-connected strands of eye-witness
testimony and testimony to the truth concealed within the events
sums up the idea of revelation. It was revelation, testimony,
the word, which Jesus entrusted to his disciples, his own very
self as event and truth. The people in the early church who
exercised authority were those who taught and preached the
testimony which Jesus embodied, enacted and taught. The men
of Galilee received the testimony from Jesus, by the Spirit as
all God's prophets and servants before them had received it.
Stephen and the disciples of the first disciples presumably
received it from those last and Stephen's authority was not
transmitted by the laying on of hands? like Joshua he had the
Spirit before he was appointed to his office and what he obtained
from the apostles was not authority but a recognition and
acknowledgement of an authority which was already his,
Luke says that it was k'a. rWao^aT-os that
Jesus gave commandments ( ^xeiA«^ to his
disciples before he was taken up,^ ^ being seen by them for
(1) J£v/-roX// is occasionally used for Torah in the OT e.g. Dt.
17.195 IV K.21.8? II Chron,12.1? 30.16.
(s) it is perhaps significant that Elijah's departure from earth
for which the author of IV K. uses this word aviX *,*.<$> 0*
(2,11) occurred in fire and whirlwind and that at this time




forty days. ' They are told to wait for the promised baptism
of the Spirit (cf. Is. 42.1) and so be his witnesseg (cf. 43.10),
having been given the power to preach effectively/ ^ This out¬
pouring of the Spirit is seen as the fulfilment of the prophecy
of Joel about the salvation which will come to all who call on
the name of the Lord, and about men proclaiming the gospel in
Jerusalem (Joel 3.5).
Matthias takes the place of Judas, not as an authoritative
eye-witness of the Resurrection and certainly not as having been
one of the twelve apostles commissioned by Jesus (Mt.10.1) -
there were others who had the same qualification as Matthias
(1.21) - but as an authoritative/ ^ accredited teacher of the
new • Broach^ ^ distinguishes between the
charismatic apostle and what he calls the hierarchical apostolate
of the Twelve instituted by Jesus Christ, claiming that Sohm's
failure to do so led to his, according to B., erroneous, view of
the charismatic organisation of the early Church? this, however,
cannot be sustained in view of the foregoing. There is in fact
no evidence that Jesus founded a hierarchical apostolate. The
authority of the disciples of Jesus derived from their knowledge
of the Word yet B. aversJ "Das Amt der Zwolf war von jedem
anderen Apostolat dadurch verschieden, dass sie durch Jesus
gesandt waren, und dass ihr Apostolat liber eine rein missionar-
ische Bedeutung hinaus auch stellvertretenden Charakter im
juristische Sinne hatte.... .zwischen derri Apostelkollegium mit
seiner juristisch gefassten Sendung und dem rein charismatischen
(1)Cf. Ex.24.18 where Moses was forty days and forty nights in
the mountain receiving the original testimony.
(2) Cf. Bruce, The Acts of the Anosties. p.71 on 1.8.
(3) But not an official7~as Qtlnther, MaPro <; . p. 104.
(4) Charismen und Xmter in der Urklrche, p. 95.
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Apostolat stehen Gestalten, deren Sendung nicht so sehr offiziell
ale religios verstanden eein will."^ ^ Harnack^ ^ lists the
authorities to which the early churches were subject but does
not point out that the apostles and teachers set themselves
under the Gospel (e.g. the Twelve apostles give themselves to
the diakonia of the word (Ac.6.4) and they are witnesses who
remind the world about the word. Lowrie, resting on Sohm's
Kjrchenrecht. states well! "The Church of Jesus Christ can
never be a legal organisation but there is one element in it
which can in some way be construed as a formal right - a right
inherent in an office as such. It was altogether natural that
the assembly should come to recognise certain of its members as
permanently endowed with particular gifts for instruction. But
fundamentallv the recognition was understood to apply to their
utterances." ^
In Num.14, mentioned above, Moses says that the LORD is
seen 'eyes to eyes' by Israel (14.14) and Isaiah prophesies
that this will occur again (52.8) but it cannot be held that this
refers simply to physical sight. In Moses' day they saw God in
the pillars of cloud and firei the disciples saw God in Jesus.
The authority of the witnesses of the resurrection is that
of men who have seen the truth of God. These men were not
'beside themselves' when they prophesied, preached or taught;
theirs was a truly spiritual or charismatic authority which
(
rested on the new commandments of Jesus and on the gift of
the Holy Spirit which enables those upon Whom it is poured to
yj PPf-. c ltj, p. 105 •
(2) The History of Jopma, p. 98| (a) the OT in the Christian sense?
(b) the tradition of the Messianic History of Jesus? (c) the words
of the Lord? (d) every writing proved to have been given by the
Spirit; (e) every tested prophet and teacher; (f) the Twelve;
(g) Paul.
( ) The Church and its Organisation in Primitive and Catholic Times
p. 202? cf.p. is?4$,
(4) See above p. 268, note 1 •
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(1)
prophesy and to evangelise (Joel 3.1>5)» that is, to speak
the wonderful works of God so that people understand. The
speaking with other tongues in Ac.2.4 may be traced to the
prophecy in Is.28.5-13 in which the day of the LORD is to be
characterised by God speaking with a kind of stammering which
will be an awesome counterpart of the stammering for which his
prophet has been mocked by the leaders of Israel; vv.llf.
state ; h\a. ){£ i X £ & t A- . v A Jj ;r ~^j $ ft qa $ '
v V ' - a i n 4 \ * ) —7*" ^ ' V
OTi A A.A n cT 0 u «T iv T TooTtO A<Sv 0\t T t S cjloTiaJ I OO TO TO1
; h r 9 »
I ✓ ^ ^ \ \ f N
o, vex. ix ua T lo T» vt i it a t t oo To *7*0 cru^T^i^ua ML
. ^ y • 4 ^ 1 1
ouk. <* J kojtiv/ . The parallel is strikingly con¬
firmed by the fact that in Ac.A.llf. Peter quotes Ps.117.22
which closely resembles Is.28.16. The preaching of the dis¬
ciples at Pentecost is clearly regarded by Luke as the fulfil¬
ment of Is.28.5-13 where the message of hope and glory or
affliction and curse, of rest or calamity is to be proclaimed
htk £T*e>a<jin the day on which the Lord of hosts
shall be the crown of hope, the woven (crown) of glory', to
the remnant of the people. ' This 'speaking with other
tongues' is not to be confused with the 'speaking-with-tongues'
(4)
of the enthusiasts. The Rabbis associated their Day of
(x) Cf. Sabatier (The Religions of Authority and the Religion
of the Spirit, p. 3037: '"at Pentecost~the disciples had "be come
prophets,~nabis, in the ancient sense of the word."
(2 o cf. Mt.27.29.
(3) In the OT prophecy one of the reasons for the crisis is the
drunkenness of the religious leaders and in the NT passage this
accusation is flung back mockingly at the Christians.
(4) As Friedrich (KWB.VI.852.15-29) who seeks to show from Ac.
2.4,17» 4.31J 10.44ff* 11.15 and 19.6 that ecstasy and prophecy
cannot be separated in the NT but then proceeds (852.30f.) to
show that the prophet in the Pauline churches "ist nicht Seher
sondern Wortempfanger und Wortverkundiger." (cf.853.13-954.11).
F. infers correctly from I Cor.14.23f. that prophecy is, in
contrast to speaking with tongues, a speaking that is understood
but if the latter is to be regarded as being the same as that
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Pentecoet with the day of the giving of the testimony on Sinai
in seventy tongues of fire to reach the seventy nations of the
earth ' and in view of the fact that the author of Deuteronony
uses ov. for the content of the Song of Moses which
is called a it is significant that Luke uses
o£ v, ^ £ s--3 a\ for both the speaking with other
tongues and the preaching of Peter# In Ac. 2.32 Peter says that
he and all the dieoiples (of whom Luke says there were about
120 (1#15)) are witnesses of Jesus whom God raised but this is
clearly a reference to the ascension to God's right hand (2.33),
Jesus' exaltation to Lordship# When asked by the rulers by
what power or name, that is, by what authority they had healed
the lame man Peter claimed the authority of Jesus* name, the
only one in which there is salvation (4.7-12).
The Holy Spirit is associated with the testifying of the
disciples (1.8j 2,4? 2#17f| 4.8,31,33), Luke uses ^
denote the gift with which they had been endowed (2.47f 4.33)
and in 5*32 the Holy Spirit is, with the disciples, a oo-
witness of the incarnation, death and exaltation of Jesus#
mentioned in Ac.2.Iff. then P. must consider that the speaking
at Pentecost was also understood even by those who stood around
(Ac.2#S)# That the Jerusalem apostles were elated cannot be
denied but this does not necessarily mean that they were beside
themselves any more than Jesus was when he was teaching (Jn#7«
20! 8.48) j or Paul (Ac.26.24).
f1) See above p. 259 , note 2 »
(2) Used elsewhere in LXX for the uttering of prophecy, e.g. I
Chron.25.lj fviic.5.111 Zach.10.2j Ezek.13,9,19.
(3) Cf# Ps.102,1-3 the negative expression of this in Dt.28
58-51, Schlier (aWB.V,880-882) points out the latent authority
delegated by the Lord which attaches to Tr<iee "j °"1 «■ (4.13) I
"die > arrheeie dee vor dem feindlichen Kosmos offen und
volln^chtig verktindenden Apostels 1st ein Charisma." (881.if,).
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The choosing of seven men to supervise the 'daily minis¬
tration' is often taken as an indication of the superior
authority of the Twelve by those who wish to emphasise this but
there is no special reason for taking the Twelve rather than
•the multitude of the disciples' (6.2) as the subject of
. The whole church chose the men^ ^ and
the apostles, having prayed, laid hands on them, a sign of the
passing on of a teaching authority.^ ^ The visit of Peter and
John to Samaria was organised by the apostles at Jerusalem who
sent ( ) them (8.14) J I Cor.15.7 shows that the
number of these Jerusalem apostles was more than twelve. When
Peter and John lay hands on the already converted and baptised
Samaritans (8.12) the latter are said to receive the Holy Spirit.
This receiving of the Holy Spirit in Acts is connected with the
manifestation of some spiritual gift^ ^ but no indication is given
here as to the nature of such a gift. Since, however the source
(x) Cf. Streeter (The Primitive Church, p.261) speaks of one
result from which there is no escape: "In the Primitive Church
there was no system of Church Order laid down by the Apostles...
the Church was an organism, alive and growing - changing its
organisation to meet changing needs."
(2) Swete (HDB. Vol.Ill, p. 85a) shows that the main intention
of this action in the OT is that of the devotion to God of the
object on which hands are laid and continues "On the whole, it
would appear that the fundamental meaning of the symbol was
identification by contact with the subsidiary idea of transfer¬
ence." Holl (Gee. Aufg. II, p. 54) attributes the action to the
fact that: "Die A.postel zogern auch nicht,^aus der Stellung,
die sie innehaben, gewisse aussere Rechte fur sich abzuleiten."
but it could also be due to~*their recognition of the charisma
of teaching with which they had been endowed and no doubt they
shared the sentiments of Paul in this regard (I Cor, 12.4ff.) .
Holl has just described the Twelve and James as "eine regel-
rechte Hierarchie, eine gottgesetzte Ordnung, ein gottliches
Kirchenrecht, eine Kirche als Anstalt" and so presumably he must
show some consequence of this. Reicke (Glaube und Leben). p.121
takes a harmonising course: "Kann gewinnt also wieder den Eindruck,
dass die Verfassung der Urgemeinde geraischt war, indem hier eine
oligarchisch-presbyterianische Instanz - die Apostel - und eine
demokratisch-synodale - die Gesamtgemeinde - harmonisch zusammenwirkei
(3) Cf. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 187.
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of God's torah in the OT and NT is always the Holy Spirit one
can be fairly certain that what the Samaritans lacked was not
full membership - this they had received in Baptism - but the
fuller instruction which Peter and Jphn were able to provide
(cf, Ac.6.4). This interpretation^ ^ is helped by Jn.7,38f.
where the Spirit is described as rivers of living water, which
in turn signifies God's word^ ^ and, importantly, by Ac.9.17
where Ananias puts his hands on Saul of Tarsus that he might
receive his sight and be filled with the Holy Spirit; then,
having been certain days with the disciples in Damascus, Saul
( )
straightway proclaimed Jesus to be the Son of God. ' A clue
(*) Dix (Confirmation or the laying on of hands, p.18) interprets
the apostles' action as the ordaining of prophets, D, is
followed by Lampe (The Seal of the Spirit, pp. 70-75) but L. will
not agree that the men are prophets and sees the act rather as an
ordination to missionary work. Similarly for the disciples at
Ephesuss "They are given the token of their incorporation into
the apostolic ministry represented by St. Paul himself, and the
Spirit v/hich guides and directs the Church's mission is mani¬
fested in them by the visible signs of 'tongues' and prophecy."
(ib.p. 76).
I2) Cf. Is.43.19; Prov. 13.14.
(3) Lake (The Beginnings of Christianity, V,p. 53) correctly
translates FxTV n «~7<w (87177 aiTTEey began to receive";
the use of the imperf. tense shows that the imparting of the
Spirit was a prolonged affair. L's attempt to derive from this
an indication of some special apostolic power and dignity on the
part of the Twelve is vitiated by a reference to a similar action
on the part of Ananias (Ac.9.17). According to L. Barnabas also
was an apostle 'in the wider sense' (that is one not sent by Jesus
in his life-time). It is more than likely that he was given this
name because he was filled with the Holy Spirit, as Paul was by
Ananias (that is, that he was fully instructed in the testimony
of Jesus) and as Stephen and Philip were by the Twelve. NB.
Apollos was only instructed in the way of the Lord (= the way of
God (Ac.l8.25f.)) which may mean that he was a teacher of the law
who had been influenced by John the Baptist or, if the Nestle
reading be accepted, that he taught accurately the things con¬
cerning Jesus, Thus he knew a great deal of the Church's
doctrine but had still to be taught that Jesus was the Messiah,
a topic on which he concentrated in Corinth (18.28). When the
Jerusalem apostles discovered that the Gospel preached by Paul
and his companions was exactly the same as their own they
recognised them and gave them the right hand of fellowship.
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is provided by the story of Peter's rejection of Simon the
sorcerer, the teacher of falsehood. Simon betrays himself by
offering to pay for thus implying that the apostles
of God always reacts violently to any suggestion that his gospel
can be bought (cf. Jn.10.12f.), for it is a grace-gift from God.
The authority of the witness, then, is the authority of his
message, the teaching which is its own reward.^ ^
Eye-witness testimony to historical facts is involved in
Ac.10.39 but the section 10.34-48 concerns especially testimo
to a truth about God rather than to earthly phenomena as such.
So striking is the similarity of v.41 to Ex.24,9-12 with its
talk of Moses and the elders of Israel 'seeing* the God of Israel
and eating and drinking that this passage must surely have been
in Luke's mind. Again, the testimony of the witnesses in v. 42
A o t ^ y ^ KatocrvVfj^ Rgo ^ y %7 T c* V
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(a) Ezek, 34.2,8,10| Mic.3.11f I Cor.9.18| I These.2.5f| II Pet.
2.3. Sap,6.9-20 gives a clue to Peter's attitude to Simon Magus
who has not realised that the wisdom or n«nS£f«c of the Gospel
fE given to him who^asks in the right spirits especially v.lls
^iTi6v/(Avj(raT ^ <s u v T (a) v/ Aovwv/ ^.oo, 7To 0 .■) zr a. t £ icai
Ttei\Sio0vjr<r£.cr & £ ; cf. Jesus' words; 'Seek and ye shall find...
he that seeketh findeth...if ye know how to give good gifts how
much more shall your heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them
that ask him. (Lk.ll.9-13> cf. Sap.6012ff.).
(s) Rengstorf (Auferstehung, pp. 137-145) distinguishes between
the apostle who owes his position to his relationship with a single
person (Jesus) and who also therefore has no traditional authority
and the witness who has his ground in the christologically-
interpreted Scriptures; "Deshalb ist im Bilde des Apostels das
missionarische Moment bestimmend und tritt das apologetische zuruck,
ohne doch zu fehlen, wahrend eo im Bilde des Zeugen gerade
umgekehrt ist. Das Bild des Apostels kann deshalb das des Zeugen
in sich aufnehemen, aber nicht umgekehrt."
(4) "The apostles, as witnesses, are successors to the prophets."
(Casey, The Beginnings of Christianity. V., p. 32).
sell their doctrine for money, and this with complete disregard
for ProvJ7.14,l8.^ ^ This connection of teaching and payment
(
is one of the marks of the false prophet and the true apostle
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is summed up as "it is he who was ordained by God to be the judge
of living and dead". Finally, the prophets of the OT testify
that through Jesus' name whoever believes in him will receive
forgiveness. V.44 is very important for it shows the essence
the Ao-yoi which the Holy Spirit reveals, Peter and the
other witnesses fore-ordained by God have only the authority
of me^i who carry a message which in turn carried the Word ofGod/ ^ Their authority is recognised only by those who 'see'
the Word in the words. The Gentiles, having received the Word
(11.1) proceed themselves to prophesy as is clear from Ac. 11.15
and 15.7-9/ 5
Peter's authority in Jerusalem is not by any means mon¬
archical/ ^ Those of the circumcision (presumably men who
outside the inner circle) were pre-
to Peter's judgement (Ac.11.18) but later they appeared in
Antioch to stir up trouble there and to challenge the authority
of Paul and Barnabas. Peter supported the Antioch brethren
(*) Of, the twelve chosen by Joshua who carry the stones for a
memorial ( fw * ^ S <ro v o v ) (Josh.4.7)f cf. I Cor. 11.26 where
the action of the Lord's Supper 'shows forth'. See also above
p. 1 for the etymological affinity between remembering and wit¬
nessing. It is significant that in the Gospels ov is
used for a tomb and that in later ecclesiastical writers pa@70 61 ov
has this meaning.
(2) Behind this lies Ezek.36.24-27 where the gift of the Holy
Spirit and cleansing are closely connected with the ability to
walk in God's ordinances, to guard his judgements and to do them.
(3) As Grundmann implies (ZHW.39 (1940), pp. 119f.).
(4) Cf. Foerster (ZHW.36(193?), p. 289)* "Haben es aber
Judenchristen, Judsisten, versucht, die Arbeit des Paulus zu
storen, ohne^von den fuhrenden Mannern in Jerusalem gesandt zu
sein, dann miissen sie eine andere Autoritat haben, die sie
ermachtigt (but not an authority recognised by the apostles)* es
sind nach unserer Annahme glaubig gewordene Pharisaer, naher
Schriftgelehrte."
for a time these Judaisers submitted
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with a repetition of his previous apologia, claiming that God
had witnessed to the Gentiles as to the Jews;^ ^ the speech in
which he does this (15.7-11) carries strong echoes of Ezek.36,
23, 25-27 and underlines the idea that God's testimony is the
new torah which his servants teach, the easy yoke of Jesus which
has superseded the unbearable yoke of the traditions of the
fathers (15.10), The authority of the witnesses is that of
men who, having received the testimony of God by the Holy Spirit,
now bear that testimony to others. The reply of James, who
seems to have been the chairman of the meeting, contains no word
of command, showing that there was no assumption of a superior
administrative authority; any authority assumed here by the
apostles ana eldegs^ ^ in Jerusalem is that of the better-
informed teacher^ ^ over the Antiochean teachers and prophets.
(1) Peter's immediate support for Paul (l5.7ff«) makes nonsense
of Mundle's talk of the latter's difficulty in getting recogni¬
tion (ZKW.22(1923), P. 32). M. avers that this difficulty pre¬
supposes "das man iiber das Verhaltnis von Geistes und
Neuoffenbarung Christi einerseits und uberlieferter Autoritat
andererseits noch keinen vollig geklarten Standpunkt hatte"
(op,cit.. p. 32), but the distinction made here is false,
C^2) Cf. Bornkamm (KWB. VI, 663.15f) : "Ac, 15:16,4 fungieren
^iTecrroXM und Surieoi eindeutig ale oberster
Gerlchtshof und massgebliche Lehrinstanz fur die Gesammtkirohe"
but that they act like a Sanhedrin giving bind ing~*commands~I6~
lesser authorities (ib,663,17ff.) is not really supportable in
view of 15.10, Cf. Hort (The Christian Ecclesia) who admits
that the letter to Antioch Implies an authority (p. 81) which
the evidence will not allow to be more than a moral one (p.83).
H. proceeds (p.84): "There is no trace in scripture of a formal
commission of authority to the apostles for government from
Christ himself. Their commission was to be witnesses by preach¬
ing and healing. Hence (p. 85) the authority even of the
apostles wap moral."
(3) Aio.(TTi xaeiv (15.24) is used in II Esd.18.8 to denote
teaching instruction or interpretation of the law.
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There were leaders ( ^ v|ovma. i -j o t ) in Jerusalem, as 15.22
states and these were prophets (15.32). The letter sent from
Jerusalem to Antioch omits reference to apostles at Antioch but
this is offset by the fact that it also omits reference to
elders of whom there must have been a proportion, and in any
case, Luke has already described Paul and Barnabas as apostles
(l4.4).^ ^ Taken by itself, 15.28 might appear to demonstrate
the authority of Jerusalem over Antioch but it must be remembered
that the letter is an answer to a request by the church in
(^)
Antioch for advice and all that attaches to the advice given
is a very neutral "from which if ye keep yourselves ye shall do
well". Finally, Antioch regards the letter as a TTtApO-f*. Xvj (7| ^
rather than a command (15.31) and when Judas and Silas had ex¬
horted and strengthened the Antiocheans the latter dismissed {I)
these 'chief men among the brethren* to those who had sent them.
The authority of the Jerusalem church, the original witnesses
of the new covenant, is the authority of the testimony itself.
The leadership is a prophetic one (cf. 15.22,32).^ ^
(1) Mundle, without saying why, regards this is a piece of care¬
lessness on Luke's part since the title belongs, strictly speak¬
ing, only to Paul (ZNW.27(l928),p. 45).
(2) "The elders and fathers are the natural exemplars and ex¬
ponents of (this) holy wisdom." (Carrington, The Primitive
Christian Catechism, p. 67).
T3F"The whole procedure is an echo of the instruction in Dt.17.
8-13 concerning matters of judgement. Parties must go to
Jerusalem to the priests, the Levites and to the judge, (cf. Mt.
19.28) (but KB.20.26f.) J »v«.v y 2.A oCar# V
oroi Tvjv (v.9). James' words &to
show that the Jerusalem Church must have taken literally, up to
a point, the instruction in Dt.17.15 that the leader of the
people of God should not be a stranger but a brother (I), but it
is significant that James' judgement is based on the testimony of
the prophets. Cf. Gerhardsson (Memory and Manuscript, p. 235) I
"Torah had for the Jews an incomparable intrinsic value as bearer
of the divine revelation - even as the divine revelation itself.
Most important of all tasks is thus to 'seek' i.e. to 'explore'
the Torah, to 'strive' with the Torah, to 'preserve' the Torah,
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3 tenhen
Stephen is undoubtedly one of the most active of the early
witnesses; the fact that he is given the title s
(22.20) seems to place him on an equal level with the Twelve,
in Luke's eyes, although in the first four verses of ch. 6 Luke
appears to give the seven a lower rank than the Twelve.
Stephen is described by Paul as a witness of the risen Lord;
his qualification for being appointed over the daily ministra¬
tions with the other six is that he is & -t ^ <? a 6 v o $ ^ ^
and full of the Holy Spirit and wisdom, that is to say, he is
a preacher or teacher of power and knowledge (cf. "full of
grace and power" (6.8) and "his wisdom and spirit" (6.10));
he is, presumably, a guardian of the torah in contrast to his
opponents. His testimony is that of the prophets; indeed the
account of his vision (7.55f.) is given in terms which directly
recall Ps.79.1A-19 (which is called a ^ xptCqi0v ) and
Ps. 109.1.
Philip
Among those dispersed at the time of Stephen's martyrdom
was Philip, another member of the Seven and therefore
and full of the Holy Spirit and wisdom
(6.3). The refugees, says Luke, went everywhere evangelising
to 'learn* the Torah, to 'teach' the Torah and 'perform' the
precepts of the Torah etc." And yet on pp. 250f. G. can say
that Ac.15.Iff. records a dispute (translating
^-r crK ) as 'discord and debate' although according to LXX
precedent, the phrase might just as well mean 'standing (to read
the scriptures) and enquiring' as in II Esd,18.A and I Esd.7.13.
See also I Pet.1.10. Dt.17.18 may even have some significance
for the problem of the origin of the Gospels and certainly vv.
17-20 have had an influence on the description of the ideal
leader in the P&storal Epistles.
(1) Cf. above p. 11 , note 11.
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(8.4f cf.21.8) and Philip was preaching in the town of Samaria,
fulfilling Ac.1.8: "Ye will be witnesses in Samaria." Having
preached the gospel in the north Philip proceeds to the desert
in the s^uth where he meets in with an Ethiopian^ ^
eunuch. It might appear, in view of 8.15-17* that Luke
attributes more authority to Peter and John than to Philip '
but it should be kept in mind that the former were sent from
Jerusalem simply because Samaria had received the word and in
order to see to it that they should also receive the Holy
Spirit so that any superior authority they may have is a teach¬
ing one. It is significant that there is no question of the
Ethiopian's having to return to Jerusalem or of his having to
wait for the arrival of a senior official of the church for the
laying on of 'apostolic hands'? he went on his way rejoicing
(8.39). •
With regard to Stephen and Philip the only conceivable
authority which might attach to them is that of server of tables
and preacher/teacher of the gospel; they are full of the Holy
Spirit but can hardly be called ecstatics; rather are they
teachers. They may, like the other witnesses of the Bible.
(1) Cf. Zeph.3.8,10; Aix tc-jtu
. / .a <* / > f / \ % 1 ' s
K ^ i Q^ t £. i ^ ^igav/ |aou % t $ ^ / o v % » • «
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(2) Is#56#3-8.
(3) Behrn (Handa uflegung, pp. 25-34) sees, unnecessarily, a linking
of two traditIons~"in 8.14 whereby the Philip story (8.5-13* 26-40)
is combined with one in which Peter is the main actor.
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be described as having the authority of a divine message given
by God. ' Holl's view that Stephen is a ^ag-rof by
virtue of his having seen the risen Christ in a vision just be¬
fore his death does not take into acoount the whole previous
history of the word-group in the Bible.
Paul
Ir. Acts Paul is called (22.15), the expregsion
used in 9.15 ia 'a chosen vessel' to go to the Gentiles^ ^ and
C1) Friedrich (KWB.11.735. 1-22) says*."Die Unterordnung des
Evangelisten unter den Aposteln" is shown in three places but
this is not conclusive, (i) That Philip is alms-distributer
in Ac.6 does not prevent him from being a missionary and pro¬
claiming the word, (ii) The fact that the order of apostles.,
prophets, evangelists (Eph.4.11) proves nothing since (a) these
refer to grace-gifts rather than officials and (b) in I Tim.2.7t,
Paul allows his title 'apostle' to follow that of 'herald'; (iii)
To imply that because Timothy is Paul's^disciple he therefore
has a lower authority than Paul at<5 £ £ 4 io </ is to go
contrary to Paul's own views on this. For Paul it does not
matter who preaches (Phil,1.18) or who the apostles are them¬
selves (Gal,2.6); for him the authority lies in the truth of the
gospel of oesus Christ. That Timothy had a commission from the
Lord as Paul had and that he preached the word as Paul did can
scarcely be denied. That Paul held a higher office in the
Church than Timothy is difficult to hold if both exercise
authority by virtue of the Word. Mundle CZNW.27( 1928), p.40)
says that the Apostles' authority "erstrecklT"sich auch auf die
Verfassung der Kirche. Auf ihre Initiative<4geht die Einsetzung
der kirchlichen Xmter zuriick. ... .die Autoritatsstellung der
Apostel beruht auf ihrer Beziehung zur himmlischen Welt" (p.41).
This is true enough but the connection is effected thro ugh the
word and they are leaders by virtue of their teaching charisma,
T'*) Ges. Aufs. 12, p. 107 note 1.
(3) Cf. Is.43.9f.and 49.1-6.
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in 26.16 ia added to }AagTo5 • Tlie authority
which Saul had from the chief priests is contrasted with his
commission to bear the Lord's name before Gentiles, kings and
the children of Israel (9.15)«^ ^ To this end he must receive
his sight (in order to be a witness he must be able to 'see'
God's salvation) and receive the Holy Spirit, like the servant
in Is.2f2.l6 and 44.3, Ac.9.19 states that when Saul received
meat he was strengthened and, in view of Heb.5.12fj I Cor,3.2;
Ac.20.28; I Pet.5»2 etc., Luke may well have in mind the
thought of confirmation after instruction; this is supported
by v.17 where Ananias comes as a teacher sent by God (9.17; cf.
22,10) and by v.22 where the direct result of Saul's increasing
in strength is that he achieves more success in his exposition
of the scriptures, demonstrating that Jesus is Christ. Any
authority which Paul receives by his commission to testify is
the authority of the message which is given to him. Indeed,
he sets himself under it (26.19).
After some time Saul is found at Antioch with other
prophets and teachers (13.1) and there the Holy Spirit calls
for his and Barnabas' separation to the work for which he has
(2)
called them. This is parallel to the account in Num,8.13-19
of the separating ( 0.4) o g £<\/ , as also in Ho.1.1) of the
Levites to perform the work of the tabernacle of testimony
Cf.Ps.ll8.2f6; | Ao-^ouV ^ fcV Toi^ t j£i 015 ffoj
c. v /3a. tr 1A t op. 4 v and Ac.9»12ff. Behind
Pestus' exclamation: hc/wq TrkGAfe. (26,22f) there probably
lies the thought of Sap.5'»l-4 where the righteous man is
reckoned to be mad by those who afflict him; (cf, also Ac. 22f*25
and Sap.2f»20),
(a) Strathmann (KWB.IV,221-258 esp. 233.18f.), on the other hand,
regards the group as a prayer-fellowship (Gebetsgemeinschaft) "die
damit indirekt als ein vergeistigter Priesterdienst bezeichnet
wird" (232f.if9f,). According to S. this is the first instance of
the important 0T cultus-concept being carried over into the purely
spiritual Christian service, thus opening up a far reaching
development (233.35-39).
(3) NB» Barnabas was a LeviteJ (Ac.2f.36),
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. * / v , v »/ (1^ ^ , ( 2)
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and to devote them to himself. ' This laying on of hands is
, (4\
performed on accredited teachers of the new rosfov/ •
When the rulers of the synagogue in Pisidian Antioch ask Paul if
he has a word of jraeaKXqcrt $ (13*15), that is of prophecy or
teaching of God's word as Ps.118,50,52,76 and other OT versgs
show, he proceeds to show the Christian word of salvation. ' ^
Paul likens his relationship to the Gentiles to that of the
Galilean disciples to the Jews (l3.31f.)f both are witnesses,
evangelists, Paul's only authority for his message is the
(1) tffcdYo«/ is often used for the preaching of the gospel?
cf. 13.2? 14.26? 15.38,
(2) Strathmann, when he says (On. cit.f 235.14-16)# "nicht aber
konnte man jene Kultusbegriffe~in auszeichnender Weise auf
christliche Xrnter als solche verv/enaen. Die neue Gerneinde hatte
keine Priester", does not take into consideration Clem, Ad, Cor.
1,8,1, or that the Levites were entrusted not only with The
sacrificial cultus but also with the teaching and preserving of
the testimony (Lev. 10,8-10? Dt. 24.8 and esp, Dt. 33.8-10 where
both are linked.
(3) Cf. Daube, The Hew Testament and Rabbinic Judaism, pp. 239f.
(4) Cf* Ac,20,32 whei'e Paul commends t "»ac*cv rT 0 z<r 6a< )the
Ephesian elders to the word of God's grace, that is, to the grace-
fpf t of God's word. It is interesting that w a e *. ~r f d i & 6a. is he word used in Ex,19.7 for Moses' setting the teaching of
God before the people and in Lt.13.24.31 of Jesus setting forth
his parables. Brosch, commenting on the laying on of hands
makes the following gratuitous statement? "Es iet also eher an
andere leitende Personlichkeiten der Gemeinde von Antiochen zu
denken....den diese Manner (Symeon, Lucius und t.anahen) standen
ja neben Barnabas und Paulus hochatens als gleichberechtigte,
nicht aber als Trager eines hoheren Ranges." (Chariarnen und
Xmter, p» 163) but it is noteworthy that in the~parallel o3T*
passage all the children of Israel (not just Moses, Aaron and
the elders) lay hands on the Levites when they are set apart for
special work (Num. 8.10). Cf. Daube "The Mew. Testament and
Rabbinic Judaism, pp. 239f.
I*)" This speech bears close resemblances to Is.50.lC—51.5 with its
references yto 4>t>£> o S (Ac.i3.l6 and la.50,10),
TT«e KA s and rr <x e sc k ck A i/JV (Ac.13.15 and Is,
51,3) t exo, w. (Ac.13,26 and Is, 51.2) and <s-im t n? 4 £>v
(Ac.13.26 and Is.51.5).
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authority of the message itself and this is simply the fulfil¬
ment of the prophetic word of the Of, God's testimony, and that
of John the Baptist (I3.22ff.)# Those who are not children of
Abraham (the father of faith) and do not fear (Jod are those who
do not know Jesus and the voices, that is the messages, of the
prophets (I3.26f,), The authority of the witnessing disciples
is the authority of God's word which comes home to the hearer
when the Spirit also testifies in his heart to God's word of
grace ^ (14.3).
When the people of Lystra see the two missionaries as gods,
Paul and Barnabas point them to God the creator the source of
all authority. On the return journey they visit the churches
and choose elders (14.23)^ ^ and conmit them into God's hands
for the work of the testimony of Jesue, as they had themselves
been committed (v.26),v ' On their return to Antioch they
ascribe their success to God's action (14.27). Always the
witnesses are dependent on the leading (16,6,10) and testimony
(16,14) of the Lord for i^^Q.10 ^ £> i L. o0 <r 1 v ^ o v.
^ ^ / -v ^ ^ n / /- -v J A . /
liai Too yvwv at f<ftvg o c)vmk.<x o£l 2f»£fv/ AoyoV.
(Is.50,4). The apostles are described by the ventriloquist in
Thyatira as the servants of the most high God who publish the
way of salvation (16,17) and this salvation is acquired simply
by believing on the Lord Jesus Christ, Those who believe the
testimony need no other authority but are held together in love.
(1)Strathmann may be right in connecting this testimony with the
acts of healing (KWB, IV,501f.) but it must always be remembered
that the teacher's actions are also part of his doctrine as is
pointed out by Gerhardsson (Memory and Manuscript.pp.183. 186f,
and 328). The signs cannot*"be said to"'establish the truth of
the Gospel" for non-Christian Rabbis and others had the power of
healingf they are simply vehicles of the truth, Gerhardsaon
(op, clt.. pp, 153ff.) would call them 'mnemonics',X ) X£ie otov£?v originally means 'to stretch out the hand',
'to choose by vote' and is used by Paul in II Cor.8.19 of the action
of the churches,
(3) cf, Ac, 13,1-35 Ku,8,13-19 and above p. 282 , note 2.
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When Paul speaks to the synagogue in Thessalonica he bases
his authority on the testimony of God in the scriptures which
some believe but others refuse and in Corinth he is constrained
(M
by the wordx ' of which he is the servant and which he testifies
(18.5) like Ezekiel the prophetic watchman ( yKorros ) (33.7-
9).
Apollos
If John the Baptist can be called a witness (Jn. 1.7) then
assuredly his disciple Apollos could claim to be the same in
view of Ac.18.25-28. It can scarcely be the case that Apollos
was "accurately acquainted with the story of Jesus" but was only
"ignorant of Christian baptism, and probably of the Pentecostal
coming of the Holy Spirit."^ ^ The baptism of John can mean
the preaching or teaching of John for it is something which
John proclaimed ( JV <r £ , v ), presumably a pre-
baptismal form of instruction. Before he met Aquila and
Priscilla Apollos taught accurately 'the things concerning Jesus'
but this cannot mean the total Christian message which had to be
expounded to him more accurately by the two tent-makers. The
situation seems to have been that Apollos, knowing the OT
Messianic teaching very thoroughly, was well aware of the things
(
foretold about the coming saviourv and that he had had contact
(Taking the reading in K ABLE; Aoyi-o i I ITt L P .
C2) Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 351.
(3) Mt.3.1;~EikTl.4?~Ek.3r3; cf. Ac. 10.37? 13.24 and the interest¬
ing 7.30 where Luke reports that the Pharisees and lawyers re¬
jected John's teaching, "the counsel of God", not having been
baptised by him,
T*y~ii<rc,3 f without the def. art. refers to Jesus of Nazareth,
e.g. Jn.6,42f Ac.A.30| 9.5l 10.38| 13.23. When the article is
used the meaning can equally well be 'the saviour'. Ac.13.23
gives both wordsS £uir^tc*. where it is obvious that
is the proper name.
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with John the Baptist or with John's disciples.. When Aquila
and Priscilla saw his fervour and the profundity of his know¬
ledge of the way of salvation they showed him the better way,
that is they pointed to Jeeus as the fulfiller and fulfilment
of the Bcriptures, as Philip had done for the Ethiopian.
Paul's encounter with the twelve disciples of John at
Ephesus ( 19.1-7)v is a parallel to the preceding Apollos
story." Here Paul explains the true sequel to John's
baptismal teaching, viz. that the one to whom John pointed
is Jesus.^ ^ After they have been given the necessary
(l) Described by Lake (The Beginnings of Christianityf V,56f.)
as "an important but disconcerting epIeoae"~and~"tantalisingly
obscure" (pp.cit.. p. 137)* This is because he is trying to
relate it to the receiving of the Holy Spirit by the Christian
at Baptlamj but it is only disconcerting and obscure when it
is not appreciated that what is given is full instruction in
order to give a teaching qualification. It is specially note¬
worthy that Paul reminds the Sphesian elders of how from the
first day that he came into Asia he had taught them (20.20f.)
the same gospel or testimony as Jesus had taught (of. Rk.1.15),
keeping back nothing vv.18-21, declaring the whole counsel of
God (v.27), and all this is summed up in v.28j "the Holy Ghost
has made you overseers to feed (that is, to teach) the church
of God. Cf. Clem. Ad. Copf A2-44, where the apostles are said
to approve by tut spirit' aa fit for office their first-fruits
and are compared (43*1)to Moses the faithful servant
( ) who noted down in the sacred books all the
injunctions which were given him and the other prophets followed
him, u i |^cktT^eoC\/T£f to the lews he had given.
(3) And to the account of the imparting of the Holy Spirit to
the Samaritans by Peter and John in Ac.8,14-17.
(3) p^epitj^gjj omit Xei'ffTov showing that Jesus is the fulfil¬
ment of John's teaching^ the man in whom other men must trust
for salvation. A significant point is the studied omission of
Jesus' name in 13.24-26 although Paul introduces him as the ful¬
filment of the Psalmist's testimony (l3.22f.).
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instruction in the new way of God and been baptised Paul lays
hands on them, not to give them some newoower and authority
but to dedicate them to the work of God" ' and they proceed to
speak with tongues and to prophesy, that is, to witness as the
Galileans did at the beginning in Jerusalem and as Paul did
after his association with Ananias and the disciples in Damascus
(9.15). Paul's authority here is not that of a bishop passing
on 'spiritual' power but that of a teacher passing on an authori-
(a)
tative, life-giving message, ' the testimony of Jesus, which
is the spirit of prophecy (Rev,19.10). Those who try to exer¬
cise authority in the name of Jesus without his testimony are
exposed even by evil spirits (19.13-16).
It is remarkable that there is no mention of Apollos being
ordained in any way except by having the way of God expounded
more accurately to him,for his ministry of the word was similar
to that of Paul (cf,18.5 and 18.28) and he soon became an in¬
fluential leader in the Corinthian church, equal in status to
Paul and Peter (I Cor.1,12), a status which Paul acknowledges
freely but by which he puts little store. For Paul the
authority of church leaders is diakonia rather than exousia
(I Cor.3.4-7) and the important authority is the grace, the way
of God (18.26) given to them a^l by God (I Cor.3.10). Aquila
and Priscilla, although Munck^ ^ does not include them among
those with a definite call or a clearly defined authority, must
nevertheless have had a position of importance as teachers; they
(*) Cf. Lev.1.4, Num.8.lOf.
(2) "Die AutoritSt der Apostel ist die Autoritat ihres Zeugnisses
und das Zeugnis gibt nicht ohne die Vollmacht der Apostel (von
Campenhausen, Stud, Theol. (1947/48), p. 129). Cf. Behm iDie
Handauf leguna Im""Urchrls tent urn, pp. 21f.)» 'The Spirit does not
exhaust itself in these~*extraordinary phenomena (Glossolalia)
for it is a permanent inner possession of the Christian teacher...
...all Christians have the Spirit so it is arbitrary to understand
it as only tongues and prophecy in 19.6.'
(3) Paul and the Salvation of Mankind, p. 209.
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give fall instruction to Apollos, they have a house-church and
Paul calls themer• Paul's only concern is to fulfil
the prophetic ministry which he has received from the Lord Jesus,
of testifying the gospel of the grace of God (20.2V). ^ '
In his speech to the Ephesian elders (20.17-35), who may
well have included some or all of the twelve disciples of John,
Paul reminds them that he has fully trained them (20,27) for
their work of oversight of the flock for which the teaching of
( > /
the Holy Spirit has fitted them. ' This exercise o£ fctner kott ^
must be regarded as preaching and teaching the word.^ ^ Faith¬
ful teaching of the true testimony of Jesus is going to be
necessary because false teachers, called grievous wolves (20.
29),^ ^ will enter in among them and Paul commends them again
(1),This Gospel of the grace of God'means'this Gospel of the
kingdom of God'(20.25) which Jesus himself preached; it is the
gospel of repentance and faith (20.21). "Hier ist die Analogie
des Pronhetensprachgebrauchs am stSfrksten." (Schniewind, KWB.I.
63.23).
(2) Cf. Beyer (Die Apostelgeschichte. p. 126): "Vom Geist sind
sie berufen in unm"fttelbarer~c!iarismatischer Begnadung" but it
must be added that at the same time they have been carefully in¬
structed by Paul (v.20).
(3) That the elders are hierarchical officials in the modern sense
as Brosch maintains (Charismen und &*mter. p. 139) cannot be
gathered from this passage. ~5Ts remark: "Apg,20,28 ist veilrnehr
ein treffenaer Beweis dafur, wie sehr die Urkirche auch im Amte
das charismatische Elemente betonte, ohne damit den Amtscharakter
der als Bischo'fe Cfber die ganze Herde eingesetzten Presbyter selber
preiszugeben" does not sit very easily with his earlier statement
about the suspicion in which the charismatics were held in the
early church: "Durch das ganze Urchristentum zieht sich dieses
gesunde Misstrauen der Kirche gegen den Prophetismus, wie vor allem
die Didache (11)" (on. cit.. p. 8A)• B. has failed to distinguish
between the authentic prophecy of the true prophet which is truly
charismatic (that is, born of, given by the Holy Spirit of God)
and that of the false prophets (who are either misleading or
mercenary) which should not really be called charismatic but
y»£* "f*"H& y> o t "i r>
(*) Cf. Mt.7.15; 10.16; Lk.10.3? Jn.10.12; II Pet.2.1.
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(l)
to the word of God's grace ' which has the power to build them
up. In w. 33ff. Paul reminds them of the ideal of his own
ministry (far removed from an official, paid status).
The Authority of the Testimpny
Here again is seen the emphasis on the ministry and message
of Jesus. The message of the witnesses is the message of
Jesus ("All that Jesus began both to do and to teach (Ac.1.1);
The commandments given by Jesus to the disciples during the
forty days^ ^ were given TTvsO^cv-ros ^ ^ and
his appearances were t'o ^ ^ The testimony
carries the^authority of the Holy Spirit and imparts it to the
witnesses. The authority of the preaching at the first
Pentecost was recognised by those who acknowledged the meaning
of their own national history and the validity of their scrip¬
tural prophecy; by others it was ridiculed (2.13) for its
power was persuasive rather than coercive; everything depends
on whether the hearer will gladly receive the testimony of the
scriptures and that of the witnesses of the resurrection which
point to Jesus as the exalted saviour and king. The teaching
at Pentecost is definitely regarded by Luke as a charisma (2.16-
18); it is the name or the logos of Jesus which makes the lame
(6)
man whole ' and not any power or holiness in Peter and John
(3.12,16). The testimony of the church is the fulfilment of
the testimony of the scriptures (3.18); the testimony of Jesus
succeeds that of Moses (3.22) and has the same function ; it is
$ As he himself had been in Antioch (Ac.13.2f; cf,14.3 and 15.40.Cf. Ex.24.18; the period during which Moses was given the
torah on Sinai.
(3) Cf. Josh 23.16; Jud.2.20; Jer.11.4; Ps.110.9; Sir.45.>5 and
esp. -it.4.13*
'4) See above p. 266, note 2.
5) Ac.2.4; 4.31? 5.32? 7.5U 8.20: 10.44-47 etc.
®) Cf. Ac.9.15J Jn.l7.6,25f. support this interpretation as do
also Mt.10.20.22.
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the word of God to recall men from their sins to him (3.26)
and the obedience demanded in Acts is obedience to the faith
rather than to the proclaimers of it (4.7-18). It is the
faith which the Christian witnesses are to testify;^ ^ it was
not Stephen's pedigree or official position but his wisdom and
spirit which his opponents found irresistible (6.10) and when
they set up false witnesses it was to give a perversion of his
doctrine (6.11) for they regarded this not as the fulfilment of
Moses' law but as its destroyer (6.14). Stephen's testifying
was in fact an attempt to persuade the Jews that the testimony
revealed by God through Moses and relayed by the prophets was
more important than the temple which housed it. It is a corol¬
lary that they reject Jesus in whom the word tabernacled (Jn. 1.
14) and that they are like their fathers in r|rjecting the
testimony^ ^ and the prophets who testified.^
There are close similarities between the accounts of Saul's
conversion in Acts and the vision in Daniel 10 which predicts
the coming of the Messiah showing that, for Luke at any rate,
the appearance of Christ was a spiritual phenomenon whatever the
surrounding circumstances may have been!
(*■) Cf. Rengstorf (Apostolat und Predigtamt. p. 6l) S "Hier (Acts
4.20) kommt die personliche Rindung~~des Amtstragers an den
Inhalt seines Auftrags so stark zum Ausdruck, dass jede M5g-
lichkeit fehlt, den Amtstrager von seiner Verkundigung zu isolieren,
einerlei, ob nun er selbst ein Interesse daran haben sollte oder
ob man von aussen her versuchen wollte, ihn zum Schweigen zu
bringen. Es gibt eben keinen Weg, die apostolische Verkundigung
zu ersticken, ausser dem, dass man dem Apostel gewaltsam den
Mund schllesst."
a) Num. 27.14.
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In the first tiro narratives in Acts there is no mention
of Jesus giving Saul any commission or teaching! in answer to
his request for instructions he is simply told to go into
Damascus where he will be told what he must do. In the speech,
to Agrima there is no mention at all of Ananias but it is
i
possible that this account is telescoped and that 26,16-18
really applies to what Saul learned in the city. It would
appear then that certainly in the first two accounts of Saul's
conversion and possibly in the third there is no commissioning
except through the Damascus church. Certainly in the Daniel
passage in © on which the accounts are largely modelled the
purpose of the vision is simply that a Aov05 should be re¬
vealed to Daniel (10,1) that he should understand (10,11)
what is ordained in the scripture of truth (10,21), It would
seem that for Luke the important matter is the receiving of the
testimony of scripture to Jesus - the restoration^of his sight
and his being filled with the Holy Spirit (9.17)^ ^ - which
issues in testifying (9,27,29). It is this knowledge which
shatters, for Saul, the authority of the chief priests (9,14,
21).
In Peter'8 speech to Cornelius the word is described as
the good news of peace sent by God by Jesus Christ the Lord of
all (10,36), This word is what Jesus did and the disciples
are witnesses of it (10,39) but this does not necessarily refer
to eye-witness testimony in view of Sir,2A«32f: £Tl rr<x*<S£(cxv
(*) Cf, 9,31: "Tp TT C». ^ A cr I I TOO Ay'o-J li »/iU|A(kTO f'
. Daube (The hew Testament and Rabbinic
Judaism, pp. 242f) will not admit"*that the act of Ananias is
any more than a healing act which will produce the last phase
of a change of heart and will be followed by the gift of the
Spirit from heavenj but it is the Spirit who heals, as Jesus
healed.
2%.
(i \ > % 6/ ->
* * nf.»-r rj 4 i.if £ i C£>S OP^Cov (j> w r i tJ Ksii fe M- <$> cc sS bJ <*o r<x fc.ui$ ^■•S
/ V / ^
jx ct teg a. v * L'T* & t S «t, t? iea. A tft V WS Hfo^krjT tiftV fcR.)^&<C , Accord¬
ing to 10,42 the testimony which Jesus commanded the disciples
to give is the proclamation thr.it he is the one ordained by God
to be the judge of living and dead (this fits in with the
already-noted prophecies 3s.2.V and Mic.4.4) and to grant for¬
giveness of sins (10.43). Peter's preaching falls on the ears
of Cornelius and his company with authority and they receive
the gift of the Hgly Spirit so that they also speak with tongues
arid magnify God.^ ^ The message is thus seen to be a charisma,
the baptism of the Holy Ghost (11,16* cf. 13.A3! 14.3,26) which
precedes water-baptism. The word of salvation. (11.14) is the
testimony of the witnesses of Jesus which rouses faith and a
desire to spread the message, that is, to,become a witness in
turn, this idea is repeated in 13.43* Holl's separat¬
ing of testimony and charisma is seen clearly in these wordBf
"Charisma und Tradition entatehen also nicht in betrachtlichen
seitlichen Abstand voneinander so dass der Uberlieferungs-
gedarike achon ein Sinken vnrsussetzte, sondern beides erwachst
fast gleichseltig und andersalben Stelle. Und zwar so dass
der.TTberjlleferungsgedanke slch sofort tibcr das Charisma erhebt.
Denn an die Hohe, auf der die Christuserschelnungen etanden,
(*) This is the A reading* cf, Ac. 10,40j tootov o tv
'h Tq *t p >T»} Ml '{iwi«OTO^ f £,v/ £ C & IX. t .
(3) cf. Hap.6.22,' Kx.2,14 shows for a matter having been
made known, Mic.4.1f. and 2s.2.2f. speak of the temple being
~ 'established' or 'raised up'2) so that all
liations (cf. Is.65,1) nay come to it to learn God's way, paths,
law, word. Cf. Jesus' reference to his body as a temple (Jn, 2.
19,21, Mk, 14*58. av'Ciiv is used when &oees asks God to
reveaj( himself to p'rove his intention, to which God replies*
""wo man shall see my face and live." (Kx.33.13,20) •
(3) MtvistAuvovTuiv (10.46) means 'proclaiming God's mercy and
truth, that is, his works' as in Ps. 91.2,6,14f* cf. Sir.43.27-31
(4) Cf. Is. 44.3-8.
(5) Cf. Tit. 2.11? Heb. 12.15* 3 Pet. 5.12.
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(l)
vermSchte keine Wirkung des Charisma hinanzureichen," ' This
is due to a confusion of the thought of charisma and enthusiasm
which is not warranted by the close connection in scripture
between the Holy Spirit and the testimony of Jesus.
The testimony which Paul and Barnabas deliver in Pisidian
Antloch is the same as that of the Galilean disciples; it is
the unchanging message of God's testimony which has now been
fulfilled in Jesus. This word of God is called the grace of
God (l3.43f; cf.14,3,26). The testimony of the word of grace
is a message which can have no external sanctions; it is taught
to people who either believe or disbelieve (I4.3f.)» it may be
departed from after it has been accepted (14,22) but it remains
the same.
In his farewell to the Bphesian elders Paul lays great
stress on his own faithfulness to the testimony in which he
(2)
serves the Lord (20.19-24). He describes his testimony
as the whole counsel (/SaoA^ ) of God^ ^ (20.27) and so, for
Luke, it has an affinity with the teaching of the Baptist (Lk,
7.30). When the Ephesians believed the testimony of Paul they
themselves became witnesses whose task it was to feed, that is,7A\
to teach the flock (20.28) . Paul says that it is the Holy
* ' ( )
Spirit who has made them £?r i <r x-otto i . The word of God's
grace which is able to build them up and give them an inheritance
with all the saints has been given to them by the Holy Spirit
i1) Ges. Aufs. II, p. 51.
(a) Beyer TkWB. II, 88.3-11) > as throughout his article, speaks
of the 6ukov(oi of 20.24 as an aspect of the Apostelamt,
(3)/6ojA»< is used frequently in the LXX for torah, e.g. Ps.
32.11; 72.24; Prov.9.10,10a; 21.30; Sap.5.4; Is.4.2; Jer.18.18 etc.
(*) Cf. Eph.1.13,17f» 4.11-15,29.
(5) Hatch's view .(The Organisation of the BarlyChristian Churches.
PP. 35-45) that STTierKomoi were~officers of"administration an3"~
finance rests on the unlikely assumption that the Church borrowed
the term from secular Hellenistic organisations rather than from
the LXX.
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(20.28,32? cf. Eph.4.7>llf•)? it is, in other words, a charisma
and the authority of the testimony is the authority of the truth
of God.
In his speeches before the council in Jerusalem (23.6),
before Felix (24,15,21) and before Agrippa (26,5-8) Paul
preaches the message of the general resurrection and in 26.23 he
preaches Jesus as the first fruits of this. Right to the end
of Acts the testimony is presented as a message which depends
for its acceptance on the accompanying testimony of the Holy
Spirit, it is believed by some and scorned ^4-
having been rejected by the Jews, is now sent to the Gentiles
(28.28).
The Transmission of the Testimony
One of the accusations which Stephen made against his
judges was that they had received the law and had not guarded it
(7.53). The new covenant also depends on faithful transmission
and Peter in his address to Cornelius says that Jesus has in¬
structed his disciples to preach and testify to the people (10.
42). The Book of Acts is the ,story of their obedience to a
message which is absolutely exclusive and indispensable and
compelling (4.12,20). When new converts were made at Pentecost
it is recorded that they continued steadfastly in the apostles'
doctrine (2.42) which shows that there was a continual work of
instruction and preaching. At the after-meeting in Pisidian
Antioch Paul and Barnabas persuaded the Jews and proselytes
to continue in the grace of God, that is, in their doctrine
(13.^3). It is possible that the reason for the visit of
Peter and John to Philip's Samaritan converts was to give them
fuller instruction that teachers might be trained to carry on
the tradition of the testimony. The Twelve had declined other
27). The message itself is the salvation
(i) Cf. Ps.66.3.
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work in Jerusalem in order to concentrate on prayer and the
service of the words so it is hardly likely that they
travelled all the way to Samaria simply to pray; in fact they
went there to confer authority, the only kind of authority
known to the early church, the authority of the testimony which
their Lord had given them to give to the world, the authority of
the teacher (3.l8f.) which is the testimony itselff ' Simon
Magus is refused the gift because his request has demonstrated
his unfitness to impart this testimony! he is still in the
(2)
gall of bitterness and in the bond of iniquity (8,23). In
Acts much stress is laid on the confirming, strengthening and
exhorting of disciples or learners to ensure a faithful ad¬
herence to a transmission of the message of Jesusf^ ^ this is
seen very clearly in the care taken by Aquila and Prlscilla
to expound the way of God more accurately ( »
cf. Lk.1.3) to Apolloa (18.26).
The most important passage in Acts having a bearing on this
subject is Paul's farewell speech to the Spheeian elders. Here
the apostle insists that they about i^iose training in the faith
he had been so solicitous must be careful to feed the flock
because he can foresee the imminent danger of false teaching^
which will distort the word of grace Which alone is able to build
thern up (20,28-32),
(l) Cf, Belim, Jie Uandaiaflegung, p, 21,
(3) Cf. Dt,29.17-20 and by~rontrast, the root of wisdom in
Sap.3.15» Sir,1,6,20,25,30.
(3) 9.31; 11.23? 14.22; 15.32,41; 16.40J 18.23; 20,2,32.
(4) is the term Paul applies to the false teachers,
following the example of Jesus himself (Mt.7.15f 10.l6f Jn.10.12).
Cf. Zeph,3.3f. where Israel's judges (i.e. elders and Levites;
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The Idea of succession is embedded in the earliest docu¬




The term ^ae-0s is used in Acts to designate not simply
an eye-witness of the events of Jesus' life, death and resurrec¬
tion (although some of the were actually eye¬
witnesses) but a teacher of Jesus' testimony, that is, his
doctrine about himself, the things pertaining to the kingdom of
God. To testify is to proclaim the prophetic word which points
to God in Christ as creator, law-giver, redeemer and judge.
Authority in the Church is dependent primarily on possession
of and obedience to the authentic testimony. When the Church
recognises this authority in anyone he may be appointed to an
official task. There is no difference in levels of authority
as between the witnesses except in respect of the thoroughness
of their knowledge of the testimony.
In Acts the testimony is seen to be a charisma; it is the
baptism of the Holy Spirit and yet, to Luke's mind, it is to be
a permanent possession of the Christian, a doctrine which must
be guarded against the false teachers end passed on accurately
( gj'S CL i CO ) ,
see Thatcher, Article on Judges, in HDB.II,pp. 8o6f.) are
described as wolves;""Her prophets are light and scornful men,
her priests profane the holy things and sinfully transgress the
law" and a similar passage in Seek. 22.23-29 where the wolf
signifies one who seeks dishonest gain - a frequent description
of false teachers in the NT.
(1) In this connection Bultmann (Theology of the New Testament,
I» P* 59) puts Jesus' mesrage in a place secondary to "the
specifically Christian kerygma" but these have now been shown
to be one and the same in principle.
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CHAPTER XIII
THE TESTIMONY CP PAUL AND HIS
DISCIPLES AND COMPANIONS
(1) I AND II THBSSAL0NIAN3
The Nature of the Testimony
When the earliest NT documents are examined it Is found that
Paul follows the OT in its use of the - group in connection
with the teaching of God's word. In I and II Thessalonians
there are three passages which support this view. In 11,1,10
Paul refers to the v/e*ov which he and Silvanus and Timothy
gave to his readers, ' Now Ps, 1+9 contains the word
&ia 'e t r in a strikingly similar context, via, the
declaration of God's word, and it is clear from the following
parallels that Paul, by his use of p.« e-rue'0 ^ in this passage,
is associating the gospel 9^ our Lord Jesgs (11,1,8) with the
testimony of God (Ps, L9«7^ ^ and Is, 66 as Jesus himself
did.
(1) Luke's account of Paul's activity in Thessalonica (Ac,17,1-3)
uses expressions associated with this {to, *v, viz,
Tisj 1 wv <cu and f a.rft.yy •
(2) Cf. Rigaux, Les Epitres aux Thessalonicienst p, 635 and
Sass, Apobtelarnt"*unl5 K.irche T pp.~Xo-L3,
(3) Where God's word is concerned with his righteous judgement
(vv,5fj cf, II Thess, 1,5)» giving of rest to the saints (v,12|
cf, II Thess, 1,7*10), the impending fire and whirlwind (v.15?
cf, II Thess, 1.7f»)» the saints' trembling at the Lord's word,
(i,e, believing in him (v.5J cf, II Thess, 1.3f.,10)) and the
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Paul commends the Thessalonians oti Ui<f'iufci^ to jjuaq t^q iov/
rj^cCW £4>'op-a5 (II.1.10); they are not, like the wicked
who hate instruction and cast God's words behind them (Ps.A-9*
l6f.) and to whom God testifies, unworthy to declare his statutes
or to take his covenant in their mouth. The similarity between
the two passages extends to their content.
Secondly, in I Thess,2.9-12 Paul says to his readers that
they are witnesses (^ae'^e* 5 )» and Go<3 alBo» of how he an&
Silvanus and Timothy have proclaimed the gospel and lived
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blamelessly and he continues! KaB^se OiSft.Tt ava
y c >•* c \
CKclcttoV upu.u>t/ IT a. T *j ^ Tf-KVct e^tou ^aAoov T
t- p. «. <, K&l Trago. jA^fc3oUj-«.£«»/ot itai o £v/ o <. . In this
verse the juxtaposition of ^agT^fojjiivot and the other two
participles indicates that^it is being used here in the sense
of teaching or preaching.^ ^ Paul is concerned in chapter 2
to underline not only the blameless behaviour^ ^ but also the
fidelity to the gospel of his companions and himself and so it
is unlikely that the aim of the participles is simply ethical
instruction (1.2.12). ITovgd^x^cn*; and 7T<*ga ^ uth'a. * ' are
closely linked to oTVo&o^ in I Cor. 14.3 as the functions of
the prophet^ ^ showing that prophecy and instruction are practi¬
cally interchangeable for Paul. '
(*) See above p.l3, line 3D; against Lightfoot; Notes on
Epistles of St. Paul, p. 29 and von Dobsch'utz (Die Thessalonicher-
Briefe. ju 101) • " a £ to g Z^iivsi steht hier im Sinne des Besch-
worens."
(2) He and his companions were true to the scribal code in 'not
using a cloak of covetousness'. (cf. I Pet 5.2? Aboth 4*9!
Bekh. 4.6; "If a man takes payment for acting as a judge, his
judgements are void, if for bearing witness, his witness is void."
(3) See Stahlin (KWB. V, 819) for the close similarity of
TT«.g>*«.a.At4/ and Ti&e<*^o0i7c dm and for the prophets as bearers
of Christian 'comfort' (pp. 820 f.).
(4} cf. Greeven, ZNW. 44 (1952), p. 37.(5) This is supported by Luke's interpretation of the name given
to Barnabas ("14 = 'son' andfs'3] = 'to prophesy') as ^
if 0"£io^ (Ac. 4.3^) ; cf^ Lam, 2«9»13* o«k \ <r r«*/ vo^o<; } <
\/£. TTg o T « l oil<. £| 6 OV^ fi^g OKTjV TTAga K.UG '00 •»••
. ... t' cro i ...... Ti'l (Teofffci cr s_ l< a\ iT&c**
KaAtffSi O-JL and II l.acc. 15.8fs na{«s«Vei -rooc
hjtu) ......... Kai rrft pa jj.oC»oi;^£i/o^ &K i ou vo^oa
Kav t<ov <«-fV . See also Greeven, ZWN. 44 i/Vw
(1952), p. 37.
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The third relevant text is I These. 4,6; sVi
Ku£v.o$ .... Ka©w$ Kac S i adagio fa j-i £'9a • The context is
an apoeal by Paul to the Thessalonians to abound in the life
pleasing to God and the meaning of £ia^«g-r J?£<r<9cu here is
simply 'to teach' (absolute).
The Content of the Testimony
Paul's message contains the same four elements as
the 0T jaa^foci-t is original prophetic testimony, the
teaching of God (1.4.9) which is linked quite naturally with the
word of Jesus (1.4.13-17; I.5«lf») since it is his gospel (H.1.
8). ' Just as in the Psalm there is found the familiar four¬
fold message, so in I Thess. evidence can be found in the first
two chapters of a similar subject-matter of the preaching of
Paul and his disciples.* (a) The word of the Lord includes the
requirement of turning from idols to serve the living and true
God (l.8f.) and concerns his kingdom (2.12). (b) The word of
God includes an emphasis on the good life (l.3» 2.3,10,llf.)
(c) Paul's missionary preaching includes reference to the
death of Jesus and the salvation which it effects (2.15f.)
(d) This preaching emphasises faith in the second coming of the
(*) is used frequently in the 0T for 'speaking
God's wordT, e.g. IV K.17.13* Notes in Ac.10.42 bla^i^raavis used withTr«xecvvyi)/\x.i/v and Kwu<ro-ii^ with the same content.
(2) See Cullmanh (The. Tradition, p. 54) for the content of the
uxea&ocris according liolft. Paul. Cullmann, however, still
feels that "the primitive paradosis probably consisted of a
summary of the kerygma". It is extremely difficult to believe
that the kerygma was ever as perfunctory a matter as it is
usually made out to be.
Against Bultmann (The Theology of the New Testament.I, pp.l88f.)
"All that is important for~him~TPauiy~in~ihe i^ory of Jesus is
that Jesus was born a Jew and lived under the Law and that he
had been crucified. In relation to the preaching of
Jesus the theology of Paul is a new structure."
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saviour (1,8-10; 2,19), In II Thess. there is reference to
(a) the kingdom of God, (b) obedience to the law, (c) salvation
The Authority of the Witnesses
Paul does not regard himself simply as an eye-witness of
the resurrection of Jesus but as a witness in the sense of a
preacher or teacher of the gospel which is also called the truth
C1) Pilson (JgL. LX (1941), pp. 326-327) identifies the teacher
with the modern preacher and pastor rather than with the uni¬
versity instructor and reckons that there was no fixed,memorised
tradition, rigid and severely controlled. He allows, however,
the probability of some kind of framework in order to give
enquirers a clear idea of who Jesus was and of his significant
actions,
(2) Riesenfeld (The Gospel Tradition, pp, 14f.) claims with
justice that the*~Sitz im~~Leben of the tradition of the words and
deeds of Jesus was 'sui generis', cf, Cullmann (The Tradition,
pp, 60f.)i "instead of ^tradition' Paul sometimes says 'the
Lord' (Kyrios), as, for example, in quoting words of Jesus (I
Thess. 4,15? I Cor, 7.10,25? 9.14.M (p.6o) and "the wards 'I
received it from the Lord ' mean 'I received it through a chain
of trsdition""which begins with the Lord'" (p,62).
(3) ovccl and £tv are often used technically
in the NT for the transmission and reception of a tradition? cf,
above p.199, note 3, Riesenfeld (The Gospel Tradition, pp, 17f)J
"The terminology used of the Jewish process of tradition re¬
appears in the New Testament" .... 7Va.G«.A^r(3£Cv/£,v/ and Tra<? ^ % f S & v * (
refer to "the rigidly controlled transmission of matter from
one whs has the mastery of it to another who has been specially
chosen to learn it",...,"the oral tradition was esoteric in the
sense that it v/as not entrusted to everyone nor was it at every¬
one's disposal to use as he wished," Fridrichsen (Jesus,, St, John
and St. Paul, pp, 38-40) denies that Paul is "a disciple who"
having been moulded in the school of Jesus handed down the
tradition" but this leaves out of consideration verses like these
'one iii'ctu x bj-uxxi a; \j.j ,j,uj




been taught by word of mouth or letter. The apostle does
not seem to regard himself as being superior in any way to his
readers in Thessalonicaj he had come to them with nothing in
the way of credentials except a message, a tradition which they
might have rejected as others did.^ ^ Any authority which he
has is measured by his own fidelity to the message (II.2.5;
II.3.6f.,10). ^ ^ For any commands which he gives Paul uses
ttcu ,v which can mean simply 'to transmit a message'.
and I Cor. 11.2,23i 13.3? Ro.6.17." F, continues: "Jesus
never had a disciple of this kind at all", which ignores the
choosing of the Twelve 'to be with him' and the teacher-pupil
relationship inherent in the titles 'disciples' and 'Rabbi';
cf, Dodd; Jesus as Teacher and Prophet, pp. 53-55 et passim.Fridrichsen~admits7 however, (p7 45) that "St. Paul's teaching
about justification by faith in Christ has its roots and basis
in the life and message of Jesus and in principle expresses
his will and intention." He equates Jesus' message, "Repent
and believe the gospel" with Paul's doctrine of justification.
(*) Cf. Grant (The Gospels, pp.viif.) who states that the meaning
of tradition in~the ancient world was "a fixed body of teaching."
(2) Rengstorf (Apostleship p. 67) states that Paul has signi¬
ficance only through"~his commission and the Lord who stands be¬
hind it, but no one in Corinth could know that Paul had such a
commission from the risen Christ any more than the Jews in
Jeremiah's time could distinguish between true and false prophets
(Jer. 23,26) and the only 'proof' of his commission which he
could offer was 'the testimony of Jesus' and the integrity of
his own way of life.
(3) See Rengstorf (Apostleship.p. 59) for the apostle, like
the prophet, being the~*servant of his message.
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(i)
So far from asserting his superiority to them he asks them
to pray for him that his preaching may have the same success
as theirs has been having. (II.3.1)
The simile of the father teaching his children is in
accordance with the OT command that the testimony should be so
taught (Dt. 4.9? 6.6f,20ffj Ps.77.5t Is.38.19? cf. I Cor.
4.14f.) and the simile of the nurse has associations with Is. 66.
. . _ _ £/ a 1 / ^ » * a a v **
11,13.* ivcj. t? Kj A a c r] t £ Kat 6, /x 17 A r) <r&n t 4 afro |.x a ir " o vJ
/ ) A ( V /
TTa^ a K. A ^ cr ^ 0 T 9 S * * * * 60 * ^ 1 two. fA »j T VJ £
✓ V ^ * v . / c —*
IT a £ c*. \<« c*. A £ <r £. (, , 0 <-■ t <x\ S K a ( £ 7 00 liaf a x xA£ crx) v a.<,
(cf.I Cor. 3.21. Heb. 5.12; I Pet. 2.2 which refer to 'the milk
C )
of the word'). Here again Paul claims no authority for him¬
self. He makes no 3how of authority other than that of the
Lord, (tewrwjAiv/ u/xa<; k a\ ncxQa. <.a.Aou J he speaks of
commandments which they have already received from him but these
are tAi <x 1 ... &<<*. too !\o£ioo l/jcroo (1.4.,2; cf. v.ll).
(*) Gerhardsson (Memory and Manuscript p. 294) writes; "When
Paul exhorts his congregation he is well aware of his exalted
standing as a doctrinal authority", but while it may be granted
that the rabbi had such a position in Judaism and that Judaism
must have had some influence on the Early Church yet 'exalted
position' was hardly what Jesus told his disciples to aim at.
(a) The Hymn Scroll of the Dead Sea Sect. (7.20-22) describes a
similar relationship between the Teacher, the true expositor,
and his disciples, the men of good omen (TIDTD )"Thou hast
(chosen me) and set me as a father to the sons of grace, and as
a nurse to men of good omen." (cf. Is. 8.6-18? Zech. 3.6-8)
(3) Bultmann (Op. clt. p. 294) gives no reason for saying that
Paul is not thinking""of the historical Jesus here. /
(4) For any commands which he gives, Paul uses ttqlQo. y XA a v
which can mean simply 'to transmit a^message' (LS>, p.1306.1)
In Jer. 26.14 1 a A £< v/ = -/viAAiiv = proclaim or
declare.^ cf. Schmitz ^KWB. V, 76lf.)? "Die entscheidende
Autoritat ist auch fur""Paulus das Wort des 'Herrn' haben
die Leser es im Wort des Apostels mit dem Herrn selber zu tun."
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Paul and his companions have already taught and testified that
God demands righteousness from his people. Whoever despises
their testimony despises God who is giving his spirit to them
also, that is, as well as to the prophets.^ ^ Again, Paul's
authority is measured by his fidelity to the original testimony
(1.4.9,15); God is witness to his inward and the
Thessalonians to his outward conformity to it (1.2.5,10). They
9 j\ 2 j
know perfectly (a) that the day of the Lord comes
as a thief in the night.
Timothy, his brother and fellow-worker in the gospel of
Christ performs the same functions as Paul himself since he is
J V /„ C \ /
Sent £lS To S"T 15 olv effect^ KM fTo-ga. tsoAi n-'tt ^ "5" •} S iTf CT£.u><;
(1.3.2) and to inform Paul of the state of their faith in case
they had beeia tempted to deny it and so render Paul's labour
KottoS , ^ ^ in vain. Timothy and Silvanus share Paul's
S^oucria since they are also apostles of Christ (1.2.7,9)
which links them with the Twelve in their mission and authority
(Kt.10.1,5,10? Mk.3.15* 6.7-10; Lk. 6.13; 9.1-4) and also
with the Seventy (Lk.l0.1,7f.). It is obvious that here (1.2.9;
cf. II.3.8f.) Paul still claims the right to hospitality while
on mission although he does not avail himself of it in practice.
(*) Cf.? II Esd.^19.30; k*\ Int p. a. q t vj !<j a j T ot^ Jv ilv'tojji at l
S~OU £ </ Yii £ t 7T e c>d>r) TiZv c~o O,
( a) Denotes careful teaching, cf. Lk. 1.3; Ac. I8.25fj 22.3;
24.22.
(3) Cf. Harnackl zm. 27(1928) pp. Iff.; Hauckj KWB. Ill, 828f.i
"Missions - und Gemeindearbeit". Harnaek (p. 10) sees such
people as 'Amtspersonen'. Gore cannot have considered this
passage when he wrote (The Expositor. Ser. 3. Vol. 5,PP. 415f.)
that when Paul deolares~that his characteristic duty (I Cor.
1.17; 9.14) is the preaching of the gospel "he is saying about
his apostolic office what a local Presbyter-Episcopus could not
have said."
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Although the Thessalonians themselves are also fellow-
workers in the gospel Paul cannot have meant that every member
had become a recognised teacher or preacher; there are some who
have been engaged in the work of faith and labour of love^ ^
(1,1.3; cf. 1,5.12; 11,2.17) and from them the word has
sounded forth for they had turned to God from idols to serve
the true and living God (I.1.8fj. The word of God was effec¬
tually working in them for they became imitators of the churches
in Judaea in gr>eaking to the Gentiles that they might be saved(1.2,13-16).^ ' Paul at first sight seems to make no distinc¬
tion between active and non-active, apparently including the
^ J /
whole membership in his injunction; trcte <&*.-«- Attre.
\ i , T v */ v n
Ti ToV Z.V o, t Ka0 CAJS Ka. t TToi Li \ &
(1,5.11) but the next verse shows that the apogtle is aware
that in this church there are some who labour ' among them
and are over them ( TTgo'iVr t vou$ ) in the Lord and ad¬
monish (uou0£Tou v r a)them and who are to be highly
(1) Von Campenhausen in his Kjrchliches Amt und Geistliche
Vollmacht seeks to show a dist!nction~between the "official'
position"of the apostles in Jerusalem and the 'free' apostle-
ship of Paul's churches and even goes as far as to say: |'Paulue
kennt keine leitenden Personen, denen er das Evangelium fur alle
anvertraut,,..Paulus stellt alles auf den Geist,"(p,86) There
can, however, be little doubt that I Thess, 1.6; 2.8,11,135
3.2,10 and other verses are to be linked with 5.12f. and this
is confirmed by Ac, 17.4 where it is said that those who
believed the gospel were allotted to Paul, that is, as disciples
(see Grimm-Thayer on ire°ore o,p. 547a),
(2) By implication, Paul in 2.15 compares the Thescalonian
preachers and Silvanus, Timotheus and himself with the prophets
persecuted by the Jews and this together with Paul's attitude
towards the former renders suspect the view put forward by xa.
Robinson (The Christian Ministry, p. 90) who writes; "There is
no sign that the exercise~of their (prophets and teachers)
ministry was other than spontaneous or that it either needed or
received any formal recognition,,.nor is there any sign that it
gave them any kind of authority."
(3) A reference to the teaching function; cf. I Tim. 5.17 and




esteemed in love. Greeven shows that these leaders exercise
a teaching function and it is clear that in Paul's view they have
an authority of great importance ( wir£es.*TT£e i «r«r ws ) (X.5.13)
although it should be exercised in a brotherly fashion (11.3.15).^ ^
In 1.5-15 they are told to see to it that none returns evil for
evil which implies the a-oplication of some kind of restraint.
Paul asks the Thessalonians to pray for Silvanue and Timothy and
himself that the word may run and be glorified just as it does
with thern.^ ^
Paul in these two earliest documents of the Christian
Church claims for himself no authority which is not dependent
on the authority, the power to persuade and change, of the
(4)
message which has been entrusted to him.
There is no indication in either of the epistles of an
official, administrative authority or hierarchy on the part of
(5)
any of the leaders. Paul and his fellow-workers claim only
the right to hospitality as apostles of Christ (1.2.7? II.3-8f.)
but even this they have renounced. Paul makes no reference to
superiority over others except in respect of knowledge of the
testimony, it is this which empowers him to exhort and command. '
m ZNVV. 44(1952), p.37-
(3) Gre^ven op. cit.. p. 37? "Wer die and die
Ti^oiVrajAtvod "von den Propheten und Lehrern trennen und
unterschieden will, kommt in die Verlegenheit, erklaren zu
mussen, warum die Gerneinden zu Ehrerbietung und Gehorsam gerade
denjenigen Geistfcragern gegeniiber aufgefordert warden, deren
Charisma in alien Aufzahlungen an betont nachgeordneter Stelle
auftritt." t , , , ,
(®) Cf. Ps. 147-4! ° a TT ft 3-T £ A A»av/ ~ e Aoytov a. o T oo T w v 2
£? x f — / W - C 1 v' J 1tuJ^ » oq ^ ja f. i f ai © Ao yoS
(4) Cf. Harrisck (The Constitution and Law of the Church, p. 189)
who points out that the Early~Church possesse5"only one word of
God and that it was not legally binding* people must agree to
accept it.
(5) Cf. Greeven; ZNW. 44 (1952), pp. 34f? Lintont Das Problem
der Urkirche. p. l9.
v*rwor das Wort des Lehrenden wirklich Gottes Wort ist, ent-
scheidet kein Rechtsatz und keine Thatsache der Vergangenheit
Timothy is sent to strengthen and exhort the Thessalonians
in the faith and Paul prays that he may be able to visit them
so that he might perfect or instruct them where there are gaps
in their knowledge (1.3.10). Those who labour among them and
are over them and admonish them (1.5.1?) are regarded as in¬
structors rather than administrators; ' in all the advice
given in 1.5.12-27 everything concerns teaching of doctrine and
appropriate behaviour; there is no mention here of administrative
or official rule but prophecy and the utterance of the spirit are
to be cherished (I.5.19f.).^ ^
sondern allein das gegenwartige Zeugnis des heiligen Geistes,
welcher in den Versammelten lebendig ist." (SohmS Kirchenrecht,
p. 53). But the testimony of the Holy Spirit is surely something
which is expressible in words.
(*) Cf. Greeven (ZNW.K4 (1952), p.32, note 74)* "Die Diskussion
die immer mlt die Alternativfrage 'Festes Amt oder freies
Charisma? * verqulckt ist, kann hier im wesentlichen ausser .
Betracht bleiben." G. (ib, pp. 32ff.) takes k* <rrro^&^ v Ro. 12.8)
as indicating "die spezielle 'technlsche' Bedeutung der eifrigen
Tatigkeit fur die Gemeinde." Cf. Hamack. (ZNW. 27
(1928), pp. 1-10) who shows that Paul uses KomcXv for his *
missionary activity.
(2) fcl unfile (ZM. 22 (1923), p. 20) questions if there was as great
a leap from the NT to Catholicism as Sohm makes out ana states
(ib. p. 32)J "Eine reine Pneumatokratie ist die Drgemeinde nicht
gewesen....auch nicht die paulinische Kirche Offenbarung des
Geistes, die gegen die Grunduberzeugungen der Kirche verstiessen,
hat man als solche gewiss nicht gelten lassen." Cf. pp. 35f.
where M. correctly regards the rule in the NT Church as that
which the pneumatics exercised over the community. In asserting
(p.36) that the appropriation of the apostles' authority by the
presbyter and episkopos through the theory of apostolic succession
was not a betrayal of the ideal of the early Church but the
necessary consequence of the altered situation Mundle has missed
the essential characteristic of the NT leaders'^authori ty, viz.
its ground in their life and doctrine. Dobsctiutz (Die Kirche
ira Christentum, p. 116) tries to get round the difficulty of
meeting~Sohm's radical position by saying that in Jerusalem and
in Hellenistic Christendom the organisation question played an
unimportant part because the generally-ruling enthusiasm placed
everything on an arbitrary performance and on that account
administration forms were as little necessary as Cult forms. It
310*
The Authority of the Testlmony
The claims which Paul makes for the gospel ( n<*€<**•>>-1 f )
with which he and his friends have been entrusted by God (1.2.4)
show that its authority depended on its own power to rouse faith
in those who heard it so that they accepted it as the word of
God, and on its subsequent effectual working in their lives
( *)(1.1.9; 1.2.13). Obedience is expected within the church
but it is obedience to the gospel (1.1.8), that is, to the
Lord (II.1.8; cf. Ro. 6.11? II Cor. 10.5? I Pet 3.1? 4.17).
In II Thess. 2.16 Paul states that the rro-ea^s^e-is is a
charisma from God (&oy<i ...Iv \*q i-r«. ^ and this bears out
his previous claim that his gospel came 'by the Holy Spirit'
(1.1.5) and that the Thessalonians received the word with Joy
of the Holy Spirit for in I.2.2f. it is clear that tjp gospel of
God and the are one and the same thing.^ ^ The
p,aeToe,ox iB a charisma.
should be understood, however, that Sohm insisted all the time
on the teaching authority of the chsrismaties, claiming that
even the control of the eucharist was in the hands of the
teachers (Kirchenrecht. p. 69, note 4). Swete (The Holy Spirit
in the Hew"Testament.p. 376) shows the important plaee~of the"
prophets in the teaching ministry of the NT Church; "The
prophets seem to have been, in fact, the teaching ministry of
the primitive church and to have acquired before the end of the
century an influence which overshadowed that of bishops and
deacons,...... the great purpose of Christian prophecy was to
bear witness to Jesus."
(M Cf. Bultmann, Theology of the Hew Testament. I, pp. 307f.
(2) Cf. II Cor. 1.11 and Sass (Apostelamt*"und Kirche. p. 38) I
" und arcojraAn Bind fast gleichzusetzen~vgl. R6*ta, 12.3-6
.....auoli Rtfm. 15.15, I Kor. 3.10J Gal. 2.9. So sind auch
vipvs und zuweilen synonyma vgl. R8m, 5.15."
C3) I Thess. 2.9,11 link them also with and ov.
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The Transmission of the Testimony
Paul's major concern is that the word he preaches should be
received, the believers established in it and the message passed
on without alteration, ^ He rejoices that the word has
sounded forth from Thesaalonica (1,1,1-8) and that it effectually
works in them (1,2.13) and he sends Timothy to them that they
might be established and strengthened in it (1,3,2). He prays
that he may be able to visit them himself and perfect them in it
(1.3*10) and he urges them to stand fast. When he speaks of
their standing fast in the Lord (1.3.8) he is obviously referr¬
ing to their adherence to the Lord's teaching and when, in II
Thess. 2.15 he tells them to hold the traditions they have been
taught this is because ther^ are some among the brethren who
walk (11.3*6,11)^ ^ and not according to the tradition
which Paul had passed on.
All this shows that in the early years of the Church's
history there was a tradition or gospel which, while it may
not have been verbally identical in every area, certainly was
recognisable and those who guarded its content could easily
detect heresy. Harnack^ ^ does not admit the possibility of a
charismatic authority based only on the teaching and says that
(1) Cf. Danielou (The New Testament, and the Theology of Histpry.
p. 30): "Once Christ has appeared on the scene~"the missionary
task is that of na^ciSoa-^ , a deposit no longer subject to
change."
( Cf# Tit# X# XO \ X C Xern# ii-2 #2# oi rr o cr t oAov ••• &\/o x o
• hi l^Tcti^Twi £ K, &£o o
(3) Cf. Kasemann (ZT&K. 48(1951), P* 310): "Alle Tradition hat
Sinn nur als Aufru?7 die Stlmme des gegenw&rtigen Christus zu
Horen, Auch sie bleibt konstitutiv Zeugnis una"uberhebt darum
nie des eigenen Sehens, Horens und Glaubens." This is true
enough but there is also to be taken into consideration the fact
that Paul uses the technical terns, in 1,2.13?
1.4.1 and oiri s in 11,2.15? 11.3*6, showing that he regards
the content of the tradition as being important.
(4) The Constitution and Law of the Church, pp. 218f.
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"the charismatic teachers soon receive the duties and rights of
persons set in authority." He avers that the Christian religion
is not the private inspiration of the individual but is bound to
the tradition of Christ but it is surely wrong to separate
Spirit and tradition and confine the activity of the Spirit to
'private inspiration*• The tradition is the testimony of the
Lord which acts with the power of the Holy Spirit upon those
( )who believe so that they in turn become proelaimere of the
word. The bearer of the testimony has an authority but this
depends on his faithfulness to it. ^ At this stage in the
history of the Church there is no reference to any other kind
of authority. The witnesses, although the term is not
employed, are charismatics who 'possess' the charisma of testi¬
mony by the operation of the Spirit (l.l.5.fj 4.8)^ ^ and this
1) Qp.-Clj*. P. 207.
2) Cf.^riedrich (KWB. Ill, 711.9f.)l "Nicht der Inhalt des
Gepredigten wirkt, sondern Gott wirkt durch dieses Wort.
(3) Cf. Priedrich (KWB. II, 729,13f.)« "Gott beruft durch das
Evangelium die Menschen zum Hell, der Prediger 1st der Mund
Gottea." Lindsay (The Church and the Ministry.p. 19). "He
(Paul) bent his whole energies"to break~down~this false
principle of continuity which placed the 'succession' in some¬
thing external, and not in the possession and transmission
from generation to generation of the 'gifts' of the Spirit with¬
in the community." This, however, must not displace the truth
that some members were teachers, holding a special place and a
real authority.
(4) Against Broscb who (Charismen und Xmter, pp. 122f.) confuses
pneumatics and charismatics, regarding"the"latter as having, in
Paul's mind, no right to set themselves over the congregation -
leaders - "Alle AutoritSt bei den Stlftern der Gemeinde lag, in
Jerusalem bei den Altaposteln, (this ignores Ac. 15.22) in fast
alien ftbrigen bekannten Gemeinden, von KolossU und Horn abgesehen,
bei Paulus, der dazu seine Verbindung wit den Altaposteln
betont." (this ignores I Cor. 4.4-6).
«
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testimony or tradition is not a dead letter but the living
Christ who has described himself as the way, the truth and
the life and whom Paul in I Tim. 2.6 describes as a |A<xerue.QV •
(2) 3LAKP II. CORINTHIANS
The Mature of the Testimony
In I and II Corinthians there are seven passages containing
the word-group in three of which there is no connection with
preaching or teaching. In 11.1,23 Paul invokes God as a
to his pure motive in delaying his visit to Corinth; in II.8.3
he vouches for ( p.a.e-rue£ ) the liberality of the churches of
Macedonia; in II.13.1 he promises that, in the disciplinary
action which he is about to take, the demand of the OT law for
two or three witnesses will be met.
In the early chapters of I Corinthians Paul rebukes his
readers for jeopardising the proclamation of the gospel by a
partisanship which takes as its criterion of excellence what
he calls croptal Ao'yo j (1,1,17)» cro4>t.a. -rlov cro^wV
(1.1,19)» (Texpiu to" kostj-a.©" (1,1,20) and stocks* t **»v
(1,2,4) and with which he contrasts the 'foolish¬
ness' of the gospel. In 1,1,4-8 Paul recognises that the
Corinthians have been evangelising eloquently and wisely by
f1) Cf, Laberthonni&re, (Annales de Philosophic Chretienne. 3
(1906-07)» PP. 75f.). "Ce n^esi pas~seuIemenE~un Christ ayant
exists dont ils avaient charg^ de transmettre^le souvenir, c'
est un Christ existantj.,. .c'est le Christ present qui vit en
eux et en qui ils vivent." Fridrichsen (Jesus, St, John and
St. Paul, pp. 58-62), following F.C, Baur and~A7 Schweitzer,
sees an organic unity of Christ and his Church, the ground of
this unity being the Lord himself but P. fails to make
sufficiently clear that when Jesus' death and resurrection is
preached his teaching also is set forth for the edification of
the Church which feeds on him, that is on his teaching.
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virtue of the grace given them by God to Toq i ov to'j
V 4 -V W «. t \ t /-> . >
J\.!l uTToJ fev wp.iv/, w<rr /, up.«.; wcrrfccfiicrfc'ai £ W
p^Siv/] )(<igtV^.«TL(I.1.6) but he is concerned to persuade them
that the only true criterion is the gospel which Jesus himself
preached, ^ the testimony whose authority lies within itself,
resting on its own spiritual power.^ ^ It is evident that
even at this early date attempts have been made in Corinth to
base authority on something or someone other than the Gospel
itself and Paul refuses to play any part in this; he professes
to have relied simply on the power of the truth of the message,
the f<agr«gi ov Too @£ao (1.2.1).^ ^ As in the
Epistles to the Thessalonians so here Paul, associating with
himself another co-worker, Sosthenes, uses the phrase ow
(1) Zahn (Introduction. II, pp. 377ff., note 2) is correct in
taking to'o "XeicToG (with Rev.1.9? 20.4) as subj. gen.
The phrase to p Tvle, ov -roz M^e-oo is certainly to be
linked with © Aoyo? too 0£.oo but the word of God, in the
Biblical view, always has its source in God; it is his word
to us rather than our word about him.
T5) " K«,est difficile a traduire: il s'agit d'indiquer que
la predication de l'Evangile fut la cause de 1'action de 1'Esprit,
mais aussi de rappeler que ses fruits ne seront authentiques que
lorsque les Corinthiens se conformeront a 1'Evangile." (Hiring;
La Premiere Epltre de Saint Paul aux Corinthiens, p. 16).
^"3y~calvin Ij Corinthians.~p.~i3TT "I~have no~doubt that 'the
testimony of God' is that which takes its origin in God, viz. the
teaching of the Gospel, of which he is the Author and Witness."
Bultmann (Theology of the Jfiew Testament. II, p. 105) discussing
the development of the 'apostle' concept in the Church makes the
curious statement: "The 'testimony' ( p.ae t 6e ' )» which at
first meant primarily an appeal as if by oath (I Thess.2.12;
'we ch!- rged you'), takes on more and more the meaning of
'attestation,' i.e. attestation of the facts experienced by the
apostles as eye-witnesses, especially to the resurrection of
Christ (Acts i;22, 2;32, 3115 etc.)." This can scarcely be
sustained in view of Paul's use of the word-group elsewhere
and that of the other Biblical writers.
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t»u Xe^ToJ (1.1,6, cf,l.2.i: <*q t J q i ov/ ro'3 0«o3 ^ ^
in a context which echoes some significant OT passages and in
this way he closely links, if he does not identify, the
principles of the OT testimony with the NT gospel. '
In II Esd,19.20f. the author writesi kcm to o-0v>
^
. V V - / ^ % V N f ^
"To a y a, £6 tTiffai * To f+aiwcL <rou
a.(^>ucrT£<p>7cro(.? a!To C »To J auTiov/ .... 0tJK *}cta.v
which corresponds to the giving of the grace of God to the
Corinthians (1.1.4) as a gift of knowledge (1.1.5) and their
not coming behind in any gift (p,* ya-r t<o Ga (
The confirming of the testimony of Christ (1.1.6) bears a family
resemblance to Ps.118.28,31. y^g^Ai witch/ fc v Tot^ Aoyoi<; cro^...
gjutgiois <foo where A&y^c and ov are
used interchangeably. ^ ^ That p>ae-r6eiov is used here for
(*) See Weiss (Per Erster Korintherbrief. pp.45f.) for a note
on the alternative reading "w^t«£(ov "in" which W. favours
e-ri e ' ov . The weight or evidence gives little indica¬
tion of the original reading ( in Kc BDGpwv] j*.x>cr e<ov
in p46 k* a). Ultimately the meaning is the same, ae may be
gathered from Am,3*7 where the LXX translates-ii "O (= secret) by
which, in turn is equivalent to prophecy in v.8
and is something which is testified ( i tt> p-ag-roe ^ «- &£ ) ir.
v.13). In Prov. 11.13 ~11X5 is translated' by &o o A vf J cf. also
Mt.13.11 where pw«r-r g , 0v refers to the teaching of Jesus'
parables*, I Cor.2,7 where it is related to troy(<*. (v.6) and I
Cor.4.1 where it clearly means the testimony or teaching of the
Spirit.
(^) See Friedrich (KWB. VI, 850.15 - 851.21) for a comparison of
NT and OT prophets.""
(3) Cf. I Cor.ip.l-4j Jn.6.31-35.
(4) " /2>s/6 aCio en denotes the positive or aggressive side, the
direct advancement and establishment of the Gospel." (Lightfoot*
P. 55).
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what is preached or taught finds support in Mk.16.20 where
it is said that the Eleven went forth and preached everyv/here,
the Lord working with them and confirming ( /Ss/IchouvtoS )
the word with signs following^ ^ and in Col.2.7 where Paul
speaks of the Colossians being d>g/3«. o jjxSvoi rrj n\crrt\
Having pointed out that God has dispensed with the wisdom
of the world that no flesh should boast in his presence (1.1.29)
and that Christ has become the Christian's wisdom that whoever
(2)
boasts may boast in the Lord (I,l,30f.), ' Paul proceeds to
show how he has modelled his own preaching on this principle:
"And I brothers, when I came to you, did not come with a super¬
abundance of xvord or wisdom, declaring to you the testimony of
God (1.2,1)." He has stated that Christ apostled him not to
baptise but to evangelise (1.1.17) but this commission invests
him with no rights or privileges (1,2.3)} his only authority,
if it can be called his, lies in the spiritual power which is
demonstrated when the word (or proclamation or testimony) is
spoken. He does, however, claim to teach a kind of wisdom to
those who have already been taught the gospel (t©"<; t)
(I.2.6f.); this is the wisdom of God which is revealed or
taught by the Holy Spirit to the spiritual man ( o )
(1.2,13) who, as a result, searches out everything and "is not
himself subject to judgement by his fellowmen" (NEB).^ ^
Paul speaks here with the authority of the teacher who has
received his doctrine as a spiritual gift whose truth is
(1) Cf. Ro.15.8; II Cor.1.21; Phil.1.7? Col.2.75 Heb.2.2f; 13.9.
(2) Dt.10.21.
(3) Grundmann (KWB.II.312) says that Paul as an apostle is not
a teacher of wisdom but a witness of the ccross of Christ but he
fails to note that Paul is a teacher of the wisdom of God (I Cor.
2.7) end that he preaches Christ crucified (I Cor.1,23) who
the power and the wisdom of God (I Cor.1.24). G. sees rightly
that the bv*of I Cor.l.2L refers to the content of the
preaching and not to the form.
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discerned by the spiritually-minded according to spiritual
criteria. He, the r » has not been able to speak
to the Corinthians as to wi* T. but has had to feed
them with milk (1.3.If.; cf, Is.?8.9» Ps.19.7) because they are
still thinking in terms of worldy wisdom and degrees of impor¬
tance and not according to God's wisdom or testimony. He
refers to his own unique place as the one who has laid the
foundation of their faith, that is, the testimony, which is
again referred to as a gift of grace (1.3.10). No indivi¬
dual is more important than another in the Church since each
Christian, once the foundation has been laid, is the heir to
all things, therefore let no man glory in men (I.3.21ff.).
Paul wishes himself and other preachers and teachers to
be regarded as u Tt £~cn Ke^rroZ lAOl 0| tC.O\/0 ft o I p-O g- TvJ Q I*#)*/ Otol)
(1.4.1). ^ It is significant that, in the prologue to his
* & 2
Gospel, Luke describes his sources of information as o*.
ftutiiUftiv koa « .too Xoyoo (Lk.1.2) and that in
Ac.26.16 the risen Lord in a vision appoints Paul K«\
pLAf-rog a and sends him to the Gentiles to open their eyes etc.;
that is, to give them the true teaching about God.
is always used in the LXX and the NT to denote a servant without
any mention of authority or rank but the phrase ©'ikovo^o*;
brings the thought of the distribution of something
committed as a charge and so is very appropriate as a title for
a teacher. In Mt.13.11 the disciples are said to be given the
knowledge of the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven; in Lk.12,
42 the Lord sets the faithful and wise steward as ruler over the
(!) Saes (Apostelamt und Kirche. p.53) on I Cor.3.10ff. notes:
"Das 'pflanzen^und^bauen' bezeichnet die erste Predigt in der
Gemeinde."
(2) See Str/Bill.I,p. 659f. for examples of the whole oral
tradition as a mystery which Israel is to retain and guard. Cf.
Bornkamm, KVfB. IV, 823, note 132.
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household to give a portion of meat in due season « a clear
reference to a teaching authority; in Ro.15.25 Paul equates
his gospel and kerygma with 'the revelation of the mystery';
in Col. 1.25 he speaks of being a according to the
stewardship of God given to him to fulfil the vrord of God.
The important thing for the -steward is that he be found faith¬
ful in his dealings with his master's property - in Paul's case,
with the testimony entrusted to him. All God's stewards have
been honoured with the same trust and 110 one has anything in
respect of this which he has not received (1,4.7).
At this point a distinction has been made between the
situation in Corinth as Paul thought it should be and the
situation as it actually was. Already there are signs within
the church of various people jockeying for the power^which Paul
and his fellow-ministers have renounced (1.4.6-14).^ ^ The
apostle reverts in I.4.15 to the idea of his having laid the
foundation of their Christian life; he describes himself as
their father in contrast to their subsequent teachers who are
(2)
only n«u&<xv ujyot • ' As their father he was under obliga¬
tion to teach than the torah, now replaced by the gospel^ ^ and
he sends Timothy to them to remind them of his 'ways in Christ'
as he teaches everywhere in every church (1.4.15-17)•^ ^
(1) Cf. Lindton (Theplpgische Studien und Kritiken 102(1930),
P. 438). ~ ~
(°) "The name carries with it an idea of severity (as of a stern
censor and enforcer of morals)." (Grimm-Thayer; Lexicon p.
^?b^)t.4.9 etc.(4) Cf. Michel (KWB.IV. 681); "Die apostolische Verkiindigung ist
nicht nur Erinnerung, sondern verlangt gleichfalls Erinnerung
(11.21f.)...Wer die Gemeinde erinnert, bezeugt damit die
Evangelium" (1.37). Rieeenfeld's translation; "lea cas ou j'ai
suivi 'la voie' en Je'su-Christ." (Stud. Theol. (1947/48). p,114)»
based on his conception of 'the way' ae~'la voie de charite, does
not take into account the close connection between 'torah' and
'way' and disregards the Si & of 4.17 and the fact that
Timothy's faithfulness in Christ means his faithfulness to the
teaching of Christ,
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The full significance of II Cor.1.12 is appreciated when
these worus**H <n» itfrnv/, to rjeioV
tv^ £ruvfci6»f<7fcuss are read in the light of the following
OT passagesi (l) Dt. 10,21$ otsto? too kc\ ojto* &to<,
v * ' K x N / v v -
(TOO) o& fc-TTfrl *) <T£->/ <Toc -r |4.&y ctAcv. Kac Tft. fe,vo0?0.
>> A >/ . t j *
Tao *T a. ) a £0 5 oara V 0 ( Of|>yoLKp.oi Coo »
Parallel to this is Paul's reference to the thorn in the flesh
(II Cor.12.7-9) the origin of which expression may well be in
Num.33,55 where the heathen worshippers of false gods are
described as o-koXottjl$ tv toT^ o<j)8w,X p-ot\ op. r-o.i
(J>oX i Tat5 tA£opoh<j op-tov/ (ci » Josh. 3.13. Jud.2,3).
In each case Paul's boasting is in the grace (i.e. the gospel)
with which he has been entrusted, in which he walks and which
he sets against the opposition of false teachers, prophets and
apostles; (2) I K,2.10i kajrfw <» <ppovi go tv^
, / > "■ i i ' ' f 4
<P£0v*\tf£ u aoToo . . . a.Aa rj fev rooriJ Ko-u ^ a-r 0<o o
✓ / » / V / N
Kuu]( '-*J p. koo<i f oruot&iV kat yiv w iTK> £. t s/ too ko£>o>/
TToi£,7v K^pa. (cf. Jer.9.23f.)j and (3) Sir.39,1,3»8; TTX^v/
"* i- r f ' f x * ; 1 \ , /■5*00 i II I it I O ©V TO\ T 1 W tpO^rjV ao TOO Y<ix ti O i a V O O U p. 6.V ou
J, / <. / Si/
W vop-f Jficrrow «... £v at v 1 ^ pt, o. cr c n~a g a. ^ o X 1-0v
>
, '
_ » \ ( ' . { . ✓ ?
AVO-cTTp a <pr)(T tTa t, . . , , aoTQ< £t<4)avei nai 0 £ / av eiOacKaAtac au
\ «> ' j- ' ' , / .
Kai io oop. l0 it a. t?») K ^ Hog too Kaa X<-) <T £ T a. t. . It is
difficult to resist the conclusion that the p.a?ru£tOo
croo £iS*{<r fcut^ and the kau^iti^ were associated in
Paul's mind with the gospel he preached "in simplicity and
godly sincerity", which is the opposite of "fleshy wisdom" and
is identified with God's grace, that is, God's wisdom.^ ^ It
(1) Cf, Bccles 10.12» A©y0; froya-ToS ero^oo
Similarly Prov.l.Sf.; 3.3f.? 21f.; 4.8f.j Sap.8.21; 5.18; Sir.
21.l6f 37.21.
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has already been shown that is used to denote the
gospel and so the charisma of lit 1.11, referring to the same
gospel, wisdom, torah etc., would be regarded as pointing back
to the Tr<*e**~M of H«l«3-7 and the X<*2>5 of v.12. Thus
Paul indicates that his authority, although it does not seek
dominion over their faith, is a real thing and rests on his
adherence to the ir*e& <ti <; which they have already acknow¬
ledged by faith and to which he has been adhering all his
Christian life. This is in line with his thought in I Cor.
chapters 1-4 with its scorn for the wisdom of the world which
God has rendered foolish by his testimony. The testimony is
a gift, freely given by God (11.1.11,15,22; cf.I.1.4» 2.10,12;
3.10; 4.7)f it is the gospel, ' a charisma which remains
constant, it is the testimony of the apostle's <■>* je' <S <9 cri $
and is also something that the Corinthians know well and have
acknowledged. This interpretation of II.1.12 means that the
DTt of this verse should be taken as a Causal Particle mean-
(2)
ing 'for that', 'because', 'seeing that', 'inasmuch as'.
The context of these ^c<.QrCQIO\/ passages shows that Paul
uses the wgrd to denote the gospel along with many othersynonyms,^ ^ as the LXX does in respect of the torah. The
Corinthians, like the Thessalonians before them, have heard
the testimony and have responded to it. In faith. That they
themselves have now become witnesses in the sense of perpetu-
ators of the testimony shows itself Iv rt k<*\ rracr<j y
(1.1.5). Paul asserts that he has been apostled in order to
evangelise (1.1.17, of. 1.15.1), that is, to speak the word of
(*) Cf. I Tim.4.14.
(2) LS.p. 1265.B.a.
(3) Cf. Schniewind, KWB.I.69f.
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the cross which is the power of God (1.1,18) and which is also
called kerygma (1.1.21), In 1.2.4 the testimony of God is
referred to as © ^qu wen V p^ ^ i in
1.3.2 the first delivery of the testimony is described as
'feeding with milk'^ ^ and the metaphor is changed in 1.3.10
to that of laying a foundation and in 1.9.11 to that of sowing
seed. In 1.9.21 Paul speaks explicitly of being subject to
the law of God and the law of Christ, which law can be nothing
else than the Christian to rah, the gospel.
Further confirmation of this position is found in the
Resurrection chapter of I Corinthians where Paul introduces
the words j^<xero s and <*. a. <© T -j e in connection with
the proclamation of the apostolic message (the tv/
of 1.15.1J (cf. v. 12) mean8 the same as the Toe ^ <roc ^w
of v.15. ^ Paul begins the chapter with the words: Tvwe^w
t>l 5,u?v, to which echo a thought
in one of the Psalms. kc*i cwtcT^cfc*/ j^etg rog < ov kc*.*.
*
. *1 \ J V ^ v ^ /■ 4. —*
VojaOV/ £. I C fcV OCTCL &t/£.T£j AA-TO Tai^ TTaT^adjV/ TOO
crcn. a»ut toT^ utoi^ (Ps.Y7.5) * Then in v.15 he
describes the apostles as witnesses who testify that God has
raised Jesus, that is, who proclaim the gospel of the resurrec¬
tion.^ ^ In his polemic against those who deny the general
resurrection he argues from the resurrection of Christ. As
K. Barth says correctly.^ ^ ,f (Paul) conjures up the cloud of
witnesses not to confirm the fact of the resurrection of Jesus
....but to confirm that the foundation of the Church...... can
(!) Cf. Is.28.9j 66.11.
(2) Cf. Reitzenstein, Hermes. 52(1917), p. t-49.
(3j Cf. Friedrich, KWBTllT. 707, note 51.
v4) The Resurrection of the Dead, pp. 15Cf.
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be traced back to nothing else than the appearances of the
living Christ." Barth discusses this point fully^ ^ and argues
that the empty tomb is the ohly historical, visible, demonstrable
reality and that it lies between the two undemonstrabies, viz,
"Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures" and "he
rose again the third day according to the scriptures" - "like
an alpine hut in a deep valley between,mountains 15,000 feet
high." Bultmann, on the other hand,^ ^ thinks that Paul is
here attempting to "guarantee the resurrection of Christ as an
objective fact by listing witnesses who had seen him risen".
Bultmann, in a footnote, ^ insists that the listing of
witnesses has this meaning and that this is the primary mean¬
ing although it does not exclude Earth's view that one other
purpose is to guarantee the identity of Paul's message with
that of the earliest Jerusalem Church. It is clear, however,
that Paul is seeking to establish the general resurrection and
that he seeks to do this by reference to the appearances of
desus to Cephas, the Twelve, the five hundred brethren,v '
(i) Og.-01-W, pp. 137-156.
( ) Theology of the New Testament. I, p. 82} cf.p. 295 and II.
p. 127."New Testament and Kytholppy! pp. 38-43*
(3) 0t>« clt.. p. 295«~
(4) Holl"t&es. AufS| II, p. 51) says that 'the over five hundred
brethren "durch ihre Vision wohl p. cm» £.5 geworden, aber
nicht «koc-toXo«. ." but they are surely to beJ included in the
cvitS«/ iTMTw>/ of I Cor.l5»10 and in the 01 and
<vjei/c-o-c. of v.ll and the tp-a-erue^cr<x of v.15.
Holl speaks of the pAe-r^s being made an apostle through a
commission from Christ - "ein Amt der Verkiindigung" (p.52) but
according to Ac.22.1Af» Paul's commissioning Includes his
becoming ( )a p-de-rof • and this is~*al'so true for
Matthias (Ac.1.22s p.aeTvj£ta, ... v/ev/dar 0 ex v. )
and even for the Eleven (Ac.l.8i 'ia-icrsL p. o o p. a TOg £, S ^ »
in Lk.2A.28 there is no verb to indicate out the reference, in
view of Ac. 1.8, must be to the future. Cf. Rengstorf
(Auferstehung, p. 1A1, note 23) who says that Holl's attempt to




James, all the apostles ' and, finally, himselfN ' and yet
the argument in the verses which follow is curiously circular
and conveys the impression that for Paul the resurrection of
Christ depends on the general resurrection and the general
resurrection depends on the resurrection ,of Christ. In v. 12
Paul bases the general resurrection on the preaching of the
rising of Christ from the dead and then he proceeds to state
three times (vv,13»15 and 16) that the raising of Christ depends
on the reality of the general resurrection. It is impossible
to enter here into a discussion as to what exactly was seen by
the people who are said to have seen Christ after he rose again
but Paul In w. 1-3-45 describes the resurrection body as being
raised "in glory" and "in power" and as being "a spiritual body"
and "a life-giving spirit". Thus it looks very much as if
®do not refer to the
act of seeing in any material sense but to the act of pro¬
claiming.^ ^ Certainly the apostles would be false witnesses
if Christ had not in some real way been raised from the dead,
that is to say, if their vision had been a false vision like
that of the false prophets condemned by Jeremiah (Jer.li+.IA*
(1) This must mean 'all the apostles sent by Jesus', that is the
Twelve (Eleven) and the Seventy. Holl (Qes. Aufs. II, pp. V7-V9)
points out that the tt2a-<v denotes a closed circle and does not
refer, as Lightfoot has it, to a broader circle of missionaries
but he is surely wrong in confining them to James and the Twelve.
(2) Cf. Corssen (NJKA. 37(1916), p. U-2U.,1) ; "Alle diese sind also
Zeugen der Aufersfehung Christ!, und ihr Zeugnis beweist die
Wahrheit dee Evangeliums," This is true, but only to those to
whom the Holy Spirit also testifies? it is a spiritual "proof",
or rather.evidence, for a spiritual event. Note also Corssen's
appreciation of the fact that it has to contend with false teaching.
(a) Holl (Pes. Agfa. II, p. 70) links the witnesses of v.15 with
the people~at the beginning of the chapter who have 'seen' the
risen Christ. Reitzenstein rightly objects to this (Hermes. 52
(1917)» PP. A5Cf.), having stated (p.AA9) that the phrase^'^Ia^ tjj
Ta'j "charakterisiert die HaupttStigkeit des Sendboten
Gottes, die feierliche Verkffndigung." Gerhardsson (fv.emory and
3224-.
(*)
23.25f.) but to say with M. Barth that "Die objective
TatsKchlichkeit des Bezeugten und die Gegenwart der Apostel
bei dem bezeugten Ereignis ist daher der Orund fUr die Echtheit
der apostolischen Zeugensohaft und fllr die Wahrheit ihres
Zeugnissee" and that the Revelation of God is "historisehe
Tatsache" is to deny that it is necessary for faith to 'see'
the revelation in and through the historical event. It was
not just in the event of the resurrection that the disciples
'saw' Jesus' glory as though this 'seeing* was confined to a
sort of supernatural event? *John declares that while he lived
among men they received him and believed in his name (Jn. 1.14»
12).
Whether the testimony is to historical fact or to something
(2)
trsns-historicalv ' its subject-matter is certainly the basis
of Paul's claim that he and the other apostles are authoritative
presehers and teachers, that they are true and faithful witnesses
(3)
and not false witnesses. 3trathmannv ' observes correctly:
" den bezeichnet, der als Zeuge, dh. unter
Berufung darauf, dass er Zeuge ist, etwas Palsches aussagt....
Das Interesse der Bemerkung haftet also an dem Inhalt des Zeug-
(^)
nisses. Holl, concerned to demonstrate the leading place
of the Jerusalem community, calls this tradition "die sozusagen
amtliche Darstellung der Urgemeinde" but Paul will not admit
that he must submit to the leaders in Jerusalem - he will submit
only to the Lord, to the testimony itself which is his (Ro.2.16),
Manuscript pp. 280f.) gives as the two essential bases of the
actual message of I Cor.15.3ff. (i) that Christ's Apostles, in
the widest meaning of the term, are eye-witnesses, (ii) that the
Scriptures confirm the 'truth' (reliability) of the course of
events described."
(1) Per Augenzeuge. p. 275.
(2) Cf, Smith {The Book of the Twelve Prophets. II, p. 139):
"A vision is something realised, experienced."
3) £WB IV. 520.5f.
4) Gee Aufs. II, p. 46.
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(i)
as well as theirs. Holl's reference ' to Paul's submission
to James (Ac.21.18ff.) is answered before the event by Paul
himself who because of his submission to the gospel and in order
that he may share it with others has become all things to all
men although he istKtue&eos ei< 7ravr*o/ (I Cor.9.19).
Holl's separating of Tradition and Charisma^ ^ is based on his
misconception of the witness-concept as legal eye-witness rather
than as bearer of the testimony of God or Christ.
(3) (4)
M. Barth, ' in reply to Strathmann's contention^ ' that
Paul is not an eye-witness in the same sense as the Twelve,
says; "1st es aber nicht die Art und Dauer, sondern der Gegen-
stand des Sehens, 1st es die Erscheinung der Auferstandenen,
deren Anblick Voraussetzung fur den Apostolat ist, so ist Paulus
die Eigenschaft, Augenzeuge zu sein, nicht abzusprechen." By
this way of arguing and by his distinguishing between "der
tatsfcchliche Zeuge" and "der bekennende Zeuge"^ ^ Barth allows
on the one hand what he disallows on the other. When he speaks
of the Twelve alone he stresses the eye-witnessing of the facts
of the incarnate one, when he speaks of them together with Paul
he soft-pedals this aspect and stresses the fact of their eye-
witnessing of the resurrection. Barth's final argument in this
note is that Faul would not have been so sure of his equality
with those who were apostles before him had not he, as well as
Peter, regarded this eye-witnessing as essential for his
apostolate. This is true but the real question is! "Was
Paul's witnessing like that of the Twelve or was the witnessing
j) Op. cit.. p. 51. _ s
' Per Augenzeuge. pp. 355f.» note ef. Alio; Premiere
tre aux Corlnthiens^ p. 395.
~KWB~IV. A97.31ff7
Der Augenzeuge,, pp. 273-285.
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of the Twelve like that of Paul?" It is astonishing that so
many scholars take to mean eye-witness when the terra
and its cognates are used so often in the LXX for prophet and
preaching, teacher and teaching.
There is only one count on which Paul will admit a weakness
in his claim to apostolic status and that is his anti-church
activity prior to his conversion. He is the least of the
apostles and not fit to be called an apostle not because he is
an incompetent witness but because of his past life (1.15.9).
But against this factor he sets the grace of God which, he
claims, has not been given to him in vain (1.15.10). Linking
this with v.3 we find another hint that the gospel is the bearer
of the grace if not the grace-gift itself.^ ' Besides the
grace-gift Paul speaks of its complement, viz. the labour
✓ * ✓ \
(iitonionrtt ) of preaching or testifying - the words have
the same meaning for Paul (1.15.10,15). Together the gift of
grace and the exercise of it establish Paul's position in
apostolic company. The apostolic testimony was regarded by
Paul as being the content of the revelation? that which he
received he received through a revelation of Jesus Christ (Gal.
1.12), Paul admits in 1.15.14 that if Christ has not been
raised his preaching and the faith of the Corinthians are both
empty, that is to say that his authority stands or falls with
the truth of his gospel and this is true for all the apostles
whose preaching was identical with that of Paul I.15.11? cf.
Gal.2.6).
(1)Xagi^ is frequently used by Paul as a synonym for
e.g. Ro.1.5? 12.3,6; 15.15; I Cor.1.4; 3.10; Gal.2.9; Eph.3.2,7f;
cf. I Pet.4.10. When I Cor.15.10 is set alongside v.14 it is
seen that Paul's a. and 'the grace given to him' are one
and the same.
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It is significant that Paul in stating the consequences of
the hypothesis of Christ's not having been raised mentions first
the emptiness of the apostolic preaching; then follows,
apparently as a consequence of that, the futility of the
Corinthians' faith and finally the unmasking of the apostles as
false witnesses. If the testimony of the Resurrection of Christ
is to be regarded as simply eye-witness testimony the natural
sequence would surely have been for v.14 to follow v.15, The
grace-gift of the gospel or kerygrna which related the events of
Jesus' life, death and resurrection to man's salvation was
opposed in Corinth by another doctrine, viz, that there is no
general resurrection; this opposition was provided by people
who apparently did not deny the resurrection of Christ (15.12,
16,19). What Paul is trying to show here is not Christ's
resurrection but the general resurrection. There can be eye¬
witness testimony, of a sort, to Jesus' resurrection but this
could not be called the gospel, just as "Christ died" can have
eye-witness testimony but "Christ died for our sins according
to the Scriptures" cannot for it is a statement of faith which
may or may not be Kwp . The false doctrine in Corinth is
one which cannot be disproved by eye-witnesses of some kind of
resurrection of Jesus who could only prove (?) something about
Jesus, not about the destiny of those who believe in him# It
is significant that Paul does not say in defence of the tradi¬
tional doctrine (15.12) "if Christ lias risen" but "if Christ is
proclaimed to have risen" and the first consequence is that the
kerygma is vain, the faith is vain, not that the witnesses are
false. in v.15 must mean false prophet, or
false teacher. To be a "false-witness of God" and to "testify
against God" are certainly very clumsy phrases if Paul only
means to indicate that he and the other apostles did not really
328,
see the risen Christ but they are understandable if viewed in
the light of the prophetic witness (yrith which the _
group has been shown to be concerned^ and the opponents of
the prophets, the false prophets,
t , / ^ a / /
Til© phra 80S o i c* K o ^ T qo aTQ«J JLv
X'd<n<; is used inU.3,7f. to describe the OT
law in contrast to rj SiaKov'a Too nvta^ixTos which is the NT
testimony, the message of the new covenant of which Paul and
Timothy are &ta.K.ovo<. (11,3.6).^ ^ This ministry is a
matter of manifesting the truth (II,4,2) which is Christ who
bears the light of the knowledge of the glory of God (II,4,6),
11,5,20 provides an illustration of Paul's use of rro.e<xt<.<xXfc/v
(3)
as the function of the deacons, ' viz. to appeal to people to
turn to God by the preaching of the word; this was the function
of the OT prophet by which he became a fellow-worker with God
(II,6,i; cf, Ro,l,12f•), It may be claimed that the above
passages give good grounds for holding that Paul regarded him¬
self as the bearer of a testimony which can be described in many
ways and which is the fulfilment of the prophetic testimony of
( a /
the OT, ' the new torah of Jesus, it is the tou
Xe i«- -too (1.1.6) or toZ ©£oo (1,2.1).^ ^
(1) Schweizer (Church Order, 5k) identifies prophet and teacher.
(a) Cf. II Cor.5.18. , „
(3) Here ambassadors who have the ° «a.k.oot«. -r^s k«.t
(4) See Rengstorf (Apostleshlp, pp. 21-24) for Rabbinic references
to Moses, Elijah, Elisha~*and Ezekiel as Sheluhim "since through
them things happened which elsewhere are reserved for God."(p.22).
R* fails to relate this to Jesus' promise to his apostles in Jn,<;
14*12 and says that the Rabbis never regard a prophet as a shaliah
of God* This may be true but it does not necessarily follow that
Jesus took up the same attitude to the prophets,
(3) Greeven (ZNW.44(1952/53)» PP* 18-23) reckons that certain
verses (e.g. Uol.1.28; 3.1° 5 2.7) would seem to justify the opinion
that, in contrast to the complete salvation preaching, teaching
has to do with what is called admonition or exhortation, equivalent
to the Hebrew Tj5Q but he shows that in Gal.1^12 the gospel is
expressly named as the subject of the and II
2.15 supports the view that teaching has to do with Tradition-
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The Content of the Testimony
The testimony to which Paul refers in I Cor, has the
usual content; (a) It concerns the Kingdom of Cod (4,20; of,
II These.1.55 6.9f» 15,24), the God whose wisdom, which was
before the world (2.7)» destroys the wisdom of the wise (1,19)5
he is the real and true God who is contrasted with the idols
(8,1-6; 10,21,26), (b) God's moral imperative is referred to
in 6.9f., 14-20; 11.295 12.13 - 13-8; 15.33f5 16.14. (c) The
Corinthians have been washed, sanctified and justified (6.11);
they have been bought with a price (7.23); that Christ died for
our sins according to the Scriptures is part of the tradition
which Paul received and delivered (13.3). (d) The saints shall
judge the world (6.2) and the future hope is founded on the
raising of Jesus by God (6.145 15.45 19-28,51-57). All four
aspects of the testimony are found within the compass of each
of two passages, viz. 6.9-14 and 15.1-58. II Cor. also has
two passages which set forth the four-fold content, viz. 4.I-I8S
(a) v.6; (b) v.2; (c) v. 10; (d) vv.14,17 and 6.1-18; (a) v.l6;
(b) v.3; (c) v.2; (d) vv,17f.
Authority of the Witnesses
In Corinth already there has begun a struggle for
superiority in the Church} different parties are opposing one
another under different apostolic names but Paul asserts that
his own loyalty is to Christ (1.1.12), inferring that the others
should follow his example in this. In the early chapters of I
Cor. Paul insists that his authority lies in the power of God
and in the teaching of the Holy Spirit shown in the gospel, not
in any personal attributes. He insists that Apollos and him¬
self are nothing in themselves by virtue either of a direct
commission from the Lord or of their receiving a commission from
the Church} they are simply through whose
material. - "Prophetie und Lehre sind einander zugeordnet." (pp.28f.).
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ministrations the Corinthians came to believe - and even the
faith is God's gift (1.3.5). Paul himself has laid the founda¬
tion and Apollos has built on it but no one should glory in men,'
only in God. The apostles are to be regsrded^as
(P I CT "f O and Ot K-BVOjaOI ^ iJ (l«4.l)j
thus Paul equates himself with those who were "eye-witnesses and
(2\
ministers from the beginning"* ' and with the faithful and wise
steward of whom Jesus spoke, whom his lord shall make ruler over
his household to give the measure of food in due season (Lk#12.
42). Paul adds significantly in 1.4.2 that they should be
found faithful, that is, faithful witnesses.
Paul's authority is being questioned in Corinth but on the
grounds that he has begotten them through the gospel he beseeches
the Corinthians to imitate him in the ways that he teaches in
every church. The fact that he threatens to come with a rod
does not justify the assumption that Paul holds an official
position or authority over them.^ ^His authority lies in the
truth of "his" ways^ ^ which he teaches everywhere (I,4.17) and
which are the same as those of Peter, James and John.^ ^ 1.7.6,
C1) Cf. I Cor.9.17. "i.e. teachers of the revealed truths."
(Lightfoot. Notes on Epistles of St.< Pau^L, p. 197? cf. Job 29.45
Ps.24.14» Provo.^r ~
(a) Cf. Lk.1.25 Ac.26.l5.
(3) The rod is that of the schoolmaster; cf. Schneider. KWB
VI, 968. 20-28,
(4) Cf. Ho11 (Ges. Aufs. II p. 64); "nie schlechthin durch
Auktoritat sondern~tenier nur zugleich durch Grunde."
(5) Gal.2.2. When Reid (The Biblical Doctrine of the liniatry,
p. 34) speaks of Paul being a witness "5"'the risen Christ'thls
is perhaps not quite the NT nuance, rather are the witnesses
witnesses Christ, i.e. the witnesses he usee to bear his
testimony.
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10,12 and 25 show that Paul has had access to a tradition of
Jesus' ethical teaching as well as to what has been known as
the kerygma; it is this which he uses as his criterion and not
(x)
a claim to an official position and where there are gaps in
his knowledge he claims to be faithful to the spirit of what
he does know (1.7.25? ef. v.40).
When Paul defends his apostleship in I Cor. 9 he decl|res
that he has seen Jesus^ ^ but the seal of his apostleship^ ^ is
the Corinthian church itself, the result of his testifying and
he mentions no special commission at this point. He certainly
admits that he has been entrusted with o but this
(4)
does not necessarily refer to an official status. As in
% ( #
II These, Paul mentions his authority ( &§ ) to
demand hospitality when he is on the Lord's business and which
he renounces in order that he may never be charged with abusing
his authority which is in the gospel; whatever happens its
authority must not be undermined.
That t^v rrvfcu r «*. «2> v in 1.12.1 is masculine (pneumatics)
rather than neuter (spiritual gifts) is clear from v.3 which
contains a simple formula for testing the believer. Paul is
concerned in this passage to demonstrate the unity of the body
f1} Cf. v. Campenhausen (KA und GV) pp. 52f.
(2) With S'AB, Davies (Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, p. 195) ^.is to
be agreed with when he says thalT^-rA. ^'ZeToTTnTl Cor.5.16
should be taken with and quotes Rawlinson (The New
Testament Doctrine of Christ p. 90, note 5)* "For Paul there
Is only one Christ, Jesus of Nazareth. What he is repudiating
is not a fleshly kind of Christ but a fleshly kind of knowledge.'"
(3) In spite of the fact that Paul rests his case on the result
of his teaching, M. Barth (Per Augenzeuge. p. 167) avers* "Paulus
begrundet das Reeht seines Apostelnamens und seines Wirkens als
Apostel Jesu Christi mit dem Hinweisjiicht nur auf den Erfolg
seines Wirkens sondern auch und primar mit dem Hinweis auf
seine Augenzeugenschaft."
4) Cf. v. Campenhausen, Stud. Theol. (1947/4-8), p. 114.
5; Derived from the testimony of Jesus (Lk,10.8).
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of Christy all Christians are indwelt by the one Spirit; no
member is more important than another. Any attempt to show
from Paul's lists of workers and charisms that a hierarchy
(*) (2)
existed in the NT Church ' must end unsatisfactorily for
even within I Cor.12 there is no strict correspondence between
the list in w.8-10 and that in v.28. For example, prophecy
which comes second in v.28 is sixth in vv. 8-10. In the four
lists in I Cor. 12; Ro.12.6-8 and Eph. 4.11 out of all the
functions (which may be reduced to twenty-two in number, viz,
»/ t C«/v ^ ^aTTocrroAo*. ) ^gocjs^rai , 6 i e> a. <s ca a o i $
i1) Brosch (Charlsmen and ffmter in der Urkirche p. 43) agrees,
but with the~exception7~of course, of the~Twelve Apostles.' and
(p. 44) the further exception of Paul and Barnabas who were
specially sent out by the Holy Spirit. Brosch's attempts to
discredit the so-called 'enthusiastic charismatics', including
the prophets, rest on a misreading of texts, e.g. he speaks (p.
46) of the continuing tension between the organised Church and
the charismatics and (p. 84) of the "gesunde Misstrauen der Kirche
gegen den Prophetismus, wie vor allem die Didache (11) und die
Briefe des hi, Ignatius (Ad. Ms.gp 8) von Antiochien lehren". This
may be true of the Church in"the second century but it is certainly
not true of the NT Church. In any case Did. 11 is concerned not
with prophecy as such but with false prophets who teach
a >5 to kituXu j-».l and i n
Ig. Ad.v 'Mag. 8 there is no statement which merits Brosch's quot¬
ing it.' Against B's view is to be set the standing indication
of the weakness of any view of institutional apostleship, viz.
the case of Judas, and the words of Jesus concerning prophesying
by the Twelve (Mt.10.40f., 23.34). Brosch is correct in saying
(p. 165) that the apostles, prophets and teachers belong in no
way to the church hierarchy,because no such hierarchy existed J
B. is correct also when he says; "Nicht urn den judaistischen
Zerschneidern des Evangeliums, sondern auch den Charismatikern
gait darum das Anathem, v/enn sie als Norm ftifr ihre Verk&'ndigung
nicht das ordentliche Lehramt, wie es durch die Apostel vertreten
war, nahmen" but Paul's in Gal. 1.9 undoubtedly includes the
apostles too, and the apostle to the Gentiles also shows in Gal.
2.11-14 that even Peter can make a mistake in his teaching.
(2) Cf. Dix, The Apostolic ■ inistry. p. 239; Schweizer (Church
Order. 7k): "The enumerations of the different kinds of gifts are
quite unsystematic, with no sort of hierarchical character".
(3) Sohm (Klrchenrecht. pp. 45ff.) distinguishes between prophets
and teachers in that the latter lack the special prophetic-gift
333.
i ' / a * > . ✓
0 tfV q. ja LK , £ tcr j^- <*-T <*■ y i afW'Z , aWTlAl^^ilf ,
fa tgv)i<r£\Z , .g v ic- wi y A .o ,;• cj- Z> ■/ ,, (cf. Ac. 2),
, / ( ) . ' , V _ '& I fc g >A>H/i.^oVT£< , fc *■> a y y t. A I f T« t j $
6. t 0.^oV t. g J 0 H g. e c> r« & Ap. V/ > a p. i_To>- & J , O ~PoitfTa j*.tVQ(
( cf» I These 5 • 12) , o iAtwV J a Y ^ ^ 5 A o y o y g a jit ,
-Xoyo< v Vt,o g-fe cu s , rr ?<T T » s f h i <a * o (er i-i < Tf V£ vJ f-»- o- T ^ \/ ( Cf «
1.14.29)) fourteen (underlined above) are concerned with the
Imparting of the gospel in one way or another but there is no
fast relationship between the order of the words and the
importance of the function;^ ^ for example, love, which Paul
regards as the indispensable gift comes at the end of the list
in Corinthians and in the list in Romans ka»«.Dvi«. comes
(5)
between prophecy and teaching. Brosch, ' presenting the
"die Gabe des Geisteerede" but if, behind the testimony of men,
there lies the testimony of the Holy Spirit then the teacher also
may surely claim to have the gift of spiritual speech.
Greeven (ZNW. 44(1952/33)» P. 42, note 102) says that since the
teachers are bearers of the Spirit "dilrfte eine Dnterscheidung
fur die Gemeinden von diesem Gesichtspunlet her praktisch
undurchfiirbar gewesen sein."
(l) Cf. Prov.1.5 and Greeven (Op. cit.« p. 31); "im Begriff des
Steuermanns wie des Staatslenkers das Moment der Sachkunde
mitgegeben ist."
I 3) See below p. 339, note 2 .
(3) Perhaps to these may be at ded revelation (I Cor. 14.26) and
the singing of poems - a fo^m of teaching in those days? cf.
Pilson (JBL. LX (1941), p. 32?)i "It is a possibility that some
of the poetic forms in which Jesus' teaching is preserved is due
to the teachers who recognised the effectiveness of teaching thus
stated in parallelism."
(4) Cf. Brosch who presexrts the Roman view of the connection
between-charism and office in Charismen und Xmter. pp. 25ff.
(5) Cp^cit^ p. 42.
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Roman Catholic view, would sharply divide the charismatic
apostolic organisation founded by Jesus Christ himself from
what he styles the "uberschwenglischen Erweisen des Geistes,
der neben den 'Zwolf' noch andere 'Apostel' in Fulle aussandte"
but this follows from the one-sided interpretation of Lt.l6.18f.
divorced from other NT evidence. Gore,^ ^ on the other hand,
considers that "the apostolic office must be taken to include
Apostles, Prophets and Teachers. They together form the
general ministry" that is, the one engaged in the preaching of
the gospel. Mason^ ^ takes the view that "in the primitive
Church the antithesis between a charismatic and a non-charismatic
ministry is a false one."
In 1.12.8-10 the teaching gifts which have to do with the
(Z)
building-up of the Church are mentioned firstN ' and this is
also the case in 12.28f. (cf. Ro. 12.6-8; Eph. 4.11f)^ ^ and
, Paul, in stating his preference for prophecy over tongues under-
(®y
lines the importance of teaching in the life of the Church.
The prophet is 'greater' than the man who speaks with tongues
for he edifies and exhorts and comforts^ but there is no
C1) The Expositor, Ser. 3 Vol. 5. P. 415-417.
> ) Conceptions.of the Church in Early Times, p. 30.
(3) TTe oakt i£u~~ in v7 10~may~mean 'foretelling' as in Ac.
11.28,* 21.lOf.
(4) Although ? which has a connection with teaching,
(cf. Prov. 1.5; 11.14, 12.51 IV Macc.7.1-3, Sap.10.4) comes lower
down in the list, Beyer (KWB. 111.1035•30-45) considers that the
proclamation of the word"~was not the function of these church-
leaders; but this would be difficult to defend in view of the fact
that the wisdom in Prov. 1.5 and the t (i>u a. of IV Macc.7.1-3
refer to the to rah of God. To confine proclamation to those only
who have been given the title of apostle, prophet or teacher is
to disregard many other passages in the NT which show a different
state of affairs e.g. Ac.20.28; 6,10; I Cor.14.26; I Thess.1,8 etc.
(5) I Cor.14.6,19.
7 / ,( ®) Cf. Is.50.4. Kucio? £► > & uo cr /v fj. oi y XTo cr <j~ «</ 7Ta\Sita< Too
I <- ' / n > W V ✓
Ev & Ok t g i+J rf\HK<x £.»»»£, is/ Adyov/ •
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indication of the prophet having official status in the
congregation ^ and there are no degrees of rank since at the
meeting two or three of the prophets are to speak and others are
(
to examine what they eay: ' all are capable of prophesying
(4)
(1.14.31) and teaching ' so that all may learn and be
comforted, but they must give way to one another (1,14.32; cf.
Ro. 12.1C; Eph. 5.21; Phil. 2.3; I Pet. 5.5). In order to
substantiate his authority for what he has to say about the
prophets Paul has recourse to the tradition of Jesus' teaching
already referred to (1.14.37) and he concludes the chapter with
a plea for seemliness and orderliness at the meetings, a request
which shows that in Paul's view a pneumatic need not necessarily
C1) Cf. Brosch (Chariamen und 'Amter in der Urkirche, pp. 111-119?
p. 121, note 447 and p. 1227~who distinguishes between the
members of Ro.12.8 and Eph. 4.11 (the so-called non-official
charismatics) from the of I 1'hess. 5.12 who
are charismatics "die allerdings in dem Augenblick autoritativen
Charakter bekommen und damit auch Amtscharakter, wo sie von dem
Apostel oder von einem von diesen Beauftragten offiziell mit
der Leitung der Gemeinde betraut werden." Lindsay (The Church
and the :■ inistr.v. pp. 95f.) says well; "There is nothing in the
whole series of descriptions of prophecy which have come down to
us from apostolic and from sub-apostolic times to suggest that
the prophets held any office - but they possessed the very great
authority of those who are believed to utter the word of God."
Cf. Robinson: The Christian iriinistry, pp. 61-68.
(2) V, CampenhausenTKA und QV. pp. 68f.); "Die Vollmacht oder
'Autoritat' die sie (the prophets) ausiiben, ist,...keine
'absolute' Autoritat." and this is true of their testimony whose
authenticity has to be tested since their prophecy is an inter¬
pretation or exposition of the basic testimony and must be shown
to be fully in line with it.
(3) Cf. Greeven (ZNW. 44(1952/53)* PP. 5-8) who points to traces
of the special leading position of prophets in the beginning of
a process in which the prophetic status of a few takes the place
of an ability to prophesy on the part of the whole Church.
(4) All the activities mentioned in 14.26 have to do with




be, in fact ought npt to be an ecstatic. ' Paul indeed
distinguishes between prophets and teachers (1.12,28) but the
functions of each are almost indistinguishable for prophesying
involves edifying or teaching (I.14«3f.# 19»31):iand the teacher
is just as much a charismatic as the prophet. '
(1) It is no more likely that Paul is speaking of ecatatics than
of false teachers when he refers to 'those who walk disorderly
and not after the tradition* in II These.3*6. See also K, Barth,
(The Epistle to the Romans. p. 298) on Ho. 8.l6i "The Spirit la
neither rational nor irrational but is the Logos........Ecstasies
and illuminations, inspirations and intuitions are not necessary".
Greeven (ZKW. 44(1952/53) p. 8) on I Cor, 14.37 denies the ecstatic
character o? the prophet 1 "Das Prophet-Seln kann nicht im Sinne
einer gelegentlichen, von einem zum andern wechselnden Ekstase,
sondern muss a Is stetige, bei ihrem Tra'ger bleibende BefShlgung
verstanden sein, die sich von Fall zu Fall in der prophetlschen
Rede Kussert." Cf, Schlatter; The Church in the Lew Testament
Period, pp. 22f. Farrer, representing the 'Catholic' standpoint,
can say: "the prophet has no authority outside his ecstasy"
(The Apostolic '■ inistryj ed. Kirk, p. 145) and distinguishes
between I * IVK»rr 01 and charisma tics (pp. 145f.) in spite of
Ac.20.28 which states) explicitly that the Holy 3pirit has made
the Ephesian elders £tt i <rnort0^ to teach the Church, When
Farrer says (p. 146) that the charisraatics are recognised in I
These, but that they are not in control, this rests on the
assumption that the spiritual prophets (5.19f•) (of whom Paul
later writes: "He that prophesies speaks to men »ikobo
K«-v rta^a. nA»") (Ti V K a v (I * Cor. 14«3) )
have nothing to do with the irgsKrTa^ttfoi of 5,12 whose only
function, apparently, is (1) nomow « 'to labour in teaohing
and edifying (cf. I Cor. 15.10; 16.16; 1 Tim. 5.17). It is
applied to three women in Ho. 16.12,' 11 although this, admittedly,
cannot refer to teaching; see especially Is. 49.4 where Kortiov
is used for the work of the prophet and (ii) vo^iti?*/ , a
word used with reference to the mutual edification in spiritual
songs of the congregation at Colosse (Col. 3.16) and to the
reprimanding authority allowed to 'the brethren' in Thessalonica
(II Thess.3.15), Farrer who says (p. 147) of Stephanas'
presidency that it "is based certainly not on charismata but on
hard work" fails to define the type of work.' - it is more than
likely that it would be the work of preaching and teaching.
(2) Cf. Greeven, 2LW. 44(1952/53) » p. 17. Dodd (The Johnnnine
Hoistles. p. 97) speaks of "the rational and Intelligible
inspiration of prophecy."
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When Paul is asking the Corinthians to pay due respect
to Tin©thy he cites in support of his request the fact that the
young man works the works of the Lord (1.16,10); it is the work
of the Lord, the preaching and teaching of the word which gives
Timothy his authority.^ ^ Even the authority of Paul does not
give him any jurisdiction over the activities of other preachers?
he cannot insist that Apollos should visit Corinth, he can only
exhort (I,lb.12) and Apollos follows his own inclination in this
matter. In the same way Paul exhorts the Corinthians to submit
themselves to and acknowledge people like the family of
Stephanas who apparently are the hosts of a congregation and who
as such have undertaken 6 for the saints.^ ^ Here
again the leaders of the Church are seen to be those who are
(3)
engaged in Reaching, ' who help with the apostles and labour(I.l6.l6).^ ^ That the authority of Paul and the other
witnesses is prophetic, that Paul himself is a prophet forth-
telling the word of God is clear from his statements in I Cor.14.
In v.6 he instances the possibility of his coming to Corinth
speaking with tongues and prophesying or teaching and since he
actually professes to speak with tongues more than any of them
(*■) Sohm (Kirchenrecht j p. 109) • "Die Lehrgabe geniesst den
ersten Rang in der Christenheit." In fact, Sohm sees the
Lehrgabe at the foundation of every position of authority in the
NT Church (pp. 28-38). Cf, II Cor. 7.15 and 9.13.
(2) Cf. I Clem, 42.4.(3) "The host of such a group (the early house-church) was almost
inevitably a man of some education." (JBL. LVIII (1939), pp. lllf.)
(4) Greeven(ZKW. 44(1952/53) PP. 35f•)"shows from I Cor.5 and 6.Iff.
that the leadership in Corinth was in the hands of the s-<>(j>av »
the teachers - even in matters of litigation; cf. p. L2! "Es
werderl^leitenden Autoritaten sichtbar, deren Aufgaben abseits
von Prophetie oder Lehre lHgen"
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it is most likely that he could claim the same for his prophesy-
ing and this is borne out by v.19 .
In II Cor. Paul denies that his authority rests on "fleshly
wisdom" and that he has any jurisdiction over the faith of other
Christians (11.1.2^). The Corinthians have believed his gospel,
of which he is the apostle by God's will and what he is saying
in this letter is only a repetition of what they know well and
have already acknowledged (II.1.13); that is to say, Paul bases
his authority on the gospel to which the Corinthians have en¬
trusted themselves. Paul has written a previous letter to put
their obedience to the proof but the general tenor suggests that
the obedience is to the gospel.^ ^ In chapter 3 he ridicules
the thought of having to produce a testimonial to prove his and
his companions' right to speak as they do to the church in
Corinth? their own experience of his preaching should be
sufficient to convince them of this and Paul brings forward no
other reagon. His authority lies in the rrvtu'p«.to?
(11.3.6) ^ ^ and the £t«»c<w ItK T'JS & 1K Of otTO^r, s ,11.3.9?
cf. 5.18; & i U.K.QV (a. Kc*t aXA rj $ ), that is, the
gospel or testimony, which is contrasted with the ministry of the
letter of the law apart from grace. Having received this
(1) Sasse (Jesus Christ the Lordt p. 97) nevertheless says; "The
disciples were not prophets, nor was Paul a prophet.....the
apostolic office is quite distinct from the prophetic office."
The disciples may not be called prophets explicitly but they were
chosen by Jesus to perform a prophet's task and he foretold for
them the authentic prophet's persecution (Mt.5.12). Sasse sees
the conflict between 'office' and 'spirit' as being to a large
extent the conflict between the apostolate and prophecy (p. 98).
This is because he seems to regard prophecy as being essentially
a form of ecstasy although the CT has many examples of prophets
who were matter-of-fact eople and who disclaimed the ecstatic.
2) Cf. II Cor. 9.13? 10.5.
3) I.e. the new covenant. In the OT covenant and law are both
equated with the testimony. See above p. 18, notes 1 and 2 .
and p. 19, and notes 1 and 2.
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ministry, that is, the work of preaching the gospel, the
apostles have set forth the truth but their authority depends
on the response of the hearer's conscience (11.4,2). Paul and
the other evangelists are merely the clay vessels which carry
the treasure of the knowledge of the |lory of God (II.4.7J cf.
Is. 33*6; Jer. 39.10-14,* ht. 13.52);^ ^ they walk by faith and
not by sight but the ministry is something which they have (II.
4.1), something which remainsf it is something which has been
k1 ven to them (11.5.18)J the word of reconciliation has been
put in them (II.5.19). Their ambassadorial position is
grounded on the message they bear rather than on the signs of
the commission they claim to have received from God.^ ^ "F&r
(1) Cf. Denney, The Becond Epistle to the Corinthians, pp.
158-160 and note the possible allusion to Jer739 where the book
of the purchase is sealed and witnessed and put in an earthen
vessel ( oa-Teaxtvos ) (v. 14). In the Heb. the book is
called'the purchase deeds', 'the sealed document'(Moffatt). Sph.
1.13f. may also point to this idea. Note also Jesus' comparing
the kingdom of heaven to a treasure hidden in a field (kt.13.44)
and his telling the disciples that the kingdom is within them
(Lk.17.21), Cf also IV Fzra: above p. 93.
(a) Cf. Bornkamm, KVvB. VI, 681.38 - 682.34. It is significant
that the participle of the Hiphil of £ means 'inter¬
preter'}* "it is translated as 'interpreter' in Gen. A2,23^AV)
(LXX: ),* cf, Lk.24.27 = Kcx.1 4u"o rrtwv
Twv aoToi$ £\/ rra.o"£M$ T cxv^ <
to. trtei taotoo . and I Cor.12.30. it is translated
'teacher' in Is.43.27 (AV) (LXX: v ew t a <; ) and 'ambassador'
in II Chron. 32.31 (AV) (LXX; we e <r/3 tC t ^ s • In Job 33,23
there is reference made to the messenger, interpreter (YjH^T?
) (lxx: %.\j \j £ a 01 a v a t iq 4) o£ o 4 ** a curious trans¬
lation), probably xhe teaching-priest of Mai.2,7, whose duty it
is to show a man the way of uprightness and so find atonement
for him. Cf. Mowinckel (ZNW. 32(1933), PP. 105ff.).* "Die
Aufgabe des Verwarnens, Uberzeugens ( ) liegt auch
im Hebra'ischen innerhalb der Tatigkeit eines melfs; zum Berufe
des raeirs gehtfrt es auch daRs er dem kranken menschen seine
Pflicht (3<jsa^r) verkdfcdet." (ib.p. 110).
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Christus, a^er nicht vor Christua steht der Apostel in seiner
Gemeinde." ^
When Paul is asking the Corinthians to make a worthy
offering he speaks "not by commandment" but he gives his advice
(11.8.8,10) and in chapter 10 where he 3peaks directly of his
authority (|fou<ri'« ) which the Lord has given him for
edification (ll.10.8f 13.10? of. 12.19) that is, for teaching,1 ^
he 'beseeches' them by the meekness and gentleness of Christ,
showing that he uses non-carnal weapons to subdue everything that
is k»t« tToa &zoZ and the only thing
that he is afraid of is that they should be corrupted from the
simplicity of this knowledge (11.11.3). II.11.4 is a much-
discussed verse and the precise meaning cannot be agreed on but
one thing is clear, that in w.4-6 Paul is stressing the
importance of the content of the testimony and the wrongness of
altering it; there is only one Jesus, one spirit, one gospel.
The testimony is fixed, not in a verbal mould as was that of the
scribes, but in its ideas and spirit and when Paul asserts that
he is not a whit behind the chiefest apostles (II.11.5J cf. II.
12.11) he supports his claim by stating that he may be rude in
speech but not in respect of the yv^°r|* ; that is to say,
his gospel is complete. In this he differs from the false
(M V. Camperihausen, KA und QV.. p. 51.
(2) Ac.20.32. 0W,obo-J- and its cognates are key-words in any
study of 'teaching* in^the MT. The rulers, elders and scribes
are called by Peter: who have set at nought the
'stone' which is Jesus (Ac,4.11)J Paul speaks of building on a
foundation laid by others (Ro.15.20), meaning 'to carry on
instruction begun by others'. "Those who by action, instruction,
exhortation, comfort, promote the Christian wisdom of others...
...are said cm ko bo (Grimm-Thayer, Lexicon, p. 440b).
It would appear from I Cor.14.Iff. that Paul regards prophecy as
the highest of the spiritual gifts (after love) because it edifies
the Church; all things are to be done unto edifying (I Cor.14.
26). To take the of II Cor.10.8 to prove Paul's
official authority over the congregation as lesson (The Conception
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apostles, the SaXiot (11.11.13) who are the
descendants of the and So>m©$ of Prov.
14.5,25 etc, who kindles falsehoods. It is tempting also to
see in Paul's thorn in the flesh (11.12,7) a reference not to
gome physical disability but to the opponents of the true faith
(cf. Josh.23.13? Ezek.28.24)^ ^ who in this case, ironically,
are the Judaisers,
Still on the subject of his authority Paul in 11.12,1
refrains from boasting about his exploits and adventures in the
mission work and prefers to speak of visions and revelations in
which he has heard inexpressible words;^ ^ he boasts of the
message which he has received and not at all of his position.
It appears from II.13.3 that the Corinthians are demanding a
proof that Paul is really speaking the words of Christ but his
only reply to this is that they should examine themselves to
see if thejr are "in the faith" (II.13.5; cf. 1.14.37), that is,
to see if their own ideas conform to the fixed teaching which he
has transmitted to them and which is the only criterion of all
teaching. That Paul's authority for edification is based on
the primary and more fundamental authority of "the word of His
grace" is also shown in Ac.20.32 where Paul commends the
Ephesian elders to it for edification.
of the Church, p. 41) is to fail to see that the evidence of the
rest of the chapter shows that Paul is referring to the area of
his evangelising activity. 3 / >
(*■) Josh.23.13: K0.» lfiTOVTa.1 TTo.^ l&alS
fcfi <, T{AO u< fe V T cu< IT t S.g v ot 1 V K,<* >. £#5
' C ^ , -V v **■* h
/2> o K\ a <* it v Tot $ o^wAA^-ot^ u co t/ . •Ezek.28.24J oS*. tar o u r «. t ov * £ t t T ot/ | cf <x i/j A
/ . ' '> *t ,-\ * , / t \ / —
crr>i)A o vL» n"tK.(2t K cx c as.aVWct ooov«^ a<t© ft rwv
t • . r a -» 3 /
_ it
TT£ £ V KVJK A iaJ, <AW Ttrft/ f u)/ A T I fA «.0T ftt/TuJl/ 7on( '
(2) Dodd's view (The Authority of the Bible, p. 62) that Paul
did not exploit his'mystical experienees*~as specially authoritative
seems to be justified by II Cor. 12.1-5.
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The Authority of the Testimony
The testimony or teaching is the power of God (1.1.18) and
the wisdom of God (1.1.24) in a mystery, ordained by God before
the world began (1.2.7) and revealed by the Spirit (1.2.10).
The apostles and other teachers are the servants and stewards
of Christ, that is, of the mystery (1.4.1) of which he is the
foundation (1.3.11)» in fact his words are an unbreakable
authority (1.7.10} 9.14? cf. I Thess.4.15)•^ ^ The message is
taught by the Spirit (I.2.13? cf. 1.12.8) and so the apostles
have the mind of Christ (1.2.16). Yet this is not a natter of
subjective id^as and opinions and sudden, instinctiveexpressions;^ ^ the testimony is a definite bod^ of teaching
in which the Corinthians are standing (1.15.1).^ ^ The
f1} Cf. Mundle, ZNW. 22(1923), p. 31.(2) Moore (Judaism. I, p. 239) points out that "The rabbinical
schools haa~no theory of the mode of prophetic inspiration such
as a state of ecstasy or enthusiasm."
(3) Cf. Ro.5.2: II Cor.1.24; Eph.6.14ff; II Thess.2.15; I.Pet.5.12.
Friedrich (KWB. VI. 855.29ff.) distinguishes between Gnosis and
Prophecy: "Zu ihn (Gnosis) gelangt man auf speculative Weise,
durch nachdenkendes Versenken in die Geheimnisse des Glaubens.
Die Prophetie dagegen beruht auf Inspiration." This is not in
line with the fact, already demonstrated, that prophecy is, in
fact, yvZoa-is , torah, Trot* & a'a , p.ae-we,ov or . F.
admits (856.6ff.) that the prophet imparts a knowledge which can
be learned but denies that prophecy and teaching are to be
equated because the prophet is not bound to scripture and
tradition.'i This point of view is difficult to sympathise with
since in I Cor.14.6 t'o. is sandwiched between "yv/uxris
and St&o-X*)' and it is difficult to reconcile with it Paul's
instruction that the prophecies should be judged, F. says of
this judging (ib.857.43f.)i "Dieses kann nicht verstandesmassig,
sondern nur charismatisch-pneumatisch geschehen" but this is
meaningless in view of I Cor.14.19-39. To say that the teacher
looks to the past and the prophet to the future and that the
teaching is tested by scripture and that prophecy has no objec¬
tive criterionjas Friedrich does (ib. 856.13-19)4 s to deny the
whole basis of the prophet's message as the testimony, the torah
of God and to deny to the teacher that large part of Christian
doctrine which concerns the promises of God. It is significant
that F. cannot avoid the correct conclusion that the false
prophet is the false teacher (ib.857.26f.).
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authority of the testimony depends on faith in the hearer (II.
4.3) and this shows itself in obedience to the gospel (II.9.135
10.5) and to effect this Paul uses spiritual weapons (11.10.5f.).
The testimony which Paul has passed on to the Corinthian church
is that which Jesus himself transmitted to Paul. The genitive
roZ Xetcr-roZ of 1.1.6 is subjective, that is, it is the
testimony which Christ taught. That he himself is also the
content is also true ^ but it is no more permissible to say
that toj Xgi&ToZ is an objective genitive in 1.1.6^ ^ than
it is to say that TaZ OtoZ in 1.2.1 is objective genitive
for the meaning here is clearly 'the testimony which God has
revealed or taught' (cf. IV K.17.13ff.).
The Transmission of the Testimony
The importance of the faithful reception, preservation and
further transmission of the testimony is underlined in 1.1,10
where Paul beseeches the Corinthians that they all speak the
same thing, that there be no schisms among them, that they be
perfectly joined together in the same mind and in the same
judgement. For Paul, the mind which they are to have in
common is the mind of Christ which is expressed in the gospel
which must not be weakened in any way (1.1.175 cf. 1.9.12).
No one can lay a foundation of doctrine other than the one already
laid which is Jesus Christ (1.3.11). The ministers and
stewards of Christ, the stewards of the mysteries of God, must
be faithful to the teaching they have received (I.4.If.) and so
Paul ^eseeches the Corinthians to be imitators of himself (1.4.
16). ^ and sends faithful Timothy to remind them of the doctrine
(1) Cf. Cullmann (The Tradition, pp. 66,69): "The risen Christ is
himself the author~*of the Gospel of which he is also the object,
(a) As Gunther, t'\ nt?-ru c , p. 109.
(3) Cf. Munck (Paul and the Salvation of Mankind, p.l6o): "The
object of everything said in"! Coro.4ff7~is~to~teach the
Corinthians not to go beyond what is written."
(^) Cf. II Jn.9: t £> < 6 c* Too X^icr Too .
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which he teaches everywhere. Again, in I.11.If. Paul urges
his readers to be imitators of himself and praises them for
remembering him and keeping the ordinances (Tf«e a & ocr e ts )
as he delivered them. Paul in II Thess.2.13ff. has equated
na«d&ocr(<i with the truth of the gospel ' ana there is no
good reason for regarding it differently here; included in the
traditions here are not only instructions for behaviour but
also doctrinal matter 1.11.23 and 15.1-5. These traditions
Paul claims to have received from the Lord (I.11.23) which
means that he accepted them as the word of God (cf. I.Thess.
2.13) and he insists that the teaching he has given should be
kept and not altered; he has already given thanks that the
testimony he transmitted has been confirmed in them in all
utterance and in all knowledge (1,1.4-6) and he wishes this to
continue.
Verses 1-5 of the resurrection chapter of I Cor. show how
Paul stressed his dependence on the traditions for combating
false teaching about behaviour generally and in the church and
about the nature of God's salvation.^ ^ The !Ta.Qct£ocri£ or
is the bulwark of the truth ab^ut God and man and
Paul has determined to know nothing else.^ ^
Finally, Paul in 15.58 exhorts the Corinthians to be
steadfast and unmovable, always abounding in the work of the
Lord forasmuch as they know that their labour is not in vain
in the Lord. It is very likely that Paul had in mind here
(1) In the ethical instruction which Paul gives in I Cor. it is
obvious that he has some detailed knowledge of words of Jesus
(see 7.10,12,25? 9.14).
(a) Dahl (Stud, Theol. I (1947/48), p. 89); /"Ici encore 'se
souvenir' ne veut pas dire retenir dans sa memoirs une notion
inerte, mais se rememorer les paroles de Jesus pour en vivre."
(3) Holl (Ges, Aufs, II, p. 46)i "Es ist also die sozusagen
amtliche Darstellung der Urgemeinde, die er wiedergibt." But
he did not necessarily receive it from the Jerusalem apostles.
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»
the similar passage, II Chron.l5.1-7» where Azariah the
prophet, at the close of a long period when Israel has been
"without the true God and without a teaching priest and without
law, exhorts Israel in these words: k<*\. ' <rY,j<r cat e ,
, ^ \ ' v ' ,-v «- *1 L. ^ ' t f >1 . \ -
Kat }A(Q tKAuiJ' Ot^crnV at, X£,C£<> ott Jtsrn/ ^ to-Was ~p
tQyu'Sta up. wv . Here the work is clearly the propagation of
"the (A.ue-vie i*v ^ ^ or gospel of God which must be proclaimed
until the whole world has heard#
In II Cor. references to the handing on of the tradition
are less frequent. In 1.13 Paul insists that his letter
contains only teaching of which the Corinthians are well aware
and which they have acknowledged and 11.3f# show Paul's deep-
seated horror of any corrupting of*the simplicity which is in
Christ", that is, of the Gospel, in favour of another Jesus,
another Gospel.
Conclusion
In summing up the teaching of I and II Cor. it may be said
that here we have a picture of an apostle attempting to exert a
spiritual authority based not on some form of commission but
entirely on the appeal which his message makes to the conscience
C1) Cf. II Chron.24.19| 34.31.
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C1)
of his hearers; he insists on the importance only of what
he has been given to say and stresses the need for preserving
its original content which is that of the OT testimony fulfilled
in Jesus Christ. This content is to be preserved not in any
rigid,literal way but in the spirit of truth and love. Paul's
authority, the authority of the Christian witness, may thus be
described as a prophetic, ^ teaching authority by virtue of
the possession of the doctrine or testimony. However, both
the ability to teach and the doctrine itself are charismatic
gifts according to 1.12.28; (cf. Ro.12.6f. and 11.4.6,13,15)
which means that the static grace-gift of the testimony be¬
comes dynamic when it is proclaimed in the power of the Spirit
and meets the answer or co-testimony of the Spirit in the faith-
of the hearer.
C1) "Possession of divine authority is never a thing which can
be proved by argument. Divine authority is 'numinous', to use
Otto's excellent word; it proves itself to those capable of
recognising it." (Goudge, First Corinthians, p. xxi).
(2) Cf. Greeven (ZNW. 44 (19^2/531. p.~5X]7 *Fragen wir....
welche Bedeutung 3Te Tatsache der Prophetie fur die Gemeinde
habe, so ist zunfichst auf das einfache Faktum hinzuweisen, dass
Paulus den 'Propheten' der christlichen Gemeinden mit dieser
Bezeichnung den gleichen Wurdenamen beilegt, den die grossen
Propheten des Alten Bundes tragen" Cf. Michel (Prpphet und
Lttrtyrer. p. 14).* "Mit Jesu Messianit&t und dem AposTolaTHfer




The Nature of the Testimony
In the Epistle to the Romans Paul uses the expression
Ct £ -T\j $ p. o 0 fc 3" T i V o as an oath of fidelity (l, 9;. of.
II Cor,1.23l Phll.1,8);^ ^ similarly, in 9.1 he speaks of the
co-testimony gf his conscience about his sorrow for the unbelief
of the Jews;^ ^ in 10,2 he uses ^ tj e tTv meaning simply 'to
vouch for'.
In addition to these instances there are three other places
where words of the group are employed in connection with
the propagation of teaching about God; the first of these is
> / k V A /
2,14s The Gentiles,... £ vo t» k.v uvt ro ievov ro« vo^o^
\ j -> ,' » — . / j
T#iS ttjTwv/, ood"^ ex o r uo \y
, Here the conscience of the Gentile is
regarded as a co-witness with his behaviour to the fact of the
(3)
law. In view of the context, vo^os must be regarded here
(4)
simply as the ethical aspect of the testimony ' and there is
( f) Cf, Str/Bill.III, p. 26, Burnier (La Notion de Temoignage,
p, 50; "II est important de noter que la~pred!cation de
1'Evangile est ainsi placee sous la garantie immediate de Dieu
...,ce temoignage est le fondement meme de l'autorite de l'apotre,"
(2) Lagrange (Epttre aux Roma ins, pp, >24f. \ says wel,li "Ici
Paul s'unit au~Christ7 qui est plus qu'un temoin interieur, un
principe de ve'rite'; cf, II Cor,II, 17? XII.19, c'est de cette
maniere qu'll affirme ce qui se passe en lui. En meme^temps
sa conscience, qui est avec l'Esprit - Saint dans les memes
rapports d'union que lui-meme avec le Christ, rend temoignage,
Ce ne sont point trois temoins (Chrys., Jer.etc.) mats une
affirmation, confirmee par un temoignage; le co-temoignage
( ff Out. t <7 5 ) s'explique parce que 1'affirmation est
d£;Ja un temoignage rendu a la ve'rite', Les homines disent ordin-
airementi je parle en conscience, Paul^a vouJLu ajouter qu'il
agissait en union avec le Christ, conformement a une conscience
dont l'Esprit-Saint etait le principe interieur,"
(Cf, Learey, ( The Epistles to Timothy. Titus and Philemon, p, 48.
(4; , "To Paul o was7~save~in exceptional casesjthe
reveaxed will of God, and the primary reference of the term was
to the revelation of that will in the OT,..,Most frequently it is
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no thought of office or authority and certainly none of eye¬
witness testimony of facts.
In 3*21 Paul speaks of the revealing of a righteousness
of God independent of legalism, a righteousness which is by
faith in Jesus Christ, which is
Ku\ -r^v ireo<t>*) tIo/ (cf.15.4J 15.26)/ ^ Here, clearly,
means 'to teach' and the ^et'£«©v is the
Gospel. Paul is saying that the teaching of Moses and the
other prophets pointed forward to the Christian Gospel/ ^
The Content of the Testimony is, briefly expressed, the
righteousness of God independent of legalism? this righteous¬
ness of God which is by faith in Jesus Christ is in fact Christ
(z)
himself (10.4J of. I Cor.1.30). The testimony of the law
and the prophets has already been shown to comprise four as¬
pects and these can be seen in Paul's amplifying of his thought
in the verses which follow? (a) God is the glorious One (3.23),
the God of the whole world (3.29) who raises the dead and
creates 'ex nihilo' (4.17). (b) ^he phrase 'righteousness of
God' (3.21) implies his moral demand which is established by
the law of OT, or more specifically, the Mosaic code that is
referred to and this reference is indicated by the prefixing of
the article^ designating the well-known or previously mentioned
law. ..When "the law is viewed simply as a concrete fact or
historic regime, is spoken of qualitatively...simply in its
character as law (historically or concretely viewed), the
article is regularly omitted,"(Burton, Galatians, p. 453).
(1) Casey (The Beginnings of Christjani^yT I, p 33) distinguishes
between Luke's conception of witness and that of Paul as between
the eye-witness testimony of the closed group and "the whole of
the revelation dispensed by the Spirit" but gives no indication
of the difference in content. Actually there is no difference,'
(2) Ro.1.2? 3.31J 4J 9,25-33? 10.16-21? 11.1-10? 26-29? 15.8-12?
15.26 etc. (Sanday and Headlam, Romans, p. 83).
(3) Cf. Heb.5.12f. where the author upbraids his readers for
being unskilful in the word of righteousness when they ought to
be teachers.
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the Christian preachers (3.31). (c) The rebellion of men is
met by the redemption that is in Christ Jesus (3.2Af.) and (d)
God's promise of new life is summed up in the promise to Abraham
(4.13,16) and the resurrection of Jesus (4.24), while the
thought of the Judgement day is expressed in 2.16.^ '
In Ro.8.16 Paul writes: aJr» to FfvfcC?p.<x
/ c <•» w iv / «"» 'TVi.-s
VsO rrvii.'fA«Tt q OT l £ 0" p. £ V Ti K V a. O O ♦ 1 Hv
testimony of the Spirit is the testimony of Jesus himself who
is the Logos "who bears witness for God to us and to God for
(2)
us". In these 'witness' passages of Romans the testimony
emerges as the fulfilment of the OT p-o.eTue<ov about the
righteousness of the creator God who demands righteousness
from his people, who always remained faithful to the covenant
with Israel and ready to save them and perfect them? it is the
Gospel of God (10.16), the Gospel of Christ (1.16), the torah
of the spirit of life (8.2), the transmitted doctrine (6.17),^ ^
the Gospel of good things (10.15), the word of Christ (10.17),
the word of the faith which the apostles proclaim (10.8), the
kerygma of Jesus Christ and the mystery kept secret since the
world began (16.25)J it is, in short, Jesus the Christ.^ ^
(*} Cf. Priedrich, KWB. II, 728.5ff.(2) K. Barth, Romans, p. 298. Preiss (Le T&noignage jnt^rieure,
p. 2A) gives, without reason, a curious interpretation: ~"Ie~
verbe <ru^ (*• ^ ne Pas ic* t^moigner avec quelqu'
un d'autre, mais attester h, t^moigner a quelqu'un d'autre."
(3) That and 6 a. A fa are interchangeable is
evident from II Tim,2»..2f, and the latter is used by Eusebius
for 'the gospel' (Bccl. lllst, 2.1.6) where Thaddaeus is described
as 'herald and evangelist" r * s tt i.^ ^ tow Xe
(4) Cf. Priedrich, KWB. II, 728.24*.
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The content of thi.8 testimony of the Spirit is the fact
that Christians are the children of God and this is seen to
embrace the four aspects of the original testimony in that (a)
the Spirit is that by which the Christian knows God as Father
(8.15), (b) the moral law is still binding but those who are in
the spirit can please God (8.13,8f.) since (c) God has
delivered up his son for us all and (d) "He that raised up Christ
from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies" (8.11).
The Authority of the Witnesses
The evidence in Romans as to the authority of the people
who pass on the word shows that Paul laid no great store by this
authority. In describing himself as a servant of Jesus Christ
(1.1) Paul associates himself with the servant-witness of Deutero-
(*) I2)Isaialr ' and with the prophets generally ' and the phrase
'called to be an apostle' springs undoubtedly from the same
source.^ ^ Paul's authority is like that of the prophets by
whom God had promised the gospel which Paul preached (1.2; cf.
3.21), that is to say it is an authority which depends on the
ability of the hearer to "see" the truth which is "seen" and
proclaimed by the prophet or witness. In 10,15 Paul states
that "heralds imply a commission"^ ^ and by quoting Is.52.7?
65.If.; Ps.l9«4 and Dt. 32.21 he practically identifies
kerygma, prophecy and apostleship. Paul's own commission is to
(i) Cf. Is.43.10-12; Jer.jl.4f» etc. ^ „ ,(^)KOU 61 & t>. a Jtup t*. r o &V V u) i &'•> ^ VJ
5 - ^ V'1 S -fy ^
I O o o kfciO *> 7T ew T w-JV f.isJV ffoodlw r O.0T ou , rTew X 0%'
ap ^ v to(
j ^rtau Tga <j> «. t ^ <>iT o Twv jyp-tav % ^
Ka,\ <t> -J A --v C if- f g, raS s £-0 J w At, if.-a t. n.> T a>^
TTa</T« "TO V jC0 , ov k £. T i Aa|i-If|>/ "T"£>t$ 17 c»T<J a. C « V
ocr a, ATT iff-r3 » u t ol 5 k y i j 111 »S j u A <0 y sA©a tkiv/ *1 g v/ft..'.! T ^V
(IV.K.I7.~15r"cf. IV K.9.7; 21.10; 24.2; Jer.7.25; Dan.9.6.io (where
irpCvS is used by LXX and So v So by ), Am3.7? Zech.1.6 etc.)
(3J cf. Is.43.lJ 48.16.(4) Sanday and Headlam, Romansf p. 292.
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(
speak to the Gentiles; this is his &ia.ccx/i<x .v ' in
chapter 12 where Paul introduces the charismata he urges his
hearers to be careful not to think of any spiritual gift as
conferring higher status than another and to 'give pride of
place to one another in esteem* (12.10) (NEB) and in 14.4 he
forbids them to ijudge one another. Over against this, how¬
ever, is to be set the fact that, as in Thessalonica and
Corinth, so in Rome there are already in the church men filled
(2)
with all knowledge, (y^ns ) able to admonish Uj0s.t)
one another (15.14) and Paul is emboldened by the grace given to
him to be a of> Jesus Christ ministering
(lEgooe^owra ) the gospel of God (15.15f.) to remind^ ^ them
of the way in which they es Christians, ought to behave. He
does not claim this authority as something adhering to his own
person which gives him power to dictate to them but only as a
grace-gift to minister the gospel.
The Authority of the Testimony
On the other hand Paul makes large claims for the gospel
to which he has been separated by God (Ro.1.1). 7 It was
promised by God through the OT prophets, it was made manifest
through the prophetic writings (16.26) and it is the power of
God unto salvation to every one who believes (1.16) for it is
the place of the revelation of God's righteousness (1.17).
Sanday and Headlam^ ^ Interpret the 6,,SaX^s of 6*17
as being solely ethical teaching but it is perhaps more in line
L\) Cf. Ac.6.4.(2) See above p. 33&» note 1.
(5) The root-meaning of ^a£-rw$ is connected with remembering
and so presumably with reminding.
(4) Cf. Ac.13.2.
(5) Romans (l.C.C). p. 166.
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with the apostlete thought to take it as referring to the whole
( f *
gospelx ' and to translate TT ag £ 6 o0 *7T s. as 'you were
committed',^ ^ thus confirming the existence of a fixed form of
teaching known throughout the church in Rome. This cannot be
mere ethical teaching because the mainstay of Paul's preaching
is that simply to obey or to attempt to obey the moral law is
doomed to failure. The doctrine here referred to must be that
( 3N
of the whole gospelv ' which Paul sums up as justification by
faith and which frees men from sin and enables them to become
servants of righteousness (6.18). This interpretation is
borne out by 10.13-17 where salvation is shown to be dependent
on obedience to the gospel for which a preacher must be sent
and also by 16.17 where Paul beseeches the church to mark and
avoid those who "cause divisions and stumbling-blocks contrary
to the doctrine" for these do not serve our Lord Jesus Christ,
that is, they do not preach him. For Paul the gospel is a
gift of grace ( X^e.v/ 6 o 01* cr av ) (l5.15f.) and he
preaches it by word and deed, by the power of the spirit of
God. This does not mean, however, that the |Aft(3 T iS
necessarily an ecstatic. '
( *) ili bx/ is used in the NT for teaching about Jesus'
Messiahship (Jn.7.l6j II Jn.9f.), the resurrection of Jesus and
the resurrection generally (Mt.22.33jf Ac.17.19), the Sermon on
the Mount (Mt.7.28), the body of Christian teaching (Ac.2.42j
Ro.16.17, II Tim,4.2f., Heb.13.9, Jesus' teaching, described
as bearing witness to the truth (Jn.18.19,37), the death and
resurrection of Jesus (Ac.5.28), the teaching of Jesus about
himself (Jn.7.17), the word of God (Ac.13.12 with v.7), the
faithful word (Tit.1.9) and the mystery of the Kingdom of God
(Mk.2,.2j 12.38).
(a) Cf. Thuc. 5.16*, Plat. Phaedr. 250D. RCy.
(3) Cf. Rengstorf, KWB. 12, 167.If.
(4) "Ecstasies and illuminations, inspirations and intuitions,
are not necessary they are patch-work by-productsi"
(K. Barth, Romans. p. 298)•
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At the close of the epistle Paul speaks of his gospel and
the kerygma of Jesus Christ^ ^ in which God is able to establish
his readers^ showing that the spiritual gift he hopes to im¬
part to the end they may be established (l.ll) is related
directly to the gospel message.^ ^
The Trsnsmlssion of the Testimony
In this Epistle Paul makes it clear that the^ Gospel which
he has been commissioned to preach and minister (u20,je^e^ )
is a body of life-giving doctrine which is to be kept pure in
the Church and passed on to others (16.25). Paul longs to
impart to the Christians in Rome some spiritual charisma in
order that they may be established and, with his customary
humility, he hastens to explain that this will mean that he
also will participate in the benefit through the faith or
gospel which they share (l.llf.). Other men, by holding the
truth in unrighteousness (1.18) and by not thinking it worth¬
while to hold God in their knowledge (1.28), have turned God's
truth into a lie but the which the Romans have learned
is to be preserved in its original purity; those who teach
(i) Subj. gen. with Priedrich (KWB. 111,716, note 16)I "die
Botechaft die Jesus Christus verkdndigt hat."
2) Cf. II Thess.3.3» I Pet.5.10.
3) Cf. I Thess.3.2: "We sent Timotheus, fellow-worker of God
in the gospel to establish you and strengthen you in your
faith." Broach, in the Roman tradition, speaks of the
"transitorische charakter" of the charismatic (Char 1 amen und
Amter, p. k5 and p. 1A5, note 5^6) but this is contradicted by
RoTltll.
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anything contrary are to be shunned (l6.17f») and it is
significant that in 16.19 Paul rounds off this advice with
what is practically a word-for-word quotation of Jesus' own
injunction to his followers to be as wise as serpents and as
harmless as doves (Mt.10.16).
Just as the oracles of God were committed to the Jews
(3.If#) so the new torah, the righteousness of God by faith
of Jesus Christ is being manifested (3.21) in the word of
faith (10.8) and for this heralds are necessary. It is not
sufficient, however, for a convert to have heard the word
once only - it has to be repeated - so Paul is glad to realise
that these Christians to whom he is writing are filled with
all knowledge and yet are able to admonish each other? and
yet this does not prevent him from reminding them himself
about the truth of the Gospel (I5.14f.)»
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(4) QALATIANS
The Nature of the Testimony
In Galatians, the remaining epistle of the early Pauline
group, the apostle uses |*aeTuet?v in 4.15 meaning simply 'to
vouch for' when he testifies to the friendly way in which the
Galatians had received him when he first visited them and in
5*3 he writes! p.qfvai rra-Xiv rravTL Jjtt
/ n i , . ' *• *
" t £I T t p-V Ojj-CVuJ OTV 0^£IA£T ^ iffT/V o/voV To v vo^.oy
noi^crai where 4,1 c means 'to testify solemnly'.^ ^
The Content of the Testimony
The content of this solemn teaching includes (a) sovereignty
of God implied in the reference to the kingdom of God in 5*21;
(b) in the discussion about right and wrong behaviour God's
moral law is described as the law of love (5.14) and the law of
Christ which must be fulfilled by love (6.2). (c) The work of
grace wrought by God in Christ appears in 5.1»4,11 and (d) his
promise is understood in the reference to the Christian waiting
for the hope of righteousness by faith (5.55 cf.S.Gf.K Thus
(2)
what Paul testifies is the gospel, the •
In 3.8 Paul traces this testimony or gospel to the promise
made to Abraham, the scriptures foresee (ir€ o i 6 otj a" a. ) God's
plan to rjustify the Gentiles and so they can be said to
testify,^ ^
(1) Cf. Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 203 and Burton, Galatians, p.
274! "differing from in that it denotes~a strong
asseveration,not simple testimony."
(2) Burton, Galatians. pp. 337f.
(3) TT€oye L <pfc7v "In 3.1 is better taken as 'to write before¬
hand', in view of 3.8.
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The Authority of the Witnesees
The first two chapters of the epistle are largely taken
up with Paul's defence of his prophetic^ ^ authority in which
he affirms that this does not have its source in men like that
claimed by the false apostles nor is it conveyed through men'' ^
but by Jesus Christ and God (like that of the Twelve)^ ^ and
it shows itself in the fact that he preaches the same gospel,
(*) "Paulus schildert seine Berufung als prophetisch analog der
Erw&hlung und Aussendung der Jeremia." (Gal. 1,15.16) . (Michel?
Prophet und Mgrtyrer. p. 9).
PI Cf. lQH7l5.12ff.J 18.18-21, Delling (KWB. IV, 15.3-5) says
that it is better to take this as a reference to the legalistic
oral tradition than to deny the human element in the revelation
and regard the content as "nicht das Traditionsgut der in dem
hietorischen Tatsachenbericht geformten tJberlieferung von Jesus
....sondern nur die innere Lebendigkeit des Glaubens."
(3) Cf. Lightfoot, Galatians. p. 71J Burton? Galatians. p. 3.
Gerhardsson (Memory and Manuscript, pp. 29of.) believes that
Paul received the authoritative"logos directly from the Jerusalem
apostles and supposes that the point when he received it was
during the fourteen days which he spent with Peter after his
three-year sojourn in Arabia (Gal.1.18). This supposition is
based on Kilpatrick's interpretation (in New Testament Studies
in Memory of T.W, Manson, pp• 144-ff •) ofWr ag i] iro.1 = 'to"get""
information from' but Grimm-Thayer gives another equally if not
more appropriate meaning - 'to become personally acquainted with?
(pp.308f.). Doubtless the information came first of all from
the Church in Damascus through Ananias the a. 6 ^ T^ and
apostle (9.17) # t'cA«./3^5 tw 5 cf. Alio, PremiereBpftre, aux Cprinthiens. p. 395. It is through Ananias"5""'
ministrations that Saul receives 'sight', through the Holy Spirit
after the former has been told that Saul is to be the bearer of
the Lord's name or gospel. Paul was 'certain days' - an in¬
definite time - with the disciples in Damascus and then pro¬
claimed Christ openly (goqLuk; ) in the synagogues. Paul's
confounding of the Damascus Jews by proof from the scriptures
would scarcely have been possible without the knowledge which
Gerhardsson supposes he got three years later. In point of
fact there is nothing to prove that Paul had not listened to the
teaching of Jesus himself (II Cor.5.16) and he certainly must
have heard Stephen (Ac.7.58).
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testifies and re-testifies the same message (5.3).^ ^ His
call and appointment to preach were a revelation which did not
have to be confirmed by those who were apostles before him (l.
15-17) for it was three years after his conversion that he had
his first meeting with Peter and for the following fourteen
years he was known in Judaea only by reports of his missionary
activity for which the Judaeans glorified God and did not
question Paul's authority. When he did return to Jerusalem
and laid before the leaders^ ^ of the church the gospel he had
been preaching to the Gentiles, just in case he had been preach¬
ing the wrong message,^ ^ they perceived the grace entrusted to
him (the gospel committed to him) and admitted that his right to
preach the gospel to the Gentiles was the same as that of Peter
to preach it to the Jews (2.2-9). It is quite clear that Paul's
being accepted by the Jerusalem apostles was due to his
(x) Cf. von Campenhausen, Stud, Theol, (1947/48), pp.106-110.
Burton (Galatians. pp. 3f^y~holde~the view that Paul does not
answer the denial of his authority, as "Barnabas or Mark might
have done, with the assertion that he was true to the teaching
of the Twelve, but by affirming that he possessed an independent
apostleship, neither derived from a human source nor through a
human channel," but Gal.2.6 disposes of thisj his message has
the same content as that of the Twelve.
(a) o I btsotv* t c * i.e. James, Cephas and John, The
expression is not used with irony (as Burton, Galatians, p. 71)
but it certainly shows a fine apathy concerning 'position' in
the Church. James, Cephas and John are pillars, not foundations.
(3) 'Running' denotes the work of the prophet (Jer.23.2i; Hab.2.2
Ps.147.4? Phil.2.16. Riesenfeld (The Gospel Tradition, p. 19)
states correctly that Paul's chief concern was "that Peter should
test whether he, Paul, during his term of preparation, had really
made the tradition of the words and deeds of Jesus his own,"
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(i\
testimony being identical with theirs (2,6),v ' The
Galatians had received him at first as a messenger of God, as
Christ Jesus, but this must have been on account of the message
he brought, for a laying-on of hands by complete strangers in
far-away Jerusalem would have carried little weight with them,(i\
Von Campenhausenv ' stresses the basic importance of Paul's
consciousness of being called by Jesus Christ but a conscious¬
ness of being called by Christ can be demonstrated only by
adherence in word and deed to the testimony which Jesus taught;
calling and testimony cannot be separated.
It would appear from 6,6 that even at this time there were
people who were acting as instructors in the gospel and who,
according to Paul, had at least a moral right to some form of
remuneration, Beyer^ ^ sees here a sort of professional
rabbinic teaching authority later taken o;ver by the bishops and
other charismatics but there is no indication here or in Lk.1.4
or Ac,18,25 of an official status.
The Authority px he Testimony
The gospel or testimony is regarded by Paul as the basis
of the preacher's authority as is apparent from 1.8f.^ ^ where
C1) Cf, Schwfcizer, Church Order.7g. Sass (Appstelamt und Kirche
p. 1A0) states that Paul is different from the other witnesses"
in a decisive way - "Er verkUndigte Christus in Qottes Auftrag,
aber nicht deehalb, vveil er in dem Sinne zur Zeugenschaft
befShigt gewesen v/§re, wie die jjerusalemischen oder galil'dischen
christlichen Boten. Er konnte nur als Zeuge des Auferstandenen
gelten (l Kor.9,1), Dem Act, 1,27 ausgesprochenen~lSruncisatz
stellt er 2 Kor,5,l6 einen neuen entgegen." But this fails to
take into account I Cor,1 and 2 where Paul presents the testimony
of the Cross.
. -
i2) K,A, una J.V.f p, 35 &nu note 1,3j KWB, III, ZW.2U - 6^0.14.4) vr. vo Campenhausen, Stud, Theol. (19A7 /^Q)f p. 123.
Schweizer (Church Order, 7g) says that Paul's authority "is based
not on trad it ion, "but on a direct meeting with the risen Christ"
but Gal.1,12 in that case could not refer to all the facts of
Jesus' life and teaching; this revelation is 'the spiritual
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he affirms that if he himself alters it he loses his authority
and that even if a messenger from heaven were to preach another
gospel he should be regarded as anathema. No degree of
delegated authority by way of a call or comrn|.ssion or the like
can set itself over the truth of the gospel^ ^ for this is what
gives the s ^od (4.9) and is contrasted with the weak
and beggarly elements of the Galatians' former religion. It
is God's message; Paul was taught it by revelation and he
opposed the false brethren not in order to establish and retain
his own position but simply that the truth of the gospel might
continue with the Galatians (2.5).^ ^ If 2.7.9 are set along¬
side one another it would appear that the grace given to Paul
is equivalent to the gospel committed to him. That this gospel
judges the actions even of apostles commissioned by Jesus in
his life-time and after his resurrection who do not walk up¬
rightly according to its truth is evident from 2.14 and that
men should obey this truth is Paul's paramount concern (3.1?
5.7).
understanding of the historical facts which showed him salvation
in Jesus and in Jesus alone.' (Lagrange, Epftre aux Galates, p.11).
O) Against Brosch (Charismen und Xmter. p. 13lJ~who~a^mits that
<Stat<<wCa. has the meaning of~office in Ac. 1.17 and also Ro.ll.
13 and continues: "Die Besth'tigung ftir diesesAmt der Heiden-
mission hatte es ja von den Altaposteln Jakobus, Petrus und
Johannes, die als Saulen galten, zusammen mit Barnabas erhalten."
(2) Cf. Holl (Gee. Aufs. II, p. 63); "Es kommt nicht auf die
einzelne Person als""soIche, sondern auf ihr Zeugnis von Christus
an" - a sentiment which is contrary to his conclusion that Peter
was very much in agreement (cf, Ac. 10.34). Peter's reference
here is^to the preacher or teacher who imparted the Gospel
( £ £ ° h *sJ0 "> £ik«io eojvjv ) (10.35) . It is Peter's
repetition of the message which occasions the descent of the
Spirit with a result similar to Pentecost (10.46).
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Gal.l.llf. at first sight gives the impression that Paul
did not receive the gospel through the natural channels of
TTc*<2 i <; but the influence of people like Stephen to whose
preaching and teaching Paul had listened and Ananias (the Lord's
messenger to Saul to give him sight and that he might receive
the Holy Spirit (Ac, 9«17)) and the other disciples at Damascus
must have been considerable. While Paul possibly was not
taught the faith in the rabbinic style yet the ideas of the
gospel, the revelation (Et,11,25-27) must have been imparted to
him through human beings.^ ^ There is a parallel to this
thought in I These,2,13 where Paul thanks God that when the
Thessalonians received his tradition they received, not a word of
men, but? as it truly is, a word of God (cf, Jn.1.12f.; II Jn,4)«
It is significant that Paul refers this gospel back directly to
the Lord; it is Jesus' gospel; in I Cor, he had called it the
testimony taught by Christ (1,6), Thus .Ithaus is right in
suggesting^ ^ that the relation of the kerygma and the history
about which it informs us should be a subject of enquiry, and
in implying that "It is a part of the authority of the preach¬
ing as word of God that it can claim to have its source in
(S\
genuine history. ' The insecurity of faith, the 'sola fide'
(*) Buchsel (KWB. II, 175) says correctly: "Das Wesentliche ist
fur Paulus, dass die Uberlieferung uberkommen ist (I K.15,13),
vom Herrn her kommt (11.23)#" It is clear that Paul is not here
denying the form through which he received the message but only
that its original source is the Rabbinic tradition? cf, M. Barth
(Die Augenzeuge. p. 53) • "so besohreibt er (Paul) damit die
subjektive Seite des objektiven Vorgangs, dass Gott ihm airekt
gesagt hat, was er der Apostel wissen, lehren und verkundigen
soil." 3ohm (Kirchenrecht. p, 56, note 1) comments correctly
on Gal,1,1: "Damit ist menschliche fciitwirkung, nicht
ausgeschlossen, n&mlich als Mittel der Offenbarun^ des gottlichen
Willens (Prophetie)" and quotes Ig. ad Philad. 1.1 as a parallel.
For Kw£l»( = TTapiSoT.s see Cullmann, The Tradition, pp. 66ff.
(2) The So-called Kerygma. passim, ~ —
(3) gp7.cj.kl P» 32.
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of the Reformers which is insisted upon by Bultmann is safe¬
guarded not by by-passing the historical but by the fact that a
particular historical event can be interpreted either as a
salvation-event or as a natural phenomenon without reference to
the spiritual, depending on the presence or absence of faith.
Bultmann lays too much stress on the kerygma to the neglect of
the historical event; Althaus rightly lays stress on "the
historical reliability of the story of Jesus in the NT
narratives" and in seeing that the salvation event is not real
unless it is historical^" ^ but he is scarcely correct in calling
the historical reliability of the story of Jesus an essential
constituent of the basis of faith, rather is it the essential
pre-requisite for faith, the raw material which faith Interprets.
The content of Christian faith is not "Jesus lived and taught
and died and appeared"; the content of the Christian faith is
"Jesus lived and showed men God's nature, Jesus taught and
spoke the command of God, Jesus died and redeemed mankind, Jesus
appeared and opened the gates of everlasting life."
At least two witnesses are required to present the testimony
of God; one must be a map and the other must be the Holy Spirit.
Whether the man be an eye-witness of the events of the Incarnation,
whether he be Jesus himself, his testimony must be accompanied
by the faith-rousing testimony of the Spirit of God before the
events become salvation-event, Althaus says that Golgotha is
(2)
not everywhere but in Jerusalem; ' that is true and yet in
Revelation 13.8 John states that the Cross is from the founda¬
tion of the world.
c1) Op. cit..pp. 6lf.
( 2) P- 58.
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Paul, even if the denial in Gal.l.llf. is based on Is.29.13,
18,24?would not deny that revelation is effected through teaching
(I Cor.2.13} Gal.6.6} Eph. 4.20f.). Burton's conclusion is
appropriate* "The new conception of Jesus which Paul gained by
the revelation of Christ in him furnished the premise from which
(i)
the essential elements of his gospel were derived."x '
The Transmission of the Testimony
Paul is very concerned for the preservation of his gospel
in its original form and pronounces anathema on anyone who dis¬
torts it (l.8f.)C2) Indeed there are already people in Galatia
who are trying to alter it (1.7) for their own ends (6,12),
The apostle wishes to make it clear that just as Jesus denied a
human source for his testimony (Jn.5.34-) (that is to say, he
did not rely on the authority of a previous teacher in the manner
of the Rabbis) so he, Paul, rejects the attempts of the Judaisers
to turn the freedom of the spirit of the gospel into slavery to
the letter of a legal tradition (2.4} 4.9), the yoke of bondage
(5.1). He says that his gospel is not t(,✓©<? ^ rrov
as theirs is, which probably means that he does not preach and
teach it for his own ends as they do (6.12; cf. I Thess.2.4).
When he says that he has not received the gospel from or was
taught it by men he does not exclude some form of human tradi¬
tion as is known from his reference in 6.6 to the obligation on
the part of the catechumen to provide his teacher with some kind
of remuneration for his services (cf. Ro.15.27).
Paul's use of the technical term ^ &< v in 1.9
shows that there was already a form of traditional teaching in
the Church and in chapter 2 he gives as his reason for his second
visit to Jerusalem that he went up K«ta Atrot<-«.A ^<y«v/ (2.2).
(i)Galatians. p. 42.
( 3}5urton.""T*Gaiatlans. p. 37)« "That the gospel preached by him
is always the same is at once suggested by the use of the present
tense, ^n'v ."
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This has usually been taken to mean 'according to revelation'
bu"fcK«T«. with the accusative can also mean 'for the purpose of.
Thus it is possible that in Gal.2.1-9 Paul is saying that he
went to Jerusalem for revelation, that is, for advice (not
necessarily only to receive it) in case the gospel he had been
imparting to the Gentiles was out of line with the original
testimony. This is in accord with Ac. 15 where it is stated
not that Paul received as it were a sudden summons from God to
go to Jerusalem but that the Church in Antioch, disturbed by
the teaching of the men who had come from Judaea and after much
preliminary discussion, decided to send Paul and the others to
settle the question ) with the apostles and elders at
Jerusalem.
Paul opposed even Peter on the question of the relation¬
ship of Gentile and Jew (2.11) and rebuked him and Bernabas
and their Jewish companions for not walking uprightly in the
truth of the gospel (2.14).
(*) LS. I. p. 883. B.hi. 1.
3^4.
(5) ffiJffilSC&JEISSiES *
The Ustare of the Testimony
Each of the PriBon Epistles contains one of the p.aere¬
group. In Phil.1.8 Paul uses the confirmatory oath: p.oCeTj$
^yae i^o-j o ©&o<^ to support his protestation of concern for
the church at Fhllippi^ ^ ana in Col. 4.13> when telling the
Coloseiane of Epaphras' zeal for them, says: to Y«e
' ^ fc/ ^ s / 4 \ t .
CtO-TtAJ OTi TTO,\«JN/ TTOVOV «J|TL£ , using
^cteTjgtTv/ meaning 'to vouch for'.
In Eph.4.17 the author employs p.aeT^o^ the
prophetic and hortatory sense: touto otio at^co «:at p.«.g«.i
'go Kge'w ' Paul testifies (u.o.e t a t ) that the
Ephesians should not live like other Gentiles whose walk is
described in 4.17-19» ana then in v.20 Paul says: "Ye have not
so learned Christ if so be that ye have heard him and been
taught by him as the truth is in Jesus, thus identifying
t(3-(3ai and & ( S d <r *.s.tv/ , what he testifies being a
repetition of what they have been taught,^ ^
This testimony which is the truth as it is in Jesus (cf.l.
13) is to be completed as the spirit of wisdom and revelation
in the knowledge of God (1,17); it is a gift of grace the
stewardship of which has been committed to Paul (3»2; cf. 4.29
and Col. 1.23,25)» the mystery made knownto him by revelation
(x) Vincent, Philip ianq, p.10.
(3)a£v K'Je'-j inQy Quite well mean 'by, or in, the teaching of
the Lord'5 'ef. Gullraann» The Tradition, pp. 6Sff, At any rote
Abbott (Kphesians, p. 128) expresses the root of the matter*
"Here.•...•it Is'implied that the apostle speaks with authority."
(3) Cf. Abbott{Kphesians. p. 128): The notion of exhortation
and precept is InvoIveSnLn this (p.af.Tue^av ) and by
the nature of the following context,"
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(3.3) t his knowledge in the mystery of Christ (3.4), revealed
by the Spirit (3.3)J it is the mystery of the Gospel (6.19i
Cl. Col. 1.25-27) • It is TToK,«.i v<Ju6fe<C"<■ u (6,4) •
The Content of the Testimony
The content of the testimony is seen in its four different
aspects: (a) The nature of the true God who is eternal (1.4?
3.11) and far above all principality and power and might and
dominion and every name (1.21), after whom the whole family in
heaven and earth is named (3.15)» the one God and father of all
who is above all (4.6). (b) God's moral law is given in many
of its details; Christians are chosen by God that they may be
holy and without blame before him in love (1.4)? they are his
workmanship created in Christ Jesus unto good works which God
has pre-ordained (2.10); they are to walk worthy of their
vocation (4.1) by putting on the new man who is created by God
in righteousness and true holiness (4.24) summed up by 'walking
in love' (5.2). (c) The redemptive work of God in Christ is
stated directly in 1.7? "We have redemption through his blood,
the forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of his grace"?
the word of truth is the gospel of salvation (1.13; cf. 2.13,16).
(d) God's promise and its fulfilment find expression in 1.13f^l8
where the author speaks of the spirit of promise as the earnest
of the Christian's inheritance (cf.4.30). There is mention
made also of the wrath of God which is coming upon the children
of disobedience (5.6).
(*) Seeligroan (The Septuaglnt Version of Isaiah, p. 109)?
"Hellenistic Jewry mayTave had a~tendency"to represent prophecy
as teaching* jra-tot',a. «" This tendency may explain the LXX
translation of Am. 3.7. The Isaiah translation contains one
passage which appears to identify prophesying with TTo-iSs'ct
i.e. 50.4f. Here it is the Hebrew text itself which suggests
such an identity.
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The Authority of the Witnesses
The authority of the witness in Paul's ease is outlined
(L\
thusj He is an apostle of Jesus by the will of God (1.1)x '
but this does not give him a monopoly of revelation?for God
has made known to all Christians the mystery of his will (1.9)
and Paul's prayer for the Ephesians shows that they also may
share the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of
God, that the eyes of their understanding may be enlightened
(l,17f.). He regards the apostles and prophets as the original
teachers upon whose message (that is Christ, the Word) the
Ephesians have been built (2.20).^ ^
In support of his claim to be numbered among the apostles
and prophets of 2.20 and 3.5 Paul says that he has been given
the stewardship of the grace of God (3.2» cf. vv. 7f.),^ ^ that
he has been apprised of the mystery by revelation (3.3) and that
he has a recognised knowledge in the mystery of Christ. Paul
will not exercise any authority based on sanctions other than
the power of the appeal of the Spirit; he does not command, he
beseeches (4.1) and admits that grace has been given to every
church member (4.7)• To this end God has given the apostles,
(1) This "simply expresses.... that his mission was due to the
special and undeserved providence of God, not to any merit of
his own." (Abbott, Spheslans, pp. If.).
(a) With Hort, The Christian Ecclesia,, pp. 165-167; Schweizer:
Church Order^ 24b. Taken together with I Cor. 3.11 the genitives
twv Ihoo-t6\m>/ must be possessive or
signify authorship, or the' phrase means 'the foundation on which
the prophets themselves were built. '
(3) o'kovo -r^s X^eiTO<; is really 'the stewardship of the
gospel' as is seen from the corresponding phrase chk.ovom'o. t43
|a.u it tn g t o u and also from I Cor. 9.16-18 and Lk. lo.l-ll
(and the other parables about the stewardship of the Lord's goods)
with Col. 1.25. And yet this phrase
is usually taken as if the grace refers to Paul's calling to




prophets, evangelis|s, pastors* ' and tea|her8v for the
teaching ministry, ^ for the perfecting^ ^ of knowledge of
the faith and the son of God on the part of the whole member¬
ship (4»12f»), Paul is here trying to undermine the authority
of the false teachers who have been altering the terms of the
gospel (4.14, cf. Jude 12) and he realises that this can be
done only by insisting that the church should adhere to the
original faith and £TT i y vwj <r < <j of the Son of God (4.13) by
which alone the church builds Itself up in love. It is on
(*) Jereciias (KWB. VI, 486, note 29) gives a list of fourteen OT
instances of tTle shepherd, as political or military leader but
of these nine are suspect. In I K,21,8 and Xs,5°,ll the LXX
does not use r^i^v- • Jer.2.8} 3*15. 10,21 and 22,22 with
23,1-4, (cf, w, 10-34) clearly refer to the priestly, prophetic
teaching class. In Mic, 5,3 it is the Lord who shepherds, that
is, teaches (cf, &k. 6,34), Finally, in Zech, 10,3 the
shepherds are obviously the , the false
prophets who have comforted ( TTae£<<. uAot?v ) in vain (v.2)»
Eecles. 12,11 mentions the shepherd-teacher as does Prov, 10,
21 (Heb,) and the Rabbis gave teachers this title (Str/Bill.
II» 537), Jeremlas links the rTo,K£vjL<$ of Eph. 4,11 with
the sgoi and £irt #• k.oit o »- (KVVB, VI, 497.14ff,).
H mack deduces from Eph, 2,20 and 3,5 that the author reckoned
the shepherds as the leaders of the individual churches but that
they are among the preachers bestowed upon the Church as a
whole and that teachers are looked upon aa belonging to a
definite church (pa^aB&BgAflft-aS-glglflUgfii&j. PP. V23f.) but
it is impossible to separate preachers and teachers in this way
as has already been shown above. For the elder as teacher in
Rabbinic Judaism and the Cumran sect see Bornkamrn (KWB. V, 659,
32-660.30),
(2) Greeven (ZKW. 44 (1952/53)» P. 37» note 88) sees the pastors
and teachers as "ganz oder teilweis identisch,"
(3) Of, Jer, 23,2 where the pastors are those who are supposed to
feed the people and thus to exercise iinc-Kotr/ ? vv. 9,11 seem
to link these with the prophets and priests? cf, Jn.10,10-12,
(4) That is, teaching} cf, I Chron. 25,8 where tthuuw is con¬
trasted with ja a. v <3 a. <so si T •
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this basis that Paul 'testifies in the Lord'. He speaks in
5.18-21 of the way in which the Christians in Kphesus should
subordinate themselves to one another in the reverence of God,
thus showing the very loose form of organisation existing in
Ephesus at that time.
The connection between the dynamic character of the spirit
and the static nature of the gospel which Paul testifies is seen
in 6.18ff» where Paul asks the Ephesians to pray for him that
he may be given utterance in the opening of his raouth^ to
speak boldly ^tjioug^e^^s_alrea^been,given the word, the
mystery, by revelation (3.2ff.)»* '
The leaders of the Church mentioned in Eph.4.11 are all
(*)
charismstiCB of the prophet-teacher class. ' Tychieus is
& & I OL K ° £■ S whose function is rr«e <K tvi*. A i. I V (Eph. 6,21f.) ana
in Col. 4.7 &e is called iv Kug 1 vJ ,
Timothy is called a ba2ka$ along with Paul himself (Phil. 1.1}^ ^
one who has served with the latter in the gospel. Spaphroditus
is Paul's companion in labour (<ruvie7o/ ) and an apostle
(Phil. 2.25)• The anonymous yoke-fellow of Phil. 4.3 and
others are fellow-labourers in the gospel. Kpaphras is a
fellow-servant (guv 600 A o-j ) (Col.l.|i cf. Rev.19.10) and
& 1«. v<ovo<; . ^ Sass'e position^ '! "Ein Apostel muss
■PTinV Fs.51.15? Col.4.3.
(а) Cf, Is.59.21 and 55.3 (in which the Spirit and the covenant,
law and utterance are linked with the idea of testimony).
(3) Spicq, in the Roman tradition, must separate these leaders
from and subordinate them to the Twelve and their successors
(Lea Epfttres Pastorales, p. 95) but there is nothing in the text
to indicate this. Spicq's support for his argument for the
superiority of the Twelve over the other charismatic® is confined
to I Cor.14*37 which really refers to Paul's faithfulness to the
tradition.
4) Cf. Cass, ZKW.40(1941)» PP. 29f.
s) It is clear from the above that for Paul 6i«.kovo$ and
SouAos 'ar© more or less interchangeable.
(б) Apostelamt una Klrehe. pp. lllf. and ZNW 40(1941), p. 30.
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also uber den boZXo? hinaus besondere Eigenschaften and
Vollmachten haben" is true in respect of Paul's relationship
to the particular individuals named in these letters but it
cannot be taken as a general principle in view of the OT
prophetic background (which Sass recognises) for the prophet
or servant is God's apostle, that is, God's witness or
i1)
teacher as is shown clearly in, for example, IV. K.17.13.
Again, Sass's pronouncement| " AouXoy wird Rm.l.l Gal,1.10
Phil. 1.1 zum Amtsbegriff"^ ^ may be true of the individual
Paul in his relationship to the churches concerned but he
would be the last to call himBelf an 'official' as such.
Paul has authority by virtue of his superior and prior
knowledge of the gospel and because of his devotion and
strength of character, not because he holds office as such.
The Authority of the Testimony
Ephesians, like the other documents already examined,
shows that Paul regarded the message entrusted to him as the
authoritative factor in his commission; it is upon this that
he lays all the stress. His testimony is the word of truth,
the gospel of salvation (1.13) the knowledge of which may be
deepened (1.17-19, cf. Phil. 3.8) but which in its essentials
must not be distorted or mutilated (4.20). It is the
(3\
foundation on which the apostles and prophets are built, '
(1) See above p. 350 , note 2 .IA ZHW. 40(1941), P. 32.
(3) oi wab 0^47V is used for 'to teach' in Ac.9.31, 20.32;
Ro.15.20; 1 Cor.8.10; 14.4 ("he that prophesieth edifieth the
church"), 17; Gal.2.18; I Thess.5.11, I Pet.2.5.
similarly is found in Ro.14.19; 15.2; I Cor.14.3,5,12; II Cor.
10.8; 12.19; 13.10; Eph.4.12,16,29.
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(
Jesus Christ himself being the chief foundation-stone. '
The first half of chapter 3 deals with Paul's stewardship
of the mystery, of the gospel but his authority is secondary
not only in the sense that it is a representative, derived
authority (3.2) but also in that he is the servant of the
gospel (3*7) and he shows the required faithfulness of the
steward (I Cor.4.2) by testifying (4.17? Tonr& Afcy to
^ v )
Ken «.». )• The apostles, prophets and other
teachers in 1+.. 11 are simply those who teach the truth, they
are means to an end, viz. the unity of the faith and the
knowledge of the son of God on the part of all Christians.
To testify £v (4.17) must mean to testify in the
spirit of the Lord, that is, in accordance with his teaching;
this is Paul's authority, and the authority of the testimony
is that it is the testimony of Jesus.^ ^ While the term
O) Str/Bill. (Ill, p. 593) quotes Aboth RN 28(7d) to the
effect that, according to R. Eleazar ben Shammua (c. 150 AD.),
the corner stone is the scholar who has learned not only the
Midrash but also the Halakoth.
(2) Mackay (God's Order, p. 27) notes Paul's prophetic consciousness
and reception of"revelation and claims that his authority is
derived from this awareness that Jesus Christ himself has called
him. Alongside prophetic consciousness, however, there must be
the self-authenticating truth in case the nan with prophetic
consciousness is really a false prophet. According to Paul the
prophets are to be tested (I Cor.14.29j cf. I Jn.4.1), presumably
because their prophetic call is valueless without the authentic
testimony,
(3) Cf. I Cor.1.6 (2.1); II Tim.1.8; Rev.1.2,9? 12.17? 19.10?
20,4 and see Lightfoot (Galatians.u. 93» note 1) who points out
that Just. Mart., Dial.c, Tryph, says that the prophets are called
apostles. Chap. 75 reads? StYW »<ol 2-^ *aTt aTroa-ToAoi. toZ
&to<j o\f t«i ot N aAAl' * Ta rr«c aiTo ctg_AA o v o v
TT £ © h a v T J H sx aCC Cfc • /\ t ^ 11
IK £? ° JH cr <*■'' a. <> " ^ftnro cr t 11 AoV p-1 .
(Migne, Patrologiae, Vol. VI. S52B).
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r^u. is not used by the author of Ephesians, 4.7 linked
with 4.11f. show that the authority in the NT Church is
(M
charismatic;v ' it is the authority of those who teach 'the
truth as it is in JesuB'.
The apostles, prophets, etc. of 4.11 who are given by God
all have a teaching function which aims at establishing the
saints in the true doctrine the purity of which is being
threatened by the false teachers who indulge in trickery^
and craftiness. ^ ^ The teaching to be transmitted is Christ
himself, he whom the Ephesians have 'learned' (4.20)J indeed
it is Christ himself who, through the apostles and the others
has taught them 'the truth as it is in Jesus' (4.21).
The Transmission of the Testimony
It is this truth, this name (Phil.2,9f.)^ ^ which must at
all costs be preserved, deepened (Eph.6.22), passed on and
obeyed (Phil.4.9) for all other doctrine is K.ivot ,
(l) Hort (The Christian Ecclesia, p. 157). " t*- <*■ does
not appear in~EphesIans but «.i.v associated with is ex~
actly the implicitly contained in * * (•*-"- • "
(a) Kvjbi.\u. means properly 'dice-playing ' ; dice-players were
deemed by Rabbinic law to be ineligible as witnesses (Sanhed.
3.3).
(3) Cf. Lk.20.23; I Cor.3.19f XI Cor.4.2; ll.Jfj Phil.3.2; 3.l8f.;
Col.2.8. In Col.2.7-9 Paul contrasts the faith or
with the philosophy and empty craftiness of the false teachers
(cf. Eph.4.15j 5.6) who teach k-tc-r 4 rr<xGi£sctr <*/ tw
v and not k«t« (Col.2.8).
Philo applies to the teaching of Moses in De lv ut. Nom.
39 and to the teaching of the Jewish Fathers in Leg, ad Cai.
23.33. Josephus applies the word to the three Jewish sects in
Ant.18.1.2 (Lightfoot, Colossians. p. 177).
(4) Cf. Dt.28.58 where 'law' and 'Name' are closely linked.
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(x)
words which do not express the truth.v ' The whole church is
being built up by spiritual teaching on the foundation of the
prophets' and apostles' doctrine, Jesus Christ himself being
the chief corner-stone (Eph.2.19-22); this is being done by-
apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers (Eph.
4.11). The aim of all this is the perfecting of the Church's
knowledge of Christ and a life of love (Eph.4.13-16)• The
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs referred to in Eph.5.19
(cf. Col.3.16) were no doubt an aspect of the Church's work of
preserving the teaching as they were in the case of the Rabbis.
In accordance with the instructions in the scriptures, fathers
are enjoined to bring up their children in the teaching (rrsuSmo.
Kai vou0£<r</«. )^ of the Lord (Eph. 6.4) and the brethren
are, as good soldiers, to put on the whole armour of God, viz.
truth, righteousness, the preparation of the gospel of peace,
faith, salvation and the word of God (Eph.6.13-17). Paul is
confident that the good work (of teaching the gospel) begun in
the Philippians will be perfected so that their knowledge and
sense may abound yet more and more (Phil.1.6-9; cf. Col.l.9f.J
2.2f,). The Colossians are urged to remain grounded and
settled in the faith 1.23; 2.6f, and not to succumb to the
false teachers.
Abbott, Sphesians| p. 151
(2) Noo&t s-iol occurs only once in the LXX but the context gives
a clear reference to its connection with the who reminds
men of God's torahS Sap.l6.6, telling of the incident of the „
fiery serpents in the desert says of Israel: £'»s *■<>o&za-tuv
\ j / t / / 2j /
TTgo$ oXt yoV cru^ /$ © A ov r k.% & <** t c t
fc'lf, CW <X jju V ¥jrVi>/ \<J7obiq(i VC|Afl'J CTOd*
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(6) THE PASTORAL EPISTLES
The Nature of the Testimony
The ^a^T^s-group occurs in twelve places in the Pastoral
Epistles but the following three are not valuable for this
study. In 1.3-7 it is said that the episkopos must be 'persona
grata' with people outside the church* Ss av
£X£|N/ , The widows must have a reputation
for good works, £*/ &£x/cu^ kciAoTN^ ^ /o9 (1.5.10).
In 1.5.19 the author insists that Timothy should not receive
an accusation against an elder unless there are two or three
Wl tnesses ( K <X T a. njtif/io Tif ou yog t av u S L)(0 U ^
J 2 \ J \ i / A / \
To^ ti £ II I OUO ^ -TQllti V fA.CAgTUec^v/),
kia p,o.qt6q £.o*6«a is employed in three verses. In two of
these Paul gives Timothy a command; A^x ro^QtcTo
X Y *"* » I X —» J ' l "* ' p
Ka 4 AgtrroJ «.9a"oo ti*W £ ic. A s T v »• yyiA^^ W<A ^ <;
T£>c i fp- «.T o f floiwv/ Ka.Ta fig£><fn.Atcr/\/( 1,5.21) and A i a t o jA ^ v
' /
_ ■•»>-»„ x v —> j | *•«/ / . x
IOV Too cyiou K <*l A^I ffTOJ IvycTOWj T©sJ juxlAAovi TO^' k.en*i<V/ V,i«jv*T0lS K«.i
/ xx 3/ > x xx / > x
Kal TtW £n i £|>a.v t/a V K. a x T^V jicmx < A £ i «. v/ a.o Too*
VoV Aoy o V « • • . (II,A,If,), In the other, Timothy
is told to remind his people in Ephesus &<<*{Aa.£r>j(?ofx£v0^ £v«iiiiov Toa
jx, x x . x » ) 1 t x . / 3x « * 3 1
©iou jxvy A0yO Ok-J^i-iV ^ 4.7T ODOiV XC 9 ^10 ^ 3 <TT£ O r<~>^ CXK.0 >3 0v» T<*> V
(II.2.14). This word, &ia«.i*.£Tu<5£or£3a.\ is used almost
/1\ ' v v
exclusivelyv 7 in the LXX for the preaching of the prophets
who restate the story of God's dealings with his people and
reiterate his commands in an effort to recall Israel to the
LORD. In his use of S i *. ia-&<x\ Paul is more than
(*) Apart from Gen.A3.3 (="solemnly protest'), I K.21.3 (=
'command') and Jer.39.10,44 (= 'summon witnesses').
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likely to be using the Old Testament pattern exemplified
clearly in IV K. 17.13-15^ ^ and to be thinking of himself
and Timothy as performing the same function as the OT wit¬
nesses; Paul's testimony is made 'before God and the Lord
Jesus Christ and the elect angels' and Timothy is to testify
•before the Lord' and here in 11.2.14 aeo^t vo$ is
associated with tiro^ yzL<rKL which means 'to point back to
the original testimony; ' this is God's testimony given by
the witness, the who 'rightly divides the word of
truth'.^ ^ The thought contained in SiAtxa,e-rin the
LXX is a compound of teaching (Ex.18.20), commanding (Ex.19.21),
calling to witness (Dt,4.26), and prophetic preaching (IV K. 17.
13-15). The aim of the prophets is to turn Israel to God
( £rrto-Tet\pat rtQos ) C11 Esd.19.26; cf. I Thess.1,9; II Cor.
3.16) and to persuade Israel to walk in his ways (Zech.3.7f.)
by speaking the word of the Lord (Jer.6.10). Paul uses the
word in a similar way here. 1.5.21 is more than a simple
command; it is a command which depends for its authority on
'the words of our Lord Jesus Christ and the doctrine which is
according to godliness' (I.6.3) and which has as its foundation-
content the which is Christ himself (1.2.6). Of
this |Ao.<jrieiov/ Paul claims to have been made ( )^ ^
f1) See above p. 35CV note 2.
(2) Cf, Dahl, Anamnesis in Stud. Theol. (1947/48), pp. 69-95.
esp. pp. 73-75, 55758, 92-937^4.
, N(3) Cf. Prov. 3.1,6: & p vJ V ^ o u { m. ul V 2 <T » K v/ &c\ vOk/, 7* CK £ JL vn p £4 T &
p 00 1 » TuJ cT f\ KWQ i « CA* • • « • £,v IT ca. c* a. i © & o 1 $ &Osj yvtw(? s ^
Sv !*. t Ci- S o 6 oG $ croc Slid ProV#ll#5S
a- p. ujp. oS ££ fc* o ~r op i i ^
(C»£ • aJCI,#X#5» VT£0<$t\-? *)\J £, » $ i.vJ'Ss) T* £ £? 4 K C4 cr £, •
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a herald and an apostle, a teacher of the Gentiles iv n^cr-rn
iA. A ^ e i. I 01 (1.2.7), i.e. as a true and faithful witnesej
He has already referred to this ordination as a being entrusted
. ,, C y - * \ \ * /
W1 un ny lacvau cr p oiiair^ixAta Ka tm. t>» &<j t A i»V •*..
£<5 S»«k<w'<w (1.1.10-12), and in II.4.1 he is not so much giving
Timothy a commandment as reminding him of the things which he
has already been taught,^ ^ of which Timothy must in turn
remind his colleagues and successors (11,2.2) and which are
\ S j / J A ^ s
summed up in the phrase kcu -r^v empavzia.v a^-ou k.gm
/Sa<riAtiuv «.jTsO , (taking these as accusatives after
Si ). The younger man's direction of those
under his charge is to be that of a witness who adduces testi¬
mony to support his position; the testimony is that of the
•great cloud of witnesses' who from the beginning have spoken
God's word truly and faithfully.^ ^ There is no reason why
ue*tASJ0i £s/«TT,ov too should not be taken
as a parenthesis meaning simply 'teaching', in the manner of
the man approved by God, the eeya-T^s £w&rrai<r)(vjVT o? who
rightly divides the word of truth (11.2.15).
In the Pastoral Epistles the ov is mentioned twice.
In I.2.5f: ^.v6£^7ro5 X<£(<rrof Mvjcroo? t o £a.oTov
> t fc \ y \ / 2 * > <v>/
avTi)WT£oV uTT £g TtavtwV , To KOigoi^ /o/oiC, £t$" o i.T£W»jv'
j the ^ae-riptov is Christ Jesus himself
or his teaching about himself: he is the one mediator of the
(S)
knowledge of the truth of God (I.2.kf.) and so he is both
witness and testimony. This corresponds to other NT statements
(*) Cf. II Tim.1.13.
L2) II Tim,2.2} cf. Heb.12.1.
(3) Cf. Leaney, The Epistles to Timothy, Titus and PhilemonT
p. 50; cf. Jn. 8.32.
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(M
about Jesus being the fulfilment of the lawv ' and shows again
a dependence on OT prophecy, especially the third chapter of
Zephaniah where Jerusalem is called the ransomed city
tto/m $ ' ) which received not instruction
(iTai & £ fa ) whose prophets and priests profane the law
(ot.e\£/Sot)<ri )• To her faithful people #10 are called
on to receive instruction God sayst wTio^.g,^ov ^g ^19
* / / * ✓ # c / / / > V
a* vr s f^ap Tup j ov Oiori To KgiiJia. *-*. o ^ £if cTiWay^y c<^
) *"1 ^ f//• i /) ^ ^ / JN» V 9%
tdu fcufofc^airtfeit {*ca.&i All? •*, • • 0T1. 7oT£ j~L i r a <r rg £ tu I-T i yAc^><rcr«.s/
t K y£J £ <a v/ ctir V)< , Tou £ TT I « «. X £ i cT da *. ~ew T <*. S TO
3/ . . ✓ ' ' r , / > ^ v. \ **/
OVO.AO, |\ vJp i O U v TOJ OOOAiOfc.iv/ cXOTiSM C o y ov/ £v/c*.
******** Kai uTT <2 <\£ i i|/ si a i, tv" <roi X«.ov TTgcX Jv Kai Ta7i"£/v/<5V t K.a ^
. i < a a f _ > _A «>/ /■ «. .
SuAa-p e y (Toy » a. m»0 Too cwOpTOf Kogioo 01 tea To. A /To < Too i sf^o.^A
and the city is called upon to proclaim ( n^va-a-£ ) the good
'-£•/ news (cf. I Cor.2.7): Koeto5 ra. ^iN^ara too,
A.1 XuTf to T a.*. ( cf. avn Xurgo V in 2,6) <y £
f o . £ tjJV/ too* /3airi Xlo<j | s^ol A K ug i o $ j^tcr o
»
) 3/ \ j / V y
croo, o<ott o^Kj K.4W ooiciti . (Zeph.3.1»4»8,12,14f•)•
It is more than likely that the writer of I.2.5ff. had this
passage of Zephaniah in mind and that for him the testimony is
the message of the kingship of the Lord, his demand for righteous¬
ness, his redemptive work and his promise of blessedness or doom.
In the NT, apart from strictly legal passages and those where
the word simply means 'one who sees', a witness is one who pro¬
claims the word of God, the fourfold testimony which is the
(4)
burden of all true prophets and indeed of Jesus himself, '
(?) E.g. Mt,3.15; 5.17; Ac.13.22; Ro.10.4.
(2) I.2.7»12 and 3.2 show that the ^ou^-r^e-c-v is something which
is to be taught.
(3) cf. Ps.101.13; 118.125f:, Is.49.8; 50.4*, 60.17; Sir.39.l6,*
(4) Cf. Spicq (Les Bp$t res Pastorales, p. 61); " (a a.£T Ge > ov
signifie proprement non la chose attesteemais le temoignage
porte." Lesney (The Epistles to Timothy^^Titus and Philemon,
p. 52) neatly uses~Tit.l7l-3 to~clarify this~verse.
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Here in I.2,5ff. is seen the close connection between kerygma,
teaching and the work of an apostle. In 11,1,8-12 the gospel
and the tradition are seen to be one and the same? in 11,1,8
To jAaerie.ov Koe'OU ^ is identified with to
touy^tSi ov/ which Jesus preached,^ ' Paul is not
ashamed of this testimony^ ^ and urges Timothy to be like¬
wise,^ ^ or preacher/teacher who does not need
to be ashamed. ' It is because of his own submission to
the testimony that he can give orders to Timothy who himself
has submitted to the same authority (II.1.5f., 11,2.24), It
is to the (1.1.12; cf. Ac, 1.17) of the testimony
fulfilled in Jesus for which Paul has been ordained by Christ
(7)
as a herald etc. ' and it is on this that his authority restsj
the Xo^k a. ^ at* of 1,2,8, however, shows how mild was his
own view of that authority.
(*) Cf. I Cor. 1.6; Rev.1.2,9J 12.17; 19.10 where is used.
(2) Cf. I Tim.2.6f.; II Tim.l.8,10f: Easton (The Pastoral Epistles,
p. 20) takes -MrjeroO as obj. gen. but still~equateB ✓
with the gospel message as a whole; cf. Spicqi Les Entires
Pastorales, p. 313.
T3) "In ancient Israel reproduction of another's words in one's
own words and abstractions of points of view and ideas was not
practised, A person's views were conveyed in his own v^rds.
Authentic statements contained the authority and power of the
one who uttered them." (Gerhardssonj f>;emo• ^ and ..anuscript,
p. 130; cf. p. 131» note 1),
(4) Cf. Ro.l,15f| Mk.8.38, par. The opposite of being ashamed
of the gospel is Tr^ee^ cr<£<U <r ; cf. Phil.1.20. There is a
strong echo here of Ps.ll8.46.
(5) Scott (The Pastoral Epistles, p. 92) notes the echo of Ro.
1.16 but, presumably because~of his views of the authorship of
the Epistles, claims that "a different turn is given to the
borrowed phrase."
Cf. Ps. 118.46.
(7) Spicq (on. cit.. p. 313) equates ^ae^e.oV (H Tim.1.8)
with the preaching^of the gospel - "Toute la vocation apostolique
est de rendre ce temoignage." Daube (The Hew Testament and
Rabbinic Judaism, p. 244) resolves the difficulty raised by 1
Tim.4.14;~5.22; II Tim.1.6 of deciding whether the presbytery
or the episkopos lays on hands, by taking this as a Rabbinic
ordination and translates 4.14J "Neglect not the gift which was
given thee by prophecy with 'semikhath zeqenim', due ordination,
ordination conferring full authority."
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A group of verses introduces ^ <*$ r^§ and [* a S fj e
the first of which is 1.6.122 »Y"-Wa,J to* K<*Xov t<\<%
^ ?
k « ^ »>H ' / y . # ,\ ^ ^ /a
"ST» CTT £uiS > tTC\Aapoo aiMivioo £1$ »jw |K«r|Or)(
N 4. . / ^ . \ < . ' i *
Mv iw^d Ao Y *)«"<& <J T <j V K«A(jv OjAOAOyiftv' £vu) TT * o v
iroXAwv/ pafrug^v . It is, hardly likely that the
w,<£<»-T■-> #> i * here are simply the eye-witnesses of Timothy'sr C1)
baptism, or "les as|istants pa'iens 'temoins' a leur tour de
la foie de Timothee". ^ In view of Paul's use of the word-
group in the Pastorals it is probable that he is referring to
the prophets and elders, the teachers who attended Timothy's
ordination (1.1.18; 1.4.14? II.1.6), possibly people like the
itfKTKorrav and Sic^xovot referred to in 1.3.1-13 and Tit,
l,7ff., the elders who labour in word and doctrine and who
rule well (1.5.17# Tit, 1.5)# the teachers who are to receive
and pass on the deposit (II.2.2) and who include Paul himself
(11.2.6). It may be that there is also in Paul's mind the
thought of the witnesses of the OT about whom the author of
the Epistle to the Hebrews wrote (12.1), They are the men who
themselves have received the teaching and have made profession
of the faith and are in a position of authority by virtue of
their testimony.
Spicqv ' gives six different possible interpretations of
the witnesses in II.2.2 not one of which associates them with
. t
teaching. One reason for this may be that the «««. is
i1) Against Strathmann who (KWB. IV, 494. 31-43) judges Wr^£<;
(I Tim. 6.12; II Tim. 2,2) to Be human witnesses of fact, Asting
(Die Verkundipungn p. 630) makes the inexplicable statement;
"Das was Timotheus von Paulus gehort hat, und was hier erwahnt
wird, ist nieht die gewohnliche christliche Verkundigung.
Ee handelt sich also hier urn das Weitergeben einer speziellen
Uberlieferung an die, die Lehrer sein sollen,"
(2) Lode, Confesgeurp, et ,.artyre^ p. 37, note, 1.I ) Dee Bpflres Pastorales, p. 541.
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usually translated as 'among' or 'in the presence of' but
another possible meaning is that of Timothy being 'one among a
number with the notion of his pre-eminence or prominence"* '
for, after all, he is (Ac,16.2). When Paul
says to his young fellow-worker J ouv^ tuvov
i /% , n * \r } | A v
£ V Tp VctgtTl Trj £V A£iffTui |/)croOj Ka.1 O-
S/ j > c v v i «*• , / y _ / rt
fj KooSix^ TT U(> £p.ou Ota 7T OAa^> V w\/, TawTS. 'ticxgv- 6o
lTt<5"to?s a.vBe^iro1^ is relying on Timothy to preserve
the testimony with which he himself had been entrusted and
(2)
which he had taught, which false witnesses have corrupted* '
but of which he is persuaded Timothy has a firm grasp.^ ^
This view is strongly supported by the statements in II.3.10,
14f • ^ ^ and by the strong affinity of 1.6.12 with Prov.4.1-15
especially v. 13: £7Ti\o-/3ou tt<xi^
> . . v y > i* > V ^ J v / (^)
<*. A A cv <£> u A a c> V civtv|\/ £ i <> ^ujvjv tTou
and vv. 14f. with their military reference.
The testimony of the witness is a confession similar to
that witnessed by Christ Jesus who gave his testimony in thp
(6) ' 3 y ~ /-» - vtime of ' Pontius Pilate: irag ay y z AAuj iv/^rrtou too (y^.o^.,rvak.
Xl(5 to" To o IrjcrovJ T&u fjir a v T o S 1 TToVTioo il£.(Aa.Tou
" \\t / ^ / v -> , v V _ .
Tv-jV l< a.A V Of^o^-oyiiav/j srC. T £V To A y >/ cicf <i IA o v ■
(1.6.13). The usual interpretation of this verse as referring
to Jesus' testimony before Pilate pre-supposes a very limited
(x) LS. id. verb. p. 388 A.I.3.
(2) I Tim. 1.6,19} Iff; ,* 6.20f.; II Tim.1.15; 2.17f; 3.8, 4.4*,
cf. Tit.l.lCff.
(3) I Tim.4.6; II Tim.1.5? 2.21.
(4) "But thou hast fully known my doctrine, manner of life
( a y y ^ ) ( cf, I Clem. 47.6 where it means 'training'),
purpose, faith but continue thou in the things which thou
hast learned and hast been assured of....".
(5J Cf. Baruch 4. If.(6) Turner's note that the ohrase should be treated as an
historical reference (JTS. XXVIII.Ill (1927), p. 271) is to the
point but the matter is clinched by the precedent of Lk.3.2.
See above note 1.
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view of the testimony which is not reflected in the rest of the
NT. The early Church certainly did not regard Jesus' state¬
ments in the judgement hall as containing the whole of his
teaching, if indeed the Church had exact knowledge of what he
actually said therej It appears from the Synoptics that he
said very little. ^ John's account is fuller and gives these
; a / ^ > fs
as words of Jesus. t«wto ^ s.w^\ t©oto
3./ J x / «/ / *
tAiA'Jo^ £.ts tov Kocr^ov/, iv'"~ ^tr<*» tvj
(18.37) but even this cannot be regarded as other than a
generalisation;^ ^ it is a confession, not the confession.
Finally, p is employed in Tit. 1.13 with reference
to 'the faithful word' and 'sound doctrine' (1.9) which in turn
refer back to 'the faith of God's elect' and 'the truth which
is Kur*eocrip)iia\/ ' (1.1) and 'the word &v- K^pSy pur l '
and 'the commandment of God' (1,3) .*H u.
Wtw may well refer to the quotation in v,12 but the
whole tenor of the chapter, which is advice to a presbyter-
episcopos for the preserving of the authentic gospel indicates
(3)
rather the first conclusion^ ' this is supported by the echo
/ (4\ N ^ ^ /
Of R rOV. 10. 32 : iTT o p. (A. i S. B. (ft S o CT" ~ £T <X i
(*) Mt. 27.1AJ Mk. 15.3,55 Lk. 23.3,9.
(a) Corssen's remark (N.J.K.A. 35 (1915), p. A95) that this verse
"zeigt, dass die Auffassung Jesu als eines Zeugen sich aus den
Erfahrungen der Martyrerprozesse gebildet hat und nichts anderes
als ein Reflex davon 1st "takes no account of the fact that the
testimony in both cases is the same, that is, that Christ is,
in a word, Lord and truth.
(3) Cf. Spicq, Lea Bp!tres Pastorales, p. 90.
(4) Gerhard sson~I¥emory and Manuscriptr p. 81) points out that
the study of the Torah is~*according to a typical Rabbinic mode
of expression, "a work: of the mouth". The above view seems
preferable to that of Strathmann (KWB. IV. 505.3-51 cf. A82,9ff.
which refers the ^ c^pi <*. to the Spimenides quotation.
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in v. 14 which speaks of Jewish commandments of men ama<r-re£4>o^
tI|v/ 2cAn6etav , whose mouths, according to v.11, it is
necessary to stop ( 1m <na t,.iq ).
When the Pastorals are looked at as a whole the testimony
C1)
is seen to have many synonyms; ' it can refer to godly
edifying (1.1.4) and to the charge or commandment with the idea
of transmission ( ) (1.1.5,18), it is the
healthy^ doctrine (1.1.10; 4.6,16; 5.175 6.1; II.3.10? 4.2;^
cf. Tit.1.9, 11.1,7,10); it is the gospel (I,1.11; 11.1.10;
2.8), it is the prophecy (1.1,18; cf. 4,14), it is the
knowledge of the truth (1.2.4? 11.2.15,18,25? 3.7? 4.4? Tit.
1.14). The testimony is Jesus Christ himself (1.2.6), the
faith (1.1.19; 3.9; 4.6; 11.3.3; 4.7), the common faith (Tit.
1.4,13), the word (1.5.17? II.4.2), healthy words (1.6.3; H.l.
13), the words of our Lord Jesus Christ and the godly teach¬
ing (1.6.3), the profession (I.6.12f,),^ ^ the commandment (I.
6.14), the deposit (1.6.20; 11.1.12,14? cf. 2.2), the training
(II.3.10), the kerygma entrusted to Paul (11.4.17? ' Tit.1.3)
and, most importantly of all, it is the grace of God which has
appeared to teach the good life (Tit.2.11f.), the charisma
(1) Spicq (on, cit.. p. CLXXX1, note 1); " .s-rue<0v est
synony^me de j & < & a* h i c<., st-1-* li a » q </ • c'est
une designation technique du message chr&tien.1'
(3\ Cf. Prov.13.13* ° <^Oj&oup. tvo*; upa.'vit
(3) Where and S < <r«. a. a Co, have the same meaning.
(4) Cf. Michel (KWB. V.211.Iff, esp. 8f.): o^oAo^eTv und
i*4£T«jei?v treten dicht nebeneinander auf (I Tim.6,12,13?
J. 1,19.20)."
^(5) This verse shows clearly that the testimony of the first
martyrs before the courts was a lengthy process ana that the
accused were allowed in their defence to make the kerygma fully
known. This has not always been appreciated in spite of the
report of such a trial in Ac.26, and also in Ac.6,7.
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which is by prophecy (X«4»lU-l cf. 11.1.6).^ ^ As Dibelius
puts it^ "Bei £ S)Vc>wircAS (11.2,2) ist damn an eine
formulierte Zusammenfassung der Lehre zu denken7vgl. I Cor,
15.3ff? Ro.6.17."
The Content of the Testimony
The content of the testimony which Paul is so concerned
that Timothy should cherish shows the usual characteristics,
(a) The message states that there is only one Cod (1.2.5), the
living Cod, the saviour of all men (1.4.10} Tit,1.3) who pro¬
vides for ell (1.6.17)} he is the King of Icings and Lord of
lords, immortal, unapproachable, invisible (1.6.15). (b) The
moral law is part of the gLorious gospel (1,1.9-11)^ its
end being love out of a pure heart, a good conscience and
sincere faith (1.1.5); righteousness, godliness, faith, love
patience, meekness are to be followed (1.6.11) and Cod's people
are to be rich in good works (1.6.18; Tit.2.1-12), zealous of
good works Tit.2.14). Everyone who names the name of Christ
should depart from iniquity (II.2.19) and maintain good works
(Tit.3.8). (c) The redemptive action of God is often referred
to. Paul says that Jesus Christ came into the world to save
sinners (1.1.15) and that God wishes all men to be saved (1.2.
A); Jesus Christ has abolished death through the Gospel of
(*) Pfeiffer (Deutsche Zeitschrift fu!r ehristliche Wissenschaft
Hs4_chil^licheITebis:~™A77557"ri553T7""pp7~350b~3^aT~haB""
shown that the charismata are for the up-building of the con¬
gregation and that spiritual office and charisma stand very
close together because they have a common origin in the Holy
Spirit.
( ) Pie Brief.e des Appstels Paulus an Timotheus I,II. p. 189,
(3) Cf. ¥rled rich. ~KWj*. lI7 731f7 where"* the "point is made that
Paul in Romans and SaTatians never sets Law and Gospel in direct
opposition to one another any more than the OT set Law and
Promise against one another.
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which Paul has been appointed a preacher (Il.l.lOf); God is the
saviour whose grace brings salvation (Tit.2,11); Jesus Christ
gave himself for us that he might redeem us from all lawless¬
ness (Tit.2,14), (d) Finally, there is included teaching
about the judgement of God which issues in blessedness or doom,
heralded by the resurrection; Those who believe in Jesus Christ
have eternal life to which they are called (1.6.12) and which
God has promised before the world began (Tit.1.2). Jesus
Christ has brought life and immorality to light through the
gospel ( by being raised from the dead (11.1.10), Paul en¬
dures all things for the elects' sake that they may also ob¬
tain the salvation (11.2,10)• One of the faithful sayings is;
If we be dead with him we shall also live with him, if we suffer
we shall also reign with him (11.2.11). Those who say that the
resurrection is past already have erred concerning the truth
(II.2.18). The Lord Jesus Christ shall judge the quick and
the dead (11.4.1). Paul is confident that there is laid up
for him a crown of righteousness which the Lord, the righteous
judge will give him in that day and indeed to all that long
for his appearing and look for the blessed hope (Tit.2.13).
The Authority of the Witnesses
Different witnesses appear in the Pastoral Epistles but
all appear to have a teaching or preaching authority which de¬
pends on the more or less fixed tradition^ ^ which is the ground
of their proclamation. At the same time it is clear that the
authority is something which may be lost and retained (1.1.6 etc) j
(!) Cf. II Thess.3.6; I Cor.15.3.
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it is s spiritual gift. ' Paul is an apostle, that is a
carrier of the testimony 'by the command of God ' and of Christ
Jesus our hope (I.l.l) and yet he 'beseeches' Timothy (1,1.3?
2.1; cf. Philemon 8f,; 14,19,21) when he wishes him to do some¬
thing. The word used most frequently for the Christian conuiand-
ment is ita^&A ^ ^ which means basically 'a transmitted
message'. In Tit.1.1 Paul claims to be a servant of the Lord
(like the OT prophets) and an apostle of Christ Kara rn cr-riV
yet he 'arranges' ( Si tr L ^.pv/ ) with Titus (1.5) and 'wishes'
him to do things (3.8). Paul is entrusted with the gospel but
he is strengthened by Christ (1.1.12? 11,4.17) who depends on
Paul's faithfulness in the ministry in which he has placed him.
This ministry is further described as being that of a herald,
an apostle and a teacher (1.2.7? II.1.11). The fact that in
both cases precedes titocr-ro^of shows that Paul cannot
be referring here to a particular office in the church which
marks him off as superior to Timothy whom he instructs to
herald the word, or even to John the Baptist who also was a
herald (tak.1.7). Paul certainly regards himself as God's
instrument in the preserving of the deposit (11,1.12; 2,2)
but the authority which he thus possesses is his only as long
as he is faithful to what has been committed to him for even
(1) Rengstorf (K.WB. II, lo4f.) avers that &i<S«.<rKa.Ai<x is used
in the Pastoralarum den verpflichtenden Charakter der geschicht-
lichen Verkiindigung betonen zu konnen" and also that it plays a
larger part here than in the rest of the Bible because "es von
Haus aus auf den Lehrer und seine Autoritat zuriickweist" and the
author is concerned to combat a tendency on the part of his
readers to break away from his own person. It must be admitted
that R, realises that teacher and healthful doctrine can no more
be separated than apostle and gospel but it is doubtful if teach¬
ing and gospel should be distinguished in such a clearcut way
when teacher and apostle could be combined in Paul.
(2)H«eo^£AA£iV is the word used for Jesus' commanding in
the commissioning of the apostles (Mt,lC.5? Mk. 6,3) •
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an apostle can become spurious . »*.©$ ) (I Cor.9.27).
His authority as a witness cannot simply be defined as that of
one who has 'seen' the risen Lord but rather as one who is faith¬
ful to the deposit (II.3.10; 4.7). The work of testifying is
urged upon Timothy also (II,1.8; 11.2,14) although he was not
an eye-witness of the life of Jesus or of the resurrection.
Timothy, Paul's own son in the faith, one of the leaders
of the early church has an authority which comes from the same
source as that of Paul, viz. the tradition which he is called
to preach. His task is the edifying of the church (1.1.4) and
this he must do by a form of teaching which, like Paul's, can
never be regarded as having any but moral and spiritual sanctions?
this is borne out by the type of verb which Paul uses in connec¬
tion with it, viz; trae<x>y\|&XX, 3,1,3)» uiroTt
(1.4.6) and b i (1,4-11; 6.1)*,cf. rrctgot tc.Arjcrt
(1.4.13),^ ^ If Timothy holds an official position it is one
which does not depend primarily on the fact that an already-
existing apostolic succession or ruling class of charisma tics
has ordained him but on the fact that he has accepted the
truth of the message imparted to him and is himself aware of
and obedient to God's call to himself to witness. '
(1) Against von Oampenhausen, KA und GV. p. 119. On p. 122 v. C,
claims on the grounds of I Tim.371 "that the spiritual office
( en io-ko rr p ) has developed in the Pastorals into an office
which may fall vacant but this is an assumption whjch is much
weakened by a similar conception in I Cor.12,31.
(2) Against. Goguel (L 'aglise Primitive, pp. 60-62,113) J "Les
Pastorales n'ont plus~cfu minlslSre charismatique qu'un souvenir
confus." Cf. Les Premiers Temps de l'Lglise by the same author;
also against BroscfTTCharisrnen und~'£rnter. p. 140) who quotes,
without explanation, T Tim, 57*13 ♦ 19 as proof that the monarchical
episcopate was always present in the Church; but Timothy could
have received reports about elders in his capacity as 'moderator'
without possessing superior authority. The Jerusalem Council's
decision was arrived at by the whole church after discussion;
cf. Harnack (The Constitution and Law oFThe Church in the Pirst
Two Centurieff, p. 1977"*who says that the charisma had to be
recognised by the community therefore 'election' was necessary.
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Timothy is described by Paul as a deacon of Jesus Christ
(1,4.6) but this must be looked on as referring to the function
of the preacher or teacher. Timothy's authority is prophetic
or charismatic, vide 1.4.14-16 where the prophecies are the
important factor* it is these on which Timothy must meditate,
(l)
in which he is to be absorbed; theyv ' are the doctrine to
(2)
which he must take heed; they are the • He
has authority to lay hands on people but this cannot refer to
ordinationi the phrase is used elsewhere in the NT with regard
to healing ' and could easily have that meaning here,
Timothy is also described as a "man of God" (1,6,11; 11,3.17),
(
a title applied to Moses and many of the prophets of the OT. '
ana thus the evangelist is brought into the true succession of
those who teach the testimony. The mark of the preacher
(ie^a-rvjs ) approved by God is that he rightly divides^ ^
the word of truth; that is to say he gives authoritative
doctrinal decisions in cases where the church cannot agree.^ ^
(1) Rather than the Lehrgabe as Behm, Die Handauflegung im
Urchristentum, p. 46. ~ " -
I,4,14ff. with their similarity to 8ap.3»10f. show that
X&eicrjAo. refers to <ro<p(u. and iratStfa. , cf. Jn.4,10j Ro.l.li;
I Cor.l.6f; Eph. 3.7; k,7t II Tim. 1.6.
E.g. Mt.9.18? Mk.7.32; Lk.4.4C; Ac.9.12.
E.g. Dt. 33.1; dud.13.6,8 etc.$ „ . _ .
(5) 30% & a-rot?v is found in only two places in the LXX, in
Prov. 3*8 where it is used of wisdom 'directing' one's ways and
in Prov.11.5 where "righteousness traces out blameless ways."
There is, however, in II Esd.18.8 a close parallel in which
a ffT j;/\X £.1V is USedS kc* i &,v£vVi*ji3"av' ev V o w- 1 &<J
^ <- % c ' / ' v 4 r 9&t a U f k c* 4 tiibct<nviv fc a, Kai 6 ittf T iv ^ ^V ^
*t.K» or TK( iCJfi feu kiv a tv TM
i . cf. Jer.lC.235 Ps.118.9 and esp, Prov.12.19t
V £ 1 A a, A ^ (ii v ol K To^co t u.ctgTupi V 9
0®) Spicq (Lee Entires Pastorales, p. 352; writes* "Timothle
fera cesser ses querelles par l'autorit^ de sa propre personne."
According to the Roman view 'the authority of his own person'
should mean 'the authority of his official position by virtue of
his ordination' but Spicq continues, by way of expansion (? )*
"L'integrite de sa conduite et de son temoignage est l'arme la
plus efficace contre les faux docteurs."
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(
The servant of the Lord (II.2.2M)v ' has to teach in meekness,
(
as Moses did. Paul has been faithful to the message and
prays that Timothy may be the same; he uses the same word
(rrK^pci^ogs.Tv' ) for the fulfilling of Timothy's preaching
as he does for that of his own (II.M.5»17).
None of the u.a.%7o%-group is used in connection ?/ith
Titus, Paul's own son in the faith, but it is clear that he held
much the same position in Crete as Timothy did in Ephesus.
This missionary and apostle (II Cor.8.23)» brother, comrade and
fellow-worker of Paul is presented in the letter addressed to
himself as a person of teaching and administrative authority
(1.5) who can ordain elders (*«•) . ^ ^ Titus, like
the elders, is to rebuke the false teachers (1.13) that they may
be sound in the faith but presumably he must do this ^ t*j
&i&otcKoiA»u, tvj a\yi«.wvo4»crj^ (1.9j cf. 2.8) and this is
confirmed by Tit.2.1,7. The basis of Titus' authority' ^ is
the teaching which he has to speak (2.15) and affirm constantly;
here and Indeed wherever there is, in the NT, a struggle for
authority it is never the 'line of successioh' which is adduced
as criterion but always the content of the testimony. „Titus'
authority is that of the sound doctrine. The heretic^ ^ is to
(!) Cf. Is.M3.10; MM.l.
i3) Cf. Num.12.3.
(3) Cf. Mt.2M.M5» 25.21,23; Lk.12.M2,MM? Ac.6.3.
(4) * CEmra.x, ^ = commandment ; cf. I Esd.l.lS etc. >fcTn.rct.ro--&i'i/is
used of Jacob giving charges to his sons (Gen.M9.33).
(3) Aigi t' 1 v normally means 'to choose' but in I Macc. 2,19f#
it is used for 'consenting to' the blasphemous commands of
Antiochus. £1 wit/To. ~r <k. V ri T* CL o'i K,p r S (2> a. o~ I A £ I <X C
"/5 t £ ^ 1 ' * > 1 - V
too ptt.tr i ctKo uou<r-,v aoxo o «TTocr T w. £ 1. K <x cr T o 5
> " i / ' „■> -» v < /' •*
<sTTC AftTPiia-c tTsat i.t? <-*» v r Kci nci.rifav'ro T«-K
_ t - • > ■*» > *• * t ''X. ' N c
E.OtoAa.t< o. o T o u # KO.^/ w K«l. O t W toi |AOU Kc*.t 01





be entreated or interceded for (3.10), however, and this is
in line with the statement in I Tim. that the end of the
Wag ^s. Aa«. i® love (1.1.5) •
If the witnesses are those who preach and teach the testi¬
mony then the Tx^t<f&or o i obviously come into this category and,
according to the evidence in the Pastorals, the no*.
and SiaVovoi are also of this order. The bishop is engaged
on good work (e<?V£w ) (1,3.1) J he is &ioZ oros (Tit*
1.7), that is a preacher and teacher or witness. It is clear
that the deacon has to do the same kind of work as the episcopos
(cf. Stephen's activities in Ac.6 and 7) since his qualifications
are similar. So, since Kavo<; 0Dd have been shown
to have the same meaning it is quite possible that the deacon
was a kind of assistant teacher or preacher, as it were a
student assistant, the disciple of the witness, later to possess
the same ir^e >i<r ice ir'srrat » as his 'bishop'. There are
in Ephesus, besides Timothy, elders who are labouring in the
word and doctrine (1.5.17) although some of them are departing
from the tradition (1.1.3*7). One of the necessary character¬
istics of the episkopos is that he should be ikoj (I.
3.2), a term applied to 'the servant of the Lord' (11.2.24) and
V /
the deacon is to hold the mystery of the fai'th (1.3.9),
Timothy will be a good deacon of Christ if he reminds the
brethren of the words of faith and good doctrine on which he
himself has been nourished (1.^.6) and he is urged to give
attendance to reading, exhortation and doctrine. The elders
(*) , can have this weaning (LS,p. 1311. III),
(a) cf. Mk.JU-.li; I Cor.^.i; Eph. 6.19.
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who labour in the word and doctrine are especially to be counted
worthy of double honour (1.5.17) which shows that these men
were in receipt of some kind of remuneration but not necessarily
that they held any office solely by virtue of ordination. In
II Tim. Paul tells the younger man to pass on the teaching to
faithful men who will be able to teach others also (II.2.2);
these teachers are styled simply .Vterroi rcoi without
any official title, a fact which indicates that Paul's references
to episkopoi and diakonoi are to functions rather than to an
official status. Titus was left in Crete in order to ordain
elders (1.5) who are also episkopoi (1.7). Here the emphasis
on the teaching task of the episkopos is stronger than in I Tim.
The false teachers with whom Titus has to contend provoke a
stronger criticism from Paul (l,12f.) and they are to be re¬
buked sharply that they may be healthy in the faith (1.9-13).
It would seem that the authority of the elder, the episkopos
and the diakonos is the authority'of the message he teaches and
is therefore a charismatic one which lasts as long as he is
faithful to the testimony.
The Authority of the Testimony
The Pastoral Epistles shed light on the authority of the
testimony itself. In the first place it is absolutely ex-
1.3)» it is that
gospel of the blessed God which is a gift of grace (1.1,11,14)
and it is this grace which teaches the Christian (Tit.2.11f.)•
(1) Dibelius, Die Briefe des Appatels Paulus an Timotheus,
I,II, pp. 141f.
it is the glorious
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The charge or instruction ("nae<*tcA»)<n$ ) which Paul passes
on to Timothy (1.1-18) is the same as ( Kctra ) that which the
latter received at his ordination (?) and it is by ( fcv )this
prophetic or charismatic word that Timothy is to carry out his
evangelistic task (1.1,18). The confession of the Christian
lives in the testimony of Jesus; without his uapr'ei ov there
L
\ ' (1)
is no OpoAo^ia. .
The gospel which was entrusted to Paul and which he in
turn passed <^n to Timothy is a ^a^icr^o. given by preaching
or prophecy^ ^ accompanied by the laying on of hands of the
presbytery of Lystra, Iconium and Derbe?i.e. of the collected
presbyters, ^ and of Paul (11.1,6), The deposit is not given
into Timothy's hands as something over which he is to have
control? it is something by which he must allow himself to be
controlled (I.4.15f.) and which, when adhered to, will be for
(
the salvation of the hearers and of Timothy himself. ' Such
are the importance and value of the word and doctrine that
they bring honour to those who study them (1.5.17)* The
bearer of the doctrine, whether a teacher or not, must be
prepared to subordinate his own feelings rather than allow the
doctrine to be blasphemed (1,6.1), Finally, the most signifi¬
cant statement about the authority of the wholesome words and
i1) Obendieck, Ev. Theol. Nov/Dec (1946), p. 257.
(2) Light is shed on this view of the charisma by Ro.1.11 where
Paul speaks of 'imparting a charisma' and by Ro.6.23 where he
speaks of the charisma of Cod as being 'eternal life', an
expression frequently used in the LXX for the torsh. This idea
is extended in Jn,4.10 where the gift ( SwgtcC ) is eternal
life and further in Jn.17.2f. where the gift of eternal life is
defined as 'to know God and Christ', Cf. I Cor.l.6f; Eph,3.7.
Dibelius, op. cit.. p. 170. 2e.
(4)"Sie (<u n^o<p^r tC<x\ ) sind das Mittel, mit dem er seinen
Gegnern widersteht, eine Quelle seiner Kraft." (Schlatter, Die
Kirche der Griechen. p. 66).
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the doctrine which is according to godliness is that these are
the words of our Lord Jesus Christ (I.6.3) for this indicates
that "the essential constituents of the Christology and ethics,
as we now have them in the data of the tradition" ' go back
to Jesus himself.
Timothy is to stir up the charisma (II.1.6) which is given
by the Holy Spirit and is to be kept by the Holy Spirit (II.1.14)
and he is not to be ashamed of this testimony when faced with
the possibility of suffering for it (II.1.6-8). He is to be
strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus who has strengthened
Paul (1.1.12)* ' and he is to commit the gospel to faithful men
who will be able to teach others also (II.2.If.). The
authority of the gospel is not something which men impose on
others but it is recognised by those who are given a change of
mind by God (11.2.25). The testimony is a charisma but it is
also something which is fixed; it is not a far-off goal of
speculative research but a body of teaching (1.1.3 etc.)J it
is a v«.£,tcrp.<x which is in him (II.2.6; cf. I *Jn.5.1C).
It would appear that the source of Timothy's knowledge is
the holy scriptures^ ^ which are inspired by God, able to make
men wise unto salvation through faith in Christ and are profit¬
able for teaching, reproof, correction and instruction in
righteousness that the man of God, that is,the servant of God^ ^
t1) Riesenfeld, The Gospel Tradition, p. 28.(2) Cf. Phil. ii .131 Ac.9.^2 shows that this means 'being
strengthened in the knowledge of the Gospel and its sources in
the OT; cf. Eph.6.lCff.
(3) Taking t'v^v (11.3.14) as referring not to mother
and grandmother, Paul and the other teachers but to i"tgoL
Tim! 4.6; 6.11; II Tim.2.24.
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may be complete (II.3.14-17) . The word which the episkopos
is to hold fast is the faithful word ' which enables him to
exhort (Tit. 1.9).
The Transmission of the Testimony
The deposit of the faith has been faithfully received and
handed on by Paul (1.1.11,18) and Timothy and Titus must
emulate him since the tradition - the living word, not the dead
letter (Ro.2.29. 7.6. II Cor.3.6) - is the important thing.
Greater emphasis is laid on this in the Pastorals than in
earlier epistles for the obvious reason that the passing years
have produced a greater number of false teachers so that the
original content of the faith is more seriously threatened and
the true and faithful witnesses must continue to bear the
testimony with more vigour. Timothy must pass on the message
to some in order that they should not teach other doctrine (I.
1.3); deacons are to hold the mystery of the faith in a good
conscience and must be proved and found blameless before they
are allowed to act as deacons (I.3.9f.). Timothy, by remind¬
ing the brethren of the mystery of godliness (1.3.16), will
prove himself a good deacon of Jesus Christ, nourished in the
words of the faith and the good teaching to which he himself has
paid close attention (1.4.6); he is to pass on the word and
teach (1.4.11); he is to teach and exhort (1.6.2) and he is to




in the LXX to translate e.g. IV K.21.8. VAa-mAo* is
equivalent to the T in Ps.18.8.
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Lord (I«5.14). The final injunction of the first epistle is#
tqv vruea-ii^rjV 4»UXO.^O/ ; - a duty which some have
failed to perform. In the second epistle Timothy is urged to
hold fast the form of sound words (11,1.13) to keep the good
deposit which he in tarn should commit to such faithful men as
will be able to teach others also (ll,l,14i 11,2,2),^ ^ He is
(a\
to remindv ' his people of the things he has heard from Paul
(11.2,14)• It is noticeable that here there is no reference
to ordination or succession s ut simply to the preservation and
transmission of the tradition. Timothy is to continue in the
things he has learned (11.3.14), preach the word, reprove, re¬
buke, exhort with longsuffcring and doctrine (11,4.2)# he is
to watch in all things (11.4.5)^ do the work of an evange¬
list*1 ^ and fulfil hi3 h,»kov<.'<x. (il.4.5).
(1) Rengstorf II, 149f.) arguing from Tit. 1,11 insists that
'the teaching' throughout the Pastorals is concerned with ethical
instructions but the remainder of II Tim. 2 provides clear
indications that what Timothy is to pass on is the whole gospel
including the ideas of resurrection (w.8,11,18), solvation (v.
10), the moral demand (vv,19»21f.) and the sovereignty of Christ
(y.12) - in fact, the word of truth in its completeness (v. 15).
(2) "Le contenu central des Kpltres,Aet de la predication aux
communautee, etait certainement le meme que celui de^la predica¬
tion miesionaire.
_ ais lcs fiddles connaissaient deia ie ^ ,
message, 1.1s y ont ete rend us participants, lis ont meme jnseres
dans cette oeuvre divine ciont le kerygma e'tait une proclamation.
C'eet pourquoi justement quand il s^egit du noyau meme de
l'Svangile, la predication aux coin. unautee a ete d'©vantage un
rappel gu'une proclamation. Ce que nous entendons done generale-
ment par 'frecher', la predication telle qu'elle se fait
l'Eglise de fa^on courante, ne-corx c&pond pas sans plus au
kiq f>cr*-Kt iv du Nouveau Testament, msis plutot, de biens des
facons, a ino Muw «; v , ' re-met tre en memo ire . (iiahlj
3turi, ThepI, I and II. (1947/48), p. 8c.
T3J Cf. rt724.42| 26,if1 # 4k, 13.33-35? Ac.20.31? I Cor. 16.13.(4) is not found in the LXX but other foxtns of
the wora-group are clearly associated with 'good news' e.g. II
K.I8.20ff# IV K.7.9. is found in three of the
Psalms where it is associated with 'righteousness' (39.10), 'the
word' (67,12) and 'salvation' (95.2),
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In Titus there is a repetition of the same emphasis on the
handing on of the truth. The elders are to be ordained as
episkopoi, are to be like the faithful and wise servant in
Jesus' parable whom his master has set over the household (Mt.
24,45? cf, Eph.2.19)# to hold fast the faithful word as they
have been taught and by sound doctrine exhort and convince the
unruly (l,9f.)» ^ that is, those who have swerved from the
tradition (1.1,6), Titus is to speak the words that are "in
keeping with" (NEB) healthy teaching (2.1) and be uncorrupt in
doctrine (2,7); the aged men are to be healthy in the faith
and the aged women likewise that they may be teachers of good
things (2.2-5). Finally, Titus must be constantly and strongly
affirming the gospel and command of God (3.8).
Gonclusian
In all the Pauline Epistles there is an insistence that
the witness, the Church leader, whether official or otherwise,
has a teaching authority which is based on adherence to and
obedience of the testimony of Christ or God. Paul claims
no other authority for himself and he will acknowledge the
authority of other teachers only in so far as their doctrine
(l) X/vrtoT«KTot I Cf. I Thess,5.14I vooOiTUii To\>$ ^T^rouf
II Thess 3.6; Son, s Vrro TrswT<3^ A <{>o0^ ax!XK.Tto£
Tfiiig.ii TTaT Oo v T o \ ka\ Ka.T«. <*. & ocr I V » / \
t, frafj. £ v and I Clem. 42.2; i\j^o</ro (<>i «.noa- ro Ac i)
> i , • £,t»r 4k Twi i*. ds A i<j|xc*.ro{
(Having received the gospel from the Lord Jesus Christ and he
having been sent from God.).
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and behaviour are in accordance with the gospel. The witness
of the resurrection, the witness of God is a teacher of the
resurrection, a doctrine which takes on its full meaning when
seen in the light of Jesus' resurrection, death and teaching
activity. Paul's references to testifying show a strong like¬
ness to the teaching of Jesus' parables about the faithful
steward who is to administer what is entrusted to him by his
lord.
The gospel or testimony is a grsce-giftj it is charac¬
terised by freedom but nevertheless it has a definite content
which may be described as being basically that of the OT but
fulfilled in Christ. It is a possession which is to be
cherished and passed on unaltered. The authority of this
testimony does not lie simply in the fact that the risen
Christ has appeared in some way or other to the original
teachers but in the fact that it has been believed by those to
whom it has been proclaimed (I Cor.3.5). because they have seen
it as the truth of God (I. These. 2.13).
Even at the time of the writing of the early Epistles there
was a concern about correct tradition being defended against
erroneous doctrine but possibly greater emphasis is laid on this
matter in the Pastorals because of the understandably greater
number of false teachers in the growing Church,
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CHAPTER XIV
TESTIMONY IN THE GENERAL EPISTLES
OP JAMES. PSTSR AND JPDB
(1) JAMES.
The Epistle of James contains only one instance of the
n a/9-Tu ('-group, in 5.3 where it is said of the rich men's gold
C i» \ J a M
and silver? o ' £
\ . V / t
Kav v a <; cr u. g k 9- <, u^uw ^ <, rru<^ .
Here, has ita basic meaning of 'reminder^, "a vis¬
ible sign and symbol of the real state of the case."^ '
The writer of this letter adheres to the same ideas about
teaching as his fellow-writers in the NT, For him ig
a gift of God (1.5) and 'the engrafted word' of 1.21 has
affinities with the Epistle of Barnabas 1.2? ©v/ -t^<;
6"jg £a.^ wv to fx d.Ti it fj ^ )(fll-c<v' fe i A. ^ cp«. T s. . While
the teachers of Judaism were held in high esteem the Church is
not to hold the faith with respect of persons (2.1J cf, 3»13).
The readers are advised that not many of them should aspire to
the position of teacher or wise man for the temptations are
great and there is one law-giver and so no man can really judge
another (i^.12).
The last two verses of the letter show that the idea of
the witness as teacher is not far from James' mind for 5.19f*
state * "If any of you err from the truth and one convert him
(1) Ropes, St. Jamesr ICC, p. 286,
(2) Cf. op.~cit,,- pp. 172f.
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let him know that he...shall save a soul from death and shall
hide a multitude of sins." This is reminiscent of Prov. 1A.25«
«,/ * / ' ' ' • '
^»->cr£-ra.i 8.t< Kcikujv jxcigTUS 7T»<rr&5 , tKKat&t t>&
SoAio^ • He is the (Gal. 6.1), the man who is
upheld by God's frvto pa, r^sj £,f-.avi tv.ov ? irvi,o^<k ^ ttvLv }*,(*.
To a.\fic>v » the man who has a itv&.t> p. a. cruvriT^ifA.fj.£vov
who will teach the lav/less and will turn the profane to God
(Ps.30.15-20).
( 2) PSTER AM) JUDS
The Nature pf^ the Testimony
In I Pet,1.9ff« the author speaks of "the theme of
salvation" ^(KEB) which the prophets have enquired into andsearched,^ ^ Prophets also foretold the grace or gospel which
speaks of the Cross and Resurrection of Christ and this prophecy
was effected by the working of the Spirit of Christ testifying
beforehand ) in them.^ ^ This testifying
or Sift^ov'o. (v. 12) had the same subject-matter as that re¬
ported by those who had evangelised the readers of the epistle
by the same Holy Spirit. The £a01 who wish to look into
this teaching are the teachers themselves (cf, Sir.lA.20-23,
(1y ££» fj*; ^ T ^irav and #l^(5a.uv/rjo-A v are a parallelism as in
Ps.ll8.2j ^ ^ma.gio> i ©i i U?£v/v»JvrlS T p. a e t" «■»(? i a, a»'ro*u*
S.V oAft ^ r 1 <r oocr tv f c^wrov 9% Cf, VV.34,,
69,115 and 129j Bu^^o^cr t&c tX <roo' 6ift. touto
cJoVw. 'j i|/UVr| U.3J • 2.1—5 it is
'iJToAnc <f <ro^((K and <ruv£.<ri<; the subject of the voo0£r^o-i^
the 'in^vwirR of God which are to be searched diligently for
like treasures. And yet is the gift of God (v,6) and
he treasures up fwtit'**/ for them that walk uprightly (v.7)*
'SK^^TfcTtv' is employed likewise in the LXX in connection with
the u.«ip u e.g. Ps.24.10| rte.er«.i «-i. *©&q\ topiou Kai
ftA/i0£.»e< T01S fcfc.C nro© efiV TnV OiftGwt^V awrou Kctv. ?a
r«Tweia *'utov ; Cf. 26U; 77.5,7; (NB in Ps. 118.10 'seeking
Out the Lord himself' is equated with 'seeking his commands')
118.22; lA5f,# also relevant are 118.155, Prov; 27.21a; cf. Sap.
39.1,3.
(2) Cf, Bp. Barnab. 5.6.
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j/
Prov.13.17f, which show that «yy£Ao<; may be used for a
teacher who gives rraiit'o. )• The testimony of OT agjd
NT teachers is also called a"woK<xAu^t^ as in Rev. 1.1.^ ^
Selwyn sees a difficulty in the present tense $ * p 0 p i * ^ v
(1,1,13) but his explanations are unconvincing. ' The grace
of the gospel has been brought - it habeen reported and
announced (v.12) and £Arrfo-ar£ irr C meaning 'to hope in a
present reality' is not uncommon in the LXX. ' The people
who testify are obedient to the testimony, they serve it (1.
1.12). Their authority is a spiritual authority in the sense
that it depends on the testimony to which the Spirit is a
fellow-witness and it also depends on whether or not the hearers
are obedient (1.1.14) to this gospel.
In 1.5.1 the author describes himself as a fellow of the
elders and a witness ( )^ ^ of the suffering of
(*■) See below pp. 441f.
(2) Tlhere is no particular reason for talcing n as (I.
1.7) as referring to the future; may mean 'by'.
(3) (The First Bristle of Peter, p. 140). Selwyn thinks 4'eoji.tv^
ought~to~be fut. tense"because he thinks of the revelation of
Christ as being a future event occurring in testimony or kerygma,
Cf. Bigg, St. Peter. ICC, p. 39. a s v v . ,
(4) e.g. Ps.30.25; 7?.7*. 7** ScSWflU £iT> TO* t v/ U.T^a a'oTW
x, \ > , y ~ v \ . V J —I
KOU U.V] £iTi AC4.t? WV/T Twv TOU &L00 K** Ta<> I^ToA^ cl<JTOU
\k.tj-rSa-ouv-tv • cf» 145.5f 32.22 and many others.
(s) Strathmann (KWB. IV, 499.3ff.) is correct in denying a
technical, martyrojLogical meaning but his reference to Peter's
personal experience of suffering is not convincing, Schlatter's
view (Per MMrtyrer. p. 309» note 94) is correct: "Petrus ist
freilich 'der Zeuge.mit Wort und Tat durch sein Apostolat
and nicht erst durch seine Kreuzigung." Cf. Kunckj Petrus und
Paulus. p. 17 and note 19. Cranfiela (The First Epistle of
Peter, p. 109) takes this as a simple reference~to PeterTs~*eye-
witness memories of Jesus' sufferings on earth, Cf. Zahn,
(Introduction, Vol, 2. p. 147 and pp. 155?.# note 9) who takes
h oC£Tu s = eye-witness.
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(1) (2) (3)
Christ, and also a eonroanion, partner of the glory '
(4)
destined ' to be revealed, thus linking his own testimony with
that of the Holy Spirit in the OT prophets. It is difficult
to imagine that he uses the term to refer..to a more
exalted and authoritative position in the church;^ ^ had this
been the case no doubt it would have b< en mentioned first.
(B)
Strathmann draws attention to the very close linking of the
(l) Von Campenhausen (Ide..T p. 64): "Die Leiden Christ!
bezeichnen jetzt die brutalen gerichtlichen Verfolgungen und
Unterdr'dckungen der Christen als solche, die in der Nachfolge
und nach dem Vorbild Christi getragen werden mussen," But
there is an interesting passage in The Acts of Peter. Bishop
of Alexandria (circa 300AD) which supports the view that I Pet.
5Vl~refers to Peter's teaching and not to his personal experience.
It is related that Peter's executioner could not look him in the
face through fear and trembling and prayed to St. Mark thus:
"Thou evangelist of the Saviour? thou witness of his passion."
Ante-Hicene Christian Library. Vol. XIV, pp. 283f.)
means 'companion' or 'partner' rather than
'partaker'; cf. Esth. 8.12n; Mai.2.14, Prov. 28.24* Sir.6.10;
Al.l8f; 42.3? Is, I.23.
(3) The glory is the new wisdom or gospel of God which is
glorious ( Acxjaitc^ ) and never fades away to? )
according to Sap, 6.12; cf. I Pet. 1,4 where the message is
called a. and I Pet. 5.A where it is the crown of glory.
(4) MtAAomeans ♦destined'(LS.p.1099.1.a) and ^uo«tc*Ao!Tr£creja.t
refers to what hag taken place, i.e. Peter is a partner of his
fellow-elders in the glory which has been revealed according to
destiny (cf. 1.10).
(b) With Schlatter, The Church in the Hew Testament Period, p. 35
Schlatter's definition (p. "ST that " a person becomes"™ 'witness'
when a fact has to be established before a judge in order that
the demand of justice may be fulfilled" is yet another example
of a misleading emphasis on the legal aspect of the word-group.
The Biblical use of the term is dictated, except in obvious
legal situations, by the basic, etymological meaning of 'calling
to mind'.
(5) KWB IV, 498, note 56.
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two titles but draws no conclusion, although the obvious one
iB that the presbyters are witnesses also - as they were in
Ephesus (Ac.20.28). Wand* ^ regards the verse as "a delicate
hint of the writer's higher rank since to have been an eye¬
witness of Christ's earthly life was a qualification for apostle-
ship", a judgement based on the assumption that here
means an eye-witness. There is no difficulty about this
phrase if,the word is taken to mean simply a teacher or
preacher^ ^ and this view is supported by the reference to the
prophetic testimony concerning the suffering of Christ and the
glory that should follow (l.ll). Thus the gains his
authority, if any, not because of his eye-witness experience '
or because of his own suffering ' but simply by virtue of
hie message, ' /Toi|^iCv<xT £. (1,5.2) is another indication
(1) The General Epistles of St. Peter and St. Jude, p. 122j
cf. Selwyn, The First Epistle of Peter, p. 228.
(2) Against Bigg, St. Peter. ICC, p. 1o6j "The term is best taken
here of 'an eye-witness' as in Acts i.8, 22,ii.32, iii.l5> v. 32,
x. 39»41. In this sense p.<*eTof is practically equivalent to
drrotf roAa$ •" °f• PP« 30f«
(3) Asting's comment is that the eye-witness point of view is
there but is not dominant? Peter is eye-witness of what is to
be the highest point of the revelation - "Dadurch ist er,.zum
Verktlnder vom Christi Leiden gewacht worden,„d.h. zum Trager der
Offenbarung die Christ us brachte." (Die Verkundiguryc. p. 639)
(4) Barth, Per Augenzeuge, p. 283 and Cullmann, Peter!
Piaciole. Apostle, kart.vr, p. 86.
(J; Doffatt, The General K-isties, p. 161: "Witness means not
only an eye-witness, but~one who~*witnesses to what Christ
suffered, i.e. to theirVsignificance and reality." CfEuseb. /
Sccl^ Hist. 5.28.11, where the phrase is equated with op-oAayv
ifOl.
(1)
that the elders and witnesses are teachers, if, as must
have been the case, the writer was aware of this usage in Jer.
3«1»3»15» Ezek. 34.23 and Sir.18.13. 'Emo-*©!?oovTt<r (1.5.2)
is accepted by Selwyn without comment although the earliest
known reading is Cod. A, Cranfield would omit it ' with the
observation that it adds nothing to what is already included in
the meaning of rro* ^£0 <*-r £ . The warning about mercenary
behaviour is in line with the frequent accusations against
(4)
false teachers levelled by NT writers. • In 1.5.12
£tti p cietuijov is used to describe the work of the witness
in testifying that the gospel is the true grace of Cod in which
V )
the readers are exhorted to stand. '
Prom the foregoing it may be concluded that the testimony
of this author, like that of the other NT writers, is of the same
order as that of the OT prophets for,as they testified and
minist|red (I.l.llf.),so he evangelises (1.1.25), exhorts ,1.5.
1,12) ^ and testifies (1.5.12). The testimony is also called
(!) Cf. Nauck (ZNW. 48(1957),P. 220) who points out that "Die
Didache sieht in den kirchlichen Amtstragern, den Bischofen and
Diakonen, die Nachfolger der urchristlichen Pro^heten (Dio.15.1)"
and his significant quotation from Cahiers Archeologiques V.(1951),
esp. pp. 98, 107,118, concerning the Old-Syrian tradition that
Bishop and Presbyters were grouped, not round the altar but round
the place in which scripture was read and expounded.
7) The First Epistle of Peter,, p. 230.
!/ The^irst""Splstle of Peter, p. 111.
14) Cf. A bo th~4.5 T5,
\5) Bigg. St. Peter7 Yet;, p. 196. but see above p. 1+6, note 1.
Cf, Aeting."*Die VerkundigingT p. 639.
(Q) Selwyn, The Flrsi^iplstle of Peter, p. 262 takes the prophets
of v.10 to be~~the NT prophets on the grounds that seeking and
searching are not easily identified with what we know of the
activities of the OT prophets but against this may be set note 1
on page 397above.
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salvation (l.l.9f.)J grace (I.1.10, 4.10 where it is also
called a charisma; 1,5.12; Jade 4)J revelation (1,1.12);
(1.1.12; 4.lOf.) and gospel (1.4.17)? the truth
(1.1.22; cf. II.1.12); the word of God (1.1.23); yvw<rfS (J • 3*
7 J cf # I j . 1 * l .; !5 £•»>»/ ? £ 7T i \j \j us cr t $ (II.2.20); (3 i v o ja. i cl
(1.4.10) ? Aesf i <K. (ijf'oo ( j *4.11)? the faith
(1.5.9; Jude 3. ); things pertaining to life and godliness
(11.1.3,6; the word of prophecy (I1.1.19f? cf. 3.2); the way
of truth (11.2,2); the straight way (13,2.15); the way of
righteousness (11,2.21); the holy commandment (II.2.21), of
the apostles of the saviour (11.3.2) and grace and knowledge
(11.3.18).
The Content of the Testimony
The testimony spoken by Peter is that common to all the
documents so far examined. The most direct expression of it
is in I Pet. chap. 1 where the main emphasis is on the redemp¬
tive activity of God contrasted with the promise of glory summed
up in the resurrection and repeatedly referred to as the suffer¬
ings of Christ and the coming glory (I.1.2f.,7,11,17,19? 4.13f;
5.1,10). But (a) the suffering was fore-ordained by the Pather-
God who raises the dead (1.1.20f.), whose word lives for ever
(1.1.23,25) and (b) the salvation-preaching is never divorced
from the command of God that men should obey his moral law; (c)
the readers are chosen to sanctification and obedience (1.1.2)
and are to be holy in all their life (I.1.14ff.) and love one
another with a pure heart fervently (1.1.22); (d) They have a
lively hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead
to an inheritance in heaven (I.1.3f.).
(a) Elsewhere reference to the creative power of the only
God, shared by Jesus the Messiah, is found in 1.1.20; 3.22;
4.19? 5.6; 11.1.3,17; 3.5. (b) The moral law is obviously part
of the new torah taught by the apostles (11.2,21) as is shown
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by 1.2.1,11-22; 3.1-17; 4.1-9, all summed up in II.1.3. The
face of the Lord is against the doers of evil; God has called
Christians not only to glory but also to virtue (11.1.3-9).
The false teachers are condemned in II Pet. because, unlike
Noah, the S o<r Jy *] s (11.2.3), they condone moral
laxity (11.2.10,13-15,18-22; 3.11; Jude 4.8). (c) The re¬
demptive suffering of Jesus on the cross is referred to in 1.
2.21,24, 3.18, 4.1,. (cf. Jude 5 which refers to the Exodus
as a parallel to the salvation which is through Christ.) (d)
God's promise of glory to those who believe and obey finds its
fullest expression in the resurrection of Jesus and the hope
it gives; the reverse side of that hope being the doom re¬
served for the disobedient (II.2.1-12). The resurrection of
Jesus gives promise of the incorruptible, unfading inheritance
reserved in heaven for the elect (l.l,3f.), the glory which
should follow. The elect have been called out of darkness
into God's glorious light (1.2.9) which is his eternal glory
(1.5.10) to inherit a blessing (1.3.9; cf. Mt.25.34). Both
author and readers look for a new heaven in which righteousness
dwells (11,3.13).
The Authority of the Witnesses
In the Epistles of Peter and Jude the witness has a teach¬
ing authority resting on the authority of the message which he
proclaims. That this is so receives support from the follow¬
ing: Peter styles himself an apostle or servant of Jesus Christ
(I.1.1, II.1.1) and thus sets himself under the authority of
404.
i1)
Jesus and his mesrage, Selwyn ' favours the view that the
disciples, "especially the .Twelve, are authoritative because of
their eye-witness experience," He quotes Hoskyns' The Fourth
Gospel^ p. °7e "Those wlio have not seen and yet have believed
are what they are because there once were men who believed
because they actually did see (xx,29)" and this is allowable
as long as it does not give the impression that the second
'because* means 'what'f it was not because Peter was an eye¬
witness of Jesus' sufferingsthat he could call himself ju-agTo^
but because, having seen them, he had been given grace by the
Holy Spirit to 'see' In them the redemptive activity of Sod
which gives them significance.
The OT prophets are witnesses in the sense that they relay
the testimony of the Holy Spirit who testifies in advance (i.e.
in the OT) to the Buffering and gloiy (1,1,11), They themselves
are servants ( ) (1,1,12) of" the revelation as are
also the men who have evangelised the readers, who report the
same things by the inspiration of the same testifying Spirit sent
down from heaven (1.1.12). The authority possessed by prophets
and evangelists alike is the same? it is a spiritual authority
inseparable from the revelation of the Spirit (2.1.11),
The readers of I Peter are also seen (?,9f.) to be witnesses
in the sense of Is.43»10»12,gbeing identified w^th Israel in
terms taken from Kx, 19#4f. and Is, 43»20f.% ^ Speaking
<ij The First KplaUe of Wcr.; pp. 27-33. ,
\ ) A'aT#\ u^aT t Xtf itfclTDiKjn^ toi s Y J jj T i 3*5 isaw
ou/i.A u. /3 © o, ujjl c*.^ <r i i %fcrri , x
npsa'nv&v Ortiv u«a.ov.« • xKc*i vv v £<av/ v
<XYS.©« £Kifc.O X*)S jijTt T IK




( ^) T^> y & •/ o ^ jAoO To itfc.Ai.K7ov/ } An at/ o o } 01/ IT < ^ I k 7 Of pj £7 «. n. .3 v/
(M".' of.'^iV VaccL ^10.10 Iriiere is equivalent to the
to rah.
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(the word of God) is one of the gifts of the manifold grace of
God and anyone who speaks is to do so A©yt«. (s>£oj , that
is^as a witness who bears the „T Je v ^ ^ The gift is
• /
to be ministered by the witnesses as by good stewards ( *<*.Ao«.
o^ivcov/op-oi. ) (1.4.10), an echo of Paul's descriptions of
himself as one who had been entrusted with the stewardship of
the Gospel (I. Cor. 9.17)» of the grace of God (Sph.3.2), of
the mysteries (I Cor, 4.1),* cf. Tit,1,7 where the £mVi<ofTo$ is to
be as a steward of God, This conception of tlie stewardship
of the ministry goes back to desus himself (Lk,12.41-4ff; 16.1-
13). The doctrine of the original teachers of the readers
is contrasted with that of the false teachers in II Pet, It
is the content of each which is contrasted and the author makes
no attempt to argue any break in 'apostolic succession';1 J it
is by the knowledge of God and of Jesus that these Christians are
to have grace and peace multiplied to them (11,1,2), In II, cc,
2 an! 3 it is the turning away from the way of truth taught by
the apostles to the heresies of the false teachers which is con¬
demned, not the fact that they are not in the line of succession.
The work of the author of II Peter, like that of the other
JNT writers is to remind his readers.of the things they already
know (cf. Jude 5, I Jn. 2,7) and in which they are established
(1.12) for it is the present truth ( *j ir«. e 00 «• «. 1«. ),
This is also spoken of as 'the words spoken before by the holy
prophets and the corranandment of the apostles' (3.2),
f1) A ova a. is synonymous with in Ps, 118,11,14 etc.
(2) Cf. Bigg, St. Peter, ICC, p. 250.
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The author of II Peter, by the use of Eiroitr^s in 1.16
is not necessarily dependent on the language of the Greek mystery
religions^ ^ nor is he claiming simply to be an eye-witness^ ^
of the events in question.^ ^ M. Earth aversi "Sie haben das
prophetische Wort 'fester' e/la t o'-r t e ov ) da sie schon Augen-
zeugen seines lnhalt waren" ^ but the source of their authority
is their faith which was stronger after Jesus passed from their
sight.' The source of the ideas and much of the language here
9 i /
is the LXX where zj?orcTq<i is equivalent to eirt trKor? o<; , used
mainly of God^ ^ and where is also found as the
* ' r
equivalent of <, as in Sap.1.6. Thus all three words
may be used interchangeably and may refer to the one who sees, over¬
sees or watches over, i.e. guards. II.1.16 carries echoes of the
great similarity of the OT salvation effected at the Exodus and its
fulfilment wrought on the cross of Jesus and is illuminated by
Dt,11.1—7! i|> v-A a. 2, v~j T a. A <*■*»/ p-a. To, aoToj Ta S i K.0.i uJ jxct T (X
\ ' .. 1 / t-i 1 ' « a <4
.... Ka V V i-*-* C" £. CT" OT I T Gt TT<X v yt ft u ua 4 ^ OCOl
» >' / #, ' ' I O, P
putc. oiiaJiV Gov}, i,{hocru.\f jTa.i oil KOfioP T oc "i.00
s \ .«> •» ^
croy K(x v T <x a £. v, a. A £ i a aurow t<<*i X,2.(Qo_ V17V
/ ^ \ A / A v V / J A
K(SC\T U1 U V .... tvAV T IX CT',|AellX 'XOTOU K.» I T" (A. ciufoj ,
(*) Selwyn, The First Epistle of Peter, pp. 305-3H, Kichaelis.
Km. V. 375.30ff.
(V Michaelis. KWB. V, 348.13ff. sees the emphasis on eye¬
witness as a proof that this letter is not authentic but it can
be no less so than other Biblical documents which speak of seeing
Christ metaphorically.
(3) Cf. Stahlin, KWB, IV, 796, note 154» HIm NT 1st Autopsie
Korrelatbegriff von Logos (vgl. Lk.1.2 auch I Jn.l.l); cf. p. 788.
30-3L." Bigg, St. Peter, jp. 266, is to^ll intents and purposes
correct in identifying and •
(4) Der Augenzeuge. p. 177•
(5) Esther 5.1a? II Macc.3.39; 7.35, III Macc.2.21; cf. IV Macc.
5.13, where inJnr ikos = guardian. #Sr<i>o££v has the same sense
in, for example, Ps.112.6j 137.6.
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4/ 3 / i ✓ > / « <-■ > , N
occ*. iTTo ivj«r£^ £ v j^icruj ft i ^ u rr t oj • • . * ort o i o<pda.Apx o t
C •— ' \ / V t <•/
wp. oJ v S. top aMV stavr «. s «. i.<2 <y a. K^e iou T a p.ly a. A cx , oca.
> / c x / ^ ^
ettoi f) itw ape .v cr |x i. e ca . It is thus possible to
regard the Jitoiirai ^ puyaAei o't.j-raf as the spiritual
successors of the Israelites who 'saw' the wonders and glory
of God (Dt.4.9, Num.14.22) but who saw no likeness (Dt.4,12).N ^
T f
In the fulness of time the NT ii\crxTs<.\ have discerned the gloiy
of God in the historical event which is Jesus, his person and
work. The truth testified by the author and his fellows is
rooted in historical facts as was that of the OT witnesses; it
is not a fabricated myth dressed up in TrAacxo^s Aayo?$ (II.
2.3) like the nagan 'mysteries'. The contrast is between
✓ n t /( )/
cr£cro<f>i 0- p». fv/o ( and ^ _ jxop-t opi a. v ^giou
fopi(ooifa v^iriw. of Pb.18.8.^ ^ II.1.16 does not then
refer to the Transfiguration but to the whole Incarnation al¬
though v, 18 does refer to the former as a special item of the
> /
latter. But that the UoTrreti are not simply claiming to
be eye-witnesses of historical facts is emphasised by v.19:
"We have also a more sure confirmation in the prophetic word."
If authority is derived from having been an eye-witness of
(
historical events then a prophetic word can hardly be said
i1) Cf. Sir.17.1-13, esp, vv.l,7-9,11-13.
(2) The eyes of the second generation who entered Canaan are
said to have 'seen' what the Lord did in Egypt.'.' ^Josh.24.7. ^
(3) Cf, Baruch 3.23 where it is said of the amJoAoV»i : oS©a' ' 0 V ) N > ✓ . V 1 '/i *
crocfHCiS qua ouht £> or (pyca v/ f£ipou$ u ^ $ •
(4) Stahlin (KWB. IV, 791-796) jkas shown the importance of the
contrast between and exX^Gt,a (i.e. the gospel or
testimony) in the Pastorals and II Peter.
(5) Cf. Ps.118.97-99,* Prov.l6.17. Mlegge (Qpspel and Myth, p.104)
contrasts with the myths 'the words of faith and of good doctrine'
of I Tim.4.6 (cf.v.7). , . ✓
(6) As Schlier, KWB. I, 602.28-30; " /2>*t/3ai©s ist ein Aovc* hier
also nicht insofern als er Einsicht gew|]irt, sondern insofern
als er sich in einem Geschehen als begrundet erweist." S. quotes
Heb.2.2 but this support is unsatisfactory unless the 'event*
implied here is the giving of the law to Moses by God 'in person'*
if08
to be (htfia-to-r teas but if the criterion is the self-
authenticating truth of what is said then v.19 makes sense
(cf. II.3.2). The writer of Ps.118 called on God (v.28) to
strengthen ( &*.&«.i oov ) him by his words (which are equated
with vop»o<; and in the same section) but the
Christian teachers have a more strengthening prophetic word,
the word of Jesus himself, the word which is Jesus, the present
truth. Their authority rests on their message, the prophetic
word which is surer than the OT torah.
False prophets and false teachers are equated in 11.2.1,
the false ones being recognisable as such because their teach¬
ing is according to private interpretation. These false
teachers are the spiritual successors of the idol-worshippers
of Is. cc.43.44 against whom Israel is to direct the true
testimony. Noah is used by the writer as an example of
the true prophet, the over against the
false teachers, the latter being described as 'wells without
water'. This is a thought which is close to that of Jeremiah
concerning the backsliders who have forsaken God, the fountain
of living waters and have hewed for themselves cisterns that
(a)
can hold no water (Jer.2,13).
Cf. Sap. chapters 13,14, esp. 14.22-29,
(a) Jer.2.13? rov,13.14» cf. Jesus' words to the woman at the
well about his 'living water' and her activity ( p. «e-r w/f ou<r^ s )
after she has received it.
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The Authority of the Testimony
When the authority of the testimony itself is examined
it is discovered to be that of the teaching of the Holy Spirit
(I.l.llf.) which must be answered by the obedience of faith in
the believer (1.1,22). The teaching or testimony is a gift
of God's grace; it is the true grace of God in which the
author can urge his readers to stand (1.5,12) and so it may be
termed a sort of static charisma. That the faith is a fixed
body of doctrine is stressed in II.1,1 although it is connected
with the OT prophets who were moved by the Holy Spirit (11,1.
19-21); it is called the way of truth which shows that it must
have had a definite form and content and yet the readers are
urgea to grow in grace, which means that they are to grow in
the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Jude also
exhorts his readers XTTA-yuw dcti o.rra^ iTc\.@<xb c> Q iic
To?s 4 0,5 ir/a-Tii (v,3), which grace the false
teachers have turned into impiety() (v. 4)." '
The Transmission of the Testimony
The authors of these three books clearly regard the
testimony as the source of their own authority and that of all
the witnesses and therefore it is to be expected that they will
be anxious that their readers should guard it closely and
transmit it faithfully. The readers of I Peter are facing a
testing of their faith and the writer hopes that it will stand
up to the test (1.7), that they will grow in grace (2.2), be
( x) % r/Ay£/a. = wantonness; cf. Sap. 14.22,24» 26 and all the
accusations levelled by the prophets against Israel for her
unfaithfulness to the Lord her husband, e.g. Hos. chapter 2 and
Jer.31.32 (Heb.).
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built up a spiritual house to offer up spiritual sacrifices
(2.5) and show forth the virtues (1$> £-?<*<; ) - the work of
the witness of Jahweh (ls.43.21J cf.42.12); they should be
ready always to give an answer to every man who asks a reason
of the hope that is in them (3.15)» they are to be good
stewards of the charismata of God (4.10) and obedience to the
gospel must come before any consideration of personal safety
(4.14-19). The elders ar^-to feed the flock (that is, pre¬
sumably, by teaching). The devil being resisted steadfast
in the faith (5.9) the writer prays that God may make them
perfect (that is, in knowledge (5.10)). His own letter
testifies that the grace or gospel in which they are to stand
is true (5.12).
The writer of II Peter urges his readers to add the
Christian virtues to their faith that they may not be unfruit¬
ful in their knowledge of Jesus Christ (1.8). He stresses his
own eagerness to keep fresh their memory of the faith (1.12-15J
3.If.) ^ and his desire that they should pay heed to the
prophetic testimony (1.19). They must be specially on their
guard against the false teachers who render false testimony
(2.1) and because of whom the truth will be blasphemed (2.2).
TTaq a S i is used by this writer to denote the handing
down of the tradition of the way of righteousness, the holy
commandment (2.21). Some people will doubt the coming
(*) Cf. above p. 3&8, note 1,
Ul.
salvation but the word of the prophets and apostles must be
clung to for the day of the Lord will surely come (3*1-10).
Finally, he exhorts them to stand fast to the things they know
and to grow in grace and the knowledge of Christ.
Jude also lays some stress on the tradition, calling on
the saints to contend ( fTTa^tov^ £<*-©«.» ^ for the true
doctrine against the false teachers who are denying it.
Conclusion
Hi W| in —
The General Epistles of James, 1 and II Peter and Jude
show the same dependence of the to- -concept on the OT
testimony of God delivered by the prophets. The witnesses or
teachers have an authority which is inseparable from the
revelation of the Spirit, Here also the doctrine of the
original teachers, the teaching of the Holy Spirit is con¬
trasted with that of the false teachers who are disobedient
ana so stumble at the word, the way of truth. It is note¬
worthy that it is the content of the testimony which is used
by the orthodox as a criterion of authority, not an 'apostolic
succession'.
(l) Like the seven brethren, the champions ( i <r t m )
of virtue (IV Iv'acc.12.15; cf. 17. lift',) who upheld the torah by
their (IV Macc. 12.16 (A reading) see p. 82, note 1
above); I6,l6( i'oi )•
2.12.
CHAPTER XV
TESTIMONY IN THE EPISTLE TO THS HSBRaWS
The Nature of the Testimony
The Epistle to the Hebrews contains 13 occurrences of the
jaaes-SroaP» one which is concerned with the demand of
the Jewish law for two or three witnesses in a legal case (10.
28). Of the others, one refers to the testimony added by God
to that of his witnesses in the form of signs and wonders,
divers miracles and distributions of the Holy Spirit at his own
will (2.4); seven are concerned with the testimony of the
scriptures (2.6; 7.8,18; 10,15? 11.A (twice), 5)? one presents
Moses as a faithful servant of God for a testimony of the things
(L)
about to be spoken (3*5)» the remaining three deal with the
testimony of the heroes of faith (.11,2,39.; 12,1),
In 2.4 God is said to be a co-witness (ff«5.»i^^Tuj)OJvTo? )
with the Lord and with those who had heard Jesus and who had
confirmed his words to the author and his fellow-teachers, that
is their leaders who spoke to them the word of God and whose
( 2)
faith they are to imitate (13.7»17). The subject of the
O) This is obviously a quotation from Num.12,7 and so 'the
words about to be spoken' cannot' refer to the distant Christian
revelation but to the next verse (Num.12,8: <r-roju.cc sr-ro^d.
Xu.A«q<3-kj ecutuj w &i6fc< kcli wu . The testimony
is the word of*" God and there is here no question of eye-witness
testimony for Moses "endured as seeing the invisible," 3 v
Moffatt(Hebrews.ICC, p. A3) writes: 'The difficult phrase To
t j ov "7 ia) s/ A c< A vj y vj tf-o pc t means, like
9.9> that the position of Moses was one which pointed beyond it¬
self to a future and higher revelation" but the contrast is not
primarily between the testimony of Moses and that of Jesus but
between their respective relationships to God. There is no
justification in view of Dt. 31 and 32, for confining the testi¬
mony to the commands, especially those of a legal kind, which Moses
received in the tabernacle from God, as Strathmann. KWB.IV.510.22-28.
(2) cf. Did. 2,.l.
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(M
testimony is the greater salvation, the new torah ' which
has been announced by Jesus and his disciples, ' Jesus and
his disciples must here be regarded as witnesses or teachers
of the new torah to which God himself also testifies by signs,
wonders, miracles and gifts of grace as he testified at the
(3)
time of the giving of the Mosaic law. ' This passage is
reminiscent of another in the Mishnah where Rabbi Doeethai ben
Yannai, in the name of the 2nd, Century Rabbi Meir, quotes Dt,
4,9 as evidence for the importance of the careful transmission
of the oral tradition* "Only take heed to thyself and keep
thy soul diligently, lest thou forget the words which thine
eyes saw," The last phrase indicates that the Biblical
jxae-ruj may be regarded as a teacher of the traditional
doctrine (Aboth, 3.9),
The largest number of verses concerns the testimony borne
by the Holy Spirit through the scriptures to certain aspects
of the gospel. In 2,6 «. -to bi, ttoo -r»$ A£.yi*iv/
introduces a quotation from Ps,8.5-7 and according to the
Alexandrian theory of inspiration the Psalmist's words have
(4)
God's authority. The content of the testimony in this
case shows that there is here no question of eye-or-ear-
witness testimony for it is testimony to the lordship of Christ
which is something which has to be believed, what is actually
seen is the suffering of the man Jesus through which he and his
brethren are believed to be made perfect or which is seen
simply as suffering,
C1) Z twould appear to go back to Prov,3,21, cf,
Moffatt, Hebrews,, p. 17.
(2) Cf. Ib78.18, , y(3) Cf, God's approving ( «rro4v «» ) of Jesus by miracles,
wonders and signs (Ac,2.22),
(4) Cf, Moff&tt, Hebrews, p. 22; "His words are God's words
(v.8)".
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H<*eQo fA £ vo <5 (7.8) like Tat (li»5) is
a simple case of the Middle of i^oteTog i?v used as a passive
to denote the teaching of a part of scripture about someone.v ^
There is no particular reason why God should be taken as the
subject and the verb as being in the active sense in these
verses but the necessity will be seen to arise later in the
case of 11.2,39.
The Holy Spirit is the subject of {j.aeTOeA in 10.15,
teaching the Church the message of salvation through Jeremiah.
and Enoch is given the testimony that he pleased God (11.5) •
The last two instances of this group are in 11.4 where Abel is
attested (1 0^ ) - again, a simple passive - to be
righteous beoause of his better sacrifices? this is put into
active form in the following phrase: °wV To S 4-°°
0ioo ^ Moffatt^ ^ is right when he says: " *£t», Aa.Ai.1
means in a general sense that he (Abel) is an eloquent, living
witness to all ages"? he is, after all, one of the cloud of
witnesses of 12.1, who may be discussed at this juncture .
Two points are to be made about the cloud of witnesses:
(4)
(1) The phrasev ' obviously refers to the men who have been
(5)
mentioned in the preceding chapter?x ' this is made
abundantly clear by the strong twhich links the two
chapters.
(x) The AV translates tou as "he testifieth"; Luther
has "Denn es v/ird bezeugt" and NEB, avoiding the issue, gives
"Here is the testimony". v i «
(2) It is, probable that this^gqes back to/Gen.4«^J £iri<S£y
<> 06 <K tTt i A/3S.A £17 I Tc7 ( Sweoi^ o-oroa ,
(3) Hebrews. p. 164 (following Seeberg).
(4) Cf7 Ps.98.6f. where it is said th,at,God spoke to l oses, A^r&n
and Samuel in a pillar of cloud and .<r<rov t4 tA^e-tJqx<x #
(^) Cf. Gass. ZHT, (I859)y. III. pp. 326:^. and Spicq. L 'Epltre aux
Hebreux, p. 3847"" "lee sont evidemment les~heros de
ifancienne alliance."
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(2) If these men are witnesses they cannot be regarded as such
on the grounds that testimony has been borne to them. ^ ' A_ _______ ~ ——'-Til. — 1.1. — —
witness is someone who bears witness ±2. someone or something '
but there is a widespread tendency to accept without embarrass¬
ment the sudden change from the thought of the heroes of faith
as men who receive testimony ( jA<xe-roe£>^frA»Av',:n ) to "that of
men who give testimony (p.)• It is however,
(*) Asting's explanation (Pie Verkundigungf p. 645) is artificials
"Per Bericht der Schrift uBer""3Iese Cflaubenshelden das 'Zeugnis'
ist. Also, diese Personlichkeiten, so wie sie in der Schrift
geschildert werden, sind , d.h. dass sie in den
Berichten liber sie - das Wesen und die W'irkungen dee Glaubens
klarmachen." Michel (Per Brief an der Hebraerft p. 79, note 3)
takes the view that pa.e'r <-> p o jZH means"""7being given the
testimony by God's "Gott Dekennt Sich durch die Schrift zu dem
Menschen, und die Schrift ist das Zeugnis fur die Geschichte,
die Geschichte, die Gott mit dem Menschengeschlecht gegangen
ist." (followed by Spicq. Hebreuxj, p. 327 and Kasemannj Pag
wandernde Gottesvolk. pp. 37-557 The pueroeav become
when they in turn pass on the message they have
been given. This explanation does away with the need to take
(ll.2) a nd (ll,39)
as having an active meaning and is an attractive alternative.
(21 Cf. Strathmann, Theol. Litgraturblatt. 3J (1916), p. 338.
(3) Strathmann, admittedly, notTces~the" THinuberspringen' but
adds nothing to remove the difficulty (KWBT IV, 495. 13-20),
He sees the psxe here as witnesses of fact, i.e. of the
race but this cannot be maintained in view of the above evidence,
Kasemann (Das wandernde Gottesvolk, p. 39) notes the transition
and gives as his reason* _frlnsofern freilich die erste Diatheke
nicht zur Erfullung gelangte, sind sie nicht %o ^ s o-X c i
der Verheissung geworden, sondern Wartende auf die Christue-
Vollendung geblieben. Doch verbindet gerade dies sie wieder
mit dem zweiten Gottesvolk, das ja auch noch nicht zum Ziele
kam. Darura werden sie aus gottlichen 5 zu
fl^r die Christenheit und enthullen dieser
beispielhaft ihre irdische Heimatlosichlceit und weisen eie um
so stMrker auf die gottliche Verheissung," This, however,
leaves out the fact that the 0T describes the prophets and
heroes as active witnesses (cf. 3.5) and also the non-
fulfilment of the new covenant (cf. 2.8c.).
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possible to find a smooth transition by taking the %,
of 11.2 and the p.aeT^etVTi i of 11.39 as having an activemeaning;^ there are precedents for this in the LXX transla-
t ion oi ^en 43 • 3i Me ^ t t »*j ^ ^ ^ ® 5 X tA> v • •
(MB reading) and Ex.21,36: M £pKA.0T ijg f] i Sf T t*J K OQ |
0. J TOO (B reading). Thus 11.2 may very well be trans¬
lated: "For by this (faith) the elders gave their testimony"
and 11.394 "And all these, having testified by faith, did not
obtain the promise". In view of the fact, already demonstrated,
that the p./e-r0$ and word-groups are very closely allied,
weight is given to the present argument by I Clem.17.1! "Let
us also be imitators of those who went about *in the skins of
goats and sheep*, heralding ( Jcr^rov tt s ) the coming of
Christ." ^
There is a close similarity between this section of Hebrews
(3)
and IV Macc; ' and Eleazar, the mother and her seven sons are
obviously to be classed among the p.oCeTwes.<; who surround the
author and his readers. Their actions are called testimony
(^eToef«, ) (IV Macc. 12.16 (A reading); cf. l6.l6). These
heroes of Cod testified to the kingship of God, his moral law,
his redeeming action and his promise of condemnation or eternal
(4) r ^ <- i / > ><A
life. ' The mother said to her sons? i£vv<x>o$ o ov
(1) Against Koffatt (Hebrews) who takes ^aer^et»Vfc*au, throughout
as meaning 'to obtain a~gooH re^orV. ,, _ ,
(2) Cf. Ign. ad Phil. 11,i; Btgi toj &i«,wovtw>
, t N . 0 / —|»Jl \ / X *r \ '
^Tto rxiXiivvaC * AV6POC u.ifAaPtug V oJ l<a\ vav tv AOV ui
piou vT»)£iT i 1 j-«-o i cv ^ a, r£ m as Kav up ooir i V
1°) Michel, Ler Brief an der Hebraer. p. 288, note 6.
(4) It is significant that four~out of the seven brothers and
the mother testify to the resurrection in IV Macc.
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/ 4. S J'' <3
K^i*jO£vT£S 0 <7 2. g T") $ aia)ia(;Tugi().^ -TOO loVoo^
VjiYwJV'ff »-cr0£ rr^ o p- v*»S trrtP TOO Trwtgioou VOj^oO .
If IV Mace, is any guide the ^^0^4 of Heb.I2.1 does not
mean 'spectators'^ ' for in the Jewish book they are not
passive onlookers but active contestants and it is the world
(2)
and mankind who are the spectators.s ' The pa rallel passage
in Is. 43 is hinted at in the reference to the father of the
seven who when he was alive used to teach them the law and
the prophets and used to remind them (urrfcp.i'j*vflix«.w ) of
Is.43.If. (IV Macc. 18.9-14) (and no doubt also of Is,43.10,
12). The Christians to whom the author of Hebrews is writ¬
ing are contestants in the same struggle and must run this
c /
race with that same 0 u 0 ^ ov which overcame the tyrant (IV
Macc. 1.11), only they are to look, not to a shadowy hope but
i / / ( 3)
to Jesus who is the a<>x»)V0<» a ' of the faith.
There are thus grounds for the assumption that since for the
author of IV Macc. the ^0.^x^4 is the man who by word and
action 'sees' the invisible (Heb.ll.l,3,7f.,ll,13»26f.) and
upholds and teaches the torah or testimony (also called
£.0 CT£ (i £. 1 a. , , croip lu , and TiO.iS.Liu )
so for the author of Hebrews the 4' are not only
Jesus and those who heard him and God Himself along with
*
(x) Cf, Westcott, The Epistle to the Hebrews^ "There is
apparently no evidence that"^ aT^T-r o? is ever used simply in the
sense of a 'spectator'", but then he goes on to say: "These
champions of old time. are spectators who interpret to us
the meaning of our struggle and who bear testimony to the
certainty of our success if we strive lawfully (2 Tim2,5)",
(p.391). This view is wide of the mark. ,
CS) JV Maop. 17.1j5f I
i W Tu. rfai i L\f r11)A £ l ? 01 S& S £. A 4> 0*1 TO • o
4 cwf y ujv I £ £ To ' o St- Ka c^04 K a 1 o T01/ 0 'J <> ?r 0 /3 /o £
£ a£iie £(. .
(3) TiAi'cn is the LXX rendering of l1^ = teacher in I
Chron.25.8,
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the Holy Spirit (2.3f.) but also all who have received this
testimony and adhere to it (3.12f.) and confess it (4,14;
10.23) and teach it (5.12, 6.10)j those who having 'seen'
the invisible^ ^ continue to keep their eyes on it, looking
to Jesus,..who is set at the right hand of the throne of
God (12.2,14; cf. Kt.5.8). This view is supported by the
reference to the cloud of witnesses which is an echo of a
passage in Proverbs (16.13-17) where those who are in favour
with the son of a king are said to be
(v.15). Casey^ ^ states* "The cloud of witnesses..,.are
not missionaries but heroes" to which it must be replied that
while they are admittedly heroes they are also undoubtedly
missionaries in the true sense that they have a commission
from God to proclaim his word in faithfulness and truth, that
is, to be true and faithful witnesses.
The nature of the testimony of which the author of
Hebrews writes is the fulfilment of the torah of God (10,1;
C ^ /
11.40), the gospel of Christ which is the Ti/v£i w«"i { Of
the torah (cf.7.12), the law of the new covenant, written in
the heart (l0,15f.). It is called variously* salvation
(2.3 ^ the gospel (4.2) J the word of God (4.12, 13.7)»
(M Cf. Corssen.NJKA. 37(1916), p. 426.
S2) Beginnings of Christianity V. p. 36.
(s) Strathmann (kWbTiV, 510.22-26) confines the perjg iov to
the legal enactments given through Moses but it is clear that
Christ is also u<i u.o.CtSetov (cf. I Tim.2.6).
(4) See Ps.ll8.123-13d.
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the Xovi«. of God (5.12), the word of righteousness (5.13),
the word of Christ (6.1), the heavenly gift (6,4), laws given
by God (8.10), the knowledge of the truth (10.26). In this
letter the testimony is seen to be the teaching about God
contained in the OT and fulfilled in Christ,
The Content of the Testimony
The content of the testimpny is fourfold; (a) The king¬
ship of Jesus by whom God created the worlds is declared in 2.9:
He is crowned with glory and honour (cf.l.2f.,8 and 7.2,26;
8.1). (b) Reference to the moral law is found in 3. 10,12,17;
6.1. (c) The redemptive work of Jesus is salvation (2.3,9),
the power of evil is destroyed by the death of Jesus (2,14);
Jesus is the author of eternal salvation, being able to save
to the uttermost (7.25,27); he has obtained eternal redemption
(9,12) and put away sin by the sacrifice of himself. (d) The
promise of future glory appears in the claim that all things
are put under Jesus although this is not at present obvious
(2.8); eternal judgement is given as part of the essential
doctrine of the church (6.2); the promise of an eternal in¬
heritance is made to those who are called (9.15) and to those
who look for him he shall appear the second time (9,28).
These four aspects are seen in close association in
chapters 11 and 12: (a) The testimony of the elders is that
the worlds were framed by the word of God (11.3); (b) they
emphasise the demand for righteousness (11,4); (c) the idea
of sacrifice for sin and salvation occurs in 11.4,7, (d) and
the promises occur in 11.8,13,16,26. The testament of the
new covenant speaks (a) of Jesus being set down at the right
hand of God's throne (12.2); (b) the requirement of the peace¬
able fruit of righteousness enters in 12.11.13-16 ; (c) Jesus'
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suffering on the cross is mentioned in 12.2f, that he might
sanctify the people with his own blood (I3.12)j (d) judge¬
ment is foretold to those who refuse this salvation (l2.25f.)
and the blessing of the faithful is referred to in 12.17 (cf.
13.14).
Tfte Authority of the Witnesses
When the authority of the witnesses is considered it is
seen to be a teaching authority which claims very little for
itself but much for the message taught, for this is regarded
as the revelation of God. Simply put, the witnesses of the
old dispensation are the Holy Spirit of God, Moses, the
prophets who spoke God's word and the prophets and heroes who
maintained it. The witnesses of the new era are Jesus, the
Son of God who embodies the testimony, those who heard him
and God himself who corroborates the testimony with signs and
wonders and miracles and gifts of the Spirit. The prophetic
authority has already been shown to depend on the testimony
and on faith in it and the authority of those who heard Jesus
and spoke their testimony is akin to that of the prophets of
old. Their testimony^ ' is a message which has been spoken
by God and heard by them. There appears to be no exclusive
control of the community by an official ruling class for the
writer tella them to exhort, that is, teach one another (3.13)*
for there is a danger that rome may rebel ( rr.Vpoiv <*. v
(3.16). <2>
(*•) The sw of o-uutfti of shows that the author regards
the Lord and those who heard him as witnesses.
(2) Cf. e.g. Ex.15.23-26 where the statutes and judgements of
God, the instruction of Moses, are the antidote to bitterness
or rebellion. For wisdom as a tree of life see Prov.3.18, See
also Gt.31.27» Ps,105.7 and esp. Ezek.2.5-8 with its reference
to the rebellious house of Israel (cf. Heb.3,8f.)j Ac.8.23, Ro.
3.14, Heb.12.15.
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The remark that the Hebrews ought by this time to be
themselves teachers of the message but that they have not
made much advance beyond the first principles (5.12ff.)f ^
shows that the leaders are the teachers of the church.^
Those who have the rule ( ) over the Hebrews are
those who have spoken the word of God^ ' and they are to be
obeyed because they are the watchmen )(4) (13.
7,17,2*.) of the souls of the church members as those who will
render an account of their work. No hard and fast distinction,
however, is made between the r^yo u [a. £. JO t and the generality of
the members who are to look diligently (imemoir tiv ) in
case any of their fellows fall from the grace of God through
false teaching (12.15)J this idea is repeated in the in¬
junction to exhort one another (3.12f»). Even the writer
uses no strong vrord of commani but simply exhorts them to
receive the word of exhortation (13.22). As far as can be
seen the writer of the letter has no recourse to a special
(!) Cf. Is.28.9.
(a) Harnack (The Expositor. Ser.3.V, p. 330, note 3): "Only
the teachers of the Divine word are so named ( ) in
Hebrews and no other persons are singled out for honour."
(3) Paul is described in Ac. 1*.. 12 as t ToZ Aoyoo
It is possible to read from Ac. 15.22f. that the and
the elders are one and the same, being distinguished on the one
hand from apostles and on the other from the brethren,
fa Robinson (The Christian Ministry) disputes "the theory that at
any period"*there~existeH~a""Ttriad' of Apostles, prophets and
teachers with a personal pre-eminence and a recognised claim to
honour. Such a pre-eminence remains undisputed for the Apostles."
(p.78), R. also denies that Heb.13.9 could ever by itself have
suggested that the term 'those who speak the word of God' was a
recognised description of leaders of the churchy (p^72) but this
is to fly in the face of the plain meaning of r)y.
(4) >A yeutwiTs/ = watch, in the sense of guardj^ cf. I^Esd.8.58;
II Esd. 8.29J Ps. 126.1 and esp. Sir.33.l6-19i ^AaT£)f
Jrjv/eurrvKjc-o. as one who gleans after the grape-gatherers* by
the grace of the Lord I overtook them and filled my wine-press
like a gatherer of grapes * aT<wotf«r<*.*•& /«'Tl
©AAct. 5T«*crfv Tots iTat era-J £ (*»vf
u-lyv cr t £v t < A a. o * jcfti ok ol £ic A *.) o- j a <; 3
Ivutrtcr ucr&& • Watching is the function of the prophet
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succession for authority, unless it is the succession of God
... .Moses... .the OT prophets... .Jesus... .those who heard him
....the author and his readers (by virtue of the prominence
of and <1?-^ 2$ (in 2.3). The source of the authority
is the Lord himself. Those who heard him simply testified
to ( aZy/ ) (2.3) what he had said; their authority is
the 'salvation' which he spoke and as they were devoted to
it so also should be those to whom they in turn testified (2.1).
The testimony was delivered to the Christians as well as to the
people of the old covenant but the former believed it while the
latter rejected it (4.2,6); it remains that those who believed
should continue to do so by holding fast their profession.
The Authority of the Testimony
The Hebrews, the writer claims, should by now be qualified
as teachers or witnesses of the things which they have heard
but in fact they need to be taught again
^ To, ffr oi "r *? *>
T Xoytun/ (%kao .(5.12)^ ^ The is
the call to repentance and faith; the f on the
other hand, is /Sawtt£n\t
aM»(jTartuiS v® s<g **W, K«,4 KQ at Aiu>vioo (6.2), taking
j.4^ rriAiV kn\ ^iov as a parenthesis and
accepting the reading of p40D. From this it may
be inferred that the teaching or testimony had broad outlines
even if it was not set out in detail and it has its source in
(^Jnras in Ezek.3.17; 33.2,7). In ls.56.10f. (Heb.) the
watchmen are shepherds and in 62.6 they are the people who
make mention of the Lord ( )•
( i) Cf. Mk.l. 1. *" At? xp tow iu<*^£Nioo ^-C ^ **'
and Heb. 6.1: tov Xe.o-Tou
AQy O V .
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Jesus, or, as is sometimes said, in God (5.12; 6.1? cf. I
Cor.1.6, 2.1); it is his teaching, given by him to those
who were with him and heard him, and passed faithfully to
others. This teaching is described in 6.^ as an enlightening
(4»wt»<t££wtols ),^ ^ as a heavenly gift;^ ^ those to whom
the Holy Spirit has testified in scripture and through the
hearers of Jesus, those who have been taught the testimony have
been made partakers of the Holy Spirit (6.4). The witnesses, i.e.
those who pass on the testimony, may be described as charis-
matics, not in the sense of being ecstatics but as having
received the teaching of the Spirit of truth, the knowledge
of the truth (10.26). Anyone who acts contrary to the
testimony of the new covenant does despite to the spirit of
grace (10.29).
The Transmission of the Testimpny
Finally, the Epistle to the Hebrews shows, like all the
other NT documents, the intense concern of the first Christians
that the grace-gift of the testimony should be held firmly
and passed on unchanged. In 2.1 the author stresses the
obligation to pay close attention ( tt£Q( <r cr & -
/ C. )
Kg iv ) to the things heard.
Moses, as a servant, was faithful; Jesus, as a son, was
faithful and the readers must hold fast the confidence and the
(1) Cf. II Esd.17.65; Ps.18.8f. where the commandment (— ^
) is said to enlighten the eyes; Ps.118,129f* «
5^Aw<ri^; "T" H.W AovuW \= H- i V c*. ) crau kav.
crcviTit? vrjvttoos • Sir.45.17 where Aaron is said to have
been given authority to teach Jacob the testimonies vou.<j
ci.otoj . Cf. Sir.24.27,32* Hos.10,12. v
(2) Cf. 8.10; Prov.4.1-3* x /( ) Cf. Ps. 77. 1-5 J ITpoffi)(£• T 1. TOV v/op-av ( = <X. £ T O £ I o>/
v.5) which is to be made known by the fathers to the sons; cf.
Jer.6.19.
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rejoicing of the hope firm to the end (3.6,145 10.35). As
a warning the writer recalls the fate of those who at the time
of the Exodus erred in their hearts and did not know God's ways
{ i\
(i.e. his torah). ' The Hebrews are to hold fast their
profession of faith without wavering ( 7) ) (10.23; Cf.
IV Macc. 6.7? 17.3)» not hardening their hearts in unbelief.
Those who hear and believe should become proficient in the
teaching, having the law written in their minds (8.10f 10.16)
and in turn teach others (5.12ff.). There is to be over¬
sight in the Church ( in* cr 0rv Oo v t t s ) (12.15) in case any
should fall short of the grace of God and lest any root of
bitterness springing up trouble them and many be defiled.v '
They are to follow the faith of the leaders who spoke the word
of God to them and are not to be carried about with different
and strange doctrines (13.7-9) which substitute the yoke of
ritual and ceremonial laws for the freedom of the gospel.
The Hebrew Christians are instructed to remember their
leaders but this is not necessarily a reference to martyrs
(with Moffatt^ ^ who takes a* (B a,<ri 5 (13.7) to be a metaphor
for death as in Sap.2.17. Against this is to be set the fact
that £-*.(Saw£.<v is used of Israel (in Abraham the father of
faith) having left the way of their ancestors in Chaldaea to
worship the God of heaven (Judith 5.8) )• The Hebrews are to
(1) See above p. 420, note 2 .
(2J of. Dt. 29.17.
v ) Hebrews pp. 230f.
h25.
(
follow their leaders' faith, that is, their teaching. '
Conclusion
The subject of the testifying mentioned in the Epistle to
the Hebrews is the greater salvation, the new torah announced
by and fulfilled in Jesus and testified beforehand by the
Holy Spirit through Moses and the prophets and heroes of the
old dispensation. The authorities in the churches addressed
are the teachers but there is no hard and fast distinction
made between leaders and led. Authority in the Church depends
on adherence to, expertneos in and obedience to the testimony.
The testimony is a spiritual gift which must be faithfully
preserved and handed on; such faithfulness was was the mark
of the heroes of old, of Jesus, the captain of salvation and,
indeed, of the people addressed, during a recent persecution.
The message of the gospel is of paramount importance and so
must be preserved intact for the salvation of men and the
glory of God,
O) Cf, Michel (KWB. IV, 686, 38f.): "Auch sonst gilt der




TESTIMONY IN THE REVELATION OF ST. JOHN.
The Nature of the Testimony
The Revelation contains one instance of in
the phrase 'tent of witness' (15.5)• Other members of the
word-group used are , ^.agrw(and •
The first witness^ ^ to be mentioned is the author of the
book, God 's servant, 0"ohn ^ tov Xo^o^ @to^
kou t»}v (*agtjgi«\/ ivj<roo x^icf'to<j and who was in the isle
Of 1 atDlOS oto. Tov Xo^ov Ton T vj V fia£Tvgiw.\/ j ^ if o u •
(1.2,9)• He is implicitly said to be a prophet in 1*35 22.7»
9f.,18f. and in 22.16 he is called the messenger of Jesus sent
to testify ( p. <\ £ TvJ £ ^ 0" CJk I. ) in the churches and in view of the
way in which this verb is used throughout the book it is pro¬
bably used absolutely in 22.18,20, the subject being the author
and the object being the testimony of his book. This prophet
has fellow-prophets, God's servants (10.7)• who have the
(xcgtve'o. of Jesus (19.10).
Jesus Christ is called o o rr»o-T»$ (1.5)/ ^ that
(*) Cf. Kattenbusch (ZNW.4( 1903), P. 114, note 1); "die
'lioroo sind diejenigen, die Offenbarungen von ihm empfangen
und weiter geben." Von Campenhausen's words (Idee, p. 44) are
literally true: "In Apoc. es ( ) wird~"tats£fchlich nur
fur die Zeugen gebraucht, die fttr ihr Zeugnis auch gestorben
sind, also die Blutzeugen, die Mgrtyrer " but if a is
one who renders or -rf, ct««/ then the author is
one - and is not dead at the time of writing^
(2) Strathmann's comment (KWB. IV. 507.36-41): "Im Ausdruck
P-^e^e>k. 3 IncroO klingt eine Erinnerung an Jesu Passion mit.
vgl I Tim.6.12." is correct but to follow on withC "Der Begriff
beginnt sich martyrologisch zu verf^rben" does not describe a
necessary consequence. The whole aim of the Book of Revelation,
(and this is very obvious in the Seven Letters) is to encourage
the Christians to hold fast the true doctrine faithfully, (cf.
Philo. De Sacr. Abelis. I. 167. Loeb Ed. Vol.II.p. 120 where
Moses is called TrT^-r^s .) This may cause suffering
( 1 \
is,the perfect or complete witness?^ ' he is also called 0
a c * <- ^l\ o o K!»i e >A^( Civi/J




authentic reve tion of Godv ' rather than "Urbild und Vorbild
der Martyrer",
and even death but they are not commissioned to die,! This is
true of all the prophets: Moses was in mortal danger more than
once (Ex.17.A-l Num.14.10; and the other prophets were in the same
case. Gunther ( Mcic-r^ , pp. I29f.) with his emphasis on
Apocalyptic gives too##narrow a picture when he says of Rev.1.5
"Hier haben wir den Hohepurikt des apokalyptischen Zeugenbegriffs.
Alle fur diesen 'Zeugen' konstitutiven Momente erscheinen in ihm
in der Vollendung. Er ist der, der Himmel und Erde im wahrsten
Sinne des Wortes in sich verbindet.. Als der 'Erhohte' empfangt
er die Offenbarung direkt von Gott und gibt sie dann weiter.
daher wird sie genannt 1.1". The apocalyptists
were no more open to persecution than Moses and the OT prophets?
the author is clearly dependent here on the Messianic Psalm.
88.19-37.
(x) Charles (The Revelation of St. John I, p. 14) sees behind
this the thought in Tihe a hove-mentToned Messianic Psalm but
takes the moon as the subject in v.38. Against this must be
set the fact that when is used of inanimate objects it is
always translated as in the LXX.
(2) Surkau (Martyrien. p. 82) quotes Rev.3.14 at the beginning
of his chapter on Mark's story^of the Passion of Jesus on the
unjustified assumption that here means martyr? cf, ib.
p. 142 with note 33.
(3) Cf. Mt.22.l6? Jn.3,.2. % ,
(4) Cf, Sir.48.22-25: STTei v Y^e TO &p£<rro\/ ffjfiuj K«.V
&
t *■» A <, * J 0 / v
ivttfXwcriv £o o&ok llciJiQ Too itafpoc o.o r«u , tv/T4»ro H Jena <> o
, / _ <■ ' »■ v 3 v i , .
HgocpU-rfK © ' - - -
) >
5 <5 vi<yro? fcv OPix&i i ocutqo. 1st ra^
* - ^ ^ V ^ y, \ /
lo yTob te £.V 96 o <; Kfti TTpaffiAn , TTVto^aT v.
M- iy «. X »v T'\ £a-V-xT u. K*i iiugtuo. A t<r£0 Too $ ftw ^oov T «vC
£• - V -> s „ w «. / \ ; / s > *
2iwv, fcois Too «iwvo{ -J rr £.& % fc v T&. Kft». to. «*riot<.Q
tt^v ^ ?r^ o tcr <3ol ». ; and von Campenhausenj
Idee, p. 44. Lohmeyer (Die Offenbarung, p. 10) states that Jesus
Ts a j.va£ro^ because he has sealed his testimony in his earthly
existence with death but this is not borne out by the use of the
word-group in the rest of the Bible.
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Ant|pas the faithful ^ ag-roc,» i.e. witness not martyr,
(2.13) ^ of the Lord in Pergamos was apparently a prominent
person in the church^ ^ since he is the only named victim of
the persecution. Practically the whole of this letter to
Fergamos, like the other letters, concerns the holding or
denying of the true faith. To hold Jesus' name (2.13) is
opposed to holding the teaching of Balaam and the Nicolaitans.
Antipas' testimony is that of Jesus who is the swift witness
(2.16).(S)
Various interpretations have been offered of the two
prophetic in chap 11 e.g. Moses and Elijah, Elijah
and Elisha, Enoch and Elijah, the Law and the Prophets, the
OT and the NT and, in the latest view - that of Munck, '
(5)
Peter and Paul. Swete% ' is correct in seeing them as re-
(®)
presenting the Church in her function as witness-bearerN ' but
his reference to Dt.19.15 and his explanation of the sackcloth
(!) As Gass (ZHT.3(1859), p. 327) who decided that in
Rev.2.13; 17*£ means 'martyr' "well das ganze Buch den Beginn
der Verfolgungen voraussetzt." (followed by Holl, Charles,
Corssen, Schlatter, Lohmeyer, von Campenhausen and others);
it would have been better to look to the origin of the word in
the OT than to its later development. Laberthonniere (Annales
de Phllosonhie Chretienne. 3(1906/07) saw correctly that "les
martyres sont t^moins, non d'un fait sensible, considere comme
tel, mais d'une doctrine." Swete (The Apocalypse of St. John,
p. 35) resists the temptation to translate "by 'martyr'
in 2.13. Kattenbusch (ZNW 4(1903), P. 114.2) regards it as
tolerably certain that Antipae was a prophet; cf. Strathmann,
IV. 499.26-30; Casey, Beffinnings^f^Christjanit^ V. pp.
35?. Gdnther ( to; , p. 112) adduces Tiuros as proof that
the meaning here- is not 'martyr' for it means 'dependable'.
(2)M. Barth (Der Augenzeuge. p. 275) denies that Antipas was a
witness in the~sarrie way"as"the Apostles with an unsatisfactory
argument from silence.
(3) See above p. 62 on Mal.3.5ff.
(4) Petrus und Paulus in der Offenbarung Johannis (1950); see ib,
pp. 7-13 for other interpretations. CerfauxTRecuell II. pp.
164, 171f.) opts for the OT and NT prophets.
(5) The Apocalypse of St. John p. 131f.
(6) Cf. Strathmann, KWB, IV, 499.22-26.
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as being prophetic clothing while being true as far as it goes
does not go far enough; he is nearer the mark however in
noting the implication of penitence. When Rev. 10 and 11 are
read in the light of Is. 43 and 44 and the early chapters of
Jeremiah it is hard to reject the conclusion that the two7n
witnesses, that is, the two olive treesv ' and the two candle¬
sticks are Israel and Judah, ideally God's witnesses (not
martyrs)^ ^ who are really one people represented by God's
servants the prophets^ ^ and now replaced by the Church as
lightbearer. This identification emerges from a comparison
of Rev. 10.7 - 11.4 and Jer. 4.18 - 11.17.
Revelation Jeremiah (LXX)
And the voice spake unto me Proclaim in Jerusalem. (4.16).
again, and said, Go. (10.8)
...prophesy again. (lO.ll).
And I took the little book This is thy wickedness because
out of the angel's hand and it is bitter, for it has reached
ate it up; and it was in my to thy heart. I have pain in my
mouth sweet as honey; and belly, my belly...for my soul has
as soon as I had eaten it, heard the voice of a trumpet,
my belly was bitter. (4.18f.).
(10.10).
(1)Vj! in Ezek. 37.l6f. = 'tree' - "One of the common metaphors
of the Hebrew Scriptures is that of a 'tree' to represent a
people." (W.E, Barnes, Two Trees become One. Ezekiel XXXVII.
16-17 in JTS. XXXIX(1938J7"pp7~39l-393.
C*3) Lohmeyer (Die Offenbarung. p. 8) is correct when he says:
"Auch ste ( f* und (*.<*£-v'o*. ) lehnen sich an ailiehe
Pormulierungen an ^o^roet?vs und wg noch den allgemeinen,
aber heroisch erfullten Sinn des 'Zeugens' behalten," but cuts
off the etymological roots of the^word-group by continuing;
"vor allem an den Schopfer des Martyrergedankens in Judentum,
Deutero-Jesaja (43.9? 12; 44.18)." and " ist also der
•Blutzeuge', der 'M&rtyrer' (s.zu 1.5; 2.13; 3.14* 11.3? 17.6)."
(3) Cf. Holl (Ges. Aufs. II, pp. 104f.)« roO &c.aG
"der spatjudische Titel fur den Propheten'gewesen ist".
Corssen's argument in MJKA. 37(1916), p. 425.2 that the voice
is that of the angel does""not do justice to the fact that the
angel speaks God's message in God's words.
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Revelation Jeremiah (LXK)
But the court which is
without the temple leave out,
and measure it not; for it
is given unto the Gentilesj
and the holy city shall they




These are the two olive
trees. (11.4).
For all the land is distressed;
suddenly my tabernacle is dis¬
tressed, my curtains have been
rent asunder, (4.20).
For these things gird yourselves
with sackcloths, and lament.
(4.8; cf. 6.26).
And the house of Israel and the
house of Judah have broken my
covenant which I made with their
fathers. (11.10). The Lord
called thy name a fair olive
tree........her branches are /n
become good for nothing. (Il.l6).v '
That the two witnesses denote the Church of God is confirmed
by the reference to the two candlesticks, Jesus himself having
told his disciples to be lightbearers (Mt.5.15f.» par). The
destruction of Jerusalem which is the subject of thi» part of
the Revelation is described in 11.7ff. and there are fore-
shadowings of this in Jer.6.19; 7.33? 14.16. The author,
however, agrees with Paul (Ro.11.26) that all Israel will be
revived and raised to heaven (ll.llf.) - an idea expressed in
Jer.8,1-4; this is to be followed by an earthquake (Rev.11.13;
cf. Jer, 8.16; 10.10) when dead bodies will lie in the street
of the city where our Lord was crucified (Rev.ll.8f.; cf. Jer.
4.31; 5.1; cf, Jer,7.33f 8.If.). From all this it may be
(1) In Ro. 11.17-24 Paul likens the Jews to an olive whose root
remains but onto which are grafted branches of a wild olive (the
Gentiles).
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deduced that the two witnesses are the people of God seen as
prophetic representatives and as a whole. They are those who
have received, teach and hold the testimony of God, priests
and kihgs of God.^ ^
After the opening of the fifth seal John sees under the
heavenly altar tCjv t«*4>c^ -r oj
"> ' N N V, / A
Too Wioo Kav ft i a. T av t)«/ ti )^ov/
(6.9) ^ these are said to have fellow-servant a and brethren
(v.11), which suggests that those who had the testimony are
prophets (10.7J cf. 19.10; 22.9). ^ In 12.11 the brethren
are said to have overcome the accuser by the blood of the Lamb
and the word of their testimony ( biK. TOV Xayov "T'O fxtxg Tr^> (5 > » s
<*i-r£w ), that is, the testimony of the cross, ' not
"because of their testifying to Jesus"^ ^ since it is the
which conquers (I Jn.5»4) and Christ who has overcome
the world (Jn. 16.33) a**3 he who overcomes is he who believes
that Jesus is the Son of God (I Jn. 5«5)» In 12.17 they are
called "the remnant of the seed of the woman clothed with the
sun, who keep or guard the commands of God and the testimony
( ju.c«.e (a-v/ ) of Jesus Christ. In 17«6 the woman seated
(*) Cf. G.A. Smith, The Book of the Twelve Prophets. II, pp.
297ff•» Ex. 19«6j Rev. 5.10. It makes~li ttle~"dif ference whether
the witnesses are Christ's (Corssen) or God's (Holl) for the
testimony of Christ and that of God are the same, Christ
teaches the testimony of God and so do his prophets, GUnther
adds nothing by his emphasis on apocalyptic ( n\ ag. p, 127)
where the witness is the bearer of a heavenly"*mea sage $ this may
be said of all the prophets of the OT,
(2) Michel (Ev. Theol, 2(1935), p. 242, note 14) asks the
pertinent question, "liegt in dieser Y'endung ein Hinweis auf
das £>0y,jff-i-rai und das irvjuMn. I'yiov von Matth. 10.19-20 ?" but
he would interpret the phiase 'as showing that those who have
the testimony have proved themselves true disciples rather than
that they are teachers of the p..xg-r •
(3) Lohmeyer, Die Offenbarung. p. 157#
I4} Cf. I Cor.~2.If.(5) With Swete. The Apocalypse, p. 153*
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on the scarlet beast Is said to be drunk with the blood of
(I) (2\
the saints and with the blood of the witnesses ' of Jesus* '
( p ue li-r-ou ). In 20.4? in the vision of the angel
who introduces the Millennium, John has a vision of the souls
who were beheaded 6i«. -tvjv £>u too
Aoyov too 9soo and these are living and reigning with
Christ.
"here are grounds for believing that all these witnesses
are the NT counterpart of the Levites ( o\ ^,01 ) ^ ^ of the
old dispensation? K<*t 45 Oil J1 / V oi O I T «. I O^oi Ti)V
(Num.1.53b). The
passage about the Levites' consecration in Num. 8.5-26 pro¬
vides illuminating evidence? r-ai nAuoouo-iv r«. t^ana c/o-Zo
Kai da^o 1 tcoOT<*.\ (v»7) f ^ idai TTg> o or a.£j &. i ^ >0vj<| Ai-OiTa.^
/ ^ •> A / / _ 1 ^
gOiAOTi T v) \ CTK^V"^ TOO ja.a.|OTvJe • O O V^.9)J 11 ^V
0 / \ i "»
£7? I l3 y) cT G w> o* < y Ot oioi 10"^ a A T '-<■ { £ i £ a. S «o " 10O
O » s A ' / -AV V > -»\
21r i Too $ AluiT^S" VV»10) N «/*. c Aifiyg i £|
, N z y / o/ ✓ \
Aagioo Too<l A £ o t T « <1 I'Toioja <x ioaJVl KOgiOU TTa-ca.
„ c \ »/ " » /
v uic^N/ I <TQC*.vjA , Kcii. &<X iWTcvl Wif t£ya£"8Cr0cxv.
\ 2/ * / 1 T \ , . V V n ' v '
Y it, 8 ^ y a. ^ < o \V#JLJLy ^ i i t ct j tcx fci<r tcil
c
o
* t, / ^ /v. > \ M ^ A ^ ^ /
i /XfeOlTat £eY^S^cr V Tcv ^ ^ a Tw?^ too ^(XQT^QiCiO
(!) Not martyrs with Strathmann, KWB. IV, 499.30-34.
Kattenbusch (ZNW. 4(1903)» p. H4» note 1) points out that
)A.ti£roe£< are distinguished from 4^,c4 yet both are martyrs.
Schweizer (Church Order, note 491) assumes that o- d ? oe v<,* WWmMWW'IWIMI.MMPW ' ' I
means 'martyrs'.
(2) The second I*, shows that saints and witnesses are distinct;
cf. Swete on 22.6 (The Apocalypse, p. 200), cf. 16.6; 18,20.
(3) Strathmann (KWbT IV, 5071 makes it clear that they are the
proclaimers of the""testimony, although he separates them from
the slaughtered saints beside whom they stand and says that the
name is reserved for those who are active evangelically.
^
(4) Of. Rev. 7.14# 22.14 reading with H AJ «t ttAjv/ov/ts «, -r»<;
•
. > ■> A
<T T0 A a ^ .
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*
ry ^ •* \ \ J / J \ H /
K * K(X U(\ g i £. i «^roo ^ ICci l aTIoo wjct aij r-j5 Z-ju\J r i K. ^ g i o U •
(v. i5); >■«) f..i, £ t ci Toto t ca. 0uV av A it i Ou£\| ti y/
^ i fly -"\ ^
T rjV A i, i r O vl£ -y i Ctv/ a.UTi*J*f £.s/ TV) t7* *C i'J v/j»| TOO pw*. (2 T ^ (2 l o u
(V.22) g) <r fe A 4, >J c o o t ix. i £^*Q.y£t\f Ivi TvJ crit^v^ to J
p.«.€Tue fo u (v.24). The first Levites offered animal
sacrifices and taught the to rah of the Old Covenant; the
'Levites' of the New Covenant are those whose own lives are
under the alter (6.9), that is, whose persons have been
devoted,^ ^ and who hold the testimony of Jesus, the new torah
which he taught and which he is. They are blessed, according
to 22.14, for they have authority over the tree of life (
q aurcov £h• To iJjAov t-j<; 7^ )» This authority
can be construed as a teaching one for in Prov. 3.18 <5041(01.
or 4^tWfjcrts ^ is §u»A<W ~»crt. to? ^ mt £^ o yu. £ vo i 4
o.l» r^s Testimony may also be identified with
prophecy in 1.2f; 6.9,11; ll.6f; 19.10.^ ^ Whether the 'l«a-oij
and I70-0C Xe<c"!"ou in these last-mentioned verses are
subjective or objective genitive will never be absolutely
certain but since, in the Fourth Gospel, Jesus describes his
teaching as pa-e'je>c<. it may be assumed that his early
followers thought of their testimony as being that which he
(x) "The Church followed in.the steps of 'the Lamb that was
slain'......The altar here in view is the counterpart of the
Altar of burnt offering Their souls are se'en "under the
altar," because in the Levitical rite the blood which Is the
4^X7 (Lev.xvii.ll. )was poured out at the foot of the
altar." (swete, The Apocalypset p. 88).
(2) Swete goes far astray here, basing 22.2,and presumably this
passage also, on Ezek. 47*7 (The Apocalypse, p. 295) but see
ProV. 3»11» ef. 10.17* bb^o*, &fXc>.\<x< K "° ") s
11.30*15.4. "
(3) Cf. Lk. 1.17 where it is foretold by the angel that John
the Baptist will turn the disobedient to the wisdom of the
just (sv/ 4>ecw,jVt< Sixa'^). Lohmeyer (Die Offenbaripgt pp.
180f.) has surely reversed the true chronological order when
he writes* "Der Kreis der Propheten, die der 'M^rtyrer' also
Lehrer und Rater der Gemeinden Bind...."
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taught. At the same time, since he is himself the word,
the testimony can also be thought of as that which he is.
The former, however, can be thought of as including the
latter since Jesus' teaching concerned his own person. It
is therefore better to take the words as subjective genitive,
referring to the doctrine which Jesus taught.^ ^
The testimony mentioned in the other books of the Bible
has many similes and associated terms and some of these are
found in The Revelation. In 11,6f. p-ug-twe.'a. and rV(po4>^ -re'cc
clearly mean the same thing^ ^ and in 1.1-3 both are associated
with ^-oca'Aw^, 5 • 6.9 links the t stimony with the word of
(rod and other terms are; the name and the faith of Jesus ,2,13)!
the works of the Lord (2.5,9,26; 3.2), the testimony is opposed
to the of Baalam and of the Hicolaitans (2.14f.) and
that of the prophetess Jezebel (2.20); those who do not 'have'
the latter (cf. 6.9 etc.) are given no other burden (2.24) for
those who 'have' the true testimony do not need to be taught
(1) Cf. Lightfoot (Rotes on Epistles of St. Paul p. 15) on
fZZ"" " ; ' R.H," Preston~and A','^. Hanson (The
Revelation of St. John the Div^ne^ p. 120): "Jesus and his
revelation of God, which Paul calls 'the mind of Christ', is
the content of the prophet's message as it is of what John has
been told to write in his book;" also Swete (The Apocalypse,
p. 245f.) who considers that the main thought here is of the
Church testifying to Jesus. "Those who have the witness of
Jesus", he says, "are those who carry on hie witness in the
to rid" and he explains the last sentence of v.10 as meaning
"the possession of the prophetic spirit which makes a true
prophet, shows itself in the life of witnees to Jesus which
perpetuates his witness to the Father and to Himself; the
two are in practice identical."
(3) Cf. Sir. 36.14 and Strathmann, KWB. IV, 506. 33-39.
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(I Jn. 2.27)). The similarity between 3.5 and Mt.10.32
and the references in 3*5 and 12.11 to 'overcoming* allow
the conclusion that the testimony of Jesus and the confession
of his name are the same thing. The testimony is Christ's
word (3.8), the word of his patience (3*10). ' The testi¬
mony of Jesus Christ is closely linked to the £ v/ T oA«.» of
God (12.17? cf. 14.12).
When, in 15.3» John says that those who have gained the
victory over the beast sing the song of Moses the servant of
God and the song of the Lamb, this also must surely be a
reference to the testimony of the Old and New Testament, for
the Song of Moses is called a testimony, a torah and a
covenant (Dt. 31 passim)^ ^ and to the new song, foreshadowed
in Ps.32.3^ ^ etc. and in Is. 42,10 where the Gentiles are
called on to sing a new song to celebrate their salvation by
the Servant, Jacob-Israel, This new song has already been
mentioned twice, in Rev. 5.9 and 14.3. The twenty-four
(i) The Lord, K^.o^ , is described as 'the hope (wn-oaov^ )
of Israel' in Jer. 14,8; 17.135 Ps, 38.8; 61.6; 70.5; so this
phrase may simply mean'the word of my God'.
(a) Charles (The Revelation of St. John, p. 34) writes* "The
expression T»jV mb/jy Musticr-Lco"} . ... Kai tv)\/ Too A^vtoo
creates insuperable difficulties" but this is* only because he
(pp. 34-37) with Lohmeyer (Die Apocalypse, p. 131) sees no
connection with Dt. chapters 31f. except in a brief reference
to content; they fail to see the total connection between this
second Song of Moses (Moses' testimony) and the Song of the
Lamb, the true and faithful witness which is the fulfilment of
the Mosaic testimony and the torah which is taught by Jesus'
witnesses, Charles is reduced to dismissing
M w o cr & no £ as a marginal gloss.' Swete (The Apocalypse)does
mention Dt. 32, referring to it as 'a SabTDalih hymn"in the
Jewish liturgy' but draws no appropriate conclusions.




elders who sing the new song have been identified variouslyN '
but the best suggestion is that they, as well as the two
prophetic witnesses of chapter 11 correspond to the twenty-four
courses of Levites in I Chron. 23 and 24» ttoiojvtes r^-
hi I TOO(> vj t 01 K.0 O K *Jg 10 W ( 23. 24) •••••••• • l<,a v ^ QO C ( T" <X {
4*va<*. w.(x <> <7k*jyr^y too 1*. u.g icij (23.32; cf. hum.
3.7). ' And David divided them K^ra rV t m'o-k t. *+!<*/
(I Ghron. 24,3; cf. Ac, 1.20), he divided them ko.tX ...
9 %t *\ C / V >/ ' /fll c\ (
Of* rjCTav' ^0 •>/ T TiOV a\|iMV Kui q.^ ^oVT£.<|
Swete objects that the elders do not fulfil any special priest¬
hood and prefers the interpretation of Victorinus who sees in
the twenty-four elders 'duodecim Apostoli, duodecim Patriarchae,
twenty-four elders, two for each tribe' - "thus the 24 elders are
C4}
the Church in its totality, but the Church idealised." 1
However, in view of the correspondence with the 24. courses and
the connection of the 24 elders with the temple and the ark of
God's testament (11.16-19), their explicit claim to be priests
(5.10), the reference to the altar in 6,9 and the tabernacle
of witness (15.5)^ ^ it is fairly safe to assume that John is
(1) The elders of Israel in Ex. 24,11; the 24 stars of the
Babylonian astrology, the 12 Apostles and the 12 Patriarchs, x
(2) And David divided them k^t4. \mfcr 7 Av
-rjv <wt£»v (24,3, cf. Ac^l. 20. He divided them
KO.TCV isA^j>ou$ (cf. Ac. 1,17 s Tov K.^^ov 9 ** >>
Si«v*ovf«,^ f#i f|^ )•••• oT t »)irav T«^v ov/xav
(24.5) cf. II Esd. 6.18; ««* ^j-av to*j^
t b * ci* ttr i v K>x* T £»*■>$ AfcuiTfi*.*; IV f-g. g / *r^ o i$
a?,r£>v \a\ 0icO . The NT writers appear
to have used t>ia«.ov »V 'instead of the interchangeable At-*.«.
and ba^hb\*K of the LXX,
(3) In I Chron. l6.4f. David is said to have appointed some of
the Levites to serve before the ark of the covenant of whom Asaph
was *jyowf>fc,v©S »
it} The_A^ocsd.ypsex p. 68.
(D) The elders' crowns of gold (4.4) are the Levites' golden
crowns (Sir. 45.12). In I Chron. 25.3 only six of the ^eAov tts
strike up (l%opoAo\ 1 <ns/ ) on the harp but in Rev. 5.8 every
one has a harp and a golden vial (one of the instruments of the
service of Aaron and his sons in Num 4.14). Those who sit on
the thrones in Rev, 20.4 have part in the first resurrection
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thinking of these ©Mere as the *excWT^ fuw of I
Chron. 24.5, the hevites of the church who serve in the taber¬
nacle of testimony and are the guardians of the new testimony
which is the new song of Jesus who is himself the new taber¬
nacle of testimony (Jn,1.4)5 they are the leaders, the new
order of Levites who 'taught and instructed the people in the
law and in the knowledge of the Lord* (II Esd. 18.7f.| cf.
Sir. 45.17). ^
Finally, the words of the prophecy of the Book of the
Revelation are those of the true and faithful witness (19.7a\
11? cf. Mk. 12.14) 1 and are themselves faithful and true
(22.6)} they are the water of life which is a free gift (22*
175 cf. Is. 55.1).
and shall be priests of God and of Christ (20.8).
(a.) ««ne (God) gave unto htm (Aaron) by his commandments
authority in the covenants of judgements to t; ach Jacob the
testimonies ( Tc< M. ft. £ T « £ I U. ) and to enlighten Israel with his
law.
Bornkamrn (KWB. VI, 668,14 - 670,11), seeking to maintain
a difference between the organisation of the Jerusalem Church
and that of the Hellenistic Church will not allow any conclusion
from the 'twenty-four elder' passages as to the leadership of
the latter. But while it is true that the Christian Church
took over titles from the LXX it never regarded itself as
Jewish but always as Christian. After all, the Pharisee
party in Jerusalem was defeated in the Council reported in Ac.
15, and largely on the ruling of Peter and James. Borrikamm
speaks of the Apocalypse giving a picture of a "pneurnatisch-
prophetiech geleiteten, nicht nach festern A'intern verfaesten
Gemeinde" but the Jerusalem Church could claim to have the
same character (Ac, 15.8 and esp, vv. 22,32 which show that
the leaders were prophets). The real question is as to the
nature of the authority of the leaders of both churches and
the answer would seem to be that in both cases they had a
charismatic teaching authority which rested on their doctrine
and its power to elicit faith in Jesus Christ.
(a) "Teacher, we know that you are true and...teach the way of
God in truth."
V38.
The Content of the Testimony
The four-fold content of the testimony of Jesus Christ
is set forth at the very beginning of the book in 1.5-7»
(a) He is the prince of the kings of the earth...to him glory
and dominion for ever and ever? (b) the moral law is implicit
in the reference to sinsf (c) the redemptive action of God
in Christ is seen in the sentencei He washed us from our sins
in his own bloodj (d) the promise is madei He comes with
clouds and every eye shall see him. The same pattern may
be seen in 3.1A-21» (a) He is the beginning of the creation
of Godj (b) the church in Laodicea is rebuked for her lack
of works which spring from devotion to the Lord; (b) His
salvation is offered in 3*18 and (d) the promise is made in
vv. 2If.
The Authority of The Witnesses
Jesus Christ himself, according to the Apocalypse, is the
supreme witness, » ° nua-roj ^A^cW^s ,
(3.1A, cf.1.5, 19*11) whose testimony is faithful and true
(21.55 of. Pe. 18.8).^ ^ The probable source of the phrase
'the faithful witness' is in Ps. 88.19-37 where the Psalmist
speaks of the coming anointed One who is chosen by God, God's
servant with whom will be God's truth and mercy, the first¬
born of God, higher than the kings of the earth, whose throne
will be established for ever, and as the faithful witness in
/ ) /
heaven. The ju.«.etos «.A^i3ivo$ means the witness in the
/
V '/] tt i CL •
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(x)
highest, deepest, widest, most complete sense, ' But
Jesus* authority also is dependent on the word or revelation
which is given to him by (rod (1,1) and with which his testi¬
mony is joined (1,2,9)? " he is the Amen (3,14)» which stands
for the faithful God, the ")"DK TPTV!?H Is, 65,16 whichI »• h
the LXX translates as % o aA^vos who creates new
heavens and a new earth, Jesus, according to the author of
the Revelation is the beginning of this new creation (3*14)#
a thought which is also found in Prov, 8,22 where wisdom say si
/ » ' ) N c — > — * >/ ■>
K>Jgio$ tiftv ^ s. a.~>roo fci«, S-gya <xotoo •
The rider on the white horse, another image of Jesus
Christ, is called Tf.crTcS K«X 'AKqtfivo's (19.11) and his name,
that is, his authority, is th< ~ " of
authority is a teaching authority} he lays down the new torah
for his disciples as is also seen in the reference to the keys
in 1.18 and 3.7.
The author includes himself among the hoZ^oi -too jl^o-oo
Xf io-too ? he is authorised by the command of the Lord
while he is in the Spirit, There is-no indication that he
has any official position and his authority is that of hie
message.^ ^ John is the writer of the message (1.4) but it
is the Spirit who speaks and who can be heard by those who
have an ear (2.7 etc.),^ ^
(J) Cf. Trench, Synonymsr pp. 27f.
(2) The sword is often a symbol for the word of the Spirit of
God (Is.49.2? Eph,*6.17? cf. Heb. 4.12? Hos. 6.5).
(3) Cf. A sting, Lie VerkUndigung, pp. b54f.
(4) That is, those whose ears*~God opens. Lt. 29.3? H K.7.27*
cf. Is. 50.5? Mk. 7.33ff.
his mouth goes a sharp sword
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In chap, 10 the author is told by the angel to eat up
the little book which has associations with the Judgements of
God (cf, Ps, 18.7-11) and the \o\fX ^ of God which are also
sweeter than honey (cf, Ps. 118.103)? having been so in¬
structed, John is told that he must prophesy (that is, testify)
again before many peoples and nations and tongues and kings
(10.11 j cf, Ps, 118,46). The Apocalyptist is one of the
servants and brethren who have within them the testimony of
Jesus (cf. I Jn. 5*10) which is the spirit of prophecy (19.
10)f he is thus distinguished from the generality of
Christians, those who keep the sayings of the book (1.3?
22.9)? he is one of the charismatic,^ ^ prophetic ministry.^ ^
Finally, the authority of the writer, here called an
is imparted by Jesus himself who has sent^ ^ him
to testify (22.16), Thus he speaks with the authority of
Jesus who is the root^ ^ and offspring of David^ ^ and the
bright and morning star, the foremost of all the witnesses or
teachers and prophets, "the brightest of the whole galaxy,'
the light which lightens every man who comes into the world'".
6
(x) Swete (The Apocalypse, p. 306)? "the Spirit of prophecy,
the Spirit in the prophet!c order,* 'the Spirit and the Bride'
is thus practically equivalent to 'the prophets end the Saints'
(xvi.6, xviii.24), ^ s
{2) Swete (op. cit.. p. 299) quotes Arethas relevantly? ToZro ^a
(Sou A£. V cm *it<ap i e" t" cv \/ i !"*. too Two .
6, v >/ % / 1 /"
art tQ.t »■ tdo o 4> t k gu V ag i cr jm. a to J
,3) E.g. Jn. 1.6,33; 6.57 etc, t s /
,4) Cf. Sir. 1.6? croc^'u^ t ' v» a.~Z ¥-<x\0§.
,5) Cf. Is. 11.1. "The Beginning and the End of the whole
economy associated wi th the Davidic family." (Swete,
The ApQca^ypsgj, p. 306).
(°) Swete: opx_citJul p. 306.
Hi.
This is the one by whom the testimony or prophecy of the
book is attested (22.20).
The use of the singular pronoun jy (2.2,9,14*19? 3.1,8,15
etc.) shows that the Angels of the Seven Churches were definite
people to whom the letters were addressed; they are obviously
people of authority in the Church^ ^ for they try those who
claim to be apostles (2,2); they have power to deal with
false teachers (2.1Af.,20). These angels have already been
described as stars |l.l6,20), a conception found in Dan.12.3in this connection. ' In II Chron^ 38.15 the prophets are
directly referred to as ^ These leaders of the
(*) Cf. Str/Bill, III, p. 7911 "Man wird..,unter den
Menschen zu verstehen haben, die ^VY£.,Vv0t Twv IkkR ^ <r • 2 v
genannt werden, well sie Gottes Gesandte, Beauftragte,
Bevollm&chtigte im Dienste an den Gemeinden waren, d.h. METnner,
die in den Gemeinden an leitender Stelle standeri, 3?nlich wird
Hag.1,13 der Prophet und Mai.2,7 der Priester sinnim
ein Gottesbote (LXX c(yyiAd$ n,ge(0j ) genannt, und im




(2) There would seem to be a very strong connection between Rev.
-i on* t t v i / 3, -*<■_><.. -v r* '
IT" rA. ° * eOyytAot Toov £71 T <K iKHA/] ri uy £> tr\Vsmci J-)0.rx* 11.33! K#l TOO lev/out <rovo roucr . V
/ / /-I \ N» A ' i ^ ' ✓
£1$ fro A ^ V fc/S Kd-t ot cruv^ troi too Aa.ou .Tovwjcroo <r# v/ ^
£.» C IT o AAw. ) &nd Dan. 12.3. |<ft. i a k tf o v ( t o T.£. c d>twoo cri v/ to v
4>WtfTv)££,^ to-j ftV&u ^Kav v Kane* V g o v T £ ^ m
Too c Aonooc o-oo .loirii ta acrrec*. too ooQckvoo •
S . 5, ' • / » ^ v / ^ 4 V / ^
kai oi croVi^vTtS s iiveAa |i.y ouc"(V irj Aa jvu f o 7^ 7*OU
niPttfJuaToC Kai aTTo T«iV & < »c a T t»»v T<3v Tr o A A tov/
ws ot occrTCei^ |) • The H©brew has "they that be wise
(AV margin has 'teachers) shall shine as the brightness of the
firmament and they that turn many to righteousness as the
stars". Cf. IV Ezra. 8.29? Mt.5.15f; Phil.2,15f. and dude 13
where false teachers are called #o-r£££$ jrA«o^To.t •
(*) Cf. Mai.2.7X Oti Vi't Xm Ic<?£i*sC "yotoo-iV.
» y , > / A ' -A * ^ *~ c'
Kav £ K- S ^T^troocriV / S"TO ja. A. T o O.JTOU , ok° T 1
\^ytAo^ K o^Too TTfts/ro Kg «.T»<3 a J ivT iV • IS.H.20
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churches, however, depend for their authority on the testi¬
mony of Jesus. The leader at Ephesus is rebuked for having
left his first love, and indeed will lose his position unless
he remembers and does the first works (that is, teaches the
original doctrines) (2.4f,), He is urged to be faithful
unto death and then he will be given a crown of life, a thought
which is close to that of Kit.24.13. a verse which immediately
precedes Jesus' statement about the gospel being preached for
a p.a^-wgicW until the end comes. The angel of Pergarnos is
commended for holding fast Jesus' name and not denying his
faith. Antipas, presumably his predecessor, is called ®
o mcr-ros . (If this phrase means 'Antipas the martyr'
there would really be no need for the phrase ov intKr avOy
)• This leader is reproved for allowing some of the
congregation to teach false doctrine (2.14f.). This fault is
shared by the angel of Thyatira who has not silenced the false
prophetess Jezebel(2,20) and is told that he must keep Jesus'
words to the end. The angel of Philadelphia has done well in
keeping the word of Jesus' patience and in not denying his
name (3»8»10). Any authority referred to is to be possessed
in the future (e.g. 2.26; 3,12,21) and there is no emphasis on
position in the existing church. The angels are the teachers
of the Church who, by virtue of their knowledge, faith and
testimony, are leaders. Teachers who do not hold the testi¬
mony of Jesus are to be avoided.
speaks of Cod confirming the word of his servant and verifying
the counsel of his messengers.
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The 24 elder8 have been shown to have some connection
with the teaching and guarding of the torah and this is also
to some extent true of the 4 living creatures in 4.6. These
are related to the ones in Ezek. 1.5 which are identified with
the cherubim in Ezek. 9.3j 10.2ff., 20ff. The cherubim,
according to Gen.3.24, guard the way (.') of the tree of
life (.') ^ and their images, between which God spoke his
commands through Moses (Ex. 25.21f.) are immediately above
the ark of testimony and were also placed in the holy of holies
in Solomon's temple. This connection of the cherubim v/ith torah,
knowledge is confirmed by Philo.
There seems to be no special difference between the
various brethren, souls, servants, saints, apostles and
prophets who have died for the testimony of Jesus for the
remnant of the woman's seed are indeed brethren. The important
thing for John is not the distinction between classes and orders,
or functions and offices, or cleric and lay in the Church but
simply that all should be steadfast in upholding the word of
God, the testimony of Jesus.
C1) That is, the teaching of Christ; cf. Jud. 2,22; Ps» 36*34
etc. and above p. 433* note 2 • /
(a) Vit. Mob. 11.97. "a.
-OAX^, (l<oeb ed. Vol. VI. p. 496).
4M4.
According to this author the testimony of Jesus, that is,
his message^ ' is the ultimate authority for everyone and, as
has been seen in the books already discussed, this is seen to
be a spiritual gift which abides or, rather, can abide with him
who receives it, ' it is the new torah of the new covenant.
In 1,16 the one like the Son of Man ie described as having
a sharp two-edged sword coming out of his mouth which indicates
that his words are those of the Servant (see Is, 49»2f,) and
therefore are Inspired by the Spirit.^ ^ The revelation or
prophecy of Jesus Christ is given to him by God (1,1) and the
little book which is the basis of the author's prophecy is a
gift (10,7-11). The basis of the prophesying of the two
witnesses is a gift of God (11.3),^ ^
When John received the revelation he was 'in the Spirit'
(1.10), a phrase which, while it can denote the exalted state
of the ecstatic, does not necessarily imply that prophet's
vision cannot be translated into understandable terms, for the
letters to the seven churches are remarkably straightforward in
meaning, John's words to the churches are what the Spirit sayB
(2.7 etc-> and the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy
(19,10); * The spirit of prophecy is the teaching gift poured
(l) Of, Zahn, Introduction. Vol. 2. pp. 377ff. note 2, and
Kittei (KWB. 11257 5-11): " Beides, o a^oS toS &LaZ
and sind vorgegebene Grdhsen.• .die besseugte
Gegebenheit".
( 2) Of.Acting (Die Vcrkundigurig, p. 654) ] "Wenn eusdrucklich
von einen 'Haben^aes Zeugnlsaes Jesu geredet wird, so bedeutet
das, dass Jesu Zeugnis ein blelbenden genturn, eln dauernder
Zustand 1st, etwas, an dera die;jenigen, von denen die Rede ist,
festhalten. •* Jesus offenbart elch ihnen,"
(3) Cf. Is. 6l.lt Lk.A.18f Kph,6,17| II TheBS,2.8| Heb.if.12j
Rey.2.12,16; 19.15. ,
(V Swete ( The Apocalypse, p. 131) 8 Awctu) . * . kou rrgO^^T iu^ftucti v
~ bujQio aliToff TfQo cb*L r tO z t v OT {vet- 7T£o <£>»•) r ^ <r / v •
(J) Of. Swete (TedtftffiSSjU p. 277)!
"the two are in practice identical. To be a true prophet is to
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out upon the witnesses of Jesus at Pentecost and foretold by
Joel, viz. the testimony of Jesus, the message of Cod's salva¬
tion which the teacher has within him. ^ ^ in the previous
passage (19.1-9) the Church, the wife of the Lamb, is said to
have been given fine^linen clothing which is T4
(19.8).V ' The idea of 'the spirit of prophecy'
is found, significantly, in the accounts in Exodus, Numbers and
Deuteronomy of the appointing of feoses' 70 elder-assistants who
are to judge small matters while the large are reserved for
himself, e.g. Ex. 18.20,22s k a. t L & ^ j t a t ^ t
/ A V ^ / ) s-% \
7T a C T ^ T Ou 0&,0 U K«t ToV VOjJiOl/ £«. T OQ K, £X v.
-> > — M c / 3 }
Ci-j ^ «.utoi<, T ft. ^ © 6 Oo { , iV O-v TioptocrovT'ft'. £.V
> "> \ K >i fN '
, K ft i ra. a. f o TToit] j-outriV
Kg iV oucr i V
* — \ 1 \ A V
K piVoufiV ~ o v A fA o V 7T t >r aV Og.a.\/
witness to Jesus and to witness to Jesus is to have the
prophetic spirit; testimony is the raison d'&tre of prophecy."
(*) Cf. I Jn.5.10; I Tim. 4.14. Viller (Recherch.es de Science
R^ligieuse. p. 550) is wrong in saying: "ce n'est point
?videmment qu'a tous fut donne un charisme permanent: une
assistance transitoire suffisait."
(a)^does not mean 'righteousness' (AV) or
'righteous deeds' (NEB) but, in accordance with LXX usage, 'lawsf
cf. Sanday and Headlam, Romans, p. 142: "it is doubtful if
&iK.afw can quite~= 'a righteous act'." Cf. LXX
passages where torah or ^.ae T a g ( a. is closely associated with
: Num. 15.16, Dt» 4.45, 6.17 (cf. Rev. 16.15);
IV K.23.3; Ps.118.12,14,16; 118.24 and 131.9-16 where it is
said: "Thy priests shall clothe themselves with righteous¬
ness; and thy saints shall exult.......if thy sons will keep
my covenant and these my testimonies which. T shall teach them
.1 will clothe her priests with salvation and her saints
will rejoice exceedingly."
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(cf. Dt. 16.I85 17.8-13); they are the Jt aeoi roZ A aou
\ 3 ^ V «. £ \ \ \
Kav *y g «. »jLi-ca"T £t«J «.viTwV f Ka v ajrou^ 11 go--; Ttjv
o'K^V'j'/ Ton jvag t>J£ 1 ou , Kav (TTrjcfovTO-l £k£v j-vtTm. cro«i.
(Num. 11.16); these received from God some of the spirit
(t)
which was uj:>on Moses and when the spirit rested upon them '
they prophesied, and continued to do sot That is to say
they received a spiritual gift of expertness in the torah
c
which remained with them as a permanent possession. ' It
is doubtful if the 0 0£.oO of Rev.
19*9 is a reference to the testimony although it is tempting
to take the phrase in this way, especially as it recurs in
fuller form as o\ Xo>j 01 tticftoi k<u «.A*)9ivoi (21.5? 22.
6), the testimony of Jesus, the true and faithful witness.
The above evidence is sufficient to show that the testi¬
mony of Jesus is a gift of the Spirit which gives the bearer
a spiritual authority. This authority has no external sanc¬
tion; the letters to the 7 churches show that It depends for
its acceptance on its own merit.
(1)>£tT<*.v<x.w«.j£<rfc5a.v = 'to settle upon', 'to fix one's abode
upon' (Grimm-Thayer, p. 228). # ^
(2) cf. Dt. 16.8 and Asting (Die Verkundigung. p. 655)2 "ttvio^o.
muss nicht zur Bedeutung einer""blossen~"'Seistesrichtung' oder
'dhnliches abgeschwacht werden. Ss bezeichnet Gottes Geist,
der Gottes Offenbarung vermittelt." Gtinther ( Mccp-ras . pp.
128f.) distinguishes between the first and seconcT" I*. a. t>-><?, ci-
in Rev. 19.1C taking the first to mean the missionary preaching
and linking the second with the martyrdom of the apocalyptic
witness. His position i3 weakened however by the fact that
in both cases it is the testimony of Jesus which G, has already
(pp. 125f.) designated as John's term for early Christian
missionary testimony, distinguishing it from 'the testimony of
Jesus Christ' which he claims is the phrase used by John for
apocalyptic testimony, Charles (The Revelation, p. 130)
reckons that|Ap^^va/.K<rou here should na Furally""be subjective
genitive - 'the testimony borne by Jesus' but that the
clause makes the other interpretation necessary (he does not
explain whyj). The verb would seem to provide a
weightier argument for the subj. gen.
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The author of the Revelation is as anxious ae all the
other NT writers to preserve the testimony of Jesus in its
original content and this comes out clearly in several passages.
Those who read arid hear and keep the words of the prophecy of
the book are blessed (1.31 22,7), The angel of the church at
Sphesus has many commendable characteristics but he arouses
the writer's opposition because he has left hie first love
(2.4),^ ^and he is told that he must do the first works, that
is the torah or testimony which ie from the beginning (cf. 1
Jn.2.7). The angel at Pergamos has endangered the tradition
by tolerating false teachers (2.14f.). The angel at Thy&tira
is also at fault because he has allowed the spread of heretical
doctrine (2,20-24) and those who have not fallen away are urged
to hold fast the teaching, the orthodox faith which they have
(2,2Af,). The angel of Sardis is upbraided for having the
Lord on h^s lips but not in his heart,^ ^ He also mustremember^ ^ what he has received and heard and hold, i,e.
(4\
guard itv ' as all God's faithful witnesses have done, A
(1) II Jn.S shows that love is 'walking in God's commandments *,
or 'teaching' (v.9) for many deceivers had entered into the
world who did not confess that Jesus Christ had come in the
flesh (cf.Heb.4.1,2,6,11,14: "lest any may fall after the same
exam le of unbelief..,let us hold fast our profession" and Heb,
6.4-6; II Pet.1.10,12; 3.17f.)
(2) Cf. Herra. Sim. 9,21.1-4.
(3) Cf. Dahl (Stud. ThepjL. I and II (1947/48), p. 76: "La
pensee qu'il eTagissait our les fidelee de conserve r 1'ij.vaugile
originel et la memoire de 1'heritage deo apStres fut d'une
importance primordiale dans la lutte oontre les h6r£sies
naissantee,
(4)T<tes.1V 81 crtiv , (a) It is used in the LaX to trans¬
late lOl in Ca. 8.llf, and <$>»*<£&cr$.ts/ is used in Ca.1,6,
(b)T0etfv m 121 in Prov,2.11; 3.If. etc. and $v>Au ,r.?•£,,/ «
in IV K. 18,8$ Prov. 2,8j 4.13 etc. (cJ-r^iTv * y-ouJ
in Prov, 16.17 and 4>uAacrcr&fv *vod in P nov. 19.27; Hab,*3«l6.
(d) v^giTv a-irojS in II Had,8,29$ Prov.19.lo etc. and ^Aao-o-eiv
=s in Gen.2,155 Prov. 4.5 etc.
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few individuals in Sardis have not defiled their garments,
that is, have not corrupted the (cf. 19.8),
The reference in 3.3 to the Lord coming as a thief at a time
unknown is reminiscent of Lk, 12,39f. which is part of a warn¬
ing to Jesus' stewards and servants to be faithful and wise
(Lk. 12.4.21".). The angel of Philadelphia receives the approval
of the Lord because he has kept his word, has not denied his
name and has kept the word of his patience (3*8,10); he also
is to hold fast what he has (3.11).
The author of the Revelation regards his own book as
part of the faithful and true testimony (22.6,16) and "he who
keeps the sayings of the prophecy of this book is blessed".
The injunction concerning the preservation of the original
prophecy and the warning to anyone who adds to or subtracts
from it are the same as that of Moses with regard to the OT
torah (Lt. 4-.2,9; 13*1? 29.19; cf. Josh, 1.7? Prov. 30.6 and
Mt. 13.9).
Conclusion
According to the Book of the Revelation the witnesses are
the teachers or prophets of the Church who receive their
inspiration from Jesus Christ the true and faitliful witness
and who are the representatives of the whole witnessing Church.
The testimony is that which Jesus himself was and taught; it
is the new song which is linked with and fulfils the Song of
Moses and shows intrinsically the same content.
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The authority of the witnesses depends on the word which
is given to them by God and so is charismatic and prophetic.
Although the angels of the churches are addressed as those
responsible for the faith and action of their congregations,
authority does not appear to attach in greater degree to any
one class of leader mentioned in the book.
The testimony is the new torah of the new covenant, the
revelation or prophecy which is given to the witness by God
and has no external sanction? it is a charisma which can be
expressed in definite terms. The tradition has been en¬
dangered by false teachers and so the author calls on his
readers to hold fast the doctrine and continue to labour for
the faith of Christ which they have received and learned that
others may hear Christ's voice and open the door so that the
Lord may enter and sup with them and they with him. Anyone
who adds to or subtracts from the testimony will be excluded
from the life of Jesus Christ, the faithful witness for tfriose
return the Church is yearning.
ccucmsipw
From the foregoing study it can be seen that the ^agTue/o.
conoept is, in L. Cerfaux* words, "une id^e-force primordial©"
ana must be © key-word in any study of authority in religion
and in the Church.
Much discussion has centred round the riddle of th©
transition of the meaning of the word nuer^s fro111 'witness'
to 'martyr'. On the one hand the atten$>t has been made to
show that the basic meaning is that of 'eye-witness of an
event' and that this idea is always included in the development
on the other hand the idea of suffering has been taken as funda
mental and attempts have been made to show that this has been
present from the beginning in the picture of the •
Neither of these positions is strictly correct for the
of Jesus is not always an eye-witness of his earthly life and,
in the second place, suffering is the destiny rather than the
function of the true Israel.
The present thesis rests on the view, generally accepted
but not always taken into consideration, that the root of the
word-group stems from the Sanscrit root which produces
the words for 'remembering', 'reminding' and the like. This
means that in profane usage the legal witness will be someone
who remembers and repeats what he Ids seen or heard and the
prophetic witness is someone who remembers and reminds others
of the testimony of Cod, the revelation of God. This revela¬
tion is inseparable from events in this world which may be
experienced through senae-perception and through the normal
processes of reasoning minds and so the prophet is a witness
451.
In two senses* (a) he is a witness of factsi he tells the
story of what he has seen with his eyes and heard with his
ears, and so confronts his hearers with the phenomena which he
himself experienced. It is important to note that the simple
eye-witness cannot grove that his testimony is true* it has to
be believed. By the same token eye-witness testimony cannot
be used to prove the truth of a proposition. (b) The
is a witness of the truth* that is to say, he interprets the
historical phenomena, he sees the hand of God in the events,
hears the Word of God in the words. The event to which he
testifies then becomes salvation-event to the one who hears the
testimony and responds to the corresponding testimony of the
Holy Spirit in his mind, just as it became salvation-event to
the eye-witness when he saw, heard and believed* but not be¬
fore he' believed. The interpretation is possible only be¬
cause God has revealed himself by and within the events* e.g.
the events of the Exodus were historical but were interpreted
by Moses as the \w>rk of God, The testimony of the p.^ero<r is
the story of the events with their interpretation and the
prophet or priest who is commissioned by God to remind his
fellows of this testimony is said to testify. In testifying,
the prophet or must present the historical events for
without them there is no objective medium for the truth which
he claims to have 'seen' in them* he must also give his inter¬
pretation of the events and call for a decision by his hearers.
The second-generation prophet cannot be called an eye-or ear-
witness (even though Joshua tells his generation that they saw
the events of the Exodus) but, having heard the eye-witness
testimony and having believed it and the interpretation of it
he is now 'in possession of the facts' and can testify, that
is he can lay the facts and their interpretation before his
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hearers and call for a decision. It is evident that the testi¬
mony of the eye-witnesses of the original events is of extreme
importance since the historical events are the locus or medium
of God's revelation of his own nature, his law, his redemptive
love and his purposes but eye-witness testimony as such does not
furnish proof of spiritual truths.
The New Testament witnesses testify to Jesus Christ who is
both event and truth and the gospel is grounded on the testimony
of the apostles who proclaim and teach a message which inspires
hope, elicits faith and leads to loving action. The authority
of the apostles does not lie in the fact that they were eye¬
witnesses of the life, teaching, death and resurrection of
Jesus - there were others who had also had this experience -
but in the fact that what they say is in line with prophetic
truth from the beginning and, because of the testimony of the
Holy Spirit, receives an answering echo in the mind of the hearer
who believes. The world is more or less agreed about the simple
facts of the life of Jesus except, perhaps, the event called the
resurrection which can scarcely be called an historical fact.
The authority of the apostles is spiritual.
There are those who would say that it is necessary to look
behind the kerygma or testimony in the previous history for the
foundation of faith but 'foundation' is surely the wrong word
here. It is certainly true that the words and works of Jesus
carry and always will carry a great deal of interest for the
Church which followed the apostles because Jesus was a real
person who spoke particular words and behaved in a particular
way and had a particular effect on people; he was anything but
a disembodied truth. The whole New Testament is witness to
Jesus of Nazareth and not to a featureless personification of
goodness and truth or to someone who may be anyone and therefore
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is no one in particular. His words and works must be knownM
subsequent generations so that they may recognise the Holy Spirit
and trust Jesus and imitate himf It must be stressed, however,
that any interest in the history behind the kerygma should not
be taken with a view to bolstering up faith in God so that it
might have more 'historical certainty'. Even if it were
possible for men today to have a tape-recording of the words
and a film of the life of Jesus no one would be any nearer to
having proof of the truth of the gospel; the question would
still have to be asked and answered; "Is this man indeed very
God in the flesh and are his words indeed very truth?". On
the other hand, the more information in the form of eye¬
witness testimony to events and words there is available, the
more responsibility is laid on the one to whom the question is
put.
Bultmann and his school forbid any attempt to go behind
the kerygma for the historical tradition, for then the eschato-
logical event is drawn into the relativity of all historical
knowledge. To this it may be replied that it is precisely
this 'relativity of the historical' which gives faith its
essentially indecisive character. The faith of the apostles
sprang from their awareness of the spiritual significance of
historical phenomena and in their testimony to these phenomena
they present to later generations the same history; they
preached Jesus, not some generalised Christ.
The usage of the -group in the Old Testament makes
it clear that the ov/ really the doctrine of God and
that the is the messenger, apostle, prophet, teacher
sent by God to remind men of the original testimony given by
God to Israel when he entered into covenant relationship with
his people. The essential character of God's testimony is seen
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in the Song of Moses (see Dt. 31 and 32) which is explicitly
referred to as a to Israel, This testimony is
given by the Spirit of God; it has many synonyms, the most
important of which is Vof<.o$ = TllS Jl = teaching, which might be
best expressed by the English word 'lore', Moses and the
people whom he led out of Egypt were eye-witnesses of the events
which 'carried' the revelation of the word of God and great
stress was laid on the duty of testifying, that is, of teaching
and preserving this fixed body of revelation-doctrine. . The
testimony is also the principal concern of the writers of the
Jewish Wisdom literature •which gives it many names to denote
spiritual instruction.
The content of this Mosaic and prophetic testimony is
constant throughout and is set forth in four great themes, viz,,
(a) the Sovereignty of the one true God, the creator of all,
(b) the Moral Law of God, (c) his Redemptive Activity in
history and (d) his Promise of eternal blessedness for the
faithful and eternal doom for the disobedient. This four¬
fold testimony rerrains constant throughout the whole of the
Old Testament scriptures, the Apocrypha, the Pseudepigrapha and
the Scrolls of the Dead Sea Sect, The testimony of John the
Baptist and that of Jesus himself follow the same pattern, with
the claim added that Jesus is the fulfilment and embodiment of
it, he is the Lord, the way, the ransom and the resurrected
one who is to come. Just as in the old dispensation the testi¬
mony of God was preserved and handed on by Moses, the priests,
the prophets and the psalmists so in the new the testimony of
Jesus is guarded and transmitted by his disciples and by the
succeeding generations of the faithful.
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The preservation of the testimony and its transmission
to following generations of Israelites is the official
responsibility of the priests and Levites, the sons of Aaron
with whom are linked the official prophets as the teachers of
the tradition^ ^ but from time to time these are guilty of
allowing the testimony to be forgotten or corrupted and then
God raises up non-official prophets or teachers to recall
Israel to the covenant and testimony, to the true way of God,
The teaching priests and prophets have an official authority
by virtue of their heredity and their ordination but thiB
authority is completely dependent on their loyalty to the
teaching for which they are responsible. When they neglect
or misrepresent the testimony they are called false witnesses,
false prophets, false teachers.
In exilic and post-exilic times Isaiah sees Israel as
the witness, sometimes as the whole people of God, sometimes
as a remnant and sometimes as an individual. Plural and
singular are almost interchangeable when Isaiah refers to the
Servant who is to teach the nations the truth about God*
Not all who speak in God's name speak God's word and the
false prophets and witnesses are such and are recognisable as
such because they distort, add to or subtract from the testi¬
mony. When the official religious leaders act in this way
their authority becomes a pernicious and dangerous thing and
the true'witness must be prepared to give his life that the
tradition may be preserved. This is also true when the witness
is persecuted by the secular powers but opposition to these
C1) Lev. 10.11$ II Chron. 15.5? Is.9.15? 28.7? Jer.5.31? 6.13$
23.11$ 33.7? 39.32f.
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powers is called for only when the ^cseToeioV is threatened.
The behaviour of the true and faithful witness under these
conditions is illustrated dramatically in the Maccabaean
stories of Eleazar and the mother and her seven sons.
In the Jewish apocryphal and apocalyptic literature and
in that of the Dead Sea Sect the testimony is seen to have the
same four-fold content and to be a technical term for doctrinal
instruction; in the Mishna Tractate# Eduyoth the term is used
for the traditional teaching of the Sages.
The roots of the NT concept of testimony lie deep in the
OT and, judging from the close verbal similarity of so many
witness-passages, the LXX appears to have been employed to a
great extent by the composers of the NT documents. The present
study has encouraged the conclusion that there is no essential
distinction between the testimony of God in the OT and that
borne in the NT except that the latter presents Jesus as the
fulfilment of it so that salvation is not just a future hope
but a present reality for those who believe in him. The
prophetic p. t'-piov- of the OT has the same basic four-fold
content as that of Jesus and his witnesses and apostles, the
prophets and teachers of the NT.
Jesus is the prophet who is himself the fulfilment of
prophecy, the servant of God who is the embodiment of Israel,
the true ana faithful witness who is embodiment of the testi¬
mony. His life and teaching have the same four aspects as the
OT testimony# (a) His mighty acts are parables of the creative
power of God; (b) his teaching is the fulfilment of the law,
not a replacement of it? (c) his sacrificial death on the Cross
is the climax of the salvation-work of God and (d) his
resurrection is the earnest of the resurrection of all men
either to life or to judgement. His authority is spiritually
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conferred and discerned as was that of all the prophets from
Moses to John the Baptist. Jesus cannot prove his claims?
he can only adduce witnesses such as the scriptures, his own
works, God, his own messianic self-consciousness? his is the
authority of the one who speaks the truth which may be accepted
or rejected.
The disciples of Jesus render his testimony, the substance
of his teaching (which includes his actions), according to his
Spirit. Their authority is like that of the Levitical priest¬
hood which had the duty of preserving the testimony and passing
it on to successive generations. Where the officially con¬
stituted teachers tamper with the testimony they forfeit their
position. The apostles who were companions of Jesus during
his life on earth are in a similar position to Moses and his
contemporaries who saw the events of the Exodus, saw the glory
of God and received the testimony. The historical events and
the words of Jesus must be preserved for they 'carry' the
possibility of revelation. The works and words of Jesus of
Nazareth, that is Jesus' person, are the essential testimony
which the apostles teach in their ministry of the word? they
also in a true sense are ministers of the tabernacle of testi¬
mony which is Jesus himself (Jn. 1.14) and they pass on faith¬
fully the essential testimony so that their hearers may be
confronted by Jesus as they had been in the beginning and thus
may confess him as Lord or reject him.
The apostles receive the testimony by the Spirit of God and
their authority as office-bearers in the Church is that of the
teacher, spiritually commissioned, bearing the unchanging
message, recognised by the Church? their testimony guarantees
their call rather than the reverse. The witness of God has no
sanctions other than the work of the Holy Spirit in the mind
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of his hearer, rousing faith in the message. Just as in OT
times the official priests and prophets could not claim a
higher authority than that of the unofficial prophet, so the
apostles cannot claim a higher authority than that of other
teachers who are faithful to the testimony of Jesus, The NT
witness is the teacher of the testimony of Jesus even though
he may not have seen Jesus in the flesh.
The elders, deacons, episkopoi, prophets, teachers and
others are also counterparts of the Levites in their service of
the tabernacle of testimony; they are simply interdependent
members of the one body of Christ; there is no real order of
precedence in the NT Church, Each Christian receives his gift
and ministers it; the officers are charismatice and their
function is to cherish and pass on the testimony.
The discussion about office in the Church is thus illuminated
by the -concept which supports the view of the charis¬
matic nature of all authority in the early Church; the Catholic
view is seen to rest on a desire for authority in order to pre¬
serve the testimony rather than on the idea that it is the
testimony which itself carries whatever religious authority the
teacher of it possesses. It is significant that it was at a
time when the apostles and prophets were dying out and the claims
of the bishops were being pressed that the meaning of
began to pass from that of 'prophet* or 'teacher' to that of
'martyr'. The office-bearers of the first churches were re¬
cognised as being also office-bearers of the Church as a whole,
as long as they were faithful to the gospel, and the whole church
judged as to whether they were abiding in the doctrine or not.
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Any authority which the Church has as an institution is a
teaching-authority; she has a message to proclaim, a doctrine
to teach, viz. that Cod has spoken and acted in time and space,
in the man Jesus. The witness says: "Something has happened
in days gone by, it has happened to succeeding generations, it
has happened to me, it can happen to you; repent and believe
the testimony." Any authority possessed by an office-bearer
in the church he has by virtue of the message he bears.
The message, the testimony of the Church, is a given
thing which, in essence, is static but which, ever and again,
is given new life and new application in the unfolding situa¬
tions in which the Church finds herself. The testimony is a
charisma but it is not a sudden, effervescent inspiration*
rather is it a fixed tradition, the testimony of Jesus, the
testimony Jesus taught, and it departs from its possessor only
when he forgets it or wilfully dismisses it or perverts it.
The is trained in the testimony and ordained by
the church but he is always under obligation to remain faith¬
ful to the testimony, as indeed are all the saints.
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Additional Note ia
Aspects of the Discussion of the mplm*^-Concept since 1859
The main interest of the discussion on the p.^To;.concept
since 1859 until recently has lain in the problem of the develop¬
ment of the meaning from 'witness' to 'martyr'.
PASS (1859) found the beginning of this development in Rev.
2.13}~*1776 "weil das ganze Buch den Beginn der Verfolgungen
voraussetzt". (p. 327).
KATTENBUSCH (1903) may, however, be regarded as the real
originator of the discussion; he realised that the testifying
leads to martyrdom rather than the reverse; he claimed that the
later general usage was based on a misunderstanding of Rev.1.5
etc. in I Clem. 5.4 but concludes that the title remains a
riddle.
GK<<RKKN (1910) found the origin and prototype of the
in Epictetus and held that it means 'martyr' in Ac, l,8j 22.20;
Rev. 2.13; 17.6 etc.
HA RLACE (1910) showed importantly that the real martyrs
made long speeches and that what they spolce was God's word.
ALLARX> (1909) claimed that martyrdom is a testimony given
by means of suffering to prove the divinity of Christianity and
that the word martyr had received this technical meaning before
the end of the apostolic age. He denied that we can be wit¬
nesses of our own opinions but only of facts and that the Church
became the Christian fact,
LABERTHOri1ERE (1906/7) in reply to AHard stressed that
most importantly the martyrs confess their faith in Jesus Christ;
"C'est quand on s'est 6lev£ par la foi au point de vue de
l'eternite" qu'on dit avec 3, Jean en parlant du Christ, 'nous
avons vu et touche le Verbe de vie,' tandis que les Ouifs, eux,
n'avalent vu qu'un corps comrne les autres corps." (p. 72).
LABRlOLIiE (1911) made the point; "l'homj e qui, pour
certifier~la v^rit^ d'un fait, d'une doctrine, ou sa foie en
un £trevsup£rieur, va jusqu'a accepter les touimjents et la mort,
celui-la est par excellence le 'temoin' de cet etre, de cette
doctrine, de ce fait." (pp. 50f.).
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HOLL (1914, 1916, 1917, 1921), in the light of Ac. 22.15,
20 with 7.56; I Cor. 15.5-3, saw as a title of honour
for the apostles since they were eye-witnesses of the mighty
acts of Christ and especially of the resurrection. He made
the important point that the ^gu 6>o y.£pTo<; can only mean 'the
counterfeit prophet'.
C0RS3BN (1915, 1916) derived the martyr-title from the
confessionTefore the judge and brought forward the auxiliary
idea of the Christian as the slave of Christ testifying under
torture for his master.
SCHLATTER (1915) agreed with Holl about the influence of
the Maccabaean struggle on the idea of the raCerus and insisted
that everywhere in the NT the word means 'witness',
KEITZEN3TEIN (1916, 1917) rejected Holl's view altogether
and sawThe concession before the Judge as the proclamation by
the Christian, the messenger of God, of his Christian conviction;
and he saw a close connection between and K^v»5
R. was at fault in agreeing with Geffken that contemporary
Hellenistic philosophy influenced the usage of ,,,^^5 but
correctly noted that Ignatius, who would have had every reason
to use the word if it had meant 'martyr' in this day, omits the
use of it in this sense.
KRUG^H (1916) also opposed Holl's idea of the
Ava-irrkc-i. being a title for an apostle, and with Geffken and
Reitzenstein, favoured the influence of Hellenism, especially
Epictetus.
The controversy between Holl on the one hand and Corssen,
Reitzenstein and Kriiger on the other concerning
in I Cor. 15.15 has no direct bearing on the present thesis.
Whether Paul and the others are calling themselves 'lying
witnesses' or pseudo-witnesses it all comes to the same thing
if the is regarded as a teacher of the testimony so that
authority rests on his fidelity to the teaching and upon its
inherent power to convince the hearer. If the witnesses
include the resurrection of Jesus in their testimony and the
opposing teaching is true, viz. that there is no general
resurrection, then they are lying witnesses because they are say¬
ing something which is not true and they are claiming to have seen
something which could not have taken place and by the same token
they are false witnesses in the sense of false prophets who can¬
not claim to have a commission from the God of truth and life.
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The view of DQRMSEIFF (1923/25) is that the germ of the idea
which has developed lies in the suffering Servant theme of
Deutero-Isaiah. For D. the is the one who brings the
proof that Jesus is the Messiah and also brings evidence against
the enemies of the Gospel.
VILLER (1924, 1925) quotes Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. 16,20 to
show how the Montanists regarded their martyrs as prophets but
he interprets j*ae?3c,0v in Mt. 10.18 in terms of martyrdom and
states that the first and fundamental aspect of the martyr is
his imitation of Christ,
RIDDLS (1924) regards the ^e-rjgiov/ passages in theGospels as 'pragmatic teaching' concerning martyrdom instead
of treating them as the actual words of Jesus, R, has diffi¬
culty in seeing how Jesus could foresee the persecution of the
Church but this is really not so unlikely if he knew that the
Jewish leaders were planning his own death,
DSLSUAYE (1927) introduces the idea of the authority of
the official witness, the apostle who has been commissioned by
the Master to bear testimony; "Les apfitres, propagateurs de 1'
£vangile, sont done les tlmoins autorises, on pourrait dire
offlciele, du grand fait que le Christ a donn£ comrne preuve de
sa mission; la resurrection (p. 77). D. regards Mk, 13.9 and
Lk. 21,12 as being "dans le cadre des Actes des Martyres" and I
Tim, 6,13 as necessarily recalling the image of the blood-
witness, Concerning Mt, 10,18-30 he takes the orthodox Roman
standpoint; "L'on pourrait faire remarquer ici que%1'inspira¬
tion qui lui est promise, place le Chretien appele a rendre
compte de sa foi, dans l'etat prophetique. On ne voitvpas,,
pourtant, que jamais martyrs ou confesseurs aient ete, a n'
importe quel moment, qualifies de prophetes;" this, of course,
neglects the evidence of Rev, 19.10.
LCHt.1 SYBR (1927) sees testifying and suffering as inextri¬
cably""connected, this connection being grounded in the conception
of the conflict between the servants of God and those of the false
gods; the u&jws is the representative of God and the sub¬
stitute for the people of God.
FITSKR (1928) also derives the rnartyr-idea from Deutero-
IsaiahTas a factor in the opposition between God and the world;
the testifies that God is the Lord and so is persecuted
and must suffer and die.
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MICHEL (1932, 1935) holds correctly that the prophet
stands asTSod's witness for the truth with an authority which
can be questioned. According to M. the prophets are the spirit-
bearers but he makes no mention of the underlying idea of teach¬
ing in the jA.cCg -group which runs through the whole of the
Bible and he seems to think that because the substantive
itself is infrequently used it has the special meaning of 'martyr'.
STAUFFER (1933) also bases his conception of the
on the age-old contest between a divine and a demonic order.
CASEY recognises several developments of the meaning of
p. ae-rje?!" in the NT J these strands are; (a) witness to the
truth of the Gospel (Mk.13.9), (b) witness against the enemies
of the Gospel (Mk.6.11), both being included in the missionary
work of the disciples and (c) a special usage in Luke-Acts
which stresses the eye-witness testimony to the resurrection
and includes Paul and Stephen. C. correctly assesses the NT
sense of the concept when he says that testimony is "a natural
and favourite metaphor...to describe Jesus' knowledge of him¬
self and his disciples' appreciation of his significance." (p.
33). He detects the martyr-meaning only in Heb. 12.1 and I
Tim. 2.5 ff. and subscribes to the fallacy, exploded by
Kierkegaard, that heroism is the best way to prove the truth
of the faith.
K. Br,NTH (1934) writes of the authority which is given by
God to the witness on his being called to testify in the world-
trial and avers that the witness can only point to what the
prophets have said.
Von CAtvPKNHAUSEN (1936) distinguishes between the thought
of testimony in the"*Chris tian sense of preaching the Gospel and
Jewish faithfulness and obedience to the Law since the Jews
lacked a missionary task (but this was due to their neglect of
the testimony of the prophets (JWM) ) to make them witnesses.
Von C. points out that in the commissioning of the apostles in
the Gospels the Holy Spirit is given to encourage speaking,
not suffering* he adheres, however, to the view that the
of Kt. 10.18 is a testimony for the prosecution at
the*Day of Judgement, an interpretation which he would confine
to the NT. He takes up Roll's emphasis on the idea of the
witness of the resurrection of Christ and regards the authority
of the Lucan witnesses of the resurrection as depending on the
actual knowledge they have received (Stephen is a witness
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because of his vision^) but in the Johannine writings it is a
case of the witness testifying not to facts about Jesus but to
Christ as the truth. Von C, shares the view that in
Revelation la used only for the witness who is a martyr,
Jesus being the prototype.
SURF.AU (1938) perpetuates the view that the in
Revelation is the martyr but insists that Stephen's discourse
has none of the marks of the martyr-speech as in IV Macc. and
Mart. Pol. and rightly regards it as proclamation. He admits
that the championing of the Law by the Jewish heroes can be
expressed as giving testimony for the Law. S. sees the
Christian martyrs as testifying the fulfilment in Christ (the
second covenant) of the Law (the first covenant) to which the
Jewish witnesses bore testimony but he errs in thinking that the
to e • ov group in the Synoptics has a purely forensic mean¬
ing and in objecting to Michel's identifying of prophet and
witness.
BARR (1938) demonstrates the interest evinced by the Gospel
authors in the factor of eye-witness testimony concerning the
words and actions of Jesus and attributes the omission of Romantic
and Psychological interest to the need 1'or economy of space. The
mention of the names even of minor characters would seem to
support the view that the synoptic writers were answering a demand
among Christians and opponents for an objective and verifiable
presentation of the historical foundation of Christian beliefs.
This, however is not quite the same as the testimony of the
witness of God.
BURNISR (1939) calls testimony ' the form of the Biblical
Revelation' - "on ne peut que t^moigner de la Revelation, a
cause de son caract&re purement existentiel" (p. 41) - and refers
to "sa (t^moignage) liaison constante avec la notion centrale de
R^v^lation et d'Evangile." Of the testimony of God, B. says
that it is the foundation and authority of the apostle. He is
at fault, however, in stating; "ce qui fait l'autorite d'un
temoignage, c'est la personne de t^moin. He sees the object
of the testimony as nothing less than the Gospel proclaimed in
the person of Jesus and states that the Biblical writings take
up towards Jesus the attitude of the witness.
KASSMAHN (1939, 1951) in (i) sees a distinction between the
Johannine writings whose peculiar theme is the 'praesentia Christi'
and Luke's 'Konstruktion seiner immanenten Heilegeschte' - die
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Historie Jesu wird von den Aposteln als alleinigen Augenzeugen
der Kirche vermittelt und garantiert, die als Heilsanstalt and
Hutern dieser Tradition Anteil an der Heilsgeschichte gewAhrt."
(p« 305)• For £• the apostles in Luke and the Pastorals are
"nieht nur Garanten der kirchlichen tfberlieferung sondern
zugleich Begrffnder des kirchlichen Amtes und seiner durch die
Ordination vermittelten Sukzession." (p. 306). K. correctly
interprets the Johannine phrase 'to have the spirit' as 'to
remain under the word in which the exalted Lord speaks to his
own' and regards the relationship of the Presbyter to the
Tradition as being dialectic - "he has not allowed the Tradition
to replace the Holy Spirit and so render the presence of Chirst
superfluous. The present Christ legitimises the Tradition, not
the reverse." K. makes the good point that early Christianity
allowed everyone to be a spirit-bearer and grounded authority
not on office but on service - he might have added? especially
the diakonia of the word.
In (ii) K&sernann says that all 'faitb-witnesses' are
represented only as objects of the divine ♦ He
insists that any continuity in connection with these is that of
the divine testimony which "sich stets neue Objekte seiner
Konkretisierung schafft." (p. 38). The heroes in Hebrews, he
claims, are exceptions to the OT people of God because they turn
from the visible-discoverable to the invisible-eschatological
word and are prepared to die for it; thus, from being 'testified
to', they become 'witnesses'to Christendom by pointing in their
homelessness to the divine promise. It would appear that K. is
still thinking of the witnesses of Heb, 12.1 as being witnesses
because they are prepared to be martyrs.
AST1HG (1939) supports emphatically the position that
'testifying' in the scriptures means 'to give expression to a
will', in God's case, a revelation and the prophets proclaim
this will; they, with the Lav; are the bearers of the revelation.
A. shows that the witnessing activity of the Rabbis is
authoritative teaching and his other contribution to the dis¬
cussion is the insight that it was the leading figures in the
Church, the teachers, whom the civil authorities persecuted.
GUHTHKR (1941, 1956) takes up the discussion at this point
with the declaration that Asting is too doctrinaire with his
constantly repeated 'einem Willen Ausdruck geben'. G. sees
testifying as a prophetic activity having as its content revela¬
tion which refers especially to the future and that the prophet
has a missionary aim. He sees the origin of the Christian
^r- concept in the late Jewish Apocalyptic of which Jesus,
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the true and faithful witness, is the fulfilment. The
witnesses are not *A ugenzeugen' but 'Redezeugen' and bearers
of the Spirit. 0. regards the witness as an office-bearer but
says that in Lk. he is necessarily one who has seen the risen
Christ and that Stephen must be one of the 'above five hundred
brethren'; Paul is included on the grounds of the Damascus
vision. G. sees a development from the eye-witness of the
fact of the resurrection to that of "die sich auf eine einzig-
artige Glaubenserkenntnis grundende Uberzeuge (I Jn. 5*10)" and
maintains that the in Rev. 11.3ff. is a combination of
the apocalyptic , i.e. the bearer of a heavenly message
and the martyr in the later sense.
STRATHMANN (1916, 1942, I960) sees within the Bible an
evolution of the meaning of r-wetuj from a simple legal or
common usage to that of 'martyr'. His main contribution to
the debate is his insistence on the difference between witness
cf fact and witness of a truth which first unite in the Lucan
writings; "Tatsachenzeuge und Wahrheitzeuge fallen zusammen -
die unvermeidliche Folge davon, dass es sich im Evangelium urn
eine geschichtliche Offenbarung handelt." Thus, according to
S. the idea of the p.«er^s gives prominence to the Galilean
apostles; in a narrow sense they are qualified because they
know the facts of the Cross and the resurrection and have be¬
lieved their meaning. For Strathmann, Paul is not a fact-
witness, in the sense in which the older apostles are, but a
truth-witness and from Ac. 22.15 these two ideas run together
in the NT, 8. sees the -expression beginning to change
colour martyrologically within the NT in the Johannine writings,
in several places in Acts and in the Pastorals.
CKRFAUX (1943) adhering to the Soman position, sees a
developmenF'from the testimony of the Twelve whose content was,
"d'abord et avant tout", the resurrection of Jesus and, secondly,
his whole life to the missionary preaching of Paul and the other
'heroes' between whom and the Twelve there is an 'essential
difference'. The Twelve, for Cerfaux, are, before all, witnesses
of the resurrection to the Jews and Paul is the bearer of the
Christian message to the Gentiles. C. has difficulty with the
title as applied to Stephen for he will not allow the
primitive sense of 'witness of the resurrection* or the
probability of the later sense of 'martyr', he vaguely attri¬
butes the use of the word to the reference to "persecutions
messianiques" contained in it.
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M# BARTH (1946) bases the authority of the Twelve and Paul,
whom he calls 'the apostles in the narrow sense', on the fact
that they are eye-witnesses of the 'word-become-flesh'; they
have seen, heard and touched him and so are witnesses in a
primary and authentic way. They are fact-witnesses in addition
to being confessing - and martyr-witnesses and it is their being
witnesses of the facts of Jesus' earthly life and his resurrec¬
tion which distinguishes them from and raises them above other
witnesses who can present only a partial testimony# According
to this definition B, cannot, although he wishes to, include
Paul with the Twelve in this category because only if the
derives his authority from the truth which he 'sees' ig the
facts could this occur# Barth distinguishes between~the wit¬
nessing of Stephen and Antipas on the one hand and that of the
Apostles on the other on the insufficient grounds that the eye¬
witness experience of Antipas is not mentioned and that Stephen's
vision comes at the end of his ministry and is not an introduction
to it#
PREISS (1946) points out that when the question of authority
is posed""the Reformed Church invokes the interior testimony of
the Holy Spirit# He regards nearly all the terminology about
the Spirit as being in origin and colour more judicial than
mystical or intellectual - "II est le t^moin de Dleu sur la
terre dans un vaste procfes (p# 20), and he avers that the testi¬
mony of the Spirit is not an enthusiasm, a mystic rapture, a
possession - "II fait de la Bible une lettre personnelle." (p.29).
"Le t&noignage de 1'Esprit ne saurait done rester dtranger h
notre raison. 1'Esprit enseignej il est le docteur
int^rieur dee croyants,"
PISCHEL (1947) seeks to show that since as early as the
first~~century of the Christian era it had become the generally
accepted teaching of Judaism that the prophets had to suffer or
even to undergo martyrdom, this is sufficient reason for
taking on the meaning of 'martyr'#
MORGBNTHALER (1948) presents a persuasive if somewhat over-
drawn~"picture of the Lucan writings as testimony based on the
OT requirement of two or three or more witnesses but does not
add to the discussion#
PETERSON (1950) lays down that the martyr publishes the
public claims of the Church of Christ; the confession of the
name of Jesus is an essential part of the martyr-concept and the
words are those of the Holy Spirit, Peterson throughout seems
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to take the word-group as a whole in the martyrological sense,
e.g. on p. 223, note 37 he says that it seems certain that the
good confession testified by Jesus (I Tim. 61.13) is the
eschatological rC<>,cs/ which Jesus commissioned his disciples
to practice (Mk.6.11) (j).
RETIF (1951) questions the view of Cerfaux that testimony
and kerygr.a are two different things, preferring to think of
them rather as synonymous. He denies that the testimony is
confined to the Twelve and that the missionary message is the
exclusive prerogative of those who are not apostles. The
testimony of the apostles "s'effectuera avant tout par le
kerygme" (pp./156f.). R. makes^the useful point that "le
irpt r as t propre a Luc et & Paul, nous apparalt
emihemment Iceryginatique" (p. 157 with note (16))»
Retif divides testimony into three categories! historical,
juridical and Biblical - "les deux premiers dans la ligne
logique de 1'esprit grec, le troisidme dans la ligne symbolico-
ontologique de 1'esprit semitique" (p. 157)• R. follows
Asting in thinking of Biblical testimony as the solemn announce¬
ment of a divine will concerning the future. According to this
writer the authority of the testimony lies in the fact that it
is indeed God who testifies - "le t6moignsge est envahl et comme
absoj*be par le temoignage de Dieu Voila pourquoi
le kerygme...ne se fonde pas sur 1'autoritS ou la credibilite d'
un homme, si sainte ou intelligent fut-il, mais sur 1'autorite
et la credibilite de Dieu (cfrv 1 Cor., II, 5? 2 Cor., IV,7...),
l^quel ne peut instruire des verite'a proprement divines qu'en
temoignant.
R. will not have it that all the heralds in Acts are direct
witnesses (showing that he still 'glories in the flesh') - "Paul
lui-meme. .... .n'a vu que le Christ glorieux," (.') . The testi¬
mony of the indirect witnesses is "moins riche et moins
saisissant qye 1'experience du Christ terrestre (cfr. 1 Joan.,
1,1), Le temoignage des ap'otres avait done un contenu plus
plein que celui des simples herjauts." (pp. l6lfv) R. finally
expresses the kerygma as "un temoignage 'informe' par une
mission,"
LOPS (1958) sees the confessors and martyrs as successors
of the prophets wIsd announce and prepare the coming of the king¬
dom of God. They are men who speak in the Spirit and die for
the sake of their testimony which has "un but apologetique ou
missionaire" (p. 36). He makes the unrealistic statement that
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the martyr gives by his testimony "une preuve <3e la force et de
la v£rite de la foi chr£tienne" (p. 37) but points out importantly
that the confessors and martyrs are the successors of the apostles
as w*ll as the bishops and that they also carry the responsibility
of transmitting the correct faith of the Church.
HASTINGS (1958) reiterates the view that at first
referrecPonly to the testimony of the Twelve to the Jews in
Jerusalem as to the fact of the resurrection of Jesus while the
v ^ was the publication of the whole Christian-Jewish
message of salvation to the world beyond. "The principle
activity of the Apostles is to witness to the Resurrection as
proof that Jesus was Messiah. This was destined to produce
faith(.*) and repentance in believers." (p. 158).
NINEHAM (1958) avers that "At every stage in its history,
the early~church was in fact interested in eye-witness testimony
about the Lord" (p. 14). He associates the 1 s
ev v/ 01 if T (X J" 1 w ^ of Ac. 1.22 with eye-witness testimony although he
admits that has a wider connotation than i-r o'ttt ^ j •
He notes that "those who chiefly moved about among the Gentile
churches were, apart from Paul himself, such as Barnabas and
Timothy, Titus and Tychicus " ~" s,
I8.24ff.)) not very well up But
it is not quite correct to say this about Apollos, for Aquilla
and Priscilla put him rightj up to this point he was simply
"an eloquent man and mighty in the scriptures" and it was only
after his full instruction in the faith that he became a missionary
of the church.
MENOUD (i960) rightly stresses the necessity for witnesses
to be~able to say; "We have seen" but he gives the impression
that seeing the visible and hearing the audible is the decisive
aspect. This does not take into account the distinctively
Biblical use of the term J. <2. . M, later admits that the
term means more than a simple eye-witness for he proclaims what
he has seen and understood but he claims that "Seuls les apfttres
sont les temoins du Christ. Les fideles ontpour mission
d'attester devant le monde, par la vie nouvelle qui les anime,
la verite et l'efficacit^ du temoignage apostolique (Actes 2S42-
47). Car 1'Esprit ne, cree pas de nouveaux tSmoins, pas plus
du reste qu'il n'a cree les premiers, vu que 1'Esprit ne fait
pas apparaltre le Christ." This leads him into unsatisfactory
explanations for the position of Matthias, Paul and Stephen and
he does not account for Antipas.
none of them eye-witnesses
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NGSTORF (i960) rightly opposes Strathmann's notion of
the Lubaii development of the meaning of from fact-
witness to confessing-witness - "Tatsachlich ist der neutes-
tamentliche Gebrauch einheitlich." R,, however, incorrectly
claims that the NT testimony is the fruit of the days between
the resurrection and the ascension of Jesus and distinguishes
witness and apostle, the latter receiving his authority from
the person of Jesus direct and the former having his ground in
the scriptures Christianly interpreted. On this view the
authority of Jesus is separated from the authority of the Word
axid is made to appear to be a different thing, R. shows a
real insight into the Biblical meaxxing of the when he
describes him as a scripture expositor - "der r^'e-r^r aueh
Ausleger der Heiligen Schriften ist. Er nimmt in seiner
zx*z'Gottes prophet isches Wort auf, sofern es sich in
der Geschichte Jesu und zumal in deren Ausgang erfullt hat."
(p. 142) and "Wlrd der der Urgemeinde. . •.. zum
Urtypus des urchristlichen Theologen" (p. 144)•
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Additional Note (B)
The Organisation of the Early Church.
An admirable survey of the principle Reformed views about
the organisation of the Early Church up to 1932 is given by
0. Linton in Das Problem der Urkirche in der Neueren Fprschung.
Linton shov/s How up toThe tTme""of'Hatch7~~Trnack and Sohm
there was a Consensus within Protestant research whose main
tenets were: (l) The organisation was not originally hier-
archicalj the episcopoi and presbyteroi were identical. (2)
The congregations were autonomomous (3) The officials had
originally nothing to do with proclamation.
The Consensus was generally of the opinion that the organi¬
sation had Jewish origins and the teaching office assumed a
modest role without an abiding or organisational meaning.
Hatch's main points (The Organisation of the Early Church)
went contrary to the Consensus. He claimed that the develop¬
ment of the constitution of the Church was gradual and he dis¬
tinguished between episcopoi and presbyteroi. Harnack saw the
presbyteroi as officials and the episcopoi as denoting a function;
in his controversy with Sohm he found the seeds of the later
organisational development already in the New Testament. Harnack,
however, was forced by the discovery of the Didache to think of
the Church organisation as two-fold, comprising the total church
organisation led by charismatics with their teaching-gift and the
congregational organisation led by the administrative officials.
Sohm in his Kirchenreoht made the first decisive attack on
the prevailing teaching with the thesis that Church and Law
stand in opposition to each other and that the church was ruled
by the charismatics who were office-bearers of the whole church,
with the free consent of the congregations. He regarded even
the Eucharist not as an administrative but as a teaching office,
and claimed that the episcopate arose when no teacher was avail¬
able. In the early Church, according to Sohm, there was no
congregation in the legal sense, there was no bishop with a
right to office; but Church order was inevitable and the turning
point is seen by Sohm in I Clem, where the bishop is said to have
a right to his office because he has been placed there by his
predecessors.
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The Catholic view is that the apostle is the one who is
authorised by Jesus himself for ruling the Church and who com¬
bines in his own person both charismatic and administrative
authority. The apostles are a closed group but they pass on
their administrative authority to their successors with whom
they are distinguished from the 'lesser' charisma tics, the
prophets, teachers etc. Against this the Consensus held that
the apostles had only a moral, personal or spiritual authority,
that Jesus appointed the apostles only to serve and preach, not
to rule over the church and Lightfoot's contribution* The name
and office of an aoostle in St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians
pp. 92-101 took"away all support for" the Idea ""tha t the ~apo s to late
was confined to the Twelve.
The next big advance was made by ft. Holl in Die Kjrchenbegriff
des Paulus in selnem Verhaltnis zu dem der Urgemeinde. Ho11Ts
view is that "the~apostolate was confined to the"*Twelve, Paul and
James, that the Tradition follows immediately on the tracks of
the Charisma and then sets itself over it and that there was a
tension between the Jerusalem Church with its emphasis on law
and Paul who is less constrained. Holl faults Sohm for drawing
his information exclusively from Paul and neglecting other
sources (e.g. Acts) but, on the other hand, as Linton points out,
Holl keeps Jesus himself in the background.
Linton mentions the two ideas of the Spirit, one 'charis¬
matic' according to which the Spirit is a free, formless
princiolef the other concrete according to which the Spirit can
create order, law etc. and then asks where the early Church
stands in relation to this. The present thesis rests on the
view (l) that the Spirit of God is not the Spirit of confusion
but of order and anything less is a corruption. This is not to
deny that the spirit is free and comes and goes as He pleases.
Linton falls into the error of confusing the idea of the
charismatic and the enthusiast or ecstatic, a conclusion with
which Paul would not have agreed as is clear from 1 Cor. 14.29-
33 (although Linton admits that a pneumatic may be an office¬
bearer "if his temperament is suited" (J) and that Spirit and
Tradition are not incompatible opposites),
(2) The Consensus was correct in seeing that the organisa¬
tion was not originally hierarchical, that the congregations were
autonoraomous and that the organisation had Jewish, certainly OT
origins but incorrect in laying so little stress on the
m.
importance of the preaching and teaching authority of the
leaders.
(3) Sohm'e contribution to the subject of Church organisa¬
tion is of iiwnense importance and has not been given sufficient
prominence; His insistence on the opposition of the early
Church organisation and the later officialdom in the church is,
unexceptionable and accords well with the concept of h- <*. £ T vj g ( O-
and its place in the life of the early Church. Holl's
criticism of Sohm is weakened by the fact that, as the present
work shows, the evidence of the Gospel and Acts and indeed of
the whole Bible points to a charismatic, teaching authority,
which may be official or unofficial, within the Church of God.
(4) Holl's view about Tradition and Charisma is based on
a false distinction between these two terms? the tradition which
is the gospel or testimony of Jesus is a charisma and as such is
no dead letter although it has definite principles and boundaries.
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Additional Note (C)
The Bgarlng of the _^a. P T o (2 v CX Coneept on Buitmann's
Existentialist View of the Historical Jesus and
the Preaching of the Early Church and on Recent




Bultmann is ooncerned to stress the important fact that the
salvation-event of Christian preaching can only be salvation-
event for the believer in the existential moment of decision
because the Word, according to B. is not just "the natural self-
expression of the speaking individual" but implies a relation¬
ship between speaker and hearer in which the word becomes an
C1)
event to the hearer ' and that it cannot be proved from evi-
(2)
dence. ' This idea is repeated inB.'s writings, e.g. "the
demand to say once for all and unambiguously what the word of
God is must be rejected because it rests on the idea that it
is possible to designate a complex of statements that can be
found and understood with respect to their 'contents'" ^ "I
still deny that historical research can ever encounter any
traces of the epiphany of God in Christ; all it can do is to
confront us with the Jesus of history. Only the Church's pro-
( /
clamation can bring us face to face with Kyrioe Ghristco"#
"In the Christian message there is absolutely no question of
man's being given an historical account of a section of the
(1) Jesus_and the Word, pp. 217f.
I2) Tb.7"p."l>15.
(3) Sxlstenceand Paith. p. 91.
(4) Kery jma~and"Wth, pp. 117f.
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past, which he might put to the test, or critically confirm or
reject. He is told on the contrary, that in what happened
then, whatever the circumstances, God has acted.,.,no science
(M
or history can verify this assertion."v '
It is easy to understand Bultmann's desire to emphasise
the fact that the event of Jesus Christ has redemptive signi¬
ficance and reality only for the believer in his moment of
decision but it is rk>t so easy to understand his dispensing
with 'content' and a statement like "In what happened then,
whatever the circumstances, God has acted." There can be no
'raw material' about which to decide if there is no content
(If Jesus had simply stood before men without doing or saying
anything except claiming to be God - B. says Jesus didnt even
claim to be present salvation - there would have been no
conversions at that time any more than there would be now if
Christian preachers were simply to sayi "Jesus is Saviour and
Lord"1 Men will always want to know who this Jesus was and
is, what he said and what he did, before they will corne to him.
One cannot say "whatever the circumstances" for the simple
reason that the circumstances of Jesus' life were particular,
specified words and events verified by witnesses. It should
be made quite clear, however, that what the witnesses verified
was not the salvation-event, as Bultmann correctly emphasises,
but the events which were Interpreted as or "seen" by the
disciples to be salvation-events and which they passed on as
part of the content of their testimony so that later generations
might be confronted by the Jesus who confronted them.
C1) p# 18.
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Bultmann appears to waver between the assertion that
revelation has no content and the admission that it does have
a content. For example, "If preaching communicates a content,
it at the same time addressee us"^ ^ but it is understood "in
its true character only when it is understood as something that
takes place in the present, in my particular present."^ ^ It
would have been better if B. had written herei "not only....
but also", thus retaining the real paradox of the Christian
faith.
(b) The Historical Event
It must be insisted that when Bultmann looks at the
historical Jesus as such he sees a real historical person, a
(3)
phenomenon of the past, ' a Rabbi and wonder-worker; this was
the point of his book Jesus and the Wordf "I do not deny",
writes Bultmann,^ ^ that the resurrection kerygma is firmly
rooted to the earthly figure of the crucified Jesus" and also
"our Salvation is One who is involved in all the relativity of
(3)
history." '
(c) Alternative or Synthesis
One of the principal difficulties in understanding
Bultmann's position is that while he is truly concerned with the
paradox of the Word become flesh he very often denies the earthly
pole of the paradox in order to emphasise the importance of the
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heavenly one. The first thing to note is that he regards
redemption as "a historical event wrought out in time and
space the eschatological emissary of God is a concrete
figure of a particular historical past a real figure of
history the word of God is a sober, factual account of a
human life^ of Jesus of Nazareth, possessing saving efficacy
for man."^ ^ Here are the two aspects of the paradox; 'figure
of history' and 'saving efficacy'. Bultmann, however, mis¬
leads his readers from time to time by a total denial of the
historical pole, e.g. "revelation is not illumination or the7 2)
communication of knowledge"; ' "the fact of salvation (would)
be misunderstood if it were thought of as an isolated fact that
happened in some place and at some time and that requires to
be mediated to the present through a communication";^ ^ while
the person and history of Jesus do indeed constitute a pre¬
supposition of his (Paul's) theology, they do not do so from
the point of view of their historical or ideal content, but
rather as the act of God, as the occurrence of the revelation
(4)
of salvation"; 7 "this preaching of God's saving act, however,
is not a communication about events that one can also establish
(5\
outside of faith"; '"the salvation-occurrence cannot
possibly become an event of the past like other historical events"
and "the preaching....is neither a narrative report concerning an
event of the oast that once occurred, nor is it an instruction*
(
having to do with questions of world-view, i . <»in the Christian
(i) Nerygma and Kyth. pp. 43f.
\l Existence"and...Faith, p. 78.
(3) lb., P7 79.
(4) lb. p. 125.
(5) lb., p. 139.
(6) Jb., p. 22; cf. Theology of the KT.I, p. 302.
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message there is absolutely no question of man's being given
an historical account of a section of the past, which he might
put to the test, or critically confirm or reject."^ ^
In fairness to Bultmann it must be stated that in most of
the above instances the negative is followed by a "but rather
.so what appears to be a blunt negative must be regarded
as only a partial one and this is borne out by the fact that
in other places he does qualify the negative by a word like
* simply' or 'only', e.g." (the recollection of the kerygma)
does not present us with facts of the past in their bare actual¬
ity;" ' "the preaching is itself revelation and does not
merely speak about it so that it mediates a content that one
can understand;"^ ^ "(the act of God) can never become merely
an event in the past that one simply perceives;"^ ^ "the
church is wrong, so far as the death and resurrection of Jesus
are understood merely as given facts of history which may be
determined and established by evidence;"^ ^ "the figure of
Jesus cannot be understood simply from his context in human
evolution or history;"^ ^ "the cross is not just an event of
the past which can be contemplated in detachment,"^ '
It must be admitted that Bultmann is right in saying that
the saving event is not an historical occurrence. This is true
in the same way that water is not oxygen and yet there is no
water without there being oxygen. Bultrnann's view is also true
in the sense that if a man saves another from drowning by
*) Sssaya, P. 18.
i) Kerygma and kyth, p. 115.
3; Existence and Faith, p. 78.
4) lb., P. 7T-.
5) Jesus and the WordT p. 213.
6) Kerygma and Myth, p. 35.
7) Ib7, pTlb,
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swimming out to him and bringing him to land no amount of
analysis of the action of swimming or description of the
swimmer's style will give any real indication of the full
meaning of the event for the saved person and yet there would
have been no saving had there not been swimming, and swimming
of a particular kind. The concept of the aa indicated
in the present thesis helps to clarify Bultmann's view. In his
passive role the ^<*£-co<; is an observer of some historical
event and in his active role he is a re-presenter and an inteiv
preter of that event in terms of the action of God, It is the
interpretation which is given in faith to the observer, it is
this faculty of 'seeing' the action of God in the event which
reveals the kerygma or ^ae-r^giot. as salvation event. In the
kerygma the second generation of believers has been confronted
both by a re-presentation of the original event and by the
disciples' interpretation and so has been brought to the place
of decision just as the disciples had been. The historical
event of the crucifixion of Jesus becomes salvation-event for
the individual when it is interpreted as having occurred for
his justification. The testimony of Jesus, the true and faith¬
ful witness, was his teaching of the law, his life and death and
return and his interpretation of all this in terms of the
presence of the Kingdom of God and this became revelation for
the disciples when they came to believe. Their memory of the
historical events along with their interpretation of them be¬
came their testimony which re-presented the historical events,
and necessarily so? but the hearer of the disciples' testimony
or £<0^(0. had to make his own interpretation, that is to
say, he had to see the historical event as salvation-event for
himself and when this happened the testimony of the disciples
became revelation for him, Paul's statements "The
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righteousness of God is revealed from faith to faith", (Ro.l.
17) may be expressed ass "The redemptive action of God in
Jesus Christ becomes the eschatological occurrence when one
who has interpreted the historical events of 1 to 30 A.D. as
Jesus and the disciples did, has handed on the account of these
events with his interpretation of them and this has
been accepted in its two aspects, as visible and audible events
in time and space and as the interpretation of faith", Merely
to accept the testimony as historical event is to deny the
existential character of faith: merely to accept the inter¬
pretation is to reduce Jesus to a myth. Each hearer must
decide for himself whether or not his interpretation of these
historical events is to agree with that of Jesus and the
disciples,
(l)
Bultmann has said ' "The New Testament speaks of an event
through which God has wrought man's redemption. For it, Jesus
is not primarily the teacher, who certainly had important things
to say, and will always be honoured for saying them, but whose
person in the last analysis is immaterial for those who have
assimilated his teaching. On the contrary, his person is just
what the New Testament proclaims as the decisive event of
redemption." But this is unrealistic} there is no question of
there being a primary and secondary conception of Jesus; he was
the person he was by reason not only of his character and his
personal characteristics and the fact of his existence as a man
but also by the words he spoke and the acts he did. The fact
C1) Kerygma and yth, p. 14.
m.
cannot^ of course, be disregarded that in his life-time some men
were unmoved by Jesus' goodness. The New Testament describes
this as blindness towards what the disciples (and also some of
Jesus' detractors (Ac. 2.22,A1)) later saw. The unbelievers
saw what Jesus did but they did not 'see' God's action in Jesus'
action; in the same way there are men today who, confronted by
the representation of Jesus' words and acts, fail to come to the
same conclusion as the disciples. As Jesus was rejected by
some in his life-time^so today the kerygma is rejected by some.
Bultmann states^ ^ that the question to be put to the New
Testament is! "Which of the following two views determines its
idea of revelation, that revelation is the communication of
knowledge or that it is an occurrence which puts man in a new
situation^ "His own answer is that"the demand to say once for
all and unamoiguously what the word of God is must be rejected
because it rests on the idea that it is possible to designate
a complex of statements that can be found and understood with
(2\
respect to their content." ' It is questionable, however,
whether this dichotomy is valid in view of the meaning of
• It would seem that the communicating by
believers of knowledge, of certain specified events and sayings
which have pccurred in tfte oast is the occurrence which puts a
man j.n a new situation, which lets him see the 13.mltati.ons and
possibilities in hie own life and so opens up the future for him;
it was so for Moses and his contemporaries at Sinai; it was so
for the prophets and those who believed in their message; it
(l) Existence and Faith, p. 60.
va) Sxistence and Faith, p. 91
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was so for the apostles and their converts and it is the
conviction of the church that it is still true today for the
Christian preacher and those who accept his testimony, Bultmann
admits^ ^ that "one also receives something to know in revelation",
and continues: "But such knowledge must surely be a different
knowledge than consists in doctrines, which one can accept and
preserve, and which only acquire the character of revelation
because of the remarkable way in which they have come into one's
possession. Indeed, must it not be a knowledge that, ;just when
I know it, is revelation and puts an end to my limitation and
makes God present to me?" Most people would of course agree
with this if Bultmann would admit that all 'doctrines which one
can accept and preserve' are accepted in faith and trust. The
Biblical testimony has been shown to have a four-fold content,
it is in other words a complex of doctrines which have been
accepted and preserved but it is only because they have been
accepted and preserved that there is today any proclamation of
the word of God, that there is today a re-presentation of Jesus,
(d) The Person. Character and Message of Jesus
Bultmann wrote in Jesus and the Word; "Interest in the
personality of Jesus is excluded I do indeed think that
we can now know almost nothing concerning the life and
(2)
personality of Jesus" ' and in Existence and Fajtfe: "We must
frankly confess that the character of Jesus as a human
(3\
personality cannot be recovered by us," ' These disturbing
(i) lb., p. 70.
(a) P. 8,
(3) Existence and Faith, p. 52.
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statements stem from Bultmann's conviction that Jesus himself
was not aware of being the Messiah. It may be true that Jesus
did not see himself as the Messiah of popular contemporary
Jewish expectation but his life was based on the picture of the
servant of God as the fulfilment of the torah which has, in
principle the same fourfold content as his own message. Jesus'
healing and life-giving actions pointed to him as the fulfilment
of the torah in its reference to the creator-God, his recalling
of men to the ethical aspects of the torah pointed to him as its
fulfilment with reference to God as the giver of the law and
his death and resurrection pointed to him as the fulfilment of
the torah in its revelation of God as the Redeemer who forgives
those who turn to him and gives the promise of eternal blessed-
(l)
ness or doom. Bultmann saysx ' that "it can be taken for
granted that the earliest Church did not ponder over the unique¬
ness of the place in history and the historical influence of him
whose "advent" as Son of Man would presently end all world
histoiy" and that the historical phenomenon of Jesus was not
thought of in the same way as the great events of the Old Testa¬
ment, as a decisive event for Israel's history but "neither in
the earliest Church nor anywhere in the New Testament is Jesus
looked back upon as a deed of God by which - as by Abraham,
Moses or David - he showed "mercy" upon the people,.....For
Jesus' importance lies not at all in what he did in the past,
but entirely in what is expected of him for the future." That
this is not altogether the case is shown clearly in the words of
(x) Theology cn the NT5 I. pp. 35f.
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Zacharias in Lk.1.68-79* Jesus is regarded by the New Testa¬
ment as an event foretold in the past which has come to pass
and which can become a present event in the future for those
who have eyes to see.
(i)
No one would deny that Bultmann is correct when he writesj
"no amount of energy and sacrificial courage (and he might have
added, or all the virtuous characteristics which the church has
through the ages attributed to Jesus, e.g. his humility, his
love of children, his concern for the poor and the distraught,
his trust in God, his active sympathy, his detestation of
hypocrisy and so on) can ever prove anything concerning the
truth of the cause which a hero represents," but alongside this
truth there must be set the other that these aspects of Jesus'
person and personality were part of the event which was Jesus
of Nazareth (they are summed up by Peter in his sermon to
Cornelius in the words 'went about doing good' and apart from
them there was no such person as Jesus of Nazareth, The dis¬
ciples had more than the simple statements of the kerygma, they
had the memory of the Jesus with whom they had lived and learned,
the memory of the skandalon, of the man who spoke good words and
did good deeds and who claimed that in his own person the kingdom
of God was in the midst. It is unthinkable that the apostles
preached only the bare outline of the gospel which has been
termed the kerygma; certainly, if this was the case the fact
that they made converts is more than remarkable. The character
and personality of Jesus are not a matter of unconcern* if
Jesus had been a thief like the two men who died with him the
phenomenon of the kerygma would never have appeared. This is
not to deny that there were eye-witnesses of the life and death
(1) Jesus and the Word, p. 216.
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of Jesus who chose to believe that he deserved his fate or who
were indifferent to it, whereby they made their existential
decision.
Bultmann admits that "Little as we know of his (Jesus')
life and personality, we know enough of his message to make for
ourselves a consistent picture" ' and even mentions Jesus'
'especial affection for children*.^ ^ The few references in
Bultmann's writings to this sort of thing are an indication
that for him also it is necessary to know something of the
Jesus who lived in Galilee in order to recognise the Lord
Jesus Christ of the keiygma. The person and history of Jesus
C 3\
are for Bultmann a pre-supposition of the theology of Paul, '
not from the standpoint of their historical or ideal content,
but rather as the act of God, as the occurrence of the revela-
(4)
tion of salvation, 'yet Paul himself claims that he received
from the Lord the tradition concerning the Last Supper and be¬
fore making that remark Bultmann has just written* "Looked at
in terms of the history of ideas, the proclamation of Jesus and
that of Paul are essentially the same."^ ^
It is in their interpretation of their respective messages
that Bultmann sees the difference between Jesus and Paul) he
reckons that while Jesus proclaims a final and decisive act of
God, the reign of God, as coming, or indeed as now breaking in,
Paul affirms that the turn of the aeon has already taken place
with the coming, the death and the resurrection of Jesus. * '
71) lb., £. 12.
(2) lb., p. 6l.
i3) Indeed for the whole of the NT according to Bultmann
(Theology. I. p. 3).
(*7 Existence and Faith, p. 125.
m te:7~: 124:
w Kerygma and fe.vth. pp. 84f•
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This idea is repeated in his Theology of,the flew Testament
where he writes: "The earliest Church resumed the teaching of
of Jesus, and through its preaching passed it on. So far as
it did only that, Jesus was to it a teacher and prophet. But
Jesus was more than that to the ChurchJ He was also the Messiah;
hence the Church also proclaimed him, himself - and that is the
essential thing to see. He who had formerly been the bearer
of the message was drawn into it and became its essential
content^" Schniewind has pointed out that from Bultmann's
own book Jesus and the Word "it may be shown how, despite the
author's avowed intention, the uniqueness and finality of the
here and now of Jesus means the uniqueness and finality of the
advent of God". ^ ^ Certainly it is very difficult to see good
grounds for this distinction between Jesus as bearer of the
Word and Jesus as the Word upon which Bultmann lays much
stress; Bultmann, in his chapter on the teaching of Jesus about
the Kingdom of God quotes verses from the Synoptics which seem
to show quite clearly that to Jesus' mind the Kingdom is a
present reality. He quotes Lk. 10.23f. where Jesus says:
"Happy are the eyes that see what you see." (pres. tense),
Lk. 6.20f. where he says; "Happy are you poor, for yours is
(pres. tense) the Kingdom of God, Lk. 10.18f. where Jesus says
that he saw Satan fall and that he is now giving the disciples
the authority of the servants of the kingdom, Lk. 11,20 where
Jesus says to those who deny his claims; "If I by the finger of
God cast out demons, then the Kingdom of God has come (perf.
tense) to you", Mk. 3.27 where Jesus implies that he himself has
overcome Satan and Mt. 11.5 where he points out that his heal¬
ing and lifegiving action poixit to the fact that the long awaited
(1) Kerygma and Myth, pp. 84f.
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day of God has arrived. ' Bultmann defines the Kingdom of
God as 'deliverance for men' which 'constrains men to decision'?
this is what Jesus taught and preached, but this is precisely
what he saw himself to be and there can be no doubt that he was
just as capable of seeing this as was the church which lived on
after him and carried on his message.
(e) The Kerygma of the Early Church
Bultmann, with the 'Formgeschichte' school, distinguishes
between the proclamation of Jesus and the proclamation of the
early church which is not Jesus' proclamation but Jesus himself#
He goes so far as to say; "Paul neither heard Jesus' preaching
itself, nor did he permit it to be mediated to him by the first
disciples, in relation to whom he knew himself to be completely
independent (Gal.lJl, ljllff.)."^ ^ The first of these state¬
ments cannot, in fact, be proved and the second is difficult to
reconcile with authentic references by Paul to the tradition
which he received (I Cor. 11,23? 15.3)• If this is not the
tradition of Jesus or his disciples then the question may with
■justice be asked* "V.'hose tradition could it possibly be?"
Bultmann's theology does not render itself more attractive by
the assumptions of the 'Formgeschichte' school of thought
which attributes a tremendous spiritual insight to the disciples
of Jesus and their successors (an attribute which is certainly
not to be found in the Gospels whose picture of the disciples
is one of men who only saw the light after Jesus' death) and
at the same time credits Jesus himself with no inkling of being
*) Jesus and the Word, pp. 27f.
Tb., pp.'3$»41.
) Existence and Faith, p. 123.
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the person he really was.
In a very important passage in Kerygma and Myth (pp. 35-
38) Bultmann underlines the fact that in its redemptive aspect
the cross of Christ is "a permanent historical fact originating
in the past historical event which is the crucifixion of Jesus,.
the real meaning of the cross is that it has created a new
and permanent situation in history. The preaching of the
cross as the event of redemption challenges all who hear it to
appropriate this significance for themselves." B, then asks*
"is this significance to be discerned in the actual event of
past history.,,,if we are to perceive the real meaning of the
cross, must we understand it as the cross of Jesus as a figure
of past history? Must we go back to the Jesus of history?"
(PP* 37f.). He concedes that "As far as the first preachers of
the gospel ere concerned this will certainly be the case. For
them the cross was the cross of him with whom they had lived in
personal intercourse. The cross was an experience in their own
lives. It presented them with a question and it disclosed to
them its meaning" (p. 38) but he goes on to admit something
which takes away the force of his remarks about the disciples'
experience and with it the value of all acts of memory! "but
for us this personal connection cannot be reproduced. For us
the cross cannot disclose its own meaning* it is an event of
the past. ¥ife can never recover it as an event in our own
lives" (p. 38). There is a grave weakness in Bultmann's
position just here because the first preachers of the gospel
were as dependent on the reproductions of their memory as
people of today are on that same memory of the disciples and
therefore on historical research. Bultmann says later (p. 113)
that he cannot regard the reproduction of the events of the
years 1-30 in memory as the equivalent of the eschatological
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encounter but that "it has existential significance only when
I make my own particular past present through recollection."
This concession to the memory of the subject would appear to
detract from the 'present' character of the eschatological
moment of existential decision, The disciples and apostles of
Jesus were witnesses who included in their testimony their
memory of the events of Jesus' life and the words he spoke and
also their interpretation of that in terns of redemption. When
Peter was preaching in Jerusalem after Pentecost for him also
the cross was an event of the past, «Jesus was dead and therefore
Peter also had to tell the Jews about the Jesus who had gone
about doing good, whom they had crucified.
When B. deals with the resurrection of Jesus he avers that
it is not an event of past history with a Belf-evident meaning
and suggests that it is the expression of the truth that the
death of Jesus deprives death of its power? it is not simply
"a miraculous proof capable of demonstration and sufficient to
convince the sceptic that the cross really has the cosmic and
eschatological significance ascribed to it."^ ^ "The
resurrection is itself an article of faith it is the
?a\
eschatological event" It is in this matter of the
Resurrection that the meaning of the ^aeTo$ as the reminder,
the teacher, the expositor of the scriptures comes out most
clearly for here there can be no question of a simple witness
of fact and this is how Paul can be a witness of the resurrection.
Bultmann is correct in saying that we cannot buttress our
faith in the Resurrection by that of the first disciples and so
eliminate the element of risk which faith in the Resurrection
always involves (3) but it is equally correct to say that in the
1) Kerygrna ana kyth pp. 38f.
2) lb., p.~4^~
3) lb., p. 42.
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Gospels the first disciples present sufficient evidence for us
to believe that Jesus is the Christ, the son of God, and that
believing we might have life through his name (Jn. 20,31)•
Something happened in history on the third dayi there was an
empty tomb, visions were experienced, teaching was imparted.
To say that Paul knows nothing of the accounts of the empty
grave ^ is unwarrantablej the only legitimate comment about
this is that he does not mention these accounts. The disciples
have given their testimony and relying on it men today make
their existential eschatological decision and so find new life
or turn back to the ways of death. If. as Bultmann says, it
is certainly the case that the first preachers pi' the gospel had
to go back to the historical Jesus (albeit in their memory) then
it is equally the case that the preacher of today has to make
every effort to do the same; such an effort, however, will not
be made in order to produce a sort of proof for the salvation
event but simply in order to provide for faith the same basis
in history as that which the disciples themselves had,
2. The New Quest
2
According to J. M. Robinson ' existentialist x^bilosophy
and theology have exposed the impossibility and illegitimacy of
the 19th century quest of the historical Jesus, but there has
recently been a move by Bultmannians towards what might be
termed a new quest. Robinson quotes Bultmann himself as having
corne to the conclusion that "Jesus' message is after all grace,
i.e. 'after all a hidden or secret Christian preaching': such
calls for decision as Mt. 11,6; Lk. 12.8f., are, by calling
for decision with regard to his person, at the same time words
(1) Theology I.. p. 45.
(2) A New Quest of the Historical Jesus,
4-91.
of promise, of grace; it is at this very moment that the gift
of freedom is offered to the hearer.'"^ ^ S. Kasemann began
the new discussion with the argument that something can be known
about the historical Jesus and that the crucial issue is whether
there is some kind of continuity between the preaching of the
historical Jesus and the Church's kerygma.^ ^ Kasemann was
followed by K. Fuchs who stressed that Jesus' conduct was the
real context of his preaching and that in Jesus' mouth the
parables were 'a witness to himself'. Thus between them
Kasemann and Fuchs provide the thesis; "in the message and
action of Jesus is implicit an eschatological understanding of
his person, which becomes explicit in the keiygma of the
primitive Church,^ ^ It is for this reason, no doubt, that
there is so much emphasis on the function of the witness in the
NT, For Bultmann the classical distinction between Jesus and
Paul had been; What for Jesus is future is for Paul past and
present. This has become for G, Borrikarnm the distinction
(4)
between John the Baptist and JesusN ' and he proceeds to explain
that 'the "messianic" aspect of Jesus' being is enclosed in his
word and act, and in the unmediatedness of his historicalI5)
appearance.'^ ' In his Jeaus^of Nazareth Bornkamm continues to
insist that "Paul and the authors of other New Testament writings
knew extremely little of the detail which is known to us from
the Gospels" and that "The tradition is not really the repetition
and transmission of the word he spoke once upon a time, but
rather is his word today," (p, 17). He avers that after Jesus*
(*) A New Guest, pp. 20f, Quotation from ZThK, LIV (1957)
pp. 24<c, 254.
(«-) A New ;uest, pp. 12-14.
lb., pp. 14-16.
(4) Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 44-52.
(5) lb. pp." 159-178. ""it is the special character of his message
and work that Jesus is to be found in his word and ijj his actions
and that he does not make his own rank a special theme of his
message prior to everything else." (p. 169).
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death "the preacher Jesus of Nazareth enters into the message
of faith and himself becomes the content of the preachingi he
who called men to believe is now believed in (p. 178; cf. pp.
180-188). He points out, however, that "it cannot be seriously
maintained that the Gospels and their tradition do not allow
enquiry after the historical Jesus" (pp. 22-26). Bornkamm
will not have it that Jesus made the Messianic claim directly
but he cannot avoid the statement; "As little as he fulfils
the demands of his opponents for proof of his claim, so little
does he fulfil the expectations of his followers." But it
would seem that his enemies would scarcely have asked for proof
had he not made the claim in one way or another,
Jesus' history, according to Bornkamm, is "a movement of
broken Messianic hopes" (p. 172) but Jesus' warnings against
people being offended at him and his foretelling the coming
persecution of his disciples show that he at least had no
illusions about his own imminent death.
With regard to the Resurrection Bornkamm states that it
is a thing "removed from historical scholarship" and that "it
is the message of Easter we must seek in the Easter stories" and
"it is,.... certain that the appearances of the risen Christ and
the word of his witnesses have in the first place given rise to
this faith" (p. 183) all of which comes to the same thing as
saying that after the death of Jesus something happened which
the disciples interpreted as a resurrection. The Emmaus
disciples, for example, return to Jerusalem as witnesses
because "in the words he (the Risen One) speaks to them and An
the supper he eats with them, they have the pledges of his
resurrection and presence"(p. 185). The present study of the
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Biblical ^ae-rus &as shown that the continuity goes back
beyond Jesus and John the Baptist to Moses and the prophets
and the writings of the Old Testament.
Support has been given to the new trend by H, Diem whose
basic position is that the New Testament proclaims a Jesus who
proclaims himself? Diem advocates a search back to the pro-
(M
clamation of the earthly Jesus. ' It is agreed by all that
unless there is some access to the historical Jesus then the
Church's Lord is a myth.
Robinson makes the good point that since the historical
Jesus has been shown to confront us with existential decision
just as the kerygma does, it is anachronistic to oppose the
quest today on the basis of new principles of historiography etc.,
on the assumption thet^such a quest is designed to avoid the
commitment of faith. v ^ It is significant that the testimony
of Jesus is of the same nature as that of the OT, In both
cases the testimony is fundamentally God's testimony? at the
time of the Kxodus there was no proof that it was God who had
acted for the redemption of his people, that it was God who
had spoken his word of command and release and promise, just
as there was no sign for the people of Jesus' day except the
sign of the prophet Jonah, Bultmann's distinction between
Jesus the prophet and Rabbi and wonderworker #10 presented his
contemporaries with signs of the time and the Christ of the
kerygma of the early Church is not really helped by the
reference^ ^ to Mk. 8.11f. on which B. comments: "It is absurd
(D A New ■ uestj. pp. 22-24.
(2) lb., p. 77. *
v3) Jesus and the Word, p. 30.
4%.
and presumptuous to ask him for a specific sign as evidence?
his message accredits him." Matthew and Luke, in point of
fact, report that Jesus says that a sign will be given, the
sign of Jonah who after losing his life had it restored and
who, by his consequent kerygma (Mt. 12,/t-l) , became a sign to
the Kinevites (Lk.11.30). It would appear that, to Jesus'
mind, his death and resurrection are also signs of the times,
and are to be given as such.
The testimony of Moses and the prophets, the Baptist,
Jesus and the early Church is the evidence of faith which 'sees'
in ambiguous events the action and truth, that ie, the glory of
God and which, in the 'seeing' of these, makes a decision for
God, embraces and abandons itself to the Creator, the impera¬
tive, the redemption and the promise. The claim that Jesus is
the incarnate word, the Son of God, is not made out of a vacuum?
it has evidential support but this support is spiritual rather
than historical for it rests on prophecy, teaching and actions
which may be interpreted in two ways. When all is said and
done faith is a sort of calculated risk and the calculation is
based on the historical whether it be immediate or mediated.
According to the author of Hebrews this was true for Jesus who
for the joy set before him endured the cross despising the
shame and all the heroes of faith who went before him endured
as 'seeing' the invisible. The Christian sees the object of
his faith as a certain kind of person? his believing contempor¬
aries saw Jesus as a good man, they saw in the testimony of
Jesus' life the uninhibited action of the love which they knew
they did not themselves show fully and constantly in their own
life; they were aware that Jesus fulfilled God's law of love,
that is to say, they were aware of meeting in Jesus the creative
life-giving power of God, the irony and wrath of God's
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opposition to sin, the forgiving response of God to their own
repentance. Jesus' teaching and action combined to foim his
testimony which he passed on to his disciples that they also
might proclaim it in word and deed. This was the nature and
source of their authority and it is the nature and the source
of the authority which is given by Christ in the kerygma today.
Robinson says with justice* "The current limitation of
New Testament research to the kerygma has a significant formal
deficiency* it sees Jesus only in terms determined by the
Christian encounter."^ ^ This deficiency may be made up to
some extent by the introduction of the concept which
includes the idea of encounter, that between teacher and taught,
preacher and congregation, and also,importantly, introduces
the idea of the concreteness of the teacher's experience.
Thus the recognition of the existence and importance of the NT
witness must be one of the primary factors in any new quest,
Robinson states that there is in the Gospels sufficient material
whose historicity tends to be generally accepted, to make a
historical encounter with Jesus possible^ ^ and makes the
important point that "if it is true that the kerygma of the
primitive Christians can become contemporaneous with me in my
concrete historical encounters, then, in principle at least,
this is equally true of the historical Jesus,"^ ^
Robinson's conclusion is that "the deeper meaning of Jesus'
message....is constitutive of his selfhood, expresses itself in
his action, and is finally codified in the Church's kerygma."^ '
(*) A New Quest, p. 86.
(2) Ib7 pp. 10M'. See also pp. 120-125 for a demonstration
of the underlying unity of the message of Jesus and the kerygma
of the early Church.
3) lb., p. 106.
4) lb. p. 123.
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and that "Paul's transcendent existence is one with the self¬
hood of Jesus proclaimed in the kerygma the selfhood of
Jesus is equally available to us - apparently both via his¬
torical research and via the kerygrna - as a possible understand¬
ing of our existence." ^
In Mt. 10 both action (w. 1,8,14? cf. Mk. 6.11) and kerygma
(w. 7»19f.,27) are spoken of as £-rJg,ov/ , the gift of the
Holy Spirit, that is, the testimony of God. The OT a.
are also the testimonies of God. The £ t-> £ ( ov/ of the Lord
of which Paul warns Timothy not to be ashamed is the testimony
of Christ which is also the testimony of God (II Tim. 1,8? I
Cor. 1.6; 2.1). In 4t. 24,14 the ov is the gospel of
the kingdom which is to be a kerygma throughout the whole world.
If this verse is not a saying of Jesus but is put into his
mouth by the early Church it is curious that the Church should
meanwhile be engaged in preaching the kerygma of the death and
resurrection, unless it had already identified the gospel of
the kingdom which Jesus preached and its own proclamation. The
factor of testimony in the New Testament shows the real
possibility of a new quest of the historical Jesus for the New
Testament witnesses present eye-witness evidence of historical
facts out of their own experience along with an interpretation
of these which presents them as the salvation-event.
0) lb. p. 125.
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